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STUDIES IN CHURCH HISTORY.

CHAPTEE I.

THE PONTIFICATE OF PAUL V. THE INTERDICT OP VENICE. THE
PROHIBITION OF THE ENGLISH TEST OATH.

Pope Leo XI, (Alessanclro clei Medici), tlie successor of

Clement YIIL, having died after a reign of only twenty-six

days (1), sixty cardinals entered into Conclave, and on May 16,

1605, Camillo Borgliese mounted tlie pontifical tlirone as

Pope Paul V. ContemjDorary authors agree in asserting tliat

Borgliese had manifested, during his entire ecclesiastical

career, every virtue befitting his state of life, and a more than

ordinary capacity for government. As Pontiff, he was ever a

lover of peace ; and his every thought was directed to the

preservation and spread of the Catholic faith. As Pope-King,

he was lavish and unceasing in augmenting the artistic beau-

ties of his capital ; and his chief biographer, Bzovius, is elo-

quent in a description of all that this reign effected for the

comfort and aesthetic delectation of the Komans. The visitor

to the Eternal City especially lauds the memory of Paul V.

when his admiring eyes are directed to the beauties of the

Borgliese Chapel in the Liberian Basilica, to the magnificent

halls with which this Pontiff embellished the Quirinal, and
:above all, to what he effected for the completion of the Basil-

ica of the Apostles ; the artist and the architect will delight

(1) The totally unexpected death of this Pontiff grave rise to a report that he had been

poisoned by means of a rose which was given to him during the ceremonies of his installa-

tion in the Lateran ; but Cardinal Du Perron, who was present at the autopsy, testified that

it proved that the death was due to catarrh of the stomach, superinduced by the exhaustion

entailed by the long and fatiguing ceremonies in the basilica. When it became evident that

the Pope Would not survive his Illness, great pressure was brought to bear upon him that

he might be induced to enroll his grand-nephew in the Sacred CoUeee. The young man
was worthy ; but this scion of the Medici was of mould different from that of Leo X. and

Clement VII., and he declared that it should never be said that he haa effected nothing as

Pope but the greater aggrandizement of his family. When his confessor joined the sup-

pliants, he dismissed the imprudent man from his presence, chose another director, and
would never again see the culprit. Muratori ; at y. 1005.- Stringa Life of Leo XI.
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in reading of tiie energy and generosity whicli lie manifested

in this, his greatest work, as tliey are set forth in the pages

of Okloini, Augelo Rocca, and Bonanni. In fine, as head of

the Church, the fiftli Paul was zealous ; as man, his virtue

was unimpeachable ; as Pope-King, however, it must be

admitted that his excessive nepotism prevented his subjects

from praising him, as they otherwise would have gladly done,

as one of the best of their sovereigns (1).

One of the first acts of ¥oY>e Paul V. was an assembling of

the Congregation De Divinis Anxilus Avhich, as we have al-

ready noted, had been instituted by Clement VIII. for the

purpose of producing harmony between the Jesuits and the

Dominicans, then disputing most virulently on the relations

of grace with free-will. Sixteen sessions of this body were

held ; and then, in 1606, for reasons which are not known,

and also because of the controversy with the Venetian oli-

garchs, of which we shall soon treat, the Pontiff decided to

promulgate no doctrinal decision. But having summoned

the generals of the Friars-Preachers and the Society of Jesus,

he handed to each the following Rescript :
" In the matter

De Auxiliis his Holiness, our lord the Pope, has signified to

the debaters and consultors that they may retire to their

homes. And his Holiness has declared that he will promul-

gate a declaration of his decision at some opportune time
;

but meanwhile he enjoins most severely on each party, when

treating of this subject, not to dare to censure or in any way

characterize the other. The Friars-Preachers and the Jesuits

are both ordered to punish severely any of their members

wdio may be delinquent in this matter. His Holiness wishes

this his decree to be held inviolate ; and therefore your Pa-

ternity will not be unfaithful to your office by neglecting to

watch over its observance. Furthermore, each one of you will

(1) " The sole complaint made npalnst tbis pontiflcate was founded on the Pope's exces-

Blve (rifts to his nephews, who built, both inside and outside of Rome, palaces whicli were

sufflrlently superb to ilval those of klnps. One nephew alone, the jirince of Sulmona, hart

an aniund revenue of UK),(K)(i, and some say of ~(X).(iOOscudi. besides the money in his treas-

ury. And no Wonder; when Cardinal Borphese, he who had been Sciplo CnfTnrelli. son of

a sister of the Pope, was desixitlc minister in the holy court, and whenever an oOice be-

came vacant, he (?ave It to some relative, thus causing public discontent. Therefore it was

ttjRt AiidifW Vettorelll said of this Pontiff: ' Had he been waotinjj in this chnracteristic,

pn>fiislou towards his relatives, all men say that he wouW >utw been regarded as one of the

most blessed of Popes.' " Mlratori ; ioc. ci(.
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take occasion to inform his Holiness as to what you may have

done in the premises." This decree was immediately for-

warded by the Holy Office to the apostolic nuncios at

Florence, Cracow, Naples, Venice, Madrid, Prague, and to

those in France and Savoy ; as well as to the inquisitors-

general in Spain, Portugal, Milan, Genoa, Turin, Avignon,

Malta, the Puglia, Sardinia, and Sicily ; all of whom were en-

joined to promulgate the document in their resj)ective juris-

dictions. We may here observe that on Dec. 1, 1611, Paul V.

strictly prohibited the publication of any work treating of

the disjDuted j)oints, " even though said work advanced the

pretext of commenting on St. Thomas, aut alio modo "
; and

that this prohibition was renewed by Urban \YH. on May
22, 1625, by Innocent X. on April 23, 1656, and by Innocent

XII. on Jan. 28 and Feb. 6, 169^1: (1).

No people have been more firm in their devotion to the

Catholic faith than were the citizens of the venerable Vene-

tian Republic, while that state existed as an independent

nationality. And nevertheless we are about to narrate an epi-

sode of Venetian history, which has but few parallels in the

annals of rebellion and schism. The reader must know that

the Republic of Venice was the first state to receive the de-

crees of the Council of Trent ; and that as a token of his ap-

preciation of its promptitude, Pope Pius IV. presented to La
Serenisshna the magnificent palace in Rome yet styled " di

Venezia "—a regal gift which elicited from the proud oligarchs

the return present of the majestic palace " Gritti " in Venice,

as a residence for the papal nuncios. But these interchanges

of courtesy were by no means indicative of sterling sympathy
between Wio. political cabinets of Rome and Venice. Zealous

as the Venetians had ever been in their attachment to Cath-

olic doctrine and to every Catholic custom, they had, from

(1) " Would that both of the contending parties had observed this silence ! As forme, al-

though I shall ever cling to those columns of the Church, Sts. Augustine and Thomas, most

flnnly, and therefore shall ever believe in the doctrine of grace which is efBcacious per se

and gratuitous unto the glory of predestination ; nevertheless I shall never be led out of that

harbor of safety, a religious silence on this matter of controversy, which I have chosen,

nor shall I ever fail to show a sincere and public reverence for the decrees of the Roman
Pontiffs. And undoubtedly this resolution and refuge will be embraced by whoever Is

truly wise, and wishes for a quiet life." Amat de Gravesox; I^ccle&. Hist., Cent. XVII.,

Conversation ii.
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time immemorial, been extremely jealous, suspicious, and ex-

travagantly independent, in all their secular dealings Avitli

the Popes. Long before the days of Febrouius, Giaunone,

etc., they had conceived the idea of the quasi-divinity of their

state, and in their blind devotion to it, had advanced in what
is now called " liberalism "—be it understood, however, only

in their relations with Church discijilinary authority—as

far as their Catholicism, in its utmost latitude, would allow.

Thus, for centuries, the Kepublic had reserved to itself the

right to build new churches or convents ; all control over in-

struction, unless the purely religious ; the regulation and jDro-

tection of all the externals of divine worship ; the examination

of all documents arriving from Rome, and the consequent

right of granting the exequatur. " We are slaves to our laws,

and hence our liberty," grandiosely said their Serenities of

La Signoria in excuse to Pope Pius r\'^. for their refusal to

receive a bishop of his nomination. Ecclesiastical immunity
was nearly a mere name in Venice, and the clergy were ex-

cluded from every governmental employment. In the debates

of the Council, if affairs with Rome were brought forward,

the doors were opened for the exit of all pajxdisfi, i. e., all

who had relatives or even intimate friends in the Roman
States ; and in 1525 the Ten had decreed that no debate on a

Roman question could be shared by any member who had
children, nephews, or nieces, in the Religious Orders. At the

time of Paul V., the oligarchy had become so jealous of its

jurisdiction over all ecclesiastics, that the Inquisitors of State

having heard that guests of the papal nuncio had contended

that "the secular government cannot judge clerics, unless

permitted by a pontifical indult," it was ordered that any
Venetian prelate who thus expressed himself, " should be de-

scribed, in a book kept for such purpose, as hut little liked,

and occasion should be sought for the sequestration of his

revenues ; if he persisted, the utmost rigor should be used
toward him, for gangrene needs iron and fire "

(1). From
time immemorial the Venetians had prohibited clergymen
from holding real estate, and at this period they were com-
pelled to sell any such property which they had acquired even

(1) statutes of the InquUsition of State ; Supplement, art. 3.
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by the last will of a parent. It may be readily imagined that

this state of things was not acceptable to a Pontiff like Paul

y., a man of rigorous virtue, who was convinced that the

Holy Spirit had prompted his election precisely in order to

remedy the abuses which had lowered the dignity of the Holy

See ; who instituted a commission for the devisement of means
" to check the presumption of secular government " ; and

who was wont to declare :
" There can be no true piety,

where an entire submission to the spiritual power is wanting."

Very soon after his election this Pontiff anticipated a remark

which the " great " Prussian Frederick is said to have made

in reference to the meddlesomeness of the emperor Joseph II.

Addressing the Venetian ambassador, Conterini, our Pontiff

said • " My lord, we very much regret to learn that the Ten

wish to play the sacristan, prescribing the hour for closing

the churches, etc."

At first, Paul Y. contented himself with beseeching the

doge for a change in the rej)ublic's methods ; but soon he

felt it incumbent upon the Holy See to adopt severe meas-

ures. The crisis was precipitated l)y the imprisonment of

two ecclesiastics by order of the Ten, and their threatened

trial for immoralities by a civil tribunal. This violation of

clerical immunity from civil process was considered by forty-

one cardinals in full Consistory ; and they all, with one sole

exception—a Venetian—approved of the papal design to

launch the censures of the Church upon the contumacious

oligarchs. Accordingly, on Dec. 25, 1605, Pope Paul issued

a Bull whereby excommunication and interdict were pro-

nounced against the Venetians if, within twenty-four days,

they did not submit to the wishes of the Holy See. Their

Serenities expressed much grief on account of the pontifical

action : but they manifested no symptoms of an inclination

to yield. They even threatened to punish severely all persons

who would dare to promulgate the Bull of Interdict, and they

ordered the parish clergy to continue the administration of the

Sacraments. The recalcitrants were either fined and impris-

oned, or exiled. Among the banished were nearly all the Capu-

chins, Jesuits, and Theatines, who retired in processional order,

bearing candles in their hands and crucifixes on their breasts.
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But it is wcrthr of note, and the Ifalianissimi of our dar
would do well to observe the fact, that amid all the mental
eflfervescence entailed bv this disturbance of everv religious

relation, their Serenities suftered no insults to l>e oflered to the

clergr, and thev tolerated no outrages against sacred thinscs.

On one occasion, when a friar allowed himself to indul<^e in

invectives against the Holy Father, saying, among other ab-

surdities, that Paul had become Saul, the Ten severelv ad-

monished the cowled censor ; and as an " admonition " of their

Serenities generally guaranteed its own observance, the com-
plaints of such gentry against their chief superior were there-

after heard only in their own convents. It appears that, as

a rule, the friars arrayed themselves, as far as they could, on
the side of the oligarchs in this lamentable dissension with

the Pope. Gregorio Leti was not absolutely mendacious when
he asserted, in his buffoonesque Life of Sixtus V., that "the
Venetian friars would renounce, so to speak, God Himself,

let alone the Pope and religion, for the sake of the republic "
;

but few will agree with Leti when he adds :
" All friars

should do the same ; although I must admit that there are

many scandalous instances of friars refusing to thus serve

their sovereign." When so many religious were found want-
ing in the true spirit of their vocation, we need not be sur-

prised on learning that there appeared innumerable pamphlets
and other more pretentious works in attempted refutation of

the equally innumerable vindications of the papal action which
then saw the light (1). Among these " apologies " for the

Holv See the most noteworthr was v\Titten bv Cardinal Bel-

larmine at the request of the Pontiff, who was con\-inced that

the known moderation of the great controversialist would
avoid embittering the Most Serene, while contending for the
just claims of the Holy See (2). It was not the fault of Bel-

(D See the Collection of TTorks on the Interdict Issvud by the Pmacs of Venice and
Rom€ : Colra, 1607.

{-> Fran<.-esoo Romolo Roberto Bellarmino, better known bj us as Bellarmlne, was bom
tu l^i2 at Montepulclano. near Florence, and was a nepbew ot Pope >larceUus H. (Marcel-
k) Cenino*. At the a«e of eighteen, he entered the Society of Jesus; and in loTX) he was
appointed to a chair of theolojcy in Louvaln. being the first Jesuit to occupy that position in

the Belirtan Tnivt-reUy. Here he taui.- .rly seven years : finding time to i-onipose a
Hetirtu: tirummar and a work on f." - il XTritit^ as well as to take part in the
BaUn controversy. The years between 13T'> and 1590 found blm delivering in Borne the
polemical lectures which form the l)ody of his chief and truly great prvductloa. the Con-
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larmine that Pope Paul Y. did not abstain from his condign

punishment of the oligarchs. In the Consistory in which the

project was debated, many of their Eminences vented their

indignation against the republic in bitter terms ; Bellarmine

breathed naught but reconciliation. This fact was well

known, and hence the confidence of the Pontiff that with the

aid of the cardinal of Capua he would gain the victory. Ad-

dressing their Serenities, the papal champion demonstrated

that the arguments adduced by certain theologians in favor

of the Venetian assumptions were without foundation. When
those theologians, argued Bellarmine, tried to prove that the

republic could with propriety contemn the papal censures,

they adduced false interpretations of passages of Holy Writ.

Their views were diametrically contrary to the Canons and

ancient practice of the Church ; and as to their citation of

Gerson, they should have remembered that the great French-

man was speaking, in the adduced passage, of cii'cumstances

afflicting the Church during the Great "Western Schism, when

a plurality of contending claimants for the tiara justified as-

sumptions which could have no foundation when the Papacy

tr<jversies Concerning Christian Faith, a work which is still unrivalled, and is especially

praiseworthy for its author's gentlemanly treatment of his adversaries, more than one of

whom were incapable of understanding such a method of argumentation. His treatise on

the Transfer of the Roman Empire from the Greeks to the Franks, written in refuta-

tion of the courtier-theologistic absurdities of the Illyrian, Flaecius (See our vol. ii., p. 34),

enhanced the reputation of Bellarmine as a polemic ; and in 1589 Sixtus V. sent him to

France as an assistant to the papal legate. He faithfully followed the Pontiff's policy in

regard to the League, resisting all endeavors to make him a declared partisan of that as-

sociation, and confining himself to ecclesiastical matters. Gregory XIV., more partial to

the League than Sixtus V. had been, recalled Bellarmine from France, and for two years

the theological athlete was provincial of the Neapolitan Jesuits. In 1597, Clement Till,

appointed him au Inquisitor, a member of the Congregation for the Examination of Bish-

ops, and finally enrolled him in the Sacred College. In 1602, he was made archbishop of

Capua, the Pontiff wishing, thinks Hefele, to have him at a distance. The probable motive

of this deprivation of favor was Bellarmine's having pronounced in favor of the doctrine

on grace as it was interpreted by his order, although, in his Controversies, he had advocat-

ed the Thomistic theory. "Notwithstanding his olden opinion," says Hefele, "he took

sides with his order, and tried to influence the Pope to do the same. When the public ses-

sions of the Congregation De Auxiliis were begun, Bellarmine was sent away from Rome,

at the demand, as it would seem, of the Dominicans: the Pontiff consenting the more

readily because he himself was a Thomistic theologian, and Bellarmine had endeavored to

prevent any decision of the matter." While Bellarmine was attending to his diocese of

Carua, he composed his Catechism, which is probably the best ever written, and has been

translated into everv European tonsrue, and also into Arabic, Armenian, and Syriac. We
shall meet with Bellarmine In his position of member of the Inquisition, when we treat of

Galileo. Besides the Ansicer to the Book of James, King of Britain, Bellarmine wrote

another work In the interest of the English Catholics, his adversary being the famous Wil-

liam Barclay, a Scotch Catholic lawyer, who having found that his faith debarred him from
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enjoyed its normal conditions. The immunity of her servants

from civil process was a sacred thing in the eyes of the

Church ; and the law which contravened this exemption, as

well as the other enactments which the Holy See lamented,

rendered the position of the Venetian clergy more intolerable

than that of the vilest subjects of the republic. Then the

cardinal conjured the doge and senators, so justly renowned
for wisdom and justice, to reflect on the importance of this

gi-ievous dissension with the Roman Pontiif. Let them ex-

ercise that spirit of equity which had hitherto rendered their

decisions celebrated in the annals of jurisprudence ; and
finally, urged his Eminence, let their Serenities not give rea-

son to the enemies of the Church for rejoicing because the

Pontiif was beset most sadly by his friends (1)

It is not to be supposed that the Venetian malcontents de-

rived much satisfaction from the realization that their dissen-.

sion with Rome was eagerly fomented by England, Holland,

and the Grisons, all of whom thought to plant thereby the

pretended Reformation in the very heart of Italy. But cer-

all cliance of practising his profession in the British dominions, had gone to Antwerp as a

teacher of law, and had there written a treatise on The Pinccr of the Pope, in which he

greatly restricted the power of the Pontiff in temporal matters. Bellarmine's reply, pub-
lished in ICIO, displeased the parliament of Paris, ever intent on sustaining the supposed

prerogatives of its royal master in face of the temporal claims of the Holy See; and the

work was solemnly condemned by parliamentary decree on Nov. 26. iGlO, its sale being

prohibited as high-treasou against bis Majesty. Thus the holy controversialist saw himself

condemned as a too ultra papist by the French parliamentarians, while Pope Si.xtus V. had
reproved him for granting to the Pontiff merely an imlirect power ia temporals, 1. e., a

power to be exercised only when the salvation of souls is jeopardized. In fact, Bellar-

mine's S}iprcme Pontiff bad been placed on the Index by Sixtus V.; but Urban vn. erased

the work from the list (For Bellarmine's theory, see our vol. ii., p. 203). The sanctity of

Bellarmine was evident throughout his life, and it Is patent even in his controversies. His

canonization has l)een frequently broached ; but not until the time of Benedict XIV. did

the cause appear destined even to an initiation and then the storm against the Jesuits was
brewing, and policy may have induced the Holy See to hesitate in canonizing a member of

an order against whicrh the courts of France, Spain, Naples, and Panna were evidently bound
to prf>ceed to e.xtremities. The Coutrovrrsus of Bellarmine were the subject of more talk

than any other works of their time; during the life of their author twenty-two volumes

were Issui-d In England and Germany against them. So great was the fame which he en-

joyed, that his contemporaries narrated how a German stood outside the residence of the

Jesuits in Rome for several days, accompanied by a notary-public"; and wlien the cardi-

nal llnally came forth, the admiring Teuton simply gazed on ntm, and then having
caused the ofllclal scribe to draw up an attestation to the effect that be had really seen

the great writer, he returned to boast of the fact in his own country. In every Protestant

I'nlverslty chairs were founded for the express purpose of "refuting" the arguments of

Bellarmine. It is interesting to note that Bellarmine received the priesthood while he wa»
teaching at Louvain, and at the hands of Jansenius, then bishop of Ypres.

(1) Frizon ; Life of Bellarmine; Nancy. 1708.
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taiulv tliey were encouraged to persist in their revolt by the

arguments of Paolo Sarpi, that Servite friar whose work on

the Council of Trent has already received our attention, and

who was, without doubt, one of the most talented men of his

century. As " theologian of the Kepublic," he declared that

all civil rulers derive their power immediately from God, and

that said power is therefore independent of both Pontiff and

people. In fact, the distinctive characteristic of Fra Paolo

was an aversion to the Holy See. He contended that the

power of the Pope was not to be blindly acknowledged ;
that

each one of his commands should be scrutinized, in view of a

determination as to its legitimacy and propriety ;
that an ex-

commimication of a multitude was unjust and sacrilegious,

and that the Tridentine Council erred when it pronounced

that any one who persevered in the excommunicated state for

a year, should be regarded as suspected of heresy ;
the sec-

ular magistracy had a perfect right to prevent the publication

of a Bull of excommunication. Protestant polemics have af-

fected to regard Fra Paolo as a sort of hero ;
but surely it

required little courage to attack the Curia Bomcma in a Re-

public which was always most averse to the pretensions of

that court. He has also been styled a liberal ; but the Con-

stitutions which he w^ould have given to the Order of the

Servites advise the use of torture ; he would have no discus-

sions in courts of justice ; he wanted to oppress the colonies

in the Levant ; he thought that the entire Greek race was fit

only for humiliations, scourgings, and a regimen of bread and

prater—" humanity should be kept in reserve for better peo-

ples "
; in certain affairs of state, he thought that secret poison

was a better protector for the Eepublic than a public execu-

tion ; he abominated the freedom of the press (1). Duple ssis-

Mornay, the " Pope of the Calvinists," and the physician As-

selineau of Orleans, who were involved in the intrigues of

Sarpi, hailed him as an Italian Luther : and Mornay writes

that in 1609 the friar preached the Lenten course " v^'th

freedom and truth, to a lar^e concourse of nobles and peo-

ple, in spite of the remonstrances of the nuncio." Scaliger

(1) For these and other proofs of his Illiberalism, see his Opinion of Fra Paolo as ta

How the RepuhUc Should he Oovermd, in Order to Have Perpetual Dominion.
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wrote, about that time, that Venice " would receive the Gos-
pel very soon." Sarpi himself seems to have thought that

the prospects of the Eeformers in Italy were fairly bright, for,

when writing, Feb. 18, 1612, about the "constancy m the faith
"

displayed by Marsilio, an apostatized Jesuit, he says :
" I

think that only reasons of state prevent many from coming
out of the ditch of Kome." De Lic^uez, a companion of the

famous Diodati, writes :
" Fra Paolo assures me that he

knows more tlian twelve or fifteen thousand persons who are

ready to revolt against the Pioman Church." Many of the

Eeformers thought that the French monarch, Henry IV.,

owing to his enmity to Austria, would favor the malcontents

in Venice ; but gi-eat was their consternation when this prince

forwarded to their Serenities of the Signoria a letter of Dio-
dati to Durand, a Calvinist jDreacher in Paris, in which the

plots of the Venetian innovators were fully revealed. This
direct denunciation (1) caused the oligarchs to reflect more
seriously on their position in face of the head of the Church.
The friends of the Pontiff began to breathe more freely,

and Sarpi declared that " incredible harm had been effected

by that letter "
(2j. Like all patriots of his stamp, he invoked

the aid of foreigners. But Sully, although a Huguenot, pre-

ferred to use his influence to effect a reconciliation of their

Serenities with Pope Paul. To the French monarch's pray-

ers were now joined the good offices of Florence, the emper-
or, Spain, and Savoy ; and in April, 1609, a papal nuncio
was sent to Venice with very lenient conditions for a lifting

of the interdict. The banished clerics, the Jesuits excepted,

were to be allowed to return to the Republic ; the Sertvis-

sima was to undergo no humiliation, nor was any retractation

enjoined. Then the doge, Lionardo Donato, announced that
" By the goodness of the Lord, the Holy Father had been en-

abled to perceive the candor of our hearts, the sincerity of

our actions, and our continual deference toward the Holy See.

The causes of the late differences were now removed ; and
their Serenities were well content to have attained the object

(1) Voltaire and Dam deny this move of King Henry, declaring that he would not have
committed "so vile an action." But the Mciiudrs of Duplessis-Moruay leave no doubt in

the mutter.

(2) Letter I\'ii. 44, to Dell' Isola.
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of their just desires, for they were devoted and most obsequi-

ous sons of the Holy See "
; and therefore, the protestation

against the late interdict was withdrawn by the Eepublic. It

4s to be noted that the two prisoners, who had been the occa-

sion and the immediate cause of all the trouble, were placed

aboard of two gondolas and given into the custody of Cardi-

nal Joyeuse, the French ambassador to the Most Serene
;
his

Eminence utilizing the opportunity to state that King Henry

IV. had repeatedly enjoined him to advise the Venetians " to

keep on good terms with the Pope."

Nicolo Contarini, afterward doge, a great friend of Fra Pa-

olo, having been appointed historiographer of the Serenissi-

ma, wrote a narrative of the dissension ; but when he died, the

Ten sequestrated the manuscript in the interests of peace.

Afterward, the Senator, Anthony Querini, wrote another ac-

count which also remained unedited, but from which we are

able to extract some of the author's conclusions after the late

experience. 1. A contest which, even only in appearance,

turns on religious affairs, is most dangerous, since it reaches

into the very foundations of society. 2. The Pontiff will al-

ways have a great advantage in any contest, even though his

claims be extravagant ; for many temporal princes will aid him,

both for the sake of his favor, and in order to oppress his

opponents, under the cloak of religious zeal. 3. Nothing can

be more dangerous to the public weal than a disagreement

with the Pope. 4 If the Eepublic did not lose reputation

in this struggle, since it did not abolish the contentious laws,

nevertheless it yielded up the two prisoners (whose incarcera-

tion was the proximate bone of contention) ;
and the two

most powerful monarchs in the world guaranteed to the Pon-

tiff that the Serenissima would never again enforce those laws.

The author of the Defense of the Declaration of the French

Clergy in 1682, generally supposed to have been Bossuet^

wishing to decry every pontifical interference with the tem-

poral affairs of princes, finds comfort in the fact that Paul V.

did not depose the Venetian doge or the Ten, as, for instance,

St. Gregory VII. deposed the German Henry IV. The same

author gladly acclaims the alleged fact that all the Venetians

.obeyed their Senate rather than Rome ; and he rejoices in the
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Senate's triumph which was effected by the continuance of

the senatorial enactments which the Pope had condemned.

But here the Eagle of Meaux, if indeed he was the author of

the famous Defense, forgot that the case of the Most Serene

was very different from that of the German sovereign. Un-
like the latter case, the former involved no crime which neces-

sarily entailed deposition ; the disobedience of the oligarchs

had not reached that j)oint where it would amount to a prac-

tical heresy. Nothing is more certain than that the Venetian

Senate recognized the indirect power of the Roman Pontiff in

the temporal affairs of states (1). The question was whether

the laws condemned by the Pontiff were really unjust ; no

canonical definition, insisted Donato (though absurdly), had

yet been pronounced in the premises

—

nuUoque juris orcline

servato. The right of the Pope was not questioned. If the

assumption of the Senate was correct ; if, observes Cantu,

" the laws in question had been just and befitting, the Pope {hj

his interference) would have exercised a direct power over an

independent state, which power would have been in excess of

his prerogatives, since the spiritual power of the Pope affects

temporals solely when there is question of sin. For these

reasons the Senate opposed Paul V., and it was not forced to

retract them "
(2). As to the assertion that the Venetians

obeyed their Senate rather than the Pope, we know that thou-

sands of friars, monks, nuns, and other religious preferred

exile and its attendant evils—perhaps starvation, to disobedi-

ence of the papal authority. If the majority of the laity did

not revolt against their Serenities, their failure to do so is no

proof that they denied the pontifical claims. Do the millions

of Catholics in Russia recognize the sway of right in their

constant and often bloody persecutions ? Do other millions

in the France of to-day, and throughout Spanish America,

assert the right of the Brethren of the Three Points to tyran-

nize over them, when they resign themselves to what appears

to be (porliaps through their own excessive timidity) unavoid-

able, and trust in God for happier days ?

(1) For the meaning of the distinction between the direct and Indirect power, see our vol-

II.. p. 203.

(2) JJereticHof Italy, Discourse 66, Note 33.
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In reference to tlie champion of the Most Serene during

this dissension, Fra Paolo Sarpi, we need say but little. We
have already investigated his calibre, when treating of the

Tridentine assembly ; and we shall meet him again, when we

consider the abolition of the Society of Jesus. Now we would

merely say a few words as to his orthodoxy, concerning which

there is a great diversity of opinion. He was an envenomed

foe of the Jesuits, but that fact would not necessarily imply

an apostasy from the faith. He bitterly opposed the Eoman

curia ; but very little intelligence is required to distinguish

that from the Church. He heartily applauded every asser-

tion of the " Galilean liberties," and hence became such an

absolutist that he contended that "if anything is withdrawn

from the sovereign power of a prince, by that very fact he is

dethroned." He even mocked at miracles, and praised the

Huguenots. But all this is not apostasy. In fact, Sarpi con-

sidered religion as inviolable in its essence, provided that it

took no part in affairs of state. Leti tells us (1) that in Rome,

the zealots sought for the writings of Fra Paolo in order to

burn them, while others hunted for them with the lantern of

Diogenes. Courayersaid :
" Like Erasmus (?), the Servite was

a Catholic in the gross, and a Protestant in detail." Gioberti

numbers Sarpi among those who have erred in separating

the idea of nationality from the religious spirit—men like

Arnold of Brescia, Eienzi, Porcaro, and Baroncelli ; and he

ranks the friar with Machiavelli as " chief among the writers

who have injured the patriotic spirit in Italy." Pallavicino

held that " the teachings of this friar were seeds of atheism,

for they destroyed the idea of certainty in any religion."

Fontanini regards him as the type of a hypocrite who made

use of his priestly character and a reputation for uprightness

" merely to disseminate his doctrines in a way that would

prevent their immediate detection as heretical." Quinet, an

extravagant admirer of Sarpi, thinks that he remained in the

Church until his demise, that he might play the spy, and de-

nounce Catholicism with more effect. Bossuet was of the same

opinion (2). It is due to the reputation of the distinguished

(1) Political Balance, Letter xvii.

(3) In the Defence of the Declaration, etc.; vol. i., pt. 2, b. 8, ch. xii. Also In the His-

JUyry of the Variations of Protestantism.
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Order of wliich Fra Paolo was so unworthy a member, to

note that his brethren nearly unanimously protested their

aversion for his peculiar opinions, and that several of the best

refutations of these teachings are by Servites. The chief of

these Servite productions was written by Lelio Baglioni (1) ;

and it so pleased Pope Paul Y. that he enjoined upon its

author the task of confuting the famous Dalmatian apos-

tate De Dominis—a work which death prevented his com-
pleting.

It is not the least among the many glories of the Yenetian

Republic, that she who was, in her halcyon days, by far the

most patriotic of European countries, did not allow her

terrible alienation from Rome during the jwntificate of Paul

Y. to throw her into the arms of the German reformers, as

they had confidently expected would be her decision. A cen-

tury and a half after this lamentable event, Albrizzi could

write :
" The most noteworthy characteristic of this august

republic is her firm and inviolable attachment to the Catholic

Church. The commanders of her armies, the governors of

her fortresses, in their wars with the Turks, have defended

the faith with their blood, and often amid most cruel tor-

ments. In most critical conjunctures this wise government

has guarded most strictly the purity of the faith. . . . The

souvenir of the many victories of Yenice is renewed every

year by some religious ceremony, performed with as much
majesty as appropriateness ; the doge, at the head of the sen-

ate, fulfils this pious duty "
(2). And how could Yenice have

jDermanently disjoined herself from the Papacy, when her

origin, her patrons, her very national festivals, and even the

fine arts, in the love of which she found her greatest happi-

ness, all proclaimed her thorough Catholicism ? " Let any

person of judgment tell us," cries Cantu, " whether that re-

ligion was likely to perish, which was then erecting so many
sumptuous churches. When the public spirit was so identi-

fied with Catholicism, could an eminently conservative gov-

ernment have dreamed of so radical a revolution ? AYe have

studied many documents concerning the interdict of Yenice,

(1) On EcrlcHiaxtiral Powers and Immuniticn.

(2) The Stranycr Enlii)htened as to the City oj Venice, Venice, 1771.
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and while we Lave found miicli boldness and much discontent,

we have always discerned Christian submission and a desire

for reconciliation "
(1).

One of the most important matters submitted to the de-

cision of Paul V. was the liceity of subscribing to the famous

Test Oath which James I. had tendered to the Catholics of

England as a guarantee of some little alleviation of their ter-

rible sufferings. When the son of the unfortunate Mary,

Queen of Scots, first ascended the throne of his ancestors, he

showed himself not very hostile to the Catholics of his king-

dom ; and when these children of persecution reflected on the

sufferings of his mother, whom they preferred to regard as a

martyr to her faith, rathar than as a victim of conscienceless

statecraft, they found it easy to believe that their young mon-

arch and future king of England would return to the faith of

his ancestors. The hope grew when they learned that James

kept an agent in Eome, and that he had entreated the Holy

See to enroll a Scotchman in the Sacred College. Then came

the welcome intelligence that the king had conceived a deep

admiration for Cardinal Bellarmine, and that in 1600 he had

begged for the friendship of the great controversialist in a

letter in which he avowed that he had found more solidity in

any one of the cardinal's writings than in all the volumes

which his Scottish preachers hadj^roduced in attacking them.

The reply of Bellarmine to the royal letter, although it con-

tained some excellent arguments showing that James was

bound in conscience to embrace the Catholic faith, made such

an impression on the mind of the prince, that he turned with

increased ardor to the study of theology, for which science of

sciences he fancied, during his entire life, that he possessed

a special aptitude, although he knew that Sully, an excellent

judge of ability and of character, styled him " the wisest fool

in Europe." The hopes of the Catholics were dissipated al-

most as soon as James, in 1603, donned the English crown

;

it became evident that he found it an easy task to follow in

the footsteps of his mother's murderess. Shortly after the

judicial murder of the Jesuit, Garnet, who had been falsely

accused of complicity in the Gunpowder Plot, James devised

(1) Loc. cit.,p. 188.
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a sclieme wliicli effectually, and for many years, divided the

Catliolic body in England into two factions. The king liad

determined to draw a line between those Catholics who be-

lieved in the power of the Pope to depose heretical sover-

eigns, and those \>"ho denied that power. Abbott, the Angli-

can incumbent of Canterbury, and Sir Christopher Perkins,

a conforming Jesuit, were commissioned to frame a new oath of

allegiance ; and the document which resulted not only denied

the deposing power of the Pontiff, but declared that to main-

tain that power was heretical and damnable. " The great,

the only point of importance," remarks Lingard, "was the

rejection of the temporal superiority attributed by many the-

ologians to the Pontiff; and it is equally a matter of surprise

that the king, on the one hand, should have allowed the in-

troduction of a clause calculated to prevent his own pur-

jDose (1), and that the Catholics, on the other, did not petition

that such clause should be totally expunged, or at least

cleared from the hyperbolical and offensive epithets with

which it was loaded "
(2). The parliament approved this Test

Oath ; and the Catholics of England learned that those who
would refuse to subscribe to it would incur j^erpetual impris-

onment, the forfeiture of their entire personal property, and

the confiscation of the income from real estate during their

lives. It is interesting to note that the married among the

gentler sex, who dared to refuse to acknowledge the divine

right of the Pope-King of England to hold their consciences

in his clutches, were imprisoned in the common jail until their

" obstinacy " was, perchance, converted into an aj^proj^riate

docility.

Great indeed must have been the astonishment of Pope

Paul V. when he learned that the unfortunates who dared to

risk their salvation by taking this oath were, nevertheless, as

Catholic recusants who persisted in declaring that the Koman
Pontiff was the sole head of the Church on earth, subjected

to tlio following penalties, ordered by parliament on May '27tli

of this memorable year, IGOO. T. No Catholic should appear

(1) LiniL'-iinl surinlsf.s—on what ground, wecunuot tell—that James, in the proposal of this

measure, " had the intention of gradually relievluR oue portion of his Catholic subjects from

the burden of the penal laws."

(2) History of Enylawh vol. vn.. ch. 1., p. 91. English edit. 1883.
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at the royal court, even reside within ten miles of London, or

.ever to go more than fire miles from his residence without

the written .
permission of the four nearest magistrates.

II. No Catholic could practise the healing art ; be a judge,

lawj-er, or clerk in any court
;
present to any living, school,

or hospital, even though the founders of these benefices or

institutions had expressly decreed that the right of presenta-

tion thereto should reside perpetually in his heirs, of whom

said Catholic was the representative. III. No husband or

wife could acquire any right of property from the other party

in the contract, unless the union had been solemnized by a

Protestant minister. If each child was not baptized by a

Protestant minister within a month from its birth, the parents

were to be fined one hundred pounds. The burial of the

corpse of a Catholic should be in a Protestant cemetery ;
any

infraction of this provision entailed a fine of twenty pounds

on the executor. lY. Any Catholic child educated on the

continent was deprived, from the day when he left England

for that purpose, of any benefit by descent or gift, unless he

returned to Britain and took the Test Oath, as well as the

Oath of Supremacy ; all his legacies or gifts were to go, in

case of his recalcitrancy, to the next of his kin who was a

Protestant. Y. The house of every Catholic might be

searched at any time ; his books and furniture were to be

burnt, if they even appeared to have any bearing upon or re-

lationship with the Catholic religion or worship ;
and at any

time his horses and weapons could be taken from him by

the magistrates. YI. Absence from the services of the Estab-

lishment was to be punished as it had been during the reigns

of Edward YI. and Elizabeth ; but hereafter the king should

determine, in each case, whether he would be satisfied with

the fine of twenty pounds per month, or would rather appro-

priate all the personal and two-thirds of the real estate of the

victim. YIL Any person, whether Catholic, Protestant, Jew,

or of any other or of no faith, who received a Catholic visitor

or kept a Catholic servant in his service, was to pay ten

pounds per month for each visitor and each servant (1).

(1) This must have been a terrific burden if, as La Boderie, the French ambassador, tells

us, nearly every Prolestunt gentleman had a number of Catholic servants, regarding such

as of superior fidelity.
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But little consideration was necessary before Paul V. sent
a Brief to the English Catholics, declaring that they could
not subscribe to the Test without sliipwreck of their religion.

This document produced a profound impression in the minds
even of those English Catholics who were disposed to look
askance on the " temporal pretensions " of Kome ; and the
king caused the circulation of a report that the Brief was not
authentic, but an invention of his ultra-Catholic rebellious

subjects. When our Pontiff heard of this royal artifice, he
expedited a more formal Brief of the same tenor as the other

;

and this document was conveyed to Blackwall, the arch-
priest (1), accompanied by a strong and touching letter from
Bellarmine tending to reanimate the failing courage of the
venerable ecclesiastic. Whether Blackwall had been terri-

fied by the execution of the missionary Drury (2), or real-

ly believed (which is scarcely credible) that the command of

the Pontiff could be disregarded as the private dictum of

Camillo Borghese (3), he had publicly announced that the
Test Oath might be taken conscientiously by all English
Catholics. Soon after this declaration, and before the arrival

of the second Brief, the poor man had been arrested, and al-

though he took the oath, had been cast into prison, the king
refusing to grant the septuagenarian any other indulgence
than an exemjDtion from the execution which he had merited bv
his reception of Holy Orders on the continent. Blackwall had
been bound to Bellarmine by the ties of friendship for more
than forty years ; and it is not improbable that the influence of

the cardinal, supported by several objurgatory letters from
Kobert Parsons, finally procured his retractation, as some

(1) Such was the title given hy Clement VIII. to the priest who. in the absence of the
regular hierarchy, then exercised a quasi-episcopal junsdiction over the English Catholics.

(2) As soon as James had heard of the Brief of the Pontiff, he ordered his bishops to ten-

der the oath to all the Cath(»lics in their dioceses ; and the barbarous penalties due to higli-

treason were at once pronounced atrainst all who refused to subscribe. Three priests, one
of them Drury, who had all been already sentenced to death for presuming to celebrate
Mass, were among the condenine<l. The prince de Joinville and the French ambassador
succeeded in obtaining a coitimutation for two of these ; but Drury was disemboweled.
Drury had declared that while his private opinion fav(.red the liceity of taking the oath, he
could not presume to prefer that opinion in face of the papal decision. La Boderie .says

that the real reason for Drury's execution was tlie discovery of a letter from Father l'ar.sons,

condemning the Test, on his person. La Bodkuik, lk»pntchf.<, iii., lO:.', :.'50. Howkll ;

S^(/t' Truth, il., ;t5,s.

(.'!> Lingard thinks tliat this was tlie opinion of Blackwall, and says that he refused to-

notify his flock olllcially of the njceptlon of the Brief.
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writers assert. Wlietlier or not this disavowal was made,
a new arcli-priest, Berkhead, was substituted for him ; but the

evil example of his defection produced sad effects during many
years after death had freed him from his prison. The great

majority of the faithful obeyed the injunctions of Berkhead^
sustained by the exhortations of the Jesuit missionaries, and
regarded the oath as tantamount to apostasy ; but very many
fell back on the opinion of Blackwall as a justification of a

course which, even according to their own sophisms, was rank

cowardice and a grievous scandal. It is sad to note that

while the immense mass of the Catholic commoners braved

every sacrifice rather than refuse obedience to a Pontifical

decree, all the proud Catholic peers (twenty in number), with

but one exception. Lord Teynham, took the oath on several

occasions during the reign of James (1).

The letter of Bellarmine to Blackwall very soon became
public property, and of course fell into the hands of James.

The modern Solomon, as his courtiers styled him when he

was present, resolved to defend the propriety and necessity

of the Test, and to thereby enhance his i3resumedly great

rejDutation as polemic and theologian. After much labor he

issued a work which bore the title : A Trqjle Wedge for a

Triple Knot; the triple knot being formed, as he j^resented

the case, by the two Briefs of Paul V. and the letter of Bellar-

mine to Blackwall, and the triple wedge being the combina-

tion of his fancied refutations of the Eoman claims. So
assured was James of the profundity of his argumentation,

and of the consequent success of his treatise, that on the

frontispiece he quoted the passage of Esdras, " Truth is great,

and it shall prevail." BellarmiDe soon publislied a demon-
stration of the falsity of the royal jDremises, and of the ab-

surdity of the conclusions ; indicating how the three wedges
handled by James had not even touched the three knots in

question. The king perceived no other way of vindicating the

dignity of his ermine, soiled, as he told all the sovereigns of

Europe in a second edition of his Wedge, by one who was not

even of illustrious birth, than by appealing to all those princes

^o witness how this Roman cardinal had undertaken to sub-

<1) Teynbam evaded tlie difficulty by never entering tbe House of Lords.
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vert every throne in Christendom, bv a doctrine which forbade

a subject to swear fidelity to his liege lord and master. The

kings of France and Denmark had already urged the crowned

pedant to desist from his controversy ; and while James could

not well avoid receiving the remonstrance of Henry IV. with

signs of respect, he had rebuked the Dane for presuming to

give advice to a prince so very much wiser than himself.

When the new edition was presented by special messengers

to the sovereigns, the emperor and the king of Spain declined

peremptorily to receive it ; the others affected to be pleased

with the compliment. Matthews, the incumbent of York,

threw himself on his knees when the volume was brought to

him, kissed it most tenderly, and declared that his Majesty's

production should be cherished by him as the apple of his

eye (1).

CHAPTER II.

THE GUNPOWDER PLOT.

When the son of Mary, Queen of Scots, mounted the Eng-

lish throne in 1603, at least half of the nation was still

Catholic (2), and the faithful looked forward to a speedy un-

doing of a work which had been consummated only by fraud,

rapine, and judicial murder. James I. had assured them of

toleration at the least, while he was as yet merely king of

Scotland ; and in the early days of his English reign he

seemed to remember his promise to relieve the best portion

of his subjects of the burden of the Penal Laws—a code which

was, as one of the greatest legal luminaries of our day has

said :
" as savage as any that can be conceived since the foun-

dation of the world "
(3). In those days of hope the Jesuit

Garnet felt justified in writing to his equally celebrated com-

panion, Eobert Parsons :
" There hath happened a great al.

(1) DalrympU^s MemoriaU; Letter of Young to James, June 10, IGOii.

(2) Jardine, Gn II fxncfler Plof, p. 5. Strype says of tlietime of Elizaltetli : "The faction

of the Catholics In England is prcat. and able. If the kingdom were divided Into three parts,

to make two of them." (,t (i/io/n, lit. 313.) At the execution of Fattier Oldcorne, ItiOti, a

proof was given of their numbers. When the martyr invited all Catholics to pray wltb

htm, almost all present uncovered.

(3) Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, to Liyrd Mayor Knill, Nov. 9, 189S.
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teration bj the death of the queen. Great fears were, but all

are turned into greatest security, and a golden time we have

of unexpected freedom abroade. The Catholics have great

cause to hope for great respect, in that the nobility all al-

most labour for it, and have good promise thereof from his

Majesty "
(1). This confidence of Garnet is confirmed by the

contemporary Protestant bishop of Gloucester, Goodman,,

who says of the Catholics of that time :
" Certainly they had

great ]3romises from him "
(2). And, in fact, one of the first

royal acts of James was a remission of many of the fines

which the Catholics had incurred for not having attended the

Protestant service ; he said that he would not make merchan-

dise of conscience. He bade to the royal presence many
prominent Catholics, and assured them that lie was favorably

disposed toward those of their religion (3). He even be-

stowed titles and lucrative offices on some Catholics; he a2>

pointed Henry Howard, earl of Northamj^ton, to the Privy

Council (4) ; and in his first speech to Parliament he declared

that he would not persecute the Papists, if they would but

keep quiet. As a consequence of this mildness, thousands of

perverts returned to the faith ; in the diocese of Chester

alone, more than a thousand abjured the heresy which they

had feigned to embrace. But these conversions caused a
panic among the fanatical and interested partisans of the Es-
tablishment ; and in 1604 an Act of Parliament confirmed the

bloody statutes of "good Queen Bess." Soon an order ban-

ishing all priests was promulgated, and Goodman could then,

write : "A gentlewoman was hanged only for relieving and har-

bouring a priest ; a citizen was hanged only for being recon-

ciled to the Church of Rome ; besides the Penal Laws were
such and so executed that they could not subsist." Terrible,,

indeed, had been the sufferings of the faithful during the-

reign of the daughter of Anne Boleyn; but during the-

reign of her successor. Catholics were wont to say that
" although the times of Elizabeth were most cruel, they were:

the mildest and happiest in comparison to those of James I."

(5). In 1605, Luisa de Carvajal, a noble Spanish lady who
(1) Stoiiyhurst MSS., Anglia, iii., 32. (2) Court of King James, i., 86..

(3) Jardine, loc. lit., p. 18. (4) Jbi.,p.20.

(5) Stonyhurst MSS., Anglia, vol. iii., p. 103.
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had come to England for the purjjose of encouraging and aid-

ing the persecuted Catholics, 'OTote :
" We can hardly go out

to walk without seeing the heads and limbs of some of our

dear and holy ones stuck upon the gates that divide the

streets, and the birds of the air perching uj)on them "
(1).

Some few, indeed, of the captured priests died in loathsome

dungeons after repeated and horrible tortures ; but most of

them suffered the death of " traitors "
(2), in accordance

with that horrible sentence, that each should " be drawn on

a hurdle to the place of execution, and there be hung bv the

neck, whilst still alive be laid upon the ground, his members
be amputated, his entrails be drawn out of his bellv, he be-

ing still alive, and be burned, his head cut off, and his body
divided into four parts, and his head and quarters be placed

where the king has been pleased to appoint." The lot of the

lay Catholic of .that day may be imagined bj him who reads

the Jesuit Records, gathered from the archives of the Society

and from the annals of many old English Catholic families

by Henry Foley, S. J. (3). Father Robert Parsons tells us

that " not only in the shires and provinces, but in London it-

self, and under the eyes of the Court, the violence and inso-

lency of continual searches grew to be intolerable ; no night

passing, commonly, but that soldiers and catchpoles broke

into quiet men's houses when they were asleep, and not only

(1) IJfc of Luixn de Carvajal, by Lady Georgiana FuUerton, p. 226.

(2) In reference to the absurd claim of Protestant writers that priests were not executed

because they presumed to say Mass and otherwise officiate as priests, but rather because of
" treason," it is to be noted that in many cases the victim Is described as a " traitor " pre-

cisely because he was "ordained a priest in parts beyond the sea by authority from the See

of Rome, in contempt of the said queen's (or king's) crown and dignity, and also against

the form of the statutes in this case published and provided." In fact, he was put to death

simply for being a priest and saying Mass. On this subject, Hallam, who cannot be sus-

pected of favoring Catholics, makes these remarks : "Treason, by the law of England and

according to the common use of language, is the crime of rebellion or conspiracy against

the Government. If a statute is made by which the celebration of certain religions rites

is subjected to the same penalties as rebellion, or conspiracy, would any man free from

predjudlce, and not designing to impose upon the uninformed, speak of persons convicted

on such a statute as guilty of treason, without expressing in what sense he uses the words ?

... A man is punished for religion, when he incurs a penalty for its profession or exercise

to which he was not liable on any other account. This is applicable to the great majority

of capital convictions on this scure under Elizabeth," (and under her immediate successors.)

" The persons convicted could not be traitors In any fair sense of the word, because they

were not chargeable with anything properly denominated treason." Constihitional Ilis-

tory, ch. 3, p. 164, London. l.S5(W

(3) The Clifton Tracts, No. 50, may also be consulted with profit.
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carried their persons into j)risons at their j)leasure, unless

they would bribe excessively, but whatsoever liked them

best (1). Dona Luisa de Carvajal writes that Catholics

" never have a moment of peace and security, or hear a noise

at the door without a beating of the heart, especially if they

have a priest residing with them. Numbers of people an-

swer me wdien I speak to them of religion, ' We have not the

least doubt that the Catholic religion is the true one, but how
is it possible to exist in such continual fear and trembling

;

not to be able, whether in bed or at meals, in the house or

out of it, to enjoy the least tranquillity ? ' And thus, driven to

despair, they risk, or rather forfeit, their hopes of salvation."

In one year alone, 1605, six thousand recusants were cited

before the courts for having neglected to attend the services

of the Establishment, and each was fined X20 a month for

himself, and £10 a month for each member of his family.

When we consider the value of money at that time, we may im-

agine the burden which was thus inflicted upon even the wealth-

iest among the Catholics. In this same year, 1605, James I.

invented the scheme of farming out his monied Catholic

subjects to his needy and greedy Scotch favorites. Instead

of availing himself of his privilege of refusing to receive the

X20 per month for recusancy (2), and of taking in its place

two-thirds of the victim's entire property ; he turned the un-

fortunates over to his canny Scots, who received the right to

exact, each one from his chosen prey, either all the accrued

penalties or an annuity for himself. Innumerable families

were thus ruined. Atrocities such as these were the cause,

if not a justification, of the Gunpowder Plot. Commenting on

the horrible persecution, the maddening oppression and re-

finements of cruelty, which drove a few despairing men to

plan the sudden destruction of a king and of a j)arliament

which were heaping upon Catholics the direst sufferings,

and imperilling the souls of their children by the prohibi-

tion of Catholic worship and education, Lady FuUerton says :

(1) Judgment of a Catholic Englishman.

(2) Gardiner (Hist. i. 229 note; says that arrears were never demanded In the case of the

fine of £30 per lunar month for non-attendance at the parish church. Father Gerard,

however, a contemporary witness, distinctly states that they were. (Narrative of tht

Gunpowder Plot, ed. Morris, p. 63.)
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" The sight of continual outrages, perpetrated under the

name of law, worked like madness in their minds, and, ob-

livious of the Divine command not to do evil that good maj
come, they deemed it justifiable to use any means, however

terrible, to deliver their brethren from a king who publicly

drank ' damnation to the Paj)ists '—one whose mother had •

died on the scaffold, consoled and strengthened in her mortal

agony by the Catholic Faith— and from law-givers who
placed them and their co-religionists beyond the j)ale of the

law (1), tortured and slew their priests, seduced their children

from the Faith, insulted and imprisoned their wives, invaded

their homes, ruined their fortunes, confiscated their lands^

and trod their rights under foot, and that for no other offence

than worshiping God as every Christian had w^orshipped God
for fifteen hundred years. No wonder that, yielding to hu-

man passion, they conceived the thought of swiftly and sud-

denly destroying the destroyers, forgetting AVho has said,

' Vengeance is 3/ine, and I icill repay .'

' If extenuating cir-

cumstances can ever be pleaded for a great crime, the Gun-
powder Plot may claim the benefit. Who shall dare to say
that it exceeded the sin of the rulers who provoked it, or that

the maddened victim does not deserve more mercy than the

cold-blooded tyrant and ruthless oppressor ? Be that as it

may, they sinned, and they sufiered, and all the Catholics of

England suff'ered redoubled persecution through their guilty

act. Fear made their enemies savage. The most sanguinary
laws were passed, and all the fury of popular passion was let

loose against them." It was while his blood was boiling with

indignation because of these sanguinary laws and of this un-

bridled popular passion, that Sir Everard Pigby wrote to

Cecil this warning :
" If your Lordship and the State think

fit to deal severely with the Catholics, within brief space

(1) Sir Edward Hoby, a Protpstant gentleman then residinjf in London, writes to Sir

Thomas Esmonde :
" My Ion! Salisbury showed me a paper in the liing's own hand, under

the name of his Afcdi7afio)i.s, which you would have said was an Act of Parliament, the
form only wanting: * All recusants, convict, and not conimunicatlng [i. c, not Uikiug the
so-called sacratnent in a Protestant church] shall stand in the cjise of exconununicate
persons, whereby they are clean out of the king's protection, subject to many dangers, and,
upon any Injury olTercd, not plead in any of the king's courts. The king to choose whether
he will take ,t;20 a month or two parts of their living. All women to be Incapable of thelr-

dowers or jointures.'

"
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there will be massacres, rebellions, aud desperate attempts

against the king and the State. For it is a general received

reason among Catholics, that there is not that expecting and

suffering course now to be run that was in the queen's time,

who was the last of her line, and last in expectance to run

violent courses against Catholics ; for then it was hoped that

the king that now is, would have been at least free from per-

secuting, as his promise was before his coming into this realm,

and as divers his promises have been since his coming. All

these promises every man sees broken "
(1).

According to the generally accepted history of the Gun-

powder Plot, the conspiracy originated in the mind of Rob-

ert Catesby ; and was proposed to and acclaimed by John

Wright, Thomas Winter, Guy Faukes (2), Thomas Percy,

Christopher Wright, and Ptobert Keyes. These seven " gen-

tlemen of blood and name," as Faukes described them, made

the preparations for the explosion ; and then they associated

with themselves Francis Tresham and five other gentlemen

whose wealth would be of help in sustaining the revolt which

was expected to follow. The conspirators at first tried to

lay a mine under the House of Lords ; but they soon hired

a cellar beneath the Peers' Chamber, and placed in it a

quantity of gunpowder which Faukes was to fire by means of

a train, when the king and parliament had assembled. It

was the intention of the desperate men, in the midst of the

excitement necessarily produced, to secure the person of one

of the royal children, and to proclaim him or her as sover-

(1) In a valuable work which we shall soon notice, a namesake of Father John Gerard,

the companion of Father Garnet, thus speaks of this famous letter: *' It seems to have been

always assumed that this celebrated letter, which Is undated, was written after the failure

of the Gunpowder Plot, and the consequent arrest of Sir Everard, and doubtless to some ex-

tent internal evidence supports this view, as the writer speaks of himself as deserving pun-

ishment, and of ' our offence.' It is, moreover, clear that the letter, which is undated,,

cannot have been written before May 4th, 1605, the date of Cecil's earldom. On the other

hand, the whole tone of the document appears utterly inconsistent with the supposition

that it was written by one branded with the stigma cf such a crime as the Powder Plot.

Some of the expressions used, especially in the opening sentence, appear, likewise, incom-

patible with such a supposition, and the letter bears the usual form of address for those sent

in ordinary course of post, ' To the Right Hon. the Earl of Salisburie give these ' ; it has

moreover been sealed with a crest or coat-of-arms ; all of which is quite unlike a document

prepared by a prisoner for those who had him under lock and key. It is noteworthy, too,

that at the trial, according to the testimony of the official account itself, on the very sub-

ject of the treatment of Catholics, Salisbury acknowledged * that Sir E. Digby was his ally.'
"

(-) He always wrote his name "Guido Faukes."
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eign under their guardiauship. In order to provide for the

nucleus of an army, they arranged a " hunting match " near

Rugby, which was to be held at the time set for the explo-

sion. But fortune favored the destined victims. On Oct.

26, 1605, ten days before the meeting of the parliament, Lord
Monteagle, a Catholic peer, received an anonymous warning

not to be present at the ceremony. He took the letter to the

prime minister, Eobert Cecil, earl of Salisbury, who (wonder-

ful man) at once divined the nature of the threateiiing danger,

although he took no apparent steps to obviate it until the

morning of the eventful Fifth of November. Then it was

that beneath the Peers' Chamber was found a quantity of

powder, and with it Guy Faukes, who was waiting for the

arrival of the king in order to fire his train. It was after-

ward discovered that the cellar and an adjacent house had

been rented by Thomas Percy, a Catholic gentleman ; and

that on Nov. 4 he had left London, having learned that news

of the Plot had probably reached the government. In a few

hours the Londoners heard that the fugitive conspirators

had made forcible seizures of arms and horses in Warwick-

shire ; and in a few days it was learned that Catesby, the two

"Wrights, and Percy had beeneitherkilledor mortally wound-

ed in a tight with the sheriff of Worcestershire, all the oth-

ers but one (Robert AVinter) having been taken prisoners.

Two months afterward. Winter also was caj^tured. After

many examinations and torturings of the prisoners (1), Cecil,

(1) There is no room for doubt that torture was freely applied. Cecil, in his letter to Fa-

vat, of December 4, 1005, clearly intimates that this was the case, when he complains " most

of the prisoners have wilfully forsworn that the priests knew anything in particular, and

obstinately refuse to be accusersof them, ;/('((, xchat torture soevcrthen be put to."' About

the middle of November, Lord Dunfermline wrote to Salisbury Worn. Jamcn I. xvi. 81]

recommending that the prisoners should be conllned apart and in darkness, that ihey should

be examined by torchlight, and that the tortures should be slow and at intervals, as being

thus most effectual. There is good reason to believe that the Jesuit lay-brother, Nicholas

Owen, alias Llttlejohn, actually died upon the rack. [See Father Gerard's JS'arrativr nf

the Gunpowder Plot, p. 189.] Finally we have the king's instructions as to Faukes [Guti^

powder Tint Jiook, No. 17.] " The gentler tortoui's are to be tlrst usid unto him, et sie per

i/radus (id itun tendatur, (and then gradually the heaviest) and soGodspeede yourgoode

worke." Guy's signature of November 9th would seem to prove that it was none of the ' gen*

tier tortours " which he had endured. In the Protestant account of the execution {T)ie Ar~

raiinnncnt and Kxecution of the Late Traitors, etc., London, 1000) we read :
" Last of

all came the great Devil of all, Faukes, who should have put lire to the powder. Hf* Wuly

being weak with torture and sickness, he was scarce able to go up the ladder, but wit^ *g'<^v

•ado, by the help of the hangman, went high enough to brake his neck with the fall.'
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writing on Dec. 4, liad to admit that " Most of the prisoners

have wilfully forsworn that the priests knew anything in

particular, and obstinately refuse to be accusers of them, yea,

what torture soever they be put to "
(1). And nevertheless,

the king had just written to Sir John Harrington that " the

whole legion of Catholics were consulted," and that "the

priests were to pacify their consciences, and the Pope con-

firm a general absolution for this glorious deed " (2j. On

Jan. 15, 1606, a reward was offered for the " peculiar prac-

tisers " of treason, the Jesuits Garnet, Gerard, and Green-

way ; and on Jan. 25, an Act of Parliament decreed the per-

petual solemnization of the anniversary of the discovery of

ihe plot which had been designed by " Many malignant and

devilish Papists, Jesuits, and seminary priests, much envy-

ing the true and free possession of the Gospel by the nation

under the greatest, most learned, and most religious monarch

who had ever occupied the throne" (3). Then the English

Church Establishment began to mark in its Calendar the

Fifth of November as the anniversary of the " Papists' Con-

spiracy "
; and then was instituted the Collect which repre-

sents the king, clergy, and people of England as having been,

on that day, " by Popish treachery appointed as sheep to the

slaughter, in a most barbarous and savage manner, beyond

the examples of former ages." The trial of the surviving

conspirators began on Jan. 27, and their indictment charged

them with having yielded to the persuasions of Garnet and

other Jesuits. They were executed, some on Jan. 30, and

others on the following day. Garnet was captured, in com-

pany with another Jesuit, Oldcorne, on Jan. 30 ;
and the

latter, though not charged with any complicity in the Plot,

suffered the usual disembowelling, etc., for having aided the

former in his attempt to escape. Garnet was " examined
"

twenty-three times by the royal Council ; and not only tor-

ture, but every kind of artifice, was used in vain to prove that

he had been the instigator of the conspiracy. Finally he

was brought to trial on March 28 ; and on .May 3 the punish-

ment of a traitor was inflicted upon him.

(1) To Favat. Brit. Mus. MSS. Add. 6,178, fol. 625.

(2) See Harrington's account in Nugce Antiquce, i., 374.

(3) Statutes, 3d Tear of James, ch. 1.
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This account of tlio Gunpowder Plot, whicli for more than

two centuries has been generally received as substantially

correct, is mainly based upon the official narrative, which
has reached us in four forms, each of which was intended for

a special set of readers, and each of which varies from the

others in essential matters. At once, therefore, we are justi-

fied in challenging its accuracy. The first version, meant for

the general public, was the Kings Bool,, or, as it was originally

styled, a Discourse of the Manner of the Discovery of the Gun-

powder Plot (1). The second was sent by Cecil to the Eng.
lish ambassadors at Madrid and Brussels, and to the lord-

deputy m Ireland. The third was sent to Sir Thomas Parry,

ambassador to Henry lY. of France. The fourth was the

minute of Nov. 7, probably intended for the Privy Council,

and which seems to have served the compilers of the King's

BooJi, although it frequently differs from that narrative. "In
the King's Book,'' says the judicious publicist who has most
recently investigated the Plot, a second Father John Gerard,

S. J., "a work which was not only to be disseminated broad-
cast at home, but to be translated and spread abroad, and,

moreover, to be suited to the taste of its supposed author,

the preternatural acuteness of the monarch is extolled in

terms of most preposterous flattery, and his secretary' is rep-

resented as altogether incredulous of danger, and unwilling

to be convinced even by his royal master's wonderful inter-

pretation of the mysterious warning. Nevertheless, not only

is mention parenthetically introduced of the minister's
' customable and watchful care of the king and State, boiling

within him,' of his laying up these things in his heart, ' like

the Blessed Virgin Mary,' and being unable to rest till he
had followed the matter farther,—but it is dexterously in-

timated that, for all his hardness of belief, he was sufficient-

ly well informed before the warning came to hand, and that
' this accident did put him in mind of divers advertisements

he had received from beyond the seas, wherewith he had ac-

quainted as well the king himself, as divers of his Privy

Councillors, concerning some business the Papists were in,

(1) Printed in the Collected Works of King James by Mountaciie, by Barlow, in the Gun-
pou'drr lYrmim, and in Cobbett's State Triah as an appendix to the Trial of Faukes and
bis c'ooipanlons.
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both at home and abroad, niakiugcombinatiou amongst them

for some combination against this Parliament time,' their

object being to ai:)proach the king with a petition for tolera-

tion, ' which should be delivered in some such order, and so

well backed, as the king should be loth to refuse their re-

quests ; like the sturdy beggars craving alms with one open

hand, but carrying a stone in the other, in case of refusal '
"

(1).

Although the now generally accepted account of the Gun-

powder Plot, a synopsis of which we have given, enjoys more

than two centuries of possession ; we cannot forget that not

only at the time of the occurrence, but also during many years

after the attendant excitement had subsided to some extent,

there were very many zealous Protestants of more than or-

dinary intelligence who believed that Faukes and his com-

panions were mere unwitting instruments of the policy of

Cecil. The ministers of James I. themselves tacitly recog-

nized the refusal of many to accept their version of the conspir-

acy, when they issued their True and Perfect Relation and

the Discourse of the Blanner of the Discovery of the Gnirpoivder

Plot, avowing as their reason the fact that " there do pass

from hand to hand divers uncertain, untrue, and incoherent

reports and relations," wherefore they wish to enable " men

to understand the birth and growth of the said al)oniinable

and detestable conspiracy "
(2). Among the Protestants who

suspected the complicity of Cecil we may cite Osborne, a

Puritan of whom Lord Castlemaine said that " he was born

before this Plot, and was also an inquisitive man, a fre-

quenter of company, of a noted wit, of an excellent family,

and as Protestant a one as any in the whole nation." This

Osborne thinks that the conspiracy was " a neat device of

ihe treasurer's, he being very plentiful in such plots "
(3).

(1) What Was the Gunpowder Plot ? The Traditional Story Tested by Original

Evidence. London, 18117.

(2) " The Trvc a)ul Perfect Relation is certainly not deserving of the character which

Its title imports. It Is not true, because many occurrences on the trial are wilfully misrep-

resented ; and it is not perfect, because the whole evidence, and many facts and circum-

stances which must have happened, are omitted, and incidents are inserted which could

not by possibility have taken place on the occasion. It is obviously a false and imperfect

relation of the proceedings ; a tale artfully garbled and misrepresented, like many others

of the same age, to serve a State purpose, and intended and calculated to mislead the judg-

ment of the world upon the facts of the case." Jardine ; Crimiiuil Trials, ii., p. 235.

(3) TraditionaVMemoirs, 36. Edition 1811.
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Goodman, the contemporary Protestant bishop of Gloucester^

speaking of the indignation of the Catholics because of the

king's refusal to keep his promises in the matter of tolera-

tion of their religion, sajs of Cecil :
" The great statesman

had intelligence of all this, and because he would show his

service to the State, he would first contrive and then discover

a treason, and the more odious and hateful the treason were,

his service would be the greater and the more acceptable "
(1).

Usher, the contemporary Protestant archbishop of Armagh,

was often heard to say that " if the Papists knew what he

knew, the blame of the Gunpowder Treason would not lie on

them "
(2). Even King James, says Lord Cobham, used to

speak of the Fifth of November as " Cecil's holiday " (3).

And this belief in the complicity of Cecil is at least recorded,

if not positively favored, by many historians during the next

three or four generations. When Sanderson notes the

charge (4), he has no word to repel it. Welwood says that

Cecil knew of the Plot long before the " discovery," and that

the letter to Monteagle was " a contrivance of his own "
(5).

Oldniixon writes that " there were some who insinuated that

the Plot was of the king's own making, or that he was privy

to it from first to last " (6). Carte does not believe that

James knew anything of it, but considers it " not improbable
"

that Cecil was better informed (7). Burnet complains of the

impudence of the papists who pretended that the conspiracy

was an artifice of the minister's " to engage some desperate

men into a plot, which he managed so that he could discover

it when he pleased "
(8). Fuller bears witness to the gener-

al belief, but considers it inconsistent with the well-known

piety of King James (9). The Puritan Prynue is inclined to

suspect Bancroft, the archbishop of Canterbury, of having

(1) rill- Court of Kiim Jiiiiiis. 1., KC. Edition \83S>.

(2) So writes the Jesuit, Martin Greue, to his brother Christopher on Jan. 1, 1665. Stony-

hurst MPS., A ualia, v., 07.

(8) A(hiicatc of Conscieticc Lilnitij, p. 2".i5. London, lOCTi.

;4> IJMitry of Mary, Qtteen of Scot». and Jamen 1., p. 334. London, 1716.

(.')» Miiiioirs, p. 22. F.iliuburph. If2!t.

(0) Ilixlory of lUnilautl, Hoynl llouxi: of Stuart, p. 27. London, 1730,

(7) Oeucral IIMonjof h^u{ilaii<l, iil., p. 757. London, 1747.

(8) Jlistorii of 7/i.i (iwu Titiifs, 1,11. Edinburgh, 17tX).

(C) Cliiirrh Ilixlory, bk. x.. f 39. London. l&V).
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been engaged iu the conspiracy (1). These testimonies lead

us to regard the Gunpowder Plot as it was regarded by an

anonymous Catholic writer of the eighteentli century, when

he said :
" I am far from denying the Gunpowder Plot. Nay,

I belieye as firmly that Catesby, with twehe more Popish as-

sociates, had a design to blow up King James, as I believe

that the father of that same king was effectually blown up bj

the Earls of Murray, ]\[ortou, Bothwell, and others of the

Reformed Church of Scotland. Howeyer. ... I humbly

conceive I may say the king and parliament were in no

danger of bemg hurt by it, and my reason is because they

had not less a man than the prime minister of state for their

tutelar angel ; a person deeply read iu politics ; who had in-

herited the double spirit of his predecessor Walsingham,

knew all his tricks of legerdemain, and could as reasonably

discover plots as contrive them. . . . This much at least is

certain, that the letter written to Lord Mouteagle, by which

the Plot was discovered, had not a fool, but a very wise soph-

ister for its author : for it was so craftily worded, tiiat though

it was mysterious enough on the one hand to prevent a full

evidence that it was written on purpose to discover the Plot,

vet it was clear enough on the other to be understood, with

the lielp of a little consideration, as the event soon showed.

Indeed, when it was brought to Secretary Cecil, he, poor

gentleman, had not penetration enough to understand the

meaning of it, and said it was certainly written by a madman.

But there, I fear, he wnronged himself. For the secretary was

no madman. On the contrary, he had too much wit to ex-

plain it himself, and was too refined a politician to let slip so

favorable an occasion of making his court to the king, who

was to have the compliment made him of being the only

Solomon wise enough to unfold this dark mystery. Which,

while his Majesty was doing with a great deal of ease, the

secretary was all the while at his elbow admiring and ap-

plauding his wonderful sagacity. ... So that, iu all proba-

bility, the same man was the chief underhand contriver and

^nscoverer of the Plot ; and the greatest part of the bubbles

(1) Antipathic of the B/iyfiWi Lordly I'lxlacie to the Rcyall MiDuirchic and Civill

Unity, p. 151. London. 1660.
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concerned in it were trapanned into it hj one who took sure

care that none but themselves should be hurt by it. ... But

be that as it will, there is no doubt but that they who suffer

themselves to be drawn into a plot like fools, deserve to be

hanged for it like knaves "
(1).

That long before its " discovery," the Gunpowder Plot was

known to the ministers of James II., or at least to Cecil ; that

this knowledge was dissimulated, in order to make political

capital out of it ; and that there are good reasons for sus-

pecting that Cecil manipulated the enterprise from its begin-

ning for state purposes ; has been recently very nearly demon-

strated by the already cited patient and judicious polemic,

the Jesuit, John Gerard. This author does not wish to ignore

or to extenuate the objections which may seem to militate

against his conclusions. " Why, it may reasonably be asked,

if the government of the day were ready to go so far as is

alleged, did they not go further? Why, being supremely

anxious to incriminate the priests, did they not fabricate un-

equivocal evidence against them, instead of satisfying them-

selves with what appears to us far from conclusive ? Why
did they encumber their tale with incidents, which, if they

did not really occur, could serve only to damage it, inasmuch

as we, at this distance of time, can argue that they are impos-

sible and absurd? How is it, moreover, that the absurdity

was not patent to contemporaries, and was not urged by those

who had every reason to mislike and mistrust the party in

power ? Considerations such as these undoubtedly deserve

all attention, and must be fully weighed, but while they avail

to establish a certain presumption in favour of the official

story, I cannot but think that the sum of probabilites tells

strongly the other way. It must be remembered that three

centuries ago the intrinsic likelihood or unlikelihood of a

tale did not go for much, and the accounts of plots in par-

ticular appear to have obtained general credence in propor-

tion as they were incredible, as the case of Squires a few years

earlier, and of Titus Gates somewhat later, sufficiently testify.

It is moreover as difficult for us to enter into the crooked

and complex methods of action which commended themselves

'D A Plain ami Tiatimial AccDitiit <if the Catholic Faitli, p. I'.C. Itoucn, 1721.
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to the statesmen of tlae period, as to appreciate tlie force of

tlie cumbrous and abusive harangues which earned for Sir

Edward Coke the character of an incomparable pleader. On

the other hand, it appears certain that they who had so long

played the game must have understood it best, and, whatever

else may be said of them, they always contrived to win. In

regard of Father Garnet, for example, we may think the evi-

dence adduced by the prosecution quite insufficient, but none

the less it in fact availed not only to send him to the gallows»

but to brand him in popular estimation for generations, and

even for centuries, as the arch-traitor to whose machinations

the whole enterprise was due. In the case of some individ-

uals abnoxious to the government, it seems evident that down-

right forgery was actually practised." Gerard thinks that

" the real history of the Plot, in all its stages, we shall, in all

probability, never know "
; but he has at least established the

falsity of the commonly received version. We would here

draw the attention of the reader to what is probably tlie

principal point in this author's argument ; namely, the moral

certainty that the government of James I. had one or more

agents among the conspirators, in accordance with the sugges-

tion of Bancroft, the incumbent of Canterbury, when he in-

sisted that the sole means of discovering the schemes of the

Catholics was " to put some Judas amongst them "
(1).

While there are not wanting reasons for the supposition

that both Monteagle and Tresham were wilful betrayers of

the Plot, it would seem that Thomas Percy had stronger

claims to that equivocal distinction. Three years or so be-

fore the catastrophe, Percy was a Protestant and a very dis-

solute man ; and Avhen he became a Catholic, he showed him-

self zealous even unto turbulence, although at that very time

he had two wives, one in London and one in the country.

That some Catholics distrusted him is evident from the pro-

testation of one Cary when, being interrogated concerning the

Plot, he declared that " Percy was no Papist, but a Puritan."

We also must distrust his sincerity, when we learn from the

Protestant bishop, Goodman (2), on the authority of the great

(1) Thas in the Star Chamber, at the trial of Mr. Pouud in 1604.

(2) Court of James, i., 105.
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lawyer, Sir Francis Moore ("beyond all exception," says

Goodman), that Moore, during the progress of the Plot, being

often out on business at a late hour, " several times met Mr.

Percy coming out of the great statesman's house, and won-

dered what his Dusiness should be there." Who of us will

not also wonder that this chief conspirator should be holding

stealthy converse with his ostensible future victim, unless it

be supiDOsed that the parties understood each other full well?

Gerard draws attention to another suspicious circumstance.

Three days before the " discovery," Percy returned from the

north to the capital ; and on Nov. 9, Cecil, writing to the for-

eign ambassadors, declared that the fact of this return had

been learned only from Faukes after many denials. Now
among the State Papers of England (1) there is a pass dated

Oct. 25, and issued by the Commissioners of the North, stat-

ing that the bearer, Thomas Percy, is posting to Court upon

the king's special service, and calling on all mayors, sheriff's,

and postmasters, to provide him with three good horses all alang

tlie road. Was there any stealth in the movements of so open

a traveller ? As Gerard naturally concludes, " protestations

of ignorance serve only to show that to seem ignorant was

thought desirable." But Percy was killed when the conspir-

ators were brought to bay. This fact may seem to militate

against Percy's connection with Cecil ; but at the time it was

regarded as strange that any of the guilty men should have

been slain, for they had no fire-arms, killed none of their as-

sailants, and might all have been taken alive. Nevertheless,

reflects Gerard, " the attacking party were not only allowed

to shoot, but selected just the wrong men as their mark, pre-

cisely those who, being chiefly implicated in the beginnings

of the Plot, could have afforded the most valuable information
;

for besides Percy, were shot down Catesby and the two

Wrights, all deeply implicated from the first." Certainly

Goodman had some reason to note that " Some will not stick

to report that the great statesman, sending to apprehend these

traitors, gave special charge and direction for Percy and

Catesby, ' Let me never see them alive '
; who it may be would

have revealed some evil counsel given "
(2). And we should

(n Dom. James I., xv., 106. (2) Luc. cit., 1., 106.
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not forget that tlie government tboiiglit it necessary to explain

how it had happened tliat Percy was not secured alive, and
to protest that they had been anxious for his capture, but

had been frustrated by the zeal of their subordinates. In the

King's Book we read :
" Although divers of the king's Proclam-

ations were posted down after those traitors with all speed

possible, declaring the odiousness of that bloody attempt,

and the necessity to have Percy preserved alive, if it had
been possible, . . . yet the far distance of the way, which was
above an hundred miles, together with the extreme deepness

thereof, joined also with the shortness of the day, was the

cause that the hearty and loving affection of the king's good
subjects in those parts prevented the speed of his Proclama-

tions." This explanation does not satisfy Gerard, who re-

marks that the same couriers who were said to have been
unable to hinder Percy's death by travelling from London
to Holbeche in three days, contrived to ride in one day from

Holbeche to London with the news of that death. There is

another circumstance which appears to Gerard difficult of

explanation. John Streete, who killed Percy and Catesby,

received for that service a pension of two shillings per day,

at least a pound of our money—" a large reward for having

done the very thing that the government most desired to avoid,

and for an action, moreover, involving no sort of person-

al risk, killing two practically unarmed men from behind
a tree. If, however, he had silenced a dangerous witness,

it is easy to understand the munificence of his recom-

pense."

There is excellent reason for believing that Catesby also

was in the pay of Cecil. Firstly, his character would accord

with such insincerity ; and secondly, there is evidence that

he was in secret communication with Cecil immediately be-

fore the arrest of Faukes. That he was not an honest man
is shown by his having slandered Father Garnet at the very

time when he appeared to be devoted to that Jesuit. Garnet
wrote :

" Master Catesby did me much wrong, and hath con-

fessed that he told them he asked me a question in Queen
Elizabeth's time of the powder action, and that I said it was^

lawful. All which is most untrue. He did it to draw in otk-
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ers "
(1). That lie was in communication with Cecil is proved

by the confession of George Bartlett, one of his servants, who,

on his death-bed, declared that " his master went to Salisbury

House several nights before the discovery, and was always

brought privately in at a back door "
(2). The mystery sur-

rounding Tresham, the conspirator who is generally supposed

to have written the letter to Monteagle, impels us to class

him with Percy and Catesby as a tool of Cecil. The autlior

of the Politicians Catechism speaks of Tresham as entering

Cecil's mansion at midnight. But what is certain, observes

Gerard, is that " Tresham did not fly like the rest when the

' discovery ' had taken place, not only remaining in London,

and showing himself openly in the streets, but actually pre-

senting himself to the council, and offering them his services.

Moreover, though his name was known to the government, at

least on November 7th, as one of the accomplices, it was for

several days omitted from their published proclamations, and

not till the 12th was he taken into custody. Being confined

in the tower, he was shortly attacked by a painful malady,

and on December 23d he died, as was officially announced,

of a ' strangury,' as Salisbury assures Cornwallis ' by a nat-

ural sickness, such as he hath been a long time subject to ' (3).

Throughout his sickness he himself and his friends loudly

declared that should he survive it ' they feared not the course

of justice '

(4). Such confidence could be grounded only on

his possession of knowledge which the authorities would not

venture to reveal, and it is not surprising that his death

should have been attributed, by the enemies of the govern-

ment, to poison."

It is morally certain that Cecil knew of the proposed Plot

nearly two years before he submitted Mouteagle's letter to

King James, thus enabling " the wisest fool in Europe " to ex-

hibit his royal perspicacity, " like an angel of God." Ac-

cording to the developments on the trial of the sur^'iving con-

spirators, the Plot was first devised in April, 1604. Now, in

the Gunpowder Book (no. 236) we find that Sir Thomas Chal-

(1) Qxinpowder Plot Book, 242.

(2) Notes of an anonymus correspondent of Antbony k Wood, preserved in the Library

of Corpus Chrisli College, Oxford.

(3) Wlndwood, MemoriaU, ii.. 189. (« Wood to Salisbury, December 23d, 1605.
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loner, one of Cecil's " intelligencers," received tlie following

letter from one of his agents, Henry Wright (1) :
" Good Sir

Thomas, I am as eager for setting of the lodgings as you can

be, and in truth whereas we desired but twenty, the discov-

erer had set and (if we accept it) can set above three score, but

I told him that the State would take itfor good service if lie set

tzventij of the most principal Jesuits and seminary priests, and

therewithal I gave him thirteen or fourteen names picked out

of his own notes, among the which five of them were sworn to

the secrecy. He saith absolutely that by God's grace (!) he

will do it ere long, but he stayeth some few days purposely

for the coming to town of Tesmond [Greenway] and Kemj^e,

two principals ; their lodgings are prepared, and they will

be here, as he saith for certain, within these two days. For

the treason, Davies neither hath nor ivill unfold himself for the

discovery of it till he hath his pardon for it under seal, as I told

you, which is now in great forwardness, and ready to be

sealed so that you shall know all. Your worshijo's most de-

voted. Hen. Wright."

This letter was certainly written before April 25, 1605 ; for

in the Pardon Roll, under that date, we read that the pardon

mentioned in it as ready for Davies had just been expedited.

And we must believe that the " treason," which Davies would

not unfold "until he had his pardon, under the great seal,"

was no other than the Gunpowder Plot. To believe other-

wise would be an admission that Cecil was then engaged in

the fabrication of a conspiracy which as yet the Catholics

had not projected. " It was not the way of statesmen of the

period," remarks Gerard, " when on the track of sedition, to

relinquish the pursuit till they had sifted it to the bottom,

and at this juncture, especially, every shred of evidence re-

garding Catholics and their conduct was threshed out to the

uttermost. In consequence, we are able to say with certainty,

that besides the enterprise of Catesby and his associates,

there was no other conspiracy of any kind on foot. We
have, moreover, already seen that the very same point thus by

anticipation represented as all important, is that which after

the 'discovery ' every nerve was strained to establish, name-
(1) There is no evidence connectingr this Wrislit with the twoconspiritors of that name.
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ly, tlie complicity of the Catholic clergy. If we had no more

tliau this internal e%ddence, it would abundantly suffice to

assure us that the conspiracy thus sedulously watched was

the sarae as that miraculously ' discovered ' a year and a

half later." But we have explicit evidence as to the time

when "Wright and Davies were engineering what was in real-

it}' Cecil's Gunpowder Plot. In the Gutqwivckr Plot Book

(no. 237) we find an application to the king, made in April,

1606, and endorsed, " Touching Wright and his services per-

formed in the damnable plot of the Powder Treason," couched

in these terms: " If it may please your Majesty, can you re-

member that the Lord Chief Justice Popham and Sir Thom-
as Challoner, Kt., had a hand in the discovery of the prac-

tices of the Jesuits in the powder, and did from time to time

reveal the same to your Majesty, /o?" fico years' space almost,

he/ort the said treason burst forth by an obscure letter to the

Lord Monti-agle, which your Majesty, like an angel of God,

interpreted, touching the blow, then intended to have been

given by powder ? The man that informed Sir Thomas Chal-

loner and the Lord Popham of the said Jesuitical practices,

their meetings and traitorous designs in that matter, whereof

from time to time the}' informed your Majesty, icas one

Wright, who hath your Majesty's hand for his so doing, and

never received any reward for his pains and charges laid out

concerning the same. This Wright, if the occasion serve, can

do more service." Again, among the " Cecil Papers " pre-

served at Hatfield, and which the present marquis of Salisbury

allowed Gerard to consult, there is a letter addressed to Ce-

cil by a certain Thomas Coe, who claims to have previously

forwarded to his Majesty " the primary intelligence of these

late dangerous treasons," upon which communication the his-

torian Lodge observes (1): " It should seem then that the fa-

mous letter transmitted to James by Lord Monteagle, for the

right construction of which that prince's penetration hath

been so liigldy extolled by some historians, was not the only

previous intelligence communicated to him of the Gunpowder
Treason."

If tlie reader's acquaintance with the England of Elizabeth

il) lltuHlratiow. III.,:OT1.
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iand of James I. is merely casual, lie may think that Cecil

could have had no object in furthering, aye, perhajDS in orig-

inating, so fearful a conspiracy as that of the Gunpowder
Plot. Cecil was as ambitious as he was unscrupulous ; he

was a worthy heir of his father—William Cecil, Lord Burgh-

ley—and of Walsingham. He realized that his tenure of ofl&ce

was by no means secure ; for, as Goodman assures us, " it is

cei*tain that the king did not love him"(l). James could

have no exalted idea of the integrity of him who, while en-

joying the entire confidence of Elizabeth, had held what she

would have regarded as treasonable correspondence with the

king of Scotland ; nor could James have forgotten that the

earl of Essex, when on his trial, had insisted that Cecil pre-

ferred that the English crown should pass to the Spanish In-

fanta, rather than to James, whom the wily secretary then

ostentatiously rej)udiated. James Avas aware that Cecil was a

secret j)ensioner of the king of Spain, even though he regard-

ed as traitors all others who held any communication with

that monarch (2). The king must have known that the Span-

ish ambassador pronounced Cecil a venal traitor, ready to

sell his soul for money (3) ; and that the French envoy. La
Boderie, declared that the secretary was an inveterate liar,

even to his intimate friends (4). Again, James knew that

the English people detested his minister. Osborne says

:

" He had forfeited the love of the people by the hate he

expressed to their darling Essex, and the desire he had to

render justice and prerogative arbitrary" (5). Sir Anthony
Weldon says that " he was very much hated in England by
reason of the fresh bleeding of that universally beloved earl

of Essex, and for that clouded also in the king's favour "
(6).

Even the apologist of Cecil, Sir Walter Cope, admits that

" When living, the world observed with all admiration and
applause ; no sooner dead, but it seeketh finally to suppress

his excellent parts, and load his memory with all imputations

of corruption" (7). Here were reasons for an exercise of

(1) Cmirt of King James, 1., 44.

(2) Digby to the King, S. P., Spain, Aug. 8. Gardiner ; Hist., li., 216.

(3) Gardiner; ii., 215. (4) Le Fevre de la Boderie ; Embassy, I., 170.

"X5) Traditional Memoirs, 181. (6) Cmirt and Character of King James, 8 10.

. (7) Apology, in the Collectanea of Gutch, i., 10.
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Cecil's energy and craft, if he wished to remain the practical

ruler of England. He should make it appear that he was
necessary to James. Add to this desire his profound hatred

of Catholicism, a sentiment which manifested itself in every

possible contingency, and you have a reason for Cecil's fur-

therence, if not his contrivance, of the Gunpowder Plot. Nor
should we forget that Cecil had been alarmed by an apparent

tendency, on the part of James, to return to his early modera-
tion in regard to the Catholics. In 1604 a Scotch Catholic

gentleman, Sir James Lindsay, had brought from Kome a let-

ter written by Pope Clement Till, to his English Majesty,

which was very friendly in its tone ; and the notes on the roy-

al reply, still preserved in the English Record Office (1), show
that James had charged Lindsa}-, " by tongue," with a mes-
sage to the Pontiff which the royal hand dared not to record

in the notes. Cecil might well feel concerned because of

this oral message, especially as the instructions wliicli James
did record were friendly in their tone :

" You shall assure

him that I shall never be forgetful of the continual proof I

have had of his courtesy and long inclination towards me, and

especially by this his so courteous and unexpected message,

which I shall be careful to requite thankfully by all (•i\ il

courtesies that shall be in my power, the jDarticulars whereof

I remit likewise to your declaration." And then he jorotests

that he will ever inviolably observe two points : first, never

to dissemble what he thinks, esjDecially in matters of con-

science ; secondly, never to reject reason when he hears it

urged on the other side. "We may easily supjDose that when
Cecil learned that the head of the English Establishment

had addressed the Roman Pontiff so courteously, he resolved

to force upon his Majesty a policy of severity.

No person of sane mind now asserts that the Roman court

had any connection Avith the Gunpowder Plot ; or that the

lay Catholics of England, outside the circle of less than a

score of conspirators, were even cognizant of the desperate

design. No reputable juiblicist accuses the English priest-

hood, as a body, of any complicity, direct or indirect, in the

(1 ) "Instruptions to my trusty servant. Sir Jiiiin's Lindsay, for answer to the letter and com-

mission broiiflit by him from tlio Pope unto mo." (P. R. O., Fnmcr, b. 132).
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matter ; and very few moderns manifest any inclination to

credit the charges which Cecil brought against the Jesuits,

Garnet, Gerard, and Greenway. Among the alleged indica-

tions of guilt on the part of Father Gerard, the principal one

was the reception of the Holy Eucharist by Catesby, Perc}^

John Wright, Faukes, and Winter, at the hands of Gerard, in

confirmation of their oath of secrecy. This reception of the

Holy Sacrament was attested at the trial by Faukes and Win-
ter, the sole survivors of the five ; but both of them swore

that Gerard knew nothing of the oath, of which his sacerdotal

action was supposed, by the infatuated communicants, to be

a sanction. Winter testified that " they five administered the

oath to each other in a chamber, in which no other body ivas,'*

and that then they proceeded to another room to receive the

Holy Eucharist. And Faukes deposed that " the five did

meet at a house in the fields beyond St. Clement's Inn, where

they did confer and agree upon the Plot, and there they took

a solemn oath and vows by all their force and power to ex-

ecute the same, and of secrecy not to reveal it to any of their

fellows, but to such as should be thought fit persons to enter

into that action ; and in the same house they did receive the

Sacrament of Gerard the Jesuit, to perform their vow and

oath of secrecy aforesaid. Bat that Gerard was not acquaint-

ed ivifh their purposed An indication of guilt on the part of

Garnet has been fouudby some in the presumed fact that he

answered in the afiirmative a question put to him by Catesby

as to " whether, /or the good and proniotion of the Catholic cause

against heretics, it be lawful or not among many nocents to

destroy some innocents also ? " Such were the terms in which

the question was adduced by the prosecutor. Sir Edward
Coke (1) ; but the virulent zealot exhibited no shadow of

proof that the clause which we have underlined was contained,

even implicitly, in the original question. Garnet insisted,

and he is corroborated by Greenway (who was present at the

time), that Catesby had proposed the adduced case of con-

science as one which might be presented in the service of

Austria, in which, he said, he was about to engage. It would

seem that shortly after the initiation of the conspiracy, Cates-

(1) Gunpowder Treason, V- 1C5.
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bj had discovered that some of his associates had scruples

as to their right to involve innocent persons in what tliev

considered a justifiable action of war ; and in order to cpiiet

their consciences, he availed himself of the known fact that

the king had allowed him to accept a captaincy in the service

of the archduke, and asked Garnet whether, in the imminent

contest, he could share in actions in which innocent parties

would necessaril}- perish with the guilty. Garnet replied

that both Catholic and Protestant theologians held that obedi-

ence in the premises was lawful, since in the contrary sup-

position an unjust aggressor could always prevent the ag-

grieved party from attaining his rights. This solution was

presented by Catesby to his associates as satisfying their ob-

jecti(ms, and he gained his point. The manuscript i-elation

by Father Greenway must be consulted by any one who de-

sires details concerning the relations between Garnet and

Catesby, from this time until the discovery of the Plot ; none

of the assertions or insinuations of Coke, during the trial, as

to those relations, were sustained by even an apology for

proof. According to Greenway, Garnet began to suspect, in

the spring of 1605, that Catesby was engaged in preparations

for some desperate enterprise against the government ; and

on May 8 he wrote to the Jesuit superiors at Rome a letter,

from which, as it aj^pears in Father Gerard's MSS. (ch. 5), we

take this passage :
" All are desperate. Diverse Catholics

are offended with Jesuits ; they say that Jesuits doe impugue

and Jiuider all forcible euterprizes. I dare not informe my-

self of their affaires, because of prohibition of F. Generall

for meddling in such affaires. So I cannot give you exact

accompt. This I knowe by meare chance." In reply to this

letter Garnet received one written in the name of the Holy

Father, and one from the general of the Jesuits ; both com-

manding him to abstain absolutely from political intrigue,

and to exercise his authority as provincial of liis order in

England to discourage anything savoring of rebellion. One

day, after a spirited insistence of his o])inion that the terri-

ble wrongs of tlie Catholics clearly justified the most violent

measures for obtaining relief, Catesby avowed to Garnet tliat

he had started a formidable conspiracy, and that he was will-
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ing to impart the particulars to one whom he so revered.

Instantly the provincial checked him ; the revelation was not

made ; and when Garnet showed to Catesby the letters he

had received from Rcnne, the ardent man insisted that the

writers had been influenced by false information. Finally

Catesby promised to hold his project in abeyance until the

reception of another letter from the Pontiff, to whom both

would send a special messenger, bearing an exact account of

the condition of the English Catholics. The envoy departed,

carrying also an entreaty, on the part of the provincial, that

Ms Holiness would threaten to excommunicate such Catho-

lics as would recur to violent measures in the existing cir-

cumstances. Garnet now flattered himself that he had allayed

the tempest; and he wrote to Father Parsons, who was

then in Piome :
" For anythinge wee can see, Catholicks are

cpiiet, and likely to continew their oulde patience, and to

truste to the kynge and his sone for to rimidie al in tyme " (1).

In October, however. Garnet found that his hopes were ill-

founded. Catesby had revealed the entire Plot to Father

Greenway in confession ; and when conjured to abandon his

design, he had begged the confessor to procure the opinion

of his provincial, also under the seal of confession. We
transcribe Lingard's account of what now followed. " With

this view the Jesuit applied to Garnet, and received in re-

turn a severe reprimand. He had done wrong (said Garnet)

to entertain any mention of so dangerous a project ; he had

done worse in imparting it to his superior. Nothing now re-

mained but to divert the conspirator from his sanguinary

purpose. Let him therefore employ every argument, every

expedient in his power ; but at the same time, let him be

careful to keep the present conversation secret from every

man livdng, even from Catesby himself (2). This communi-

cation, however, plunged the unfortunate provincial into the

deepest anxiety. Against his will, and in defiance of the pre-

cautions whicii he had taken, he was become privy to the

particulars of the plot ; and that plot he found to exceed in

(1) In MS. of Gerard, dated Oct. 4, 1605.

(2) Lingard took these partioulars fiom Greenway. who testifies to their truth, " on his salva-

tion." See also Greenway's oral ai^foiint in the Apology of Eudaemon Joannes, 259. 260.

290.
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atrocity whatever the most fearful mind could have antici-

pated. The explosion, witli its consequences, perpetually

presented itself to his imagination ; it disabled him from per-

forming his missionary duties by day, it haunted his slum-

bers by night " (1).

When Garnet, Gerard, and Greenway were apprised of the

" discovery " of the Plot, the provincial immediately sent to

the royal council a declaration of his abhorrence of such

schemes ; and all three took measures for their safety. After

many vicissitudes, Gerard and Greenw^ay escaped to the con-

tinent (2). Garnet secreted himself at Hendlip, near Wor-
cester, in the house of a brother-in-law of Lord Monteagle.

His hiding-place was betrayed by one of the j^risoners taken

at Holbeach, who hoped to merit i3ardon l)y the treachery
;

and together with Oldcorne, another Jesuit who had also

been secreted at Hendli}), he was lodged in the Tower on

Feb. 14, 1606. Hallam sj^eaks of this cajjture of Garnet as

" the damning circumstance against him, that he was taken

at Hendlip in concealment along with the other conspira-

tors "
(3) ; and Lingard would have us believe that he^-egards

this assertion of Hallam as " an unintentional mistake "
(4).

Hallam never made " mistakes " of this nature ; his very

merits as a publicist stamp his calumny as a conscious one.

Only one of the " other " conspirators was taken in conceal-

ment—Eobert Winter ; and he was captured, not at Hendlip,

but at Hagley Hall. It was three months after the taking of

the " other " conspirators that Garnet was arrested m com-

pany with Oldcorne, who was never charged with complicity

(1) Hixtiirii of EH(7?aii(', Lunilon edit. ISSi, vol. vii., p. 60.

(2) While the hallled conspirators, on Nov. C, were at Hudciington House, the seat of Rob-
ert WliiK-r, Greenway was smnnioned liy Catesby, throufrh his servant. Bates, to visit the

unfortunates, hear their eonfessioiis, ete. ; for they were in iniiuiueutdanj:er of either death

in battle or the slower death whieh their capture would entail. In his ]\'a)rativc, which is

penerally a translation of Gerard's Enplish one into Italian, he sometimes pives his own
evperienees : and in one of thes<> Instances, he says thai he " went to assist these pentleinea

with the Sacraments of the rhunli, iinderstandinfr their danper and their need, and this

with evident danger to his own person and life : and all those gentlemen could have borne

witness that he publicly told them how he grieved not so much because of their wretched

and shiimeful plight, and the extremity of llieir peril, as that by their headlong course they

had given the heretics occasion to slander tlie whole body of Catholics in the kingdom, and
thai he dally refused to stay in their company, lest the heretics should be able t<i calumniate

himself and the other Fathers of the Society."

(3) Conxt. HM., i.. 554.

(4) Liic. lil.. p. 7i. in note.
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in the Plot, bat with having abetted liis provincial in his at-

tempt to escape. When Garnet was threatened with torture,

if he did not avow his guilt, he replied :
" Minare ista pueris

—use such threats to boys." But his enemies thought

that guile might effect what force could not ; and they in-

structed his warder to affect veneration for him as for a mar-

tyr, and to offer himself as a medium wherewith the prison-

er might correspond with his friends. Garnet credited the

protestations of the warder, and entered on a course of epis-

tolary communication, every item of which was carried by

the lieutenant of the Tower to the royal commissioners, and
which furnished not one scintilla of evidence against any of

the writers (1). Then the warder offered to introduce him
into a passage-way, at the end of which was a door of Old-

corne's cell. The two friends, he said, could easily converse

through this thin partition. Overjoyed, Garnet held five

conversations with Oldcorne, not knowing that in a recess

formed in the passage-way two of Cecil's emissaries were se-

creted for the purpose of reporting to their master all tliat

was said. Nothing incriminatory of the Jesuits was gleaned

by this artifice ; and when Oldcorne, soon afterward, was tor-

tured, little more than an admission of these furtive conver-

sations was extorted from him. On March 5, Garnet was
again brought before the commissioners, and asked whether

he had talked with Oldcorne in the Tower. If we are to be-

lieve the ofiicial reports of the trial, he replied in the nega-

tive ; and when he was told of his friend's avowal, he insisted

that if Oldcorne had been so weak as to accuse himself false-

ly, he would not prove so weak. Then, says the report, the

testimony of the two hidden auditors of the conversations

were read to him, and he admitted the fact. Several more
examinations of Garnet were held before the trial ; and when
that ensued, on March 28, the sole admission yet made by
him was to the effect that he had known that Catesby was
planning something against the government ; that he had
urged the conspirator to desist ; and afterward he had learned

from Greenway the object of the conspiracy, but could

not reveal it, since it had been communicated to him under

(1) Some of these letters are still preserved in the English State Paper Office.
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the seal of confession. The reader must remember that Ca-

tesbv himself had authorized Greemvav, in case of tbediscov-

ery of the Plot, to break the seal of secrecy ; else Garnet

would have been unable to make even this admission. The

result of the trial was a verdict of guilty ; although any overt

act of treason was neither proved nor attempted to be proved.

Two months elapsed before his execution ; and during this

interval he found, as he imagined, sure means of correspond-

ing with Greenway, whom he believed to be a prisoner in the

Tower. His letter was laid before Cecil ; but nothing crim-

inating him was found in it. Three weeks after he had writ-

ten it, he was taken before the commissioners, and asked

whether he had corresponded with the " traitor " Greenway.

He denied, on his priesthood, says the official narrative, that

he had sent letter or message to him, since their parting at

Coughton. When the intercepted letter was shown to him,

continues the record, he acknowledged it, but contended'that

he had done nothing wrong. Lingard speaks strangely on

this matter : "In tliis instance, as in several others since his

imprisonment, he had acted on the principle that no man is

bound to betray himself ; whence he ingeniously inferred

that where the acknowledgment of a fact might endanger his

life, it was lawful to deny it with the aid of equivocation, till

it should be proved against him by direct evidence. Three

days later he was interrogated a second time respecting the

doctrine of ecpiivocation, and boldly declared that the practice

of requiring men to accuse themselves was barbarous and un-

just ; that in all such cases it was lawful to employ equivo-

cation, and to confirm, if it were necessary, that equivocation

with an oath ; and that if Tresham, as liad been pretended,

had equivocated on liis deathbed, he might have had reasons

which wouhl justify liim in tlie siglit of God (1). To these

and similar avowals I ascribe liis execution. By seeking

shelter under equivocation, he had dejirived himself of the

protection which the truth might have afforded him ; nor

(1) "This I acknowledge lo be according to my opinion and theoplnlon of the schoolmen.

And our reason Is, for that. In cases of lawfure<iiilvocati(in. the spet'ch hy equivocation be-

ing saved from a lye, the same siHJOch may be without (HTJury conllrnied by oath, or by any

other usual way, though It were by receiving the Sacrament, if Just necessity so require.'*

The original is In the State Paper Office In liarnet's handwriting.
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could lie in such circuuistaiices roasonably complaiu if the

king refused credit to his asseverations of innocence, and per-

mitted the law to take its course." How Lingard could as-

cribe Garnet's execution to his avowal of certain opinions

concerning the doctrine of equivocation, passes comprehen-

sion. Laying aside the question of the tenability of those

opinions, it is certain that he advanced them only in the mat-

ter of his conversation with Oldcorne, and of his correspond-

ence with Greenway. When pressed concerning the charge

because of which alone he was being tried, namely, complic-

ity in the Plot, he never equivocated ; he boldly and consist-

ently took his stand on the inviolability of the seal of sacra-

mental confession. Therefore he had not " deprived himself

of the protection which the truth might have afforded him."

And Lingard mav be asked to tell the occasions when, in the

long course of Henrician, Edwardine, Elizabethan, and Stuart

persecution, a stern adherence to pure and simple truth

availed to save the accused from the scaffold. As to Garnet's

alleged equivocations, some of them are rather downright

falsehoods, and therefore we may well suspect that he never

uttered them. Concerning what really happened at Garnet's

trial we have no reliable information ; as Jardiue observes,

there is no trial since the time of Henry VIIL, about which

we are so ignorant as we are of this one (1).

(1) The confession of Faukes, as published by Cecil, reads as follows :
" I confesse that a

practise in generall was first broken unto me against his Majestie, for releife of the Catho-

lique cause, and not invented or propounded by myself. And this was first propounded unto

ine about Easter last was twelvemonth, beyond the Seas, in the Low countries of the Arch-

dukes obeysance by Thomas Wynter, who came thereupon with me into England, and there

wee imparted our purpose to three other Englishmen more, namely Rob' Catesby, Thos

Percy, and John Wright, who all Ave consulting together of the meanes how to execute the

same, and taking a vowe among our selves for secresie Catesby propounded to have it per-

formed by Gunpowder, and by making a myne under the upper house of Parliament, which

place wee made choice of the rather, because Religion having been unlustly suppressed

there, it was fittest that Justice and punishment should be executed there. This being re-

solved amongst us. Thomas Percy hired a howse at Westminster for that purpose, neare ad-

joyning the Pari' howse, and there wee beganne to make a myne about the xi of December

1604. The fyve that entered into the woorck were Thomas Percye, Robert Catesby, Thomas

Wynter, John Wright, and my self, and soon after wee tooke another unto us, Christopher

Wright, having sworn him also, and taken the Sacrament for secrecie. When wee came to

the verle foundation of the Wall of the house, which was about 3 yeards thick, and found it

a matter of great difflcultie. we took to us another gentleman Robert [Wvnter] Kei/s in like

manner with our oathe and Sacrament as aforesaid. It was about Chnstmas when wee

brought our myne unto the Wall, and about Candlemas we had wrought the Wall half

through. And whilst they were a working, 1 stood as sentinell, to descrie any man that

Came neare, whereof I gave them warning, and so they ceased untill I gave them notice
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CHAPTER in

POPE URBAN Vni.; THE THIRTY YEARs' WAR.

The youth of Cardinal Maffeo Barberini was more marked
by poetical, than by any other special talent ; and under the

guidance of the famous Aurelius Ursus, he greatly devel-

oped this gift. Some of his paraphrases of the Psalms, and
many of his hymns, are admired to this day. Having as-

cended the many steps of the Curia Pomana, he was made
cardinal by Paul V. When, on the death of Gregory XV. in

1623, he was elevated to the Papal throne, Barberini was fif-

ty-five years of age ; but he was destined to spend twenty-

one in a most eventful and stormy pontificate. He saw

the commencements of the vexatious controversies to which

Jansenism gave birth; it was during his reign that occurred

the afiair of Galileo. He founded the venerable College of

the Propaganda, styled, after him, the Urban ; he revised

and corrected the Boman Breviary : he gave its present form

to the celebrated Bull, Coena Domini (1) ; he approved tho

agayne to proceede. All wee seaven lay in tlie house, and had shott and powder, being re-

solved to dye in that place before we should yeild or bo taken. As they were vvorkiiig upon
the wall, they heard a rushing in a cellar of removing of coles ; whereupon wc^e feared wee
had been discovered, and they sent me to go to the cellar, who fynding that the coles were
a selling, and that the Cellar was to be lett. viewing the commoditye thereof for our pur-

pose, Percy went and hired the same for yearly Rent. Wee had before this provydcd and
brought into the house ~0 barrells of Powder, which wee removed into the Cellar, and
covered the same with billets and fagots, which we provided for that purpose. " About
Easter, the Parliament being proroged tyll October next, wee dispersed our self and I re-

tired into the Low countryes, h]i advice and direction of the rest, as well to acquaint
Owen rvith the particulars of the plot, as alito lest by my longer staye I might have

grown suspicious, and so have come in question. In the meane tyme Percy, having the

key of the Cellar, layd in more powder and wood into it. I returned about the beginning

of September next and then receyving the key againe of Percy, we brought in more
powder and billets to cover the same againe. And so I went for a tyme into the country,

till the 30 of October. It was farther resolved amongst us that the same day that this ac-

tion should have been performed some other of our confederates should have surprised the

person of the Lady Klizabeth the Kings eldest daughter, who was kept in Warwickshire at

the Lo. Harringtons house, and presently have proclaimed her for Queene, having a project

of a Proclamatlou ready for the purpose, wherein we made no mention of altering of Re-

ligion, nor would have avowed the deed to be ours untill we should have had power enough
to make our partle good, and then we would have avowed both. Concerning Duke Charles,

the Kings second son, we hadd sundrie c<insultations how to sease on his i>ers()n, but be-

cause wee found no ineanes how to compasse it,—the Duke being kept near London,—
where we had not forces enough, wee resolved to serve ourselves with the Lady Elizabeth."

(1) It may Interest the reader to note that one of this Pontiff's decrees forbade the

<use of snuff In the churches.
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•Order of tlie Visitation ; and raised to the honors of the al-

tar Ignatius Loyola, Francis Xavier, Louis de Gonzaga,

Philip Neri, Francis Borgia, the Theatine Gaetf^no, and Felix

of Cantalicio. During the whole of his reign, his lot, so far

as human eyes could discern, was but a succession of cha-

grins, entailed by the unfortunate Thirty Years' War, the

audacious conduct of his nephews, and the miserable in-

trigues of the Jansenists. His temporal subjects were fond of

saying, alluding to the evil effects of his nepotism, that what

tlie barbarians had not done to the detriment of their city,

the Barberini effected (1). However, Urban VIII. was pious

and learned, and he made the Eternal City a rendezvous for

all who were artistic or studious.

.The liturgist and ecclesiastical archaeologist will remem-

ber this Pontiff as having been the last to revise the text of

the Roman Breviary, giving to it, in comparison with the

olden Offices, a position analogous to that occupied by the

Vulgate among all versions of the Scriptures. Leo X., Clem-

ent VII., Paul IV., Pius v., and Clement VIII. , had already

effected much toward what was not unaptly styled a " refor-

mation " of the Breviary : but his own good judgment, sup-

ported by the avowals of many virtuous and learned men,

convinced Urban VIII. that the work of " reformation " had

not been completed (2). The punctuation in the Psalter

was too often incorrect ; therefore the punctuation of the

Vulgate was substituted. In many of the hymns there were

sins against prosody and against good metre ; these errors

were to be corrected, even though an entire hymn had to be

rewritten. And too frequently, the text of the Homilies and

Sermons was defective ; therefore it was to be compared

critically with the text in the most reliable of the editions or

manuscripts of each Father's works. To remedy these de-

fects of the Breviary, Urban VIII. instituted a special Con-

di '' Quod non fecerunt Barhaii, fcccrioit Bai-herinV This saying was originated

when the PontiH ordered certain bronze beams to be removed from the atrium of the Panthe-

on, that their material might be devoted to the far nobler purpose of adorning the tomb of

the Apostles in the Vatican Basilica. They were melted down, and partly served for the

construction of the magnificent BaJdaihino.

(3)
" Piorum doctorumque virorum judicia et vota conquirenUum in eo contineri non

pauca, qucBsive a 7iitor6 institutivnis excidinseiit, sive inchoata pntiua quam perfecta

forent ah aliis, certe a nobis supremam manum imponi desiderarent." In Bull Diviii'

am psalmodiam.
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gregation of nine members, many of whom are admired to

this day : Alciati (Terence), the Jesuit author who had begun
the History of tJie Council of Trent which Pallavicino prose-

cuted and completed ; Rancato, the arranger of the Sessor-

ian Library ; Luke Wadding, the Franciscan annalist ; Ga-
vanto, a Barnabite, and the best liturgist at a time when
good liturgists abounded ; Tegrimi, secretary of the Congre-

gation of Rites ; Sacchi, the pontifical sacristan ; Eiccardi,

Master of the Apostolic Palace ; Vulponi, of the Oratory of

St. Philip Neri ; and Lanui, a prelate of the Seguatura. In

reference to certain legends of the saints, which good histor-

ians pronounce inexact and perhaps baseless, and therefore

unworthy of place in the Breviary, Gavanto says that they

were generally retained, because of the possibility tliat they

might be true (1). L^rban VIIL reserved to his own jDoetical

ability, supported by the opinions of four Jesuit litterateurs,

Strada, Galluzzi, Sarbiewski, and Petrucci, the correction of

the hymns in .the Breviary (2). But the labors of this

scholarly quintette have not pleased modern critics. The
Abbe Batifol, author of the best history of the Breviary as

yet issued (Paris, 1893), thinks that this reformation of the

Hymnal was rather " a deformation of the work of Christian

antiquity "
; and he compares it to the modern restorations

of certain old pieces of sculpture—restorations which make
one wish that the mutilated works had been left in their

disfigured condition. Such also is the opinion of the Abbe
U. Chevalier, a competent judge in liturgico-archieological

matters, who ascribes the failure to an ignorance of the rules

of rhythmic poetry, " a poetry which was absolutel}' un-

known in the time of Urban VIIL, when men dared to assert

(1) " Qiicc controversa eranU aUcujus tamen gravis axictoris testimonio mffulta, ali-

fiuam haherent j)rohahiIitatcm, rctetita xunt co modo quo crant, mm falsitatii< ar(rui

non pomnt, qvamvis fortaxae altera itciitcntin sit a plurihux rcccpta.''' Thus in his

Trcasnrii of Sacred Rites. This work, with the additions made by the Tlieatine, Merato,

in 1736, l).v request of Card. Lambertini (afterwani I'opc Benedift XIV.), is tlie most wide-

ly-used and most reliable of all liturtrical yuides. To lumor the memory of (iavanto. Bene-

dict XIII. decreed that a Barnabite should always he found amonp the Con suitors of the

Conprrepiition of Rites; and Benedict XIV. conferred the same distinction upon the The-

atlnes. because of the uierits of Merato.

(2) Trbati VIIl., like Uirhelieu. took care ihat in's court ."ihoiiUI ever present the apfear-

ance of an .\ciideiny. Two of Ids liynuis, that on St. Martina, and that on St. Elizabeth of

rortugal, an- in the Brcviam.
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that the hymns of Si Thomas of Aquino were written in

' Etrusco rhythmo ' "
(1).

In the year 1633 Urban YIII., in response to certain over-

tures from Queen Henrietta, the Catholic wife of Charles I.,

resolved to send an accredited agent to England. The mem-

ory of this quasi-legation has been revived in our day by the

tentative efforts for a " corporate-reunion " put forth by cer-

tain well-meaning Anglicans ; and the matter is worthy ofmore

than a passing notice. At this time, of course, there was no

Catholic bishop resident in England ; but many of the faith-

ful believed that virulent and open persecution Avould soon

slacken sufficiently to warrant the Holy See in making the

first step toward a revival of the English hierarchy. They

were encouraged in this anticipation of relief by an expressed

wish of King Charles that the Catholics might be allowed to

take a modified oath of allegiance, instead of the Oath of Su-

premacy ; and by an occasional display, on the part of Charles

I. and the Anglican prelates, of a velleity to be satisfied with

the Catholic blood which had already been shed. The

Catholics had no solid reasons for their anticipations ; in-

deed, they could not shut their eyes to the fact that when-

ever the king wanted money from the parliament, he

promptly conciliated that body by unleashing the dogs of

persecution, and that whenever the Anglican jDrelates ob-

served any prospect of parliamentary interference with their

temporalities, they warded off the evil by imitating ihe mon-

arch. However, Pope Urban sent to England an Oratorian

named Gregory Panzani, who was instructed to carefully

examine into the state of affairs, but not to hold any com-

munications with the incumbent of Canterbury (2). One of

(1) L'UnimrxiU' Catholique for 1891, p. 122, Paris, 1892.

(2) Llngard asks why this prohibition was given. It seems that Queen Henrietta had con-

ceived the notion that if the Pontiff would raise some Englishman to the cardinalate, the

conversion of the king would be facilitated. Llngard thinks that Laud may have been in

the queen's mind when she formed this project. " Douglas left England to make the re-

quest about the middle of July, and reached Rome about a month later. Now the offer of

that dignity was made to Laud in England on the 4th, and repeated on the 17th of August

(Laud's Diary). This coincidence in point of time furnishes a strong presumption ; and to

It may be added that In December, Du Perron, the chief clergyman in the queen's household,

proceeded to Paris, and to Bichl, the nuncio, spoke highly in favor of Laud, with regard to

his religious principles, and his willingness to show favor to the Catholics (Dispatch of Bichl

to Barberini, Dec, 1633). Hence I am inclined to think that the proposal of the cardina "s

iiat came to the new archbishop from Queen Henrietta, under the notion that there might
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the first steps of Panzano was to consult Sir Francis Win-

clebank, a secretary of state, concerning the special oath of

allegiance which King Charles would like to tender to the

Catholics ; but Rome reproved the diplomat for alluding to

the subject. Panzano strangely derived encouragement from

the fact that the English Protestants had begun to apply the

term " Saint " to the Apostle Peter ; that the Psalms were

once more chanted in the olden style ; and that the Holy

Name was often saluted with abent head. But it need cause no

surprise thathe should have derived hope from the resumption

of a study of the Fathers in the Universities, from an appear-

ance of renewed respect for altars, and from a frequently ex-

pressed desire for " reunion," on the part of many Anglicans.

These signs were reported to Rome, together Avith the saying

of Windebank that reunion might be effected, if the Holy See

were to abandon Communion under one species and the celi-

bacy of the clergy. Barberini replied to this suggestion that

such ideas would never be entertained by Rome ; and that

the English had better " look back upon the breach they had

made, and attend to the motives which had actuated them.

As to the points mentioned, the whole world was against them."

be some truth in the reports, which had been so long current, of Laud's secret attachment

to the Catholic creed." This view of the matter is quite plausible ; but there is no reason

for believing that the project, conceived in the mind of a fond and credulous woman, was

ever laid before the Pope. Such a proceeding would have been utterly preposterous. Rome

well knew, and Lingard admits, that just before the supposed royal tender of a red hat to

Laud as the price of his conversion, he had strained every nerve to convince the doubting

Puritans of his uncompromising Protestantism. For instance, we learn from the Sti-affoM

Papers (IL, 74) that the prelate had lately dragged before the Council, and procured the

conviction of a schoolmaster and an innkeeper of Winchester, accused of bringing up

Catholic scholars ; and that he had procured an order for the public burning of a Catholic

book, entitled An Inlroduction Id n Devout Life (was it the beautiful work of St. Francis

de Sales ?). He had also procured the (Hinviction of a Catholic priest named Aforse, who had

exerted himself for the relief of the plague-stricken in St. Giles's, and had received many

of them Into the Church. Lingard does not believe that Laud cherished any Catholic ten-

dencies, so long as he was in the enjoyment of the good things of the Establishment
:
the

historian deems such presumed tendencies fully disproved by the whole tenor of the prelate'i

conduct and writings. " There is. however, some reason to believe that, in the solitude of

his cell, and with the prospect of the block before his eyes, he began to think more favora-

bly of the Catholic Church. At least, I find Rosetti inquiring of Cardinal Barberini wheth-

er, if Laud should e.scape from the Tower, the Pope would afford him an asylum and a

pension in Rome. He would be content with one thousand crowns (a very large sum in

Italy for a bishop of that day). Barberini answered that Laud was In such bad repute

In Rome, being looked upon as the cause of all the troubles in England, that it would previ-

ously be necessary that he .should give good proof of his repentance ; in which case he should

j-pc^lve assistance, though such assistanoe would give a color to the Imuutatiou that there

&ad always bi>en an understanding between him and Rome."
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This reply was conveyed by Panzano to Lord Cottington, an,

other secretary of state who had joined AVindebank in his

conferences with the Eoman agent ; but Cottington merely re-

torted that the events of the Keformation were still fresh in

the minds of men. It soon became evident that although the

king consented to the opening of a species of official inter-

course with the court of Rome, sending thither Sir William

Hamilton in a semi-official capacity, the royal object was

purely political. Charles hoped to secure the good offices of

the Pontiff in procuring a restoration of the Palatinate to his

nephew (1), and in arranging a marriage between one of the

sisters of that nei^hew and the king of Poland. If the Pope

complied with the requests of Charles, a Catholic bishop

would be allowed to reside in England. The scheme was

futile ; for the Pope would not use his influence in favor of

a Protestant to the detriment of a Catholic prince, and the

Polish monarch would not marry a Protestant. While the

royal desires were being pressed in the Eternal City, two

Anglican prelates, the incumbents of Chichester and Glou-

cester, had many conferences with Panzano. The former,

Montagu, avowed that he was convinced that a central ec-

clesiastical authority was necessary, and that he was willing

to admit the Pontiff's supreme authority in spirituals ; but

there the matter rested. Goodman of Gloucester, however,

v/as attended in his last hours by the Franciscan friar, Eran-

ciscus a Sancta Clara (2) ; and in his last will, he said :
" 1

dye most constant in all the articles of our Christian faith,

and in all the doctrines of God's Holy Catholic and Apos-

tolic Church; whereof I do acknowledge the Church of

Rome to be the Mother Church, as I do verily believe that

no other Church hath any salvation in it, but only so far as

it concurs with the Church of Rome" (3).

(1) Frederick V., the elector-palatine, had married the princess Elizabeth, daughter of

James I. The nephew here mentioned was their son.

(3) This friar had written a book, in which, among certain concessions of minor moment^

he had admitted the validity of Anglican Orders. The work was heartily condemned at

Rome; but it was not officially reprobated—perhaps, as Rivington says {Anglican Fal-

lacies, p. 53), because of " kindly policy." However, the too conciliatory author afterward

published an apology for his rashness.

(3) The account of the mission of Panzano which is found in Nugent's Memorkds of

Hampden (II., App. A;, and which was taken from the Civil Wars of Bisaccionl, is regarded.
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On Jan. 13, 1630, Pope Urban YIII. issued an Apostolic

Constitution whereby he condemned and abolislied a Relig-

ious Congregation of females bearing the name of Jesuitesses,

who, although now almost forgotten, and utterly ignored by
most historians, were then quite numerous in Italy and Flan-

ders. A well-meaning English woman, named Ward, under
the guidance of Gerard, superior of the Jesuit College of

Antwerj), had founded a society the members of which, en-

tirely directed by Jesuits, were to devote their lives to the

instruction of their countrywomen. Tery soon their training-

school in Flanders had prepared more than two hundred of

these female missionaries, bound by the vows of poverty,

•chastity, and obedience, and following the Jesuit rule. They
did not live in community, for that system was then imprac-

ticable in England, the chief scene of their labors. Ere long

it became evident that zeal, rather than jarudence, had pre-

sided at the birth of the organization ; and it vainly sought

the aj)probation of the Holy See. The Jesuitesses became
M^orse than ridiculous when, not satisfied with terming their

training-schools " Colleges " and " Novitiates," and with

such a general imitation of their jDatrons as their sex permit-

ted, they arrogated to themselves the office of public preach-

ing. The condemnatory Constitution is as follows :
" Al-

though the General Councils of the Lateran and of Lyons
strictly prohi))ited the institution of new Eeligious Congre-

gations by private authority ; and although our predecessors

of happy memory, the Pontiffs John XXII. and Clement V.,

by their wise Constitutions condemned and abolished, as

baneful, the Congregations of women which had been so in-

stituted ; nevertheless (as we have learned with great sorrow),

in some places of Italy and oi the countries beyond the Alps,

certain women or girls have assumed the name of ' Jesuitess-

es,' and without the permission of the Holy See, have for

several years united together under the pretext of following

a religious life, adopting a dress different from that of other

women, erecting Houses of Probation and buildings in the

form of Colleges, establisliing a superior-general of their

by Dnprard as unreliable , but this historian praises as autheiille the Memoirs of GrcQiyrio

anzawi which were edited bv BcrrititJrtou (Birininghaiii. ITOi,.
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pretended Congregation, and even pronouncing supposedly

solemn vows (ad instar solemnium) in the hands of that super-

ior, observing no laws of cloister and wandering at their

pleasure, and under the pretense of promoting the salvation

of souls they have undertaken many works which are unbe-

coming to the weakness of their sex and derogatory to Adr-

ginal modesty—w^orks w^hich are with great diffidence under-

taken by men of great experience, solid knowledge of the

Word of God, and eminent innocence of life. Therefore We,
wishing to free the field of the Church Militant from bram-

bles, recently w-rote to our venerable brother, the nuncio of

this Apostolic See in the Netherlands, and also to certain

ordinaries of that region, ordering them to admonish serious-

ly the aforesaid women or girls, and to procure their aban-

donment of their audacious enterprise, and their return to a

tealthy state of mind. But those unfortunates had no fear

of God, and paid no attention to the warning of the Apostol-

ic See, thus risking their salvation and scandalizing all good

persons by their arrogant contumacy. They continued in

iheir course, and did not hesitate to utter many sentiments

contrary to orthodox doctrine ; therefore we have resolved to

coerce their temerity with the heaviest censure, and to up-

root these weeds lest they spread further in the Church of

God. Therefore .... We now suppress altogether, perpetu-

.allj abolish, and expel from the Church of God the pretend-

ed Congregation of women or girls styled Jesuitesses ; we

wish and command all the faithful of Christ, to regard that

Congregation as suppressed, abolished, and extinct ; and we
decree that the aforesaid women or girls are not held to the

observation of their aforesaid vows."

The reader will find in the pages of Ranke a sufficiently

faithful picture of the character of Pope Urban VIII., and of

the role he played in the politics of his day ; but the German
historian is unjust to this Pontiff when he says: "I find no

Pope who possessed so strong a sentiment of his own indi-

vidual importance. One day an objection, based on some an-

' cient papal Constitutions, was made to him ; and he replied

:

'The decision of a living Pope is worth more than those of a

hundred dead ones.' " We must remember that circumstan-
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ces alter cases ; and while the judgment of any one Pope can

never differ from those of a hundred of his predecessors in

matters of faith or morals, it may happen tliat in affairs of

discipline or politics, a Pontiff" may come to a decision veiy

different from that which the circumstances of their days en-

tailed upon all previous Popes. But it is not true that

Urban YTIl. made little of the decisions of his predecessors,

when he wished to attain some end of his own. Pianke gives

no authority for the remark he places on the lips of Crban;
but we do know that often this Pontiff displayed a scrupu-

lous regard for the decrees of other Popes, and sometimes

under cii'cumstances when a man of the temper of Eanke
would have exjjected him to abrogate them, at least in prac-

tice. Thus, although Urban YIII. was one of the most nep-

otistic of Popes, he refused to confer the duchy of Urbino
upon his nephew, the duke of Palestrina : and he refused,

precisely because Pius Y. had interdicted any future inves-

titure of the fiefs of the Church.

We shall have occasion to give many details concerning

this Pontiff's conduct in the affair of Galileo and in the Jan-

senistic controversy, when we pay special attention to those

subjects ; but here we must speak at some length about a

contest in which Urban \TI1. was one of the most prominent

figures (1). The hideously grand period of the Thirty Years'

War, that era of crimes which were more horrible than any

which had -visited earth since the days of pagan antiquity,

was 2:)rolific of prodigious beings—a kind of moral Centaurs

—half l)rigands and half great men. The heroes of this

struggle were portentously original ; and some of them, man-
eaters and gold-consumers—for instance, Mansfeld, Halber-

taedt, and Wallensteiu—were sovereignly detestable. Shakes-

peare would certainly have discerned a fit subject for his pen

in Wal,lenstein ; that colossal satrap who would have been

more at home in dark and violent Asia than in Europe

;

that taciturn fighter who was never known to laugh, and

whose soldiers declared that he communed with demons

;

that ostensible Catholic who believed only in judicial astrol-

p) Nearly all of the rest of this chapter appeared as an article in The Amer. Cath. Quar-

terly Meview, to), xx.
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ogj, and who was neitlier Christian nor pagan nor human

;

that inscrutable sphjnx and abyss of ambition, who is still as

much of an enigma as he was during his life and in his death.

And how well the divine William would have depicted him

who was, in all probability, the sole disinterested, as he was

certainly one of the most admirable military men of his

day : Tilly, who was a virgin when he died, and had heard

two Masses every day of his life. Shakespeare unrolled

many panoramas of history, but he never gazed on one so

striking as that which began with the campaigns of Tilly and

closed with those of Conde and Turenne, and which resulted

in the eclipse of the Spanish policy of Charles V. by that of

Richelieu and Mazarin. The Thirty Years' War was the real

end of the Middle Age, the end of that death agony which

began with the crime of Philip the Fair at Anagni, and the

consequence of which was to be the dissolution of the polit-

ical and social organization which the Catholic Church had

imposed upon the Populus Christianus—the Christian Re-

public. This war, strongly but penetratingly observes one of

the most brilliant writers of modern France, and a judicious

polemic, "which issued from the cowl which Luther had

trampled under his feet, was a deliverance of the world from

the conditions in which it had been placed by the Catholic

Church and the Christian royalties ; and, of course, such a

gain warrants its glorification. This war was the Last Judg-

ment, the valley of Jehosaphat, of the Middle Age ; it was

the resurrection of man, who had been suffocated by God for

centuries, as though buried in a sepulchre ; and at last man
rose out of the ruins of God to put himseK in. the place of

God. It was, in fine, a beginning of a realization of the

frightful dream of Jean Paul (Richter), which we have seen

actuated :
' There is no God ; there is no Christ

' ; with this

difference, however, that the souls in the dream of Jean

Paul are desolate—eternally desolate—while modern souls

are content, happy in their joys of hell "
(1). Such a war will

ever be interesting to the student of humanity, and its inter-

est increases in presence of those contests which have lately

convulsed Europe, and in presence of those changes which

(1) Barbey D'AUREVILLY ; Deeds and Men, vol. viii., p. 108, Paris, 1887,
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liave been recently experienced by the states which formed

the Holy Roman Empire of the seventeenth century. But in

presenting a succinct sketch of the Thirty Years' War, and a

few apf)osite reflections, to the consideration of the student,

we are chiefly actuated by a desire to investigate the legit-

imacy of the claims to apotheosis which many zealous Prot-

estants advance in favor of Gustavus AdoljDlius (1).

The Latin and Teutonic races, united for an instant by
Charlemagne, separated when that em23eror died ; the Latin

following its destiny in Italy, France, and Sjjain, while the

Teutonic retained, together with the imperial crown, about

two-thirds of the Carolingian Empire. In the sixteenth cen-

tury Germany was a federative empire, composed of both

hereditary and elective monarchies and of free imjDerial cities,

the latter veritable republics. The hereditary monarchies

were governed by lay sovereigns ; the elective by ecclesiastical

princes, generally issued from jDowerful noble families. Over

all these states, and uniting them together, reigned the Holy
Eoman Emperor, an elective sovereign who was not a lawful

emperor until his election was confirmed by the founder of

the empire, the Pope ; and who, during the three previous

centuries, had nearly always been chosen from among the

members of the House of Hapsburg. Just as the prince-

bishops were elected by the cathedral-chapters, so the em-

peror was chosen by seven electors. Three of these electors

(1) The student who desires detailed Information concerning the Thirty Tears' War
should consult the works of Glndely, Ranke, Opel. Hurter, and Schreiber for the Palatine

and Danish periods ; those of Gfrorer ami Droyseu for the Swedish period ; and those of

Bougeant, Barthold, and Ko(,'h for the French period. He will also consult with prollt the

Hustory of Loim XllL, by Levassor ; and the Memoirs of Richelieu. Valuable aid will

be obtained in the bioRrapby of Tilly, by Klopp ; in that of Wallenstein, by Ranke ; in that

of Mansfeld, by Villermont ; and in that of Turenne, by Ramsay. The Uiiivcr.sal History

of Cantu tfives probably the most impartial and satisfaciory of all the succinct narratives.

Atnong the more voluminous works treating especially of this subject, none can be com-
pared with the History of the Tliirty Years' War. by Charveriat (Paris, 18T8), for erudi-

tion, grasp of subject, and historical acumen. As to the work of Schiller, so much lauded

by Protestant writers on this subject, we need merely say that when Schiller, the poet, un-

dertook to write his History of the Thirty Yeorx' ]Var,he ceased to be a poet, without

becoming a historian. Nor would we expect that a subject of that nature would receive

justice from one who could write, as Schiller did to Goethe: "You are right: healthy na-

ture has no need of morality or of a natural Jaw, and you might add that she needs not to

rely on a ilivi)iity or on an i)iiiiiortality of the soul.'" When Schiller approached this

chaos of brigandag(> and butchery, evidently he hoped to nn<l literary capital in its proiligi-

onsandthrlUingly dramatic personages. Hecertainly found the material for a grand work ;

but he brought forth an incoherent mass of platitudinous declamations.
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vere ecclesiastics, the arclibislioi^s of Mayence, Cologne, and

"Treves ; and the lay electors were the count-palatine, the king

of Bohemia, the duke of Saxony, and the margrave of Branden-

burg. The so-called Reformation produced in Germany polit-

ical as well as religious convulsions. When a lay prince

became a Protestant, no change occurred in the government

of his states ; since the power continued to be transmitted by

way of heredity. But when the sovereign was an ecclesiastic,

his perversion to Protestantism necessarily entailed a radical

modification of the political constitution of his states ;
for the

first act of a priest, when he had discovered the errors of

popery, was an abandonment of celibacy, and therefore a

transformation of his elective into a hereditary principality.

A striking instance of the consequences of the apostasy of an

ecclesiastical ruler may be discerned in the case of Albert of

Brandenburg, a soldier-monk and grand-master of the Teu-

tonic Knights, who became a " reformer," and by stealing the

property of his Order, laid the foundation of the Protestant

kingdom of Prussia. When the pervert was also an imperial

elector, the constitution of the empire was affected ; for then,

since three of the electors had embraced Protestantism, the

majority in the electoral college passed to the innovators, and

there was a danger of an elevation of a heretic to the imperial

throne—an anomaly for which humanity was not prepared,

and the actuation of which would have sapped the very foun-

dation of the venerated institution. After thirty years of dis-

cord, Germany, exhausted by the wars of Charles V., was

desirous of peace, even at the cost of an abandonment of

religious controversy. On February 5, 1555, a Diet assembled

at Augsburg, and a kind of truce was concluded between the

Catholics and Lutherans ; the Cahdnists, Zwinglians, and

other sectarians being excluded, and declared unable to profit

by any of the concessions made by the Catholics. Those

princes who had adopted the Confession of Augsburg, as well

as the Catholic princes and free states, were to enjoy a species

of freedom of conscience ; that is, they could be either Cath-

olics or Lutherans. The Evangelicals— so termed, after the

fashion of lucus a nan lucendo, because they paid more atten-

tion to the Old Testament than to the Gospel—were utterly
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ifrnored in this transactiou. The Lutheran princes and states

were to retain possession of all the ecclesiastical domains

which they had stolen before the Treaty of Passau in 1552.

The reader will observe that liberty of conscience, or what

passed for such, was here granted to princes and to the ad-

ministrators of the free cities ; that is, to sovereigns, and not

to subjects, of whom there was no thought in the premises.

Each sovereign was to impose on his people whatever religion

accorded with his conviction or suited his caprice, in actuation

of the detestable and pre-eminently Protestant princij)le—in

reality, a pagan canon—that the master of a country was, of

right, master also of that country's religion ; Cujiis regio, ejus

religio (1). The aggrieved subjects, however, had one re-

source ; they could sell their property, and if they were then

able to pay for the privilege, they could emigrate. After the

Peace of Augsburg, Protestantism made great progress in

Germany. Hitherto it had been confined to Saxony, Fran-

conia, and Suabia ; but now it penetrated into Westphalia,

Bavaria, and the duchy of Austria. Among the princely

families, only three remained Catholic ; those of Austria,

Bavaria, and Juliers-Cleves-Berg. And even thesemade many

concessions to such of their subjects as became Protestants.

Even the ecclesiastical princes gave full toleration to their

heretical subjects. At the request of the emperor Ferdinand

I., in hopes of preventing further apostasies, Pope Pius IV.

accorded, in 1564, the use of the chalice to lay communicants

in the duchy of Austria. Of course this concession encouraged

the demand of others ; and Maximilian II. requested Pope

Pius V. to sanction the marriage of the clergy. The Pontiff

most energetically refused (2). Such was the conditif)n of

Germany in 1612, when Mathias became emperor. Feeling

that his advanced age would not allow him to confront satis-

(1) This principle was promtilRated by nearly all the Protestant jurisconsults of that day.

The celebraici Hugo (irotius conteuaed :
" In urbitrio est suniiui imperii quienam religio

publlceexerceatur;idquepr:vcii)uum inter niajestatis jura ixiiiidit „nnns qui pitUdca

scnpscrinif." Certainly this was the most complete of tyrannies, if applied in the fulness

of its consequences, and not restrained by the written constitutions which men were obliged

to devise as makeshifts, when they had abolished the supreme guardian of justice and of

right.

(2) Pfistkr; German HMom, vol. vll., p, 463.-Ranke; On German History, p. 2ru

-Barre. imtory of Gcrmauy. vol. ix., p. 90.
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factorily the difficulties of liis position, Matliias procured the

recognition of his cousin, Ferdinand of Styria, as king of

Bohemia in 1617, and as king of Hungary in 1618. This ac-

tion was equivalent to a proclamation that Ferdinand was to

be the next emperor ; and as that prince was a zealous Cath-

olic, the Protestants anticipated danger for themselves, and

resolved to forestall it. An occasion for action was furnished

by a prohibition to erect Protestant temples in his domains,

issued by the archbishop of Prague, in accordance with that

very Protestant maxim that each ruler should be the guide of

his people in religious matters. Led by Count Mathias of

Thurn, the Protestants of Bohemia arose in revolt ; and the

" defenestration " of Prague—the pitching of several royal

councillors outof a window, sixty feet from the ground, so that

blood might not be shed in the council-chamber—was the

signal for the Thirty Years' War.

The first period of this war, or series of wars, is generally

stjded the Palatine Period; because of the prominent part

taken in it by the elector-palatine Frederick V., a weak and

yet ambitious prince whom the Bohemian rebels acclaimed as

.their king ; and who was recommended to their appreciation

by his triple position of head of the Protestant League,

nephew of the stadtholder of Holland, and son-in-law of the

royal theologian, James I. of England. In the ensuing con-

test, Ferdinand was succored by the duke of Bavaria, a zeal-

ous Catholic ; and by the elector of Saxony, a Lutheran, but

therefore an enemy of the Calvinists, who were the mainstay

of the early rebels. The palatine was conquered ; the defeat

of Calvinism was complete ; but although the emperor tri-

umphed, he excited the ire of the Lutherans by occupying the

palatinate, and above all, by conferring the electoral dignity

on a Catholic prince. The palatine, because of his revolt

and usurpation, had undoubtedly merited to be placed under

the ban of the empire, and had certainly forfeited his estates
;

but the emperor should not have disposed of the electoral

dignity without the concurrence of the electoral college. This

seizure of the hereditary states of the palatine, and the trans-

fer of the electorate to the Bavarian, became the chief pre-

texts for the continuance of the war ; for although the elect-
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ors ratified tlie Bavarian's elevation to their circle, their

action was more or less compulsory.

During the first period of the war, which lasted from 1618

to 1623, England and Holland gave some aid to the palatine ;,

Spain naturally supported Austria, for their crowns were

worn by near kinsmen, and their interests were supposed to

be identical ; France was neutral, but was then more favor-

able to the Hapsburgs than to their adversaries. When the

palatine period of the war terminated with an apparent tri-

umph of the emperor and of Catholicism, the Protestants

everywhere took the alarm ; and German Calvinists espec-

ially feared for the tenure of the dominions and estates w^hich

they had stolen from Catholic ecclesiastics. They renewed

the contest ; and the Danish monarch, who also coveted the

o-oods of the Church, placed himself at their head, incited

and supported by France and England. But like the pala-

tine, the Dane was beaten ; and although the Treaty of Lu-

beck restored to him his hereditary dominions, he was forced

to abandon his German allies. The emperor, foreseeing na

obstacles, now published, onMarch 6, 1629, his famous Edict of

Eestitution. As we have observed, the Peace of Augsburg, in

1555, had allowed the Lutherans to retain the ecclesiastical

domains and properties which they had " annexed " before

the Peace of Passau, in 1552. But while sanctioning these

usurpations, the Peace of Augsburg had jn-onounced that

thereafter when a bishop, alA)ot, or beneficed clergyman

apostatized, he should, by the fact, lose his bishopric, abbey,

or benefice ; and this clause was called the " ecclesiastical

reservation." However, in spite of this reservation, the usur-

pations had continued ; and the ecclesiastical princes often

called upon the emperor to enforce its observation. Tlie

immediate successors of Ferdinand I., not very hostile to

Protestantism, had paid no attention to these demands ;
but

things changed with the advent of Ferdinand II., and by the

Edict of Restitution the Protestants were forced to restore

the domains of two archbishoprics, Magdeburg and Bremen,

and of twelve bisho])rics, to say nothing of an immense num-

ber of exspoliated abbeys and convents. In Saxony alonf,

the reformer's were obliged to relinquish their sacrilegious.
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grasp ou 120 abbeys and convents, besides many houses of

mendicant friars (1). Tliis measure, so irritating to hun-

dreds of Protestant nobles and ujjstarts who had begun to as-

sume some prominence, owing to their acquisition of the

goods of the sanctuary, was destined to figure among the j^re-

texts alleged by Gustavus Adolphus in justification of his

mterference in German affairs (2). It is painful to have to

notice, in this connection, that a large number of these recov-

ered properties, instead of being restored to their rightful

owners, or of being used for religious or educational pur-

poses, fell into the hands of Catholic laymen ; and in 1632

Pope Urban VIII. declared that the torments inflicted on Ger-

many by the Swedes were in punishment of this scandal (3).

After the enforcement of the Edict of Piestitution, the grow-

ing power of the emperor, and the tyrannies of Wallenstein,

frightened even the Catholics ; and, therefore, they joined the

Protestants in demanding the dismissal of the noble condot-

tiere. Ferdinand relied on the Catholics for the election of

his son as " king of the Bomans " (and, therefore, future em-

peror) ; and he unwillingly ordered his arrogant commander
to retire to his estates (4).

(1) Hurtkr; History of the Emperor Fcrdi)ian<l II., vol. iii., p. 30.

(3) Hl'RTEr; IbL, pp. 28, 41.—Ranke ; Histoi-y of Wallenstein, p. 167.

(3) HuRTER ; Tbi., pp. 71, 74.

(4) Albert Wenceslaus Ralsko was born In Bohemia on the little estate or farm of Hermanlc,

the sole possession of one of the branches of the Ralskos of Wallenstein. He made his first

campaign in a war against the Turks, and under the command of Basta, a pupil of Alexan-

der Farnese. Through the good offices of the archbishop of Prague, he obtained the hand
of a wealthy Moravian widow who. dying soon afterward, left him some very valuable es-

tates. Meanwhile he had amassed considerable wealth of his own by such means as Mearly

all cnndottieri then used; and in 1C17 he was able to recruit a large number of sol-

diers of fortune, and led them to the service of the archduke Ferdinand of Styria in the cam"
paign against Venice. When Bohemia revolted, Wallenstein, then colonel of a Moravian
regiment, declared for Ferdinand. Although he took no part in the battle of the White
Moimtain, he profited by its results ; and devoted a large portion of his hoarded spoils of

war to the purchase of the lordship of Friedland, and many other confiscated estates, at a
low figure. Hence in a short time the poor Czech Slav found himself wealthy in lands, and
obtained from Ferdinand the title of duke of Friedland. Shortly afterward, he offered to

raise and support, at no expense to the imperial treasury, 30,000 soldiers ; if he were al-

lowed to head them against Italy, Hungary, or German ret^els. Accordingly, in 1635 he
was made genera 1-in-chief of all the armies of the Holy Roman Empire, and received carte-
blanche for his recruiting schemes. (Hurter, Hiatory of the Emperor Ferdinand IL.
vol. ii., p. 418). After the campaign of 1627, that of Silesia, he was made prince of Sagan^
which dignity gave him the right of sitting in the College of Princes of Silesia ; but the am-
bitious Bohemian aimed at an equality with the princes of the empire, and demanded the
duchy of Mecklenburg. He received it as security for his war expenses, and in 1639 tts full

sovereignty was conferred on him. From this time Wallenstein was In continual strife

with the electors. The struggle was, in reality, a continuation of that which had subsisted
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Many writers attribute the fall of Wallenstein. and also the

refusal of the electoi-s to accommodate Ferdinandm the pro-

motion of his son, to the influence of the agent of Richelieu,

the celebrated "grej^ cardinal," the Capuchin. Joseph (Fran-

cois Le Clerc du Trerablay). But it is certain that the elect-

ors had decided on asking for the dismissal of Vv allenstein,

and on refusing the election of the " king of the Romans,"

before Father Joseph arrived at Ratisbon, where the discus-

sions were held. The role of the Capuchin at the Diet of

Ratisbon was simply that of a peacemaker. Rauke affects to

regard the alter er/o of Richelieu as a cunning schemer; he

says that " deceitful subtlety never was so active " as it was

in the diplomatic successes of Friar Joseph in Germany (1).

Such being the estimation in which the famous Capuchin is

generally held, the reader may welcome a few words concern-

ing his career. Few historians have devoted much time to

Friar Joseph. His constant devotion to the great Minister,

his invariable connection with every political act of that prel-

late, gave him the designation of the Grey Cardinal, and he

was the red cardinal's " familiar demon." This is about all

which is told us by Bazin and by Henri Martin, who have

dwelt more on this subject than other writers. The impressive

play of Bulwer is the source of the ideas which very many hold

concerning both Richelieu and his Capuchin secretary, and

these ideas are as just as would be an estimate of Joan of Ai'c

derived from the absurd play of Schiller or the obscene poem

of Voltaire. According to Buhver, the friar-secretary was a

man of low cunning—a sneak, but at the same time ambitious,

and he was as ready to betray the secrets of the confessional

since the transfer of the empire, by Pope John XII., from the Franks to tlie Geriuatis, ia

962; the einperoi-s ever striving to extend their power, and the electors determined on limit-

ing it. Wallenstein always regarded the electors as his adversaries. He purposely con-

founded the dilTereiit titles to authority which the emperor enjoyed: the sovereignty in

whatever hereditary states he n.lL'ht have, and the suzerainty in the Holy Roman Empire.

This confusion effected to some extent, Wallenstein insisted that Ferdinand should he mas-

ter in Germany, just as he was in his hereditary states, and just as the kings of France and

Spain were in their kingdoms ; there should be no electors, the empire should pass from

fath(!r to son by riirht. l''eniinand II. was loo fauhfiil to duty to enter ui)on such a violation

of the obligations imposed on him by (he constitulion of the empire : and the Bohemian ad-

venturer, flattering himself that he could eventually dispose of the emperor as he already

di<l of the court and the army, entered tlie fatal iiath which was to lead him to treason and

to death. See Hirtkk ; hn: c it.—SciiHV.\nKK ; M(i.rimiUan J.—Ranke; ItMory of Wal-

!r.(iN/f ill.—CiiAKVKRiAT : Thiitii I'kii-.s' War.

(1) 'Dii I'liii'irii ill III Iti'/' iiiiii I'lh Criituri4s, bk. vii., ch. 4.
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as his master was to use tliem. Although less famous, be-

cause the subject of less attention, than the two Abbots

Suger, than St. John Capistrano, than the Franciscans Cala-

tagirone and Ximenes, his career must be interesting, if only

because of its connection with that of the great Richelieu.

Fran9ois le Clerc du Tremblay was born of noble parents in

1577. From his sixteenth year he desired to become a relig-

ious, but to please his family he entered the army, and at the

siege of Amiens was noticed for his bravery by the constable

de Montmorency. When his relative, M. de Mesle de Berze-

,an, was sent as extraordinary ambassador to Elizabeth of

England, the young Frangois accompanied him, and the woes

of the English Catholics and the many devastations of heresy

.so excited the zeal of the apostolate in his heart, that on his

return to France in 1599 he joined the Capuchin branch of

the Franciscan Order. He soon acquired fame as a preacher

and controversialist, and it was while engaged in a mission at

Poitou, in 1619, that he formed his first relations with Ar-

mand du Plessis de Richelieu, then bishop of Lugon. Friar

Joseph (for such was the name adopted by Du Tremblay in

religion) soon became cognizant of the sublime genius and

extraordinary administrative talent of the provincial prelate,

and he drew the attention of the queen, Marie dei Medici, to

his discovery. This was the starting point of Richelieu's

glorious career. But Friar Joseph had been known as a zeal-

ous churchman and as an accomplished diplomatist several

years before he became connected with Richelieu. In 1615

Rome had appreciated his apostolic spirit, when, bearing

letters of approbation from Louis XIII., he laid before the

Holy See three grand projects—viz., the establishment of

permanent missions to combat heresy in France ; a new cru-

sade against the Crescent ; and the foundation of the Daugh-

ters of Calvary, a society destined to perpetual meditation

on the woes of Mary at the feet of her crucified Son.

Joseph's first diplomatic achievement was the effecting of

the Treaty of Loudun, in 1615, between the court and the fac-

tion of the prince de Conde, without that schismatic clause

which the Third Estate—then composed chiefly of heretics

and bad Catholics—wished to insert : i. e., that the king, being
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sovereign in his realm, could recognize in it no superior^

spiritual or temporal. To compass the withdrawal of this

clause, the royal minister Villeroi sought the aid of our friar,

then making his provincial visitation to the houses of his

Order in Poitou. The nuncio Ubadani also added his entrea-

ties, and Joseph, who had long ago gained the esteem of

Conde, began a series of negotiations which finally succeed-

ed ; and thus was obviated a danger which threatened France

with the same horrors as those experienced by England at

the hands of Henry VIII. That this blessing was due to the

exertions of the Capuchin provincial, w^as oj-tenly acknowl-

edged by Villeroi, who entering Tours after the signature of

the treaty, cried out to the applauding citizens :
" Thank not7

me, but Friar Joseph!" Marie dei Medici did not forget the

warm recommendation of the bishop of Lu^on proffered by

the humble Capuchin. It was through her influence that

Richelieu was raised to the cardinalate in 1622, and two

years afterward was made prime minister of France. One

of his first acts was to send the following letter to Friar

Joseph :
" As you have been the chief agent used by God in

according me my present honors, I feel it a duty to inform

you, before all others, that the king has hearkened to the

queen's prayer to appoint me his prime minister. I also beg

you to make all possible haste to come and share with me
the management of affairs, some of which are of such a na-

ture that I can confide them to no other person. Come, then,

at once to receive the proof of the esteem in which you are

held by the Cardinal de Richelieu." Friar Joseph has been

called ambitious, and yet he constantly refused many digni-

ties offered him. The See of Albi was tendered him in vain,

as well as the projected diocese of La Rochelle. Certainly

King Louis XIII. again and again named him to the Holy

See (firstly in 1635) for a cardinal's hat, but we know not

whether, if accorded him, he would have accepted the lionor

voluntarily ; he always protested to Richelieu that the habit

of St. Francis was the dearest thing to him on earth. In view

of the prevalent idea that the friar-secretary was an unscrup-

ulous intriguer and an associate of roysterers, it is curious to

note that, according to the records of the time, he was ^s
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faithful to liis monastic duties as any friar in the cloister.

Friar Joseph was sixty-one years of age when, a stroke of ap-

oplexy warning him to prepare for death, he retired to a

house of his Order in the Rue Saint-Honore, despite the so-

licitations of Richelieu. But the cardinal availed himself of

an imjDortant business conference with Cardinal de Bichi to

insist on Joseph's return. The friar acquiesced, attended the

conference, but was seized the same day by a second stroke,

and died three days afterward, December 18, 1638. He was

buried wdth all the honors due to a cardinal, and was fol-

lowed to the tomb by the Parliament and all that was noble

in Paris. Richelieu composed the following epitaph, which

was engraved on the tomb :
" In everlasting memory of the

Rev. Father Joseph le Clerc, Capuchin.—Here lies one whose

virtues will never be forgotten ; one who, in order to bear the

yoke of the Lord, abandoned in his youth parents, titles, and

wealth, and lived very poor in a very poor Order. Made
Provincial in that Order, he benefited the Church by his

writings and his discourses. He filled many public offices,

to which he was providentially called by the Most Christian

King Louis, in a holy and a prudent manner ; carefully serv-

ing God, his prince, and his country, with sera23hic devotion

and wonderful tranquillity of spirit. He observed, to the last

day of his life, the entire rule to which he had dedicated

himself ; although, for the good of the Church, he had been

dispensed from it by three successive Pontiffs. By his mis-

sions and his advice he resisted heresy in France and in Eng-

land, and he sustained the courage of the Christians in the

East. Amid the wealth and the allurements of the court he

led a life of poverty and austerity, and before his death had
been named to the cardinalate."

The House of Austria was now called to confront a new
adversary, the king of Sweden ; and France was to support

him more actively than she had the Danish monarch. This

period of the Thirty Years' War claims more attention than

we have considered necessary to devote to the Palatine andl

Danish periods ; for the Lion of the North, the " king of

snows," is almost venerated by the average Protestant. Were
Protestantism capable of making saints, and having made
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them, of conscientiously praying to them, Gustavus Adolphus

would have been canonized. On December 9, 1594, in the

castle of Stockholm, a son was born to Charles, duke of Sud-

ermania, the third son of that king, Gustavus Wasa, who had

introduced Protestantism into Sweden (1). In remembrance

of this monarch, and of his maternal grandfather, Adolphus

of Holstein, the babe was christened as Gustavus Adolphus.

Ten years before this event, the famous Danish astronomer

(and astrologist), Tycho-Brahe, had discovered a new star in

the constellation of Cassiopea ; and it was said, when Gusta-

vus Adolphus appeared, that the scientist had declared that

the heavenly birth prognosticated the coming of a northern

prince who was to be the saviour of the then nascent and

persecuted "Protestant Church." Charles of Sudermania

mounted the Swedish throne in 1604; and one of his chief

cares was the careful education of his heir. Besides his pa-

ternal language, the young prince learned to use fluently the

Latin, Italian, French, German, and Dutch tongues ; and

when he had attained to the age of eleven, his father made

him assist at the sessions of the Council of State and at the

reception of ambassadors. In 1611 the death of Charles IX.

made Gustavus Adolphus king of Sweden ; and one of his

first acts was the appointment of his former tutor. Axel

Oxenstierna, to the royal chancellorship. To the day of his

death he showed the utmost confidence in this faithful servant.

Gustavus Adolphus was an intense absolutist. Until he as-

cended the throne the Swedish Diets had assembled regu-

larly, and had shared the initiative wdth the monarch. But

the young king ordained that thereafter he alone should en-

joy this prerogative ; the Diet having merely the privilege of

(1) The Treaty of Calmar, 1397, had united Sweden, Norway, and Denmark under one

crown, althouRh each of these Scandinavian kingdoms retained its own liberties and privi-

leges. But the Swedes refused to be bound liy tlie agreement, and during the nfteenth

century they were governed by administrators chosen from the family of the Sture. Chris-

tian n. of Denmark endeavored to restore the union of the three kingdoms ; and as Pope

Leo X. supported his claims, the Swedes became hostile to the Holy See. When Christian

returned to Denmark, after hisconquest of Sweden, Gustavus Ericson, one of the noble fam-

ily of the Wasa, headed a revolt, was proclaimed administrator, and Anally became king of

Sweden, in 1523, under the name of Gustavus Wasa. The discontent of the Swedes with

Pope Leo X. encouraged Wasa to selzethe property of the Church in order to replete his ex-

hausted treasury ; and as an excuse, he found that the true gospel had Just been announced

at Wittemberg.—Gfrorer ; Ouxtnvu:^ A<h)l]>hu><, Kiitg of Sweden, and His Times, Stutt-

jart, 1863.—Droyse.n ; GuxUivus Adolphus, Leipsic. 18C9.
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respectfully presenting a remonstrance at the close of the

session. Again, hitherto the royal power had been limited

not only by the Diet, but by the Keichsrath or Council of the

Kingdom, which was composed of the leading nobles, and had

always been accustomed to deliberate with the sovereign on

all important matters. Gustavus allowed this body to subsist

in name ; but he consulted, when he cared to do so, and only

then, five special Councils—those of justice, war, marine,

foreign affairs, and finance—every member of which was des-

ignated by himself. Gustavus Wasa had already deprived

the clergy of much of their authority and influence ; but Gus-

tavus Adolphus resolved to render his ministers docile creat-

ures of his royal will. He instituted a consistory, so composed

that he might always rely upon the subservience of the major-

ity to any desire or whim of his Majesty. This sycophantic

body appointed all the pastors, exercised over printed matter a

rigid censorship which the Roman Index would have admired

rather than imitated, and presided over all literary and

eleemosynary institutions. As to religious liberty, the mind

of Gusta\ais Adolphus, like that of every Protestant prince of

his day, harbored but one idea on the subject ; it was the duty

and the privilege of his subjects to profess the creed which

their royal master might chance to adopt as his own. Im-

mediately on his accession, the Diet of Nykoping agreed with

its lord that Lutheranism was to be maintained in Sweden,

even though extreme measures were necessary for that end

;

and in 1617 the Diet of Oebro obeyed the royal will by de-

creeing that the penalty for high treason should be visited

upon every Swede who, even in the privacy of his own house,

and only in the bosom of his family, would be guilty of any

Catholic practices. In fact, many persons, and in 1623 tliree

public functionaries, mounted the scaffold in accordance with

this law (1). In fine, with the advent of Gustavus Adolphus,

all the institutions of the Middle Ages vanished from Sweden,

and the government became an absolute monarchy, without a

vestige of either civil or religious liberty.

The sole object of Gustavus Adolphus was to augment his

kingdom, and to dominate. The Swedes were for him merely

(1) Gfrorek; loc. cit., pp. TO, 109, 125.
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SO many instruments for the advancement of his glory. He
continued the policy of his family, the acquisition of the Bal-

tic regions, and a consequent conversion of that sea into a

Swedish lake. In 1629, after long and cruel wars, he pos-

sessed all the Baltic shores, excepting those of Denmark,

Mecklenburg, and Pomerauia. The greater part of the still

coveted territory was a dej^endency of the Holy Roman
Empire, at the head of which was the House of Austria, then

the most powerful in Christendom. But Germany was divid-

ed by the greed for ecclesiastical property and domains ; and

the emperor had alienated the Protestants by his Edict of

Bestitution—a measure which was perfectly legal and other-

wise legitimate, since it simply ordered the observance of the

Peace of Augsburg, when it enjoined upon the Protestants a

surrender of goods which they had seized in violation of that

treaty. However, this edict was an act of bad policy on the

23art of Ferdinand; for it lost for him the support of many of

the German princes, especially that of the electors of Saxony

and Brandenburg, the former of whom had ever been warmly

attached to the House of Hapsburg. While this fever agitat-

ed Germany, Gustavus Adolphus determined to actuate his

dream of Baltic conquest.

At this period, France had resolved to perfect, to " round

out " her frontiers by the annexation of Alsace, and to dimin-

ish the power of Austria by procuring the transfer of the

imperial crown to the House of Bavaria. Therefore, since

France and Sweden had a common adversary, it was natural

for them to unite ; and Richelieu thought that when Gustavus

had served his purpose, he could easily withdraw from the

alliance. By the influence of the cardinal, the war between

Sweden and Poland was terminated by the armistice of Alt-

mark ; and Gustavus was then free to attend to Germany.

The aml)itious monarch had no justification for interfering in

German affairs ; and he was so well comdnced of this fact,

that he did not dare to assemble the Swedish Diet in order

to go through the farce of asking its opinion as to the advis-

ability of declaring war. He simply informed some of the

most docile members of his sufficiently docile council that a

state of war " already subsisted " between the empire and
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Sweden, and that the sole question for consideration was, as

to which of the parties should make the attack (1). Nothing

was more certain than that the emperor Ferdinand had in no

way menaced Sweden ; if he had thought of creating an im-

perial fleet in the Baltic, it was merely for the defeat of Den-

mark. Gustavus vaunted himself as the defender of the

German princes, but none of these had asked his aid; the

duke of Pomerania had even begged him to stay away from

Germany. It is interesting to note that Frederick II. of

Prussia, who was not at all scrupulous about the ethics of

conquest, after detailing the comj)laints of Gustavus against

the emperor, declared that "none of these reasons could jus-

tify the arming of nations against each other, the ruination

of the most flourishing provinces, and a prodigal effusion of

human blood, in order to satisfy the ambition and caprice of

one man "
(2). That he might the more successfully pose as

the offended and innocent party, Gustavus affected to con-

sider Germany and Sweden as having been placed already in

a state of hostility by the emperor's interference in Poland

;

und therefore he did not deign to declare war—a course

which was unprecedented in those days. At that time, states-

men were more j)nnctilious, to say the least, than they are in

our dav ; then, the world would have been astounded had a

king of Sardinia invaded the territories of the Pope and of

the king of the Two Sicilies, without the formality of a dec-

laration of war. Whether or not Gustavus Adolphus, like

many of the condottieri of his time, preserved something of

the gentleman even amid the rufiianliness of the brigand, he

seems to have felt the necessity of excusing his filibustering

conduct ; for he caused trusty agents to scatter throughout

Europe copies of a manifesto written in Latin, entitled,

" Eeasons why the king of Sweden, Gusta\Tis Adolphus, has

been forced to disembark on German soil with an army."

They who would fain regard the royal adventurer as an angel

of the Most High, bearing the flaming sword of a Macchabee

in defence of the persecuted children of God, will perforce

observe that the sentiments of this justificatory document are

(1) Richelieu ; Mrmnirx, vol. v., p. 147.—Gfrorer; Inc. cit., vol. ii., p. 134.

(2) \Vm-k^ of Frederwk II., edition 1789, vol. i., p. 55.—Koch ; loc. cit., in Introduction.

p. 7.
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of the earth, earthy. " The king of Sweden has done all that

he could to prevent this war (an absolute falsehood). He
has long closed his ears to the urgent appeals (whicli did not

exist) of his relatives and his co-religionists in Germany, be-

cause he still hoped that the emperor would cease to persecute

these innocents (Ferdinand had persecuted no one). But he

finds himself obliged by the strongest of reasons (greed of

territory), to obtain l)y the sword that satisfaction which has

been refused to his prayers. The imperialists have inter-

cepted his letters (which was their riglit) to the prince of

Transylvania, Bethlen Gabor (a sworn vassal of the Turk,

and usurper of the crown of Hungary), and maltreated the

messenger. The emperor has fomented discord between

Sweden and Poland, and has furnished two armies to King
Sigismund (to aid this jjrince against an iniquitous invasion).

. . . He has tried to dominate the Baltic, which is a violation

of the rights of Sweden, to which country, in common with

Denmark, that sea has always belonged (a new clause in the

law of nations) under the pretence of punishing rebels,

and of causing a restitution of ecclesiastical property, the

emjDeror has oppressed all the princes of Germany, and has

tried to force them under his yoke (Ferdinand merely upheld

the German constitution). The emperor has rejected all my
propositions of peace (which were purposely so couched that

no German patriot could accept them) ; and notliing remains

lor the king of Sweden but war in order to obtain justice (a

Scandiuavo-German empire)." In this manifesto, the alleged

Macchabee scarcely alludes to religious questions. Indeed,

he caused the Genevan professor, Spauheim, to compose a

work in proof of the fact that his Swedish majesty was not

undertaking a religious war.

Gusta\Tis Adolphus owed his first successes in Germany to

the excellence of his troops, inured to hardship and thorough-

ly drilled in his Polish campaigns. Nor should it be forgot-

ten that the Swede alone directed his army, as he did his

policy ; whereas Ferdinand couhl effect notliing without the

concurrence of the electors. Complete unity fought for the

former
;
perpetual discord harassed the latter. But in spite

of these advantages, Gnstavus remained for six months with-
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out doing auytliing but occupy the mouths of the Oder ; then

the Treaty of Berwald, concluded with France, enabled him
to capture Frankfort, and thus to master the entire river.

Compelling his brother-in-law, the elector of Brandenburg, to

a less than half-hearted alliance, he obtained control of the

basin of the Elbe. The elector of Saxony, frightened by the

Edict of Restitution, was as yet neutral ; but when Tilly

summoned him, in the name of the emperor, to lay down his

arms, he perforce joined the Swede. This alliance was decis-

ive for Gustavus. Having no longer any fear for his rear, he

pushed forward and vanquished Tilly at Leipsic, thauks to

the disobedience of Pappenheim more than to the unwieldi-

ness of the imperial army, still hampered by the now anti-

quated Spanish tactics. Gustavus could now have advanced

to Vienna, l)ut he j^referred to wait for reinforcements ; mean-

while invading Franconia and the ecclesiastical electorates of

the Khine. Had he been animated, as is asserted usque ad
nauseam, by the sole desire of saving German Protestantism,

he would have marched on the Austrian capital immediately

after his victory at Leipsic ; for, in order to checkmate him,

the emperor would have abrogated the Edict of Restitution,

which, indeed, had been renounced so far as Saxony was con-

cerned. But then GustaA^us would have returned to his king-

dom of snow with naught but glory for his profit. There

would have remained no further need for his presence in Ger-

many ; and if he attempted to annex any German soil, the

now contented Protestants would have joined the Catholics

in driving him beyond the Baltic. Gustavus entertained no

idea of being content with the reputation of a Protestant

Macchabee ; and since he was not jet sufficiently powerful

to wrest any concession of territory from the emperor, he

seized upon what was at his mercy, the ecclesiastical states

on the Main and the Rhine. At this juncture he illustrated

his views on the matter of religious toleration. Erfurt, then

a populous city, was a dependency of the archbishop-elector

of Mayence ; but this prelate had always allowed it to govern

itself in an indej^endence similar to that of the imperial free

cities. Under the protection of the archbishop-elector, the

Protestant maxim of Cujus regio, etc., had never been actuate
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ed. The Lutlieraus had been allowed to live in peace with

their fellow-citizens. But when this alleged champion of re-

ligious liberty entered Erfurt, he issued a pronunciamento

declaring that all Catholics were excluded from his favor ; and

he heeded the j^i'ayers of the municipal council not to exjjel

all the priests, only on condition that these should swear

lasting fidelity to the king of Sweden. Then he decreed that

all the Protestant ministers and University professors should

be exempted horn, war taxes ; but he levied a double quota

on the Catholic clergy (1).

The successes of Gustavus Adolphus alarmed Richelieu,

who had wished to lessen the power of Austria, but in favor

of France and Bavaria, Catholic powers, rather than for the

aggi'andizement of Protestant Sweden. Therefore, the saga-

cious cardinal-minister insisted that Gustavus should spare

the Catholic League—that is, the Catholic princes of Ger-

mau}-. But the Swedish monarch would make no distinction

between the emperor and the Catholic princes ; and his good

fortune rendered him impatient of Bichelieu's dictation. He
3ven threatened to attack France. Then Richelieu withdrew

his subsidies ; but Gusta^^ls felt the loss scarcely at all, hav-

ing then at his command the resources of the richest parts

of Germany. Meanw^hile the command of the imperial army
had been restored to AA^allenstein. Perceiving that his en-

emy was menacing his communications with the north, Gus-

ta^snis concentrated his forces near Nuremberg, and finally,

on November IG, 1632, he defeated Wallenstein at Lutzen,

but perished on the field (2). Had tlie Lion of the North

survived the battle of Lutzen, M'ould he have remained con-

tented with the foundation of a Scandinavian empire entirely

enclosing the Baltic ? Or would he have mounted the throne

of Germany ? Certainly there were many in Germany who

(1) Klopp; Tillij, vol. ii., p. 343.-Gfrorer, loc. cit.. p. 671.

(2) Duke Fnancis Altw-it of Saxe-Lauenburfr. vvhn was with Gustavus durinff nearly the

whole of the battle, has het-n accuseti of assassinating liiiii. But the testimony of the royal

page, August Leubelflng, and of the royal chamberlain, Truchsess, both of whom were in

Immediate attendance on Gustavus at the fatal moment, shows that the ball which he

received in the back came from the impprial cuirassiei-s. who had surrounded him and his

staff, and out of whose ranks he was trying to cut his way. I'nhorsed, he extended his

hands for relief to Leui)elllng, and as the page was trying to raise him from the ground, a

cuirassier shot him through the head.—Gfrorer; loc, cit., p. 786.—Mauvillon; HMoryof
Gustavn.* Ailfilphns, p. 572.
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'ft.alked at that time of placing on his brow the imperial crown.

But had he attempted the latter project, he would have failed
;

for not only would he have encountered a Frauco-Hispano-

Austrian opposition, but he would have had to withstand the

enmity of even the Protestants of Germany, whom Ferdinand

would assuredly have conciliated by a revocation of the Edict

of Eestitution. Already the elector of Saxony had refused

to aid him at Lutzen, and had formed the design of heading

a third party for the purpose of forcing a peace between

Sweden and the empire.

Not for a moment had Gustavus Adolphus any intention to

establish in Germany either civil or religious liberty. If he

•delivered the German princes from the suzerainty of their

emperor, it was to impose upon them one which was still

Tnore severe, since it had no limit or criterion but his own

will. As to religious liberty, no prince of the day clung with

such tenacity to the soul-enthralling maxim of Cujusregio;

and if he did not apply the principle in Germany with as

much zeal as he had exhibited in Sweden, it was because of

liis need of the friendship of Eichelieu. His admirers are

-probably correct in their estimate of the sincerity of their

liero as a Lutheran ; but precisely because of that sincerity,

lie could have favored no system of religious ec^uality.

Whenever he did manifest some show of justice to German

Catholics, it was because the politician momentarily domin-

ated the fanatic. Gustavus Adolphus used religion as a

means for the increase of his earthly power—for the founda-

tion of a Scandinavian empire ; and in actuating his design,

he certainly displayed great craft as a statesman, and consum-

mate ability as a general. As a general, he introduced a rev-

olution in military tactics ; he rendered his army more man-

ageable than any other ; his artillery was lighter in the hand-

ling, and more numerous ; his genius on the field was great.

Probably he was really pious ; but his fondness for preaching

and psalm-singing savored of cant. It was a good stroke of

policy for Gustavus, when about to leave his icy regions in or-

der to seek his fortune with the aid of the millions of Eichelieu,

to vaunt himself the envoy of the Most High. Alaric, Attila,

JMohammed, Cromwell, and other formidable mystics, have al-
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ways insisted upon a divine vocation when about to appro-

priate the things of earth ; and as Gustavus was of the same
mould, he did well in jDosing as a Judas Macchabeus. But
we can scarcely sujjpose a Macchabeus guilty of such menda-
cious hypocrisy as that manifested by Gustavus Adolphus
when he bade farewell to the Estates of Sweden :

" Let no one

believe that I precipitate myself into this war without good
reason. I call the Omnipotent God, in whose jDresence I

speak, to witness that I do not fight for my own pleasure. I

am forced to the combat. The emperor has offended me in

the gravest manner. He aids my enemies ; he persecutes

my co-religionists, the Protestants of Germany, who are

groaning under the yoke of the Pope, and who extend toward

me their suppliant hands. . . . Before separating from you, I

invoke upon you the protection of the Almighty ; and you
especially, valiant nobles, I recommend to the divine protec-

tion. Be loorthy descendants of the ancient Goths!''' But
whether the piety of Gusta\Tis Adolphus was sincere or

feigned, it is certain that his impartial contemporaries re-

garded him as a politician rather than as a devotee. Pope

Urban YIPI. would never discern in him the declared adver-

sary of the Catholic Church ; he persisted in regarding the

Swedish monarch as merely the foe of the House of Austria

;

and it was said that when the news of the king's death

reached the Vatican, the Pontiff offered Mass for the departed

soul (1). The private life of Gustavus Adolphus, if compared

with that of most Protestant princes of his day, was exemp-

lary ; he seems to have cherished but one immoral intimacy,

and that one did not last for a long time. Glory was the

chief love of his inmost heart ; but it is certain that in order

to satisfy his passion, he could forget his solemn promises,

and that his interests were often considered before the dic-

tates of justice (2).

After the death of Gustaviis Adolphus, the Swedes and

German Protestants lost ground ; they were beaten at Nord-

(1) Droysex ; }oi'. cit., vol. ii., p. (>cr>. Richelieu, in his Memoir.i, merel.v says :
" When

the Pope heard this news, he went to the niitinnul cluiri'h of the Germans, and celebrated a

low mass."

{-) For instance, his treatmcTit of the palatine, liis invasion of Pomerania, and his

compulsion of the elector of liiuniienburg to the alliance.
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liugen, aud tlie House of Austria recovered its power. By

ihe Treaty of Prague, May 30, 1635, the emperor drew to his

side many of the Protestants ; and his authority became as

great as it had been after the defeats of the palatine and of

the Danish king. But at the moment when nothing seemed

to tliwart his triumph, France called upon him to halt.

Hitherto, Kichelieu bad combated Austria in merely an indi-

rect manner ; now he declared open war. Then ensued the

most brilliant period of the Thirty Years' War, illustrated

on the part of France by Conde and Turenne ; and on the

part of Austria and Spain, by the Italians, MontecucuUi and

Piccolomini. The struggle was an alternation of successes

and reverses on both sides. For an instant the Austrians

and Spaniards invaded France; but were repelled before

they could reach Paris. Then the French and Swedes trans-

ierred the war to Germany ; but they could not penetrate to

Vienna. Little by little, exhaustion was entailed by the

gigantic efforts put forth by both parties, and despite the

stubborn opposition of Spain, Austria resolved to make peace.

Xiike nearly all the treaties of modern times, the Peace of

Westphalia was not inspired by principle. Convenience, not

justice, was the thing sought. " Accomplished facts," which

some innocents deem the discovery of Napoleon III. and

Lord Palmerston, had been already consecrated by the Peace

of Augsburg, in the permission accorded to the Protestants

"to retain the goods of the Church which they had stolen be-

fore the year 1552 ; and the Peace of Westphalia repeated

•the consecration by allowing the thieves to retain what they

had annexed before 1624. Whatever could be obtained was

demanded ; nothing was ceded that could be withheld or

recovered. The unity of the Holy Koman Empire in Ger-

many was weakened, inasmuch as the emperor lost much of

his power, to the profit of the German sovereigns. The treaty

pleased no one. The Catholics lamented the loss of much

ecclesiastical dominion and property ; and the Protestants

were irritated by the prohibition to purloin any more. The

ratifications of the treaty were exchanged in 1649, in spite of

the efforts of Chigi, the papal nuncio at Vienna. In January,

1651, Pope Innocent X., in his Bull Zelus Domus Dei, pro-
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tested against the ursui'i^ation of ecclesiastical goods, and'

declared the treaty null. In fact, the signataries had exceed-
ed their powers in suppressing bishoprics without the consent
of the Holy See, and in disposing of goods which did not be-

long to them. The Pope alone regarded the rights of things

;

the signers looked upon everything from a point of view, the

basis of which was brute force (1). One of the chief results

of the Peace of Westphalia was the loss by Germany of that

primacy which she had enjoyed in the Middle Ages. The
Germans had feared the supremacy of the Latin race, and
hence, if for no other reason, many of them had esjDoused the

cause of the Keformation : and hence, also, they combated
Sjiain, and Spain being Catholic, they warred also on Cathol-

icism. But they succeeded only in consolidating the House
of Austria, Avhich thenceforward until our days retained a

supremacy in Germany, and an overwhelming share in the

dominion of Italy. As Cantu observes :
" Instead of abolish-

ing the empire, the Germans abolished the Pope ; instead of

acquiring civil and municij^al liberty, they obtained the priv-

ilege of not going to Mass or to confession, and of singing

the Psalms in German. Italy suffered still more ; her fruit-

ful division into little states disaj^pearing before the Austro-

Si^anish domination which was no longer counterbalanced by
France, although this domination was compelled to some
degree of restraint by the republics of Venice and Genoa "

(2).

The Peace of Westphalia was the first compact entered

into by the European powers in accordance with the new Jus
pahlicnm, based upon the idea of a material balance of power.

Thirty years of unprofitable slaughter, and of indiscriminate

destruction of nearly all civilizing agencies (3), had convinced

sovereigns that for some time, neither Catholicism nor heres}^

would attain a securely dominant position, and by the famous

(1) BovGEANT ; HiMoru of the Treaty of n'estphalia, \o\. iii., p. 631.—Ranke; The

Romnii, Popes, vol. II., p. 50;. ,

(2) Ilcrcticfi of Italy. Discourse 47.

(3) Tlie Holy See succeeded in savlnR from amid the devastations of the Thirty Tears' War
the trreni PiiUitine Library of Heldelberp, which was transported to Rome, and afterward,

in ISIT), restored. We may here note that aUhoiiKli Uoiiit' fiilfllled licr part of the apree-

ment of the Congress of Vienna conceniiiiK the restoration of objects of art. etc., to theic

riKhtful owners, many of her own artistic and literary properties were retained in various

capitals.
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treaty tliej agreed on mutual toleration. Tlieu Protestantism

acquired a legal existence in a large part of Europe, and

Eome began to fear that the days of heresy were to be long

in those regions. But the chief reason for which Pope Inno-

cent X. reprobated the Peace of Westphalia was found in its

sanction of that absolutely pagan canon that the sovereign of

a country is, of right, the master and sole ratio essendi of that

country's religion. With this principle legally sanctioned

and enforced, it is no wonder that an end was put for a time

to the Catholic renaissance which had followed the celebra-

tion of the Council of Trent. But the temporal dominion of

the Eoman Pontiff in the States of the Church obtained some

advantages at this time. Urban VIII. recovered Montefeltro,

Urbino, Pesaro, and Sinigaglia ; and he firmly resisted the

efforts of his nephews to obtain these territories in fief.

And now a word about the position occupied during the

Thirty Years' War by two prominent churchmen, Pope Ur-

ban VIII. and Cardinal Kichelieu. Urban VIII. deemed it

his duty, both as Pontiff and as temporal sovereign, to take

an active part in the politics of his time. In considering the

questions which then divided Germany into two hostile par-

ties, and which entailed a bloody rivalry between France and

the House of Hapsburg, the Pope thought it proper to

pronounce against Austria and Spain. Like nearly all of his

predecessors in the papal chair. Urban VIII. dreaded any

increase of the imperial power in Italy. In pursuance of a

policy which was both natural and proper in a Pope, he allied

himself with France in the question of the Valtelline, an

Italian valley parallel with the Engaddine, through which

flows the Adc|/i as far as the Lake of Como, between two

mountain ranges, which separate it from Venice on the south

and from the Grisons on the north. All Europe was at this

time convulsed because of this little valley ; for its position

gave to its occupier immense strategic advantages. The

Hapsburgs were dominant in Germany ; a branch of the

family reigned in Spain, in the Milanese, in Naples, and also

in most of the New World. Was the Valtelline to become a

Spanish possession ? Then it would be a road for an army

from Germany into Italy ; let the Swiss and the Grisons
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espouse which side thej would. France, quite uaturally,

coveted the Valtelline, if for no other reason than to check
the power of Austria. Then there were the Grisons, sus-

tained by Switzerland, Holland, and more or less openly by
England. No wonder, therefore, that Urban VIII. sided

with France in this phase of the Thirty Years' War. The
great Richelieu was then at the head of affairs in the laud of

the Lilies ; and he so shaped his anti-Austrian policy, that

many of his best friends reproved him for acting contrary to

the interests of the Church. It is not for us to apologize for

his action in allying the Eldest Daughter of the Church with

a monarch whose triumph could not but be detrimental to

Catholicism. He certainly felt ashamed of his policy, and
shed tears of compunction when deciding upon it in full

council. He thought to cover his shame under the paj^al

mantle, by trying to obtain at least an indirect sanction for

his diplomacy from the Pontiff. The imperial arms had tri-

umphed in Germany, an army was about to act in Poland
against the Swedes, and the Spaniards had furnished another

for service against the Netherlanders ; another force was to

attack the duke of Mantua, then under the protection of

France. Wallenstein, the man who gives history- so many
surprises, was so enraged at Pope Urban for his non-approval

of the Edict of Eestitution, that he urged the emperor to send
an expedition against Eome—another one of the many under-

taken by a German imperial army—saying that as a century

had passed since the emperor Charles V. had sacked the

papal capital, the booty would now be of immense value. At
this juncture Richelieu concluded his alliance with Gusta-STis

Adolphus
;
providing, however, that the Swede should promise

to tolerate the Catholic religion wherever he found it. The
emperor loudly complained of the pontifical refusal to con-

demn directly the contract between the cardinal and the

Swedish king, and of the hesitancy of the Holy See in pro-

nouncing the war a religious war. The reclamations of

Ferdinand II. were presented to the Pontiff by Pazmany,
archbishop of Gran ; and were supported in full consistory

by the Spanish envoy, Cardinal Borgia, who went so far as to

reproach the Pope with a culpable indifference toward the
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true interests of the Catholic Church (1). The Sacred College

was divided as to the course to be pursued ; aud prompted by

Cardinal Ludovisi, some of their Eminences even advised the

convocation of a General Council to consider the matter. It

is evident that, unlike all Protestant historians, Urban VIII.

did not regard the Thirty Years' War as one of religion, but

rather as one of worldly interests. The same may be said

of Eitihelieu, who intended to cast Gustavus Adolphus aside,

so soon as he had served the purposes of France.

CHAPTEE rV.

GALILEO.

Not merely because he was a prince among astronomers

does Galileo Galilei deserve the homage of true scientists.

His greatest glory was that of a consummate mechanician

;

and nevertheless, he was immediately admired as an astron-

omer, while his appreciation as a mechanician was of slow

growth. Popular enthusiasm acclaimed his indagations of the

stellar mysteries ; but they who were termed wise derided

his mechanical inventions. It is a very ordinary experience

for great minds not to be appreciated by their compatriots
;

but Galileo did not quickly receive the praise of foreigners.

Even the keen-minded Descartes, when travelling in order to

find truth in conferences with the learned outside of France,

.arrived in Florence during the period of Galileo's highest

renown ; and blinded mathematician as he was, lie did not

care to meet the glory of Italy. It is amusing to ns of the

nineteenth century to read the letter of the father of modern

philosophy to Mersenne, innocently proclaiming that he does

not deem the writings of Galileo worthy of serious examina-

tion. The brilliant Frenchman seems to have missed the fact

(1) A few years after this reproval of Urbau VHl. by the imperialists, the Gallicans,

more loyal to their kiu? than to the Holy See, upbraided Innocent XI. because of his resist-

ance to the pretensions of Louis XIV., with being not only a protector of Protestants, but

a Protestant himself. It was then that Lafoutaine wrote his verses to the effect that the

entire Protestant party was " well pleased with the Pope : and that the Chevalier deSillery

prayed that the Pontiff migrht be converted to Catholicism."
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that the reasonings v>f the Italian scientist were far more valu-

able than his inventions; and that the Italian's methods,
bringing speculation into the field of unprejudiced experience,

gave to him, equally with himself, the right to be considered as

the restorer of modern iDhilosophy. Hearken to the judgment
of the impartial Cantu :

" Not to rely entirely on authority ; to

neglect investigations into the essence of things, demonstra-

tions a priori, abstractions assumed as realities, hypotheses

adopted as theories ; to regard doubt as the father of inven-

tions and the path to truth ; to wish only for truth, and to

search for it with scrupulous watchfulness, with calculation,

with geometrical • precision, rather than with reliance upon
dialectics, which can indeed demonstrate what is found, but
can find nothing ; not to o23pose authorities to authorities, but

to oppose to the assertions of philosophers the great book of

nature ' Avhicli does much with little, and whose operations-

are equally wonderful ' ; such was the method with which
Galileo put in practice what Bacon reduced to theory.

Hence the title of restorer of science belongs to Galileo rather

than to Bacon; the former had made his discoveries before

1620, when the Organon aj^peared. Bacon pretended ta

furnish an Organon, that is, a method of making inventions,

hut he invented nothing; Galileo, who invented so many
things, thought that he had derived them all from intuition,

from inspiration. ... If Bacon j)ut forth a programme of

future discoveries, he possessed no inventive genius, and
therefore made no discoveries ; his metliod was admirable,

but although he described with precision, celebrated with en-

thusiasm, preached with eloquence, he used that method for

no great end. Notwithstanding all this, our j^hilosopher had
less influence than Descartes or Bacon ; because he thought

less of convincing others and of inducing them to research,

than he did of enlightening himself, and of applying. In fact,

the isochronisnl of the jiendulum was used by him for the

measurement of time, and of the pulsations of the arteries
;

lie established the laws of consonance, of dissonance, and ot

colors, in the lost treatise on Si<j]it <nitJ Cchns : lie wrote a

book on fortifications, as yet unedited ; knowing that longi-

tude could be determined by the Satellites of Jupiter, he
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offered to Spain a plan, tlie importance of wliich was not

appreciated "
(1).

School-children are frequently told that in a time of most

dense ignorance Galileo, an Italian astronomer, discovered

that the earth moves around the sun ; that this doctrine was.

contrary to that of the Catholic Church, and that therefore

the unfortunate scientist was seized by the Inquisition, thrown

into a dungeon, and tortured ; that finally he retracted his.

teaching, but that, nevertheless, even while ostensibly yield-

ing, he muttered :
" And yet the earth does move." Very few

Protestants even suspect any exaggeration in these assertions

;

still fewer appear to know that Galileo did not discover that

the earth moves around the sun ; that this doctrine was not

contrary to that of the Catholic Church ; that the imprison-

ment of Galileo was merely nominal, and that he was sub-

jected to no torture whatever ; that the famous remark "Epur

si muove'' is a work of imagination. Galileo did not discover

that the earth moves around the sun. The ancient Greeks

certainly knew that the earth is round, that it is isolated in

space, and that it moves. Aristotle and Ptolemy undertook

to refute the last theory. According to Cicero, Nicetas

asserted the motion of the earth. Philolaus, says Eusebius,

thought that the earth moved around the region of fire, in an

oblique circle. Aristarchus of Samos, says Archimedes, sus-

tained the immobility of the sun, and that the earth turned

around it as around a centre. Seneca thinks it "well to

inc{uire whether the rest of the universe moves around a

stationary earth, or whether the earth moves in a stationary

universe "
(2). The Irish Ferghil (Virgilius), bishop of Salz-

burg in the eighth century, taught the existence of the anti-

podes. Dante certainly believed in the antipodes and in cen-

tral attraction (3). Copernicus himself never pretended to be

the author of the system which bears his name; although to

this humble Polish priest belongs the glory of having pre-

cisely formulated that system, and at a time when a knowl-

edge of it had almost vanished from among men.

The heliocentric system was not contrary to the doctrine

(1) CANTt: ; niustrious Italinm, Milan, 1877. (2) Natural Questions, VU., 2.

(3) " 11 punto a cui son tratti tutti i oesi." Hell, canto 34.
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of the Catholic Church. She never has proposed and she can

not propose to her chiklreu any system of merely physical

science as u matter of faith. Certainly, if any system contra-

diets her teachings, she exercises her right to condemn it.

Most churchmen of the early seventeenth century, quite

naturally followers of the generally received scientific theories

of theii- day, rejected the idea of a motion of the earth around
the sun ; but the Church did not force them to such rejection.

Had such been the mind of the Church, Copernicus and his

many forerunners would not-have been regarded as good Cath-

olics ; and Copernicus himself would not have dedicated his

Iievohitions of fhe Hcaroihf Orbs to Pope Paul III., saying,

" If men who are ignorant in mathematics pretend to condemn
my book because of certain passages of Scripture which they

distort to suit themselves, I despise their vain attacks."

Calcaguiui, who died in lo-lO, would not have publicly taught

at Ferrara that " the heavens stand, but the earth moves."

But if the Church was not hostile to purely scientific innova-

tions, Luther and Melancthon were not so liberal. In his

Table Talk Luther says :
" Men pay lieed to an astrologer

who contends that it is the earth that moves, and not the

heavens or the firmament, the sun and the moon. If a man
yearns for a reputation as a profound scientist, he should in-

vent some new system. This madman would subvert the

whole science of asti-onomv ; but Scripture tells us that

Joshua bade the sun, and not the earth to stand still." In

his Principles of the Science of Physics, Melancthon says :

" The eves testify that the heavens revolve every twenty-four

hours ; and nevertheless some men, either from love of nov-

elty or to parade their genius, insist that the earth moves,

and that the eighth sphere and the sun do not revolve. Every

true believer is obliged to accept the truth as revealed by
God, and to be contented with it."

It is certain tliat for many years Galileo was admired and

cherished by the most learned ecclesiastics of Eome ; that

three successive pontifts gave him many tokens of esteem ;

that he was one of the most honored meml>ers of the cele-

brated Academy of the Lined. The cardinal del Monte,

writing to the gi'and - duke of Tuscany, says :
" During his
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sojourn at Kome Galileo has given much satisfaction, and I

believe that he has received the same ; for he has enjoyed

good opportunities to exhibit his inventions, and the best-

informed men of the Eternal City regard them as most won-

derful and accurate. If we were living in the olden days of

Rome, the worth of Galileo, I think, would be recognized by

a statue on the Capitoline." A famous scientist, the Carme-

lite Foscarini, published in 1615—only a year before Galileo's

first trouble with the Inquisition—a theological apology for

the philosopher and the Copernican system, which was dedi-

cated to Fantoni, general of the Carmelites, and approved by

the ecclesiastical authorities of Naples. On May 15 of the

same year, Mgr. Diui, a Roman prelate and an old pupil of

Galileo, writes that there is no fear that the Copernican sys-

tem will be condemned ; and that as to Galileo himself, " he

should fortify his position with arguments well-founded both

in Scripture and mathematics "
; and that in the meantime

he may be assured of the writer's own influence with the

Sacred College in his favor, and of the protection of Prince

Cesi, the founder and president of the Lincei. Indeed, as

late as February 16, 1616, Galileo wrote to Picchena that he

found among the highest ecclesiastical dignitaries much dis-

pleasure because of " the diabolic opposition of his persecu-

tors." How happened it then, that Galileo found himself

cited before an ecclesiastical tribunal ? In accounting for

this fact little weight need be attached to the sentiments and

conduct of those who, in his day as at all times, appear to be

tolerated by God for the trial of genius. Men who argued

ao^ainst the movement of the earth because the earth has no

limbs, muscles, and sinews (1) ; men who would decry the

heliocentric system with the words, " Ye men of Galilee, why

stand ye looking up to heaven ? " (2)—such persons could

have had no influence upon the Roman Congregations. Nor

would these tribunals have exercised their power merely

because Galileo was contradicted by Tassoni, Vieta, Mon-

(1) Thus Chlaramonti of Cesena.

(3) Thus the Dominican Caccini, preaching the Advent course in S. Maria Novella

in Florence. But Maraffl, General of the Dominicans, writing to Galileo on January 10,

1615, deplored the extravagance of Caccini, who, he said, had previously been forced to

apologize in Bologna for other absurdities In the pulpit.
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taigne, Bacon, Pascal, and other great thinkers of the time (IV

The fault of Galileo consisted in his confusing revealed truths

with physical discoveries ; and in teaching in what senso

Scripture passages were to be taken, explaining them by
demonstrations of calculation and experience. Everyone ad-

mits with Dante (2) that the Scriptures adopt j)opular ideas

for the sake of perspicuity. But Galileo said that in the

Scriptures " are found propositions which, taken literally,

are false ; that Holy Writ, out of regard for the incapacity

of the people, expresses itself inexactly, even when treating

of solemn dogmas ; that in questions concerning natural

things, philosophical argument should avail more than sa-

cred." These assertions unsettled all science, founded as it

then was on revelation ;
" the earth," says Cantii, " ceased to

be regarded as the largest, warmest, and most illuminated of

the planetary bodies. It no longer enjoyed a pre-eminence

in creation as the home of a privileged being, but became one

of many in the group of unexplored planets and in no way
distinguished from the others. Fearing that science was

aggrandizing itself only to war on God, the timid repudiated

it. Only later did the better minds understand that the faith

fears no learning ; that historic criticism can be indeiDendent

and imjDartial without becoming irreligious. Then good

sense estimated at their true value the accusations launched

against the Church because of the affair of Galileo ; it distin-

guished simple assertions from articles of faith, j^ositive and

necessary prohibitions from prudential and disciplinary pro-

visions, the oracles of the Church fi'om the deliberations of a

particular trilnmal. To such a tribunal a denunciation was

made that Galileo or his disciples had asserted that God is

(]) Tassoni, a very independent thinker, thus reasoned : "Stand still in the middle of a

room, and look at the sun through a window opening toward the south. Now, if the sun
stands still and the window moves so quickly, the sun will instantly disappear from your

vision." Vieta, a consiinimate algebraist, thought the Copernican system derived from a

fallacious geometry. Montaigne said that probably before a thousand years a third system

would supplant the two others. Descartes sometimes denied the Copernican theory. Bacon
derided it as repugnant to natural philosophy. Pascal, In his Thoinjhtx deemed it "wise
not to sound the depths of the Copernican opinion." As late as 18(K) the Milanese Pini, in

his IncrcdihilitiJ of the Movement of the Kartli. sustained the Ptolemaic idea.

(2)
'^ Per fjueMnJa Scritturn en)i(1e.-<cende

A noxtrafnroltatc; e piedi c mano
A Dio attribuisce, td altro intended

—Paridise, Iv.. 43-45.
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an accident and not a substance, a personal being ;
that mir-

acles are not miracles at all. Then the Pontiff declared that,

for the termination of scandal, Galileo should be cited and

admonished by the Sacred Congregation" (1).

In 1615 Galileo addressed to the grand-duchess Christina,

grandmother of the reigning Cosmo XL, an exhaustive defence

of his doctrine, in which, after adducing the scientific argu-

ments for his system, he turns to the dangerous part of the

defence, protesting, however, his- sincere adhesion "to all that

the Church teaches in matters of faith." Citing in his favor

St Augustine, Baronio (2), and the decrees of Trent, which or-

der us to follow the unanimous teaching of the Fathers when

there is question of faith and morals (not of cosmogony)

•Galileo denies that the Bible teaches astronomy and physics.

He holds with St. Augustine (3) that those who quote Scrip-

ture in questions of physics, explain it according to their

preconceived opinions. He inveighs with St. Jerome (4)

against the rash interpreters who make the Bible say what

they will. He says with St. Jerome (5) and St. Thomas of

Aquin (6) that in order that it may be understood by the

Hebrews, the Old Testament expresses itself, in matters

indifferent to salvation, according to the opinions and par-

lance of the nation and the time. As to things of nature, in-

.sists Galileo, the sacred text is less clear than the visible

work of the Creator, which " He has given up to tlieir consid-

.eration" (7). When Galileo had finished this interesting

Apohgij, he set out for Eome, ostensibly in order to make

.converts to his system, in reality because he had received a

(1» In an excellent biography of Galileo, published in the Correspondant of 1847, p. 481-

S20, Alfred de Falloux says: "The gauntlet was flung to the theologians, and unfortunately

• those who lifted it fancied that their task was a defense of religion. The Inquisition took

"Charge of the affair. ... A religious denounces a scientist, other religious denounce him,

and from this it is concluded that there is an antagonism between the Church and science.

But the case was the very contrary. Here religious merely entered into academic animosities,

prejudices, and retaliations. Monks, friars, etc., are prominent in the history of Galileo,

jiot as systematic opponents of his doctrines, but because religious houses were then hot-

beds of scientiflc preoccupation and controversy ; and the same Galileo who was accused by

certain Dominicans and Jesuits was defended, at the very same time, by other Dominicans

and Jesuits."

(3) Baronio had remarked to GaUleo that *' the Scriptures teach how to go to heaven, but

;Tiot how heaven is made."

(3) Genesis, ad litt., II., 18, 19 ; § 37-40 ;' II. 17, § 38. (4) To Paulinus.

(.j) On Jeremiah, xxviil. (6) On Joh xxvii. (7) Eccles., iii., 11.
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secret summons from the Inquisition. So we are informed

by Mgr. Queringhi, who writes to Cardinal Alexander d'Este^

on Jan. 1, 1616: "The coming of Galileo to Rome was not,

as is believed, altogether voluntary. They wish him to ex-

plain how he can reconcile the movement of the earth with

the contrary teaching of Scripture." And in a despatch to

his government dated Sept. 11, 1632, the Tuscan ambassador,

Niccolini, announces the discovery, in the records of the Holy
Office, of a document jjroving that Galileo "was sent to

Home " because of his attachment to the theory of the rota-

tion of the earth. In the letter to Picchena already cited,

Galileo's allusion to his personal safety shows that it had
been in some danger ; therefore his going to Rome was
scarcely voluntary. He reached the Eternal City in Dec,
1615, and was honorably received and entertained by the

most distinguished people. But the Inquisition had already

interfered in his affairs, and had examined his Lefterfi ov (he

Solar Spots. Two propositions, one on the immobility of the

sun,,and another on the movement of the earth, were extracted

from this work, and by order of Pope Paul V., eleven consult-

ing theolog^ians of the Holy Office undertook to "qualify"

them. On Feb. 24, these qualificators gave their opinion

that the fi:.'st proposition was " absurd and false in theology,

and formally heretical, because it is expressly contrary to

Sacred Scripture." The second proposition was qualified as

" absurd and false in philosophy, and from a theological

point of view, at least erroneous in faith." On Fob. 26, by
virtue of a papal order, issued because of these qualifications,

Galileo was conducted to the palace of the Holy Office, where

he was introdu<;ed to Cardinal liellarmine, who was attended

by the commissary, Segnizio de Lauda, a notary, and two

witnesses. Bellarmiue represented to the philosopher the

" errors of his opinion," and then the commissary commanded
him, in the name of the Holy Office, " to al)andon entirely

the said opinion that the sun is the centre of the universe

and immovable, and that the earth moves ; also to abstain

from upholding, teaching, or defending said opinion in any

way whatever, by word or by writing."

The text of the notihcatiou of the qualifier's report, made
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on Feb. 25 to the assessor and commissary of the Holy Office

by the cardinal-inquisitor, Mellini, and published in 1867 by

Henry de 1' Epiuois (1), shows that the Pontiff had ordered

the imprisonment of Galileo, if he proved recalcitrant. How-
ever, on May 26, the philosopher having requested of Bellar-

mine an attestation that he had, on the above occasion, made
no abjuration of his opinions, the cardinal gave him the

following certificate :
" We, Robert, Cardinal Bellarmine,

having learned that Galileo has been calumniated, and that

it has been said that he abjured in our presence, and that he

was condemned to salutary penance ; since we have been

requested to do so, we declare, in accordance with truth, that

the aforesaid Galileo made no abjuration of any kind, in our

hands or in those of any other person—so far as we know

—

either in Rome or anywhere else, of his opinions and teach-

ings ; that he was subjected to no penance of any sort ; that

he was simply informed of the declaration of the Holy Father

published by the Congregation of the Index, to the effect

that the teaching attributed to Copernicus that the earth

moves around the sun and that the sun occupies the centre

of the universe without moving from east to west, is contrary

to Sacred Scripture, and that consequently it is not permitted

to defend or uphold it. In testimony, etc., this May 26, 1616.

Robert, Card. Bellarmine." Galileo's own interpretation of

the condemnation of the two propositions is found in one of

his letters written on the very day he heard it in the palace

of the Holy Office :
" The Church has merely decided that

the Copernican teaching does not agree with Scripture ; and

hence those books alone are condemned, in which it is sought

to prove, ex jyrofesso, that said teaching does not- disagree

with the Bible."

On March 5, the Congregation of the Index issued a decree

in which the opinion affirming the double movement of the

earth and the immobility of the sun was declared " false and

entirely contrary to Sacred Scripture," and it was proclaimed

that said opinion " could not be professed or defended." The

work of Copernicus, Revolutions of the Heavenly Orbs (2), and
(1) Process an<I CnndemndiUiu of Galilro. arcordina tn Unedited Doeumeuts.

(2) The Copernican system was again contletnaed in 1619 by the same Congregation, in

the condemnation of Kepler's Abridgment of the Astronomy of Copernicus; and in 1620
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that of Diego de Zuniga, a Commentary on Job, in which this

Spanish philosopher had only incidentally adduced the

Copernican theory, were condemned " until corrected "
; the

writings of Foscarini were absolutely condemned ; Galileo

and Kepler were not named, but the former's work on the

Solar Spots, and many of the hitter's writings were implicitly

condemned, as the sentence included "all the writings in which
said teaching is inculcated." In his letter to Picchena dated

March 6, Galileo says nothing of the episode of Feb. 26, for

that affair was regarded as personal between himself and the

Congregation ; the world was sujiposed to be ignorant of it.

But he alludes to the fact that the decree of March 5 does

not mention his name, and he insists that he runs no danger
in Rome. On March 12, Pope Paul V. accorded him an
audience of three-quarters of an hour, and at his farewell his

Holiness assured the philosopher that his security was
certain, so long as Paul V. occupied the Papal throne. In-

forming the grand-duke Cosmo of the departure of Galileo

from Rome, the Cardinal del Monte says :
" He departs with

an unstained reputation, and with the praise of all who have

met him. He has realized how futile haye been the calum-

nies of his enemies, who, as he himself affirms, have had no

other intention than to make him lose the favor of your

Serene Highness. I, who have often conversed with him, and
with those who are acquainted with late events, assure your

Highness that Galileo can personally be charged with

nothing."

During the next few years Galileo observed the silence

imposed upon him by Rome ; but his corresj^ondence shows

that he always hoped that if the obnoxious i)rohibition was

not expressly removed, it would be at least ignored through

a toleration of the condemned opinion. After a time he seems

appeared a Note of the Congregation, indicating the corrections wliicii would liave to be

made before the work of Copernicus could appear In Italy. In this Note it was again

declared that the double movement of the earth " is contrary to Scripture and its true and

Catholic interpretation." The names and works of Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Zuni|;a,

and Foscarini remained on the Index for two centuries. In 18;$5 by order of Gregory XVI.,

a new Cntalnouc of condemned works was issued by Kriar Thomas Anthony Degolu. secre-

tary of the Congregation of the Index, and an order was promulgated for the destruction of

all copies of the Catal<mue of 1819, wliich had been the last issued. In the new Cataloyut

\be above names do not occur.
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to have resolved to try how far Koine would allow him to go.

lu 1618 he distributed a few copies of his Discourse on the

Flow and Bejiow of the Sea, written two years before, and in

which he defended the Copernican system. From Aug., 1618,

to Jan., 1619, three comets claimed the attention of the sci-

entific. Galileo expressed to a few friends his partly- true

opinion that comets were not, as was commonly tliought,

bodies analogous to the planets, but that they were optical

phenomena, analogous to halos and parhelions, and produced

by earthly exhalations of extreme tenuity which had arrived

at a height greater than that of the moon. In 1619 the

Jesuit professor Grassi pronounced a public discourse in the

Eoman College, in which he contended that comets are true

-stars. Galileo knew that comets are not solid masses.

" Assimilating, with reasou," says Th. Henry Martin (1),

" the planets to the earth, he doubtless feared, without daring

to say so, that this legitimate assimilation (but condemned by

the Koman Congregation) would be compromised before

science by an assimilation between the comets and the planets.

Instead of restricting this assimilation, opposing the massive-

ness and solidity of the planets to the lightness and fluidity

of the comets, he was led to deny all assimilation between

these bodies, by an hypothesis too like that of Aristotle and

of the Peripatetician, Chiaramonti. This hypothesis of Gal-

ileo, which M. Arago can scarcely pardon, was excusable in

ihat day, as we know from the nearly similar opinion of

Kepler (2), and from the doubt w4iich even Cassini enter-

tained until 1653." With the aid and under the name of his

disciple, Mario Guiducci, for our philosopher was then an

invalid, Galileo published in 1619 a Discourse on Comets.

Then Grassi issued, under the name of Lotario Sarsi Sigen-

sano, a violent pamphlet entitled an Astronomical and Philo-

sophical Balance in which, before touching the subject of

comets, he made a personal attack on Galileo, contesting his

principal discoveries, and denouncing his persistent adher-

ence to a condemned system. In spite of this provocation,

Galileo remained quiet during the last two years of Paul V.

and the two years of the reign of Gregory XV.

(1) Galileo and the Riyhts of Science, Paris, 1868, ch. 4. (3) Ibi., pt. 2, ch. 12.
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In 1621, Galileo lost his protector, the grand-duke Cosmo
II., but in 1623 he was gratified on beholding the elevation

to the Papacy of his friend, Matthew Barberini. A poet

himself. Urban VIII. had always favored poets ; but he was

much given to the more severe studies. In 1612, on June 15,

he had written to Galileo that he would read tlie philoso-

pher's books, " to confirm me in my opinion, which agrees

with yours, and to admire with everyone the fruit of your rare

intellect." In 1620, he had comjDosed verses in praise of

Galileo, and afterward, in 1635, he had them printed and

published. Invited by the Pontiff to visit him in Eome,

Galileo did so in the spring of 1624, and they held many long

interviews, during which they discoursed on astronomy (1).

When they separated, Galileo took with him letters of recom-

mendation from the Pontiff to the new grand-duke, Ferdi-

nand n., who, when under the influence of his minister, Cioli,

was very unfavorable to new ideas. Urban tells the prince

that as long as Jupiter courses in the heavens with his four

satellites, so long will the glory of Galileo keep him company

;

that Galileo is dear to his own Pontifical heart, not only be-

cause of his scientific merits, but for others which make a

person dear to any Pope ; that he cannot allow Galileo to

depart from Rome without recommending him to the gener-

ous patronage of the Medici, whose name he has located

among the stars.

From the date of Urban's election, Galileo trusted to behold

an early dissipation of the cloud which hung over him. AVe

have remarked that he was already disposed to discover the

limits of the Eoman indulgence in his regard. He had wi-it-

ten, in 1620, his masterpiece of polemics, the Esmijisf {II

Saggiafore), in reply to the Balance of the Jesuit Grassi ; and

his brethren of the Roman Lincei had obtained its approba-

tion by the ofiicial examiner, the Dominican Eiccardi. In

regard to this work, we shall only note that Galileo contend-

(1) Purinp tills visit of Galileo to Urban VIII.. the Pontiff pvinced no disimsition to allow

the teaching of the new system a« tnir : hut he told Cardinal Hohenzuller that the Church

had not condemned the Copernlcan hypothesis as hrrttinil : she had condeiiincd it only as

rnnh. See the IFor/vs of OitlHeo GaUkU Fir»t Complete Edit Urn, I'reijond from the

Authentic Palatine MSS. by the Directiyr-Professnr, Eugene Alberi; Florence, 1842-

56 ; vol. vl, p. 296.
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ed that even if the Coperuican system was condemned, scien-

tific men were not therefore justified in withholding good

reasons for its rejection ; they ought to try to defend its con-

demnation. He also insisted that since this system was

condemned, scientists should endeavor to find another, which

would not be untenable like the Peripatetic, nor incomplete

like that of Tycho Brahe. Pope Urban had the Essayist read

during his meals, and enjoyed it very much
;
yet it was

denounced to the Inquisition. The cardinal who was dele-

gated to report on it took for consultor the Theatine general,

Guevarra ; and the result Avas an unqualified eulogy of the

book (1). The author began to hope that although Urban

VIII. would not cease to regard his system with displeasure,

he would, nevertheless, allow a little evasion of the decree of

1616. Time proved that his hopes were ill-founded ; and he

therefore commenced a work which would exhaustively de-

tail and examine the arguments for and against the heliocen-

tric system. This work was destined to precipitate the

catastrophe of his life.

In his Dialogue on the Two Principal Systems Concerning

the JVo7id, published in 1632 with the approbation of the

Master of the Apostolic Palace, Galileo assigns the exposition

of his opinions to his pupil and friend, some time dead, Sal-

viati of Florence. Galileo himself is not named, but he is

often indicated by his title of Linceo. The part of an impar-

tial and judicious investigator is filled by the Venetian sena-

tor, Sagredo, another deceased friend of the author. The

defence of the Peripatetic system is confided to one Simpli-

•cius, who uses absurd arguments, and will yield to none;

who is, in fine, a fair representative of Galileo's opponents.

Whether or not Urban YLIl. believed what the foes of Galileo

declared, that under the name of Simplicius he himself was

held up to ridicule, it is certain that now he manifested less

sympathy for our philosopher. Not long before this period

he had told Castelli that if it had depended on him, the decree

of 1616 would not have been issued (2) ; but a despatch of the

(1) Ihi., vol. ix., p. 79.

(2) On March 16, 1630, the Benedictine Castelli wrote to Galileo :
" Ajfewdays ago Father

Campanella, In an interview with his Holiness, told him that he had been trying to convert
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ambassador Niccolini, dated Sept. 5, 1632, proves that Urban

had been made to believe that Galileo had deceived him as

to the nature of the Dialogue, and that religion had been

compromised by the authorization of that work by the Koman
censors. This and the next despatches of Niccolini show

that the Pontiflf believed that Galileo had cited Scripture as

favoring his arguments. It is evident, then, remarks Th.

Henry Martin, that Urban had not read the book, " and that

there had been represented as cited in it certain passages

which were found only in two of Galileo's letters, written be-

fore 1616, and never printed." On Sept. 11, Niccolini was

informed that in the Archives of the Holy Office there had

been discovered a long forgotten minute of the personal in-

junction made, in the name of the Inquisition, to Galileo and

accepted by him on Feb. 26, 1616. The case now assumed a

serious aspect. A special commission, after a month of con-

sideration, presented to the Pope a memorial in which several

charges were made against the philosopher. Eiccardi, the

Master of the Apostolic Palace, after having examined the

Dialogue, and having granted the imprimatur for Eome, had

consented to the publication of the work in Florence, provid-

ing that the author would insert a Preface written by himself,

Pviccardi. Galileo was now blamed for having placed the

imjn-imatur at the head of the book without an express per-

mission from Eiccardi, and without having submitted the

proofs to the same, as would have been done, had the work

been issued in Eome. No complaint of course, could be

made concerning the Preface, but in regard to the body of the

work the commission found fault with the presentation of the

Copernican system as a certainty ; it also blamed the author

for depreciating "the opposing writers, of whom the Church

habitually makes use," and for jn-esenting as " not decided
"

a question already " settled by a dogmatic definition." How-

ever, the commission did not advise the suppression (^f the

Dialogue ; it merely suggested some corrections. But finally,

certain Germans to the Catholic faith, and liad found ihem well disposed, Inii that the con-

dc^mnatioii of the Copernican system had scandalized them more than anyfhinsr else could

have (icine. His Holiness replied in precisily these words: 'AVe never wished that decree,

and if it had depended on us, it would not have been made.' " This letter of CastellJ is

found in the M'orfc.s, edit. Alberi. vol. ix., n. UK'..
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tlie prohibition and jjromise of Feb. 26, 1616, were set

forth (1).

On Sept. 23, 1632, Galileo was cited to appear again before

the Inquisition. In endeavoring to discover what followed

this second summons (concerning his first trial in 1616 there

is no question as to either imprisonment or torture), it would

appear to us that no better source of information can be de-

sired than the original Process. But since Libri (2), Per-

chappe (3), Bertrand (4), and others insinuate—according to

what principles of criticism the reader must judge—that as

this record has been nearly always in the hands of ecclesias-

tics, they may have destroyed evidence of their own cruelty,

we shall here adduce the testimony of the Tuscan ambassador,

Mccolini. This evidence ought to be acceptable to our ad-

versaries ; for the writer was an intense partisan of Galileo,

and would not have hidden anything likely to excite sympa-

thy for his hero. Add to this the fact that these despatches

are directed to Galileo's own sovereign, himself a warm
admirer of the philosopher. Galileo arrived in Rome on

February 13, 1633, and under date of March 13 Niccolini

writes :
" The Poj)e told me that he had shown to Galileo a

favor never accorded to another, in allowing him to reside in

my house instead of in the Holy Office. ... His Holiness said

that he could not avoid having Galileo brought to the Holy

(1) In reference to this stage of Galileo's troubles, the following extracts from the

despatches of Niccolini to the grand-duke are interesting. Under date of Aug. 21, 1632, he

writes: "I understand from some friends that there is no thought of prohibiting the book,

but only of changing some phrases." On Sept. 5: " His Holiness grew very angry, and

suddenly cried out that even his (ialileo had meddled where he ought not ; that he had en-

tered into questions the most serious and dangerous that could be found in these times. . .

.

The Pope added that he had shown every kindness to Galileo, and had committed his case,

not to the general Inquisition, as he ought to have done, but to a specially instituted Con-

gregation."

(2) History of Mathematical Science in Italy, Paris, 1841 ; vol. iv., pp. 155-294.

(3) Oalilen: His Life and Discoveries, Paris, 1866.

(4) Fonndcrs of Modcrii Astirmomy, PariH; 186.5.—When Napoleon invaded Rome in

1809, among the literary and historical monuments which he stole was the original Process

of Galileo. The Holy See vainly demanded it from the government of the Restoration.

While it was yet in Frauce the astronomer Delambre consulted it, but very negligently, as

is evinced by the inexactness of his quotations when writing to Venturi the letter published

in 1821 by the latter. Delambre did not apprecia e the Process very highly, probably

because, like Barhier (Critical Examination of Historical Dictionaries, Paris, 1820), he

could find no proof of his own assertion that Galileo had been tortured. The volume was

finally consigned to Comm. Rossi, to be restored to the Vatican in 1846, acd there it still

remains.
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Office for the examination ; and I replied that my gratitude

woukl be doubled if he would exempt Galileo from this ap-

pearance, but he answered that he could not do so. . . . He
concluded with the promise to assign Galileo certain rooms

which are the most convenient in the Holy Office." On
April 16 the ambassador says : "He has a servant and every

convenience. The reverend commissary assigned him the

apartments of the judge of the tribunal. My own servants

carry his meals from my house." . .

.

About two mouths later (June 18) Niccolini continues :
" I

have again besought for a termination of the cause of Galileo,

and His Holiness ^-eplied that the affair is ended, and that

Galileo will be summoned some morning of next week to the

Holy Office, to hear the decision. ... In regard to the person

of Galileo, he ought to be imprisoned for some time, because

he disobeyed the orders of 1616 ; but the Pope says that after

the publication of the sentence he will consider with me as to

what can be done to afflict him as little as possible." On
June 26 :

" Monday evening Galileo was summoned to the

Holy Office, and on Tuesda}- morning he proceeded thither

to learn what was required of him. He was detained, and on

AYednesdav he was taken to the Minerva, before the lords-

cardinals and the prelates of the Congregation, where the

sentence was read, and he was forced to abjure his oj^inion.

The sentence includes the prohibition of his book, and his

condemnation to the jjrison of the Holy Office during the

pleasure of His Holiness, because, as they declare, he dis-

obeyed the order given him sixteen years ago in this mat-

ter (1). But this condemnation was commuted by His Holi-

ness to a residence in the gardens of the Trinita dei Monti."

On July 3 : "His Holiness told me that althoiigh it was rather

early to diminish the penance of Galileo, he had been content

to allow him to reside at first in the gardens of the Grand
Duke, and that now he could proceed to Siena, there to re-

side in a convent or with my lord the archbishop "
(2).

(li Of the ten cardinals forming the tribunal, and all of whose names are at the head of

the preamble, three did not siirn the docnrnent. These were daspar Rorpia. Zarchia, and
Francis Barberini, nephew of I'rbun Vin. one of the signers, Antliony BarlHTlni, a

brother of the Pontiff and a Capuchian friar, tried hard to obtain a remission of the entire

penance.

(2) July 11 found Galileo at Siena, dwelling with 1:1s old friend and disciple, the arch-
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According, therefore, to Niccolini, the imprisonment of

Galileo was merely nominal, and there is no mention of any
infliction of torture. But let us examine furtlier this ques-

tion of torture. It is said that the Process itself furnish-

es an indication of the infliction of torture ; that in the fourth

interrogatory, on June 21, torture was menaced ; that in the

sentence the judges declared that they had " deemed it neces-

sary to proceed to a rigorous examination " of the accused.

It is true that torture was threatened, but the menace was
not executed. In a decree issued by Urban VIII. on June 16,

1633, and first published by L' Epinois, it was ordered that

Oalileo " should be questioned as to his intention [in publish-

ing the Dialogue], and that he should be menaced with tor-

ture. If he does not yield to the threat, he must be made to

pronounce, in full session of the Holy Office, an abjuration

for strong suspicion of heresy." On June 21, in the fourth

and last interrogatory, but without any mention of the above

decree, Galileo was questioned as to his intention in the

Dialogue in regard to the Copernican system. In reply he

would only admit that, cherishing his hypothesis, and feeling

proud of the arguments adduced for it before 1616, he had
given in the Dialogue more strength to the Copernican than

to the other opinion. Refusing, therefore, to avow the im-

puted intention, he was threatened with torture. Then he

replied—with what truih let his ultra-admirers imagine :
" I

have not held the Copernican system since I was ordered to

abandon it [seventeen years before]. But I am in your
hands. Do with me what you will." This refusal to

acknowledge the imputed intention had been foreseen by
Pope Urban, and, as he had provided for the contingency, the

tribunal did not fulfil the threat of torture, but proceeded to

the act of abjuration. As for the words " rigorous examina-

tion " used in the sentence, they do not necessarily imply that

torture had been inflicted ; they can easily refer to the threat

pronounced in the fourth interrogatory.

But, according to the code of laws binding ujjon the inquis-

bishop Ascanio Piccolomini. On December 16. the Cardinal Francis Barberini having ob-
tained this favor, he arrived at his own villa of Arcetri, and here he resided almost constant-

ly t;ntil his t'.eath on January 8, 1642.
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itors, which are fully given in the Directory of Eymeric (1),

the official guide of the Holy Office, torture could not have

been inflicted on Galileo. It is prescribed that when the ac-

cused denies the charges, and they have not been substanti-

ated, and he has not yet furnished a good defence, he shall

" be put to the question, in order that the truth may be

reached,"—provided, however, that the consulters so advise.

Now Galileo was not obstinate ; he had no inclination to be-

come a martyr for science. In his sentence the judges say :

"We deemed it necessary to proceed to a rigorous examina-

tion, and thou didst reply like a Catholic

—

respondisti Cofh-

olice." Having thus answered, he could not be tortured. It

is sad to hear him uttering what his judges must have known
to be a lie :

" For some time before the determination of the

Holy Office, and before I received that command [the order

of 1616J, 1 had been indifferent as to the two opinions of

Ptolemy and Copernicus, and had held that both were disput-

able and that both could be true in nature. But after the

above mentioned determination, being assured b}' the pru-

dence of my superiors, all my doubts ceased, and I held, as I

now hold, the theory of Ptolemy as true,—that is, that the

earth does not, and the sun does move." If Galileo had

undergone torture, he would scarcely have omitted to mention

it among his many gi'ievances, when, a few days after his de-

parture from Rome, on Jul}- 23, he wrote from Siena to

Gioli, minister of the grand duke :
" I address you, prompted

by a desire to escape from the long ivcariiiess of a more than

six months' imprisonment, and from the trouble and ({ifiic-

tion of mind of a whole year, coupled with many iiiconcen-

"'ences and bodily danrjers."

And now a few words as to the authenticity of the " E pur

si muove." In the formula of abjuratit)n, after having avowed

that his Dialogue favors the " false ' doctrine of the movement

of the earth around the sun, and having admitted his violation

of the prohibition of 1616, Galileo " affirms and swears, with

his hand on the holy Gospels," that " with a sincere heart

(1) Tiirt'clory for Inquisitors, )))i Frinr Xitholas Kj/mcric, of the Ordfr of Pirartiers ;

Comwentatcd b)i Fntncvt I'linuu S. T. D. anil J. U. D., Auditor of Cmms in the Apon-

tolic Palace. Part HI., on the Practice of the InquUitorial Office, chapter on the Thirif

TTajy of Ending a Tri<d for Faith. Venice, 1595.
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and unfeigned faitli he abjures, anathematizes and detests the

aforesaid errors and heresies," for which he has been justly

condemned as " strongly suspected of heresy." And he

promises not only to abstain hereafter from all heretical doc-

trine, but also to denounce all heretics to the Inquisition or

the ordinary of the locality (1). Motives of both personal

and general interest certainly decided an act of apparent sub-

mission ; but in performing it Galileo could not, without risk

of destroying himself, have given himself the questionable

satisfaction of a merely childish contradiction. Undoubtedly

he thought that the earth moved, and probably the inquisitors

knew that he so thought. But had he made the famous re-

mark, he would not have been dismissed two days afterward.

If Galileo risked so much by the quoted ebullition at so

fatally decisive a moment, how comes it that never after,

either by speech or in writing, did he expressly contradict

his abjuration by openly professing his system ? Certainly,

when writing in confidence to some intimates, he would insist

upon his innocence from a religious point of view ; but in all

other instances his reticence was persistent. Every oppor-

tunity and temptation to break this imposed silence was pre-

sented when he wrote to Diodati, then in Paris, on July 25,

1634, complaining of the violence of his enemies toward him-

self and his teachings,—a violence which he would answer

only by silence. Nor does he contradict his abjuration

in his letter written in 1637 to King Ladislaus of Poland,

whom he asks to compare his Dialogue with the sentence

pronounced against its author, and to see if its doctrine is

more pernicious than that of Lutlier and Calvin, as Urban

VIII. was said to believe. Nor, again, does he advocate his

system in his letter to Pieresc on February 21, 1636, in which

he insists on the injustice of his condemnation. When he

writes to Rinuccini on March 29, 1641, he evades a direct

answer to an attempt to obtain an avowal of his real mind.

Cantii says that he has read, in the valuable archives of the

Hinuccini family at Florence, an autograph letter of Galileo,

(1) Merely on the faith of an anonymous note, Libri and Parchappe assert that Galileo

went through this hiirailiating ordeal clad only in his shirt. The process says nothing of

this; and men who were accustomed to adopt every means to enhance the solemnity of u

recantation, would not have failed to mention such a fact, had it an existence.
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written during tlie last clays of his life, in which, for some

reason or other, he denies the Copernican theory, and advan-

ces the physical arguments which combat it. And, in truth,

these were of such a nature, that a scientist might well hesi-

tate before contemning them
;
just as now, after the incon-

testable arguments which were unknown to the contemjiorar-

ies of Galileo, it would be impossible for him to doubt the truth

of the Copernican system. Galileo himself supj^osed that

the earth revolved in the air, which " does not seem obliged

to obey its movement." The judicious Alberi, who inserted

this letter in his valuable edition of Galileo's Works, at first

thought that here Galileo really abandoned his system, thus

giving an indication of senile weakness ; afterward, however,

the sagacious editor regarded the missive as a piece of irony

in which the author veiled the real sentiments which the In-

quisition would not allow him to avow. This is also the

opinion of Th. Henry Martin, who carefully examines and

explains the letter. Einuccini had informed Galileo that

Pieroni had found, for certain fixed stars, a small annual par-

allax of a few seconds—a proof of the annual motion of the

earth ; but, on the other hand, he said that he had read a new
book which seemed to establish the immobility of the earth

in the centre of the universe, because the horizon always di-

vides the sphere of the fixed into two exactly equal parts.

Riuuccini j^rayed Galileo to banish from his mind all anxiety

concerning the Copernican system.

"But had Einuccini forgotten," asks Martin, "tJiatinl633

the Inquisition had forced Galileo to abjure this system, and

that the sentence had been lessened only because of his prom-

ise to forever renounce that heresy, and to denounce all

heretics and susjjects ? What was Galileo to do, since he still

believed in the Copernican system ? With a disciple whose

convictions were so easily unsettled, and who was, at the

same time, so indiscreet in his questions, Galileo had to be

even more prudent than with his other correspondents. AYas

he to reply that, after his condemnatitm, he could not touch

that subject ? No ; but he dares to refute the objection which

puzzles his short-sighted disciple ; maintaining, however, for

form's sake, the imposed abjuration. It was not a very sin-
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cere act ; but could Galileo have been sincere in tliat matter ?

And at what cost ? Abusive severity renders dissimulation

excusable. In his reply, on March 29, 1641, Galileo begins

with this irony :
' The falsity of the Coperuican system ought

not to be doubted, especially by us Catholics, who have the

irrefragable authority of Holy Writ, interpreted by the great-

est masters of theology, whose unanimous consent renders

us certain of the stability of the earth placed in the centre,

and of the mobility of the sun around it.' Galileo does not

say, and he is quite right in not saying, that the question has

been decided by the Church or by tlie Pope. As to the pre-

tended teachings of the Scriptures in matters of astronomy,

and as to the astronomical commentaries of theologians on

these texts, Galileo himself had already told us what a sin-

cerely Catholic scientist can, and ought to think of them. He
had done this in his letter to the grand-duchess Christina,

written in 1615, and published with his consent at Strasbourg

in 1636. He greatly desired that copies of this letter should

be introduced into Italy for the confusion of his enemies, as

he wrote to Friar Micanzio on June 28, 1636. And on May

9, 1637, he wrote to Guerrini that he hoped to soon have

some copies of it. Are we to suppose, then, that between

May 9, 1637, and March 29, 1641, a period during which his

correspondence with Liceti shows in him such strength of

character, that Galileo embraced the opinion of his enemies ?

No ; but he feared that Kinuccini would be less discreet than

Micanzio ; therefore he wrote to Einuccini a letter which

could be shown without danger, but which says what he

wished to say. . . . Then he said ironically, as he had said in

the Essayist in 1623, that the Copernican system having been

condemned, and that of Ptolemy and the Peripatetics having

become untenable, scientists should endeavor to find a third

system in which astronomical science and the theologians

could agree. Penetrating to the depth of the matter, he shows

that the objection troubling Kinuccini rests only on a beg-

ging of the question, and not on a real observation of the per-

petual and rigorously exact equality of the visible celestial

hemisphere. Concerning the annual parallaxes of the fixed

stars, he says that if the observation of Pieroni is true, human
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reasoning must lead one to infer that the earth is not immov-
able in the centre of the sphere. Then he hastens to add
that if Pieroni could be deceived in his belief that he has

found a parallax of some seconds, then those who pretend

that the extent of the visible hemisphere never varies, not

even for one or two seconds of a degree, may have been much
more easily deceived. Thus the objection against the Coper-

nican system is reduced to nothing. Without any rej^etition

by Galileo, it is clear that this system is favored by human
reasoning, and that it is opposed only by the theological ar-

guments drawn from certain sacred texts which some wish to

regard as teaching astronomy. This letter, therefore, favors

the system which it ironically disavows. This letter of a

venerable man of seventy-seven years is another j^roof of that

fine discernment and of that vivacity of spirit which Galileo

preserved to the end of his life "
(1).

Having shown that the imprisonment of Galileo was
merely nominal, and that no torture was inflicted upon him,

we must now briefly examine the decisions of the Eoman
Congregations in his case, with a view to their doctrinal con-

sequences. Protestant polemics gladl}- proclaim these de-

cisions as destructive of the Catholic doctrine of Infallibility.

Certain Catholic writers have enunciated views on the mat-

ter which can serve only to confirm the oj)inion that the

Church and science are implacable foes. For instance, the

Viscount de Bonald, with that severity wliich is generally

characteristic of lay theologians, insists tl lat the double

movement of the earth has never been and never can be

proved ; that even to-day he who defends the Copernican

system is " guilty of rashness " in contradicting the natural

sense of the Scriptures; that if the old system was. an ilhi-

sion, the Bible favors said illusion (2). This author would

advise, therefore, if he were logical, the Pope and the l{o-

man Inquisition to revoke the decree of toleration issued in

favor of the Galilean theory on September 17, 1822 ; and

would have them condemn the many scientific ecclesiastics,

0) Lor. rit.. ch. 9.

(2) GaUleii, the Holy Office, and the Syfttcm of the Worhl. In the CDrre^pnmlcnt ot

Dec. 25, 'i854. See also this author's Moses and Modern Oeologistti, Avignon, 1835.
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like Secclii and Matignon, wlio " raslilj oppose the natural

sense " of the Scriptures (1).

Again, there are other Catholic critics whose views,

though tar more moderate than those of M. de Bonald, are al-

most equally untenable. Thus it is quite common to hear

that Galileo was always allowed to teach his system " as an

astronomical supposition" ; whereas the official documents

show that our philosopher was prohibited, in 1616, to up-

hold " said opinion in any way whatsoever " ; and that in

1633 he was punished for having disobeyed this injunction

by publishing a work in which there were no interpretations

of sacred texts. Among the critics of this class the most

eminent are the astronomer Lalande (2), the Abbe Berault-

Bercastel (3), Bergier (4), and Feller (5),—all of whom copy

the Protestant Mallet du Pan, whose errors are carefully

noted by Th. Martin (6).

Other Catholic polemics, such as Alzog (7) and Huffier (8),

hold that the Copernican system, having been advanced too

soon, was dangerous to both science and religion, and that

this pretended fact justifies the action of the Inquisition.

But the official records evince that the new system was con-

demned " as false and altogether contrary to Scripture," and

not as a mere matter imprudently or prematurely advanced.

Nay, more : the sentence of 1633 expressly states that even

though Galileo had presented his system only as probably

true, still he would have offended ; for, in the words of the de-

cree, " an opinion cannot be provable when it has been de-

clared and defined to be contrary to Sacred Scripture."

(1) In 1842 a certaia Abb^ Matalene published in Paris a book eatltJed Anti-CoiJcrnicus,

a New A!<trnnomy ; but his ecclesiastical superiors sharply reminoed him that he had no

right to coMipromise the clergy by such extravagancies.

(2) Vomijc in Italii, 1780. (3) Ecd. Hist., 1778-85.

(4) Diet. Thcol. (5) Diet. HL^t., art. Galileo.

(6) Galileo and the Rights of Science, Paris, 1868.— Among the errors of Mallet du Pan,

which Martin with undue severity stigmatizes as " lies, " are to be noted his pretence that

Bellarmine did not. In 1616, interdict any astronomical hypothesis ; the assertion that Gali-

leo caused his apologetic letter to Christendom to be printed before his condemnation ; the

declaration that no imprimatur was really given for the publication of Galileo's Dia-

lf)(jue. Pretending to give extracts from a certain despatch of Guicclardini, Mallet du

Pan asserts that they show that Galileo wished to force the Pontiff to make a religious dog-

ma of his system ; whereas the reading of the despatch causes one to almost Justify Martia

when he says that Mallet "not only mistakes, but is an impostor."

(7) Church Hint., Fr. transl.. Paris. 18.55, vol. ill., p. 249.

^8) Encyc. Did. Theol. Cath., art. Galileo.
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M. Adolphe Valson (1) contends that the Copernicau
proj3osition concerning the movement of the earth was not

condemned as ." heretical," if taken by itself; and that in

condemning the other Copernican theory on the non-move-
ment of the sun, the Inquisition was right, since the sun has
a movement of its own. As to the first assertion, it is true

that the theory of the earth's movement was not condemned
as " heretical," but it was declared " false and altogether

contrary to Scripture." As to Valson's second remark, there

was no question of any special movement of the sun; this

movement, toward the constellation of Hercules, was utterly

unknown at that time ; but what the Inquisition forbade

Galileo to deny was the movement of the sun around the

earth.

Very different from the opinions of the above critics is that

of Tiraboschi (2), who admits that vulgar prejudices caused

the prohibition of 1616, and the condemnation of 1633, and
declares that these decisions were pronounced by a fallible

tribunal, and not by the Church. He shows that at first

Galileo found his discoveries favorably received in Rome, but
that the angry Peripatetics soon adopted the Bible as a

weapon against him. However, being ignorant of the fact

that the Preface to the condemned Dialogue had been writ-

ten, not by Galileo, but by the examiner Riccardi, Tirabos-

chi accuses the scientist of bad faith. He declares tliat the

Congregations erred because of a too great devotion to Per-

ipateticism.

About the year 1825 Olivieri, General of the Dominicans
and commissary of the Holy Office, wrote a dissertation on
the affair of Galileo (3), in which he gave a very curious

apology for the Congregations. The teachings of Coperni-

cus and Galileo, said Olivieri, were not condemned because
they did not agree with the Bible, but because these two
scientists upheld them with bad arguments, which, being

(1) In the Bevicw of Chriftiau Economy for Der.. 18fi5. and Jan. luid Feb., lf»6(J.

(2) FiiKt UMdrical Mrmnir, on thf First AilvartUfs tif thr Coprrnicin S)intfm, read ii»

the Modcnese Acuderay dci Dissonant i in IT'.IS, inserted in the Venetliiued' tion of the HiX.
Ttal. Litt. 1796. Sfcond Memoir, on the Comiemnation of Galileo a>»d the Copernicau
System, read in 1703.

(3) Not edited until 18So, in the Universiti Catholi/jtie.
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contrary to sound philosophy, seemed therefore opposed to

Scripture. If Galileo, continued Olivieri, had known the

gravity of the air, and had not obstinately attributsd the

tides to a combination of the diurnal and annual revolutions

of the earth, things would have gone differently; for the

Church has ever encouraged any real progress—one which

is free from errors. Olivieri also contended that the real

cause of all the misfortunes of Galileo was his having pro-

voked the "vengeance " of Urban VIII. (1). A decisive ref-

utation of all these assertions was given by Govi (2).

It is manifest that from the beginning of tlif affair of

Galileo, five courses were open to the ecclesiastical au-

thorities. The philosopher and his friends would have been

satisfied if, firstly, it were acknowledged that the new system

was not contrary to Catholic faith ; secondly, if liberty of

discussion were allowed in its regard ; and, thirdly, if both

the Copernicians and Peripatetics were forbidden to adduce

Biblical texts in their debates. Certainly ecclesiastical tra-

dition as well as prudence, both ever favorable to toleration

in such matters, would seem to have counselled one of these

three courses. Cardinal Matthew Barberini, afterward Pope

Urban VIII., Cardinal Bellarmine, and other moderate

Peripatetics, preferred a fourth course,—namely, to leave

liberty only to the Peripatetics, and, while not decidin,

against the new system, to interdict it as rash and dangerous

under the circumstances. In 1632 Urban VIII. adopted a

fifth course,—namely, to procure the condemnation of the

(1) We have already observed that Galileo had obtained the approbation of the Master of

the Apostolic Palace for his work entitled A Diah)(]ue 07i the Two Principal Systems

Cnncerning the World, published in 1632, and that in this Dialogue he had represented

one Simplicius, a fool, as defending the Peripatetic system . Cantii seems Inclined to credit

the assertion that Pope Urban VHI. fancied that Galileo had intended the world to discern

the Pontiff in the guise of Simplicius ; and he thinks that the approbation of the Master for

the work might have been, " if not obtained by fraud, at least drawn from the Master by

some of those artiflces which are known to those who have had any relations with pub-

lic censors of books "
; and he adds :

" While the learned were indicating certain errors in

the DiaU)(iue, the envious were whispering to Urban VIII. that Galileo, after tbe Pontiff had

treated him so kindly, not only forgot his promise of silence, but ridiculed his Holiness in

the character of Simplicius, even causinar conversations he had held with Urban to be spo-

ken in the Dialogue. Urban, who had the passions of a man and a literateur, resented the

real or supposed injury," etc.

(2) The Holy Offlce, Copernicus, and Oalileo, Considered in Reference to a Posthumous

Dissertation of Father Olivieri, Turin, 1872.

or
C5
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Copernican system as false in philosoioliy, erroneous in the-

ology, and contrary to Sacred Scripture.

Now arises the question : By ivhom was the doctrine of the

moyement of the earth thus condemned? Certainly, it was

through the influence of Paul V. and of Urban VIII., respec-

tively, that the decisions of 1616 and 1633 were rendered

;

but neither their authority as Pontiffs nor that of the Church

was implicated. As men these Popes were opposed to the

system of Galileo ; l)ut as Popes their names are not signed

in the famous decisions. Both are published only in the

name of the Congregations. This absence of the Pontifical

ratification is remarked by Descartes in three letters to Mer-

senne, and by Gassendi (1). The Jesuit Pdccioli (2) invokes

against the teachings of Galileo the authority of "the Con-

gregations delegjited by the Pope "
; but he does not contend

that the Pope can delegate his infallibility. Tlie absence of

the Pontifical ratification in the decisions against Galileo is

noted by the Benedictine Caramuel (3), who, after declaring

that the new system is absurd, asks himself what the Church

would do if, "which is impossible," the movement of the

earth were ever demonstrated. He replies that the Church

would declare that " the Roman Congregations, having de-

cided without the Pai:)al ratification. Mere mistaken." In

fine, let it be remembered that neither in 1616 nor in 1633

did the supreme authorit}' of the Church pronounce a decis-

ion concerning tli3 Copernican system. Muratori, writing

in Italy a century before the works of Galileo were removed

from the Index, says that the Copernican system was con-

demned " not by an edict of the Supreme Pontiff, but by
the Congregation of the Holy Ofiice. . . . To-day this system is

everywhere in vogue, and Catholics are not forbidden to hold

it " (4). Tiraboschi specially insists on our admiring the

" Providence of God in favor of His Church ; since, at a time

when the majority of theologians firndy believed that the

Copernican system was contrary to the Sacred Scrijjtures, the

(1) Impressed Motion, Lyons, 1658. vol. Hi., eplst. 2.

(2) AliiUHiifitiim Ndvum, Bolocna, UIM, vol. i.. pt. 2, p. 489.

(3) Funihimrntal Thnihmu, I.vdiis, H>7t). The passages are cited by Boulx, In his

Conilenmatinn of Galileo, Arras, 1866, p. ^O-SO.

a) AnnnU of Ital]i, year 10;i3.
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Cliurcb was not permitted to give a solemn decision on the

matter "(1). No Catholic will assert that the Roman Inquisi-

tion has never committed any errors ; and in the case of Gal-

ileo it was the Inquisition that erred, and not the Pontiff ; and

even though the Pontiff had erred, the decision was not one

concerning faith or morals,—one, that is, which can form the

object matter of Infallibility.

" Whenever," says Cantli, " there is opened a new scientific

or philosophical horizon, even the most elevated intellects

are stricken with fright, as when America was discovered,

and when steam and electricity were first applied. What
wonder if contradiction befell the Copernican system, which

appeared to subvert the order not only of the physical but of

the moral world ; which seemed to threaten faith and morals,

just as it changed the reciprocal position of the heavenly

bodies ? What wonder if it seemed impious and scandalous

to subject man and his habitation to the same laws which

regulate the other phenomena of nature ? Was it not for this

reason that, quite recently, Hegel denied the movement of the

earth ? When the Reformation had spread, and men were

sulistituting their individual for the canonical interpretation

of the Scriptures, churchmen were frightened on seeing certain

verses interpreted in a new manner, and they went so far as

to condemn Galileo. Nor should we forget that until Faucolt

furnished it, in our own days, there was no physical proof of

•the movement of the earth. Faucolt gave it in the progressive

deviation of the oscillating plane of a pendulum suspended

from a fixed point. But no serious person will repeat the

-absurdities of Libri (2), of Arduini (3), and of similar writers,

/confuted by Biot (4), Alberi, Martin, and by common-sense
."

He who would understand the great catastrophe in the life

of Galileo must consult the writings of the scientist, and the

invaluable documents published by Alberi in his great edition

of the Works (5). It is vot true, as Libri and, after him,

.many Protestants insist, that the officers of the Inquisition

{\) Memoir II., loc. cit. (2)Lnc.cit.

(3) TJie First Born of Oalileo, Florence, 1864.

(4) In Micbaud's Universal Binorayyhii, and In two dissertations in the Journal des

-Savants for March, July and October, 1858.

(5) In sixteen large volumes, Florence, 1842-56.
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destroyed or secreted nearly all the papers of Galileo. All
Ills principal works remain, and nearly all the minor ones.
A few of his MSS. wei-e destroyed by one of his grandsons,
who felt some scruj^les about preserving any writings of one
condemned by the Holy Office. Most of the important works
and of the correspondence were collected by Galileo's disciple,

Viviani, who bequeathed them to a nephew, Panzanini ; the
heirs of this nephew sold some of them as waste paper, but-
nearly all were recovered by Giambattista Nelli, whose son
Clement used them and part of Viviani's collection in his-

Li/e of Galileo, published in 1793. When publishing hia-

edition of the Works, Alberi promised to give to the world
a Life based upon documents in his hands, but he failed to

do so. However, this Life would not have been complete, as
there were many documents which he could not procure.
Thanks to Theiner, Prefect of the Vatican Archives, who
communicated these papers to M. Henri de I'Epiuois, the
world received, in 1867, much light on the affiiirs of the great
scientist, in the valuable work of the same L'Epinois (1).

CHAPTEE V.

JANSENISM.

No problem has so troubled philosophers and theologians,
in every age and of every religion, as that of a conciliation

of the two great factors of human destiny. Divine Grace and
Free Will. Men seem to have forgotten, or not to have re-

alized, that human reason can never reconcile, in an abso-
lutely satisfactory manner, two terms the exact significance

of which it cannot comprehend. It is not surprising that an
attempt to explain satisfactorily the reciprocal action of grace
and free will should so frequently result in either an annihi-

lation of man under the divine action, or an obscuring of
God's entity by the prominence given to man. It has been
well said that this enterprise is like that of one who would un-
dertake to solve an equation, the terms of which he does not

(U Galileo: His 2Vi«t ami Condemnation, Aaordinu to Unedited Documents.
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know. Certainly man knows not the precise nature of tlie su-

pernatural. Neither can he figure to himself, with any degree

of exactness, the condition in which the fall of Adam left the

will of that unfortunate and of his descendants. We cannot

determine the real nature of God's action on His creatures.

We realize scarcely at all what are the rights of God's jus-

tice, or the claims of His love. And how little we know con-

-cerning the divine attributes. When we fancy that we have

attained to some appreciation of them by a petty comjjarison

of them with the faculties of our own souls, we have tempor-

arily ignored the utter absence of any proportion between the

infinite and the finite. It is certain, in fine, that we can ap-

ply to the Creator's nature or actions no reasonings which are

based on the condition of a creature. Nevertheless, Greek
philosophy assumed to speculate on the relation of man's

liberty with the concurrent providence of God over all things

created ; and Fatalism and Stoicism resulted. Oriental spec-

ulation entered the field ; and Pantheism was born. Scarce-

ly had the Christian Church issued from the catacombs, than

many of her children began to exercise their recovered

breath in debating on a redoubtable mystery concerning which,

during the days of their probation, they had been content to

know that they were free to apostatize, but that they had the

grace to die for their faith. Then the monk Pelagius insist-

ed that we do not inherit the guilt of Adam ; that therefore

our free will is what it was in paradise ; that consequently

we need no divine grace. Conquered by the decisions of sev-

en Roman Pontifis, by those of twenty-four synods and by
that of the General Council of Ephesus ; its absurdities re-

vealed by St. Augustine, who then came to be known as " the

doctor of grace "
; Pelagianism again showed itself in a mod-

ified form, so plausibly iirging the needlessness of grace for

the beginning of faith and for final perseverance, that many
learned and saintly men thought that Semi-Pelagianism alone

could safeguard free will. Finally defeated by the writings

of Sts. Augustine, Fulgentius, and Prosper, the ultra parti-

sans of free will made way for the diametrically opposite
school of the Predestinationists, who taught that the Saviour
had died for the elect alone, and that the fall of Adam had
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destroyed free will. This melanclioly belief soon vauished p

and when it reappeared under the pen of Goteschalk in the-

ninth century, it met its fate at the hands of Hincmar of

Rlieims. Not until the fourteenth century was another at-

tempt made to terminate the sujDposed conflict between the

two great gifts of God to man. Wyckliffe arose ; and both

divine and human liberty were denied, fatality sui:)planting

them. Then the world heard Luther pronouncing " free will

a slave," or rather a non-entity ; since, according to the fa-

ther of Protestantism, grace and concupiscence each necessi'

tate the will of man, of course not violently or by coercion,,

but nevertheless invincibly. In the face of all these pretend-

ers to the honor of terminating what did not and cannot ex-

ist—a struggle for existence between grace and free will, the-

Church never attempted to exj)lain their necessary harmony

in such a way as to give absolute satisfaction to the curiosity

of man. Leaving to her schools of theologians all freedom,

of speculation as to wh}^ how, etc., when her definitions

were not called into question, she called upon her children to

acknowledge, on the part of God, an absolute and supreme

dominion over all His creatures, and an efficacious wish to

save all men through a knowledge of His Son and an applica-

tion of that Son's merits as Redeemer; and on the part of

man, a supernatural destiny, guilt of original sin, a need of

supernatural grace, and free will. When the reader has fin-

ished his study of Jansenism, which was simply an attempt

to subvert each and every opinion concerning grace which

was tolerated by the Church, he will probably feel that it

would have been well for all the followers of the bishoj^ of

Ypres, and for many of his opponents, if they had been con-

tent with a reception of the truths presented by the repre-

sentative of Christ on earth ; if they had thought with St.

Francis de Sales that the difficulties presented by each side

of the controversy were terril)le, and that to make a good use

of grace is better than to dispute concerning its nature.

Michael Baius, born in 1513 in Hainaut, was a professor

in the University of Louvaiu. He taught many errors con-

cerning grace, free will, original sin, charity, the deatli of.

Christ, etc., all of which are found in the sixty-six proposi-
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tions condemned in 1576 by Pius V. The errors of Baius

which regard the state of innocence were a kind of Pehigi-

anism ; those concerning fallen nature were a mixture of

Lutheranism and Calvinism ; and those regarding restored

nature were akin to the contradictory errors of the Predes-

tinationists and the Pelagians. In regard to innocent na-

ture, Baius taught that " God was obliged, by justice and be-

cause of a right possessed by the creature, to create man
for eternal happiness ; that sanctifying grace, and the other

gifts which the Church calls gratuitous and supernatural,

and which God conferred on Adam, were natural and due to

him ; therefore, man can attain salvation by strength of his

own nature." As to fallen nature, Baius held that free will

can only sin ; all that man wills he freely wills, and hence

even " when he necessarily wills he freely wills." Concern-

ing restored nature, Baius contended that " every good work

merits eternal life of its own nature, independently of the di-

vine disposition and of the merits of Christ " ; but he also

insisted that " man escapes the punishment due to sin, onlj-

by an imputation of Christ's merits, and this imputation is

not accorded to all, but only to the predestined." In fact,

as St. Liguori expresses the idea, the entire teaching of Baius

on the three states of man's nature is the consequence of his

principle that there are but two loves : theological charity,

by which God is loved above all else as the last end ; and

concupiscence, by which one is attached to creatures, also as

to a last end. Between these two loves, according to Baius,

there is no medium. Baius died in the communion of the

Church. His most determined opponents. Cardinal Gran-

velle and the Jesuit, Toledo, admitted his knowledge, humil-

ity, and simplicity.

Cornelius Jansen was born in 1585 at Arcquoi, near Leer-

dam in Holland. He made his course of Humanities at

Utrecht ; but his philosophical and theological studies were

pursued at Louvain under the tuition of James Baius, a

nephew of the famous Michael, and under James Janson,

both zealous defenders of Baianism. One of his intimate

friends at the University was John du Verger de Haurrane

(better known as Saint-Cyran, from the abbey given to him
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in 1617, by the bishop of Poitiers), of whom Petau, who had
been his fellow-student at the Sorbonne, said that " he was
a restless, vain, and presumijtuous spirit." Jansenius ob-

tained his degi-ee in 1619 ; and his learning caused his being

sent to Spain, on important business of the University. By
his efforts the Spanish government was induced to revoke

the permission accorded to the Jesuits, to teach Humanities
and philosoph}- in Louvain. In 1630 he became professor

of Scripture, and published his Commentaries on the Penta-

teuch, Wisdom and the Gospels. He was made bishop of

Ypres in 1635, chiefly because of a pamphlet entitled the

Gallic Mars, which he had written in the interest of Spain.

During the twenty years preceding his death, which occui-red

on May 6, 1638, Jansenius had labored on a work called

Aufjustinm, at first styled an Apology for Bairn, in which he
aimed at an exposition of the doctrine of St. Augustine on

grace and predestination, and a refutation of Lessius and
Molina (1). In both the preface and the epilogue to his book
Jansenius professed his submission to the decisions of the

Holy See ; but we cannot forget that his corresjDondence with

Saint-Cyran nullified this declaration. He presumes to la-

ment " the ignorance of the court of Home in matters of

i'aith "
(2) ; he condemns all the scliolastics, St. Thomas in-

cluded, and savs that if the Thomists and Jesuits continue

their disputes until the day of judgment, they will wander

still more from the truth than thev have hitherto done, "and

already they are a hundred leagues away from it " ; he pro-

nounces St. Thomas insii^id to him who has studied St, Au-

(1) Leonard Lessius, born in Brabant, in 1551. entered the Society ol Jesus, and studied

theilojry under Suarez. He became a professor at Louvain in 1585. and after a life of con-

stant polemics died in 1633. The Universities of Louvain and Douay vainly endeavored to

Induce Rome and the Sorbonne to condemn his doctrines as they had done. The great ob-

ject of the discussion was the teaching of Lessius on grace and predestination, which is an-

alogous to that of Molina. Indeed, Lessius composed bis work on EfflcacUnts Grace in de-

fence <if Molina against the Thomists. Louis Molina, also a Jesuit, was born in Castile in

1.53.1. His work on the Anrcnnnit of Grace ami Free fViU was attacked by the Domini-

cans, and even by some of his brethren, e. g . Henriquez (d. 1(X13> who said that " It pre-

pares the way of Antichrist by its affectation of sustaining the natural power of free will

against the merits of Christ, the aid of grace, and predt^tination." In 1.598 Clement VIII.

established the Congregation 7> AiurUii.*. which considered the Mollnist system, but the

dispute continued until lti07. when Paul V. prohibited each party to accuse the other of her-

eby. From thai time Molinism has been a permitted opinion, but ever attacked by tie

Thomist<s, and by both true'and false Augustinlans.

<.'i Letter 31.
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gustine ^1^ ; ke avows that his work " will not be approved

by his judges "
(2) ; and he admits that his teachings " will

stupefy the world" (3). With such a master it is no wonder

that Saint-Cvran declared :
" It is God Himself who is de-

stroying the Church. The bishops, ecclesiastics, and relig-

ous of to-day, as a rule, have none of the spirit of Christian-

ity, of grace, or of the Church. If the religious of his order

-were true sons of St. Bernard, they would devote themselves

to the destruction of scholastic theology ; even St. Thomas
Tuined true theology by human reasonings and the principles

of Ai'istotle "
(4). However, we may hope that the final pro-

testation of Jansenius was sincere. " I am human," he said

in his last testament, " and like all men, am liable to error

;

hence I submit my work to the judgment of the Holy See

and of mv mother, the Roman Church. From this moment

I receive, retract, condemn, and anathematize, all that the

Church decides that I ought to receive, retract, condemn,

or anathematize " (5). The executors of Jansenius did not

consult the Holy See, but issued the Augustinus in 1640, and

Jansenism—that " bastard Protestantism," as it is not unapt-

ly defined by Louis Blanc (6), commenced its career.

A brief notice of some of the most prominent figures in the

history of Jansenism is necessary. The abbe de Saint-Cyran

is described for us by no less a personage than St. Vincent

de Paul. His duplicity, according to the saint, was extraor-

dinary. He affirmed, in the saint's hearing, that " if in one

place, he had told the truth to persons capable of appreciat-

ing it, and then he went to a place where the same truth

would not be understood, he would teach the contrary."

And he defended his theory, adds St. Vincent, by the alleged

example of our Saviour, who " did the same, and advised

others to so act." One day he told the saint that " God had

given him great knowledge ; He had revealed to him that

there had been no Church for five or six hundred years.

(I) Lett. 16. (2) Lett. 131. (3) Lett. 113.

(4) Testimony of the Abbe de Prieres against Saint-Cyran.

(5) At the end of his Life, prefixed to the Auguiitinus.

(6) HMiiry of the French Revolution, vol. 1., page 201; . Paris, 1847. This famous social-

ist and moderate radical says :
" If Jansenism had no other celebrity than that of a theolog-

ical thesis, we might not notice it. But no ; Jansenism, while giving a religious varnish to

the political passions of the magistracy, aided the onward march of the bourgcoinie.''
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Originally the Cliurch was like a great river with limpii

water ; but now that which seems to be the Church is only

mud. The bed of the river is indeed the same; but the

waters are different. I told him that Calvin and all other

heretics had advanced the same pretext in justification of their

errors ; and he replied that the undertaking of Calvin was

not at all an evil thing, but that Calvin had defended his

jDroject badly "
(1). On another occasion he said that " in

his mind the Scriptures were clearer than they w^ere in them-

selves.'' But his pride was hidden under an air of simplicity

and of mortification ; and many of the clergy and very many

of the female religious were seduced by his insinuating man-

ners. The imprisonment of Saiut-Cyran by Eichelieu has

led certain historians to aver that the great cardinal was

jealous of one who exercised so much power over the souls

of men ; and it is said that the abbe would not have been

confined in the chateau of Vincennes, had his independence

not prevented his acceptance of a bishopric at the hands of

the minister who thought to thus acquire dominion over his

intellect. No proof has been adduced to sustain this asser-

tion ; and the entire career of Eichelieu shows that personal

hatred never influenced his political actions, even though he

had been capable of condescending to such a sentiment. The

great minister had excellent and purely political reasons for

his treatment of the standard-bearer of Jansenism in France.

Having been reared in the midst of the " wars of religion,"

a conflagi-ation enkindled by theological disputes, the cardi-

nal realized that a religious error can soon become a political

engine to the detriment of the state ; and he had practical

reasons for regarding Jansenism as such an engine. Altliough

Jansenius, in 1G37, had endeavored to further a subversion

of the Spanish domination over Belgium, in order to create

partisans for himself ; nevertheless he had soon sought for a

reconciliation with Philip II., and had therefore pulilished

the Gnllic Mars, a bitter diatribe against the kings of France,

from Clovis to Louis XIII. Again, there was reason for be-

lieving that Jansenius had been privy to an attempt to as-

sassinate the cardinal-minister. Saint-Germain, almoner of

(1) Letter cited by Abelly, hlstiop of Uhodez, in his Life of S^ Vim'i:nt lic Paul.
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Queen Mary clei Medici, wrote to Cliamontel that lie knew

tliat Jansenius liad advised the crime of Alphesfcon in the

Palais de Bruxelles, whereby several were wounded, although

the intended victim escaped unhurt (1). Furthermore, Saint-

Cyran had abetted the seditious projects of Gaston d' Or-

leans (2). AYe must believe, therefore, that not petty malice,

but reasons of state, added to the fact that Saint-Cyran had

inspired the seven propositions condemned by the Faculty

of Paris, caused the incarceration of the Jansenist leader.

The death of Eichelieu opened the gates of his prison to

Saint-Cyran ; but he died shortly afterward, having been

stricken by apoplexy, and having made no sign of retracta-

tion.

Anthony Arnauld, called " the great Arnauld " and some-

times the " Pope of the Jansenists," was a man of vast gen-

ius, of undoubted erudition, and of great eloquence. All the

Arnaulds, in fact, formed the very soul of Jansenism. Ar-

nauld d' Andilly, a brother of the great Arnauld, had fifteen

children, most of whom retired to Port Royal of Paris or to

the Champs (3). The few who remained in the world great-

(1) In the History of Duchesne. (2) Varin ; The Truth Concerning the Arnaulds.

(3) Tbis famous monasti(' establishment received its name, Portiis Regius or Port-Royal

desCtinmpg, from the fact that in 1~04 Odon de Sully, bishop of Paris, erected a nunnery for

Cistercians on that site in compliance with a vow made there by King Philip Augustus.

The nuns were styled Daughters of St. Bernard, and besides the ordinary monastic duties

they conducted an excellent school for young girls. The rule of St. Benedict having been

much neglected by the nuns for many years, Mother Angelique Arnauld signalized her su-

periorship by a thorough restoration of the primitive discipline in 1608. In 1625 part of the

community was detached to found a new house in Paris, and this establishment came to be

known as Port-Royal de Paris. In 1636 the house of Les Champs was entirely abandoned

by the nuns ; and it became a retreat for many pious men who wished to devote their lives,

although nearly all of them remained seculars, to solitude, penance, study, and the instruc-

tion of noble youths. Besides the Arnaulds, the more illustrious of these solitaries were Le

Maistre de Sacy, Nicole, Lancelot, and Le Nain de Tillemont. The elder Racine studied at

Port-Royal, and Pascal was one of its habitual frequenters. During the disputations con-

sequent on the condemnation of the five propositions of Jansenius, the Port-Royalists con-

tested the authority of Pope Innocent X., and the Calvlnlsts of the day were wont to say

that the solitaries would And it difficult to prove that they were not Protestants. During

the Fronde, it was notorious that Port-Royal and its sympathizers were hostile to the gov-

ernment. Under the rule of Mazarin, most malcontents sought an aslyum at Port-Royal^

During the reign of Louis XIV. they were prosecuted because, as the monarch said, "they

would have been just as seditious as the Calvinista of the Netherlands, if they had possessed

sufflcient energy." In 1656, having refused to subscribe the famous Formula condemnatory

of the Ave propositions, the solitaries of the Champs were expelled from their retreat, and

the nuns of Port-Royal de Paris were nearly all located in other communities. The few

who had submitted were allowed to retain their old residence, and the community lasted

"intil the horrors of the Revolution involved it in the fate of all the religious establishments
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\j aided Jansenism by their intrigues. The entire family-

were proud and intractable, whether courtiers or religious.

Racine said of them to Nicole :
" You place them a little be-

low David and Solomon. That is not enough. Locate them
above these personages. You may cause their humility to

suffer a little, but fear not ; they are wont to bless those who
afflict them in that way." At Port-Royal des Champs, near

Paris, the great Arnauld had two sisters, Agnes and Angel-

ique ; the former a superioress of Bernardines, the latter at

the head of a convent of the Holy Sacrament, aggregated to

the abbey. Saint-Cyran had indoctrinated both these com-

munities with Jansenism ; and when Arnauld was excluded

from the Sorbonne, he retired to the Champs, being soon

followed by his brother d' Andilly, and by many others of the

party, such as Pascal, Nicole, Saint-Marthe, etc. The new
solitaries entered upon lives of mortification and prayer, ful-

ly equal to those of the olden anchorites of Egypt ; and the

female religious, who were subject to Agnes and Angelique,

rivalled them. They never conversed on other matters than

the primitive Church, the ancient Canons, and SS. Paul and

Augustine. In a short time, in accordance with Ai'nauld's

opposition to frequent Communion, they began to avoid the

altar ; Mother Angelique abstained from Communion for five

months, even though the Paschal time intervened, and many
of her religious abstained for eighteen months. When Rome
reproved them, the infatuated women paid no heed ; for,

they said, " Popes Liberius and Honorius had fallen into

heresy," and during their own days "the Scribes and Phari-

sees had joined with Caiphas to condemn Christ." If St.

Jerome had any experience with religious of this stamp, he

may be pardoned for that rather ungallant remark :
" Women

imbibe error more easily than men receive it, because they

of France. Justice demands that we record the heroic patience of both the solitaries of the

C/irt/>i;w and the hallucinated daughters of Mother Angt'Uque during a persecution which

might well have been foregone, or at least rendered less severe. The Jesuit confessor of

Louis XIV., Le Tellier (he had just tiecn appointed) is said to have instigated these acts of

repression, and naturally the Socirty of Jesus became more odious to the Jansenlsts. ' Con-

v-erninsr this matter the Judicious Plcot observes :
" We are far from crediting all the foul

charges made against Le Tellier ; but granting that he was the author of the dissolution of

Port-Uoyal, that hotbed of error, was his action a crime? And if it was a crime, it wa«
Lis own. Why should all the Jesuits In the world be held responsible for It ?

"
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are liglitminded ; tiiey spread error more rapidly than men

do, since they are loquacious ; and they are slower in aban-

doning error than men are, on account of their obstinacy "
(1).

After a time the solitaries of Port Royal paid less attention

to their genuflections, prostrations, etc. ; and instead of the

mattock and the spade, with which they had procured their

food, they took up the pen in favor of Jansenism. To attract

the world, they treated nearly every subject which had at-

tractions for the human mind ; and it is well said that they

did much for modern literature and science. Among the nu-

merous works composed at Port Royal the very first place

must be accorded to the Provincial Letters of Pascal, the

most spirited, adroit, and biting pamphlet ever published

;

but which so mutilates and misconstrues the writings of his

adversaries, the Jesuit casuists, as to force even an admirer

to doubt Pascal's good faith. We shall devote a special

chapter to Pascal

The history of Jansenism may be divided into seven periods :

I. From the publication of AugiistiiiUfi to the submission of

the famous five propositions to the judgment of the Holy See.

II. From that submission to the rise of the question of " fact."

III. From the rise of that question to the issue of the " for-

mula " by Alexander VII., and which the French clergy were

obliged to sign. IV. A period of dissensions arising from

this formula. V. The " Peace of Clement IX." VI. The

tumults occasioned by the famous " Case of Conscience." VIL
To our own day.

FROM THE PUBLICATION OF " AUGUSTINUS " TO THE SUBMISSION

OF THE FIVE PROPOSITIONS.

The Protestant world applauded the book of Jansenius.

Grotius declared that if Rome had approved the work, the

unity of Christendom would have been restored. Leideker,

a Dutch minister of celebrity, and author of a History of

Jansenism, recognized its doctrine as Calvinistic, and reproved

its followers for want of logic in not abandoning Romanism,

which had become infected with Pelagianism. Bolgeni

(1) To Ctcsiphvnt.
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gives many testimonies of Calvinists recognizing Jansenism

as conformable to their own ideas (1). But the Catholic world

was horrified at Jugustiniis, and on Aug. 1, 1641, Urban YIII.

prohibited it. On March 6, 1642, the Bull In eminenti con-

demned it as renewing the errors of Baius, anathematized bj
Pius V. and Gregory XIII. In an assembly of the Faculty

of the University of Paris, July 1, 1649, Nicholas Cornet

syndic of the Faculty, presented for its consideration seven

propositions which, though cancelled by the Revisers, had

been printed among their theses by certain of the Bachelors.

The Faculty reduced these 23ropositions to five : I. Some of

God's commandments are impossible to the just who wish to

observe them, and who, to that end, exert all their strength.

(This teaching had been, in substance, proscribed by the

Council of Trent, sess. 6, c. 11, can. 18.) II. In the state

of fallen nature, interior grace is never resisted (Jansenius

does not say this in so many words, but in many places he
imjDlies it). III. In the state of fallen nature, in order to

merit or demerit, man need not enjoy a liberty without neces-

sity ; it is enough for him to be free from any coercion. (These

are almost the very words of Jansenius (2), and the Council

of Trent had already decided that grace, even when efficacious,

imposes no necessity on the human will.) IV. The Semipela-

gians admitted the necessity of antecedent grace for all good

works, even for the beginning of faith ; but they were heretics

because they said that man's will could submit to it or resist it,

V. It is a Semipelagian error to say that Christ died for all

men. (Jansenius declares (3) that the fathers regarded as

heretical the doctrine that Christ died for all men ; that St.

Augustine taught that He died only for the predestined, and

that He prayed no more for the reprobate than for the demons).

At first the Faculty of Paris did not agree as to the course

to be pursued in regard to these propositions, and referred

the matter to an episcopal assembly, to be held in 1650. The

bishops, however, deemed the subject of such importance,

that they sent the propositions to Pope Innocent X., who

immediately deputed certain cardinals to examine them.

(1) In his pamphlet entitled Are the Jansenists Jacobini< ? Rome, 1794.

i2) In his (Jrace of ChriM, h. vl. (3) Grace of ChrM, b. ill., c a.
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n. KIOM THE SUBMISSION OF THE FIYE PROPOSITIONS TO THE HOLY

SEE, TO THE RISE OF THE QUESTION OF " FACT."

The Jansenists uow sent the famous doctor of the Sorbonne,

Saiut-Amour, to defend their cause at Eome. He was assisted

by Desmares, ot the Oratory of Jesus, and four other doctors-

Ou July 10, 1651, the Jauseuist deputies were received by the

Poutiif, aud Saiut-Amour insisted that the five propositions

had been insidiously drawn up ; that, indeed, they could be

taken in a heretical sense, but no one defended that interpre-

tation ; that, however, they could be understood in an orthodox

sense; and that the foes of the Jansenists wished their

condemnation so that the latent Catholic meaning would appear

to be condemned. He begged, therefore, in the name of eleven

French bishops, that the Holy See would define nothing con-

cerniiig the five propositions, until the deputies had been heard.

To this the Pope replied that if the question was to turn on

the propositions condemned by Urban VIII., no new examin-

ation coidd be undertaken ; if new questions arose, they could

be discussed. Saint-Amour greatly praises the kindness of

Innocent X., and the full liberty of discussion he allowed the

delegates during the thirty-six Congregations held on this

matter (1). Finally, after more than two years of deliberation,

the Pontiff pronounced his decision in the Bull Cum occasi-

one, wherein he pronounced the five propositions heretical

The Faculty of Paris, having received the Bull on Aug. 1,

ordered its registration, and condemned to expulsion any

member who would sustain any of the five propositions ; and

in their assembly of 1657 the French bishops publicly avowed

their adherence to the Papal declaration. In view of the

subsequent conduct of the Jansenists, it is well to note here that

before this condemnation, the innovators had defended the doc-

trine of the Augustlniis as orthodox, and had insisted that the

famous propositions had been taught by Jansenius in a Catho-

lic sense. Among many proofs of this fact we cite the

celebrated " three-column " document, read by the Jausenist

deputies in the Congregation of May 19, 1653, held in the

presence of the Pontiff. In this document, three versions of

each proposition are given, each version in a separate columru

(1) Id bis JournaXt p. 98.
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In the first column, each proposition appears in its heretical

(Calvinist or Lutheran) guise ; although Saint-Amour insisted

that if it were properly considered, it would prove orthodox.

In the second column, appears each proposition in the sense

sustained by the Jansenists as Catholic. In the third column
we find each proposition in the sense which the Jansenists

held to be Pelagian, and taught by the Molinists. We tran-

scribe this document as given by Saint-Amour.

FIRST PROPOSITION.

Heretical.

To all the just, how-

ever much they may

wish and endeavor, ac-

cording to their present

strength from great and

even efficacious grace,

the commands of God

are impossible; and the}'

lack, so long as they

live, grace by which

they may, without sin.

obey even one of God's

commands. Tliis propo-

sition is heretical, Cal-

vinistic or Lutheran, and

condennied by the

Council of Trent.

Heretical.

In the state of fallen

nature, interior effica-

cious grace is never

resisted; because in

regard to efficacious

grace, man's will is

merely passive, and like

something inanimate,

assents to nothing and
performs nothing. *

Jansenistic.

Some of God's pre-

cepts are completely
and proximately im-
possible to certain of the
just; that is. they can-
not be fulfilled by these
just ones, no matter how
these may wish and
endeavor to fulfil them,
according to their pres-

ent weak ability ; they
being destitute of the
efficacious aid necessary
to full will and opera-
tion. They lack tlie

efficacious grace which
could make said precepts
possible: that is, they
lack that special aid,

without which the justi-

fied man, according to

the CoiHicil of Trent,

cannot persevere in his

received justice, that is,

in the observance of

God's commands.

SECOND PROPOSITION.

Jansenistic.

Tlie grace of Christ,

necessary to every act

of piety, is never resist-

ed; that is, the effect,

for which it is proxi-

mately given by God, is

never frustrated.

Molinistic.

To the just who wish,

and endeavor to obey,

according to their pres-

ent strength, all the

precepts of God are

possible through grace,

subject to their own free

will ; nor do they ever

lack that grace which is

necessary for the good

work, or, at least, for

prayer, and by which

said precepts may be

made possible.

Molinistic.

The grace of Christ,

necessary to every act

of piety, to operation, or
at least, to prayer, is, in

the state of fallen na-

ture, sometimes resisted;

that is. it is sometimes
defrauded of that effect

for which it is proximate-

ly given Viy God.

• To this propositidn was subjoined: "Another erroneous Interpretation: In the state

of f.illiMi iiiilure, interior ^rriice Is never resisted, if irnice he icpiirded as a mere enliphten-

Intr of iiie iiitelleit iiiKi a i)iTsiiaslon of the will. This proposition Is false and erroneous,
since. IIS St. .\in,'iistlne teaclies (G'/ocf i>f (7/7-iVn, such a ^rraceis not a true prace of Christ."

Also this one: " Another erroneous Interpretation : In the stale of fallen nature, (?race Is

never resisted as far as regards the ulterior elTect, to which it disposes ; since gnice Is sliRht-

and Rives only an Inchoate will. This proposition Is false and erroneous."
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Heretical.

For meriting or de-

meriting, in the state of

fallen nature, there is not

required in man a free-

dom from natural neces-

sity, such as is also

found in undeliberate

motions
; but mere free-

dom from coercion is

suflScient.

Heretical.

The grace of Christ is

such that the free will of

man, moved and excited

by it, cannot, even if it

desires to do so. dissent.

To pronounce otherwise,

is Semipelagian.

THIRD PEOPOSITION.

Jansenistic.

For meriting or de-

meriting in the state of

fallen nature, freedom
from a necessity of in-

fallibility is not required

;

but freedom from coer-

cion is sufBcient, if the

essence of liberty and of

merit be precisely con-

sidered : although, be-

cause of man's condition,

there be always found
an indifference as to

power, by which the
will, even when subject

to grace proximately
necessary and of itself

efficacious, may not wish
(to correspond)—but the

will can never not wish
(to correspond) at the
time it is subject to

grace.

FOURTH PROPOSITION.

Jansenistic.

The Semipelagians
admitted the necessity of

antecedent grace for all

imperfect acts, even for

the beginning of faith
;

and they were heretics

inasmuch as they taught
that grace is such that
the will may or may not
assent to it, that is, that
grace is not, of itself,

efficacious.

MoUnistic.

For meriting or de-

meriting in the state of

fallen nature, freedom

from a necessit}'^ of in-

fallibility is required

;

that is, there is a neces-

sity for a proximate

indifference as to operat-

ing or not operating, by

which indifference the

will, endowed with all

the prerequisites for op-

eratnig, may bend itself

freely, now toward one-

side, then toward the

other.

MoUnistic.

The Semipelagians did

not admit the necessity

of antecedent interior

grace for all imperfect

acts, and also for the

beginning of faith : nor

did their error consist in

asserting that grace is

not, of itself, efficacious.

Heretical.

Christ died only for

the predestined ; so that

only these, through the

merit of His death,

receive true faith and

justification.

FIFTH PROPOSITION.

Jansenistic.

It is Semipelagian to
say that Christ died for

all men, without excep-
tion, in the sense that all,

without exception,
receive. through His
death, the grace neces-
sary for salvation, w^hich
grace it is in the power
of man's free will to
acquire, without the aid
of grace, of itself effica-

cious.

MoUnistic.

It is not Semipelagian,

but Catholic, to say that

Christ, by His death,

communicated to all men,

without exception, the

grace proximately nec-

essary to operation, or at

least, to beginning and

to prayer.
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In the preface to this document the Jansenist deputies thus

addressed the Pontiff :
" Most Holy Father, the question is

not concerning an unnatural and evil signification which might

be attributed to these propositions, and which we reject ; but

it regards the legitimate sense which we defend. . . . We de-

velop for your Holiness the legitimate sense of each propo-

sition as we defend it. . . . We openly declare our sentiments

regarding the oj^inious of the Calvinist and Pelagian sects,

and we frankly explain our belief, which holds a middle

place between their erroneous oj^inions." And Saint-Amour

says :
" We had wished to indicate, not the sense as gathered

from the terms, but that sense which the propositions bore,

as far as Jansenius was concerned, and as they concerned us

who endeavored to j^revent their condemnation." There was

no dispute, therefore, concerning the sense of the contents of

the first or third columns, which was already condemned by
the Jansenists and by Jansenius himself ; the entire question

concerned the sense of the second column, a sense taught in

the Augustinus, and upheld as Catholic by the Jansenists.

" This was the sense," remarks Bolgeni (1), "which occupied

a middle place between the heresies of Calvin and of Pelagius
;

the sense rejected by the adversaries of the Jansenists, and

which these adversaries were imploring the Holy See to con-

demn; the sense, to sustain which the deputies of eleven

French bishops untiringly labored ; the sense, in the con-

-demnation of which was avowedly included the reprobation of

the doctrine of Jansenius and of his defenders ; the sense, in

fine, which Saint-Amour wished, as he protested, Kome to

approve, in order that approbation might accrue to the Augus-

tinus. Such, undeniably, was the state of the case ; the proofs

are public and authentic. If, after the condemnation, the

Jansenists changed their language ; if they denied what they

had openly affirmed ; sucli a retreat, adopted perforce b}' men
of such consummate talent, is a clear demonstration of the

ruin of their cause."

m. FROM THE RISE OF THE QUESTION " OF FACT," TO THE ISSUE

OF THE " FORMULA " BY POPE ALEXANDER YH.

Many were the efforts of the Jansenists to evade the Bull

<X) Doomatic Facts, vol. i., c. 1 ; Rome, 1795.
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of Innocent X. condemning the five propositions ; but tlie most

specious subterfuge was the one excogitated by Anthony

Arnauld, and thus expressed by him in a letter to the Univer-

sity of Douay : "This proposition, 'the doctrine of Jansen-

ius has been condemned,' gives rise to two questions. The

first is one of right, that is, whether the five propositions

have been justly condemned, and whether they are heretical

;

the second is one oi fact, whether the heretical doctrine of

the five propositions was effectively taught by Jansenius."

Ai-nauld admitted the infallibility of the Church in deciding

the question of rigid, and hence avowed that the five propo-

sitions are heretical, when taken in the obvious sense ; but

he denied the infalliljility of the Church in deciding the

question oifact, and hence he contended that the Church was

mistaken in this matter ; that the five propositions are not in

the Augustinus ; and that the teaching of that book is most

Catholic. Behold the origin of the question of Dogiaatic

Facts. This distinction of right and /ac^ was proposed for

examination in an assembly of thirty-eight bishops, convened

in Paris in 1654, and the following conclusions were reached :

" The five propositions do not fully express all the poison

scattered through the large volume of Jansenius, but they

most accurately express the substance of that book's teach-

ing. . . . The Bull of Innocent X. condemned the five propo-

sitions as taught by Jansenius." And the bishops recognized

dogmatic facts as a subject-matter of the infallibility of the

Church, for they said that the Jansenists, by their late dis-

tinction of right from fact, " had tried to take away a part of

the deposit of faith confided to the Chair of Peter by Christ."

De Marca, archbishop of Toulouse, was charged with the

duty of informing the Holy See of the acts of the assembly,

and the Pontiff replied in a Brief of Sept. 29, saying :
" In the

five propositions, we condemned the doctrine contained in the

book of Cornelius Jansenius, entitled Augustinus.''' In the

Relations of Abp. de Marca, he attests that " the ecclesiastical

judgment of the assembly of 1654, confirmed by a Papal Brief,

was respectfully received throughout the kingdom, and that

the Faculty of Paris imitated the Pontiffs censure on Jan.

31, 1656, " expelling, by that act, the great Arnauld from its
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bosom." On Oct. 16, Pope Alexander VII. issued his Bull Ad
Sacram B. Petri Sedem, declaring: " We, who took part in.

all those Congregations (as Cardinal Chigi, he had been a

member), in which, bj the Apostolic authority, the said cause

was discussed with the greatest possible care, do now approve

and renew the aforesaid Constitution, declaration, and defini-

tion of our predecessor Innocent ; and we again condemn the

five projjositions taken from the aforesaid book of Cornelius

Jansenius, bishop of Ypres, entitled Augusti)ius ; and we de-

clare and define them to be condemned, according to the

sense understood by the same author." This Bull was sent

to all the bishops of France, and was accompanied by a for-

mula, to be signed by all ecclesiastics. The formula read as

follows : "I sincerely submit to the Constitution of Pope

Innocent X., dated May 31, 1653, according to its true mean-

ing, as determined by the Constitution of our Holy Fatiier,

Pope Alexander VII., dated Oct. 16, 1656. And I acknowl-

edge that I am obliged in conscience to obey these Constitu-

tions ; and I condemn in heart and with tongue the teachings

of the five propositions of Cornelius Jansenius, coutained in

his book entitled Augustinus, which the aforesaid two Pontitis

and the bishoj)s have condemned, and which doctrine is not

that of St. Augustine, the said Jansenius having wrongly in-

terjDreted the meacing of the holy doctor." This formula was

approved by the assembly of 1661 ; and in April, 1664, Louis

XIV. issued an edict, registered in parliament on the 29th,.

ordering all University aspirants, and all candidates for bene-

fices, to sign it. On May 2, the Faculty of Paris subscribed

ii

IV. DISSENSIONS ARISING FROM THE FORMULA.

On June 8, 1661, during the absence of Cardinal de Retz,

archbishop of Paris, his grand-Nacars issued a^u ordinance

prescribing the signing of the formula, but permitting to the

clergy an entire mental reservation as to the fact decided in

the Pontifical decrees ; concerning this fact, said the officials,

a respectful silence was sufticieut. On receipt of information

of this proceeding, the Pontiff issued a Brief, dated Aug. 1,

declaring that it was " no less false than rash to assert that,

in the time of Innocent X. there had been only a question o£
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the ortliodoxy of the five propositions ; for, at that time, not

only were the propositions themselves considered, but in-

-quiry was made as to whether tliev were found in the Auquslin-

ns of Jansenius." This Brief induced the grand-vicars to re-

voke their ordinance as "contrary to two Pontifical Constitu-

tions, and that they might furnish an example of that obedi-

ience and submission of will which Catholics owe to the

Apostolic decisions "
; and on October 30, they j)ublished a

second ordinance commanding the clergy of Paris to sign the

formula " sincerely and heartily." On February 15, 1665,

Alexander VII. issued his Bull Regiminis ApostoUci, in which

he inserted a new formula, as follows : I, N., submit to the

Apostolic Constitutions of Innocent X., dated May 31, 1653
;

and of Alexander VIL, dated Oct. 16, 1656 ; and I sincerely

reject and condemn the five propositions taken from the

book of Cornelius Jansenius entitled Augustinus, and I con-

demn them in the sense understood by their autlior, just as,

by the aforesaid Constitutions, the Apostolic See condemned
them. So I swear, etc." But four bishoj)s, those of Alet,

Beauvais, Angers, and Pamiers, issued j^astorals expressly

permitting the distinction between /ac^ and right in signing

the new formula. By a decree of the Council of State, the

king supressed these pastorals, and he afterward besought

the Pontiff to order a canonical trial of the contumacious

prelates, with a view to their dejDOsition. The Congregation

of the Index prohibited the pastorals ; and nineteen bishops,

fearing serious trouble, induced the nuncio to intercede with

the new Pope, Clement IX., and beg him to be content with a

pure and simple signature to the formula, on the part of the

four bishops, and to refrain from a demand for an explicit

retractation of the pastorals. The Pontiff accepted the com-
promise.

V. THE "PEACE OF CLEMENT IX."

The affair of the bishops of Alet, Beauvais, Angers, and
Pamiers, gave origin to this species of compromise which be-

came famous on account of the claim, put forward by the

Jansenists, that Pope Clement had recognized their distinc-

tion between fact and right—a claim, as we shall show, which
Lad no foundation. The four bishops wrote to the Pontiff
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in September, 1668, saying :
" We, to whom nothing is more-

at heart than peace and unity, and reverence for the Apostol-
ic See, resolved to imitate their conduct (that is, to sign the

formula in the spirit of the other bishops). Wherefore, hav-
ing convoked diocesan synods, as they had done, and hav-

ing ordered a new subscription, we also signed our names.
What they had enjoined upon their clergy, we also enjoined ;.

the submission to the Apostolic Constitutions which they
had commanded, we also commanded ; and just as before we
had been united with them in doctrine, so then we joined

them in this form of discipline." On September 17, the four

bishops informed the nuncio, Bargellini, of their subscrip-

tion, and a few days afterward, the bishop of Laon, who had
been one of the mediators, wrote to the Pontiff that the four

prelates, " by a new and sincere subscription, had conformed
their conduct to that of the other bishops "

; but he adds
that " they had differed somewhat from the rest, in the man-
ner of their subscription." On September 28, the Pope
wrote to Louis XIV., exj^ressing his consblatiou, " because of

the pure and simple subscription, by the four bishops, to the

formula." Notwithstanding this apparent concord, rumors
soon spread through France that the presumed converts were
insincere ; and the great Jansenist historian of this epoch,

Gerberon, informs us that the Jesuit confessor to Louis XIV.
rej)roved the nuncio for his credulous indulgence in promot-
ing a compromise which " through the weakness of a quarter

of an hour, had destroyed the work of twenty years." These
rumors reached Rome ; and the Pope demanded of each of

the four bishops an authentic declaration that he had signed

the formula conformably to the Constitutions of Innocent X..

and Alexander VII. Accordingly, the bishops sent to the

Pontiif a legitimately certified deposition to that effect; l)ut

the Relation of Cardinal Rospigliosi (nephew of Clement IX.)

informs us that notwithstanding this declaration, " many
writings appeared in France and in Rome, asserting that the

four bishops had insisted, in the verbal Acfs of their synods,

that the five propositions, if understood in the sense of Jan-

scnius, were not Cf)ndpmnod l)y the Pontiff." Thereupon
Pope Clement ordered his nuncio to iiivi^stigate this report;
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and that prelate assigned the task to the bishop of Chalons-

sur-Marne, who had been one of the mediators in promoting

the " peace." In due time the Pontiff received the following

declaration, signed by this prelate and by Anthony Arnauld

:

" The four bishops and the other ecclesiastics have acted in

the best of faith, and have only intended to show their zeal

for the faith of the Church, and their profound submission

to the Holy See." They had condemned the five proposi-

tions, insisted the declaration, in all sincerity and without any

restriction, in every sense in which the Church condemned

them ; they were far from entertaining in their hearts any

design to renew the said errors, and "as to the finding of

these propositions in the book of Jansenius, they again man-

ifested, and ordered to be manifested, that reverence and that

obedience to the Holy See which ought to be exhibited when

that See proscribes books ; according to the consent of all the-

ologians, according to the Catholic doctrine of all past cen-

turies, and according to the doctrine advanced in the latest

times by the most strenuous defenders of the authority of

the Holy See, such as the cardinals Baronio, Bellarmine,

Pallavicino, and the priests Petau and Sirmond ; which doc-

trine is conformable to the intent of the Apostolic Constitu-

tions, and consists in this, that nothing be said, written, or

taught, contrary to the decisions of the Pontiffs." And in

conclusion, the bishop of Chalons and Anthony Arnauld ad-

ded :
" And having especially ascertained the mind of the

four bishops, and the contents of the verbal processes (of

their synods), we declare and testify that the doctrine con-

tained in this writing agrees with that in the verbal process-

es, and that nothing in these is contrary to said doctrine.

This is our declaration, and that of the nineteen bishops who

wrote to his Holiness."

The reader cannot fail to observe that this document is

equivocal ; and that the four bishops, by a mental reservation

which, if used by their opponents, would have produced

howls of disgust from the Jansenists, were still able to inter-

pret to their own advantage the extent and kind of obedience

" due to the Holy See." In fact, it is registered in the verbal

processes of their synods that these apparently submissive
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prelates clearly announced to their clergy the presumed dis-

tinction between fact and right, according to wliicli they

should understand the signature to the formula (1). Hence
it was, as the Janseuist Fovilloux tells us, that " the majori-

ty had no difficulty in signing the formula, no matter what
was their belief concerning the fact "

(2). Gerberon flatters

himself that " there were very few ecclesiastics who refused

to sign the formula, although very few believed that the five

propositions were to be found in Jansenius "
(3). The same

is admitted by Nicole (4). Such, in a few words, is the his-

tory of the famous "Peace of Clement IX." of which the Jan-

senists always boasted as an admission, on the part of Rome,
of the tenability of the distinction between /t/c^ and rigid in the

matter of condemning dogmatic writings (5). It forms an

excellent illustration of that delicacy of conscience, that un-

comjjromisiug love of truth, which, according to Jansenistic

apologists, was a characteristic of their sect, and diametri-

cally opposed to the laxity of their opponents in the matter

of mental reservations (6). That Clement IX. was far from

admitting the tenability of the Jansenistic distinction, no fur-

ther proof is needed than that furnished by his Brief of Jan-

uary '19, 1669, to the four bishops : "You informed us that,

according to the orders of the Apostolic Letters, you had
sincerely subscribed, and had caused to be subscribed, the

formula issued in the Letters of the same Alexander YII. . .

.

Because, most firmly adhering to the Constitutions of our

predecessors, we would never have permitted any exception

or restriction in regard to them. . . . Now, however, since we
have received proofs of your true and entire obedience in sin-

cerely subscribing to the formula, etc."

(1) Bolgeni says that the four bishops took good care to have the subscriptions entered,

not In a reffisttr, but on loose sheets, and " these sheets were, for a lonpf time, so secretly

hidden, that a ropy could not he procured. The bishop of Pnniiers refused a copy to the can-

ons (if his cathedral wlio demanded one, and who caused the Chancery to pive them an au-

thentic certiflcate of this refusal. After the death of Bishop Henry Arnauld in 1092, the

verbal process of his synod could not be found, either in the Chancery or in the Secretariate;

by chance a copy was found in a volume of --li((/i(,s-f i'/ih.s." Loc. cit., c. 16.

(2) Histoi'ji of the Cane of Cminrinirr, vol. i., p. t>.

(3) Gf)i. ni.st. of Janxrni.iin ; Amsterdam, 1700.

(4) Human Faith, pt. ii., c. 1(1; Lyons, 1064.

(5) See especially the Jansenist Gofui.i.N : .Lnisrriius and Jansenism, Louvain, 1790.

(6) As to the conduct of Port Uoyal in signing the formula, even Cousin admits that it was
*'Ia<'kinjr in truthfulness."
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VL THE CASE OF CONSCIENCE ON " EESPECTFUL SILENCE."

In tlie year 1701 the dissensions caused by Jansenism re-

ceived a new impetus from an unknown source. A certain

confessor had for many years been the director of an ecclesi-

astic, and had been warned by some parties that his penitent's

orthodoxy was not above suspicion ; that, therefore, said

penitent was unworthy of absolution. The case was probably

supposititious ; but the alleged confessor was said to have ex-

amined his penitent as to his faith, and being in doubt,

to have formulated the case for solution by the doctors of

Paris. He had questioned the penitent as to his dispositions

in the matter of the Formula, and now presented this state of

affairs to the Faculty :
" The ecclesiastic declared that he now

condemned, and always had condemned the five propositions

without any restriction, and in all the senses in which the

Church condemned them ; also in the sense of Jansenius as

explained by Innocent XII. on Nov. 24, 1696, in a Brief to the

bishops of Belgium. In this disposition he signed the For-

mula. As to thefact of Jansenius, since Mgr. de Perefixe,

archbishop of Paris, declared that he is either ignorant or

malignant who holds that the Church demands the same sub-

mission in matters oi fad as in those oi faith, the ecclesiastic

avowed that he did not equally submit to definitions of fact

and to decisions concerning /a i^A ; but rather deemed that in

regard to matters oifad, a deference consisting of respectful

silence was sufficient."

Forty doctors of the Sorbonne signed their names, on July

20, 1701, to a solution of this case, deciding that the ecclesi-

astic was secure in conscience ; and this decision was reprint-

ed at Rouen with the names of seventeen others. In a

pastoral dated Feb. 22, 1703, Cardinal de Noailles, archbishop

of Paris, condemned this decision as " contrary to the Consti-

tutions of Innocent X., Alexander VII., and Innocent XII.

;

and as tending to revive questions already decided ; as favor-

able to the use of equivocations, mental reservations, and

perjuries ; as derogatory to the authority of the Church." On

Feb. 12, 1703, Pope Clement XI. also condemned the decision

of tho Sorbonne ; and in March the majority of the approvers

retracted their opinion, being followed, very soon, by all
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others with one exception. Tliis solitary obstinate was
Canon Petitpied ; and on Nov. 4, 1705, a vote of 150 doctors

expelled him from their body, and declared that the propo-

sition defended in the " Case " was the same as that for sus-

taining which Arnauld had been ejected. On July 16, 1705,

Clement XI. issued the Bull Vineam Domini Sahaoth, defining

that :
" The obedience due to the aforesaid Constitutions

(those of Innocent X. and Alexander VII.) is not given by
a respectful silence. All the faithful of Christ must condemn,

not only with the tongue but from the heart, that condemned
interpretation of the five propositions of the book of Jansenius

which the words of these propositions present ; nor can they

licitly subscribe the aforesaid Formula with any other mind
or intention." The Pontifi" styles the Jansenists "disturbers

of peace," " upholders of error," " impious," and " sectarians "J

they are " rebels to the truth who cease not to contradict the

Church with vain distinctions invented to deceive the un-

wary, ... So excessive is their impudence that, despising the

characteristics of an honorable man, and the rules of Christian

sincerity, they hesitate not to declare that he who does not

really believe the doctrine contained in the book of Jansenius

to be heretical, may subscribe without sin to the Formula

of Alexander TIL" Many were the books and pamphlets

which the Jansenists now issued, attacking this Bull, although

the French bishops expressly declared, in their Assembly

held soon afterward, that they heartily received it.

Vn. FROM THE CASE ON " EESPECTFUL SILENCE " TO OUE DAY.

In 1709 the religious of Port Eoyal, whose obstinacy, though

ever covered by a veil of ostentatious docility, justified

Beaumont, archbishop of Paris, in designating them as " pure

as angels, but proud as demons," were ejected from their

cloister by the constables of Louis XIY. From the very be-

ginning of Jansenism, its partisans had exerted every energy

to gain over members of religious orders. " Much will be

gained," Jansenius had said, " if Pilmot (a nom de gnerre of

AiKjn.stinus) is seconded by some such society. These gentry

are peculiar, when they espouse a cause. Once embarked, they

go to every extreme." Saiut-Cyran had some success with
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the Oratory of Jesus, a community established in 1611 by

Cardinal de Berulle in France on the model of the Oratory

of St. Philip Neri at Kome, and introduced in Louvain by

Jansenius as an offset to the Jesuit influence (1). In this

society, Saint-Cyran found the celebrated Pasquier Quesnel,

one of the most elegant and unctuous writers of his day ; a

man of untiring mental and physical activity, and a distin-

guished director of consciences. Embracing Jansenism, Ques-

nel published his Neiu Testament in French, ivith Re/lections

on Each Verse (Paris, 1699), and the errors contained in this

book gave origin to the Bull Unigenitns of Clement XL, issued

in Sept., 1713 (2). This Bull condemned a hundred and one

of Quesnel's propositions and proliibited the Reflections, and

any work which would defend their author. The archbishop

of Paris, affecting an absurd neutrality between the Pontiff

and Quesnel, refused to receive the Bull. The Sorbonne at

first received it, then repudiated it ; and very soon, chapters,

schools, and families were in dissension regarding it.

When the regent d'Orleans took the reins of power, he re-

called the Jansenist exiles, and conferred bishoprics on many
of them. They soon became persecutors, and appealed to a

Pope better informed or to a future Council. Clement XL

(1) At the outbreak of the first French Revolution the Oratorians governed sixty colleges

and six seminaries in France. Bossuet, eulogizing Bourgoin, their second general, says in

1663; " Cardinal de B(5rulle wished to give to his society no other spirit than that of the

Church, no other rules than her canons, no other superiors than her bishops, no other ties

than charity, no other vows than those of baptism and of the priesthood ; it was to be a

society in which holy liberty made a holy engagement, in which men obeyed

without depending, in which a superior governed without commariding, in which

all authority resided in kindness, in which respect received no aid from fear- a society in

which charity, banishing fear, works a great miracle, and in which, with no yoke but itself.

it captivates and even annihilates self-will ; a society which, in order to form true priests,

leads them to the source of truth, where tbey will ever have in hand the Scriptures, to

investigate untiringly the letter by the spirit, to develop the spirit by prayer, depth by

retirement."

(2) Jansenius had taught that interior grace is never resisted ; he had called the contrary

doctrine Semipelagianism. Quesnel tauglit that grace is an operation of God's omnipo-

tence which no one can resist ; he compared the action of grace to that by which God

created the world, and operated the Incarnation and Resurrection of Christ (prop. 10).

Thence he concluded that when God wishes to save a soul, it is infallibly saved (prop. 12).

Therefore, 1st. when a soul is not saved, it is because God did not wish it to be saved, which

is directly contradicted by St. Paul. 2d, if a man sins, it is because grrce wrs wanting

—

another error proscribed by Scripture and by St. Augustine. 3d, in order to sin or to do

good, to merit or to demerit, man need not be free from necessity ; it is enough for him to

be exempt from constraint or violence, because, when he has grace, he necessarily obeys it,

and when he has it not, he cannot act. This doctrine was condemned In the third propo-

sition of Jansenius.
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condemned the appeal, and ^ylloeTer refused to receive the

Unigenitus. Noailles, with the Sorbonne and the parliament,

now protectors of Jansenism because of an old aversion for

Eome, appealed to a Council ; the dissipated regent soon
tired of theology, and prohibited all disputatious publica-

tions, but could not procure silence. The war progressed

between the recipients of the Bull and the appellants. Then,

since so many priests were interdicted, came the distinction

between a confessor and a director—a new tangle for con-

sciences. John Soanen, bishop of Senez, and a warm Jan-

senist, being susj^ended and exiled, styled himself " a pris-

oner of Jesus Christ," and received a kind of worship from
his partisans. Francis Paris, a deacon of St. Medard's at

Paris, wished to revive Port Eoyal and to form a kind of La
Trappe in the poorest suburb of the capital ; to never ap-

proach the Sacraments unless when he felt driven by the

Spirit, and hence not to receive them for years at a time.

This fanatic, while receiving the Viaticum, protested against

the Bull. After his death, Paris was regarded as a martyr

of the cause ; miracles at his tomb were reported, and many
pilgrims, after convulsions during which they cursed the Bull,

recovered their health. " All this," observes Cantii, " in the

Paris of the duke d'Orleans and of Voltaire, and these ' mir-

acles ' were credited by those who ridiculed the prodigies of

the Jesuits in the Indies ! The government was forced to close

the cemetery, and then the cures and miracles multiplied (1).

The question of Jansenism was prolonged for some time, but it

remained tranquil in the schools, from which it should nev-

er have come forth "
(2). If Jansenism can be regarded from

a purely worldly point of view, then the following remark of

the same author is judicious :
" Such contests, revealing a

period of much unoccupied activity, and of much leisure, be-

come interesting when one sees in them the sole refuge of

free discussion under a most absolute king, who would have

tolerated debate and opposition in no other form ; to think-

ers, they will seem something mid-way between Catholicism,

(1) Then It was that appeared the satire

:

De v(^r Ic roi, defense a Dieu
De faire miracle en ce lieu.

<2) Univ. nut., b. xvl.. ch. 11.
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Protestantism, and philosophy, through which, by its resist-

ance in politics and by its combat with a relaxed morality,

modern renovation was helped, and a reproval of idealism

renewed practical life To-day the practical importance

of Jansenism has ceased, and we know its object better

than it was then known."

Th. Lavallee defines very clearly the seditious spirit of

Jansenism, and shows that the enthusiasts of Port Koyal

were the ancestors of the modern so-called liberals :
" Under

Louis XIV. the opposition had retired into religious contro-

versy, to which the king devoted all the time not claimed

by war and diplomacy ; it had a great, though mysterious

and badly understood, influence on the fall of the mon-

archy. The Jansenists, a kind of Puritans toward Cath-

olicism, defended grace in the style of Calvin ; they made of

God an inflexible master, and of man a slave. The appear-

ance of this sect disquieted the government ; Eichelieu, dread-

ing in it a mitigated Calvinism, and seeing most of his ene-

mies in its ranks, persecuted it. But after his death it devel-

oped ; it united intimately with the parliament, and took a

very active part in the troubles of the Fronde, furnishing to

the cardinal de Ketz his most zealous auxiliaries. . . . Mazarin

resolved to destroy the sect. Jansenism, with its doctrines

on grace, its opposition to the court of Rome, its antipathy

to the Holy Communion, became a species of bastard Luth-

eranism, a Reformation without private examination. . .

.

Louis XIV. was convinced that these sectarians, if they pos-

sessed the same energy, would prove just as seditious as the

Calvinists. . . . He found in Jansenism everything he had an-

tagonized : the nobles, the magistracy, the remnants of the

Fronde, and finally, behind all, the reformers. Jansenism,

being the party of the entire opposition, had profited by the

faults and reverses of Louis XIV. ... its opposition was cal-

umnious and contemptible. . . . Us complete expression inay he

found in the duke de Saiui-Simon, full of hate, envy, and ego-

ism ; hugging his dignity, so as to become perfectly ridiculous ;

desperate because he had nothing to do, but having a hand in

everything ; eavesdropping at every door, and gleaning scan-

dalsfrom every source. And during all this time, in the wake
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of these obscure disputes, was developing the last heir of the

Lutheran idea and of all its consequences, the ' philosophy

'

of the eighteenth century "
(1).

Cousin says :
" Nowadays we may tell the truth concern-

ing Jansenism. Let us tell it, therefore, without hesitation.

Jansenism was an immoderate and intemperate Christianity.

Undoubtedly it had its roots in Catholicism ; but, without

wishing it, and perhaps without knowing it (this may ex-

plain the wonderful influence of Port Boyal), it leaned

toward Calvinism in more ways than one ; it was based on
two dogmas—those of original sin and grace—which it ex-

aggerated and falsified in theory and practice. . . . Immense
was the humility of the Jansenists, derived from the con-

sciousness of our own nothingness ; and immense was their

pride, arising from an appreciation of God's action in us.

Prom this pride came their inordinate attachment for their

own conceits as for things coming from God; and it gave

them an extraordinary courage to resist, in the name of God,
all earthly powers, even the greatest of all, the Holy See.

Hence, in a word, came an incomparable grandeur, and ex-

cesses of every kind in doctrine and in conduct
; grandeur

and excesses commingled together, aiding each other and
perishing together, because they were from the same prin-

ciple—the nothingness of our nature, and the unique and in-

vincible force of grace. A vain enterprise, indeed, would it

be to separate the grandeur of Port Eoyal from its excesses,

its good from its evil deeds, its truth from its falsities ; iu

it, everything has the same spirit, all arises from the same
foundation. To modify Port Eoyal is to annihilate it. AVe

must recognize in Port Eoyal certain eminent qualities which

recommend it to the veneration of ages ; straightforward-

ness (!!), consistency, intrepidity; but let us also admit its

want of common sense and of moderation, that is, of true

wisdom "
(2).

It is interesting to note that Voltaire was very hostile to

Jansenism. In the seventy volumes of his works, he never

neglects a chance to attack the " rebels," whom he regarded

(1) Hintory of the French, vol. iii., p. 253, and pasKim, Cth edit., Paris, 1847.

(Z) Skepticism of Pascal, In tJe Revue de Deux Mondes, vol. Ix., 1846.
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as a kind of political heretics. In bis Voice of the Sage and

of the People we read :
" A Jansenist is really a fool, a bad

citizen, and a rebel. He is a fool, because he takes his pri-

vate notions for demonstrated truths ; he is a bad citizen,

because he troubles the order of the state ; he is a rebel, be-

cause he disobeys." Writing to d'Argental, in Dec, 1765,

he gives an interpretation to his formula, " ecraser rinfdme"

very different from the usual one :
" The word ' infamous

'

has always signified Jansenism, a harsh, cruel, and barbar-

ous sect, more hostile to the royal authority than Presbyter-

ianism is, and that is saying not a little." In May, 1768, he

says to the same d' Argental :
" I regret that France is one-half

frivolous, and the other half barbarous. The barbarians

are the Jansenists. Your ministry does not know them

well enough ; they are Presbyterians, more dangerous than

those of England." On Dec. 4, 1776, he writes to the cheva-

lier de Chastellus :
" What is called Jansenism will be an

inundation of barbarism, if it is allowed to progress. It is

a faction of atrocious energumens, encouraged by the ever

present pretext of upholding the national rights against the

encroachments of Rome ; it would burn common sense in the

Place de Greve. The Presbyterians of England and the

Anabaptists of Munster were never so dangerous as these

marauders."

In all the annals of religious polemics there is probably

no more salient instance of unreasoning perversity, than that

exhibited by the Jansenists. Anthony Arnauld, and after

him the entire school, insisted that while the Church is in-

fallible in her dealings with revealed truth, her inerrability

does not extend to " mere matters of fact "
; and that since the

existence of the five joropositious in the Augustinus was a fact

not revealed by God, no one was obliged to heed their con-

demnation by the Holy See. It would be outside our his-

torical province to dilate upon the theological reasons for

the rejection of this theory ; but the reader will perceive that

God would have endowed His Church with a useless prero-

gative, if, while asserting such or such teaching to be re-

vealed truth, she were unable to discover unerringly whether

the contrary of the said teaching is present or not in a given
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document. Nor would the Church, in rendering a decision

as to her discovery, claim infallibility as to a mere human
fact. The existence or absence of heresy in a certain book is

something more than a mere fact. It is a factum cum Jure
conjunctum, a fact necessarily amenable to the judicial author-

ity of the supreme guardian of truth on earth. Were the writer

of these pages to formulate therein a declaration that, like

the Blessed Queen of Heaven, he was born into this world
unstained by the guilt of original sin, he would advance a
heresy ; since it is a matter of faith that all the children of

Adam, Mary alone excepted, are inheritors of Adam's guilt

at the moment of their conception. Here is a fact which the

Church would draw to her tribunal, if she deemed the case

worthy of notice ; and nevertheless, this fact involves the ex-

istence of the writer, which certainly has not been revealed

by God. Were the Church unable to decide unerringly in

this concrete fact, and in all other concrete facts in which
truth and morals are involved, of what use to humanity
would be her possession of an infallible knowledge of divine

truth in the abstract ? Anthony Aruauld and his tribe closed

their minds to this evidence of their absurdity ; but they

were not the first innovators to make a distinction between
heresies which were to be condemned and heretical writings

which were to be defended. In the Council of Nice, after the

doctrine of Arius had been condemned, Eusebius of Nicouie-

dia and Theognis of Nice advanced this subterfuge as an excuse

for their abstention from signing the anathema pronounced
against the heresiarch ; and their memorial is couched in

terms so similar to those used by Tamburini, the prince

of Italian Jansenists (1), that only the latter's mention of Jan-
senius instead of Arius, and of the Augusthius instead of

the Thalia, would jirevent a confusion of the two docu-

ments (2). Perhaps it is needless to note that the Nicene
fathers rejected the memorial and excommunicated its au-

thors (3). But let us see how tlie other early General Coun-
cils regarded Dogmatic Facts. In tlie first session of the

Council of Ephesus were read the letter of St. Cyril to Nes-
(1) In his Letter I. to the Bishop of Brescia,

(2) See the memorinl in Lnhb(''s CulUctiini. vol. 11., rol. 59, and In Fl'-.j'y, ok. xl.. no. 13.

(3) Gelasius Cyzic. ; Uixt. uf Uic Council of Nice, bk. lii., ch. ?.
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torius, aud tliat of Nestorius to St. Cyril. The former was

approved as conformable to the Nicene decisions, while the

latter was condemned as contrary to them ; aud from that time

whoever rejected the former or approved the latter was re-

garded as a heretic. Here we see that the definitions of the

Ephesine assembly are based on the contents of the writings

of St. Cyril and of Nestorius ; in other words we have a

proof that the synodals held the infallibility of the Church

in deciding Dogmatic Facts. In the fourth session of the

Council of Chalcedon the fathers listened to the Dogmatic

Epistle of St. Leo I. to Flavian, and declared it conformable

to the Nicene and Constantinopolitan Creeds, and to the

Ephesine decrees. Here the synodal action is based not on^

any abstract doctrine, but on the Letter of St. Leo as a dog-

matic definition. Therefore the Council of Chalcedon con-

tradicts the Jansenistic theory. In the Fifth General Coun-

cil a Dogmatic Fact was directly considered and settled when

the assembly proclaimed that heresy was found in the writ-

ings of Theodore of Mopsueste, Theodoret, and Iba ; and in

this definition there is no question of isolated propositions,

but rather a direct anathema against the books and letters

of the three culprits. Of this fact the reader will be con-

vinced by even a casual glance at our dissertation on the

Three Chapters (1). There is no need of adducing the ac-

tions of any later Councils in support of our position. The

Jansenists claimed to be Catholics ; and therefore they should

have recognized the Catholic principle that the universal and

constant practice of the Church is an irrefragable evidence

of her teaching. As to the impudent assertion of these sec-

tarians that the five propositions are not contained in the

Augustinus, that Jansenius never taught the doctrine which

those propositions advance, we need only remember that Ar-

nauld himself, speaking of the first proposition, used these

words :
" It is drawn, almost word for word, from a passage

in the book of the bishop of Ypres, where it is justified by a

large number of very clear sayings of St. Augustine " (2).

And one of the lights among the innovators, Fovilloux, frank-

ly admits :
" The five propositions were most true and most

(1) Vol. 1., p. 359. (2) Considerations on the Enterprise of M. Cornet, no. 17.
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Catholic, in the sense according to which the bishop of

Ypres defended them against the errors of the Jesuits "
(1).

Lalane, one of the deputies who sustained the cause of the

Jauseuists at Rome, declares that " thev contain the faith of

the Church, and the true doctrine concerning the grace of

Christ "
(2). Truly we must admire the effrontery which

would assert that the five projDositions are not in the Augus-

tinus : that the doctrine of Jansenius is not at all consonant

with that which they present. But there were many Jansen-

ists who admitted that the five pro]3ositions were to be found

in the great work of their leader ; the meaning, however,

they contended, was very different from that doctrine which

was condemned by Rome. The reader has examined the

three-column document extracted from the Journal of Saint-

Amour. Now the papal tribunals had no concern about the

contents of the first and third columns ; their consideration

was directed to the meaning of the contents of the second, de-

fended as orthodox by the Jansenists, and condemned as

heretical by their adversaries. When the Poj)e decided the

question, he also pronounced on the sense of the second col-

umn, that is, on that meaning which was entertained, accord-

ing to the avowal of his followers, by Jansenius. No wonder
that Jurieu, the luminary of Calvinism, thus commented on
the final subterfuge of the hard-pressed sectarians :

" Since

the meaning of Jansenius was so often and so jDrecisely ex-

plained to the Pope and the judges, it is absurd to suppose

that they ignored the real sense of the words in order to sub-

stitute one which they might attribute to Jansenius, that is,

a sense which was unfounded and upheld by no one. Is it

naturally possible for men to act in such a manner ? I know
not whether such an absurdity has ever been committed

;

but if we are to credit the Jansenists, it was committed in

Rome. But we must not suppose men insane when the sup-

position is not necessary "
(3).

Why were the Jansenists so obstinate in their refusal to

condemn the Angustmus ? In the first place, the distinction

between right and fact was exceedingly siJecious ; and it had
(1) Dcfcn.sc of the ThcohniUina, p. 3.V).

(2) On the Victnritmt< Grace of Jesw Christ.

(3) Spirit of Arnaulil, part I., obsen-. 10.
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been put fortli bj their " great " Arnauld, and adopted by

.such luminaries as Pascal, Nicole, etc., who were undoubted-

ly men of extraordinary talent and of profound learning. Ex-

perience teaches that the immense majority of even thinking

men are easily led by the authority of great names, and that

they do not think for themselves on all those occasions when
they fancy that they are indubitably exercising their mental

autonomy. The Provinciol Letters of Pascal, of which we
shall have much to say when we consider the career of that ef-

fulgent genius, were well calculated to entrance even those who
flattered themselves that they did not belong to the crowd ;

-and the masterpiece had done its work before the condemna-

tion of the famous distinction. As for the posterior obsti-

nacy of the Jansenists, if it is not a mystery explainable only

by innate human perversity aided by direct Satanic interven-

tion, the following reasons may account for it. It is lament-

ably true that among the first opponents of the Jansenistic

•distinction there were many whose arguments were often

weak, and whose good ones were badly presented. Thus
Perefixe, archbishop of Paris, issued a pastoral letter in

which he conceded that the Church did not ask us to receive

her decisions on dogmatic facts as matters of " divine faith ';

that she merely regarded them as of faith midway between

divine and human, or, as he complacently chose to term it, of

"ecclesiastical faith." This discovery was acclaimed by Tour-

nely, among other theologians ; and it served as a fine argu-

ment for the innovators, for in the last analysis this species

of faith was purely human—a species which was perfectly

-compatible with a rejection of the papal definition in the

premises, esjDecially when that rejection was apparently mol-

lified by that " respectful silence " which they promised but

did not observe. Another and jDerhaps the most influential

jreason for the perversity of the Jansenists will be appreciat-

ed by him who reflects that these gentry were all, to a man,

afilicted by that terrible malady which seems to be incurable,

although it requires no diagnosis—Jesuitaphobia, a disease

which had just then appeared for the first time. The self-

styled followers of the great doctor of grace regarded, or af-

fected to regard the Molinist doctrine, generally held by the
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sons of St. Ignatius, as " nothing else than the Pelagian her-

esy, variously modified and newly embellished" (1). Whether
the JanSenists hated this system because it was patronized

by the Jesuits, or they hated the Jesuits because those re-

ligious were foremost among the Molinists, it is certain that

the average Jansenist was as hungry a Jesuitophagus as any
Masonic Lodge of our day could covet as a member. He
ever proclaimed that it was owing to the intrigues and gener-

ally diabolic arts of the " black pope " and his subjects that

Eoman Pontiffs issued their Bulls against his sect; that

bishops wrote their pastorals, kings published their edicts

and the clergy held their Assemblies, under the same inspir-

ation. Even when the Society of Jesus had succumbed, for

a time, to the united attacks of Jansenists, Freemasons, and

all others of that ilk, there were modern Arnaulds and Nico-

les to scatter the germs of the j^lague originally disseminated

by the " learned and pious bishop of Ypres."

Much has been written by Protestant as well as by Jansenist

authors concerning the piety of these sectarians. We relin-

quish to the ascetic theologian the very easy task of demon-
strating that true piety cannot subsist in a heart which ignores

the virtue of obedience to legitimate authority. It is more
in our province to examine the chief evidence of Jansenistic

sanctity, or rather of God's approval of Jansenist doctrine

;

namely, the miracles which were said to have been performed

at the tomb of the Jansenist i)resumed saint, Paris the deacon.

Carre de Moutgeron, the prolix historiographer of this oDce

famed individual, adduces eight alleged miracles said to have

occurred through the intercession of his hero. Three cases

were of paralysis ; one of drops}-; one of cancer; two of blind-

ness ; and one of so complicated a complaint that the descrip-

tion is unintelligible. Tlie official declarations of these events

are certainly authentic ; but they do not prove that the ap-

parent prodigies were miracles. In the first ]ilace, it is a

maxim of common sense, and one received by all hagiologists,

that the circumstances surrounding a true miracle cannot par-

take of the grotesque, still less of the immodest. Neverthe-

less, the Jansenist priest, Reynaud, a witness of what he

(1) Tambcuini; Analysin of TcrtulUan''f< " PriKcrijitiiinK." 8 US) ; Brescia, 1781.
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narrates, is constrained to avow, in his 31ystery of Iniquihj,

that the prodigies of the cemetery of Saint-Medard were

frequently oifensive to purity, and sometimes involved in posi-

tive criminalit}^—in fine, " une ceuvre e'pouvantahle.'' Secondly,

not one of the eight instances adduced by Moutgeron neces-

sarily implies a direct interference of God with the laws of

nature (1). We are justified, therefore, in dismissing the pre-

tension of the Jansenists that God worked miracles through

the intercession of the prominent leaders of their faction

;

that, in fine, divine approval was given to the doctrine of

Jansenius. But let us give some consideration to the prin-

ciples of the chief Jansenists ; with the rank and file of the

party, esj)ecially the hallucinated daughters of Mere Angeli-

que, we need not concern ourselves, for it appears certain

that these, and pre-eminently the latter, were victims of su-

perior intellects and of their own want of independence. Sin-

cerity is one of the fundamental traits of a pious character.

But we have heard the opinion of St. Vincent de Paul, an accu-

rate observer and a model of charity, in reference to the duplic-

ity of Saint-Cyran. Now hearken to Singlin, the successor of

;Saint-Cyran as director of Port-Koyal, and therefore presumed-

ly most austere in non-respect of persons, as he guides the soul

of the gay duchess de Longueville :
" Persons of your station

should be content with moderation in diet, without having

recourse to abstinences and austerities, which may be as dan-

gerous to the mind as to the body" (2). Would one suppose

that this advice was given by one of a sect which regarded the
" laxism " of the Jesuits as an invention of the devil ? But, as

Racine wrote to Nicole :
" Let a man or a woman lead a life

of debauchery, and you will ever hope for their salvation, if

they are favorable to you ; but if they are as virtuous as possi-

ble, and do not praise you, you will foresee the judgment
of God against them." Hearken to the opinion of the infam-

ous Cardinal de Retz, a school-friend of Arnauld, and always

a protector and protected of the Jansenists. Speaking of

the relations of one of his amies faciles, the princess de

Guemene, with Arnauld d' Andilly, this wretched ecclesiastic

(1) This fact is admirably and succinctly demonstrated by Bonniot, in his Miracles and
.their Counterfeits ; pt. 11.. ch. Iv., ; Paris, 1895.

,(2) Fontaine ; Memoires, vol. 11., p. 235.
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says :
" The devil appeared to her very often, invoked by the

conjurations of M. d' Andilly, who forced him, I believe, to

frighten his penitent, with whom he himself was even much
more in love than I was, although in God, purely and s^Dirit-

ually "
(1).

This d' Andilly, the patriarch of the Jansenist faction, was

indeed partial to friendships, the platonicism of which

might have been questioned. Thus we learn from his son

that " it was easily seen that his greatest love was not given

to his children "
; and we are informed that " new friendships

were more acceptable to him than old ones "
(2). After the

princess de Guemene came the marchioness de Sable, to whom
d' Andilly used to address the most tender notes ; and if we
care not to accept the stories of the cynical Tallemant des

Reaux, we may reflect on the remark of that brilliant and ami-

able friend of the Jansenists, Mme. de Sevigue :
" The good

man d' Andilly preferred to save a soul which resided in a

(1) The Gondi, now better known by their French title of Retz, were origrinally an

Illustrious family of Florence which was distinguished In the days of Charlemagne. An-

thony dei Gondi was one of the suite of Catharine dei Medici when she passed into France,

and he became magrgiordomo to Henry II. His son. Albert, became Due de Retz and a

marshal of France, and it was he who induced Henry III. to join Henry of Navarre against

the League. Henry, a son of Albert, was the De Uetzof our text. They who rely iipun

this infamous ecclesiastic asanauthority concerning the events of his day, especially regard-

ing the great Richelieu, should remember his character. " In his jV/e»ioires." says Sainte-

Beuve, " where he speaks so candidly of himself, he continually uses such expressious as

'theatre" and 'comedy '; he regards everything simply as a play ; and frequently, when
speaking of the principal personages with whom he has to deal, he treats them exactly as a

stage-manager would his actors. ... He openly presents himself as an able intpicfsario,

arranging his work There are some passages in his Memoires where he seems to try

to rival MoM^re rather than lo combat Mazarin." In Book I. he tells us that when made
coadjutor to his uncle, he "ceased to frequent the pit, and went on the stage." When this

wcrk was read by the poet J. B. Rousseau, he declared that it was "a salmagundi of good

and bad, written sometimes well and sometimes miserably, and very tedious I am aston-

ished when I see a priest, an archbishop, a cardinal, a gentleman, a man of mature age,

describing himself, as he does, as a duellist, a concubiiiary, and, what is worse, a deliberate

hypocrite.—one who, during a retreat made in the seminary, took a resolution to be wickt-d

before God and good before llie world " In 1(175 the Duke de la liochefoucauld, iu his

Maxims, said of De Retz: " His imagination, rather than his memory, supplies him with

facts." Mme. de Sevigne, writing to her daughter concerning her correspondence with

De Retz, said: "If anything foolish drops from your pen he will be as much charmed as if

it were serious." One or two exquisite morsels of this famous authority will illustrate

his honesty :" Scruples anil greatness have always been incompatible." "The crime of

usurping a crown is so grand that it may pass for a virtue." Svieaking of his conspiracy

against the life of Richelieu (Ifi.Sfi), he said: "The crime appeared to me to be conse-

crated by grand examples, and justlfled and honored by great risks." Truly did De Retz

say of himself (I!. I.) that he possesscil. In all pr<ibabillty, a character less fitted forachurca-

man than that <>f »ny rlher person in the world.

{Z) Mctiivircs of the Abbe Arnauld, pt. 1., ch. 3.
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beautiful body, rather than one of another sort " (1). But
granting that the delightful Mme. de Sevigne, although suf-

ficiently Jau!:enistic to consider " both St. Augustine and St.

Paul as Jansenists "
(2), may have written too often while

under the empire of feminine caprice, we would ask whether
the great Arnauld, the head and front of Jansenism, could

have been a very pious man, when he, like nearly all his

comrades (notably Fontaine), represented the priestly de-

bauchee, De Retz, as a martyr to episcopal tyranny, and par-

doned his depravity, " in consideration of his excellent quali-

ties, and because of his great desire to become the friend of

men of merit " (3). We would also ask whether piety could

have had a firm foundation where both petty vanity and dia-

bolic arrogance were paramount. The arrogance of the en-

tire tribe of the Arnaulds appears sufiicieutly from the pre-

ceding pages ; and each of them was fond of proclaiming the

petty vanity of the others. D' Andilly himself, who, accord-

ing to Tallemant des Reaux (4), was ever windy

—

tons les Ar-

nauld ont du vent (said Mme. des Loges), is always vaunting

the good blood, proud connections, and merits of each of his

family (5). He tells us that if the great Arnauld writes well,

it is because " he simply talks like all the family "
; and then

the doctor returns the compliment with the assurance that

" in his brother eloquence is a hereditary blessing." The
second Angelique, one of his daughters, says that he and all

the family had " great facility in praising each other " (6).

But listen to Anthony Le Maistre, the converted lawyer

whom Saint-Cyran brought to Port-Royal to furnish Pascal

with materials for the Provincial Letters. In the fervor of

his newly-embraced asceticism, Le Maistre compares his con-

version to that of St. Paulinus ; and then, lest we may not

know how great a man he has been, he enumerates all his

titles to glory. Writing to Singlin (7), he thus indicates his

Jansenistic modesty and simplicity :
" Probably there has

never been an instance, during the last century, of a man in

my place and condition, amid the corruption of the palace and

1) Letter 527, dated Aug. 19, 1676. (2) Letter 757, dated July U, 1680.

(3) Mirmon-fs of Fnnfninc, vol. ii. (4) HistorietteHy vol. iv.. p. 63; second editiou.

'5) Sai.ntk-Beuve ; Port-Royal, vol. ii., p. 24i. (6) Varin; vol. ii., p. 42.

n\ Fontaine ; vol. 1., p. 54.
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in the flower of his age, enjoying all the advantages of birth

and the vanity of eloquence, with a reputation fully estab-

lished, exercising a most honorable j)rofession, having a

large fortune and the very grandest prospects, suddenly

breaking all these ties ; becoming poor instead of striving

for wealth ; embracing the austerities of penance instead of

the pleasures which had been mine ; entering into solitude,

after having been used to society and business ; condemning
himself to perpetual silence (?), when hitherto he had never

spoken without being applauded. And nevertheless, our

century is so dense that although this event is more wonder-

ful and rarer than the giving of sight to the blind or the be-

stowal of speech on the dumb, it considers the fact only as

something extraordinary ; whereas it should be revered as a

holy thing. God is now known so little, that one of His most
striking works is not recognized." Can we imagine such an

effusion coming from the pen of any one of the great jDeni-

tents to whom the Church has decreed the honors of her al-

tars ? And Le Maistre thinks that he should be ranked with

St. Paulinus

!

CHAPTEE VI

PASCAL A>rD HIS " PRO^TXCIAL LETTERS.'*

Blaise Pascal was in his eighth year when his father, Eti-

enne, president of the Cour des Aides in Clermont, brought

his family to Paris in 1631. The early childhood of Blaise was

spent amid surroundings which were well calculated to cause

his brilliant talents to develop into a premature precocity.

Nearly every day he found himself in the society of the most

celebrated scientists of that period ; for it was in the house of

his father that the great Academy of Science originated, al-

thou{]rh it was not formallv instituted under the roval seal

until 1666. But notwithstanding this early forcing of his

talents, we must wonder when we picture this boy, scarcely

twelve years of age, developing, without assistance, a full

course of geometry, and writing an excellent treatise on sounds.

We may easily believe that at this period, iis his sister writes
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(1), Pascal already wished to know tlie reason of everything

which came under his notice. When only sixteen, he com-

posed his treatise on Conic Sections, to the astonishment of

Descartes, who could not believe, for some time, that the lad

was its author. At eighteen, in order to relieve his father,

then royal Intendant of Rouen (2), of much fatigue in pre-

paring his tax-lists, he invented his famous arithmetical

machine ; but the necessary study, combined with the diffi-

culty of making the mechanicians understand what was re-

quired of them, permanently undermined a constitution

which was already weak. In later days he said that he had

never been without pain, since his eighteenth year. His elder

sister, Mme. Perier, says of her brother's character at this

time :
" By a special protection of God he had been preserved

from the vices so often found in youth ; and what appears

more strange in a person of his temperament, he ^^•as never

drawn toward incredulity in religious matters. Although he

was so young, he regarded incredulists as men relying upon

the false principle that human reason is superior to all else.

His grancl mind, so vast and so filled with curiosity, which

sought so eagerly for the cause of everything, was in religious

il) Letters, Treatises, and Memoires of Mme. Perier, and of JarQKrliiic. Sisters of

Pascal: and of His Niece, Margaret Perier. Edition Faugere. This work, together

vfith thi' CnUcction of Docvments to Scri-^c for a Histonj of Porf-Rrnjal, Utre lit, 1740,

contains nearly all the contemporary and authentic documents which are necessary for a

thorough study of the life and character of Pascal. The best edition of his scientiQc and

polemical works is that of Bossut, Paris, 1779. Of all the works written in illustration of

the life and character of Pascal, the most iinpartiiil, comprehensive, and philosophical, is

that by Abbe Maynard, Pasccd ; His Life a)ul Character, His Writingsand His Ocnins,

Paris, 18")0.

(2) The elder Pascal owed his position of Intendant to the delicate and supreme sense

of justice which ever distinguished the great Kichelieu. When Etienne took up his residence

in Paris, nearly all his income wasderived from bonds of the Hotel-de-Ville. War and other

expenses had caused the government to draw from the funds of the municipality to such an

e.xtent, that the bonds afforded a very small revenue to their holders; and one day the

cardinal-minister heard that Etienne, in an interview with the chancellor Seguier, had joined

many other bondholders in chiirging him with injustice. Fearing arrest, the imprudent

man fled to Auvt-rgne, leaving his yimng children to the care of Gilberte, their eldestsister.

Shortly a ter his departure it happened that Mme. d' Aiguillon, the canlinars niece. h;iving

designed to produce a play of Scudery for the amusement of his Eminence, who devoted

much of his little leisure to the drama, one of the principal parts was assigned to the young

.Jacqueline Pascal, who had quite a leputation as an artist and pcet. Richelieu was so pleased

with the talent and grace of the girl, th it she ventured to b'-'g for her father's restoration to

favor. The request was granted, and when Etienne iiresented himself to tliank Richelieu,

the prelate said :
" Take pood care of your chiMren ; for I want to make somi-thing great of

them.*' Etienne soon received his appointment, and two years afterward the cardinal died,

before he could aid in contributing to a celebrity which he had probably divined.
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matters, as submissive as that of a child "
(1). And in the

Collection of Utrecht we read :
" The more the brother and

sister (Jacqueline) advanced in years, the more their inno-

cence became remarkable—that innocence which befits good

people of the world, but with which one is far from God,

when he loves amusements which are not according to the

spirit of God." The reader will perceive in this passage the

Jansenistic rigidism which was unknown to Gilberte, Blaise,

and Jacqueline, in their happy days of youth ; but what the

writer would have termed genuine piety entered into the

hearts of all the Pascals when Blaise experienced his " first

conversion," that is, the exchange of pure and simple Chris-

tianity for Jansenistic exaggeration.

In January, 1646, the elder Pascal fell on some ice, and

broke a rib. Two amateur surgeons, the Bailleurs ])rothers,

were summoned to his couch. Both these gentlemen had

long followed the spiritual direction of Guillebert, the pastor

of Ptouvdlo, who had been a disciple of that luminary of Jan-

senism, Saint-Cyran, of whom we have given many charac-

teristic traits in our chapter on the subtle heresy. " While

they tried to heal the body of M. Pascal, they became the

physicians of his soul "
(2), that is, they read to the patient and

his family the works of Jansenius, Arnauld, Saiut-Cyran, and

other partisans of the new doctrines. Of all the family the

first to l)e affected with the poison was Blaise ; as his sister

expresses the idea :
" God so enlightened him oy these read-

ings, that he perfectly realized that the Christian religion

obliges us to live for God alone, to have no object but Him.

This truth appeared to him so evident, so useful and nec-

essary, that thenceforth he renounced all other studies in

order to devote himself to that one thing which Jesus Christ

termed necessary "
(3). In this passage Jacqueline exagger-

ates not a little ; for while it is true that her brother did

finally renounce all study except that of the things of God, and

thereby was enablt-d to ])roduce the 7Vin>(t//ifs, his greatest

work, nevertheless in the meantime he ajiplied liimself to

science " as an annisement, " or as a palliative for his phys-
(1) Lettrrs, Trent isr.i^elc, p. 10.

(2) Bksokj.nk; Ilislorji of Die Ahliiji of Pi)rt-Ri)]inl, vol. iv., p. 443; Cologne, 1756.

(3) LtlteiK, clc, p. 8.
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ical sufferings. Had lie continued to devote liimself to sci-

ence, would Pascal have attained, asks Maynard, to that

place in its annals which he occupies in those of philosophy

and literature ;
" would he now sit at the side of Newton, just

as he is enthroned at the side of Bossuet ? "
(1) One of the

hrst acts of Pascal, after his submission to the spiritual di-

rection of the Jansenist, Guillebert, was to induce Jacqueline

to renounce the world in spirit, thus preparing her for an

eventual entrance into the conventual life ; and very soon

Etienne and the elder sister, Mme. Perier, entrusted the care of

their souls to the same Guillebert. The great and final con-

version of Pascal, as he and his family styled it, occurred in

1654 During the previous three years, paralysis had seized

on his less, and he could not walk without the aid of

crutches. He could drink nothing cold, and it was only drop

by drop that he was able to drink at all. His lieadaches

were nearly insupportable ; and an internal fire seemed to

devour him (2). His physicians prescribed travel for dis-

traction ; and in the autumn of 1649 he left Rouen for Paris,

accompanied by Jacqueline. The brother and sister settled

permanently in the great city ; and their principal devotions

were generally performed in the church of Port-Pvoyal de

Paris, whither they preferably went in order to profit by the

sermons of Singiin. The famous preacher soon convinced

Jacqueline that she was called to the life of a religious ; and

successive conferences with him led her to desire admission

among the daughters of Mother Angelique. Indue time the

veil was taken, and thenceforth Jacqueline, in innumerable

letters and in every interview with her brother in the parlor

of the convent, overwhelmed him with arguments to the ef-

fect that he should abandon the idea of marriage, and also

all the legitimate pleasures of the world Avhich her Jansenis-

tic rigidism denounced as infallible harlnngers of eternal

damnation. The sisterly concern of the young religious

gave to her reasonings an eloquence greater than that of

Singiin ; she conquered, and Pascal sought refuge among the

solitaries of Port-Royal-des-Champs, taking for his director, at

(li Uhl siiiira. pt. i.. g 2.

(21 Mme I'erier, iu the Lcttcrx, etc., p. ^3—Collect ion of UtircJit, p. 253.
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the instance of Singlin, the famous Sacj, " who was of very

good blood "
(1). At the time of his " second conversion,"

Pascal was in his thirty-second year ; and although he soon

left the Champs for Port-Rojal of Paris, and afterward re-

sumed his residence in the world, the remainder of his life

was one continued act of renunciation of every superfluity.

He realized fully that his genius was extraordinary, and he

knew that his written words were entrancingly eloquent

;

therefore he endeavored to subdue all emotions of pride by

physical j^enance. Next to his skin he always wore a cinc-

ture, armed with sliari3 points of iron, and frequently he

would increase its power of inflicting pain by pressing his

elbows against his sides. His resignation was sublime, his

prayer continuaL His kindness to the poor was truly

Christian ; and sick though he constantly was, he found it

j)ainful to reflect that there were thousands of more unfortu-

nate persons whose sufferings could not be assuaged as his

were, tlianks to the sisterly devotion of Mme. Perier. When
he felt that his end was near, he besought this tender nurse

to have him conveyed to the Hospital of the Incural)les, so

that, since he could not alleviate the pains of its inmates,

he might at least die in their company (2). There was found

among the Fragments of Pascal a page without title, hut

which Faugere, and not without reason, styled a Prt)fession

of Faith. From among its sublime passages we extract the

following, as manifesting virtues which, we trust, were ac-

ceptable to God, as cherished by a heart which perhaps was

not mortally wounded by the heresy in which circumstances

involved a perplexed brain. " I love poverty, because Jesus

Christ loved it. I love the goods of the world, because they

enable one to succor the unfortunate. I am faithful to every

person. I do not do evil to those who have harmed me; but

I desire for them a condition like my own—one in which

(1) Runh is flie nntve obsprvntion of Jacquelliio (LrZ/rrs, p. 3K>, probably Induced by

lier idolatry of everythintr Aniaiildist. Saoy was a nephew of AnUiony AiriaiiUI; and the

d.iiiirbters of Miah»*r Ansr;'liipie were all tairjrht to worship " tlie ploti:ii'iit family."

(~) If we are to believe Mme. de GenUs, the poor, wp eked body of TiLscal was not al-

lowed to rest even in the tomb. She narrati-s that when the llHge'it d'Orleans needed, one

day, a human ski'l<'ton for ^ome alcliiinic-al indapalion, he sent to Saint-Etienne-dn-Mont

for one. The on(> lironL'ht to him was that of Pascal. MiciitLEx; //I'.s^jry o/ the licvulii-

Hon, vol. i., u. 77. Paris, 1847.
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neither good uor evil comes from men. I try to be just, sin-

cere, and faithful to all, and I cherish tenderness for those

whom God has united to me in close relationship. ATliether

I am alone or in the ^^resence of men, I perform all mv ac-

tions knowing that they are seen by that God who will judge

them, and to whom I have dedicated them. Behold my sen-

timents ! I thank my Redeemer, every day of my life, for

having placed them in my heart ; and for having changed a

man full of weakness and concupiscence into one exempt

from these evils, by means of His grace, to which all the

glory of the change is due, since of myself I av.is naught but

misery and error "
(1).

There may be some doubt as to the persistency of the Jan-

senistic sentiments of Pascal, when one reads the followiusf

words, taken from a letter to Mile, de Koannez, writtea in the

early days of 1656. " Without its head the body can live no
more than the head can without the bodv. I do not know
that any members of the Church are more attached than we
are to this unity of the bod}' of the Church. (How well they

showed their attachment ! ) We know that all the virtues,

martyrdom, austerity, and every kind of good works, are use

less when one is outside of the Church, and not in commun-
ion with the Pope, the head of the Church. I shall never

separate myself from this communion ; at least I pray God
to give me this grace, without which I shall be lost for-

ever "
(2). Even in his seventeenth Provincial Letter he had

said :
" Thanks be to God I have no attachment on earth

other than to the One, Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Roman
Church, in which I wish to live and to die ; that is, in com-

munion with the Pope, the supreme head of the Church, out-

side of which, as I am fully convinced, there is no salva-

tion." But the words of the dying Pascal to Beurrier cause

us to tremble at the thought that this grand genius may have

written his own condemnation, when he declared :
" All the

virtues, martyrdom, austerity, and every kind, of good luorks^

are useless when one is not in communion loith the Pope, the

head of the Church^ Beurrier, pastor of the church of Saint-

Etienne-du-Mont, assisted at the deathbed of Pascal ; and

(1) Thought^:, F:<-iUiin Ills, etc., \o\.i.. p. •2i?j. (2) ftid., p. 36.
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having heard from his penitent certain allusions to his dissen-

sions with Arnauld and Nicole as to the question of "respec'!^-

ful silence "
(1), he interpreted those incomplete remarks as

indicative of a retractation of Pascal's Jansenism. How the

good pastor could have come to this conclusion, in face of

his penitent's defence of the Provincial Letters, is inexjDlic-

able. Pascal declared to Beurrier : "I can assure vou, now
that I am on the point of rendering to God an account of all

my actions, that my conscience rej^roaches me with nothing,

and that 1 had no evil motive in the composition of that

work, having written it solely for the glory of God, and in

defence of the truth, being impelled by no j^xission against the

Jesuits." The reader shall soon judge of the sincerity of

this last j)rotestation ; and he will probably susjiect, if he

hesitates to give the lie to a dying man, that Pascal was as

much a victim of hallucination as were any of the confiding

religious of Port-Ro^^al. Pascal died in 1663 ; and two

3^ears afterward Perefixe, archbishop of Paris, sent for Beur-

rier, and asked him whether it was not true that the cele-

brated author of the Provincial Letters had died A^itliout the

rites of the Church. "It is not true," replied the cure, "I
myself administered the last Sacraments to him." Then the

jjrelate asked whether Buerrier had not known that Pascal

was a Jansenist ; whereupon the 23riest declared that the dy-

ing man had charged Arnauld and his followers with " going

too far in the matter of grace, and with failing in sul)raission

to the Holy See." When, about a year afterAvard, the Jesuit

apologist. Canard (called Annat), mentioned this assertion of

Beurrier in one of his writings against Arnauld and Kicole,

the famil}' of Pascal, ever persistent in their Jansenism, joined

the leaders of the sect in producing innumerable vindications

of the purity of their relative's Jansenism. Mme. Perier

headed this movement, and in the course of her labors she

wrote to Beurrier : "I humbly beseech you to kindly search

your memory for all the words which my brother uttered to

you. Then you will see that altliough his expressions may
have seemed to warrant your conclusion that tJiose gentlemen

(A.rnauld, Nicole, Saint-Marthe, etc.) had gone too far in the

(1) See our Chap. 4, p. loi.
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matter of grace ; nevertheless, lie really wished to convey the

contrary idea, simply saying, as he did, that they were then

not so far advanced in their opinions as they had been "
(1).

The cure of convenient memory complied with the request,

found that he had erred, and there the matter remained, and

still remains.

Now for a few words on Pascal as a scientist. He shares

with Fermat the honor of having invented the calculation of

probabilities ; but" his proceedings in the matter were inde-

pendent of those of Fermat. To Pascal the theory of curves

owes much ; and his labors on the cycloid enabled the Neth-

erlander, Huygens, the precursor of Newton, to measure the

oscillations of the pendulum. The great Laplace, the father

of modern astronomy, ranked Pascal as one of the eleven

consummate' geometricians whom the world had produced.

As a physicist, Pascal merits a place at the side of Galileo

and Torricelli. But Pascal abandoned science when he

found that faith opened up horizons far too vast for science

to contemplate. In the Logic of Port-Royal, he says : "Men
use their reason in order to master the sciences ; but on the

contrary, they ought to make use of the sciences for the im-

provement of their reason. . . . Men are not born to spend

their time in measuring lines, in examining the relations of

angles, in considering the various movements of matter.

Their minds are too grand, their lives too short, their time too

precious, to be devoted to such trivialities ; but they are

obliged to be just, equitable, judicious in their speech, in all

their actions, and in all the affairs which they handle. To this

end they should exercise and form themselves." Although, in

one of his early enthusiasms for science, he had instituted

a parallel between Christ and Archimedes (2), he afterward

wrote at the head of one of his T/tonr///ts, the Biblical phrase,

" Vanity of Vanities "
; and then he moralized :

" A knowledge

of external things will not console me in time of afHiction, if I

am ignorant of the principles of morality ; but the science of

morals will always compensate for an ignorance of external

matters. I passed much time in the study of al)stract science,

and 1 was disgusted with its want of communicability. When

(1) Letters, etc., p. 90. (2) Works, vol. ii., p. 3-30. Edit. Bossut.
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I begau tlie study of man, I soon discovered that those ab-

stract sciences are not fitting for him, and that I injured my
condition more by acquiring them than other men injure

theirs by ignoring them. I have pardoned those who know
little about them "

(1). This contempt for science had been

derived from Sacy, whose spirit was the perfection of that of

Jansenius and of Saint- Cyran. Fontaine tells us that when

Pascal abandoned himself to the direction of Singlin, that pre-

sumedly prudent connoisseur of souls sent his penitent to

Port-Eoyal, " so that Arnauld might put on him the yoke of

science, and Sacy teacli him to desj)ise it " (2). It was after

some conferences witli Sacy that Pascal decided to write

" against those who delve too deeply into science "
(3). Science

had been for Pascal " an instrument for the improvement of his

reason "
; and after his experience of its comparative inability

to satisfy his aspirations, he used it only as "a trial of his

strength," jDutting fortli the fulness of that strength only

when more noble tasks demanded his attention. But, as Vil-

lemain observes (4), the scientific studies of Pascal were of

great profit to his eloquence. From those studies he derived

the precision, lucidity, and vigor which are characteristics of

his style. Our age would profit, remarks Maynard, by a sin-

cere study of the style of Pascal, in Avliom art and nature

seemed to have met in perfect unit}'. " Not that Pascal

is imitable, any more than other Avriters of genius are

imitable ; we should copy these men, and think like them,

for their style and their thought are the same thing. And
now that no other god than art is often recognized, no other

inspii-ation than calculation, no other literary tlieor}- than a

jugglery of words, could anything be more healthy than a

study of the grand nafiirel who was so strange to all affecta-

tion, and to all the tricks of a vain rhetoric ? "
(5)

From Voltaire and Condorcet down to Cousin, many publi-

cists have charged Pascal with skepticism, fanaticism, and

superstition. That he was a fanatic, though in a sense not

meant by his accusers, may be admitted. That he was super-

stitious has never been proved ; the sole instance of credulity

(1) riiiiutilits, etc., \o\. i.. p. lilS. (2) /.')(•. vit., vol. ii., p. .VS.

Cii Tliinnilitx, rtc, vol. i., p. '2X>. (1) Ensay on Pctxcal.

(r>) Loc. cit., pt. ii., cli. 1, art. 4.
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on liis part is that of his belief in the alleged miracle of the

Holy Thorn—and such a belief is not necessarily included in

the domain of superstition. A brief account of this episode of

tlie Holj' Thorn will not prove without interest, and it will serve

as an illustration of that vivid faith of Pascal which certain

philosophists would fain discredit. Pascal had just entered

upon his bitter warfare against the Jesuits by the publication

of his first Provincial Letter, when an extraordinary occurrence

seemed to indicate to his inflamed imagination that Heaven ap-

proved of his polemics. Margaret Perier, his niece, then

twelve years of age, and a pupil of the nuns of Port-Eoyal, had

been afflicted with a lachrymal fistula in the left eye for more

than three years. The nasal bones had become so diseased, tliat

the least pressure caused a fetid matter to exude from nostrils,

eye, and moutli ; and the stench was so great tliat the poor

child had to be isolated for most of the time. The disease

yielded to no treatment, and the physicians had resolved to

operate by fire during the coming spring (1656). Now it

happened that on March 24 a priest named La Potherie sent

to Port-Royal an authenticated relic of one of the sacred thorns

of the venerated crown of Jesus. The entire community

assembled in the church to i)ray before the Holy Thorn, and

among them was the little niece of Pascal. Sister Flavia, in

whose special care the afflicted child had been placed, happen-

ing to cast her eye on the sufferer, was moved to apply the relic

on the diseased organs. That same evening, when the good

Sister was surrounded by her charges, the little Marguerite

suddenly exclaimed: " Sister, my eye is cured !
" An exam-

ination was made, and indeed there appeared no trace of the

late malady. Mother Agnes, a sister of Angelique, was in-

formed, and by degrees the news of the prodigy spread through-

out Paris. On March 31, Dalence, the physician who had
attended Marguerite, examined the lately diseased parts, and

pronounced the cure a miracle. Other physicians did the

same ; and the Periers and Pascals united in founding, in

memory of the prodigy, a perpetual Mass which was chanted

down to the time of the Revolution, when Port-Royal

disappeared. When Pascal decided that this event was a mir-

acle, he was not as prudent as are the Roman authorities in
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similar cases. There was no certainty that the cure of his niece

liad not been a purely natural affair. Dalence testified that he
had not seen the j)atient for two months before the presumed
miracle. Might not nature have been working the cure in

that interval '? Pope Benedict XIII. opined, as a private indi-

vidual, in favor of the miracle ; but the Sacred Congregation

of Eites has never accepted as conclusive such evidence as tlie

Jausenists adduced in the jDresent instance. The frivolous

travesties of ratiocination generally presented by the giants

of agnostic criticism cannot withstand the shock of the evidence

which leads the Roman Congregation of Rites to proclaim the

miraculous nature of a given occurrence. When Josei^h II.,

the philosophistic German emperor and " sacristy-sweep,"

visited the Eternal City during the Conclave of 1769, which re-

sulted in the election of Pope Clement XIV., he had resolved,

like a true j^hilosophist, to ridicule everything papal ; and,

among other enterprises, he sought to belittle the precautions

taken by the Sacred Congregation in cases of canonizaticm.

Having requested to be allowed to examine some evidence re-

garding an alleged miracle then being considered by the

tribunal, he obtamed it ; took it home and subjected it to a

hypercritically thorough investigation. The result was not

wdiat the pu])il of Kaunitz had fondly anticipated ; and he
was constrained to remark, when returning the documents,

that if all the testimony favoring the truth of " Roman
miracles " were as conclusive as that which he had just weigh-

ed in his rationalistic balance, no sane jurist would reject it.

Judge of the imperial consternation when he learned that the

Congregation of Rites had rejected as insufficient the evidence

which he had deemed satisfactory. We do not know whether
Joseph II. again feigned to contemn Roman views of the

miraculous ; but we do know tliat if our contemporaries of tlie

pretendedly scientific school of historical criticism were to

peruse the documents just mentioned, they would siiiiph-

resort to ridicule. With the rank and file of men, ridicule

succeeds where reason would fnil. Few men are cajjable of

sustaining the ])ainfnl march of argumentation; and still

smaller is the number of those who are above ])eing inHuciici'd

by a brilliant display of wit. Even educated and tliinkiiig
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persons not unfrequentlj succumb to raillery, and prefer

vivacity to truth.

Let us now consider the charge of skepticism, as brought

most forcibly against Pascal by no less an authority than

Cousin. According to the great eclectic, the melancholy tem-

perament of Pascal led him to the very brink of the gulf of uni-

versal doubt ; his sole means of avoiding the fatal plunge was
the asylum afforded by a voluntarily blind faith. But this

blind and unreasoning faith, says Cousin, rendered the piety

of Pascal ferocious ; and its persistent struggle with the ever-

combative spirit of doubt shed a sombre and uncertain tint

over all of Pascal's philosophy. " His religion," continues

Cousin, " is not the Christianity of Arnauld, Malebranche,

Fenelon, and Bossuet—a solid and sweet fruit of an alliance

between reason and the heart in a wisely cultivated soul ; it

is a bitter fruit, ripened in the desolate region of doubt, un-

der the burning breath of despair. Pascal wished to believe,

and he did everything which was necessary to be done in

order that he might finally believe. . . . Pascal ended by
believing ; but since he did so in spite of his reason, he con-

tinued to believe only by doubling his resistance to reason, by
constant and painful sacrifices, by the mortification of his

flesh, and above all, by the mortification of his mind. His
faith was that unquiet and uuliappy faith which he tried to

communicate to his fellows. He did not design to address

himself to reason, unless to humiliate and crush it. He spoke
to the heart in order to frighten and charm it at the same
time ; he spoke to the will in order to affect it by all its deter-

mining motives, truth alone excepted. Such an apology for

Christianity would have been a peculiar monument, one with

skepticism for its vestibule, and for its sanctuary a faith both
sombre and not sure of itself" (li. In this and similar pas-

sages Cousin travesties the condition of Pascal ; making him
a seeker after religion, whereas he had always been a believ-

ing Christian. And Cousin himself, in the preface to the

very.work in which this passage is found, makes this admis-

sion :
" I have not said that Pascal was a skeptic in religion.

Such an assertion would be too much of an absurdity. Pascal

(1) Loc. CI.'., [>. Iffi.
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believed iu Cliristiauity with all the powers of his soul. . ,

.

Pascal was a skeptic in philosophy, and not in religion.''

Pascal believed in Christianity " with all the powers of his

soul " ; and nevertheless, " he did so in spite of his reason,

and by redoubling his resistance to reason " ? How can

these two assertions be reconciled ? But ought Pascal be

termed a skeptic because, like Descartes, he made use of the

" philosophical doubt " ? The species of skepticism which

Pascal used, but only for the nonce, Avas a means, not an ob-

ject. So soon as he had used it, he destroyed it (1). Through

doubt Descartes wished to arrive at that philosophical truth

which would give to him religious truth ; also through doubt

Pascal wished to arrive at that religious truth which would

give to him the philosoj)hical. Each wished to pull down in

order to biiild on a more secure foundation. They differed

inasmuch as Descartes left the atheist to condemn himself

by the voice of his own reason ; Pascal shows the incredulist

that reason, be it ever so mighty, helps him but little when

unaided by revelation. Pascal did not declare all philosophy

impossible, but insufficient. The rationalist asserts that

reason is all-powerful ; Pascal says that reason can take the

first steps, not the last ones. There certainly are some iso-

lated passages in the Thoughts which, at first acquaintance,

seem redolent of skepticism ; but, asks Maynanl, ought we

destroy an edifice because we know not where to re-locate a

few fallen bricks ? Cousin himself says :
" There is a little of

everything in these various notes which are styled TltongJds

;

and we ought to consider the general and dominating spirit, not

such or such a passage, taken independently of the rest " (2)-

But in what period of the life of Pascal shall we seek for

traces of that skepticism which Cousin finds in the depths of

that grand soul ? Certainly there is no such trace before

1649, and the three years before 1649 were spent iu the fervor

of the " first conversion." It was then that Pascal was so

little of a skeptic that he all l)ut thrust his dearest sister into

a convent, and all but quarrelled with his father for oj)posing

the prc^ject ; it was then that he wrote the most sublinudj

(1) BomiAS-DiiMOULiN ; Kuloou oiiPnaail.

(2) In the Revue des Deux Mondea, Dec. 15, 1844.
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Cliristian letters he ever penned (1). Sainte-Beuve discovers

traces of the troublesome doubt in the period 16J:9-1654,

embracing the years between the first and the " grand con-

version"; when, as he avers, Pascal had ])egnu to dissi-

pate, " in every way. " This is mere assertion, and Sainte-Beuve

does not attempt to support it with a grain of proof ; there-

fore we are prepared to accept the admission of the great

critic that " i^erhaps Pascal never doubted more than when

he believed most." But granting that the faith of Pascal did

sometimes suffer from the onslaughts of the demon of incredu-

lity, has notthat been the fate of nearly every adult Christian,

and especially of nearly every person of genius, who really

or fanciedly perceives the pro and the contra of every mystery ?

The fifth decade of the nineteenth century saw a notable

addition to the already numerous Pascaliana. Nearly every

name in literary France seemed to be connected, in one way

or another, with that of Pascal. It was the ambition of all

to present some new view of his character and genius; and

happy was he who fancied that he had discovered some se-

cret passage in the life of one of the most remarkable of French-

men. While this mania was at its heiglit, in 181:3, Cousin

published (2) a just discovered fragment which seemed des-

tined to astound the admirers of Pascal. Like all who claim

to have snatched a work from oblivion, Cousin proceeded to

vaunt the value of his discovery, which was nothiugless than

a Discourse on the Passions of Love, presumedly from the

pen of Pascal, and found among the MSS. of Saint-Germain-

Gevres. The salaciously inclined could not but perceive a

promise of something, on the part of the hitherto supposed

immaculate of Port-Royal, which would rival the similarly-

entitled work of Ovid ; and Cousin was careful to excite the

curiosity of his public. He was obliged to adjnit that " the

precepts of the art of loving, as given in this singular work,

are verv different from those of Ovid "
; but he led men to

believe that they were about to have a glimpse at Pascal,

not merely a declaimer on love in the abstract, but a lover in

the concrete. " In more than one passage I discern the

(1) Thmtf/lttti^ LrAterfi, etc., vol. i., p. 1-17.

(;) In the Revue des Deux Mondcs, Stept. 15, 1843.
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throbs of a still troubled heart ; and in the chaste and ten-

der emotion with which tlie author depicts the charms of

what he terms a deep friendship, I tliink that I hear the se-

cret echo and the involuntary revelation of an affection which

Pascal entertained for a lady of the graml mondc. One does

not thus speak of so intimate a sentiment, when he has not

cherished it in liis heart " (1). Certainly we may suppose

that if Pascal was the author of this Discourse, he probably

depicted the emotions of his own heart ; for we know that he

never wrote for the sake of writing, but only when under the

empire of a personal sentiment. But did Pascal Avrite this

essay? It should not be compared, for an iustant, to the lu-

bricious verses which the pagan Ovid addressed to the cour-

tesans and debauched matrons of ancient Rome ; but we

would feel a something akin to pain, were we obliged to re-

gard this code of gallantry, laid at the feet of the brilliant

ladies of the court of the grand monarch, as having come

from the pen which produced the TltovgTds. Cousin aflfects

to tliink that because the Disconr-sc was found in a Benedic-

tine monastery, those monks, " allied to Port-Royal," must

have regarded the essay as authentic. This argument is un-

R^orthy of a school-girl. But perhaps the real mind of the Ben-

edictines in this matter may be discerned in the fact that in

ihe volume discovered by Cousin was read, immediately after

the title, " // is aUrihuted to M. Pascal." Again, if Pascal

wrote this discourse, it is very strange that it is never men-

tioned by Mme. Perier, or by Marguerite Perier, or by

Jacqueline, all of whom dilated on their great relative's \n'o-

ductions, in season and out of season ; and that no writer of

Port-Royal ever heard of it. Finally, no person who has

read the undoubted works of Pascal, can recognize themiml

of their author in such sentiments as these :
" That life is

happy which ])egins with love, and ends with ambition. If

I could choose, I would ask for such a life. . . . AVho can

dou])t that we are in this world for nothing else than love ? . . .

Man is born for pleasure ; he feels that it is so, and he wants

ao other proof. Therefore he yields to his reason, when he

gives himself up to pleasure."

Ci '):t t'l. Tliiiufilil.^iil' I'd.-'i-iiK 11.38-1.
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Nicole had reason to say, in liis later days :
" The great

heresy of the world is no longer Calvinism or Lutheranism,

but atheism "
; and probably no man did so much to prepare

the triumph of atheism as the great pupil of Nicole, Blaise

Pascal. We have heard the dying author of the Provincial

Letters protesting that sincerity had promjDted their composi-

tion ; and now we must examine their nature and their conse-

quences. Voltaire says :
" They are based on false founda-

tions. The fact is evident ; but truth was not their object,

so much as the amusement of the public." True ; but

this " amusement " was designed as a vehicle by which

to convey a poison which was to be disastrous. The Prot-

estant SchoU terms the book :
" A j^artisan work in which

bad faith attributed to the Jesuits suspected opinions which,

for some time past, they themselves had condemned."

When such are the judgments which many freethinkers

and Protestants have been constrained to pronounce on

the Letters, it is not strange that De Maistre should style

them " immortal lies "
; and that De Bouald should brand

their author as "a sublime forger." Great is the con-

trast between these opinions and those which the read-

er must have formed, after following us in our brief sketch of

the career of Pascal. But it must be remembered that the

tribe of Arnauld had ruined the sincere nature which had en-

trusted itself to their guidance ; Pascal was not an erudite,

and the researches necessary for his task were prepared by
falsifiers for him to mould into shape. Pascal ingenuously

admits that of all the authors whose opinions he stigmatizes,

Escobar alone was read by him. The Provincial Letters form

a masterpiece; but, as Mme. de Grignan remarked, "one
constantly finds in them a Jesuit fool pronouncing absurdi-

ties "
(1) ; and the worst enemies of the sons of Loyola have

(1) Justice demands that we record that Mme. de Sevigne, ihespiritudle mother of Mme.
de Grignan, endeavored to convince her daughier of the solidity of Pascal's argumentation.

Under date of Dec. 21, 1689, slie writes: " Very often, for amusement's sake, we read the

Fetitcs Lett res. What charm ! And how my son does read them ! Then I think of my
daughter, and how that excess of exact reason inej would be worthy ol her ; but your broth-

er says that you And that it is alwam the same thino- Well, so much the better ! Can
any style be more perfect, any raillery more incisive, more natural, more delicate, a more
worthy child of those dialogues of Plato which are so beautiful ? And when, after the ten

llrst letters, he addresses the reverend fathers (of the Society), what seriousness, what solid-

ity, what slrengt-li. what eloquence, what love of God and of truth, what a way of defend-
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never accused them of developing or producing fools. With
all their incontestable literary merit, well observes De Maistre,
" if the Provincini L<4ters had been written against the Capu-
chins, they would have ceased, long ago, to attract attention."

The Due de Liancourt held intimate relations with Port-

Royal ; and when he went to confession, one day, to a Sul[)ician

priest named Picote, and hesitated to promise a cessation of

those relations, the confessor told him to return, in a day or

two, for definite advice. Instead of returning, the duke spread

the report that the priests of Saiut-Sulpice had refused him
absolution; and he even induced St. Vincent de Paul to confer

on the sul)ject with Olier, Bretonvilliers, and other Sulpician

clergymen. The result of this consultation was a reference

of the case of conscience to the Sorboime ; and many of the

Faculty opined that while the confessor did well in refusing

absolution in the premises, nevertheless lie could not refuse

the Eucharist to the duke if he should kneel at the Communion
rail ill the presence of third parties, since to do so would l)e

a manifestation of the secret judgment delivered in the tribunal

of penance (Ij. Here was a tine occasion for Arnauld to re-

sume the debates interdicted by the Constitution of Innocent

X. ; and he issued his Second Letter to a Duke cutd Peer. Two
lirf)p()sitious were extracted from this document, l)rought to

the iKjtice of the Sorbonne, and in spite of the endeavors of

Saint-Amour and sixty-two Port-Iioyalist doctors, censured

by 127 out of 130 members. While the Faculty were consid-

ering the pami)hlet of Arnauld, tlie partisans of this agitator

were urging him to write another brochure. Ever ready to

augment the glory of " the grand family," the patriarch pro-

duced another defense of his position ; but when it was read

in Port-Royal, no acclamations attested its value as a polemic.

Then the disap])ointed leader turned to Pascal, and asked

tlie " /euiie <-t cttrJcnx'" to undertake the task. In a few davs

tlie first of the Prorinchil L'^l/crs appeared, and Arnauld cried :

"Tliat is excellent; it will take; it must be ju'inted " (2).

ItifT truth an<l nnikini; It Known I All this is found in tin' eight last letters, whicli Ikivc h

very dilTcrent ton(! : and I am sin-e tliat von hiive only skipped over tbem, pickinif out the

pleasuni passages." See also the letter of Jan. 8. KiOO.

(1 ' I''AiLi.ON ; Life of M. Olin; vol. li., p. 170.

(•-') This affonnt of the birth of the llrst Pri>viiicinl Letter is taken from the narrative

of Mar;: ret Perier. Jjiltrrx, ilc, p. 100.
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Printed it was, and its success was marvellous. A letter

from Mile, de Scuderj, an ornament of the Hotel de Ram-

bouillet, and"tlie tenth Muse" of the seventeenth century,

will show how the curious production was received in the

"grand world." " Your letter is thoroughly ingenious and

very well written. It narrates without narrating; it sheds

light on the most obscure matters in the world ; its raillery

is delicate ; it instructs those who do not understand certain

things, while it doubles the pleasure of those who already

know all about them ; it is, in fine, an excellent cqjolugie, or

if you wish, a delicate and innocent censure. And there is so

much art, so much spirit, so much judgment in this letter, that

I would very much like to know who wrote it " (1). Praise

from Sir Hubert is praise indeed ; and when Mile, de Scudery

appreciated the first Provincial so highly, we are curious to

know her opinion of the Thoughts, an immeasurably finer

work. Yery soon all Paris, and ere long all France, was

deafened with the chatter of women, as well as with ^he bawl-

ings of men, all prating or howling about " the proximate

power " and the " sufiicient grace which does not suffice
"

—

" things," said Mazarin, " which they understand about as well

as I do." Intensely interesting to the crowd, rather because

of their charming irony and their wealth of calumny, than

because of their unchallenged literary beauties, the Letters

became an arsenal of weapons for those freethinkers who

scorned to declare themselves Protestants, but affected to

ridicule everything Catholic. Never, perhaps, had the

demon of irony been so eifectively unchained for an onslaught

against holy things ;
" the Jesuits," well said Lherminier,

" apparently received the blows ; but with them religion was

also struck. Pascal had prepared tlie way ; Voltaire might

now come." In fact, Pascal lied and calumniated, in these

Letters, nearly as brazenly as the Sage of Ferney himself,

(1) The flrst Letter appeared as the production of a certain Louis of Montalto, addressed

to a friend in the provinces ; and when all the Letters had been written, they were collected

under the title : Letters Written by Louis of Montalto to a Provincial Friend and to the

Reverend Jesuit Fathers Concerning the Moraland Political Teachings of Those.Fathers.

Written originally in French, they were immediately translated into Latin by Nicole, who

adopted for the nonce the pen-name of Wendrock. Nicole added some very virulent notes,

in which he attacked many Jesuits personally, and with an unjustifiable bitterness as won-

derful as the lies which he concociea.
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whatever may have been his inward " pietj." Everywhere he-
misinterprets, and often he changes the words of the writers
whose sayings he attacks

; sometimes he mutilates a passage,
and again he adds to one, according as his views demand

;

frequently he suppresses words which precede or follow those
which he quotes, whereas the suppressed passages would give
the real meaning of the author. We shall give one or two
instances of this method of controversy as perfected by Pascal,
and which Protestant polemics frequently adopt in our own
day. In the sixth Letter, we are introduced to a travesty of

part of the fourth chapter of the treatise on Alms by the Jesu-
it, Vasquez. From this chapter Pascal pretends to draw the
conclusion that according to the casuists (1) of the Society of
Jesus, wealthy persons, especially sovereigns, are not obliged
to give alms to the poor, simply because they never have any
superfluoufi revenue. If the context of Vasquez is examined,
it will be seen that instead of being a " laxist " in this matter,
he is really somewhat of a " rigidist "

; for he decides that laics

and ecclesiastics are bound to succor the needy out of their

superfluities, and sometimes even out of what is necessary in

their respective states of life. Pascal takes good care to hide
the fact that Vasquez is lamenting the blindness of tliose-

rich persons who, in their own estimation, never have a suffi-

ciency of worldly gear, and who consequently, again in their

own estimation, have no superfluous revenue from which they
can derive alms for the needy. A gi'osser calumny than this

against Vasquez is uttered in the sixth Letter, where the
Jesuit Bauni is accused of teaching that a confessor must not
refuse absolution to a person who remains in a proximate-
occasion of sin, if the penitent declares that it would be /?/-

(1) A casuist is a theologian wlio teaches religious morality, as developed In the solution
of cases of conscience. Traces ot casuistry are found in the AcU of the Apostles, In the
EpMlctf of St. Paul, and especially in the Letters of St. Cyprian, who decides many ques-
tions of conscience submitted to him. The ancient penitential system was the source of
ancient casuistry: and when that system disappeared, ciisuistry a.ssumcd a more soieiitiflc

form, firstly, in the Penitential Hooks, and secondly, in the Casuist ieat Srtmman/ of St. \{s%y-

mond of Penafort (I3th Cent. ). Casuistic discussions were interrupted by the more radical
polemics necessitated by the Reformation ; but toward the end of the sixteenth century,
they were resumed with great ardor by the new Society of Jesus, the members of which made
of casuistry one of the most fruitful branches of theological .science. The doctrine oiprol)-
ahleism, energetically propagated by the Jtisiiits, gave rise to vivid discussions, the fnes of
the Society accusing it of substituting a lax monility for the severe spirit of the primitive
Church. Hence the combat, a phase of which we are now describing.
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convenient to abandon that occasion. Bauni expressly states

that absolution can be accorded, only when the occasion of sin

is not proximate or evil in itself.

We have said that the zealots of Port-Eoyal supplied to

Pascal the theological erudition which was necessary for the

production of a work like the Provincial Letters ; but the

reader must not suppose that the Port-Royalists originated

the many calumnies concerning the Jesuits and their doc-

trine with which the Letters abound. Nearly all these ab-

surdities had been uttered by Calvin in his diatribe entitled,

The Mojxd Theology of the Papists ; and in 1632 the Calvin-

ist minister, Dumoulin, had added some in his Catalogue or

Enumeration of Roman Ty'aditions. In 1644 this last work

had reappeared under the title of The 3Ioral Theology of the

Jesuits, with some unimportant changes which were attrib-

uted to Arnauld; and it had been refuted by the Jesuit,

Caussin, in his Ansiuer to the Moral Theology, etc., as well as

by another Jesuit, Lemoiue, in his Apologetic Manifest.

When Pascal had given a charming literary dressing to all

the calumnies and many of the ravings of these works, the

Jesuits found it an easy task to demonstrate the Protestant

origin of them all (1). It is not within the scope of our work

to enter on a review of the Provincial Letters, great though

be the temptation. Their falsehoods have been refuted scores

of times by masters in the science of criticism (2). Some-

times these calumnies have been sustained by the authority

(1) See the Replies to the Provincial Letters, Published by the Secretary of Port-

Eoyal against the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, on the Subject of the Moral Teach-

ings of the Jesuits; Liege, 1658. During the twenty-flve years beginning with 1669 there
appeared, from time to time, instalments of the Practical Morality of the Jesuits, an en-
cyclopedia of lies in eight volumes, written under the direction of Arnauld, who died while
engaged in the melancholy task. Arnauld borrowed most of his charges from Protestant

sources, and from the Jesuitical Theatre, a Spanish production (now very rare), which had.

been condemned by Philip IV., by the Spanish Inquisition, and by the Holy See. In order

to give value to the calumnies of the Theatre, Arnauld attributed it, with sublime effron-

tery, to Hildephonsus de Sancto Thoma, afterward bishop of Malaga. The prelate proved to>

the satisfaction of Pope Innocent XI. that he was not, and could not be, the author ; but never-

theless, Arnauld, Pascal, and all the Port-Royalists repeated the calumny. Probably Pascal

thought that he was justified in following, for the good of Port-Royal, the presumedly Jes-

uitical principle that the end justifies the means. At this time the Jansenist leaders also

availed themselves of the diatribes written by certain ex-Jesuit apostates, notably the work
of Larrige, published in 1647, and entitled. The Jesuits Sent to the Scaffold for Many Cap-
ital Crimes. It is due to Larrige to record that he retracted, and died repentant.

(2) The cited work of Maynard is especially valuable for its detailed analysis of th»

Letters.
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of a great name ; for the intrigues of the progeny of Jan-

senius were always manifold, and often they would have

brought the blush of shame to the cheek of a Machia-

yelli. Once these gentry succeeded in sheltering themselves

in the folds of the cardinalitial scarlet ; whereupon the an-

gelic Fenelon administered a stinging rebuke to his blinded

Eminence :
" Nothing can so defame a religious organization

as to charge it, in the face of all Christendom, with teaching

false doctrine, with insubordination toward episcopal author-

ity, and with a desire to be the masters and the judges of the

bishops. The heavier a charge is, the more conclusive ought

to be the evidence supporting it. The cardinal must prove

the truth of the alleged facts, or he will be branded as an ar-

rant slanderer. If he merely continues in a course of vague

complaints and declamations, he will act in the ordinary fash-

ion of rabid authors of defamatory libels "
(1).

A gentle but powerful soul thus apostrophized the author

of the Provincial Letters : " Pascal, your genius committed a

great crime—that of forming an alliance between falsehood

and the language of the frank (sic) people, which is perhaps

indestructible. You gave stability to the dictionary of calum-

ny ; it still forms the rule " (2). Pleasantry -and sarcasm,

when handled by genius, are probably the most powerful

•weapons in a warfare of polemics ; and Pascal was the first

to discern their value in religious debates. Pascal has been

styled the Boileau of casuistry and of bad theological taste
;

but Boileau did not attack the good as Avell as the bad. Pas-

cal apparently attacked tlie moral system of the Jesuits alone

;

and in realit}^ he attacked the moral teachings of the Church,

just as Moliere afterward, though unintentionally, brought

all piety into disrepute by his lashings of hypocrisy. " The

Provincial Letters are the Tartiijfe of the false casuists," re-

marks Maj-nard, " just as the Tartufe was the Provincial

Letters of the false devotees. In both cases the thrusts ap-

peared to be directed against the masks ; but they struck the

countenance, and penetrated even to the heart. There was

(1) F^nelon's Memorial to the Kinu in ITIO Louis-Antoine de Noallles. cardinal-arch-

bishop of Paris, was the subject of this ilenunciation.

Ci) Ravignan; The Exintencc and t}ic Imtitute of the Jesuits, 5th Edit., p. 3t!, Paris,

1847.
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but one diiference between Moliere and Pascal. The former,

justly suspected of atheism (1), was perfectly aware of the

consequences of his words ; while the latter, deceived by his

prejudices and by his friends, did not perceive the destruc-

tiveness of his work. . . . When he was on his deathbed, if

Pascal could have foreseen the progress of impiety at the end

of the seventeenth century ; if he could have heard his calum-

nious inventions against the Jesuits being used against the

Church amid the orgies of the Eegency, and throughout the

eighteenth century ; would he not have regretted his composi-

tion of the Provincial Letters ? ... Like all the profoundly

religious minds of his day, Pascal heard the rumbling of the

coming storm ; but he did not realize that he had furnished

the vapors to the clouds. lucredulism, however, did realize

that fact ; it perceived that in the persons of the Jesuits, re-

ligion was being assailed, and that other hands would soon

turn the anti-Jesuit warfare into one against Christianity "
(2).

(1) The atheism of Moliere, concerning which Mayuard is so certain, is at least problematical.

The reader will not credit the charge, if he consults Taschereau's Histor)/ of the Life and

Works of Moliere, Paris, 1844. lu the Monde (Paris) for 1873 may be found an excellent

disquisition on The Sources of Tartuffe by the abbe Davin, in which it is proved that the

terrible engine of war, the Tartuffe, inspired by Louis XIV. himself, was not designed as a

weappn against the Jesuits, as the Jansenists and their modern representatives, the anti-

clericals and freethinkers, would have us believe. On the contrary, it is capable of proof

that Moliere held up to ridicule, in his masterpiece, the Jansenists themselves. That the

Jesuits were the target for the great playwright's raillery, can be believed only by him

who knows nothing about the men and events of those days. If such was the mind of

Moliere, if the men of his time so understood it ; would Louis XIV., whose confessor was

then a Jesuit, and who had just then given his own name to the principal Jesuit col-

lege in Paris, have allowed the comedy to be played and applauded in his presence ? Would

the comedy have received, on that occasion, the applause of the Papal legate, and of all the

bishops then present in Paris—all of them friends of the Jesuits ? Would the Jesuits them-

selves have lauded the comedy ? Would the Jesuit Rapin have written to Bussi Rabutin,

on Aug. 13, 1672, six months before the death of Moliere, congratulating his brethren on

having the great author for " one of their friends " ? Would the Jesuit, Bouhours, have

written the epitaph of Moliere? Would Father Vavassor have upbraided the Fiench for not

giving to the great corrector of morals a splendid funeral—Ge7is ingrata, tuis invide.

Gain, bonis ? And would the Jansenists, as Moliere tells us, have denounced the play

" with frightful fury " ? But what more do we need than the testimony of Boileau, the great

friend of the Jansenists ? Writing to Brossette, he said :
" When Moliere had composed his

Tartuffe, he recited the first three acts to the king ; and the piece so pleased his Majesty

that he praised it so highly as to irritate the foes of Moliere, and above all, the devotee

cabal. (The identity of these devotees is now shown by the introduction of Pert^Hxe.) M.

de Per^flxe, archbishop of Paris, placed himself at their head, arid complained about the

comedy to the king. His Majesty was frequently troubled in the matter; and finally he

told Moliere that he had better not play the piece in public, as the devotees were an im-

placable set." It is certain that Moliere lived and died the foe of Jansenism, which was an

enemy of the stage ; and that in his person, together with those of Cornellle and Fenelou.

French Puritanism found allied against it the pulpit, comedy, and tragedy.

(2) Maysard ; loc. cit. pt. ii., ch. 2.
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No weapon better than the Provincial Letters was wielded by
that anti-Cliristian conspiracy of the eighteenth century which
originated in tlie ranks of the Jansenists—a conspiracy which
enabled D'Alembert, on May 4, 1762, to write to Voltaire :

" In the expulsion of the Jesuits, the parliaments were the ac-

complishers of the decrees of supreme justice in favor of

philosophy ; for they received their orders from the philoso-

phers, without knowing it. . . . As for me, I now see every-

thing in couleur de rose ; and I perceive the Jansenists dying
a i^leasant death next year, after having put the Jesuits to a

violent death this year (1), I see toleration established, the

Protestants recalled, the priests all married, confession abol-

ished, and fanaticism crushed—all so easily effected, that the

doing of it all will be scarcely perceptible."

Marguerite Perier, who was sometimes styled the Egerian
nymph of the Jansenists, persevered in her obstinacy until

her death in her eighty-eighth year, in 1733. Almost with

her last breath she insisted that the Papal Bull Unigenitus

w^as a patent condemnation of the chief articles of the Catho-

lic faith. It is to the loving care of this niece of Pascal that

we owe the preservation of many of her uncle's writings ; as

well as much valuable information concerning her relatives

and the principal Jansenist leaders. One of her letters ends

with a 2)assage which would be touching, if we could close

our eyes to its sublime effrontery :
" Such were the lives of

all the members of my family. I am now alone. They all

died, loving the truth indomitably. Like Simon Machabaeus,

the last of the great brothers, I can sa}' that all of my dear-

est ones died in the service of God, and in the love of truth.

I am alone ; God grant that I may never be wanting in tlieir

perseverance ! I beg foj- this grace with all my heart " (2).

Jacqueline, the youngest sister of Pascal, died in 1661, be-

cause of the remorse which afflicted her on account of her

signature to the Formula prescribed by Pope Alexander VII.

She never could agree with her brother and certain other

(1) D'Alembert alludes bare to tbe suppression of eighty Jesuit colleges by the parliament

of Paris in April, 17G2. Tlie suppression of the entire Society in France did not occur until

the following November ; and tlie Papal Brief suppressing the Society throughout the world

was not issued until July 31, 1773.

(2) JMtcrx, etc., p. 438.
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Jausenists in the opinion that a " respectful silence " was

sufi&cient in the matter of the condemnation of the Five Prop-

ositions. This otherwise gentle Sister Euphemia of Port-

Eoval demanded inexorable war against the Pontifical decree.

She moaned because she " had seen the truth betrayed, and

by her brother "
; nothing but death was now welcome to

her. The " bastard Protestantism " of the Jansenists is pro-

claimed in few documents with more clearness than in a let-

ter which Jacqueline wrote to Arnauld, lamenting that the

Fastoral of the Parisian vicars-general (ordering all the clergy

,and religious to sign the Formula) w^as " not worse than it

was, so that she might reject it with perfect freedom." Her

courage was too ingrained in her nature, her contempt of du-

plicity (unless when her Janseuistic interests were at stake)

was too pronounced, to allow her to willingly descend to that

moral cowardice which the vicars-general encouraged.

Speaking of those of her fellow-sectarians who adopted the

policy of " respectful silence," she says :
" I cannot hide the

pain which pierces my heart when I discover unfaithfulness

in those to ivliom alone God has entrusted the deposit of His

iruth ; when I learn that they have not the courage to suffer,

even unto death, for its avowal. What should we fear ? We
may be dispersed ; we may see our temporalities confiscated

;

we may incur imprisonment, or even death. But ought not

such things be our glory ? You say that they may cut us off

from the Church. Who does not know that no one can be cut

off from the Church in spite of himself ; and that since the

spirit of Christ is the tie which binds us members with Him

and with each other, it follows that we may indeed be de-

prived of the marks of union, but that we cannot lose the ef-

fects of that union, so long as we preserve charity, without

which no one is a living member of the holy body. . . . Shall

the faithful, they who know and defend the truth ;
shall the

Catholic Church use disguise, and descend to simulation ?

It does not become young women to defend the cause of

truth ; but since our bishops show the courage of girls, let

us girls display the courage of bishops." A few days had

passed since Jacqueline had signed the Formula, when she

felt the hand of death upon her. She declared that it was
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remorse tliat was killing her ; slie was " the first victim of

the signature," and she "wished to know that at least one per-

son became a willing holocaust for truth." Jacqueline was

thirty-six* j'ears of age when she w^ent to her account on

October 4, 1661. Varin asks whether Mothers Angelique

and Agnes really believed in Jansenism. Probably the read-

er will agree with the judicious critic, and apply the saying

also to Jacqueline, when he replies :
" They suffered for the

name of Jansenius ; but they believed only in their family

and in God. Who would dare to anathematize them ? An-

athema to those who deceived them, perhaps ; anathema to

them, never
!

" (1).

CHAPTEK YIL

RELIGIOUS FOUNDATIONS IN THE SE\T:NTEENTH CENTURY : THE

SEMINARY OF SAINT-SULPICE ; THE SISTERS OF CHARITY

;

AND THE BROTHERS OF THE CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS.

The historical fact that Jesus never abandons His Spouse,

has rarely been evinced in a more striking manner than in

the France of the latter part of the sixteenth century, and of

the early years of the seventeenth. We have already seen

many of the evil effects of the French civil, or as they are

generally and inaccurately styled, the " religious wars " which

Calvinism brought upon the Land of the Lilies. The worst

consequence of these discords was an immense damage to

the spirit of faith even among the orthodox, and therefore

the generation of a license which became nearly universal.

Not even the sanctuary of the Most High was spared from

contamination. But there came a change in which the om-

nipotent hand was manifested. Sanctity reflourished in the

cloister ; the court was purified to some extent ; cities were

no longer mere dens of iniquity ; and the holy fire was re-

kindled in the pulpit. In 1603, the Keformed Carmelites,

founded by St. Teresa, were introduced into France by Car-

dinal de Berulle and Blessed Mary of the Incarnation. In

1610, the Order of the Visitation was founded by St. Francis

a) Tlic Truth ConcerniiHi tlu AniauUU, vol. ii., p. 294.
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de Sales. In 1611, came that Oratory which was to effect so

much for every branch of science, as well as for virtue. Then

arose that Reform of the Benedictines known as " Les Feuil-

lants," which gave to liturgical science the Cardinal Bona on

whom Don Pasquino exercised a neat play on words (1).

The fame and influence of the Lazarists and of the Sisters of

Charity, founded by St. Vincent de Paul, are worldwide.

Then also originated, in rapid succession, the Ursulines of

Madame de Sainte-Beiive, the Daughters of Providence, the

Religious of tlie Perpetual Adoration, and many other glori-

ous organizations. It was during that epoch of reform that

the brave Marshal de Joyeuse became a Capuchin ; that the

Due de Gondi entered the Oratory ; that innumerable other

flowers of society were transplanted by the heavenly Garden-

er into His own preserves. It would certainly interest the

student, and profit him much, if we were to descant at length

upon all these fruits of a glorious reformation ; but the

scope of our work warns us to confine our researches to such

religious foundations as are of worldwide influence, or whose

happy lot it has been to receive, in a pre-eminent degree, the

attacks which are a guarantee of the smiles of Heaven upon
their members—the uuintermittent onslaughts of the foes

of " all that is called God." Among the institutions of the

former class place must be accorded to the Grand Seminary

of Saint-Sulpice, " the praise of which is in all the churches,"

and which was founded by " a true and intrepid reformer, a

great pastor of souls." This aj^ostrophe to the Ven. Abbe
Olier by his latest biographer forms an epitome of the mor-

tal career of one of the most saintly and one of the most
successfully laborious men of modern times—one whom Bos-

suet, a good judge of the men with whom he came in contact,

and who knew how to choose his words, did not hesitate to

term :
" A most excellent man, who exhaled the odor of

sanctity "
(2).

Jean-Jacques Olier de Verneuil was born in Paris on

(1) " Vana solccismi ne te conturbet imago

;

Esxct Papa Barms, si Bona Papa foreV
(2) For the few details which we give concerning the life of Olier we are indebted to

Faillon; Life of OJ i"cr, Paris, 18G0, and to Lanjcere ; Life of Olier, Founder of the

Seminary of Saint-Sulpice and of the Colony of Mo7itreal, Montreal, 1884.
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Sept. 20, 1608. He came of a family wliicli had belonged to

the " nobility of the robe " for many generations, and his

father's magisterial career had culminated in his ajipointment,

by Henry IV., to the royal Council of State. In accordance

with the custom obtaining among persons of rank in that

time, his mother, Marie Dolu, Dame d' Ivo}', placed her in-

fant out to nurse ; and in after years it was regarded as a

prognostic that the little Jean had received his first nourish-

ment in that very parish of Saint-Sulpice, which he was to

regenerate completely. From almost the earliest dawn of

his intelligence, a profound respect for the holy tabernacle

was manifested by the child who was destined to renew ec-

clesiastical fervor by means of increased devotion to the

Blessed Sacrament ; and when he displayed bad humor, his

nurse needed only to take him into Saint-Sulpice, to restore

his placidity. " When I was only seven years old," he after-

ward remarked, " I had so exalted an idea of priestly holi-

ness, that I thought that the clergy led no life outside that

of God ; and if 1 saw one turn his head in the sanctuary, I

felt real pain, for I believed that he was like the saints in

heaven, when he had donned the sacerdotal vestments." xlnd

this moral transformation of the recipient of Holy Orders,

this intimate communication of the life of the Divine Victim

to the priest's own, was to be the predominant thought of

Olier in the maturer years of his manhood. But these first

movements of firrace did not interfere with his bovishness.

It took considerable time for grace to dominate his ardent

nature. In 1617, King Louis XIII. appointed M. de Ver-

neuil royal Intendant at Lyons ; and here the famih' became

intimate with the prince-bishop of Geneva, the saintly Fran-

cis de Sales. The early piety of Jean had not prevented him

from becoming nuich like other children ; and when the moth-

er told St. Francis that the boy caused her great anxiety,

the prelate replied :
" Well, well ; let us not be too hard upon

children. Rememl)er that high spirits are not sin. And take

comfort, dear Madame ; for I tell you that God has chosen

this boy to effect much good in His Church." This predic-

tion was narrated by one of the auditors, M. Chaillard, aPro-

toncttary Apostolic, and pastor of Yillefranche in the Beau-
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jolais. The incident was afterward represented in a painting

which, according to Faillon, may yet be seen in the church

of the Madeleine, in Besangon. In his sixteenth year, Jean

resolved to become a priest ; and at first he thought of join-

ing the Carthusians. Then he asked in vain to be admitted

among the Franciscans ; but God had willed that he should

sanctify himself and others in the secular priesthood. He
was destined to convince men of what they too often forget

;

namely, that the most exalted holiness should be no more

peculiar to the regular, than to the secular priest. As he

was to say, when he had more experience :
" If j)riests who

are detached from the world are said to live like religious, it

is only a sign of the corruption of the age ; for it ought to be

said that religious lead the life of priests ; since priests are

bound to live in such wise, and religious are bound to imi-

tate the holiness of priests, to follow in their footsteps and

sanctify themselves by j^racticing those rules of perfection

which were originally given to the clergy "
(1). His family

were gratified by his final choice of the secular priesthood
;

but principally, despite their unaifected piety, because of their

desire to see him attain to the highest ecclesiastical digni-

ties—a wish which was easily satisfied by persons of their

social rank, thanks to the detestable methods of promotion

which then almost universally obtained. His resolution was

scarcely communicated to them when they procured for the

sixteen-year-old boy the Commenda of the Priory of the Ben-

edictines of La Trinite at Clisson, in the diocese of Nantes (2)

;

and soon afterward he was made commendatory abbot of

Pebrac and a canon of the Chapter of Brioude. Our young
abbe followed the fashion of the day in maintaining an expen-

sive household, grand equipages, etc. ; but it pleased God to

(1) For this matter of sacerdotal perfection, see Card. Manning's Preface to a Life of St.

Charles Borromeo.

(2) The reader will remember that in those days " commendatory " abbots and priors were
the order of the day ; that is, the title of Abbe, now given, on the European continent, to all

secular priests, was then adopted by every perfumed gallant who frequented the circles of

the elite while enjoying or awaiting the emoluments of some benefice to which some friend's

Jus patronatus was to present him. The acting beneficiary, however, was always a priest,

and generally irreproachable. Let not the reader believe that every abbe of whom he reads,

was a priest. This abuse of the " right of patronage " is retained in the Protestant Church
of England to-day ; aud, as was never the case in Catholic lands, the livings are often sold

at public auction by their Anglican owners.
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open liis eyes to Lis imminent danger. His mother had begun
to pray that if he were to become a priest, he might be a
worthy one ; but his real awakening occurred in 1630, wlien
he went to Kome for the purpose of acquiring an erudition
which the Sorbonne could then no longer afibrd. In the
Eternal City he was attacked by ophthalmia, and the best
physicians decided that a resumption of study would be im-
possible. This blow made him realize the necessity of giv-
ing his whole heart to God ; and he determined to place his
future formally under the protection of Our Lady of Loreto.
With the sole exception of those who have visited Loreto in
a Catholic spirit, probably only those who have read Veuil-
lot's touchingly exquisite narrative of his own pilgrimage (1),

can understand the sentiments of young Olier as he ap-
proached the most celebrated sanctuary of the Mother of God,
in order to seal his conversion. He had made the journey of
a hundred miles on foot, and despite the heat, in winter gar-
ments. But he tells us that prayer was his solace on the
road, and that he then composed several hymns in honor of

her w^hom he then besought as a forgiving parent. Unfortu-
nately his humility led him to destroy these effusions of an
overcharged heart. He says that as he was entering the town,
a jjossessed woman shouted to him, " Young French Abbe, if

you do not live hereafter like a man of God, you will suffer

terribly." He went into the church—not the Holy House it-

self, for that he would not approach, until he had confessed

—

and casting himself in spirit at the feet of Mary, he begged
her to procure for him the gift of death, if sin were again to

stain his life. The divine light had entered his soul ; and on
the instant, his corporal eyes regained their pristine health.

When Olier returned to France, it was evident to all that the

Babe of the Manger had trjtnsformed him. No more luxuri-
ous carriages, costly olotliing, and fawning servants, for him

;

thenceforward he could say, " Stripped of everything, I bear
the cross of poverty

—

Nndns seqiior DiKhm'criicem." At once
he devoted himself to the spiritual instruction of the poor.
If he could not induce them to come to his house, or to re-

ceive him in their squalid quarters, he ^\•ould manage to en-

(1) Rome (tiid Loreto, Paris, 183U.
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counter them, as it were, by chance in the streets. Then

they received, perforce, both encouragement and religious aid.

God had designed that a religious revival among the secu-

lar clergy of France should be effected, not directly by the

episcopate or by means of any order of regulars, but by one

of their o-^^n number. All whose special vocation it was to

labor, at ^hat period, for the sanctification of the ecclesias-

tical state, were secular priests. Such were St. Vincent de

Paul -, the holy Oratorian, de Condren, and Jean Eudes. A
neAv epoch in the life of Olier began when he placed the di-

rection of his conscience in the discretion of St. Vincent de

Paul ; and by his advice retired to the house of the Priests

of the Mission (Lazarists (1) ) to make a retreat, in prepara-

tion for his reception of the priesthood. He was ordained

on May 21, 1633. During two years St. Vincent tended this

budding plant of sanctity; and then Charles de Condren,

superior of the Oratory (2), began to perfect it. unto mature

beauty. Probably no one person exercised such infiueuce as

that of Condren, in preparing the way for the great work of

Olier's life ; and his submission to the Oratorian's spiritual

guidance was due to the counsels of Mother Agnes of Jesus,

a Dominican prioress who died in the odor of sanctity in

1631, and whose holy interest in the future reformer had been

approved by God in many supernatural ways (3). So emi-

nent was the sanctity of Condren, that Bossuet said that " his

memory was ever fresh, and it was sweet to the whole Church,

like a compound of many perfumes "
; and he was revered by

St. Vincent and St. Jane Frances de Chantal. The latter said

of him :
" If God gave our blessed founder (St. Francis de

Sales) for the instruction of men, it seems to me that He has

made Father de Condren capable of instructing angels."

(1) The term " Lazarlst" is popularly applied to a member of the Congregation of the

Mission founded by St. Vincent de Paul in 1(597. The mother-house of the society was that

of St. Lazare in Paris.

(2) This Congregation of secular priests had been instituted by Berulle in 1611. on the

model of that founded by St. Philip Neri in Rome in 15.54. The French Oratory was con-

firmed by Pope Paul V. in 1013.

(3) See the I/i/e o/ f /ie Ven. Mother Arjnes of Jesus, by M. de Lantages; Paris, 18r).3.

The Holy See has solemnly declared that this holy Dominican nun practised all Christian

virtues in a heroic degree. Olier declared that when Mother Agnes died, she bequeathed to

him her own guardian-angel, to assist his ;
" not as the angel of his person, but of his

«offlce."
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When this holy director first received Olier under his spirit

ual care, he conceived the idea of entrusting to him the actu-

ation of his own project for the foundation of a Grand Semi-
nar}-; but he kept silence, and during eigliteen months he di-

rected his energies to implant in the mind of his charge all

of his own appreciation of what a priest should be. Olier

desired to aid in the evangelization of the savages in Canada ;,

but his friend advised him to undertake the field afforded by
the rural districts of his own land, and accordingly, with a
number of zealous comrades, he accomplished this task with

almost miraculous success.

When Olier returned to Paris after these missions, he
found the capital in a frenzy of joy because of the birth of a

Dauphin—that prince who was to be the Grand Monarch of

France for seventy-two years. Olier loved the royal House
of France ; because he held the Christian conception of

Christian royalty ; and for him the sovereign was the incarna-

tion of his country. For years he had prayed to God to

grant an heir to Louis XIII. ; and now, after a cliildlessness

of twenty-three years, the queen, Anne of Austria, had grati-

fied the hopes of the nation. In later days Louis XIV. heard

how our abbe had prayed for his advent ; and once, on no-

ticing Abbe Picote, a Suljiitian, crossing tlie courtyard of tlie

Louvre, he summoned him to the presence-chamber, and re-

commended himself to the prayers of the community. Picote

replied :
" It is needless for you to ask for them. Sire ; I can

tell your Majesty that you have cost M. Olier and all of us

many strokes of the discipline." Olier often wished, during-

the minority of Louis XIV., that he might be appointed pre-

ceptor to the heir to the throne ; tutor of tlie prince " Dieu-

donne " whose birth he attributed to the favor of Marv. But
God had called him to a position, even more exalted tliau

that of educator of a Dauphin ; he was destined to train

those whom antiquity styled " sons of God." Our limits

compel us to omit any account of the wondrous good effect-

ed by the Abbe Olier in the parish of Saiut-Sulpice from the

time when he became its cure, in 1G42. Suffice it to say

that the Faubourg de Saint-Germain, which constituted the.

larger part of the parish, had become the abode of an im-
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mense number of profeHsed libertines and atheists ; for dur-

iu<f the previous century, it had been a stronghold of the

Calvinists. Books on the diabolic art were sold at the very

door of the church ; and once, when the police were on their

rounds, they found in a respectable mansion an altar dedi-

cated to Satan, with the inscription, " Thanks to thee, Luci-

fer ; thanks to thee, Beelzebub ; thanks to thee, Azrael." The

altar was a travesty of the Catholic one ; the Missal was ar-

ranged somewhat like our own ; and the candles were black.

We do not read whether these wretches celebrated a parody of

the Holy Mass, or whether they procured for it a consecrated

Host, that they might spit upon it, and otherwise outrage it

;

like the modern emanations of the Masonic Lodges in Italy

and France. It must be noted, however, that such horrors

produced a sadder impression upon every sort of men in that

day, than they do in our time. So prevalent had sorcery be-

come in those days, that the prudent Condren deemed it a

duty to master the so-called principles of that false science,

and to publish, by recpiest of Richelieu, a treatise on its

wickedness. It would be a gracious task to narrate how Olier

renovated what was little better than an al)ode of Satan; to

tell of his fearful persecutions, and of his heroic submission to

the will of God ; to give some account of his influence over

persons of the highest rank, as well as over the most lowly

of God's creatures ; to show how he induced the abjuration of

King Charles II. from Protestantism (1) ; to indicate his ad-

mirable behavior during the troubles of the Fronde ; and to

praise his steadfast zeal in the inculcation of Catholic truth.

But we must pass to a sketch of the Abbe Olier's greatest

work.

" A solid piety toward the Blessed Sacrament, and toward

the Blessed Virgin, both which devotions are being lessened

(1) The a\ithorlty for tbis assertion of the abjuration of Klnf? Charles during his residence

In France, andovvinf,' to the instructions of Olier, is M. de Hretonvilliers, his successor in

the curacy of Saint-Sulpice. Having stated the fact in his MtnioircK, he subjoins,"! can

say no more at present." Burnet says, in his IILslirrn, that Charles did change his religion,

while in Paris, although the fact was unknown to most of his courtiers. There are passages

In letters of Charles to Pope Alexinid«;r VII., and to others, after the Restoration, in which

he tries to excuse himself from not apcnlij professing Catholicism. Reasons of state, how-
ever, made him defer this avowal until he lay on his death-bed. For very interesting in-

formation on this subject, seethe Records of the English Province of the Society of Jemis,

by Henry Foley, S. J., Series XII., p. 93.
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by the innovators of our day, must be the veritable heritage

of your house." Thus the angelic Fenelon, who had been

trained by Olier, epitomized the spirit of his master in an

address to the seminarians of Saint-Sulpice. At the moment

when Jansenism had almost succeeded in instilling its poi-

son into every vein of the ecclesiastical bod}- in France, Oliei

felt that he was called by God to undertake the formation of

priests who would be imbued with the true traditions of

Catholic piety. And Fenelon lived to be able to testify to

his master's success when, writing to Pope Clement XI. in

1705, he was forced to accuse nearly all the French ecclesi-

astical bodies of rebellion to the authority of the Holy See,"

but added that " The seminarists of Saint-Sulpice alone are

earnest and resolute in expelling this pest ; on which account

they are held as vile and detestable by the cardinal-arch-

bishop "
(1). Some time before Olier accepted the curacy

of Saint-Sulpice, he had established, with the aid of a few

brother-priests, an excellent seminary at Vaugirard ; and as

soon as he was settled in his new charge, he resolved to trans-

fer the institution to that locality. His primary object was

the reformation of his parish with the aid of a body of clergy

trained by his community ; but he also wished to form a new

race of priests, not merely for the diocese of Paris, l)ut for

the whole kingdom. Four of the vicars of the previous

pastor joined the community he had brought from Vau-

girard ; and the zealous superior besought Mary to send him

other worthy laborers in the glorious field. In a few weeks

he found himself at the head of fifty clergymen who were

rivals only in piety and self-denial. A very pretty story is

narrated which shows, to some extent, the spirit with which

Olier had animated his companions, especially in regard to

the love and habitual practice of prayer. M. Bretonvilliers

and M. Bourbon, being in Milan, visited the shrine of St.

Charles Borromeo. While they were absorbed in prayer, a

canon opened the tomb, that they might view the body ; but

(1) " Soil suntSan-Stdpitianiseminai-iKta: quihus cordi sit hanc labcm a sedtjjcUerc :

unde a Cardinale Archiiiiiscnpo n'k.s cl invini luihcutur." This prelate was Carainal

de Noailles, who joined four other bishops in appealing to a General Ci>uncil against the

Bull Unigenitwi, whereby Clement XI. condemned 101 Quesnelllan Jansenistic proposi-

tions. He recanted in 1728.
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tliey did not observe tlie action, being so engrossed with

their devotions. They prayed during three hours, never

once raising their eyes ; whereupon one of the observers re-

marked :
" We have the body of St. Charles, but those gen-

tlemen have his spirit." And that the same spirit yet reigns,

in a considerable degree, in Saiut-Sulpice, is admitted by all

who have enjoyed the acquaintance of the community. One

of Olier's first steps was to provide for the sustenance of his

establishment ; dividing the revenues of his curacy into three

portions, of which the first was for the poor, the second for

the retired clergy of the parish, and the third for the com-

munity. For himself, nothing was reserved. The diet of

the Sulpitians was to be very simple :
" Each one shall have

a bowl of soup and a small piece of boiled meat for dinner,

but no dessert. A little roast mutton for supper." The Ben-

edictine abbot of Saint-Germain recognized the independence

of the community on Oct. 23, 16-45 (1) ; and the royal letters^

patent were immediately issued. After incredible laboi- and

many contradictions, the magnificent church and new build-

ings of the Seminary were inaugurated on Aug. 15, 1651.

Olier would allow no one to call him the founder of this

great institution. " You know," he would insist, " that it was

Jesus who, through His holy Mother, founded this establish-

ment." It is to be noted that the Seminary of Saint-Sulpice

has never been formally erected into a Congregation ; al-

though the authors of the Kirchen Lexicon mistakenly assert

the contrary. It soon began to assume that character ; but

it was not constituted as such, and has never taken the name.

Olier created the Seminary for the secular clergy, and he

wished for it no existence distinct from the clerical body ; it

was to be, as he expressed the idea, " entirely merged therein."

It were a vain effort to attempt to indicate even a shadow

of the good that has been effected by this, in many more

senses than one. Grand Seminary ; and the institution is a

monument not only to Abbe Olier, but also to that sweet and

(1) The parish of Saint-Sulpice was a kind of city in itself, being under the civil, as well

as ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the Abbot of Saint-Germain. It included the present par-

ishes of Saint-Sulpice, St. Germain-des-Pres, St. Francois Xavier, Ste. Clotilde, St. Thomas

d' Aquin, Notre-Dame des Champs, Gros Caillon, and the Hotel des Invalides ; and num-

bered 450,000 souls.
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lioly Dominicaness, Mother Agnes of Jesus, who had encour-
aged him to make it the crowning glory of his career. So>

impressed was the holy founder by the sense of his obligation

to Mother Agnes, that shortly after the inauguration of the
new seminary buildings, he joined the Third Order of St
Dominic, together with several other priests of his commun-
ity. Before dismissing the subject of the Seminary, we shall

quote a passage from a letter signed by all the bishops of
France, which shows how well they ajDpreciated the work of
Olier. In 1725, the General Assembly of the French Cler-

gy, when soliciting from Pope Benedict XIII. the canoniza-

tion of Mother Agnes, wrote to the Pontiff: "We desire

the public veneration of this virgin more especially, because,
if we may use the expression, she gave birth in the Lord to

that excellent priest, Jean-Jacques Olier, who is the glory
and ornament of our clergy ; and because she led him to a
more perfect life, and thus conferred incalculable benefits-

upon the Church. We need to allude only to the abundant
fruits gathered daily from the Seminary of Saint-Sul})ice,

which was instituted by that holy priest. From this Sem-
inary, as from a citadel of religion and a school of piety,,

there issues an innumerable procession of bishops and jjriests

who are powerful in word and in example ; who are strong-

in faith ; and who are rooted and founded in charity." The
reader may not remember that it was owing to the religious

zeal of Olier that Montreal came into existence. To this

humble priest the " City of Mary " truly owes the most bril-

liant pages of its history
;
pages redolent of glory in the an-

nals of God's Church. Its Sulpitian seminary is always
training six hundred levites for the service of the altar in

Canada and our country. The colleges of the Fathers
of the Holy Cross, of the Jesuits, of the Oblates, of the

Clerks of St. Viateur ; the almost innumerable communities
of female religious educat<n-s ; rival that seminary in zeal.

And all these tokens of the activity of the Canadian Church
are so many gems in tlie crown of Olier. This model to tlie

secular priesthood was only forty-eight years old, wlieu God
called him to his reward in 165(>; but trulv it might have
been said of him that " /u tempore breve, exphrif Uinpora'
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muUa.'' His deatli, solaced by the presence of St. Viucent

de Paul, was that of a saint, and it occurred on the Feast of

St. Francis de Paul. The bereavement of the Sulpitians was

thus mollified by St. Vincent :
" Witnessing, as I do, the

affliction entailed upon you by the death of your loved found-

er, 1 would like to assuage your grief by restoring him to

life. But since he cannot be presented to you in body, I

shall present to you his spirit, his better part. . . . His spirit

you still have ; and as God deems him worthy of a home

in Paradise, you should gladly accord him place in your

hearts. If his spirit can be with you, he will have all that

he desired during life. You can now satisfy that desire. It

was said in the Old Law that if a man died without children,

his brother should raise up seed to him. Your father, whom,
seeing that he was so young, I may term your brother, is

dead, and in one sense, without children ; for his wish was

to convert the whole world by sanctifying the clergy. Eaise

up children to him, by giving him as many holy sacrifices as.

there are priests in the Church."

Among the many institutions of benevolence founded by St.

Vincent de Paul, none has excited such universal admiration

as that of the Sisters of Charity. We need not dwell upon

their duties, or upon the manner in which they fulfil them

;

Catholic, heretic, and infidel are all familiar with them.

Down to the time of St. Vincent de Paul it had been generally

held that the cloister alone could validly protect those who
wished to dedicate their virginity to God ; but the new
apostle of humanity thought that there were many women
who could aid the world while mingling with it, shielded from

harm by the fear and love of God. " Your convents," said

he to his first Sisters, " are to be the houses of the poor ; the

parochial church will be your chapel ; the streets of the city

will form your cloister
;
your seclusion will be obedience,

your grating {la grille) the fear of God, your veils holy

modesty. It is my desire that you treat every suffering

person as a doting mother treats her only child." In every

part of the world where the daughters of St. Vincent have

penetrated (and where are they not found ?) we hear an echo of

that remark of Chateaubriand :
" No person can see the
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Sisters of Cliaritj atteuding the sick, dressing their wounds,

making their beds, washing their clothes, without looking

upon these devoted women as so many holy victims voluntar-

ily marching to death, through an excess of love and charity

for their neighbor." Even the cynical Voltaire, who defiled

everything Catholic as much as he could, was constrained to

admit :
" Perhaps there is on the earth nothing so grand as

this sacrifice of beauty, youth, and position, made by the

more delicate sex, in order to succor the mass of sufferers

in our hospitals, the very sight of whom is so humiliating

to our pride, and so repugnant to our delicacy."

Voltaire thought it good, necessary, and of the very essence

of things in a well-ordered state, that " there should be in it

ignorant tatterdemalions ; when the populace begins to rea-

son, all is lost "
(1). Fifty years before the Sage of Ferney

penned this sentiment, a Christian hero, a saint, a priest of

the Most High, had renounced his not inconsiderable patri-

mony at the feet of the poor, and devoted his energies to the

foundation and perfection of an institute which was to com-

bat the cynical idea. And to this day that brainless mob of

fancied freethinkers which adores Voltaire as its patriarch,

assails the sons of Blessed La Salle, because of their care of

the victims of poverty, with the name of " ignorantins "; while

those who are jealous of the success attained re-echo the

senseless cry. At the death of Blessed John Baptist de La

Salle, the little seed planted by his devoted hand in 1679 had

already produced abundant fruit : the Brothers of the Chris-

tian Schools numbered 274, and their pupils 9,885. Lender

his successors in the general-superiorship, the good work went

on ; the number of " ignorant tatterdemalions " growing stead-

ily less and less, until the storm of the great Revolution over-

took 36,000 pupils in the schools of the Brothers. Then Vol-

taire might have smiled ; for he would have beheld a vast in-

crease in the number of those ignorant unfortunates, whose

misery, according to his philosophy, Avas a necessary lubri-

cator of the state machinery. In the eighth year of the One
and Indivisible Republic, the Minister of the Interior himself

made this report of the success of the revolutionary peda-

<1) Id a letter to Dainllaville.
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gogues wlio bad supplanted the Christian Brothers and other

Catholic teachers of the poor :
" The jjrimary schools are near-

ly everywhere deserted. Two causes have contributed to this

result. The first is the abominable selection of those who are

styled instructors ; for the greater part these are unprincipled

and uneducated persons, who owe their appointments only

to a pretended civism, Avhicli is nothing else than an absence

of all morality and all decorum. The second cause is to be
found in the force of those religious opinions which still

subsist, and which the laws have too violently shocked, and
the new teachers too insolently contemned "

(1). Portalis well

said, in the Corps Legislatif, one year after the issue of this

report :
" It is time for theory to be silent in the presence

of facts. There should be no instruction without education,

and there can be no education without morality and religion.

Our instructors have taught in the desert ; for it has been

imjjrudently decreed that religion should never be mentioned

in the schools. Instruction has been null for the last ten

years. Our children have been given over to a most dangerous

idleness and to a most alarming vagabondage. They have

no idea of a Divinity, and no notion of the just and the

unjust ; hence their ferocious and barbarous manners, and

hence a ferocious people." The decree of August 18, 1792,

suppressing the Congregation of the Brothers of the Christian

Schools, declared that " a truly free state could tolerate no

corporate bodies, not even those which, devoted to public in-

struction, have deserved well of their country "
; and thence-

forth every kind of extravagance in matters of education was the

order of the day. The destruction of every kind of superior-

ity ; of all aristocracies, those of the learned as well as the

social ones ; and a substitution in their place of the
" breeches-less " democracy,—such was the avowed object of

the " anti-clericals " of that day. And what shall we say of

the text-books put into the hands of the children by the new
educators ? We pass the many instances in which the ears

of innocence were assailed by obscenities, and refer only to

the "Alphabet of the Breeches-less" (the Sans- Culottes).

(1) Natioual Archives, folio 173,001. See the work of Albert Duruy, Public Instruction

and the Revolution, Paris, 1882.
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Question :
" What was the Bastile ? " Answer :

" It was a

frightful prison, in which the tyrant buried alive all who
murmured against his tyranny." Q. :

" What is a good Sa)iS'

Calotte ? " A. :
" He is a brave man, whose soul can not be

corrupted by the gold of despots." Q. :
" What are the virtues

of the Sans-Culottes ? " A. :
" All." And in the New Repub-

lican Catechism, recommended by the Convention, the

question is put :
" Does not the whole world form one re-

public? " The reply is : "Not yet, but the time is coming."

No wonder that the governing spirits of the First Empire

were always complaining of the general ignorance of the

nation ; as Victor Pierre expressed the idea, " All was de-

stroyed, nothing was built." Albert Duruy, who is not ad-

dicted to praises of the France of oLl, and who always pleads

extenuating circumstances for the Convention and the Direc-

tory, is forced to admit, at the end of his above-cited work,

that the efforts of the state to supply the places of the

Catholic teachers of the children of the people " had no other

result than a profound debasement of education." Under the

Consulate, a few of the dispersed Christian Brothers united

at Lyons, and recommenced their task of popular instruction.

In 1805 Pope Pius VII. blessed at Lyons the reviving

Congregation, and in 1808 Napoleon acknowledged its legal

existence. Great indeed had been the change from the gloomy

days of the Terror, but the time had not yet come when M.
Thiers was to say to Count Mole :

" Monsieur le Conite, I

have been a Universitarian a long time ; but I avow to-day

that I would like to see the Brothers of the Christian Schools

not only in every city, not only in every town and village, but

in every house." Like the Sisters of Charity, the Brothers

of the Christian Schools have not failed to respond to the

progressive march which our day has effected in the methods

of instruction. Both of these organizations have penetrated

into every quarter of the globe to spread the advantages of

Christian training, and to testify to the undying tidelity of

missionary France. They have become familiar to the

people on the banks of the Nile, as well as to those on the

Thames ; they are blessed in both Americas, from India to

the Antilles, from Mt. Atlas to Madagascar.
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During the course of some reflections on the course now
being pursued (1895) by the Third French Republic in refer-

ence to religious associations, we met with a work by the

Marquis de Mirabeau (1), the father of the celebrated tri-

bune ; which work, being from anything but a " clerical

"

pen, astounded us by its zealous though calm defence of the

religious orders, then (1755) the object of j)arliamentary at-

tack and of private cujDidity. The reader may be interested

in a summary of some of Mirabeau's most salient arguments.

The marquis had asserted the apparently paradoxical view

that whereas most economists contend that states are de-

populated by celibacy and war, the contrary is the case. He
had established his paradox so far as concerned " that order

,of things which is the more easily abandoned to a kind of

public anathema," when he entered on the more especially eco-

nomical question. Accepting the principle that new inhab-

itants should be tolerated in a state only in proportion to the

means of subsistence, he concluded that " the more this subsist-

ence is voluntarily restricted by those who occupy the land, the

more of it will be left for newcomers. Religious establish-

ments, therefore, are most useful to a numerous population.

Whether it be by order of the king or by that of St. Benedict

or St. Dominic that a large number of persons agree voliin-

.iarily to live on five cents a day, such institutions will always

be of great help to the population, if only because they leave

. a margin and so much more of the means of li\'ing to the

rest I do not contend that all religious live at this rate, . .

.

but I do hold that the revenue and expenses of the abbey I

.Lave cited as an illustration, and those of many others I have

visited, show that sucli houses, far from harming the popula-

tion, benefit it (2). . . Again, everyone knows that the majority

. of the great monastic establishments, to-day so rich, were

once mere deserts, and that we owe the redemption of more
.than a half of our lands to the perseverance of their first cen-

(1) The Friend of Men, vol. i., p. 35. Hamburg, 1758.

(2) Mirabeau had instanced the case of an abbey in his own neighborhood, the revenue of

which was only six thousand francs, and which sufficed for thirty-flve subjects and four

-servants. "Now," demanded the Marquis, "I would ask whether a private gentleman,

living on his own estate with six thousand francs a year, would be any better off ? On the,

contrary, he, his wife and children would have found this revenue scarcely sufficient, where-

-as it was enough for thirty-nine by virtue of a peculiar institution."
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obites. But passing by the certainty of title, an article so

sacred in sound politics and so out of fashion to-day, let us

consider the present state of affairs. It is now a proverb

that the Benedictines, for example, spend a hundred on their

property to produce one. I know of certain causeways and

other works, so useful to the state, which cost thrice the

value of the abbeys which constructed them (1). Private

resources never suffice for these long and expensive under-

takings ; and they are a joyous ambition for those bodies

which regard themselves as perpetual, and which are ever

minors as to alienation, but always of age for preservation."

At that time more than a half of the houses in the Faubourg

St. Germain, and in several other quarters of Paris, belonged

to various mendicant orders ; and great was the envy felt of

these landlords. But the friars had built these houses in the

olden time, in places then almost worthless. " Let us sup-

pose that the Carmelites have a hundred thousand francs of

revenue. They have taken that sum from no one, and it is

but right that their superfluous revenue should go to sup_

port other Carmelites." Mirabeau doubted whether the

mendicants were ever allowed to beg, unless as a means of

subsistence while engaged in works of charity. But it is a

fact, said he, that " foreseeing, like Joseph, the years of ster-

ility to come, they made provision for regular revenues."

Just as in our day, so then the monacoijhohists alleged that

Protestant states were more' prosperous and populous than

Catholic ones, and they ascribed this supposed suj^eriority

to the absence of religious in the former. To this Mirabeai\

replied that Sweden had entirely changed heir gcvernment

when accepting the pretended Reformation ; and her banish-

ment of the monks, etc., did not prevent the dei^opulation of

the country and the miseries consequent on the reigns of

Charles XI. and Charles XII. Holland re-established her re-

ligious orders at the beginning of the eighteenth centurj^ but

her change of policy was not tlie cause of her decreased com-

merce and her diminished importance. The celebrated

Danes, said Mirabeau, " Avho formerly made Europe tremble,
(1) During the Middle Age one of the most active and beneficent religious organizations

was that of the Brldge-BuIlding Friars ; Friitrcs Pioih/ico,—skilled engineers and mechan-
ics, whose duty It was to attend to the construction and care of bridges.
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are no more ; and now that two centuries have passed since

the orders were expelled, it is time that the ancient nursery

of heroes should be replenished," if the theory of the radicals

be true. At the time the marquis wrote those lines other

publicists were complaining that England was depopulated.

They endeavored to account for the fact, but without touching

the real reason,—namely, that England had become wealthy,

and that " riches increase consumption, while they propor-

tionately diminish the population."

Mirabeau might have added the republic of Venice to his

list of illustrations. At the very period when she was the

most " monk-ridden " (the fourteenth century) she was at the

height of her power, prosperity, and population. The popu-

lation of the republic was then over 15,000,000. From the

mouth of the Po, the Lion of St. Mark stood guard over the

provinces of Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Crema, Vicenza,

Padua, the March of Treviso, Feltre, Belluno, Rovigo, Raven-

na, Gorizia, Friuli excepting Aquileja, Istria excepting

Trieste, Zara, Spalatro and the islands along the line of Dal-

matia and Albania, Veglia, Zante, Corfu, Lepanto, Patrasso,

Neapolis, Argos, Corinth, Crete, Cyprus, and many small

islands of the Archipelago. One may judge of the wealth of

the rejjublic, if, remembering the at least four times greater

value of money at that time, he notes that every year the

Venetian mint coined $4,000,000. In the capital there were

over a thousand nobles whose revenue was from 5,000 to 8,000

dollars ; a very large income where a beautiful palace could

be bought for $3,000. When the Senate wished to make an

elegant present to Louis Gonzaga, Lord of Mantua, it bought

a palace for $6,500. The mercantile marine then numbered

345 vessels of large tonnage, manned by 38,000 sailors. Thus

this priest-ridden republic hhd developed from the little col-

ony of the lagune of Rivo Alto, trying to hide from the de-

vastating Attila (y. 452) ; and between priests, monks, friars,

nuns, et id genus omne, it managed to preserve an indepen-

dent and ever-glorious existence for a longer period than that

enjoyed even by ancient Rome. Even when Bonaparte cal-

umniously styled the Venetians a " lazy, cowardly population,

not made at all for lil^erty," and, by falsely declaring the re-
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public bankrupt iu money and in lionor, tried to justify tlie

greatest political crime of liis life, even then (1797) Tenice

had on her vessels of war and in her fortifications over 5,000

cannon. She had 185 men-of-war in commission, and an ar-

dent youth ready to take the field. The " Murazzi " (the

colossal marble dike extending from Malamocco to Chioggia,

and closing the entrance to the lagunes) would of itself prove

that their Serenities had not lost iheir public spirit under

the blighting influence of priestly dominion. This wonder-

ful work had just been completed when the Gospel of St.

Mark, the treasure guarded by her winged Lion of the Piaz-

zetta, was replaced by the Bonnet Rouge of the Liberator.

Catholic libraries are filled with apologies for our religious

orders, and j)robably our readers need no instruction in the

premises beyond that of their own experience. Such of them

as have read that incomparable work, Montalembert's Monks

of the West, are well convinced of the great services rendered

by the orders in redeeming barren lands, in cultivating knowl-

edge in half-barbarous times, and at least iu preserving in

their monasteries the relics of a rich antiquity. They do not

believe that the property of these beneficent and laborious

associations would be of more benefit to the nation, if it were

consigned to the hands of private individuals ; and still less

do they believe that legalized robbers should be allowed to

play havoc with vested rights for the aggrandizement of ad-

venturers, whether they be red-shirted mobocrats. Knights

of the Bourse, or the pampered darlings of a court. With-

out doubt there have been, at times, many abuses in the

orders ; if there had not, Luther and many other freethinkers

of that ilk would not have been tolerated so long as they

were. But the devastators of to-day do not justify their

frenzy by any allegation of present abuses ; the secret so-

cieties have decreed that the orders must go :
" Le Roi le

vent," and that suffices. Were there any grave abuses to be

reformed in our orders it would be meritorious and noble to

effect the reformation ; although Catholics may be j^ardoned

for deeming the Church (the only raison d'etre for any order's

existence) the proper power to undertake the delicate task.

Even Catholics sometimes go astray when ruminating on this
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question of abuses iu tlie liumau element of tlie Church.

Let us hearken to the words of a writer of common-sense

and rare powers of penetration, who had seen much of abuses

of all sorts, and of futile attempts to remedy them during

the first French Eevolution : "Certainly it is a beautiful

mission to eradicate abuses ; all great legislators, all great

rulers, have acquired durable glory only as reformers of

abuses Of course there is no abuse where there is no evil

The first and most dangerous of all abuses is our own pride.

Undoubtedly there were abuses under the old regime ; but

we must say at once that in order to successfully destroy an

abuse—that is, in order to cut at the root so that the plant may

not shoot forth again—the reformer must be free from bias
;

and this is utterly impossible in the midst of that effervescence

which is inseparable from all political tempests. Again, it

is absurd to confound an ahnaewiili the thing alnised "
(1). Our

reformers might also attend with profit to the profound

words of Joseph de Maistre :
" Every abuse is an evil, and it

might therefore seem that all that causes its removal is a good ;

but it will not be one if a very delicate distinction is not

made. In fine, an abuse being merely a bad use of a good

thing, one must take care, in removing the defects which

corrupt it, not to attack its substance. Here is where inno-

vators nearly always fail. An able jockey does not break

the legs of a runaway horse in order to cure him "
(2). It would

seem that the present foes of our orders, at least such of them

as are not mere iconoclasts or downright thieves, were be-

fore the eyes of M. de Bonald when he wrote :
" Small-mind-

ed persons see in the very best institutions only their defi-

ciencies ; and in the very worst, only their advantages. The

former disposition produces revolutions ; the latter prolongs

them" (3).

Our religious really love the poor, the weak, the sick, be-

cause they have learned to see in them the members of Jesus

Christ, Himself a sufferer. Those who are put in their place

can bring to their task at best a mere platonic love, which

(1) Beffray de Rigny (CousIq James) ; Neoloyical Dictionary of Men and Things,

vol. i., art. Ahu><cs. Paris, 18aO.

(2) Letters and Minor Works ; vol. ii., p. 489. Paris, 1851.

(3) Po/ 1 tica! Opinions; Paris, 1829.
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has its source not in the warmth of faith, but in a mere vague

and unreliable philanthropy. At first one woiikl not realize

the difference between these two very different points of de-

parture ; but let any one of those who charge our religious

with systematic misintelligence become an inmate of one of

their institutions, and he will very quickly perceive it. The

philanthropist will erect an imposing monument for a hospi-

tal—a vast and uniform building that will satisfy his sole ob-

ject of gathering together the greatest numl^er of sufferers

and thus make an imposing appearance. But such is not

the ideal of the religious hospital. Charity wall think less

of a grand effect than of some way of fostering an illusion (m

the part of her patients, that they are at their own firesides

and in the tender hands of their own kin. And it is natural

that the religious should excel the secular in this work ; for

it w^as the Catholic Church that first conceived and actuated,

after her acquisition of freedom in the fourth century, the

idea of systematic care of the infirm, and it was to religious

confraternities that her first patients owed relief. Then for

the first time the world saw what were the compensations of

sickness ; and, as St. Jerome attests, the poor were wont to

envy the lot of the sick. Speaking of the abolition of the

educational orders by Joseph II. the eminent Italian historian,

Cautii, thus writes :
" This was a despotic act, by which was

destroyed the precious right of everyone to select for himself

such tenor of life as he may deem most conducive to his wel-

fare. It subverted the established and legitimate rights of

property ; for the religious had acquired their property either

by their own industry, or had received it by voluntary dona-

tion, for the purpose of exercising charity or for expiatory

devotions ; that is, in plain words, they had acquired their

goods just as any private individual rightly acquires his own.

The people loved the religious because of their charity and

the instruction given by them ; and when it was asserted that

these friars, etc., contributed nothing to the public well-being,

they retorted by asking how much the lazy and demoralized

rich afforded. Education was attacked at the very root.

Mathematics and physics were lauded as of more value than

any knowledge of the beautiful and good : with those attain-
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ments the happiness of mankind was to be secured ; for man
is a body, and when the needs of the body are satisfied every-

thing is gained. These religious had prated too mucii about

the soul : now let the soul be relegated behind matter. Be-

hold, then, that while the world ought ever to advance, these

philosophists tried to destroy Christianity,—that is, to thrust

the world back eighteen centuries, even to relegate it to the

days of Epicurus or of Plato."

CHAPTER yill.

RELIGIOUS AGITATORS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY:

BORRI, THE " PHCENIX OF NATURE "
; LOMBARDI.

In the year 1681 there was published at Cologne a curious

book, entitled The Key of the Cabinet of the Chevalier J. F.

Borri, by Means of Which We May Beceive Various and Very

Curious Scientific, Chemical and FoUtical Instructions, and

Many Beautiful Secrets. Among many of tlie learned of the

time this work procured for its author the credit of being the

" Phoenix of nature, and the glory of all Europe "
(1). It is

indeed a peculiar production. Elemental spirits and cos-

metics ; the philosopher's stone, and nostrums not unlike

those of our day ; sublime theology, puerile spiritualistic

speculations, and very comprehensible magic ; all forming an

oUa podrida of science which would gratify even Pico della

Mirandola, who could discourse learnedly on every subject,

" and on some others." The author evinces much pride in

his learning; but he naively avows that he is a charlatan, and

that the credulity of the masses is his plaything and his

means of subsistence. He shows us how his successful chi-

canery made him " a great man," and he boastfully says :
"My

companions were princes and nobles, ladies both beautiful

and ugly, physicians, prelates, friars, and nuns. Some ol

these yearned for the friendship of devils, and others pre-

ferred that of the angels. Many were investigators of the

diseases of humanity ; many also were indagators into the

(1) Barch ; Origin and Progress of Chemistry, in the Magliabecchiana Library, cited by

Cantu.
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mysteries hidden in the stars. There were some who wished

to penetrate into the secrets of the Deitj ; but nearly all

sought for the pliilosopher's stone."

Joseph Francis Borri was born at Milan in 1625, and waa

the sou of a famous physician, who attained senatorial rank

in his native city. His early studies were prosecuted at

Rome ; and after he had completed a course of chemistry and

medicine at the Scqneiiza, then at the height of its fame, his

reputation merited for hiin an appointment in the pontifical

household. Dissolute conduct, however, soon entailed the loss

of this position ; and in 1654: he was about to receive condign

punishment, when he suddenly manifested what seemed to

be unmistakable signs of amendment, and even of an ap-

proach to holiness. According to his own account, frequent

heavenly visions soon signalized his advance on the road to

perfection ; and iu these he was inspired by God to reform

the world by a restoration of the Catholic faith to that fervor

and purity which, long centuries before, as he contended, it

had so unfortunately lost. Nor was he himself simph' the

physician Borri ; he was a " Pro-Christ," that is, pre-emi-

nently the defender of the Saviour, and ere twenty years

passedjhe Avould establish " the reign of the Most High." By
his exertions, all men were to be brought into one fold. Some,,

quite naturally, would resist his merciful efforts iu their be-

half, and would deride his saving doctrines ; but all these,

even the Roman Pontiff, if he presumed to be of their num-
ber, would be exterminated. The new reformer, like most of

that ilk, was a firm believer in the efficacy of the material

sword as an instrument for the furtherance of spiritual pro-

gress ; and his chief means of converting the w^orld to his

peculiar development of Catholicism was to be the Papal

army, which would receive him as its commander. AVhile

pursuing his military vocation, he was to be girt with a sword

presented to him by St. Michael the Archangel. He confi-

dently declared tliat the fund« necessary for the great enter-

prise would not be wanting, thanks to his alchemical knowl-

edge. With a select l)()dy of his invincible sokliers, he would

march on the Eternal City, and sweep from the eartli tlie

defilers of the Holy of Holies. Then a new Pontiff, one
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friendly to Borri, and therefore acceptable to God, would oc-

cupy the Chair of Peter.

Probably no heresiarch ever evolved from his own imagin-

ation such extravagancies as those conceived by Borri ;
but

many of his hallucinations would imply that he fancied him-

self, in turn, Arnold of Brescia, Cola di Eienzi, Savonarola,

Luther, Zwingle, and—if his knowledge of the future was

real—the red-shirted Nicene filibuster of our day. His theo-

logical notions were, to a great extent, peculiarly his own(l).

He taught that the Sou of God, fl-om all eternity, was not

content with His glory ; and therefore He induced the Father

to create ad extra. The essence of the Word is generated

;

the divinity of the Holy Ghost is inspired ;
both Persons are

inferior to the Father. The Blessed Virgin is a goddess
;
she

is the daughter of the Father, and an incarnation of the Holy

Spirit. In everything she is the equal of the Son. She is

styled "full of grace," because she was born of a virgin. She

is present in the Holy Eucharist. In the Canon of the Mass

and in the Ave Maria we should entitle her, " Unisplrata Filia

Althimi" The Eternal Father having commanded Lucifer

to adore Jesus and His mother, the proud spirit refused to

obey, and, together with many of his companions, was thrust

into the abyss of hell. Some other angels, however, secretly

sympathized with Lucifer, although they did not openly defy

the Eternal ; and these were exiled from heaven to the atmos-

phere around the earth. It was through the instrumentality

of these spirits that God created matter and the irrational

brutes, but man came directly from God, and has a divine

soul. Creation was compulsory on the part of the Deity
;

and neither is God a free agent when He confers grace on

man, for if man has faith, God must grant His grace to him.

It will be perceived at once that Borri was a thorough be-

liever in the Protestant theory of private and independent

interpretation of the Bible. He styled his disciples Pteason-

(1) Gregorio Leti. tlie author of that bufloonesque Life of Sixtus V. (See our vol. iii.. p.

\t36), which is so niuoli quoted by credulous Protestants, gives us, in his Life of the Cheva-

lirr Borri. an account of his client's theological speculations. Leti was also the author of

the Embassy of Romulus to the Romans, a rare work printed at Brussels in 1671, which

was falsely attributed to Borri. This book was reproduced in the Literary Amenities,

vol. V.
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ables and Evangelicals ; and he imparted to them liis own
" divine mission " by the imposition of hands. They were

bound by vows of fraternal love, inviolable secrecy, obedience

to Christ and the angels, and poverty. This last vow implied

tlie renunciation of all property into the hands of the liiero-

phant. When success crowned tlie labors of the new reform-

er, the Church would enjoy peace during a thousand years.

The soldiers whom Borri would lead from victory to victory

until this devoutly desired consummation was reached, would

celebrate their final triumph by forming a new monastic or-

der, which woidd far excel in worth and influence those

founded by Sts. Augustine, Basil, Anthony, Benedict, Francis,

or Dominic—all very holy men, but not so prudent and per-

spicacious as Borri. Meanwhile not a few presumedly sane

persons devoutly believed in the audacious charlatan, and

these lie initiated into his mysteries with solemn incantations

and other paraphernalia calculated to imj)ress the imagina-

tions and exalt enthusiasm.

On the death of Pope Innocent X., Borri thought that the

time had arrived for the actuation of his grandest scheme,

esi^ecially as many members of the Sacred College were no-

toriously favorable to a policy which would subvert the Span-

ish domination in Italy. But not until 1()59 did he dare to

commit any overt act of sedition ; and then he was im-

pelled by a wish to anticipate the Milanese authorities, who
had been made cognizant of his designs, and were about to

undertake an investigation. How Borri succeeded in avoid-

ing trouble with the civil power for so many years, is a mys-

tery ; still more wonderful it is that he did not fall into the

hands of the Inquisition, if. as is popularly supposed, the

familiars of that dread tribunal were omnipresent and almost

pretornaturally sagaci(^us in tracking the scent of heresy and

insubordination. Probably the agents of the Holy Office,

that bugbear of Protestant imagination, were less ubiq-

uitous and less alert than were their brethren of the Spanish

royal tribunal (1). Be this as it may, the machinations of

(1) King Philip II. Rreatly feared that his Lombard subjects iniKlit imbibe heretical opin-

ions from their intercourse with the iiei^litxiritiff Swiss and the Valdesi of Piedmont. To
obviate this danger, the Spanish monarch betrtrcd Pope Pius IV. to allow him to Introduce

tliti Spanish Innuisition. that Is, a tribunal independent not only of the ordinary civil maglsi-
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Borri had been known to many for nearly five years, when he

resolved to strike his initiatory blow for the reformation of

Christian doctrine and the happiness of mankind. Hastily

summoning his most trusted adherents, he unfolded his pro-

gramme. His partisans were to assemble in the great Square

of Milan, and reinforced by the mob, whose leaders he had
prudently secured, they were to raise cries of " Hurrah for

Calvin !
" " Death to the priests !

" " Down with Spain !

"

The archiepiscopal palace and that of the governor were then

to be stormed, the prelate and the principal clergy were to

be slaughtered, and Borri himself was to be proclaimed duke

of Milan. Then were to begin the salutary campaigns against

the other Italian governments, especially that which ruled

from the Seven Hills ; then, at length ! the lion and the

lamb were to lie down together, and perennial joy was to be

the lot of man.

But the millenium had not yet arrived. By some means
the Milanese governor was informed of the plot, and many of

the conspirators were arrested. To us who are accustomed

to tales illustrating the extreme severity of the penal codes

of that period, and who have often shivered with horror, es-

pecially at the thought of the English method of punishing

high-treason which was in vogue even at the dawn of the

nineteenth centur}-, it must seem strange that these wretches

escaped with an exceedingly light penalty. Only seven were

punished in any manner whatever. After a solemn abjura-

tion of their errors in religious matters, they were sent to

trates, but independent also of the bishops. For a long time the Pontiff refused, but in

1563 he consented, to the dismay of the Milanese, who sent a commission to Rome to im-

plore the Holy See to allow Lombardy to remain, as to religious matters, subject to the

supervision of the Roman Inquisition. At the same time another commission was sent to

the Council of Trent, then in session, to represent to the synodals that " if the Spanish in-

quisitors, under the very eyes of the king, often abused their oflBce, what might they not

do when far removed from his inspection ? " St. Charles Borromeo was also besought to

use his influence against the introduction of the obnoxious tribunal into his archdiocese,

especially as it was notorious that whenever heresy had raised its head in Milan or Its

Duchy—which was not often—the culprit was not a Milanese, " and because a healthy body
needs no medicine, nor is rigor needful where there is no superstition." These and other

reclamations resulted in a suspension of the royal decree, and it was soon forgotten, Lom-
bardy being allowed to remain, as ever, subject to the ordinary inquisitorial direction of

each bishop, and of the lenient Roman " Holy OfHce "—a tribunal which must not be con-

founded, as is frequently the case, with the Spanish Inquisition. For this necessary distinc-

tion, see our chapter on the " Inquisition," vol. ii.
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Rome to be judged by the Inquisition, and this fearful tri-

bunal condemned tliem to wear, for a short time, a yellow

mantle as a sign of their guilt. Then they were dismissed

to their homes. Borri the firebrand, however, was not to es-

cape so easily. He had succeeded in avoiding arrest, and in

finding safety in Switzerland, where he was welcomed and
feasted as an escaped victim of the Inquisition. Meanwhile
his trial, in contumaciam, was pushed at Ptome, and his con-

demnation ran as follows :
" All his heretical writings are to

be burned ; all his goods, movable and immovable, are con-

fiscated. Under pain of excommunication, to be incurred

by the very fact, all persons are forbidden to have any

relations with him ; and we order all patriarchs and pri-

mates to arrest the said Borri, and to inform us when he is

arrested, so that we may decide as to the ulterior dis-

position of his case." In accordance with this decree, on

Jan. 3, 1661, a jDortrait of Borri was carried by the public

executioner to the Campo dei Fiori in Rome, and hung from

a gallows, after which hanging " in effigy " it was burnt, to-

gether with cojjies of his writings. When the news of this

auto da fe reached Borri, then at Strasbourg, he retaliated on

the Holy See by inducing the Protestants of that city to

burn, with much parade, a statue of the Poutiif. Then he

proceeded to Holland, and laying aside his religious specu-

lations, he set to work to accumulate wealth by means of his

legitimate medical and chemical knowledge, which was un-

deniably profound, and, for that time, exact. From all parts

of Europe the great and wealthy came to consult him, and

his cofi'ers were soon replenished ; but the charlatan per-

sisted in rivalling the sage, and ere long his credit so dimiu-

ished, that he deemed it well to cultivate a new field iu Ham-
burg. Here he met the celebrated Queen Christina of Swe-

den, and her vivacious intelligence was not proof against the

•wiles and unscrupulous science of the pretended theurgist (1).

(I) We seize this opportunity to present a brief comment on the career of this celebrated

woman. Heiress to the throne of fiustaviis Adolphus, her father, the Swedes descried in

tor. though she was hut six years of ape, the eyes, forehead, and general expression of the

" Lion of the North " ; and her accession Wiis acclaimed witli enthusiasm, the chancellor

Oxenstierna being recognized as president of a Council of Regency during her minority.

The young princess developed into a learned woman, and as soon as she attained her ma-

jority, she Invited to her court the most learned scholars of Europe Many accepted the call,.
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Having fleeced her Majesty out of much money with the pre-

text of consummating his nearly finished " great work," the

transmutation of metals, he experimented on the gullibility

of the Danes. King Frederick IlL bowed to the superior wis-

dom of the Milanese, and not only aided him pecuniarily in

his presumed efforts to manufacture gold, but made him his

chief, though secret, political adviser. But on the demise of

this monarch, his successor, Christian V. gave him some

money to leave the kingdom, Borri now determined to court

the smiles of fortune in the Ottoman Empire, but while jour-

neying through Moravia, he was apprehended by the impe-

rial authorities, and sent to Kome. His trial by the Inquisi-

tion resulted in his being adjudged to beg pardon of Chris-

tendom for the scandals he had given, and to be taken to the

Holy House of Loreto, there to beseech the Blessed Virgin

to pardon his insults to her ; after which he was confined in

Castel Sant 'Angelo. The sentence decreed his imprisonment

for life ; but after a few years, he was allowed to leave the

fortress whenever a sick person desired his attendance ; in

fine, providing that he returned at night, he was free during

and were royally entertained. Among these foreigners who were asked to spread the light

of learning among the denizens of the " kingdom of snow," the most famous were the priests

Gassendi and Daniel Huet ; the Calvinists, Claude Saumaise de Semur and Samuel Bochai t

of Rouen ; and Hugo Grotius. Christina was very raaseulioe in taste and in appearance ;

a daring rider ; careless in her dress and simple in her diet ; insensible to cold or heat ; and

scarcely acquainted with sleep. Her eccentricities were loudly magiiiQed when, after many

years of study, she announced her resolution to abdicate, in order that she might be free to

become a Catholic ; of course she was mad, in tbe eyes of all worldlings and of all heretics.

It is amusiug to hear the Prussian Frederick II. who would not have abandoned one ounce

of material substance for all the spirituality in the universe, aud who feigned to be a dilet-

tante in matters of philosophy which he could not understand, gravely pronouncing :
" The

descent of Christina from the throne appeared to all the wise to be a mere whim, neither

Infamous nor laudable ; for an abdication of a sceptre confers grandeur only when the de-

termining motives are important." When Christina refused to marry her cousin, Charles

Gustavus, and resigned the Swedish crown in his favor, she reserved to herself full sover-

eignty over her own person, over all her attending nobles and servants, and over the cas-

tle of Nikoping, her large estates in Pomerania. and the islands of (Eland, Gottland, Osel,

Wollin. Usedon, and several other territories. Therefore she was still a sovereign ; and

when, in 16.57, while residing at Fontainebleau, she caused her grand-equerry, the marquis

of Monaldeschi, to be put to death for high-treason, she thought that she but exercised her

royal right, whatever jurists might have thought of her right to play the queen in other

lands than Sweden. However. Louis XIV., so tenacious and punctilious, shut his eyes to the

matter. Christina resided in Rome until her death in I6t^9. Her magnificent library was

bought by Pope Alexander VIII. ; and it was incorporated in the Vatican Library under the

name of the Ottohnniana. Cantc ; Univ. Hist., bk. xvi., ch. Ti—Life of Christina, Writ-

ten hy Hrrsflf ; in Archenholz's Memoirs, Amsterdam, 1791-1799—MS. of Casati nn the

Queen of Sweden, cited by Banke.
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the day. Certainly, the supposed wonted tortures of the In-

quisition were not very trying to the health of this victim,

for he withstood them for twenty-three years, dying in his

seventy-first year, in 1695.

While this wayward scientist was furthering the projects of

his eccentric ambition, and for many years after he was re-

duced to silence, the Holy Office was continually troubled by

the need of obviating the evils caused by a horde of misguided

enthusiasts, who, in every part of Italy, were inventing and

striving to propagate fantastic theories and practices of de-

votion. The archives of the Inquisition are full of descrip-

tions of superstitious l)ooks, prayers, pious tales, new-fangled

scapulars, etc., which were circulated at this time to the great

scandal of the truly devout. Thus there was eagerly read by

many a New Revelation which was said to be the complement

of that of Christ, and to lead to amonastic perfection more sub-

lime than any saint of God had yet excogitated (1). Some
of these ultra-devotees were real blasj)hemers ; for instance,

that Sicilian nun, a sister Teresa, who declared that her vis-

ions had demonstrated that she was a fourth Person of the

Blessed Trinity. Many yielded credence to her ravings.

Then there was an association bound by a Vow of Blood,

as the members styled their promise to defend tlie belief in

the Immaculate Concejjtion ( not yet a dogma of faith ) with

the sword. In 1693 a sect entitled Knights of the Apocalypse

was founded by Augustine Gabrino of Brescia, having for its

object a defense of the Church against Antichrist ; Gabrino

called himself the Monarch of the Hoh' Trinity ; and on

Palm Sunday of 1693, while the choir of St. Peter's in Rome
was chanting, " Who is this King of Glory," he rushed among

(1) It is interesting to note that amid all the hallucinations entailed by his apostasy. Re-

nan preserved some of the sublime conceptions of his early and Christian years. In his

Apostka he also shows that he appreciated the sublimity of the cenobitic life. " The mod-
em spirit has shown itself very s<'vcre against cenobitism. We have forgotten tliatthe soul

of man tastes the greatest joys in cumnuinity life; we no longer chant the words of the

CanticU on the beautv of brethren dwi'lling in unity. But when modern Individualism

shall have gathered Its last fruits ; when humanity belittled, saddened, and made iaipotent,

returns to grand institutions and to strongdisciplinc : when our miserable bourgeois society,

or rather our world of pygmies. Is subdued by tlie whips of the heroic and idealist part of

humanity; then community life will be appreciated as it was of old egotism, the es-

sential law of civilized society, will not suffice for grand souls; all will be allies against vul-

parity ; men will find sense In the words of Jesus and In the ideas of the Middle Age con-

cerning poverty."
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the officiating clergy, sword in hand, crying :
" I am the King

of Glory." The pontiff pardoned him ; but having repeated

the demonstration in other churches, he was placed in a luna-

tic asylum. Anthony Oliva of Eeggio, theologian to Car-

dinal Barberini when only twenty years old, was a participant

in the insurrection of Tommas' Aniello of Amalfi ( known by
us as Masaniello ) in 1647, and afterward became a celebrated

professor of natural sciences in Pisa. Keturning to Kome,
he was favored by Pope and prelates ; but in the reign of

Alexander YIII. he was found guilty of having instituted an
Academy in the house of one of the papal officials, the object

of which was the destruction of presumed abuses in the

Church. He escaped earthly punishment by throwing him-

self out of a window of the prison of the Inquisition, and
thus breaking his skull. Mysticism, the dominating passion

of these and many other eccentrics of that day on the Conti-

nent, was well regulated in the mind of a St. Teresa ; but with

too many its pursuit resulted as in the case of that Fra Egidio,

who having learned that a simple old woman could love God
more than a fine theologian would necessarily love Him, ran

into the street, crying :
" Come, all ye good women ! Love our

Lord God, and you will be greater than St. Buonaventure."
It was this false mysticism which actuated, from the year

1633, a priest named Giacomo Lombardi, who in time, as we
learn from the decree of the Holy Office pronounced against

his doctrines on March 28, 1675, disseminated doctrines which
were erroneous and dangerous to the Catholic faith. These
he taught to his many disciples, whom he called his spiritual

children, and whom he held under his sway ; his pretext be-

ing to instruct them in the spiritual life, and in the observance

of the Commandments of God and of the Church. He sought

also to confirm his teaching with miracles, prophecies, reve-

lations, visions, and interior voices in himself and in certain

of his followers. All these were false, and contained the same
vain and nonsensical theories and notions. He was ex-

amined in 1642, and avowed the teachings imputed to him, de-

claring that he had infused wisdom. He was therefore oblig-

ed to make a public retractation, and was forbidden to thence-

forward gather together disciples, or to write on spiritual sub-
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jects. Again, in 1666, lie was ordered to no longer use or

distribute oil or water blessed by himself as more efficacious

than those blessed by other priests, or to formulate commands

for the spirits of j^ersons whom he pretended to be possessed.

It was clearly proved, however, that he frequently and pub-

licly contravened against these j^rohibitions. So great was

his affectation of sanctity that he allowed, and even ordered, his

disciples to keep registers of his presumed miracles. To his

own knowledge, his followers believed him to be a saint. Some

proclaimed that he was confirmed in grace ; that he had never

sinned, even venially ; that consequently he had no need of

the Sacrament of Penance ; and, as a matter of fact, he had

omitted going to Confession for more than a year. Some

went so far as to say that he was conceived without original

sin, and in this he never corrected them. They called liim

the Great Saint, the One Servant of God, putting him imme-

diately after the Blessed Virgin. He had, according to them,

the Keys of Heaven, to admit whomsoever he pleased ; he un-

derstood the Scri})tures as if he had written them himself ; all

the rules that he laid down were dictated bv the Holy Ghost

;

and his new Baptism assured those who remained faithful of

not even passing through Purgatory on their way to heaven.

These ridiculous excesses they strove to confirm, taking

foolish and voluntary flights of imagination for divine reve*

lations. "While all this was being taken into consideration by

the inquisitorial tribunal, Lombardi died, in 1673. Many con-

tinued to persist in his doctrines, under the pretence of there-

by the better fulfilling the Christianlaw and giving themselves

to God, and they were not content with rashly disobeying, or

with eluding, by sophistry and subterfuge, the precepts of

their superiors ; they even dared to circulate the report that

Lombardi was not dead, but merely transferred to another

place, and there kept in life to return as Pope and Reformer

of the Church. This he liad caused them to believe by the fan-

tastic prophecies of a reformation which he had often uttered.

Moreover many of his disciples pretended that the same

coming reformation was revealed to them from above.

The following extract from the inquisitorial decree of 1675

should be read bv those who believe that the Catholic Church
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encourages sucli superstitious as those entertained by tLe

disciples of Lombardi. " In order that the Catholic faith,

without which it is impossible to please God, may be pre-

served i^ure and free from all contagion or suspicion of her-

esy, and in virtue of the authority bestowed on us, we hereby

forbid all persons, of either sex, and of whatever condition,

Tank, or dignity, ecclesiastical or civil, even regulars or nuns,

or individuals of other designations, to believe in the doc-

trines named after Giacomo Lombardi, to retain them in

writing or in print, to write them, or to communicate them to

^ny one whomsoever either by word of mouth or by written

document. "We prohibit, and declare prohibited, the writ-

ings of Lombardi entitled: The Grief of the Soul, Spiritual

Simplicity, A Treatise on Exteriority, Words of the 31imster of

the Altar, or Boole of Prophecies; as likewise all the Eules,

Documents, Warnings, written or dictated by him, taken from

his writings, or otherwise copied, and in general all works

and writings by, or concerning Lombardi. We command all

who possess such writings, or know of other persons possess-

ing them, to deposit them within a month's time in the hands

of the bishops or inquisitors, or to warn them of their where-

abouts. We likewise forbid all persons to conduct themselves

in the above-mentioned manner ;' to call themselves spiritual

children or followers of Lombardi; or join for such purpose, in

any place, time, manner, under any pretext, even of friendship

or relationship or otherbond of union otherwise good and spir-

itual, under any motive of assembling whatsoever, be it con-

cert, entertainment, or other. We equally forbid all per-

sons, who in the past called themselves the children of Lom-

bardi, to dress differently from others ; to speak or treat of

their so-called Master and Father, or of his doctrines or

rules ; to use or distribute oil or water or to deal with sj)irits

in the above-mentioned manner ; to use any garment worn

or touched by Lombardi ; to do other similar deeds ; to take

part in the cure of the sick or possessed ; or even to commu-

nicate with one another, unless they have had in the j&rst in-

stance the express permission of their Ordinary. Under the

penalty of excommunication latae sententioe, to us reserved,

we command all the faithful of whatever sex, condition, or
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rank, to inform within twelve days the Ordinaries or Inquisi-

tors, of all violations of these orders. We give the latter all

due and necessary power, so that, according to our commands,

they may proceed to judicial investigation for reference to us.

And we warn all our subjects to punctually obey this present

Edict, which we desire to be affixed at the doors of churches,

and in public places of reunion, and which will be binding

on all as if it had been personally intimated to each one."

Besides Borri and Lombardi there were many other agi-

tators who, during the seventeenth century, continued to pro-

claim themselves and their doctrines thoroughly orthodox,

while the latter, especially when reduced to practice, were

redolent of heresy. We have treated of Jansenism at some

length; and only one of the other ebullitions of a false spirit-

uality. Quietism, is of sufficient importance to merit our at-

tention. However, this pre-eminently scandalous and per-

nicious system demands a special chapter for its consider-

ation.

CHAPTER IX.

LOUIS XIV. AND THE HOLY SEE.

The royal edict of March 20, 1682, whereby Louis XIV.

pretended to give the force of civil law to the famous Dec-

laration which an assembly of the French clergy had

emitted by royal order, as enunciatory of the belief of the

French Church on the matters involved, never escapes the

attention of a careful historian. But too little consideration

is generally accorded to the fact that a precedent for the

adoption of this Declaration had been established in 1663 by

the then young and impulsive monarch ; and we seldom meet

with any allusion to tlie event which produced that precedent.

Probably the reader's study of French history has shown to

him how freqiiently Pope Alexander VII. (Fabio Chigi) re-

sisted the policy of Cardinal Mazariu, the successor of the

great Richelieu. This resistance procured for the Pontiff

many enemies at the court of France ; and the death of Maz-
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arin in 1661 led to no diminution of tlieir hostility. The ten-

sion between the two courts was encouraged rather than les-

sened by Cardinal Kinaldo d'Este, then representing the Most

Christian King at the Vatican. This very un-Italian disposi-

tion of the cardinal was well-known to the members of his

household ; and they were ever ready to defend, jjer fas ant

nefas, the real or fancied privileges which their ambassadorial

connection secured to them. Among those privileges there

was one "franchise " or immunity which had been arrogated

by all the foreign ambassadors in Rome for many years, and

in spite of many pontifical derogatory decrees. It was con-

tended that exemption from civil process, on the part of the

papal tribunals, was enjoyed by all the ambassadorial ser-

vants, etc., not only for acts committed in the residences of

their Excellencies, but also for deeds performed in the quar-

ter surrounding those residences ; and as the limits of these

quarters were variable, according to the caprice of each am-

bassador, justice not unfrequently was thwarted. The anti-

papal Sismondi admits that since the ambassadors permitted

no pontifical police or tax-gatherers to enter the " privileged
"

districts, " These quarters had become the asylum of all the

malefactors of the land. Not only did they flee thither in

order to escape justice, and not only did they turn these

quarters into headquarters for smuggling operations, but

they went from there to commit crimes in tlie neighbor-

hood "
(1). Another Protestant authority of celebrity, and a

contemporary of Louis XIV., Leibnitz, speaks in similar

terms of these foreign jurisdictions in the papal capital ; and

adds that the members of the ambassadorial households " de-

rived considerable revenue from the assassins and other

wretches whom they sheltered, and whom they saved from

justice" (2). On one occasion, certain followers of Cardinal

d'Este killed several of the papal police who had entered the

French quarter in the exercise of their duty ; and although

satisfaction was given for the insult, the contested " fran-

chises " were still claimed. The climax of trouble was at-

tained in 1662, when d'Este was recalled, and the duke de

(1) History of the French, vol. xxv., p. 552. Paris, 1833.

(3) Works of Leibnitz ; vol. iii., p. 154. Edit. Foucher de Careil.
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Crequi arrived as French ambassador. At this time Don Ma-
rio Chigi, a brother of the Pontiff, held a position which was

equivalent, in all but name, to that of a prime-minister ; but

the new envoy fancied that his own rank as peer of France ex-

empted him from the duty of making the first visit of cere-

nmuy to one who was not, in the fullest sense, the representative

of tlie Pope-King. Probably Crequi had reason on his side
;

but Pope Alexander complained to the grand monarch, and

the punctilious ambassador was ordered to conform to the us-

a-ges wliich he found in force at the Vatican. The self-love of

Crequi was offended ; and he eagerly awaited an occasion for

revenge. On Aug. 22, a detachment of the Corsican guards

entered the French quarter in the exercise of their functions,

and v.ere attacked by a superior force of French soldiers in

the service of Crequi (1). The Corsicans retired to their

barracks, and their indignant comrades immediately rushed

to the embassy, then resident in the Farnese jjalace. Mus-

ket volleys were being exchanged between the parties, when

the carriage of the duchess de Crequi, returning from a visit,

entered the square, between the two lines of fire. One of her

pages was killed, and two of her servants were wounded.

Crequi found here his ojiportunity, and he immediately ac-

cused the Koman court, or at least the Chigi family, with

having plotted against his life and the htmor of his royal

master. The Pope sent a messenger to convey the regrets of

his Holiness ; but Crequi threatened to pitch the envoy from

the windows, if he dared to enter the embassy. The govern-

or of Rome tendered guards for the defense of the building

;

but the pretendedly infuriated man afi"ected to believe that

they were destined to murder him. Then he summoned to

his side all the Frenchmen in Rome, as well as all the scum

of humanity to be found in his " privileged " quarter ; and

having posed, for some days, as the head of an army in a

hostile territory, he bade a theatrical farewell to the Eternal

City.

Before the papal explanations reached the French monarch,

he had received Crequi's version of the aftair. The Abbe

(1) Muratort says that many of Crequi's ofllcere were Protestants. AnnaU of Italy, at y.

1662.
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Eegnier-Desmarais, an attache in the suite of Crequi, wrote

an account of the origin and consequences of this embro-

glio (1) ; but he was careful to publish only those documents

which militated for the royal side of the case. In our day,

however, the papal side of the question has been presented (2);

^ud it reflects no credit on Louis XIV. So deeply did ho

feel the fancied insult to his dignity, that he at once ordered

the nuncio, Piccolomini, to be conducted to the frontier of the

^kingdom ; and he even prepared to invade the papal domain

of Avignon. Then, when he had learned that the Pontiff was

Teady to accord every reasonable satisfaction, he submitted

to his Holiness the following conditions as " preliminaries
"

for future negotiations: "If the Pope wishes sincerely to

satisfy his Majesty, then, in order that his deeds may cor-

respond to his words, let him take the hat from Cardinal Im-

periali (the governor of Eome), the author of the attack

against his Majesty in the person of his ambassador. Let

the Pope immediately deliver to the king Don Mario (the

brother of the Pontiff), to be treated as his Majesty pleases

;

it being capable of proof that Don Mario took part in the

said attack, acting in concert with Cardinal Imperiali. Let

the Pope cause tlie captain, lieutenant, and ensign of the Cor-

sican guards, with fifty of the privates, to be hung in the Pi-

azza Farnese ; and let all the Corsicans, now in the service

of the Holy See, be banished forever from the Papal States.

Let the Pope cause also to be hung, in the Piazza Navona,

the harghello of Rome (commander of the archers), together

with fifty constables. Let the Pope promise to send as leg-

ate to France, as bearer of the apology of his Holiness, the

person whom the king will be pleased to name. When these

things shall have been performed as a beginning, we may in-

deed believe that the Pope desires to satisfy tlie king "
(3).

No wonder that Alexander VII. refused to consider, for a mo-

ment, conditions which were almost worthy of one of the Ho-

henstaufen, and which the acute intelligence of Louis XIV.

(1) History of the Dissensions of the Court of France with that of Rome, Beca%ise of

the Affair of Die Corsicaiis. Paris, 1707.

(2) By Charles G^rin, in the Iniroduction to his Historical Researches Concerning the

^ssemldu of the Clergy ofFrance in 1683. Paris, 1869.

.(3) Reonier-Desmarais ; loc. cit.
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must have known to be destined to rejection. The injustice

of these demands should have been evident to the monarch
;

for the exjDlanations of the Pope, penned in all candor and

simplicity, had been corroborated by the judgment of one of

the wisest minds of the time. Nine days after the riot,

Queen Christina of Sweden, then resident in Rome, had writ-

ten the following letter to Lionne, the French Minister for

Foreign Affairs : "I cannot avoid telling you certain truths

which you will not hear from persons who are not so sincere

and disinterested as I am. It is certain that the followers of

M. de Crequi have conducted themselves in this city in the

most extraordinary manner ; and that they have been guilty

of insolence which would not have been tolerated in Rome,
had it not been for the extreme respect which is felt here for

an ambassador of France. Of course M. de Crequi is not to

blame for the excesses of his people, since he has used all

his authority to keep them within the bounds of decency

;

but in spite of his severity, they have continued, in a thou-

sand ways, to abuse the indulgence with which this govern-

ment has treated them. They have outraged not only the

citizens, but the guards and soldiers of the Poj^e on their

posts ; and especially have they insulted the Corsicans. Af-

ter long suffering, the Corsicans finally yielded to a desire

for vengeance. The sole cause of this unhappy incident has

been the evil conduct of the ambassador's followers, drawing

on themselves the rage of the Corsicans ; and whatever may
be said to you, the incident has had no consequences, un-

less those which have been imagined by persons who are en-

emies of the repose of Rome, and perhaps of the king's own
glory—pei-sons who, on this occasion, su!)ordinate the king's

service to their own interest. I know that you distrust me
;

but be not deceived. No one in the world has been more
displeased, aye, horrified, than I have been, because of this

event ; and had my sentiments been regarded, prompt and
exemplary punishment would have followed it, and the am-
bassador would have received such full satisfaction, that he
would have dared to make no complaints to the king. There
is here no lack of good-will to satisfy the king; but the very

nature of this ecclesiastical govornment, which is verv slow
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in the matter of executions, has not permitted the doing ol

all that jou desire. But many demonstrations have been

made ; and I trust that they will satisfy the goodness and

generosity of the king, more than they have gratified the

passions and the interests of his ministers "
(1). Two daj's

after this letter was sent to Lionne, the queen wrote to King

Louis :
" My good brother, I know not what reasons induced

M. de Crequi to leave this court, since he deemed it proper

to withhold them from me, and I do not care to peer into mys-

teries which are, perhaps, beyond my capacity. But I can

assure your Majesty that since the lamentable event, nothing

has haj)pened which could displease you. It is unfortunate

for this court that the ambassador w^ould not be content with

any of the demonstrations offered to him ; and that he has

departed, lea^4ng no hope of his ever being satisfied. I was

a witness of many projects put forth for his contentment, and

to dissipate the suspicions which he had conceived." The
correspondence of Crequi with the king is interesting, inas-

much as it shows how the wily diplomat impelled his royal

master to what was the most disgraceful procedure of his

reign. Writing from Florence, whither he had retired, Cre-

qui says: "Your Majesty should continue to display the

same vigor which you showed in the beginning of this af-

fair ; and the more eclat you produce, the more will the tim-

id court of Rome be inclined to satisfy you. It was with this

in view that, contrary to the advice of many, I deemed it well

to attack directly the relatives of the Pope, in the five prop-

ositions which I sent to the foreign ambassadors in Rome.
A lordly procedure like this appears to me to befit the gran-

deur of your Majesty ; and they (the relatives of the Pontiff)

will derive from it a fear that extreme measures will be taken

against them." King Louis vainly tried to corrupt some of

the members of the Sacred College ; and when he found that

they were all invincibly attached to the Holy See, he mobil-

ized a corps (Tarmee for an invasion of the Roman States.

Alexander VII. made preparations for defense ; but when he

saw that none of the Catholic powers manifested any disposi-

tion to come to his aid, he so far yielded to brutal force as

(l) Regnier-Desmarais ; Vac. cit.
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to consent, in a treaty signed at Pisa, to send a cardinal ta

Paris who would bear the regrets of the Pontiff for the unfort-

unate affair of the Corsican guards. His Christian Majesty

having also insisted on the erection in Rome of a pyramidal

monument proclaiming that " thenceforth no Corsicans could

serve the Apostolic See," tlie puerility was conceded ; but a

few years afterward, the king's good sense, and probably a

feeling of shame, led him to countenance the destruction of

the memorial. Prudence had comjielled the Pontiff to yield

in this matter all that justice to the tiara would permit him

to yield ; but with his own hand he drew up, and then depos-

ited among his private papers (1), on Feb. 18, 1664, the follow-

ing protest :
" After we had used every possible means known

to our paternal zeal, in order to prevent his Majesty from

accomplishing his threats ; and after we had gone so far as

to consent to exorbitant satisfactions which the entire world

knows to have been by no means due ; we saw that his Maj-

esty's anger was unappeasable. Then we prepared, during

the past year, for the defence of our subjects, devoting to that

purpose the sum of two millions—an amount which we have

increased this year, trusting that we would receive the aid

which we had besought from the emperor, from the republic

of Venice, and from Catholic kings and princes. But since

none of these have contributed the smallest sum to our de-

fense, all alleging impediments of various kinds ; and since the

governor of Milan has allowed free passage to the French

troops advancing to attack us, while he forbade such passage

to the forces which we raised in Switzerland ; and since the-

Venetians have furnished arms and provisions to the said at-

tacking army ; and since the Genoese and the duke of Savoy

have done the same ; and since France expects the same aid

from the dukes of Tuscany and of Mantua ; and finally, since

the dukes of Parma and of Modena have made verv large lev-

ies of troops : Therefore, in order that our successors and pos-

terity may know that we have been compelled to these trans-

(1) This protest, generally ipnorpd by modern historians. Wiis foiiml in tlio Vatican Ar-

chives by the Napoleonic captors of Pope Pius VH. ; and was transported, with most of the

other dncuincnts, to Paris, nuiiiioii, tlie cx-Oratorian pnbllcistand historian, found It while

searchiriK the archives, and inserted it in his L'.vfdj/u/i tlit Tciiiijond I'oucr of the i'cf't*

(1818). vol. U.
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actions by violence, and by a well-founded fear of the arms

of liis Most Christian Majesty, as well as by the need of ob-

"sdating the greater evils which would accrue to Italy from a

war waged by so great a power against the Apostolic See,

now abandoned by the Catholic princes whose succor we had

asked ; we protest before God, before the glorious Apostles

Peter and Paul, that we have never ordered or approved said

transactions ; and we declare that said acts and satisfactions

were not effected by our free will, but were procured by in-

surmountable force and violence, and by a necessity of obvi-

ating evils which a war waged by France in Italy would have

entailed on religion, on the Holy See, and on its subjects and

vassals. Alexander Papa ^^!I. ; nianu propriay

The celebrated Paul Pellisson, a converted Huguenot, whose

writings are too seldom consulted by those who presumedly

study the records of the time, before they attempt to comment

on the reign of Louis XIV., says that during the course of

this dissension with Pope Alexander YII., there was no allu-

sion to the tendency often exhibited on similar occasions by

the jurisconsults of France, " sometimes usefully, but always

dangerously, to re-establish the Pragmatic Sanction (1) ; nor

was there any talk of prohibiting any sending of money to

Rome, or of assembling National Councils in order io define

the limits of ecclesiastial jurisdiction

—

a matter lohich is al-

most never approached, ivithout the participants going furtlier

than they intended "
(2). Pellisson had witnessed the debates

of the Assembly of the Clergy of 1682, and this allusion

is both just and delicate ; but he erred in supposing that the

dissension with Alexander VII. was not made available for an

attack on the pontifical prerogatives. In fact, this dissension

furnished an occasion for an exhibition of a perfect outline of

the Four Propositions which were soon to cause so much
trouble. While his troops Avere marching toward the Papal

States, King Louis instigated tlie Sorbonne to express its

aversion for the matter of certain theses, favorable to the
'' ultramontane " claims, which had recently been defended on

its benches ; and to gratify the monarch, the Theological

(1) For the meaning and history of this document, see our vol. iii., p. 170.

(2) History of Louis XIV., vol. i., p. 227.
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Faculty, headed by the archbishop of Paris, solemnly pre-

sented to his Majesty, on May 8, 1663, these six Articles : L " It

is not a teaching of the Faculty that the Supreme Pontiff has

any authority in temporals over the Most Christian King ; in-

deed the Faculty has always opposed those who recognize (in

the Pontiff) even a merely indirect authority in such tem-

porals." II. "It is a teaching of the same Faculty that the

Most Christian King neither recognizes nor has any superior

other than God, in temporals ; and this teaching is the ancient

doctrine of the Faculty, it having never swerved from said

teaching." III. " It is a teaching of the Faculty that the sub-

jects of the Most Christian King so owe to him fealty and

obedience, that under no j)retext can they ever be absolved

from them." lY. " The Faculty declares that it does not ap-

prove, and that it never has approved, any propositions which

are opposed to the authority of the Most Christian King, or

to the Canons received in this kingdom ; for instance, (the

proi">osition asserting) that the Pontiff can depose a bishop,

in contradiction to those Canons." V. " It is not a teaching of

the Faculty that the Suj^reme Pontiff is superior to a General

Council." YI. " It is not a teaching or a dogma of the Facul-

ty that the Supreme Pontiff is iufalliV)le, without the assent

of the Church (to his declarations)." The reader will probably

discern in these merely negative expressions an indication of

the embarrassment in which the doctors of the Sorbonne found

themselves ; an embarrassment afterward avowed by Cocque-

lin, chancellor of the Church of Paris, in his discourse as

" Promoter " of the Assemloly of 1682 (1). It is worthy of

note that the extreme Galilean, Fleury, observed :
" This prop-

osition, that it is not a teaching of the Faculty that the Pope
is infallible, is captious ; for it merely says that the Faculty

does not adopt that doctrine, and it does not follow from its

declaration that the Faculty rejects the doctrine, or prohibits

the teaching of it" (2). In fact, although interested polemics

have ignored the predicament of the Sorbonne, it is certaiu

that the Faculty would not have adopted the six propositions,

so strong was the opposition among the religious and even in

the secular houses of the Sorbonne and Navarre, had not the

a) J^ocis-VerMl of the Clcryy, vol. v.. p. 419. (2) Minor Work« of Fleury, p. 130.
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parliament begun a persecution bj susi^ending tlie syndic,

because of his opposition to the Gallicans. The entire epi-

sode of the six articles was due to the parliamentary mania

for interference in relij^ious matters, rather than to any ini-

tiative of Louis XIY. The perfidious zeal of the magistrates

in exciting a distrust of the ecclesiastical power in the breast

of their young monarch, availing themselves of the pride so

natural in one who occupied, at so early an age, the position

of first lay:jian in Christendom, has been unwittingly indicat-

ed to us by Deslions, a doctor of the Sorbonne, and a friend

of " the great " Aruauld, in his manuscript Diary, telling us,

at the date 1663, that " M. de Liancourt, having visited the

procureiir-general, informed him (Deslions) that this officer had
seen the king in regard to the thesis (1), and that when his

Majesty asked him what had brought him to the Louvre, he

had replied that ' it was in order to learn lultethei^ Ids Majesty

ivilled tltat the Pope should he able to take the crownfrom his

royal head, ivheneuer his Holiness pleased' ; and that the king

being thunderstruck by the question, he had explained to

his Majesty the meaning of the Bull Unam Sanctam, where-

upon the king opened his eyes at the novelty "
(2). The

reader will note that this novelty was then nearly four cen-

turies old, having been issued b}" Pope Boniface YIII. in

1302. However, we may allow this item to pass with a smile,

for the king may have deferred to the superior canonical

knowledge of his jDrocurator ; but we find it strange that the

royal jealousy for the temporals of the crown should have
induced Louis to countenance the fear of his jurists in the

matter of the pontifical infallibility. On March 21, 1662,

writing to Henri de Maupas, bishop of Puy, who was then

soliciting at Eome, in the name of the French king and na-

tion, the canonization of the then Blessed Francis de Sales,

the monarch had spoken of papal infallibility in terms which
would have more than satisfied any " ultramontane." After

congratulating the prelate on having procured a shortening

of tlie delay usually demanded between beatification and can-

onization, Louis said :
" T\'e had not hoped for so great a fa-

(1) The thesis which M. Drouet de Villeneuve, bachelor in theology In the house of Navar-
re, had defended before the Sorbonne In defense of the papal Infallibility, etc.

(2) B. I., MS. Fr. Sorbonne, 1258, cited by Gerin, uhi supra.
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vor ; and this celerity, in a matter of sucli importance, shows

that the mind of his Holiness has been extraordinarily im-

pressed by Him who gives to the Pontiff infallibility in

those things ivhich he establishes in the Church for her uiiJiff/

and for the greater glori/ of God "
(1). This admission did

not prevent the king from allowing the advocate-general.

Talon, to denounce the " ultramontane " theses in parliament

;

nor did it impel him to interfere when a parliamentary dep-

utation appeared before tlie Faculty of the Sorbonne on Jan.

22, 1G63, and having prohibited the defense of any " ultra-

montane " teachings, ordered the decree to be read before all

the doctors, and to be inscribed in the Registers of the Fac-

ulty. To the credit of the Sorbonne be it said that at first

the Faculty refused to obey, consenting only to deliberate on

the matter; and it was only when Grandiu, the syndic, liad

been suspended, that seventy timid doctors signed the six

equivocal articles. Nineteen years afterward, when the Sor-

bonne hesitated to register the famous Four Articles of 1682,

the procurator, Harlay, complacently reminded the chancel-

lor, Le Tellier, of the pressure exercised on the doctors in

1663, advising a repetition of tlie operation.

Peace having been made with the court of Eome, as we

have seen, the royal counsellors and the Gallican jurists bid-

ed the time when the}- could make an attack under the sanc-

tion of an authority more august than that of a mere Faculty

of a University. " They remained faithful," says Geriii, " to

fchat policy of humiliating Rome—a policy the secret of which

Bossuet has handed down to us ; and until they could pro-

voke another onslaught, they continued to load with chains

that Gallican Church whose liberties they constantly pretend-

ed to defend. Those very men who so exalted the authority

of a General Council, when there was a cjuestion of attenu-

ating that of the Pope, presumed to subject the Council to

the secular power. They had arrogated to themselves the

right of permitting or of prohil)iting all provincial Synods,

assemblies which the latest General Councils Jiad ordered to

be held, at least, every three years ; and ' although the ces-

sation of these assemblies had been the chief cause of a re-

(1) n. I.. MSS. Fr. 20, 05".
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laxation of discipline,' they prohibited them, being ' afraid

of a union of four bishops ' (1). They extended still further

the limits of that secular jurisdiction which Fleury terms ' the

great ser\dtude of the Gallican Church ' "
(2j. The opportun-

ity so eagerly desired was afforded to the Gallican jurists by

the culmination of the question of the Beyalia—a question

which was but too similar to that concerning Investitures

which distracted Church and Empire during the eleventh and

early twelfth centuries (3). La Regale was the term by which

was known the " right " which the crown of France had ar-

rogated to itself, for several centuries, of appropriating the

revenues of certain bishoprics during the vacancy of the sees
;

and also of nominating to the benefices which were of epis-

copal collation in said sees ; both of these " rights " being ex-

ercised until the new ordinaries had taken the oath of fidelity

to the monarch, and had registered the oath in the Chambre

des Comptes. This so-called right was an exceptional one

;

and it had originated, in certain dioceses, in the pious foun-

dations of certain princes, and in the protection which those

princes had accorded to the churches, when widowed of their

pastors, against the violence and cupidity of the feudal no-

bles. The Second General Council of Lyons (y. 1274) had

authorized the Regalia in those dioceses where it was already

established ; but had prohibited its introduction into others.

Very many of the French dioceses, notably those of Langue-

doc, Guyenne, Provence, and Dauphiny, had always been ex-

empt from the custom ; and just as after the Second Council

of Lyons, so before it, all the monarchs had spoken of the

Regalia as of an entirely exceptional affair. None of the

medisBval French sovereigns would have presumed to iutro-

(1) Minor WovViS of Fi^eury ; p. 137.

(2) It is interesting to hear the ultra-Gallican, Fleury, telllDg how " The parliament dis-

puted with the ecclesiastical authority for the right of judging the bishops ; and when un-

fortunately a scandalous bishop was found, his crimes were regarded as irremediable evils,

to be tolerated until his death." 3finor TForfcs, p. 1?1. And hearken to this admission :

" The appeals for abuse (of power, on the part of bishops) ruined ecclesiastical jurisdiction.

According to the laws, this appeal was to be entertained only when the matter was very

grave, and when the bishop had notoriously exceeded his rights, or when his action in-

volved the liberties of the Gallican Church. As a matter of fact, the appeal comme d' abus

became the rule ; it was the ordinary means whereby a bad priest retained his beneflce, in

spite of his bishop, tiring out the prelate with never-ending prosecutions." (Jbi, in Pref-

ace, p. 30).

(3) See our vol. ii., ch. 13.
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duce the custom where it did not already exist. But in time,

the parliaments endeavored to establish the notion that the

Regalia was a right inherent in the crown, and every excep-

tion to it a consequence of the pure favor of His Majesty.

When Henry IV. declared in an edict of 1606 (art. 27j, that

he " understood the right of Regalia in the sense of his pre-

decessors, without any extension of it to the churches exempt-

ed from it," the parliament indeed registered the document

;

but on April 24, 1608, the same body pronounced its judg-

ment that " The king enjoys the right of Regalia in the dio-

cese of Belley, ji'f<s^ as in every other diocese of his kingdom."

Henry prohibited the execution of the judgment. During

his entire reign, Louis XIII. exhibited the same deference to

the rights of the Church. But with the advent of Louis XIV.

the hojDes of the Galilean jurists were encouraged ; for, as it

was declared in the Assembly of the Clergy of 1682, " since

1638 there was scarcely any assembly of the clergy that did

not appoint a commission for the Regalia "
(1). In 1673 and

1675 there were issued two royal declarations to the effect

that all the French dioceses were subject to the obnoxious

custom ; and that such prelates as had not yet " closed the

Regalia "
(2), should do so in six months. Caulet, bishop of

Pamiers, and Pavilion, bishojD of Alet, refused to obey the

order ; and although they had been at the head of their dio-

ceses, one for thirt^'-six, and the other for thirty-two years,

the king declared that the Regalia was not yet " closed " by
them, and he began to distribute not only the benefices which

were then vacant in their jurisdictions, but also many which

were then occupied. Of course the determined prelates re-

fused to recognize the royal appointees. Pavilion died in

1677 ; but Caulet, expiating, as far as it was possible, his error

in having adhered to the Jansenistic theories in regard to the

Formula of Pope Alexander Yll. (y. 1665), showed himself

superior to his isolation and his failing years by resisting

not only the royal officers, but also his metropolitan, the

archbishop of Toulouse, the blind creature of the court.

The history of this lamentable affair is at the easy command

(1) Procih-VcrhaU vol. v., p. 378. Hn«>rt nf M. Cha-on to the Ai>.temblu of 1683.

(2) Clnrr In Ri\iiih- was the phrase applied to the taklup and registering of the oath.
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of tiie student. We shall only note that when Caulet and
Pavilion appealed to Pope Innocent XI., that Pontiff vigor-

ously upheld their resistance. Then the government of His
Most Christian Majesty undertook to gain a victory by means
of confiscatiou, imprisonment, and even by a condemnation

to death, and an execution in effigy, of Cerle, the vicar-cap-

itular of Pamiers. Finally, in order to put an end to the

question of the Regalia, which, though in an inferior degree,

had become, like the olden contest on Investitures, a monu-
mental scandal to Christendom, the Gallican jurists con-

voked the famous Assembly of the French Clergy of 1682, to

which we shall devote a sjDecial chajiter.

Had this question of the Regalia involved a mere matter of

money, as all rationalistic and nearly all Protestant historians

shamelessly assert, neither the Koman Pontiff nor the high-

toned Louis XIV. would have allowed it to induce a rupture

between them. No fact in history is more evident than that

the Holy See had nothing to gain, from a pecuniary point of

view, by its oj^position to the royal claims. During a vacan-

cy in a diocese which was not subject to the Regalia, the epis-

copal revenues were always employed by the Cathedral Chap-
ter in the interests of their flock, or they were reserved for the

future incumbent. We are not surprised when pamphlet-

eers who are termed historians ignore this fact ; but it is

rather strange that a really erudite publicist and statesman

should assert the contrary. When such a man as Jules Fa-

vre utterly travesties the truth in regard to the Regalia, in

an address to the political representatives of his nation, one

is sickened by his mendacity. On March 21, 1861, at the

time when his brethren of the Dark Lantern were conducting

the Italian Revolution which was to eventuate in a tempor-

ary abolition of the secular dominion of the Supreme Pontiff,

the great 23olitical leader dared to thus perorate in the French
Chamber of Deputies :

" Did Louis XIV. escape the attacks

of Rome ? Louis XIV. was, as you know, a religious king
;

he had signed the edict which consecrated the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes. But after this considerable concession

to the Holy See, he loas the object of its anathemas. And why ?

Always, gentlemen, hecause ofa question ofmoney. The Holy
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See put fortli the 23retensioii of arrogating to itself Si. collection

of the revenues of all the benefices which were vacant in the

kingdom. The king refused ; he assembled his clergy ; and

to the Ball ivhich Clement XL liad fulminated against him, he

replied hy the Four Articles of the Declaration of 1682 "
(1).

The scholarly attainments of Jules Favre compel us to qual-

ify each of these sentences as not merely an egregious blun-

der, but as a deliberate lie. Firstly, the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes, which Favre assigns to a date previous to

the Assembly of 1G82, occurred three years after that As-

sembly, namely, in 1685. Secondh', the famous revocation

was not " a concession to the Holy See." At the time of the

revocation, LouisXIV. was onbad terms with theRoman court,

and j)recisely because of the actions of the Assembly of 1682.

The king was just then not at all disposed to effect anything

which would please the Pontiff. After the revocation, Louis

tried to obtain from Eome an endorsement of his measure

;

but he succeeded only in inducing the Pontiff to order a Te

Deum for the conversion of many heretics. The parliamen-

tary records show that the advocates-general found fault with

the Holy See, in full session, for blammg King Louis because

of his peculiar method of extirpating heresy from his king-

dom. Thirdly, no Pope ever made Louis XIY. the " object

of his anathemas." Had Jules Favre been animated by a

love of truth, and not by that virulent hatred of Pome which

was his Masonic endowment, he would have proclaimed that

while the Pontiff (Innocent XL) plainly informed His Majes-

ty that he was incurring the risk of future excommunication,

nothing approach ijig anathema was ever pronounced. Fourth-

Iv, the dissension between the Poman and French courts was

not " a question of money," in the sense that Rome was try-

ing to fill her coffers with the revenues of French churches.

The question was whether the service of the altar ; the edu-

cation of the priesthood, and the proper suppcu't of the cler-

gy ; the care of the sick, the poor, and the orphans ; were to

be abandoned for the pecuniary aggrandizement of royal fa-

vorites. Not a document has ever been produced in favor of

the barefaced assertion that the revenues of a diocese, sede

<1) Thus reported in the Paris Moiiiteur of March 82, 1861.
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vacante, were claimed by the Holy See. Fifthly, Clement

XI. uo more " fulminated a Bull " against Louis XIV. than

ilid any other Pope ; and if he had done so, his action could

not have been rebuked as Favre asserts :
" To the Bull which

Clement XL had fulminated against him, he replied by the

Four Articles of the Declaration of 1682." Pope Clement

XL did not ascend the papal throne until the year 1700. It

is not improbable that long life is the destiny of the lie which

Jules Favre helped to rejuvenate ; for such lies nourish the

life-blood of the sect which Favre illustrated. Several years

after the ebullition had been stigmatized by all sincere eru-

dites, Camille Pvousset, a professor in the University, histor-

iographer of the Ministry of War, member and laureate of

the French Academy, etc., etc., did not hesitate to say, in a

generally profound work on Louvois :
" To whom belonged

the right of receiving the revenues of vacant benefices ; to

the king or to the Pope ? This question of money had quickly

become one of general politics. The financial skirmish had

ended in a battle between the ecclesiastical and lay powers,

between the Church and the Empire." And Camille Eousset

is a historian " crowned by the Institute "—an institution

quantum mutata ah ilia ! However, from the school of Favre

and Eousset we could expect only such denunciations of j)a-

pal arrogance ; they affect to read history as the Protestant

historian, Larrey, a contemporary of the grand monarch,

read it when he congratulated Louis on his " not having

wished to deviate from the firmness of his royal predecessors,

who knew how to maintain their right of Regalia or of inves-

titure against the tyranny and usurpation of the court of Rome
"

(1). But it is painful to find the spirit of party so influenc-

ing the pious and learned Cardinal de Bausset, as to make
him regret that a Boman Pontiff should have been so zeal-

ous "in a question like that of the Regalia, which had noth-

ing to do with religion or morality." Bausset lived at a time

when he could have regarded the aberrations of his Gal-

ilean predecessors with judicial equanimity ; and we wonder

that a mind so logical as that of Bausset could have blamed

His Holiness for condemning " the conduct of so religious a

(1) History of Louis XIV., vol. v., p. 71. Berlin, ITU.
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prince as Louis XIV., one toward whom the Church had in^

curred so many obligations "
(1).

It is a remarkable fact that nearly all modern historians,

while they ever display a feverish and frequently unjustified

zeal in denouncing the attitude of monarchs whom inclina-

tion or force of circumstances has brought into hostile con-

tact with parliaments and constitutions, are always at least

complacently silent, when the secular Majesties lay sacrile-

gious hands on the things of the sanctuary. Especially is

this spirit characteristic of most of the moderns who have
pretended to unfold the panorama of French history ; wheth-
er Frenchmen or of other nationality, too many of these au-

thors are imbued with the spirit either of Jansenism, or of

Protestantism, or of Rationalism, or of that which is the

synthesis of all these pests—the Revolution. Our ears are

dinned by lamentations concerning the encroachments of post-

mediseval French sovereigns, especially of those of the elder

Bourbon line, on the privileges of the nobles, on the rights

of parliaments, on the franchises of communes, etc. ; and
when Louis XIV. is brought upon the scene, we are treated

to most eloquent tirades on his aflected omnipotence (2).

(1) Life of Bossuct ; bb. vi., § 3. Paris, 1846.

(2) Nearly all English and Geriiiau historians, uot one of whom either does justice to the
grand qualities of Louis XIV., or evinces any true appreciation of liis reign, eagerly seize on
a neat little concoction of certain unreliable French Menioirists-tliat now incessantly fjuot-

ed phrase, '"
I am the State," as a verbal picture of the monarch's entire career. Did Louis

XIV. ever use this phrase ? Did the self-contained, dignifleU, and gentlemanly sovereign of
then really polite France descend so low as to use such language, and in circumstances and
with adiuncts befitting a guard-room, perhaps, but assuredly notappinpriate in the presence
of a parliament ? Voltaire tells us that in IGoo the seventeen-year-old King rushed into
the parliament chanilter, '* In top-boots, and whip in hand." and ordered the president to
put an end to such assemblages. But Voltaire gives no authority for this assertion, and his
own age renders it Improbable that he had heard of the event from an eye-witness. If he
did. It is strange that not one contemporary author mentions the supposed fact. The young-
er Lacretelle, writing in 18~'() in the liinijmphic Mkhaml (vol. x.w.). repeats the story of
Voltaire, and so does Sismondi in his Historu of the French (vol. xxiv.i. Henri Martin
carefully notes the king's whip and top-boots; but it is strange that so grave an author
should confound the " bed of justice "—a solemn session of Parliament, during which the
k-ing sat on a pile of cushions- with a piece of bedroom furniture, and tliat he sh-mid
Mnd fault with the royal unconthness iti going to bed with boots and spurs unrem.ived.
{HMoii, of Frmire, vol. xii., p. -107

; Paris, Ks58, 4tli edit.) Then Martin informs us that
Lnuis prohibited all self-initiated meetings of Parliament, in "four words" : that is, this
author insinuates that the monarcli cried, " I am the State," when the president pk'aded
that the good of the country might require such meetings. Laval.'e(//(.s^.r.i/-.r Ihr Fnuvh,
vol. lii., p. 1U7 ; Paris, 1847) and Bonnechose (In the Ditmrniihic Diilot, art. jLoiun XIV.) also
harp on the boots, spurs, and whip of the young king, " who could well say, 'L' Etat—c'
ext iiuii

:

' " that Is, according to these writers, if he did not use these very words, he might
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Tliese declamations are sometimes justified, to a consider-

able extent ; but the sincere Catholic student of history in-

sists that much of their force might have been exercised in

showing how the olden royalty was almost as ready as its

modern successor has been in an attemjat to enslave the

Church. When Louis XIV. took his stand in the matter of

the Regalia, he experienced too little resistance on the part

of the French bishops. The vaunted protector of the " liber-

ties " of the Galilean Church found a body of sycophants at

his feet ; and he could easily issue his declarations of 1673
and 1675. Louis XIV, was a profoundly religious man, if

not such in his personal practice during his early manhood,
at least always such at heart ; and 23erhaps, therefore, his

success might not have entailed irretrievable damage on the

Church of France. But was it certain that succeeding rulers

would know when, or would be willing, to put a limit to their

encroachments ? Fortunately for France, and therefore for

Christendom, the gage of battle was lifted by the Roman
Pontiff, the true protector of the true liberties of all the

Churches. Far from us be any inclination to institute a
parallel between Louis XIV., the upholder of the right of

well have done so ;
" for they were the sincere expression of a belief, and even the simple ex-

pression of a fact." Dareste observes (H(.s?oriyo/i^ro)iC(;, vol. v., p. 353; Paris 1738) that
the first writer to mention the whip in the hand of Louis on this occasion was the Abbe Choisy.
who wrote about the year 1700; but who, admits Dareste( who believes in the boots and spurs;
was by no means a reliable authority. But in the Mctnnirs of Choisy, published iu the Cnllcc-
tion Petitot (Series II.. vol. 63). there is no mention of the whip. As for the top-boots which
displease so many, and which Voltaire puts on the king during his supposed outburst against
the parliament in April, 1655, one of the most impartial writers of modern France. A. Cher-
uel, (Mo)iarchical AdminMratinn in France, vol. ii., p. 33; Paris, 1855) draws our at-

Sention to the fact that the king was hunting when he suddenly resolved on facing his par-
liament ; and that, at any rate, if he had not gone in his carriage, he would necessarily
have been in top-boots, for these were then the habitual foot-gear of three-fourths of the
population. And, after reminding us that Paris still deserved its ancient name, Lutetke,
this author cites the commissary La Mare, who says that "those of us who saw the com-
mencement of the reign of his Majesty Louis XIV., remember how the streets of Paris were
so muddy that it was necessary to wear top-boots." Now, there is no good foundation
for this story of whip, boots, and spurs ; nor is there any at all for its adoring phrase,
"lam the State." The Duke de Noailles, who was the flrst to draw attention to this

matter {Inc. cit., vol. iii., p. 667), says: "Louis XIV., resolute in abolishing the polit-

ical pretensions advanced by the parliament after the Fronde, and in restricting that
body to its judiciary functions, mfy have shown some passion in the execution of his

task, but he never acted in the cavalier fashion attributed to him—a fashion so little con-
sistent that his ideas of the royal dignity, and with his respect for the great bodies of the
State. He executed his design, firstly, in the session of December 22, 1065, with all the sol-

emnity of a ' bed of justice' ; and, secondly, without that solemnity inthesession of April 20,
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Regalia, and the German emperors who dehiged the best part

of Europe with blood, rather than loosen their hold on cross

and ring in the matter of Investitures ; but it is certain that

the policy of the grand monarch, no less than that of the

Hohenstaufen, tended to a refusal to the Church of a right

to hold j^ropertj. And from the days of Arnauld of Brescia

tf) tliose of Henry VIII. of England, history showed Poj^e

Innocent XL that an attack on ecclesiastical property was
always followed by religious revolution. Innocent XL was

inflexible in his resistance, because his foresight was accu-

rate ; and he appreciated correctly the sj^irit of the Galilean

jurists who were blinding the perceptions of their aml)itious

sovereign. In 1650, Antoine Estienne, librarian-in-ordiuary

to the king, had published at Paris, avcc privilege, a Mcmon-
.sintiice to His Majesty, wherein the author, hiding under the

pseudonyme of Francois Paumier, taught that " the kings of

France have a sovereign right over the temporalities of all

the churches of the kingdom, and the jjowcr to use those

temporalities, by advice of their Council, in all the necessi-

ties of the state ; that the clergy are naturally incapable, b}'

the fundamental laws of the kingdom, of aequu'iug or pos-

1007 Tlipso were the only sessions at wliicli T.oiiis XIV. nssisted. •>n(l the .Tinini<tl of Oli-

vier d'Ormesson, which eaters into minute det-iils of tlieni, makes ui> mention of the arro-

gant speech which has been so much censureU." And it is to be noted th:it ihe Journal cii-

('(\hy Dp Noailles is most favorable to the parliamentary cause, and therefore it would nit

have omitted to record any arrogance on tlie part of the monarch. Nothing can be more
alisiinl ilian the sufiposition fostered by our modern tloctriiiaircs, ,ind almost universally

accepted, that all France was submi.sslve to the nod of Louis XIV. " When we .see the royal

power 80 extensive and so effective," says De Tocqueville, " we niigbl be led to believe that

all independence of spirit had disappeared with iiublic libeity, and tha'. the French had be-

come used tf) subjection : If so. wo would he greatly mistaken, for the old n'dimc was not one

of servility. Amid many institutions already prepared for absolute power, liberty survived."'

Wtc Old Ilfyimc ami llu: lid-oliitinii : chap. xi.. Paris, IST)!!). Louis XIV. well knew,

remarks De Carn*^, "how to direct reform without unchaining revolution: and he was

always influenced by the tnitii liberal ideas which had slowly but surely made their way

from the (line of St. Louis to that of lUchelieu." (Tlir Atltniiiislnitirr Sclmnl of Lnuis

XIV.. in the lirvuc drx Dni.r Mondi-x. .July, 1H57). No ruler has ever been so much

and perhaps .so extravagantly praised by the literary men of his day as Louis XIV.; but, to

use the words of De Noailles, the universal hymn was sincere, and it contained many daring

expressions which excluded all servility. The duties of a sovereign have seldom been

more clearly enunciated than they were by Itacine, in his great play of Alhnlk (act 4,

«cene 3), which was llrst presented, before the grand monarch's whole court, in KitM; that

Is, at a period when he w.-is In the very zenith of his glory, and therefore, as is presumed, at

the culmination of his arrogance. The same may be said of the address of Boileau to the

king. In ItViO, one year after the taking (^f the Aix-1a-Chapel!e : and of many senllnieiita In

the ChnrtitterK of La Bruyere. Let the rt'ader examine these pa.ssages, and then decide

Whether It is at all probable that the monarch who permitted, nay gladly acclulmed. such
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rsessing any immovable property ; that the ecclesiastics are

merely usufruct uarii of oue-thii'd of the church estates, and

-care-takers of the other two-thirds ; that the supreme law on

which this principle (of robbing the Church) is founded, is

the well-being of the people, a law which does away with

every exemption, and which sometimes turns sovereign in-

justice into sovereign equity ; that one of the chief reasons

for which the clergy have ever been allowed to acquire prop-

erty, was that the kings might, m future necessities, find a

present, easy, and powerful remedy for those necessities."

This naive document, which may have been studied by the

Juarez and the Cavours of our day, appeared during the

minority of Louis XIV. ; but its principles were again incul-

cated in the famous Letters : JVe Bepugnate (y. 1750). In

1669, Yayer de Boutigny, an instrument used by Colbert

when he wished to attack the prerogatives of the Church,

published his treatise on The Authoriii/ of Kings in tJie

Administration of the Cl/urch, in which he attributed to the

king not only a temporal, but also a spiritual supremacy
over the Church in France. These may suffice as speci-

mens of the opinions which Colbert, the chief counsellor of

the monarch in ecclesiastico-temporal matters, obtained from

sentiments, would haveexolairaed :
"!,' Etat—c'est moi"." Wbile Louis XIV. was yet a boy.

Cardinal Mazarln said of liim that " he had in hiui the uiateiial for four kings and an hon-

pst man "
; and if we read the Memoirs which the king prepared for the guidance of his

heir, we shall not only find much truth in the saying of the Cardinal-Minister, but we will

-a^ree with the not too partial Sismondi when he says that these Memoirs give an exalted

idea of the extent and accuracy of the king's views, and show us how hard he labored to

perform his duty as a ruler, and also how profound was the moral sentiment which animat-

ed him. In these Memoirs, Louis XIV. shows us the sense in which he would have used

the famous phrase, if it ever could have been uttered by him. He would simply have meant
to express the idea of a community of interest subsisting between king and country: " My son,

we must think much more of the welfare of our subjects than of nur own. It would seem
that they are a part of ourselves, for they are the members of a body of which we are the

head. It is only for their advantage that we should make laws for them, and our power
lOver them should be exercised solely for their well-being. . . . The position of a king is great,

noble, and flattering, when the king feels that he can fulfil all the engagements into which
he has entered. . . . When the king has the State before his mind, he labors for himself : the

welfare of one i< the g'ory of the other. When the State is prosperous and powerful, he who
is the cause of all this, is glorious, and he consequently enjoys, even more than his subjects,

the agreeable side of life." Little need be said about that phrase, " I have almost had to

wait—J'rti fnilJi aUendre,'''' another saying which is often ascribed to the exquisitely polite

Louis XIV. Such a pcfife.s.sc would not have escaped the notice of the crotchety duke de
•^Saint-Simon ; but he tells us, on the contrary, in his Mtnv)ii-es, vol. xii.. that '" the king never

;allowed an uncomplaisant word to escape him, and if he had to reprimand or correct, which
rarely happened, he always did so with more or less of kindness, never with anger, and sel-

«dom with asperity."
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ihe magistrates, court-tlieologiaus, and others of that ilk

whom he was wont to consult. Of course the Galilean jur-
ists did not oi:)enlj advocate the extreme views which we
have just cited

; thej were defended before an Assembly of
the Clergy for the first time in 1690, and then by the Coun-
cillor of state, Pussort, an uncle and disciple of Colbert (1).

^
Pope Innocent XI. was convinced, and rightly, that Louis

XIY. would never present as principles the heretical no-
tions advanced by publicists like Estienne, Yayer, and Pus-
sort

;
but he saw that the monarch's practice in regard to

Church property was a partial actuation of those theories.
The Memoirs of the time, esjjecially those of Mad. de Se-
vigne' and the duke de Saint-Simon, speak in such a matter-
of-course fashion of the king's disposal of ecclesiastical rev-
enues, that it is evident that his conduct caused no surprise

;

even the contemporary ecclesiastical writers deplore the
evil iu a merely perfunctorial fashion. We must not forget,

however, that in this matter Louis XIY. followed a course
to which he was seemingly invited by the injudicious Con-
cordat which Pope Leo X. had concluded with Francis I. in

1516—a measure which we have frequently been obliged to

criticise unfavorably. By this Concordat, commemtce. (2)

and pensions from ecclesiastical revenues, which hud hither-

to been exceptionally allowed for the good of religion, be-

came the order of the day ; the kings were enabled to pro-

vide comfortable incomes for a horde of j)arasites liy a

practical secularization of the patrimony of the poor.

Anthony Arnauld, writing in 1681, says :
" The abuse of

commendce causes right-minded persons to groan. If the

. Church could tolerate the commendce M-lien they were giv-

en to pious persons, who, called to the ecclesiastical state,

(1) See the Mcmolrti of the Abbt- Le Gendre, p. 118. Paris. 1733.

(2) Even in the fourth ceutury, a.s we learn truni Bt. Aaibiose {cijM. ii.), the udmiuistra-
tion of a vacant diocese or abbey was often entrusted to a person ah-eady enjoying another
benefice. During the time of the barbaric invasions, the conitnoKhv furnished a means of

supporting expelled bishops or reliRiDUs. they transferring' the revenues of their own charges
to sonte powerful person, while reserving their titUs. and trusting tu resume the revenues

in more propitious times. Naturally abuses arose; and after many remedial regulations

during the course of centuries, especially by Boniface VIII., Clement V., GreRory XIII., and
Innocent X., the Council of Trent proscribed the cinnmnKhv. unless as mere titles of hon-

or. In France and (ierniauy, however, where the disciplinary decrees of Trent were not

received, the abuses continued. At the Revolution, the comincndcc disappeared in France.
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made good use of their revenues by aiding the poor, in-

structing the ignorant, and converting sinners by force of

the Gospel preached by zealous men ; it is now an abomi-

nation to see so many of them in unworthy hands. . . . Ab-

beys are given to boj'S of fifteen, who do not intend to be-

come monks. A dispensation is asked from the Pope ; and

if he does not concede it, they do without it " (1). Take the

instance of Cluny, that nursery of saints and doctors, and one

of the chief glories of mediaeval Europe. In spite of the an-

cient canons, of the Concordat of Leo X., and of the Council

of Trent, Richelieu and Mazarin had been commendataries

of this venerable abbey ; and on the death of Mazarin it

should have passed under the rule of an abbot chosen by its

monks, and from among themselves. But Louis XIV. wanted

its revenues for that creature of his policy in Italy, Cardinal

Eiualdo d'Este. The resistance of the monks was long and

energetic ; as is evinced by the correspondence of Gaumont,

the royal commissioner, with Colbert and Le Tellier ; but

finally, after expelling some of the monks, and after the in-

timidation of others. His Majesty gained his point. When
the cardinal died in 1672, the monks elected one of their breth-

ren, Dom Bertrand de Beuvron ; l^ut the Council of State an-

nulled their act, and during eleven years the temporalities

were administered by Pellisson, the maitre des requetes. In

1670 the king nominated to the grand-priorship of the French

division of the Knights of Malta a son of one of the bastards

of Henry IV. ; and it is melancholy to read in the remon-

strance of the knights, already in their decadence, that if M.

de Vendome had been a natural sou of a king, and not

merely a grandson, they would have concurred willingly

in the royal appointment (2). The ancient and glorious ab-

beys of Chelles and of Fontevrault were delivered to relatives

of two of the concubines of the grand monarch. Pope Inno-

cent XL opj)osed all such transactions by every possible

means ; and in the Bull whereby he condemned the Regalia, we

read his refusal to countenance the gift of the abbeys of Saint-

Germain des Pres and of Saint-Denis to the Count de Vexin,

(1) MS. Fr. 12986 In Nat. Library.

(2) Depping; Administrative Correspondence Under Louis XIV., voJ. i?.,?- ''00,

Paris, 1852.
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one of the sons of the king by the Montespan. Unfortunate-

ly, the concourse of the French bishops was wanting in the

efforts of the Pontiff. We have said enough to convince the

reader that Joseph de Maistre did not exaggerate, when he

said :
" The Beyalia tended directly to an introduction of

the investiture by cross and ring, to change a benefice into a

fief "
(1). That such was really the disposition of the royal

jurists who were then consulted by Louis XIV., is evident to

all who are able to examine certain engravings designed by

Pierre Lepautre at this period, for the ornamentation of

the many works which the dispute on the Regalia caused to

appear (2). One of these pictures represents Pope Adrian L
and Charlemagne seated under the same canopy, and on

chairs of the same height, as though they were potentates

of equal rank. The Pontiff holds a Bull whereby he is grant-

ing the right of investiture to the king of the Franks, as is

indicated by this inscription :
" Pope Adrian declares that

the archbishops and bishops shall receive investiture from

the king." These words are taken from a Constitution which

Adrian I. ivas said to have published at Eome in 774 ; but

which was certainly forged in either the eleventh or twelfth

century by some schismatics in the interest of the German

emperors. The effrontery of the Galilean circulators of this

engraving is inexplicable, when we reflect that several years

before it appeared, those firm Galilean leaders. Archbishop

de Marca and Noel Alexandre, had proclaimed their agree-

ment with Baronio's demonstration that the cited document

was a forgery (3). Another engraving tries to show that the

bishops of France sympathize with King Louis in his dissen-

sion with the Holy See ; and the designer hesitates not to

compare that monarch, in his fancied laudation of him, with

the sacrilegious Philip the Fair. We see the king holding

a hi dcjmlice, and with his chancellor at his feet, listening to

a bishop who is reading to him this passage from the Bull

in which Clement V. condemned the Templars :
" Motum et

(1) Thf (Jitllicni Church, bk. ii.. eh. 2.

(2) Tliey are to be seen in the National Library at Paris : Collection of Fontauitu, and

the Work of Pierre Lepautre.

(3) nAROSio; ,-l7in<(/.><, y. 74-1. PA(ii; iit((</.—DE Marca ; Ilarmnnuof Church (Vul Ein-

pirc, bk. 8.—Alkxandiik; Hist. Keel, Cent. UJ7f.—Bianciii ; EeclcMcustical Potvr.r. voL

ii.
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zelum regis in hac parte approbamus et lauchim prcecomis effer-

9'mus" And we read, by way of a translation of tliis pas-

sage, " We approve and infinitely praise the zeal manifested

by the king against the usurpations of Boniface VIII."

^yhen such incitations to revolt against the pontifical authori-

ty were tolerated by most of the bishops of France, is it

wonderful that in his report on the Regalia, on Dec. 11, 1681,

Archbishop le Tellier was obliged to acknowledge that the

king conferred, p)lenojure, benefices to which the care of souls

was annexed? Is it strange that the same prelate was

forced to deplore the fact that the titulars of those benefices

" were exercising the spiritual functions attached to them,

without recourse to the authority of the Church" ;
and that

those beneficiaries " had received from the hand of the prince

the spiritual weapons which Jesus Christ had conferred on

His Church alone " ? (1). Should we not wonder, in fine, on

realizing the supineness of so many of the French bishops of

that day, not that Louis XIY. went so far on the road to

schism, but that he did not continue in that road to its bitter

end ? With one-half of the encouragement whicli Louis XIV.

received from his prelates and jurists, one of the Hohen-

staufen would have embraced Islam.

In 1687 the dissension between the Holy See and Louis

XIV. was aggravated by the determination of Pope Innocent

XI. to apply to France a prohibition which he had already

enforced in regard to other powers. The Pontiffhad resolved,

at the very beginning of his reign, to put an end to those

" franchises " which were preposterously claimed by the for-

eign ambassadors in Ptome, and which, as we have seen, had

been the occasion of the lamentable episode of the Corsican

Guards ; he announced that thenceforth he would recognize

no resident envoy who did not expressly renounce the hither-

to claimed immunities. In 1680 he had enforced this deter-

mination in the case of Poland ; in 1683 he had done the

same in regard to Spain ; and soon afterward the emperor

had signified his readiness to observe the general regulation.

The agitation consequent on the Declaration of 1682 was at

its height when, on Jan. 30, 1687, the duke d'Estrees, ambas-

n) Proces-Verbal of the Clergy, vol. v., p. 434.
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sador of His Christian Majesty, died in Kome ; and Eannucci,

the papal nuncio in Paris, informed the king of what would

certainly be required of his new envoy, endeavoring also to

render compliance more reasonable by the example of the

other powers. But Louis was in no mood, at that time, to

yield one iota to a Roman demand ; he replied to Eannucci

that " he was not accustomed to regulate his conduct by that

of others ; that God had put him on his throne to give, not

to receive example "
(1). The marquis de Lavardin was ac-

credited to the Holy See, and he was instructed to maintain

the obnoxious " franchises." This action of the grand mon-
arch was reprobated by some of his grossest flatterers. Thus,

Bussy-Eabutin wrote to Mme. de Sevignie :
" Let us tell the

truth ; these ' franchises ' are condemnable, since they pro-

cure impunity for criminals "
(2). And Mme. de La Fayette

(Marie Proche de la Vergue), one of the stars of the Hotel

cle Eambouillet, says :
" We ma}- defend the course adopted

by the Pope in the affair of the ' franchises ' ; and we may
also excuse his being offended at everything done in the As-

sembly of the Clerg}- " (3j. The new envoy was a vainer and

more presumptuous man than even that Crequi who had em-

broiled his master M'ith Pope Alexander VII. ; and it is not

improbable that these qualities prompted his selection. Eome
must have been astonished, when this ambassador entered

her gates with an escort of eight hundred armed men ; but

she did not then know that previous to his arrival, he had

sent into the city four hundred other soldiers, disguised

as travellers, who were already cpiartered in houses near the

Palazzo Farnese. Quite naturally the Pontiff refused to grant

an audience to this singular envoy ; but the unal)ashed man,

ignoring the censures which his <7/ms/l)rigaudage had brought

upon him, entered the French national church of St. Louis

on tlie eve of Christmas, under pretext of devotion, though

probably in a spirit of bravado. The Memoirs of Avrigny,

Le Gendre, and of Coulauges inform us that Lavardin con-

stantly kept up an appearance of being encamped in an eu-

(1) SiSMONDi ; Ilistoj}! nf till Fruu'h, vol. xxv., p. 554.—Avrigny, Chronological Mem-
olm, vol. 111., p. 3(>». Paris. 172(1.

(2) RofsSET; Uistirm tif Lvuvois.

(3) Mcmoim on the Omrt of France in 1C88. Paris, 1690.
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emy's country ; reveille in the morning, calling of roll, reliev-

ing of sentinels, etc., and even trendies dug at the exit of

every street leading into the Piazza Farnese. Meanwhile the

Romans simply laughed at |:he poor man's theatricals ; and

the Pope thought it wise, says Avrigny, "to let him cool

down in his palace." When the French court learned that

the Pontiff refused to grant an audience to Lavardin, its

first impulse urged it to declare war on Rome. Prompted

by Colbert, the advocate-general. Talon, as violent as he was

ser^ile, pronounced in parliament a discourse, of which the

following passages are not the most worthy of the reproba-

tion which they have received from even publicists w^ho were

hostile to the Church (1). " A king whom victory follows

everywhere, and whose moderation alone has placed limits

to his conquests, will not suffer the Pope to rob the ambas-

sadors of all sovereigns of their franchises, and to include

among those envoys the representative of him whose prerog-

atives should be superior to those of other monarchs. We
may rest assured that the king wdll take every vigorous res-

olution, during his entire reign, which will ward off this dis-

grace from France. Is it not just that he ivho has the right to

compel Rome to recognize Jam as her sovereign, should re-

ceive, in the person of his ambassadors, all the marks of

respect and of deference which are due to the dignity of

his crown, and to his own sacred person ? " It is not strange

that, after this outburst from one of the roval cabinet, Lou-

vois should have sent '>rders to the intendant of Provence to

prepare transports for fifteen battalions which were to sail

for Civita Vecchia at the dawn of spring. But this army

was not sent. When spring arrived, the League of x4.ugs-

burg was being prepared against France ; and Louis XIV.

deemed it prudent to secure the electorate of Cologne for

Cardinal Furstemberg—a measure which could not succeed,

without the aid of the Pontiff. The effort of the Most Chris-

tian king to conciliate the Pontiff reminds one of the " diplo-

macy " exercised in later days toward the Holy See, by the

German emperor, Joseph II., by the twol^apoleons, and by Ca-

(1) For instance, the Jansenist, Feydeau, in his Diary, at date, Jan. 29, 1688 ; and

Sismondi, loc. cit., vol. xxv., p. 557. /
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vour. Camille Rousset lias revealed the secrets of tins nego-

tiation ; and they were certainly unworthy of a Son of St.

Louis (1). The royal wiles having failed, His Majesty,

in the presence of his confessor, the Jesuit La Chaise, and of

the archbishop of Paris, ordered his procureur- general to

file a notice of an appeal to a future General Council against

all past or future acts of the Holy See in derogation of the

royal claims. The act of appeal was drawn on Sept. 27 ;
and

the Galilean jurists and parliamentary theologists urged the

king to convoke a National Council. Louis perceived that

he was being impelled toward schism, and he bluntly refused

to follow the insidious counsel ; and it is noteworthy that

while he caused the act of appeal to be read to all the bish-

ops who were then in Paris, he did not request one bishojy-

(1)
" Louis XIV. resolved to make aa extraordinary effort to conciliate the Pope ;

and he

entrusted the delicate task to Chamlay (afterward marshal-general of the royal armies).

Chamlay, disguised as a Flemish gentleman, and under the name of the Viscount d"Or-

chainp. received his instructions from M. de Croissy on July 6. Nothing is more strange

than these instructions ; all is mystery. The negotiator was to leave Paris stealthily
:
he-

was to reach Venice, and there remain hidden, until the postulation of Cardinal de Furstem-

berg, and then he was to hurry to Rome. Then all sorts of i)recautions were to be Uiken ;

he was to be seen neither by the marquis de Lavardin, nor by Cardinal d'Estrees, nor by

any other Frenchmen. In case of discovery, he was to preserve his secr.t
; he should pre-

tend that he wanted to see the Pope on account of certain heavy sins ho had committed,

as he needed some special graces for the repose of his conscience. Then, still disi:uised-

as a Flemish gentleman, he was to seek an audience of the Pop* in his private apart-

ment. Havitig obtained the audience, he was to discover himself to the Pontiff, and

then he should hand to his Holiness the king's letter, providing that the Pope was.

willing to receive it as though under the seal of confession, promising solemnly to

speak of It to no person. If the Pontiff made this promise, Chamlay was to arranire the

peace of Europe, the question of the Bulls for the new bishops, and the difficulties concern-

ing the Remlift These three points having been settled, he was to approach the ques--

tion of the franchises .... If the Pope refused, he was to withdraw ; but before taking

leave, he was to be careful in obtaining the royal letter, and not to conceal from his Hcli-

ness that if he were ever to make known the advances made by the king, both his Majesty

and Chamlay would give him the lie. ... The Viscount d'Orchamp arrived in Rome. Cas-

sonl, on whom he had relied for a secret Introduction to the Pope, remained deaf to all ar-

guments. Insensible to every seduction. Then he addressed himself to Cardinal Cibo
:
but

his Eminence was as inflexible as Cassonl. Not knowing what to do. ami in spite of his In-

structions, he revealed himself to the marquis of Lavardin. Then they took Cardinal d'F.s-

tri^ into their confidence : and he. after another unsuccessful application to Cardinal Cibo.

went straight to the Pope, and asked for an audience for a secret envoy from Louis XIV.

He obtained only an abrupt refusal, and an order to never again touch such a subject On

Aug. IH, Louvols and Crolssy sent separate orders to Chamlay to return to Paris On.

Sept! 6. a royal letter was sent to Cardinal d'Estrees; it was most virulent, full of recrimln-

atlotis and threats, and declaring that the king now broke off all relations with Innocent XI-

When the Pontiff had heard the letter, his sole reply was an Invocation of the Justice of God.

Then he sunmioned his secretary ; and there, l>efore Cardinal d'Estrt'-es, he arranged for the

expedition of the Bull conferring the archbishopric of Cologne on Prince Clement of Bo-

varia. exclaiming : ' Let the world fall ; God will punish the guilty
.'
" Loc. cit., pt. II.. vol.

11., p. 6.3 et 8cqq.
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iji the realm to adhere to if. Tliis fact must be remembered

;

many of the French prelates had strained their orthodoxy to

its utmost limits, but neither now nor afterward did they

pass those limits, as was acknowledged by the papal coun-

sellors when, on the occasion of the nomination of Forbin-

Janson to the cardinalate, the question was' raised as to

whether he had incurred the censures pronounced by Pius II.

against appellants from the Pope to a General Council. In

fact, the courtier-bishops had reflected seriously on their posi-

tion. " They had sounded," says Joseph de Maistre, " the

abyss which yawned before them. They were wise ; they

merely thanked His Majesty most humbly for the honor
Avhich he had conferred on them by informing them of his acts.

There was certainly weakness and even servility in this re-

ply, thanking the king for honoring the bishops by inform-

ing them of an act which referred exclusively to religion ; but

that was not a period of religious intrepidity, and of priestly

devotedness. We may praise these bishops for having ward-

ed off a blow which was aimed at religion, even while they

observed the exterior forms of respect for the dealer. When
there is no ramjDart to defend one from bullets, a sack of

wool is of some value "
(1).

The zeal of the Gallican jurists in Paris had many danger-

ous imitators in the provinces. A magistrate in Poitiers

hesitated not to declare publicly that " Louis XIV. was the

visible head of the French Church "
(2). The diatribes which

the court encouraged were scarcely less virulent than this

ebullition, even though they were flimsily orthodox. One of

these appeared at Versailles under the form of a letter ad-

dressed by the king to Cardinal d'Estrees, which His Emi-
nence was supposed to read to the Pontiff, By order of His
Holiness, but without any official signature, an answer to

this document, refuting the royal assertions, point by point,

was pref)ared at Piorae, and with good consequences ; for the

Protestant Leibnitz, a witness of them, says :
" The public is

satisfied with the reply of Pome to the letter to the Cardinal

d'Estrees "
(3). In 1689 the king manifested a sincere de-

(1) Z/oc. cit., bk. li., ch. 7.

(2) Memoirs of Nicholas Foucault, p. 541. Paris, 1730.

<3) WiyrUs of Leihnitz, vol. ill., p. 152. Edit. Foucher de Careil.
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sire for reconciliation with the Holy See. Lavardin was re-

called ; and his successor, the duke de Chaulnes, was instruct-

ed to renounce all claim to the " franchises," and to promise

the retrocession of Avignon, which the royal troops had oc-

cupied. A new Pontiff, Alexander VIII., now sat on the

throne of St. Peter ; but the king was disappointed, if he

thouf^ht that his schemes would now be viewed in any dif-

ferent light from that in which they had been judged by In-

nocent XL Alexander YIIL refused to issue the Bulls for the

consecration of the many bishops-elect who were waiting for

the papal confirmation of their royal nominations
;
promising

to comjDly with the king's request, only when the candidates,

all of whom had signed the Declared ion of 1682, would have

made a retractation of that act. By his Constitution Inter

multlplices, the Pontiff " annulled, invalidated, and quashed "

all the acts of the famous Assembly which concerned the

ecclesiastical jDower ; but hoping that the French bishops

themselves would soon spontaneously make the desired re-

tractation, he deferred the publication of the document.

However, finding himself, a feAV months afterward, in immi-

nent danger of death, he summoned to his room twelve car-

dinals, and i^romulgated the Constitution ; then, two days

before he died, he wrote to King Louis, informing His Majes-

ty of this, the " last act of his apostolate," and begging the

prince to see that it Mas enforced throughout France. This

letter was carried to the king by the already famous abbe

(afterward cardinal) Melchior de Polignac ; and the young

priest added his own eloquence so convincingly to that of

the deceased Pontiff, that when he had dei)arted, Louis said :

" I have just l)een arguing with a man, and a young one, who

continually contradicted me, without angering me for one

instant " (1). The next Pope, Innocent XII., althongh Louis

XIV. expected much from him, having favored his election,

was as firm as Innocent XL and Alexander VIII. in defending

the interests of the Church. He was, personally, very favor-

able to the House of Bourbon ; thus, when Charles IL, the

childless king of Sj^ain, consulted him as to his choice of an

heir, he designated the grandson of Louis XIA'., him who

(1) Topin; Exiropeand the Bourbons Under Louis XTV., p. •y^. Paiis, is:!tt.
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afterward obtained the Spanish crown (1). But when the

French monarch touched on the matter of confirming the epis-

copal nominations which were awaiting his decision, Innocent

XII. repeated the injunctions of his two immediate predeces-

sors, refusing the necessary BuUs until the acts of 1682 had
been disavowed. How the firmness of the Pontiff was reward-

ed ; how the French bishops disavowed the Declaration of 1682

;

and how the grand monarch made a complete retractation of

the acts which were unworthv of the Eldest Son of the Church

;

we shall show in the following dissertation on the famous
Assembly.

CHAPTEE X.

GALLICANISM. THE DECLAEATION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF

THE FEENCH CLERGY IN 1682.

During the course of our disquisitions we have found so
many occasions for comment on the theories of Gallican po-

lemics concerning the relations of the Holy See with its spirit-

ual subjects, and in regard to the relations of the spiritual

hierarchy with the state, that no introduction to the study
which we now approach is needed. We would remark, how-
ever, that although long usage has consecrated the applica-

tion of the term " Gallican " to the principles once defended by
so many " cismontane " publicists, and which were formally
adopted by tlie Assembly which now claims our attention

;

that term is, nevertheless, a misnomer. Courtier-theologism

and its consequent quasi-deification of the sovereio-n (or in

the case of a republic, statolatry) have never been peculiarly

French. But the term " Gallican " is especially misleading
when it is applied to those who held anti-Roman views in re-

gard to the internal government of the Church, and concern-

ing the determination of matters of doctrine ; for there was
proportionably no larger number of discentralizing and anti-

infallibilist theorizers in France than there was in any other
country on this side of the Alps. Accuracy, therefore, would

(1) MiGNET ; Introduction to the HMoruofthe Stxini^h Succession, Paris, 1845.—Rankk ;

Papacy, bk. vili., 17.—Morosini; Relation on Rome. Florence, 1707.
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be attained more readily if, instead of the term " Gallican,"

we would ajDplj the adjective " ecclesiarchist " to the school

which, before the (Ecumenical Council of the Vatican, held

that the supreme definitory and governmental power of the

Church resided in the Church taken in her universality, the

Pope being the centre of unity and enjoying a primacy of

honor and of (strange admission, in the premises) jurisdiction

;

and the same ratiocination would assign the term " cathedrar-

chist " to the more ancient teaching of the papal effective

supremacy (1). Such or similar terms would probably have

been employed by Catholic publicists, had they not been in-

fluenced by the pre-eminent position which France has continu-

ally held in Christendom, almost from the day of her baptism

at Rheims ; and b}' the ability of the French anti-infallibilists,

which was always far greater than that of those of other na-

tionalities.

Before we enter upon a study of the famous Assembly' of

1682, we would remind the reader that before the thirteenth

century, history malves no mention of those " liberties of the

French Church," in the name of which the Assembly was

convoked ; and that, far from being understood by the sub-

jects of King St. Louis as the Galileans interpreted them,

those words then signified the immunities or franchises which

the holy monarch and his successors accorded to the eccle-

siastics, by way of protection against the exactions of the

royal officers and the feudal lords. In his ordinance of April,

1228, St. Louis, or rather, his mother, Blanche of Castile, then

regent, says not a word about the relations of the clergy or

the laity with the Roman Pontiff ; and so favorable did it

prove to the Church, that we find, in 1250, Pope Innocent

lY. thanking the queen-mother for having issued it. But long

afterward, during the Great Western Schism, wJiich, as we
have seen, can be charged, in last analysis, to the tyranny of

Philip the Fair ; the French clergy sought to protect them-

selves, by means of the royal authority, against the demands

of rival Popes whose titles they could not satisfactorily

weigh, again styling their ancient customs " liberties of the

(1) Le Noir; The Theolonical Dictiiniaryof Jirroier Adapted to the InteUeetual Move-

ment of the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century, art. OaUicanism. Paris, 1S76.
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Frencli Clmrch." Tlieu the legists adopted the phrase to

cover their usurpations of the rights of ecclesiastics and of

the Holy See. Thus came into existence parliamentary

Gallicanism, a very different thing from the episcopal, as

Bossuet wrote to Cardinal d'Estrees : "In my sermon I was

necessarily obliged to sj^eak of the liberties of the French

Church, aud I proposed two things to myself ; firstly, not to

diminish at all the veritable grandeur of the Holy See, and

secondly, to explain those liberties as the bishops understand

them, and not as the magistrates interpret them "
(1). The

reader cannot too carefully bear in mind the delinquencies of

the parliamentary jurists which were covered by the specious

cloak of " liberties of the French Church." Fleury, than

whom few Galileans were more zealous, says :
" They who

cry so loudly about these liberties attack them bitterly when
they push the claims of the king to excess ; and herein the

injustice of Dumoulin is insupportable. When there is a

question of blaming the Pope, he talks only of ancient Canons
;

and when the king is concerned, no usage is either new or

abusive. Dumoulin, as well as the jurists who follow his

maxims, are like the modern heretics ; and they would will-

ingly subject even the spiritual power to the temporal sway

of the prince. If some foreigner, zealous for the rights of

the Church, and not disposed to flatter the secular power,

were to undertake a treatise on the Servitudes of the French

Church, he would find abuDdant material. . . . They who
think that because the Pope is not their temporal ruler, they

need observe no restraint when sjDeaking of his rights, cause

us to suspect that their zeal for the king comes from either

interested flattery or servile fear "
(2).

Galilean publicists generally laud the Assembly of 1682 as

having been composed of men who were eminent in both piety

and learning. The famous jurisconsult, Dupin (Vaine), ven-

tures the assertion that " no assembly ever contained so many
bishops and ecclesiastics who were noted for virtue and en-

lightenment "
(3) ; and he adduces, as corroborative of his

opinion, the brilliant picture which the most satisfactory bi-

(1) Letter of Dec, 1681. (2) Minor Works {Newi ; p. 136, et sec^q.

<3) Manual of French Ecclcsiasti'-nl Law. Paris, 1845.
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ograplier of Bossuet presents to our gaze, as lie descants on

the French Church of that day. " The Church of France was

then distinguished, in an eminent degree, for those virtues,

talents, regularity of morals, and a spirit of order and sub-

mission, which assure the success of religion, and the peace

of empires. In the first rank were seen bishops whose names

have been consecrated by the respect and admiration of pos-

terity; or whose virtues, perhaps less striking, but no less

useful, have rendered their memories dear to tlie dioceses

which they governed. In a lower rank was a multitude of

ecclesiastics spread throughout France, many of whom, by

their example and their writings, incited all classes of society

to love of religion, to a taste for virtue, and to respect for

moralitv ; while others founded or directed establishments of

all kinds, which Christian charity had prepared for poverty,

misfortune, and every human infirmity. Koligious Orders or

secular Congregations devoted themselves with as much zeal

as disinterestedness to every branch of public instruction ; or

consecrated themselves to those profound investigations which

still enrich every great library in Europe. Such was the

beautiful spectacle presented by the Church of France at the

time when the Assembly of 1682 was opened "
(1). Bausset

has good reason to admire " the beautiful spectacle presented

by the Church of France," no less in the seventeenth century

than at any other period since it issued from the Baptistery

of Rheims ; but his implication that the Assembly of 1682

was composed of the elite of that generally pious and enlight-

ened body, in fine, that it well and properly represented the

Church of France, is contradicted by the cold facts of history.

It shall be our task to show that most of the thirty-six bish-

ops, and most of the thirty-eight priests, who formed the

famous Assembly, were by no means of a calibre which would

justify a favorable comparison of them with the members of

"any other ecclesiastical assembly." In the first place, we

must note that at the time of the opening of the Assembly of

1082, the Church of France was in a state of decadence ; Louis

XIV., sincerely pious though he was, especially at that time,

thanks to the influence of Mme. de Maiutenou, had ueverthe-

(1) Baubset; HMoryof BuKxiict, bk. vi. Paris, 1840.
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less delivered or allowed to be delivered, manv blows against

the purity and liberty of the French episcoj^al body. The
progress of reformation, incited by the Council of Trent, and
Avhich even the philosophistic Cousin acclaimed with admir-
ation (1), had been arrested. Sts. Francis de Sales and Chan-
tal, Sts. Vincent de Paul and Francis Regis, Eudes and Con-
dren, Olier and Bourdaloue, had gone to their reward ; and
their places were not filled. Certainly there remained one of

that galaxy of saints which will ever be the chief glorv of the
France of the seventeenth century—that holy canon of Rheims,
whom we now venerate as Blessed La Salle, the founder of

the Brothers of the Christian Schools ; but such an abbe was
not of the material which the Gallican jurists desired for the

Assembly which was to defend the " liberties " of their Church
from the "encroachments " of Rome, and instead of nominat-
ing him, tliey procured the election of his unworthy fellow-

canon, the epicurean, Maucroix, of whom the best thing that

could be said was that, in the words of Le Gendre, he was
" homo lepore et vemistafe affluens, non tarn suis quam alienis lum-

inibus clarus—tit, in fine, to become the secretarv of the As-
sembly. None of the holy ecclesiastics just mentioned would
have served the cause of Gallicanism ; all of them, and all

who were at all similar to them, whether regulars or seculars,

religious or women of the world, ever demonstrated their

childlike fidelitv to the Holv See. There were tlie communi-
ties instituted by Olier at Saint-Sulpice, by Bourdoise at

Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet, and by Claude Bernard at the

Seminary des Trente-trois ; all destined to bind France and

(1) " The religious spirit, after having overflowed In the civil wars, and given birth to the

great crimes and great virtues of the League, purified but not weakened by the Edict of

Nantes and the policy of Henry IV., found new force in peace, and covered France no long-

er witb factions armed against each other, but with pious institutions in which tired souls

hastened to And a refuge. Everywhere the ancient Orders were reformed, and new ones

founded. Richelieu undertook courageously a reformation of the clergy, created seminaries,

and fixed the Sorbonne as their model and tribunal. Berulle instituted the Oratory, and

Ceesar de Bus the Christian Doctrine. The Jesuits, born in the middle of the sixteenth cen-

tury, and who had so quickly spread over France, and who had been momentarily decried

and even banished because of their share in culpable excesses (?), gradually regained favor

Under the isgis of the immense services which their heroism was rendering, every day be-

yond the ocean, to Christianity and civilization. The Order of St. Benedict revived in a

salutary reform, and the Benedictines of Saint-Maur foreshadowed their gigantic labors.

But who could enumerate the l>eautiful institutions destined to women, during the first half

of the seventeenth century?" Studies on the Celebrated Women of the 17th Century.

Mme. de Lonoiievillc, ch. i.
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Rome more closely. No " ultramontane " ever sjooke more

fervently against Gallicanism than did St. Vincent de Paul,

the friend and disciple of that champion of the Papacy, the

dean of the Theological Faculty of Paris, the Carmelite Duval

;

and so odious to the Galilean jurists, for many years, was the

very memory of the apostle of charity, that on Jan. 4, 1738,

the Parliament of Paris ordered the suppression of the Papal

Bull for his canonization. The grand institution of the For-

eign Missions, founded by the Abbe Vincent de Meurs in

1663, was ever distinguished for its " ultramontanism "
; and

the Jesuit Bagot, its spiritual director for many years, was
bitterly censured by his Gallican contemporaries. The rec-

ords of the time tell of the parliamentary persecutions which

afflicted the last years of Jean Eudes, the founder of the

Eudists. Ill line, none of the founders or reformers of re-

li2;ious communities in the France of the seventeenth century

held the doctrines which were formulated in the Four Proposi-

tions ; and it is certain, from the admission of the bishoDS of

1682, that " ultramontane maxims " were ver}- prevalent in

ecclesiastical circles during the reign of Louis XIII. and

during the minority of Louis XIV.—jirecisely the j^eriod

when the Catholic renaissance in France most flourishetl

Joseph de Maistre tells us of an archbishop of Mohilew,

who, in the hearing of the entire liussian court, cried out, as

the crowned ecclesiastico-political autocrat of the Musco-

vites entered the hall :
" Behold my Pope !

" (1). And Gerin

asks his reader whether there was much dijfference between

his Grace of Mohilew and the two prelates who were succes-

sively presidents of the Assemlily of 1682. The judgments

of that interesting anecdotist, the duke de Saint-Simon, but

too frequently need revision ; but his portrait of Franoc^is

Harlay de Champvallou, archlnshop of Paris, duke de Saint-

Cloud and peer of France, commander of the royal orders,

j)rovost of the Sorbonne and of the College of Navarre, abbot

of Jumiege, etc., etc., is confirmed by contemporary evidence.

Speaking of the disgrace and death of the i)relate, Saint-Si-

mon says :
" Harlay had reigned over the clergy through tlie

declared favor of the kiug. . . . His course during the famous

(1) Letter to the ArchljMwp of Ra{;ma, 1816.
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Assembly of 1682 had confirmed him iu the favor of the mon-

arch. His profound learning, the eloquence and ease of his

sermons, his happy choice of subjects, the able government

of his diocese, and his capacity for business, were counter-bal-

anced bj his private conduct, his habits of gallantry, and his

manners de courtisan de grand air. His broad, just, and solid

intelligence, which made him a grand bishop, so far as govern-

ment was concerned, and which made him an amiable grand

seigneur and a perfect courtier, could not reconcile him to

sudden disgrace. . . . He was abandoned by all, when he could

no longer dispose of bishoprics and abbeys. All the charms

of his body and mind, which were very great and natural to

him, disappeared Father Gaillard preached his funeral eu-

logy at Xotre-Dame ; the subject was very delicate, and the end

had been terrible (1). The celebrated Jesuit made up his

mind ; he praised what could be praised, and cut short the

matter of morality" (2). Nearly all the public acts of Harlay

were redolent of his abject servility to the will of the king

;

and he continually sought for occasions for demonstrations

of his " loj^alty." One instance of this propensity is very el-

oquent. Alexander YII. had canonized the holy bishop of

Geneva, Francis de Sales, on April 19, 1665 ; and for more

than a year Harlay, then archbishop of Eouen, had taken no

ofiicial cognizance of the fact. On Nov. 5, the prelate wrote

to Le Tellier, the secretary of state :
" The Daughters of the

Visitation of this city have sent to me the Bull of Canoniza-

tion of M. de Sales, bishop of Geneva ; at the same time urg-

ing me to perform a function in his honor. Having read the

Bull, I found therein two things which appear to me to be

worthy of consideration. Firstly, this Bull is not addressed

to the bishops—a procedure which is contrary to the custom-

ary form when Apostolic Constitutions are sent for promul-

gation :
' Wherefore we command our yenerable brethren, the

patriarchs, archbishops, bishops, and other ordinaries, etc'

Secondly, accompanying this Bull there are no letters-patent

(1) After the sudden death of Harlay, on Aug. 12, 1695, Mme. de Coulanges wi'ote to Mme.

de S^vigni? :
" They are trying to find some one who will undertake to deliver a funeral or-

ation ; and they say that only two little matters render the task difficult—the prelate's life

and his death."

(2) Memoirs, vol. i., ch. 17.
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of Ids Majesty: in spite of the fact that the Koyal Council

has declared that this formality is so essential, that only the

Bulls for Jubilees and the private Briefs of the Penitentiaria

are exempted from it. I may add, in the third place, that

this Ball has nut been sent tome by a person loho has the poioer,

in tlds kingdom, to foricard to me any Fapal Bull or Brief.

Therefore, Monsieur, in order that I may do nothihg in this

matter which might derogate from the rights or intentions of

his Majesty, I beg of you to acquaint his Majesty with my
scruples ; etc.," usque ad nauseam (Ij. If the reader still

thinks that Harlay may have been one of those prelates

whose " spirit of order and submission " is so extolled by

Bausset, let him meditate on the readiness of this future pres-

ident of the Assembly to insult the Supreme Pontiff in the

person of a Papal ambassador. In Nov., 1678, the nuncio,

Varese, died at Paris, after having received the Last Sacra-

ments from a Capuchin friar, his ordinary confessor, and af-

ter having requested the burial of his body in the church of

the Theatiues. Pretending that the " liberties " of the Church

of France had been violated by the friar and his superior,

Harlay ordered the arrest of the former, and transported the

latter's body to the parochial church. The poor Capuchin

was tried in the archiepiscopal court for having " usurped
"

the prerogative of the parish clergy, and he was prohibited

to administer any Sacraments in the diocese of Paris
;

al-

though it is certain that then as now, as even the panegyr-

ists of Harlay admit, papal nuncios exercised episcopal juris-

diction in their own residences, being subject to no terri-

torial episcopal authority (2). Two years after this exhibition

of his "spirit of submission" to ecclesiastical law, Harlay

dared to boast of his alleged moderation, telling the mem-

bers of the Assembly of 1680 that " they would undoubtedly

agree with his belief that the culprit might properly have

been punished more severely." And that Assembly, a wor-

thy forerunner of that of 1682, thanked its president " for

having, on the said occasion, sustained so justly and temper-

ately the authority of the (U-dinaries, and the rights of the

(1) MS. Fr. •_'n.740. in the Niitinnal Library at Paris.

&) Lk Gkniikk; 3/('iii'»i/T«, p. 153.
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parisli-priests "
(1). Truly this archbishop must have been

one of those of his Gallican brethren who gave Bossuet
" good reason to fear " for the future of the French Church (2);

and it is not strange that the Eagle of Meaux afterward de-

clared :
" In all these things the late archbishop of Paris

merely flattered the court, hearkened to the ministers, and

blindly executed their wills, just like a valet " (3). Well

might Fenelon, writing to Louis XIV., say of this prelate,

who, together with Colbert, influenced the Assembly of 1682

more than any other : "You have an archbishop who is cor-

rupt, scandalous, incorrigible, false, malign, astute, an enemy

of every virtue, and one who causes every honest man to

groan. You make good use of him, since he dreams of

nothing else than how to gratify you by his flatteries. For

more than twenty years he has enjoyed jonr confidence by

prostituting his honor. You deliver honest men into his

hands, and allow him to tyrannize over the Church. You

treat no virtuous prelate so well as you treat him." Need

we say any more concerning this first president of the As-

semblv of 1682 ? He must have been indeed a disgrace to

the Church of France, when his character compelled the gen-

tle Fenelon to thus upbraid his royal protector. In fine,

Harlay was a perfect specimen of a courtier-bishop, one of

that class which so commonly glittered at the court of the

Hohenstaufeu in the olden time, and the perpetuation of

which was to become one of the chief reasons for the German

religious rebellion of the sixteenth century. In the words

of Sainte-Beuve, in Harlay " the Catholic and the Christian

yielded precedence to the subject. God and the Pope came

afterward. ' The king above all ' was his motto "
(4).

The second president of the Assembly of 1682 was Charles-

Maurice le Tellier, a son of the celebrated chancellor, a

brother of the marquis de Louvois, and archbishop of Rheims.

Born in 1642, he was in his eleventh year when the king con-

ferred on him the Benedictine abbey of Saint-Pierre de Lag-

ny ; and when the Poj)e refused to confirm the nomination,

(1) Proces-Verhal of the CJeryy, vol. v., p. 337.

(2) Letter to M. de liancr, Sept.. 1681.

(3) So says bis secretary, Ledieu, in his Diary.

{i) New Mondau Chats, vol. V.
'
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the Grand Council of State issued a decree empowering the

boy to eujov the revenues of the abbey, " just as though the

Pajial Bull had been expedited " (1). The lad made his

ecclesiastical studies with distinction, and four j-ears after

his ordination, he was made coadjutor to the archbishop of

Rheims. When he succeeded to the see of Kheims, he im-

mediately manifested his contempt for the pontifical authority,

and for the ecclesiastical canons, by an act which scandalized

even Harlay, AYriting to Colbert on Aug. 10, 1G71, Harlay

says :
" Monseigneur the coadjutor of Rheims is the first in

the Church of God to cause the cross to be borne before him,

ere he has received the Pallium, according to the rules of the

Pontifcale, from the hands of a commissary-apostolic. "Wheth-

er he has done well or not, I leave to you "
(2). Pope Inno-

cent XI. deemed it prudent to ignore this indication of insub-

ordination, probably because the prelate took care to assure

his Holiness that he regarded the Roman Pontiff as being

thenceforth to him " juiam hanc lucem in tenehris, hoc rohur

aposfolicumin mfirmifate, etsummum illud disciplincestndinm
"

(3). But we find him writing to the royal procurator-general,

on June 24, 1681, as follows :
" I deserve the good opinion

of me which you entertain, only because of my sincere desire

todo my duty always with the firmness and dignity which befit

one whom fortune has raised to a position so eminent as mine.

In everij difficult contingency ofmy life, I shall alicays regulate

my conduct by your advice and example. This is not at all a

compliment, hut my sincere intention "
(4). The sjiirit of this

letter precludes any necessity of dilating on the character of

this second president of the Assembly of 1682. Our limits

forbid a notice of all the members of this convention ; but

our object, a refutation of the too prevalent idea that they rep-

resented the piety and ecclesiastical learning of France, de-

mands a brief sketch of the most prominent among them.

Jacques-Nicolas Colbert, titular archbishop of Carthage, and

coadjutor to the archbishop of Rouen, was a son of that

great Colbert whom Mazarin beipieatlied to Louis XTY., just

as Richelieu had bequeathed the Italian diplomat to Louis,

(1) MS. Fr. 20.750, In the National Library at Paris. (3) MS. Fr. 20,TOO. Nat. Libr.

(2) Corrcspnndctice of CtiJlitrt, 157. (4) MS. Fr. 17,410. Nat. LIbr.
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XIII.; aucl wlio, although he j^erformetl inestimable services

for I rauce in the political order, greatly injured her by the

avidity with which he ever seized on her richest benefices for

the endowment of his relatives (1). The young Nicolas was

only twenty-six years of age, when his father persuaded the

king to ask Pope Innocent XI. to appoint him to the ooadju-

torship of Rouen. His episcopal novitiate was signalized

by his signature to the Four Articles, the Assembly jiaving

admitted him to a seat as alternate for the incumbent of

Rouen. When he succeeded to that see, he tried, like Le

Tellier, to evade the obligation of receiving the Pcdliuvi from

the Pontiff, who had refused to accord that essential until

Colbert would have given the satisfactions which the Holy

See had imposed on all the deputies of 1682 who had been

promoted to the mitre since that date. He commissioned a

number of exjjerts in history to delve into the records of the

past, in order to find, if possible, examples which might jus-

tify his disobedience. Among these experts was the famous

Baluze, who seems to have been dismayed at the probable

consequences of his complicity. On Sept. 24, 1691, Baluze

writes :
" According to my promise, Monseigneur, I send

whatever I have been able to gather in reference to your dif-

ficulty with Rome in the matter of the Palliiun. I now take

the liberty of repeating what I have already told you ; that

this memorial should be ke^Dt secret. You might write toRome
that you have discovered j^roofs that the Popes have not al-

ways insisted on the necessity, as an essential, of an arch-

bishop's receiving the Pallium before he exercises his func-

tions ; and you might say that the ancient bishops of France

thought that when the Pallium was refused without legiti-

mate cause, the archbishop was not bound to abstain from

the exercise of his ministry, i beg you most humbly, Mon-

seigneur, to reply as soon as you receive this memorial, so

that I may not suffer because of it" (2). Joined to this doc-

ument is a memorandum in the writing of the perturbed pre-

(1) Two of his sisters held the great abbeys of Sainte-Claire de Reims, and of Lis, near

Melun. One of his brothers, bishop of Auxerre, having died in 1670, he put in his place his

cousin Andrew, who, together with another cousin, the bishop of Montauban, attended the

Assembly of 1682. His son A nthony wore the grand-cross of Malta. The eldest of all his

sons, the marquis de Seignelay, enjoyed many benefices, although he remained a layman.

(2) Correspondence of CoJhert, vol. vil.
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late : "To write to the Fope, skilfully giving him to uuderstand

that I can exercise my functions without a PaUiion. ... To

make him understand that I shall officiate, eyen if he refuses

the Pallium." His Grace of Eouen finally yielded ; but it

was only in obedience to the command of Louis XIY.,

and not because he wished to obey "the prescriptions of the

Canon Law, and the usage of France," which he recognized

as admitting his need of the PalUioii in order to officiate legit-

imately as an archbisliop (1). Like tlie archbishop of Rheims,

Colbert was fond of luxury ; and this trait caused Fenelon,

not yet a bishop, to write to him on April 8, 1692 :
" "Will

not thpse two mansions (2), which were regarded as beauti-

ful by so many cardinals and by so many princes of the

blood-royal, suffice for you ? Have you no more urgent use

for your money ? Remember, Monseigneur, that your eccle-

siastical revenues are the patrimony of the poor, that those

poor persons are your children, and that on every side they

are dying of hunger. I tell you what Dom Bartholomew said

to Pius IV. when that Pope showed his buildings ;
' Die ut lajn-

(les isti -panes fiant.'
" Saint-Simon, in his eulog}' on this

Archbishop Colbert, observes that the prelate was " often at

loggerheads with the Jesuits " ; but he might have added,

observes Gerin, that therein he was like Le Tellier, who " kept

up an extensive correspondence with Quesuel "
; and that he

threw himself into the arms of the . Janseuists, like his cous-

in, Colbert de Croissy, bishop of Monti^ellier. " What a

pleasant Jansenism," exclaims Le Gendre, " was that of this

archbishop ! In his pastorals he thundered against laxism
;

but he kept a corps of musicians, and no furniture was sump-

tuous enough for him. He cried out against ecclesiastics

who were too worldly ; and he was an inveterate gambler.

He loved the company of women, and he was a high liver.

Having lived too fast, he died young, and of a cancer. His

Jansenism consisted in a supreme hatred of the Jesuits, and

in allowing his grand-vicars, very depraved men, to rule his

vast diocese according to the maxims of the Jansenist fac-

(1) Letter to the KIdk. n>i.

(2) The chateau de Galllon, built by the great cardinal d'Ambolse, and another archlepis-

opul residence.
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tion " (1). Auotlier metropolitan worthy of mention was

Pheljpeaux de la Yrilliere, archbishop of Bourges, a brother

of the marquis cle Chateauneuf, secretary of state. Chateau-

neuf was the minister who had been charged with the execu-

tion, in the diocese of Pamier, of the edicts concerning the

Begcdia ; and he was persuaded that his brother would de-

fend his acts in the Assembly. Brulart de Genlis, archbishop

of Embrun, should not be forgotten. Son of a lieutenant-gen-

eral, and brother of three colonels and of a captain of a ship

of the line, he had in his diocese a reputation more military

than ecclesiastical. He was so much of a flatterer, says Ra-

cine (2), that Louis XIV. was wont to ridicule him before the

court. Louis d'Anglure de Bourlemont, archbishop of Bor-

deaux, had been an auditor of the Raota in Rome during the

affair of the Corsican Guards, of which we have treated in

the previous chapter. During tlie entire controversy, he held

with Colbert a correspondence which shows that like his

brother, the archbishop of Toulouse, whom we have already

met as an antagonist of Pope Alexander VIL, he was ever

ready to sacrifice the dearest interests of the Church to every

unjust pretension of the civil power. Jean-Baptiste Colbert

de Saint-Pouange de Villecerf, bishop of Montauban, and a

cousin of the great Colbert, was more of a financier than a

bishop ; and according to the authors of Ghristicui Gaul, he

was in constant altercation " with his Chapter and with all of

his clergy, both secular and regular, on account of his ex-

travagant contributions to the royal exchecquer "
(3). Fran-

gois Bouthillier de Chavigny, bishop of Troyes, was a man of

fine intelligence, but a thorough worldling. Very little of his

time was spent in his diocese ; he preferred the society of

Paris, especially that of its ladies, who were very fond of him,

but would call him " that dog of a bishop," when he won
their money at play. It is edifying to learn that in 1697 he

resigned his diocese, and entered on a, life of penance (4).

(1) Loc. cit., p. 75. (SJ) Historical Frayments. (3) Vol. xiii., col. 71.

(4) " Reflection beRan to disturb his pleasures, and he disputed with it ; but Anally experi-

ence taught him that he would always be conquered, if he did not cast off his chains in sucb
^fashion as would prevent his resuming them. ... He informed the king that he needed re-

tirement and penance; and that he would never have the strength to seek them, so long as

any pretext whatever retained him in society. He tendered to the king the resignation of

his dioce. e, telling Ms Majesty (hnt if he wished to fill his servant with gratitude, he would
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Gilbert de Clioiseul du Plessis-Praslin, bishop of Tournai,

was the first Frenchman to occupy that see after the French

conquest of the Low Countries. He had been bishop of Coni-

minges ; and as such he had played an equivocal part in

that period of the Jansenistic troubles which preceded the

"Peace of the Church." He had arranged a scheme of com-

promise which paved the way for doubts in faith ; and con-

sequently, says Racine, " the bishop of Commiuges was

piqued l)y the contempt wliich the Pope manifested for

him "
(1). His character is indicated in his correspondence

with Archbishop Le Tellier, in reference to an intrigue which

the precious pair were conducting to the detriment of Chois-

eul's metropolitan, the archbishop of Cambrai. " I send you,

Monseigneur, the consent of our Chapter, and that of the

community of Saint-Amant. Only with great difficulty have

I obtained them; if was only respevt for theioiUof tliekwg

tlidf procared thetn. . . . JVJitii 1 told the Chapter that the li'wg

so loillt'd, all snhmiHsively obeyed. The community of Saint-

Amant at first proposed to remonstrate with his Majesty, but

when I showed them that such action would probably dis-

please the king, they gave to me the document which I now

forward to you. . . . Whoi the present ahh(.t ivas about to be

blessed by me, ji(sf before the crremony, I loas informed that the

Pope had prohibited it. The prince was then here in command

of the forces ; so I sent to him to learn ichat tvas to be done.

He summoned the governor <ind the intendant ; and having

heard their opinion, he told me to proceed loith thefunction. I

proceeded.'' (2). It was to be expected that one so subservient

to the royal wishes would not fail the king in the important

Assembly of 1682 ; indeed, the zeal of Choiseul carried him

so much further tlian his Majesty had intended, that the As-

sembly, seeing that he was about to advance downright her-

glve the bishopric to the Abbe;- de Chavlpny. hisnephnw, who had enough of age, and muth

more of vlrtuo and Iciirnintr. The kiiitr loved my lord of Troyes, in spite of his dissipation ;.

and he accorded his retiuest on the spot. After the uiulience, the bishop returned to I'liris,

but wonid not speak to a soul : and on the next day he departed for Troyes, where he elTect-

ed all that he had proposed, never afterward seelnpr any person saving his nephew and hls-

priests, even on mailers of business, bulieuiaininK entirely consecrated to prayer, penance,

anil perfect sdlitude." Saint-Simon ; MnnninK, vol. i., p. 2T1.

(1) Ahridiiimciit of the Hiittory of Port-lioyal, Edit. Kegnier, vol. iv., p. b42.

(2) MS. Fr. 6,901, Nat. Libr.
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esj in the composition of the Four Articles which had been

entrusted to him, withdrew the commission from him, and

confided it to Bossuet (1). Antoine de Noailles, bishop and

count of Chalons, and destined to be archbishop of Paris,

was a man of real virtue ; but he neutralized its effects by a

weakness of character which made him a plaything for the

Jansenists, no less than for the court. Sebastien de Guema-

deuc, bishop of Saint-Malo, was so hare-brained, that Mme. de

Sevigne, a relative, styled him " a mitred linnet," when he

was sixty years old. Complaining of the dearth of amuse-

ment in Brittany at that time, she says :
" But my lord of

Saint-Malo, a mitred linnet at his sixtieth year, has begun to

amuse us. Do you think he does so with the prayers of the

Forty Hours ? He gives a ball and a grand supper to all the

ladies— a public scandal" (2). Alphonse de Valbelle, bishop

of Alet, was a cousin of the husband of that daughter of Mme.
de Sevigne to whom the charming writer addressed the best

of her letters. She often speaks of him as a coxcomb

—

iin

freluquet ; as one " who is a flatterer, who gambles, who sups

with the ladies, who goes to the opera, and who resides not

in his diocese—things which surprise one at first, but to

which one grows accustomed "
(3). This is the Valbelle who

tried to add to the troubles of Fenelon, his metropolitan, in

the matter of the Maxims of the Saints. " He suggested to

the Assembly that it was not enough to condemn the Maxims ;

that at the same time they should censure all the writings

in which my lord of Cambrai had defended that work, ^be
archbishop responded modestly that he agreed, with all his

heart. This reply did not satisfy my lord of Saiut-Omer (4),

who yearned to distinguish himself, and to be a subject of

conversation. He took fire, and emitted a lot of lengthy and

violent arguments to which my lord of Cambrai listened se-

renely, and returned not a word. When the Provengal was

tired, my lord of Cambrai observed that he had nothing to

add to the reply he had already made to the suggestion of

his lordship of Saint-Omer ; that it was for the other prelates

(1; Notts of Fleury. (3^ Letter to Mme. de Grignan, Dec. 8, 1675.

(3) To same, Au r. 4, 1680.

(4) Valbelle had been transferred to the see of Saint-Omer shortly after the Assembly ol

1682.
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to decide in the matter. Then mj lords of Arras and Tour,

nai hastened to range themselves on the side of my lord of

Cambrai, indignantly imposing silence on his lordship of

Saint-Omer, who continued to mutter and gnash his teeth
"

(1). Eoquette, bishop of Autun, whose name occurs frequent-

ly in the writings of the seventeenth century, was a man of

any and every party, according to his interests of the moment.

If we do not wish to credit Daniel de Cosnac, bishop of Va-

lence, himself a champion intriguer, when he describes Eo-

quette as " uniting in himself all the characteristics of Tar-

tuffe
"

(2), we may at least believe the authors of Christian

Gaul when they represent him as despoiling his clergy at

every dictate of royal caprice. Daquin, bishop of Frejus?

was indebted for his mitre to the influence of his In-other, the

chief physician of the king. Le Gendre says that " he was

odious to his people, and a man of bad reputation." Francois

Placide de Baudri de Piancour, bishop of Mende, had been

abbot of the monastery of Croix-Saint-Leufroi (Evreux), a

celebrated nursery of monastic learning and virtue founded

by St. Leufroi in the eighth century. He was a friend of

Harlay ; and therefore it is not surprising that, in return for

a rich bishopric, he should have resigned his abbatial crozier

in order that the commenda might be given to Pelot, a son of

the president of the parliament of Eouen. Fear of fatiguing

the reader leads us to omit any notice of several other episco-

pal members of the Assembly of 1682, whose records might

well be adduced in refutation of the too prevalent idea which

would make French Christianity responsible for the aber-

rations of Galilean jurists and court-theologians. A word,

however, should be devoted to Forbin-Janson, bishop of

Beauvais, who was entrusted, together with Cardinal d'Estrees,

with the negotiations at Eome which were entailed by the

events of 1682. Janson would have been enrolled in tlie

Sacred College by Pope Innocent XL, as that Pontiff declared

in full Consistory, had he not demonstrated his unworthiuess

by his conduct while representing the Most Christian King

in Poland. He had concluded a secret treaty with the Sub-

lime Porte, whereby the Turks were invited to occupy Poland ;

(1) Saint-Simon ; loc. cit., vol. il.. p. 3. (2) Memoirs^ vol. ii.. p. 195.
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and this action merited for him, on the part of Innocent XI.,

the name of " the Turkish prelate "
(1). We maj also ob-

serve that when Pope Alexander VIII., in order to humor
Louis XIV., raised Janson to the Sacred College, the wits of

Paris termed him " Cardinal Bontemps," because Bontemps,
the favorite valet of the king, had chiefly contributed to his

elevation. When he was sent to request Pope Clement XL
to invest Philip V. (grandson of Louis XIV., whom that mon-
arch had made king of Spain) with the crown of Naples, he
conducted himself so insolently that he nearly failed in his

object. The marquis of Louville, an agent of Philip V., nar-

rates the strange proceedings of Janson and the duke d'Uzeda,

another agent of Philip, whom the prelate had imbued with
his own animosities against the court of Kome. " They had
both adopted a singular method of ingratiating themselves

with the Koman court. They would frequently and every-

where, even at the table before their servants, remark that

the Pope was a knave ; that the cardinals were robbers ; that

the sovereigns ought to throw off the yoke of such rascals
;

and they would utter other observations of similar diplomatic

tenor "
(2). Sucli was the material of which the majority of

the episcopal members of the Assembly of 1G82 was com-
posed. France was filled, at that time, with prelates and
priests who exercised a salutary influence over their country-

men, and whose memories are still held in benediction by
those whom the fell spirit of the Eevolution has not rendered
unworthy of the Land of the Lilies. For instance, there was
Henri de Barillon, bishop of Lugon, who supported himself
on his own patrimony, turning over the revenues from all

his benefices to the poor ; who, from his private funds built

and endowed a seminar}^ and three hospitals ; and who,
with the same money, continually aided the persecuted

Catholics of England and Ireland, and encouraged the mis-

(1) "The bishop of Marseilles (at this time Janson occupied that see) did not boast
only to the French court that he had effected the Peace of Zurawno ; he proclaimed the fact

to all Poland. The whole world believed it, for the Peace favored the designs of Louis XIV.
and the emperor was made to fear that the Turks were about to annex his hereditary states."

^ALVAXDY ; Hintory of Sohieski, vol. ii., p. 69. Paris, 1850—Writing to her daughter on
April 29, 1076, Mme. de Sevlgne asked :

" What do you think of our happiness in having our
friend, the Turk, come into Hungary? "

(2) Memoiresof Louville, vol. 1., p. 253. Edit. 1818, Paris.
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sionaries in tlie Indies. There was Armancl de Bethune,

bishojo of Puy, who, when raised to the mitre, would not re-

tain his commendatary abbey of Yernouse ; who did not once

visit the court, but passed his episcoj)al career among his

peoj)le, founding asyhims, reforming monasteries and nun-

neries, and beautifying churches. There was Francois de

Nesmond, bishop of Bayeux, who woukl accept no benefice

save that of his bishopric, but who nevertheless erected two

seminaries and a hospital. There was Jean-Baptiste de Beau-

manoir de Lavardin, bishop) of Rennes, of whose sanctity- we

have the following attestation, written in the register of their

hospital by the gentle Sisters whom he aided in their work of

mercy :
" He lived and died a saint, seeking only the glory of

God, the good of the province, and the prosperity of those

who had the honor of his guidance. His was a straight-for-

ward soul, never influenced by favor or interest. His char-

itv exceeded his other virtues ; two years before his death he

sold all his family silver, distributing the proceeds among

the poor, his cathedral, and the poor scholars who were jpre-

paring for the priesthood. In short, he was the first bishop

of the kingdom. Louis XTV. rendered him justice after his

death, although he had not been very well pleased with him,

on account of his course in that Assembly of the Clergy which

was held to treat of the matter of the Begdlic, where only he,

my lord of Grenoble, and a third, defended the rights of the

Pope. Speaking of the action of these three prelates, the king

said concerning the others :
' It is not the fault of those gentle-

men that I have not donned the tui'han ' "
(1). We need de-

vote no space to the ecclesiastics " of the second order," since

their voices in the Assembly were merely consultative, not

deliberative. Suffice it to say that, just as in the case of the

episcopal members, so their election was not a free choice of

the French clergy ; all were designated, and practically chosen,

by Louis XIV. But this matter of the election of members

to the famous convention merits special consideration.

When his Most Christian Majesty of France had resolved

on a convocation of the clergy of his kingdom in order to

terminate, if possible, his dissension with the Holy See in

<1) DoM PiOLiN ; History of the Church q/ Mam, vol. vi., p. 358. Paris, 1870.
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the matter of the Regalia, he was confronted by a serious diffi-

culty. Of course he wished that tiie projected convention

should present an authoritative front to expectant France,

and that it should produce a powerful impression on the mind

of the Holy See. Only a National Council could serve this

double purpose ; but if such an assembly were proposed, his

object would be frustrated by an observance of the canonical

forms without which it wouldbe illegitimate. Firstly, the con-

sent of the Roman Pontiff would be necessary ; and it was not

to be expected that the Head of the Church would authorize

a reunion which was ostentatiously designed to deny his pre-

rogatives. Secondly, a National Council would entail the

necessity of inviting every bishop in France ; and the royal

counsellors knew well that such a convention would not ap-

prove their schemes. There remained, therefore, only the

alternative of convoking one of those quinquennial Assemblies

which the laws of the kingdom prescribed, and which were

attended by only a portion of the French clergy. But here

there arose another difficulty. The king was seeking for a

theological decision ; and an Assembly of the Clergy, so called,

was summoned simply as an order of the state, and under the

protection of the monarch, not as an episcopal body to judge

of doctrine and to promulgate canons of discipline. In spite

of this cold fact, the royal jurists intended to give to the com-
ing Assembly a spiritual character ; and when they met, the

episcopal members solemnly claimed that character, when
they refused the demand of their priestly colleagues to be

accorded deliberative votes. By the mouth of the archbishop

of Paris, the bishops declared :
" The members of the second

order have deliberative votes in temporal matters ; hut since

the object of this Assembly is nearly entirely spiritual" the de-

mand should be rejected (1). The manifest incompetence of

the Assembly in spiritual matters has been plain to nearly all

Galilean apologists ; but they have feigned to discover in the
" jDrecautions " taken by the king an assurance of the author-

ity of the men whom he summoned—a j)osition worthy of

those who, to use the words of Gerin, " had less of respect

for the Councils of Nice and Trent than for the Assembly of

(1) Proces-Vcrhal, vol. v., p. 3G9.
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1682, and who would have abandoned a half of the Creed for

the Four Articles "
(1). As for the " precautions " taken by

Louis XIV., we shall show that thev served not to secure a

rejjresentation of the Church of France, but rather to secure

an attendance of men who would do the will of the court. In

all the Assemblies of the Clergy since the minorit}- of Louis

XIV., the court had signified to the Provincial Assemblies the

names either of those whom it would like to see in the Gen-

eral Assembly, or of those wliom it would reject, if they were

sent to it. Here is a specimen of these warnings :
" To our

loving lieges. Having learned that in tho last Assembly of

your pro\"ince measiires were taken to d-spute N . . . . to the

General Assembly of the Clergy, we send you this letter to

inform you that for very important reasons concerning the

good of our service, we will that notwithstauding any engage-

ment which you may have made in regard to the said X . . . .,

you choose another deputy in his place. Fail not in this, for

such is our j)leasure "
(2). And here is a specimen of the

obedience always accorded to such missives :
" Monsieur, to-

day was held the Provincial Assembly of the Clergy, in which

my lord the archbishop of Bourges was appointed a deputy

to the General Assembly, after the members had learned that

such was his Majesty's desire "
(3). For the General Assem-

bly of 1682, however, other " precautions " were taken. The
court not only designated the deputies, but it furnished to

each Provincial Assembly a model of the instructions, pro-

curation, which it was to give to its dej^uties. This 2'>rocura-

tion had been composed by Harlay, under orders from the

king ; but his Majesty delicately desired that his part in the

matter should be veiled. On June 16, 1681, Colbert wrote to

Harlay :
" My lord, as his Majesty has deemed it best that he

should not appear to have determined the matters to be treated

in the Assembly, he has resolved to give orders, by ivord of

mouth, to the agents-general of the clergy that they send this

procuration to the archbishops, explaining to them that it has

been drawn by commissioners appointed in the last Assem-
bly, . . . His Majesty will see that the provincial intendants re-

(1) nutorical Researches em the Assemhly of the Clcrgu in 1682. Paris. l.Si's.

(2) Reyixter of the Secretariate of the Kiiiy'x H<iUi<ehr>M, IGT.'j. In the National Archives.

(3) Poncetdela BivlJtre to Colbert, dated Bourges. May 14, 1G75; lu the Mil. Colbert. 171^
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cei\e orders to explain to tlie archbishops his intentions in re-

gard to the said 2yi'ocuration " (Ij. The king was very careful

that the Provincial Assemblies, which were to choose deputies

for the general convention, should be composed of men who
would do his bidding. Writing to the archbishop of Besan-

gon, on Aug. 10, 1681, he says :
" I make known to you that

I consider it necessary that you call to your Provincial As-

sembly the bishop of Belley and such ahhes as have been bene-

ficed by me, and only those of high dignity. ... I doubt not that

you will effect all that I ask of you "
(2). And Colbert takes

care to say to the prelate at the same time :
" You will see

by the accompanying letter from the king lohat are his Ma-
jesty's intentions as to the persoyis luho are to be admitted to your

Provincial Assembly in order to name, etc.'' On Sept. 21, 1681,

Colbert signified to the archbishop of Eouen the royal desire

for the nomination of the bishop of Lisieux as a dej^uty from

that province ; and the prelate having been named, but being

prevented hj an accident from going to Paris, his Majesty

considerately relieved the electors of trouble by himself nom-
inating the bishop of Avranches. We could examine, one by
one, the records of the election of every other member of the

Assembly of 1682 ; and in nearly every case the result would
be a corroboration of the assertion that the signers of the

Four Articles cannot l^e regarded as representatives of the

Church of France. Only one additional testimony do we wish

to addiice, that of the intrepid Cerle, the legitimate adminis-

trator of the diocese of Pamiers, whom we have seen executed

in effigy because of his defense of the real " liberties " of ec-

clesiastical France. On Aug. 4, 1681, in accordance with the

orders Cerle had given from his place of exile, there was found
affixed to the portal of the archiepiscopal palace in Toulouse

the following protest :
" The nomination of deputies is not

free ; for it is notorious that his lordship of Toulouse has been
ordered to procure the nomination of the bishops of Montau-
ban and of Lavaur, although they are absent, and of the offi-

cial and theologal of Paris, who do not belong to the province

of Toulouse, and have no benefices in that province "
(3).

(1) Register of the Secretariate, 1681. (2) MS. Fr. 6,657, Nat. Libr.

(3) MS. Fr. e,90^', Nat. Libr. —
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When the event had proved the truth of Cerle's assertion, he

caused to be nailed on the door of the archiepiscoi^al jialace

in Paris his second protest :
" Jean Cerles, priest ; vioar-gen-

eral and official of the Church of Pamiers, in the vacancy of

the see, confirmed bj the Apostolic authority : Tlie care taken

by my lord the archbishop of Toulouse to cause the parliament

to condemn to the tiames our act of protestation against his

Provincial Assembly, has given such publicity to our opposi-

tion, that now there is undoubtedly no bishop in the kingdom

unacquainted with it. The event has confirmed our predic-

tion concerning the nomination of their lordships the bishojDS

of Montauban and of Lavaur for the first order of deputies,

and of the official and theologal of Paris for the second.

Our protest against the choice of these deputies has been jus-

tified ; it is notorious that these nominaticms were inspired

and even specified by the court. Therefore they are sus-

picious in the eyes of the churches, since the question is one

of defending the interests of the churches against the preten-

sions of his Majesty. . . . The matters in question cannot be

discussed in a General Assendjly ; since a decision concerning

them is now pending at the tribunal of the Holy See. Again,

even though the Holy See had not reserved this decision to

itself, the matter, being of a general nature, could be con-

sidered only in a National Council ; and the convocation of

such a convention would need the aj^probationof the Pope "
(1).

Concluding his protest, Cerle applied to the other Provincial

x\.ssemblies the reasonings he had advanced in regard to that

of Toulouse.

A very eloquent illustration of the character of the Assembly

of 1G82 is found in the care taken by the court to prevent the

attendance of the archbishop of Lyons, whose primatial dig-

nity—attached to that see down to the time of the Pievolution

—

would have given to him the presidency of the convention.

The firmness of Camille de Neuville de Villeroy, uncle of the

marshal de Yilleroy, was too well known to the Gallican jur-

ists of the day ; and he had opeidy declared that the future

Assembly could never be regarded as, in any sense, a Nation-

al Council. "He commanded at Lyons," writes Saint-Simon,

(2) Ibi, aud No. 25,043.
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"and with an authority of the olden time. The intendants

bore their being of no impc^rtance with bad grace ; the arch-

bishop continnally watched their conduct. Several were re-

called, because of their troubles with the prelate ; and finall}'

the king, being tired of changing his intendants without suc-

cess, sent to Lyons the duke de Villeroy, the governor of the

province, having given full powers to him, and also a list of

counsellors from which his uncle might select an intendant,

and thus give a little rest to his Majesty. But the good little

man told his nej)liew at once that he was a fool ; that he

might put his list in his pocket, and inform the king that the

archbishop esteemed all the counsellors so highly, that he

could not prefer any one of them ; that he would not be tricked

into asking for a certain intendant, knowing that such a

-course would close his mouth when he should afterward find

it necessary to complain of the officer ; that his mouth was a

door which he himself would never close, and a means where-

by to keep the intendants in check or to have them removed,

so that he might remain the master. He kept his word ; and

no one was ever so much the master in Lyons as he was, un-

til the day of his death "
(1). It is not strange that the Pro-

vincial Assembly of Lyons received orders to not depute their

archbishop to the General Assembl}'. And such orders en-

sured their own observance. Listen to the cool warning

which the chancellor, Le Tellier, administered to Le Camus,

bishop of Grenoble, when that prelate, a siiffragan of Vienne,

showed signs of an opposition to the royal choice of deputies

from that province : "As for your own conduct, I must re-

mark that having noticed your belief that a province cannot

yield the right of Begalia to the king, and your conviction

that the health of my lord of Viviers will not permit the prov-

ince of Vienne to entrust its interests to his care, I fear lest

you, when you attend the Provincial Assembly, may j^ropose

to insert in the instructions a prohibition to grant the Regalia,

and that you may protest against the nomination of my lord oj

Viviers—things lohich loould indicate, on your part, an opposi-

tion to the general sentiment, and ivhich would not at all avail

you in an attempt to actuate your own; My Lord of Viviers

(1) IHary of Dangeau, Sept. 29, 1686.
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ivill certainly be made a deputy, in spite of your opjyosition, and
of that of my lord, the archbishop of Vienne" (1). Sometimes
the cliancellor, in order to secure the co-operation of a recal-

citrant prelate, stooped to the lowest chicanery, making solemn
promises which he knew that he could not and would not ful-

fil. One of the holiest prelates in France was Cardinal Grim-
aldi, archbishop of Aix, who was, like Mazarin, " an Italian

by blood, but a Frenchman in heart." When he received the

order to convoke the Assembly of his province in order to

select four deputies to the General Assembly, he wrote to Le
Tellier a letter from which we take the following passages.

" In the discourse which he delivered to the last Assembly of

the Clergy, the archbishop of Rheims very judiciously re-

marked that all the bishops have always regarded the right

of Refjalia as a servitude, which, especially in all that con-

cerns the collation of benefices, can be conceded only when

the Church herself consents. Therefore, Monsieur, it would

seem that since the Assembly designed by yon icill not be canon-

ical, it ivill not represent suffi,ciently the sentiments of the Church

of France in regard to the 2Jresent questionSy since the voice

of that Churcli can be heard only in a National Council ; and

that therefore ivhatever that Assembly effects ivill vot terminate

the affair of the Regalia, but rather, instead of p)acifying mat-

ters, it loill augment tJie present dissension. . . . Believe ?ne,

Monsieur, that tie arcltbishops and bishops cannot folloiv the

instructions (the procuration) sent to them, tvithout a violation

of the solemn oath which they took at their consecration ; for

in those instructions the Pope is plainly condemned, and they

are asJced to act against the intey^ests of the Holy See.'" The

reply to this letter was written by the king himself. His

Majesty enjoined on " his good cousin "
(2) a convocation of

the Assemi)ly of Aix, " setting aside all other considerations."

It would seem, however, that Le Tellier realized that not even

the direct command, of the king would cause Grimaldi to

swerve from his duty ; for he joined to the royal letter a note

by himself, promising that the afiiiir of the Regalia should

(1) Archirc.% G 8.

(2) Since the days of Henry IV., such was the style with which the French kings always ad-

dressed a cardinal.
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Tiot be touched in the immineut General Assembly (1). The

inflexible cardimil was even allowed to present to the mem-

bers of his Provincial Assembly a form of instructions for

their deputies to the general convention, which expressly

ordered those deputies not to even allude to the Hegalia.

Grimaldi therefore convoked the Provincial Assembly ; but

his indignation must have been great, when he found that,

immediately after the meeting of the members, Morant, the

royal intendant of Aix, presented to them a copy of theprocuj'-

ation which had been drawn at Paris. Grimaldi was firm to

the last ; he refused to sign the instructions ; and the depu-

ties of Aix went to the Assembly of 1682 without the coun^

tenance of their metropolitan.

On Feb. 3, 1682, the so-called General Assembly of the

Prench Clergy formally recognized the right of Regalia as a

royal prerogative ; and not content with having thus defied

the Roman Pontiff, it had the audacit}^ to ask for the Papal

blessing on its action (2). By a Brief dated April 11, Pope

Innocent XL condemned this concession ; and he thus re-

buked the sacrilegious presumption of the prelates :
" Not

without horror did we read that i3art of your letter in which

you tell us that having abandoned your right, you have con-

ferred it on the king ; as though jon were the disposers, not

the guardians of the churches committed to your care ; and

as though those churches and their spiritual rights could be

granted to the secular power by the bishops who ought to

devote themselves to slavery, if it were necessary to preserve

those churches and rights." Like many other publicists,

Dupin asserts that this Brief of Innocent XL was the cause

of the promulgation of the Four Articles. " The affair of the

Regalia was soon terminated, to the satisfaction of both the

king and the Assembly. Nevertheless, the Pope refused his

approbation, and this lie rendered it more necessary to settle

the principles of ecclesiastical power by a declaration." But

it is certain that the Assembly, which was opened on Oct. 1,

1681, took up the project of the Four Articles on Nov. 24

;

that on Nov. 26, it appointed the commission for the Six

Articles of the Sorbonne ; and that it subscribed the Declar-

.(1) Archives, G 8. (2) Proces-Ferbal, vol. v., p. 453.
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ation on March 19, 1682, three weeks before the date of the
Papal Brief. Coming now to the history of these famous pro-
positions, we must first observe that many of the counsellors
of Louis XIV. had urged him to force the Assembly to not
limit itself to a preference for " cismontane " doctrine on the
Papacy, but to pronounce theological censure on the contrary
maxims. Fortunately wiser counsels prevailed ; and Bossuet^
had the satisfaction of beholding the Assembly restraining-

itself within the comparatively moderate limits which he had
indicated in his opening address. We now give the text of

the charter of Gallicanism, so far as it can be said to have
had a charter—the famous Declaration of the French Clergy
on Ecclesiastical Power. " Many persons endeavor to overturn
the decrees of the Galilean Church, her liberties which our
ancestors upheld with so much zeal, and the foundations of

those liberties which are based on the holv Canons and on
the tradition of the Fathers. And there are also some who,
under the pretext of these liberties, do not hesitate to attack

theprimaeyof St. Peter and of his successors, the Koman Pon-
tiffs, which was instituted by Jesus Christ; and to deny that

obedience which all Christians owe to the venerable majesty
of tin Apostolic See which teaches the faith and preserves

tlio unity of the Church. On the. other hand, heretics omit

nothing which may represent this power, which includes the

peace of the Church, as insupportable to kings and peoples
;

trusting by this artifice to separate simple souls from the

communion of the Church and of Jesus Christ. AVith the in-

tention of remedying these evils, we, archbishops and bish-

ops, and otlier deputies, representing the French Church,

assembled in Paris by order of the king

—

mandato mjio,

have deemed it proper to establish and declare : I. That St.

Peter and his successors, the vicars of Jesus Christ, and the

Church herself, received power from God, over spiritual

things alone, and not over temporal and civil things ; the

Lord teaching that His kingdom is not of this world, and

also that the things of Cfvsar should be given to CiPsar, and
the things of God to God ; and the saying of the Apostle re-

iiiniiiiiig, tliat ' every soul be subject to higher powers, for

there is no power but from God, and those that arc. arc or-
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dained of God, and therefore he that resisteth the power re-

sisteth the ordinance of God,' "We declare therefore that

kings and rulers are not subjected by order of God to any

ecclesiastical power in temporal matters ; that they cannot

be deposed, either directly or indirectly, by the authority of

the keys of the Church ; that their subjects cannot be dis-

pensed or absolved from the submission and obedience which

is due to them, and that this teaching, so necessary for the

public tranquillity and for the peace of both Church and

State, should be firmly upheld as consonant with the word of

God, with the tradition of the Fathers, and with the examples

of the saints. II. Tliat the fulness of power over spiritual

things, enjoyed by the Holy Apostolic See and the successors

of St. Peter, the Vicars of Jesus Christ, is that which is in-

dicated in the fourth and fifth sessions of the Holy Oecumen-

ical Council of Constance, approved by the Holy Apostolic

See, confirmed by the practice of the entire Church, and in

all times religiously observed by the French Church ; and

that the Church of France does not approve the opinion of

those who attack these decrees (of Constance,) or who weaken

them by saying that their authority is not well established,

that they have not been approved, and that they wer3 meant

only for cases arising during times of schism. III. That

therefore the use of the Apostolic power ought to be regulat-

ed according to the Canons which have been made by t]ie

Spirit of God, and consecrated by general respect ; that the

regulations, customs, and constitutions of the kingdom should

be maintained, and that the limits fixed by our forefathers

should remain immovable ; that it is for the grandeur of the

Holy Apostolic See, that the laws and customs introduced

with the consent of that eminent See, and of the churches,

should preserve their stability. lY. That although the Su-

preme Pontiff has the principal part in questions of faith, and

although his decrees affect all the churches and each partic-

ular church ; nevertheless, his decision is not irreformable,

until the assent of the Church has been given." The Declar-

ation was subscribed on March 19 ; on the following day Louis

XIV. signed an edict whereby the teaching of the Four Artic-

les became obligatory throughout France ; and on the 25th the
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parliament registered the edict. Immediately after he had

read the Declaration, Pope Innocent XL addressed to all the

bishops of France a Brief, Faternce caritati, annulling the

acts of the Assembly which referred to the Regalia.

The Pontifical Brief was received by the Assembly ^^•ith

dismay ; and many of the members appeared to be ready for

open rebellion. The archbishop of Bheims made some an-

notations on the margin of his copy of the Brief which j^lain-

ly indicate how much of the " piety and spirit of submission,"

discerned in this prelate and most of his comrades by La
Luzerne, Bausset, and other Galilean apologists, really sub-

sisted (1). One of the passages of the Brief is C[ualified as

" a malicious equivocation." Another is said to have been

prompted by " a desire to say something smart." One sen-

tence is characterized as " pitiable." In another the Pontifi' is

said to " insult without motive." According to the archbishop,

the members of the Assembly had spoken " with sincerity
;

but the author of the Brief was in very bad faith." Then
the prelate quibbles by asking why, if the Declaration " is

manifestly null," the signers should be asked to retract it.

Le Tellier consoles himself with the thought that if " the

counsellors of the Pope hare exposed the Church to grave

dangers, the Assembly, by its good conduct, will obviate

them "
; and he declares that " in good time and place the

remedies of law will not fail the Assembly." But if man}' of

the bishops seemed to be willing to plunge into an abyss of

schism, Louis XIV. was not so foolish. On May 6, the As-

sembly signed a Protest against the Brief Paternee caritati,

declaring that " the French Church governed itself b}- its

own laws "
; and it prepared to send a copy of the document

to every bishop in the realm. But the king prohibited the

rash act, and suspended the sessions. Finally, on June 29, al-

though the Assembly had bj- no means finished the business

which its programme had announced (2), his Majesty ordered

his sycophantic prelates to return to their dioceses. " He
broke up the Assembly," says Joseph de Maistre, " with so

much wisdom and timeliness, that one almost pardons him for

(1) MS. Fr. 20,765, Nat. Llbr.

(2) Proces-Verhal, vol. v.. p. 375, ct acqq.
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having convoked it "
(1). But the prelates knew not how to re-

tire with dignity. Before thej separated, says Le Tellier, who

himself probably dreAv up the insolent manifesto (2), they

declared that " they had abstained from formulating a res-

olution against the Brief of his Holiness, only out of obedience

to the hing,'' and that they might have " slioivn to all Christen-

dom'' how his Holiness had '' manifested little regard for the

dign ity of the episcopate.'''' Louis XIV. was certainly ashamed

of the conduct of his courtier-prelates ; for he would not allow

the Proces- Verbal of their sessions to be deposited in the Ar-

chives of the Clergy. Only after the death of the archbishop

of Eheims, did his nephew, the Abbe de Louvois, succeed in

consigning the Proces to that sanctuary of French ecclesiasti-

cal history. It is worthy of note that this record of the acts of

the famous Assembly of 1682, now exhibited under glass to the

curious visitor, and opened at the page where the signatures

to the Four Articles are recorded, terminates with the words

which Fulbert of Chartres, writing in the tenth century, ad-

dressed to the pusillanimous bishops of his day :
" There is

not in France a bishop whose heart is accessible to pity, or

whom zeal for religion will so inflame as to induce him to re-

sist the onslaughts of error, and to excite hope in the grief-

stricken. The courage of Denis is dead, and the piety of

Martin is not seen. Thou also, Blessed Father Hilary, who
once didst defend the unity oi tlie Church with the sword of

the Holy Ghost; thou also hast abandoned us. O sorrowful

and desolate Church of France !
"

(3).

Bausset, echoing the voices of the great majority of Galil-

ean apologists, and naturally of all Protestant publicists who
have treated of tlie history of the doctrine of papal infalli-

bility, insists that " The Declaration of the Assembly of 1682

did not encounter, and could not encounter, any opposition

in France "
(4). Bausset wrote at a time when courtier-theol-

ogism, only stunned by the Revolution, and not as yet con-

vinced that its days were numbered in France, still parad-

ed a travesty of true devotion to the heir of St. Louis as the

(1) The Galilean Church, bk. il., ch. 11.

(2) A copy of this puerile pronouncement, with annotations In the writing of Le Tellier,

is preserved in the National Library at Paris, MS. Fr. 20,765.

(3) Epist. 21, to Al}bo. l(4) Loc. cit., bk. vi., § 15.
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chief characteristic of French Catholicity ; and we must re-

member, also, that many of Bausset's judgments on the fam-
ous Assembly were formed without the aid of the documents
which publicists of our day are able to consult. The truth

is that the anti-Gallican opposition in the Faculty of Paris

—that " permanent Council of France," as it was then termed
—was, at the time of the Assembly, composed of the majority

of its members, and of men who were the most learned

and pious in the capital. This claim is easily established.

I. That the " ultramontanes " in the Faculty outnumbered the

Cxallicans is evinced by an examination of the papers of Col-

bert, among which there is a list of those who were " for or

against Pvome"— a document prepared for the minister by
his Galilean confidants (1) ; and bj' consulting the admissions

of his procureur-ijaicral to the parliament (2). The Colber-

tian list assigns 753 doctors to the Faculty, who were divid-

ed as follows. Archbishops and bishops, nearly all from

the Sorbonne, 44 ; The House of the Sorbonne, 1G9 ; Col-

lege of Navarre, 83 ; Mendicant Friars (Franciscans, 34, Dom-
inicans, 38, Augustinians, 33, Carmelites, 19), 124; Bernar-

elines and Monks of Cluny, 43 ; Canons of St. Victor and

Premonstratensians, G ; Cholets, 10 ; Cardinal Leraoine, 1
;

Saiut-Sulpice, 12 ; Seminary of the Foreign Missions, 3
;

Miscellaneous, 258. Now concerning the House of the Sor-

bonne, i\\e 2jrocureur (Achille de Harlay) says :
" With the ex-

ception of six or seven, all of the House of the Sorbonne are

hostile to the Declaration. The professors, with the excep--

tion of Pirot, the syndic (3), are so opposed to it, that even

those who are paid by the king will not teach any of the

propositions which were presented to his Majesty in 1663

The residents in the House of the Sorbonne are very numer-

ous ; and excepting five or six, they are united in their ultra-

montane sentiments." As for the House of Navarre, the

list tells us that " Guyard is entirely devoted to Eome, the

(1) MSB. Colbert, vol. vil.

(2) Prnject of Reformation for the F(7ri(?(!/. 1682a»ifnC8r>. among the papers of Harlay.

(3) Pirot had been nominated by Archbishop Harlay ; and in violation of the statute

which reserved this election to the professors. In violation of another statute w tiicli pre-

scribed a term of two years for the syndic, Harlay procured the retention of Pirot fur many

years.
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Jesuits and the monks. He knows well liis business of doc-

tor, although he has not studied the originals, and is therefore

obstinate in the opinions received beyond the mountains (1).

Navarre, tlie monks, and all the ignorant follow him. Saus-

sy is a good Thoniist ; I never hear him say anything in the

Faculty but what favors Rome. Ligny belongs entirely to

Guyard. Yinot knows something, but he also belongs to

Guyard." Achille de Harlay says that only one professor in

the House of Navarre teaches the " maxims of the kingdom."

Saint-SuliDice, the Seminary of the Foreign Missions, and
the community of Saint-Nicolas de Chardonnet, are noted

in the list as " extremists for the papal authority." The same
authority says that " nothing can be expected from the Car-

melites, the Augustinians, and least of all, from the Francis-

cans, who make profession of following Rome in all things."

But we need enter into no more details ; Archbishop Le Tel-

lier, in a letter dated March 29, 1681, told the royal minis-

ters that if the Parisian Faculty of Theology was " not forced

to teach sound doctrine "
; if those jDrofessors who died were

not " replaced by good ones "
; if the Gallicans " Avere not well

treated "
; if, in fine, " things remained in their present con-

dition, our maxims would be forgotten." II. That the " ul-

tramontanes " in the Faculty of Paris were, to say the least,

among its most illustrious doctors, is proved by the confi-

dants of Colbert, when they rank among the jirize members
such prominent " papalists " as Cornet, the grand-master of

Navarre ; Grandin, syndic and professor in the same estab-

lishment ; and the professors Chamillard, Lestocq, Leblond,

Desperier, Guyard, Saussy, Vinot, and Ligny. Certainly our

position is unassailable, if " ultramontane " doctrines were

taught in 1682 by all the professors of the House of Navarre,

excepting LefeATe ; and by all those of the Sorbonne, except-

ing Pirot. III. The piety of these " ultramontanes " is guar-

anteed by the Colbertian list. One is cpialified as being " of

exemplary virtue." Another is " the director of several nun-

neries." One is described as " selling his patrimony in order-

to succor poor scholars." The edifying life of another *' has-

(1) Archbishop Le TelHer ascribes the ultramontanism of Pope Innocent XI. to the seme
neglect

—" he has never read reliable books." Let us pity Le Tellier.
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procured for liim tlie reputation of an apostle." But listen

to rieurj, whose Gallicanism was a part of his being, as he

compares the two schools in his Discourse on the Gal-

ilean " liberties "
(1). " In France there are no regulars who

do not believe in the infallibility. And not only the regulars,

but even the communities of priests which have no privileges

and are subject to the bishops, lean to this side as being

more conformable to piety. The regulars, who almost alone

have j)reserved the traditions and practice of devotion, have

caused this doctrine to pass into the direction of consciences.

The ancient doctrine (of course Fleury terms Ms school an-

cient) has remained among doctors who are often less pious

and exemplary in their conduct than those who teach the

new. Sometimes the opponents of the new are profane and

libertine jurists and politicians, who render odious the truths

which they defend."

On jMaj 2, 1682, a parliamentary deputation, composed of

the first president, i\\Q procureur-gencrcd, and six counsellors,

visited the Sorbonne, for the purpose of ordering the Faculty

-to inscribe the Declaration on its registers. An eye-witness

of what followed (2) tells us that Betille, the senior doctor, to

whom belonged the right of presiding over the meetings, and

of announcing the decisions of the Faculty, was a very old

man ; and that when the president of the deputation signified

the royal wish, " the good man simply answered :
' Grafias

agimus amplissimas\; that then the president did not appear

content, and the good man added :
* Facultas jioUicetur obse-

quium *; whereupon the president arose and departed with his

companions." However, the three hundred doctors in attend,

ance were not disposed to acquiesce in this high-handed

(1) We speak of the Difcnurse as Fleury really wrote it ; not as the Galilean versions of

the last century mutilated it. In 180", M. Emery, superior of Saint-Sulpice in Paris, dis-

covered and puhlishod the oripinal manuscript, which Fleury had never sent to the press.

The Ahb(-d(' Rnnnaire. a.Iansenist, had pot possession of tliis manuscript after the death

of Fleury. and had printed it, adding notes by himself which were so injurious to the Holy

See that on Sept. 9, 1T23, the royal council condemned the book. This addition by Bon-

naire was often reprinted; and it was, as to text, nearly as Fleury had written, the notes

by Bonnaire haviuK been directed against many of the passages in that te.\t which the Jan-

senist reuanled as too favoralile to the Pope. Tint in 1743, Boucher d'Arpis printed another

edition, in which were niodidcd <ir omitted the many passages in which Fleury had coa-

demned the imrliamentary Galilean theories.

(2) MS. of Saint-Sulpur, vol. iv., cited by Gerta.
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proceeding ; and they proposed to their syndic, Pirot, that a

deliberation should be ordered. Pirot replied that a royal

order should not be discussed ; and the doctors separated.

A few days afterward the procureur-gemral asked for a copy

of the act of registration ; and he received the reply that a

custom of the Faculty required that anything done by it

should not be considered as valid, until it should have been

approved in a subsequent session. The next meeting would

be held on June 1. When that session had been held with-

out any attempt to actuate the royal wishes, Colbert resolved

to intimidate the Faculty. Meanwhile, on June 15, one of

the doctors, Chamillard, vicar of Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardon-

net, delivered in the Sorbonne a discourse in which the fol-

lowing passage occurred. " Many great personages of this

kingdom and even of this Faculty, persons who are celebrat-

ed for both learning and piety, and who are warm defenders

of the interests of the Most Christian King, have vigorously

sustained propositions which are contrary to some of these

(of the Declaration). The clergy of France were unable, in

their last Assembly, to so determine these propositions, that

they would necessarily demand unwavering assent. Such

power can be found only in an CEcumenical Council of all the

bishops. Our Assembly was unable even to so determine the

propositions, that this Faculty should be obliged to receive

them. If one of our bachelors or professors is firmly con-

vinced of the truth of the contrary propositions, how can you

force them to defend in public things w^hich they do not be-

lieve ? It is our duty, therefore, to deliver our bachelors and

professors from a burden which would weigh as heavily on

their consciences as on our own "
(1). Such sentiments, ap-

plauded by a majority of the Faculty, showed to the court

the futility of waiting for that body's voluntary registration

of tlie Declaration. On June 16, at six o'clock in the morn-

ino-, an usher from the parliament served the dean of the

Faculty with an order for a discontinuance of its meetings,

and with a summons for the dean and certain specified pro-

fessors to appear before the parliament in an hour's time.

AVhen the cited individuals showed themselves at the bar of

(1) MS. of Saint-Sulpice, vol. iv., p. 2,405.
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the House, the first president thus addressed them :
" The

court woukl never have believed that you would defer the

registration which it ordered. Your disobedience causes it

to regret that it has honored you with its esteem. Persuaded

that you do not deserve its confidence any longer, it now for-

bids you to assemble again, until it shall have prescribed the

manner of your meeting—which it will take care to do, be-

fore July 1." Then the president asked whether the registrar

of the Faculty was present with his books ; and when that

officer ai:)peared, he was ordered to record the Declaration,

then and there. Such was the fashion in which " the Faculty

of Paris re^jfistered the Declaration of 1682 "
; and Harlav an-

nounced his victory to the chancellor, Le Tellier, declaring

that he had executed the orders of the king the more willing-

ly, because he had been assured that " the mauvais parti had

a majority of fifteen votes " in the Faculty (1). On June 21,

eight of the most outspoken " ultramontane " doctors were ar-

rested, and exiled to differents parts of France. Then twelve

doctors, who had been members of the Assembly of 1682, were

ordered to obtain the signatures of their fellows to a suppli-

cation, the text of which had been composed by the royal

iurists, askinpf that the Facultv might be allowed to reassem-

ble. It is noteworthy that although this document did not

profess a belief in the Four Articles, merely speaking in

general terms about respect for the royal edicts ; and al-

though the circulators counted as fifteen signatures those of

fifteen friars, whereas the royal council had recently decreed

that each of the Mendicant Orders should have only two

votes in the Faculty, irrespective of the number of its doc-

tors ; nevertheless, out of 753 doctors, only 162 gave their

signatures.

When treating, in the previous dissertation, of the dissen-

sions of the grand monarch with the Holy See, we described

briefly the refusal of three successive Pontiffs to confirm the

election to bishoprics of such ecclesiastics as had not renounced

all sympathy with the teachings of the Declaration on ecclesi-

astical power. It is a pleasure to be able to narrate how the

bishops of France and their sovereign made their amende

a) MSS. Ilarlay, Fr. 16",, in tlu' Nat. Libr.
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lujnorahle to the visible Head of the Church. In the first

place we must remember that the Pontiffs did not require the

French bishops-elect to subscribe four propositions contradict-

ing those in the Declaration. The doctrine contained in those

propositions was abandoned to the j)ens of theologians until

such time as the Holy Spirit would dictate a decision in re-

gard to it. But the Holy See did condemn those who affect-

ed to render the Galilean maxims obligatory on the French
clergy ; and therefore the bishops-elect (who had been mem-
bers of the Assembly of 1682) were required, as a condition

sine qua non of their canonical institution, to renounce the

Declaration, that is, to regard it as though it had not been
emitted. Shortly after his accession, Innocent XII. declared

in full Consistory, that he was perfectly willing to confirm

those royal nominees who had not been members of the

criminated Assembly ; and the royal council was divided as

to the advisability of accepting the pontifical offer. Finally,

the king resolved to make this first concession to the Pon-
tiff; and after an ajiparently interminable correspondence

with Eome, during which the method of the final and all-

important concession was discussed, it was also agreed that

each nominee avIio had belonged to the Assembly should
write to the Pontiff a letter in which the principal point

would be treated in conformity with a model already tendered

by his Holiness (1). On Sept. 14, 1693, each bishop-elect

wrote the following letter: " Most Blessed Father, now that

(1) On Dec. 21, 1691, the minister of foreign affairs, Colbert de Croissy, wrote to the arch-

bishop of Rouen :
" The Ising orders me to forward to you the enclosed three models for a

letter on the matter of the Bulls. One was prepared by the ministers of the Pope ; the two
others by Cardinals d'Estrees and Forbin. His Majesty wishes you to examine them, and
to give him your opinion concerning them." The draft prepared at the papal court is as

follows :
" Ex corde dolemus super rebus gestis quce Sanctitati Vestrce valde dispUcue-

runU ac proinde id quod circa potestatcm ecclcsiasHcam et Pontiflcinm anctoritatem
decretum, vel in ecclcaiarttm jva'jiidicium deliheratum ceiweri pntuit, quod a mente
nostra prorsus aJioium fuissc testamur, pro non decreto et non deliberato habemus,
et habendum esse dcclaramus.''' The draft prepared by Card. d'Estrees was couched in

these terms :
" Ac proinde id quod ex quibusdam verbis, circa potestatem ecclesiasti-

cametPontlficiamauctoritfitcm decretum, vel in ecclesiarum prcvjtidicium delihei-atum

censeri potest, pro non decreto circa dictam potestatem et auctoritatem, et non de-

liberato in ecclesiarum prajudicium habemus et habendum esse declaramus."
Forbin-Janson used this language :

" Ac proinde quod sive circa potestatem ecclesiasti-

cam, sive Pontificiam auctoritatem, decretum censeri potest, sive in prcBjudieium
ecclesiarum deliheratum. id tarn a mente 7}nsira alienum frmse testamur, et pro non
jdeliberato f.t non decreto habemus et habendum esse declaramus."
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all Cliristians are sharing tlie happiness of the exultant

Church, and are finding easy access to your paternal benefi-

cence, nothing could be more unfortunate for me than to

know that I am excluded from the favor of your Holiness.

And since I perceive that such is my condition because of

my having been a member of the Assembly of the French

Clergy which was held at Paris in 1682 ; therefore, prostrate

at the feet of your Blessedness, 1 profess and declare that

with all my heart I regret whatever was done in the afore-

said Assembly to the great displeasure of your Holiness and

of your predecessors ; and that therefore I regard as not de-

creed, and I declare that it should he held as not decreed, all

that ivas therein pronounced in reference to the ecclesiastical

'power and the Ponfifcal authority. Futhermore, I regard as

not asserted all that was therein pronounced concerning the

i-ights of churches ; for it was not my intention to derogate

in any way from the rights of said churches. And now in

token of the profound respect which I owe to your Holiness,

I am ready to so conduct myself toward you for the remain-

der of my life, and to so show my zeal for the rights of the

churches, that your Holiness will desire nothing more from

me. I hope and most humbly entreat that when your Holi-

ness will have read this letter, you will show that I have been

received into your favor ; and that you will deign to appoint

me to the diocese for which the Most Christian King has

named me, so that I may labor for the salvation of souls, the

glory of the Christian religion, and for the rights and dig-

nity of my see. Meanwhile I again promise and swear true

and sincere obedience to your Blessedness ; The Successor

of the Blessed Peter, the Prince of the Apostles ; the Vicar

of Christ Our Lord ; and the Head of the Entire Militant

Church." Many Gallican apologists have endeavored to

minimize the significance of this letter, repeating the words

of Bossuet : " It is of no importance, since it is the work of a

few private individuals," whereas the Declaration "was

adopted in a General Assembly of the Clergy, and sent to all

the churches "
(1). However, when it suited the Gallicans

to do so, they could decry the authority of a General Assem-

(1) Diary ot Ledieu, the secretary of Bossuet.
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blj of the French Clergy, even though they were willing to

term the pronouncements of the Assembly of 1682 " dogmas

of the French Church "
(1). Harlay found it necessary " to

take precautions, in the act of registration of the Declaration,

against the imagination of those bishops who would have

transformed an Assembly of the Clergy into a National Coun-

cil of France "
(2). And listen to the royal chancellor, Henri-

Frangois d'Aguesseau, as he descries the authority of the As-

sembly of 1705, because it had received the Bull Vineam

Domini which condemned the Jansenist Case of Conscience

:

" The president seemed to be very much displeased, and

loitli reason, with the opinion of certain bishops in the As-

sembly of the Clergy, wdio believed that they rej^resented

the Church of France when they received the papal Consti-

tution ; as though an Assembly of the Clergy, 7chichis, j^roper-

hj speaking, only a Chamhre cles Comptes Ecclesiastiques, could

ever passfor a National Council ^^
(3).

The retractation of the bishops did not fully restore the

olden happy relations of France with the Holy See ; ere such

a consummation could be reached, the king would be obliged

to retract his part in the Declaration. Certainly Louis XIV.

had not conceived any intention to introduce new dogmas

into the body of Catholic teaching ; but his edict of March

20, 1682, had effectively attempted such an enterprising

usuri^ation, albeit unrecognized by its author. Therefore

Pope Innocent XII. was both logical and confident when he

said, in his Consistorial Allocution of Jan. 9, 1692, after some

praise of the monarch's devotion to the Church :
" We be-

lieve that he himself will soon declare that edict void ; for

lie has often given us reason to expect that declaration."

However, it was not until Sept. 14, 1693, that the Son of St.

Louis sent to the Yicar of Christ the following retractation :

" Most Holy Father ; I have always hoped much from the

elevation of your Holiness to the pontificate ; both for the

glory of the Church, and for the advancement of our holy re-

ligion ; and now I rejoice on account of all that you have ef-

fected for one and the other. Therefore my filial respect for

(1) D'AGUESSEAi:; FTorte, vol. xili., p. 512. Paris, 1789. {2) Ihi, p. 245.

(3) IhU p. 241.
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your Holiness in now redoubled ; and since I 'S'ish to mani-

fest this devotion by the strongest jsroofs that I can furnish, I

now inform your Holiness that I have given the necessary or-

ders to the effect that the contents of my edict of March 22,

1682, concerning the Declaration emitted by the clergy of

France, be not observed. Desiring not only thatyour Holiness

be acquainted with -mj sentiments, but also that the entire

world ma}' learn from this particular fact, what is my venera-

tion foryour grand and holy qualities ; I trust that your Bless-

edness will reply to it with every demonstration of your pater-

nal affection for me. I praj^ to God, in the meantime, that He
may j^reserve jour Holiness for many years ; and that the}-

may be as happy as they are invoked for you. Most Holy
Father. ]\y your devoted son, Louis." Although a copy of

this filially-submissive letter was immediately sent to the

parliament, as is proved by its being found am- >ng the papers

of t!ie president, Harlay, and as is also shown by a letter of

Pontchartraiu (secretary of state) to that president (1), no

French publicist ever alluded to the document until it was
cited, for the first time in France, nearly a century after it

was written ; that is, in 1789, in the thirteenth volume of the

works of the chancellor, d'Aguesseau. In Italy it had been

23ublislied by Cardinal Sfondrati in 1695 (2) ; by the Domin-
ican, Serri, in 1732 (3) ; and by the Franciscan, P. Bianchi,

in 1734 (4). Ellies Dupiu and the Jesuit, d'Avrigny, who
devote much attention to the retractation of the bishops,

give none to that of the king. Even when d'Aguesseau cited

the letter, trying to weaken its significance, he took good care

not to pul)lisli its text. It remained for Artaud to cojoy the

original in the Vatican Archives, and then to niike it known

(1) On Sept. 21, 1093, Pontchartraiu wrote to Aclnlle de Harlay : "The king orders lue,

Monsieur, to send you the two enclosed letters, so that you may know all that has been

done In reirard to so important an affair, which he thinks that these letters will terminate

;

and he sends you the letters, so that you may pive the necessary onii-rs which must proceed

from vou, in order that the promise given liy the king in his letter may be fultllled." And
on the same day. the secretary wrote again: "I fear. Monsieur, tliat in my letter of this

morning I did not speak with sulllcient clearness, when I did not tell you that while his

Majesty wishes you to fulfil the promise which he gave to the Pope In the letter of which

I sent you a copy, nevertheless, he desires that you put in writing or make public nothing

concerning the matter, until the courier returns from Rome, and his Majesty learns that

his expectations have been satisth'd."

(2) In the second edition of liis Uiiul Viiulivatal.

1^) In his Homan Pontiff. 0) In his Ecclcsiatitical Power.
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to his coimtrvmeu 1 1 i. The dissimulation of the Galliean

publicists could profit them nothing ; for LouLs XIV. re-

mained faithful to the promise he had given to the Pontiff.

A posthumous writing of Chancellor d'Aguesseau testifies to

this fidelity. " This letter of King Louis XTV'. to Pope In-

nocent XTT. was the seal of reconciliation between the eomt
of Eome and the clerorv of France : and in conformitT with

the promise which it contained, his Majesty no longer insist-

ed on the observance of his edict of March, 1682, which

compelled all aspii-ants for promotion to defend the Declara-

tion. . . . His Majesty ceasing to impose this obligation, al-

though allowing full liberty for the defense of the Declaration,

as had been the case before the edict was issued "
|2». After

this avowal of a well-informed and interested Galliean jimst,

the elder Dupin should have abstained from his vaiu attempt

to minimize the A-ictorr of the Holr See bv assertincj :
" For

love of peace, and when his authority sufl:*ered nothing by
the disposition, Louis XIV. could manifest a willingness to

relax a little iu the severe execution of his edict " (3). A
most curious explanation of the causes of the king's reti'ac-

tation is advanced by the famous Conventionnel and un-

frocked Oratorian, Daunou :
" The coui"t of Eome already

foresaw the imminent weakenini^f of the intellectual and moral

faculties of Louis XFS'. ; and in 1693 it succeeded in fi'ighten-

iug him sufiiciently to obtain the letter " (!•. The horroi-s

of his revolutiouarr career must have obscui-ed the memorv
of the once emdite reliirious, when he forjrot that the kinar

made his retractation precisely at the time when, twenty-two

years before the end of his glorious reiim, he was manifest-

ing the lucidity of his intellect and the fij-mness of his will in

a serene and indomitable resistance aarainst the combined for-

ces of Europe ; and when his moral faculties were, and had

{]) la his History of Pius TJI., 3d edit., vol. ii., p. 170. When Napoleon stole the Ar-
chives of the Vatican, the letter of Louis XIV. was deposited in the Xational Archives, then

in the Hotel de Soubise. De Pradt says that one day Napoleon called at the Archives, and
asked for the royal letter ; that he took it to the Tuilleries, and threw it into the Are, say-

ing :
" Its ashes will trouble us no longer." Now Mgr. Marino Marinl, who had been

charged by the pontifical government with the recovery of the stolen Archives, told Artaud

in 1S25 that he had brought the identical document back from Paris, and he handed it to

the chevalier for examination.

(2) Loc. eft., vol. xiii., p. 4i3. ^3) Ubi mpra, p. rsii.

(i) Eeisaw o?i the Tiinporal P.nr.r of th>: Popes, vol. ii.. p. 194. Paris. ISIS.
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been for many years, under the safe tutelage of liis pious

wife, Mme. de Maintenon. Another strange subterfuge of

Gallican publicists, and one advanced by those who most ex-

alt the royal prerogatives, is the contention that Louis XIV.

could not revoke, by a simple act of his will, an edict which

had been registered in j^arliament. In other words, it is

asserted that even though the Four Ai'ticles were null, the

edict commanding their observance was irrefragable. Valu-

able indeed would be the discovery that, during the reign of

the grand monarch, there existed a constitutional provision

justifying this position.

We may now conclude this dissertation. Enough has

been said to show that the signers of the Four Articles were

imcompetent to decree them as enunciatory of the belief of

the French Church on the matters involved ; enough to prove

that the majority of the signers, as was avowed by the 2^'>^o^

curem^-genei'cd, Achille de Harlay, " would have changed

their opiniou on the morrow, and with their whole hearts,

had permission been given to them "
(1), But a few words

should be devoted to the part taken by Bossuet in this As-

sembh\ The Eagle of Meaux certainly carried his conde-

scendence to the secular power to the verge of schism ; but

he did not cross tlie line. He prevented the adoption of

schismatical resolutions ; and was himself empowered to

draft the platform of the Assembly. He had taken no part

in promoting the Declaration: on the contrary he had de-

clared to the archbishop of Eheims :
" You will have the

glory of having terminated the affiiir of the liegalia, but that

glory will be obscured by those odious propositions." And
when Colbert, La Chaise, and Harlay had incited the king to

give express orders for the framing of the document, Bossuet

tried to defer the catastrophe by pro2-)osing "an examination

of tradition," which would certainly have given enough time

for some development of prudence. Fleury admits that

Bossuet showed little inclination to touch the question of the

papal power ; that he said to the bishop of Tournai :
" You

will widen the chasm, instead of closing it " (2). Writing to

(1) " L'ne assembUc du clcrgc clout la pluixtrt clutu'Kmicnt demain, et dc bon coeur, si

Von Ic Inir prrmcttait." Letter to Colbert, June 2, 10^2. .VSS. Fr. 17,417, In Nat. Llbr.

(2) K'-tcisof Fliitru.
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M. de Eance (1), and to the bishop of Castorie (2), he ex-

presses his fear for the consequences. It was this very fear

that produced that admirable opening discourse on The Unity

of the Church which led Joseph de Maistre to say : "Bossuet

should have died after his sermon on Unity, just as Scipio

Africanus died after the battle of Zama. After the episode

of 1682 the bishop of Meaux fell from that height on which

his so many marvellous works had j)laced him " (3). And

many years afterward, Bossuet could say with just pride

:

"Celebrated cardinals have written to me from Rome, assur-

ing me that the Pontiff both read and approved my discourse
"

(4). In framing the Four Articles, the astute prelate had

tried to please the monarch, and at the same time not to

offend what he termed the teneras Romanorwii cmres ; but he

soon heard the resonant protestations of bishops in all parts

of Christendom against his compromise. Then he began the

famous Defense of the Declaration which he continued to re-

vise until the day of his death, and which was not published

until twenty-six years had passed over his grave (5). Louis

XIV., to whom Bossuet had confided the manuscript, would

never consent to its publication ; and it is amusing to read

the blunder, or worse, of the elder Dupin :
" Bossuet felt that

it was time to unfold to the eyes of the Christian world the

jDroofs on which was based the Declaration of 1682, and to si-

lence its opponents. He confounded them in an admirable

work which occupied much time in preparation, and which

he j^abUshed under the title, Defense, etc." (6). At the very

beginning of the preface the work is described as posthu-

mous— o^^^^s jJosfhumum. No controversialist has merited

so well of the Church as Bossuet, excepting in this sole mat-

ter of the Declaration and its Defense (7) ; and even in spite

(1) Letter ol Sept. 10, 1681. (2) Letter of Sept. 23, 1681.

(3) The GaUican Church, bk. ii., ch. 13. (4) Letter to Mine, de Luynes, 1603.

(5) For the opinion of tbe eminent scholar, the marquis Mallei, contrary to Bossuet's

authorship of the Defense, see our vol. i., p. 480, in Note. (6) UM supra, p. xxxv.

',7) The many refutations of ihe Defense are at the easy command of the student; we
would merely quote the judgment which that consummate theologian. Pope Benedict XIV.,

passed upon it. In a Brief to the archbishop of Compostella, dated July 31, 1T49, he says:

" You must know that a few years ago there was published a work with the object of de-

fending the propositions emitted by the clergy of France in the Assembly of 1682. Al-

though the name of tbe author of the book is not given, everyone knows that it was written
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of this one weakness, he will ever be placed in the very first

rank of ecclesiastical apologists. When the great Napoleon,

on March 17, 1811, presiding over a session of the Ecclesias-

tical Commission, called on the Abbe Emery to give his

views on the subject then under discussion, that famous Sul-

pician replied :
" Here in France we are obliged to uphold

the Four Articles, but the doctrine of that Declaration should

be received in its entirety. Now we are told in the preamble

that ' the primacy of St. Peter and of the Eoman Pontiffs, his

successors, was instituted by Jesus Christ ; and that all

Christians owe obedience to it.' And again we are told that

the Four Articles were decreed in order to prevent ' any at-

tacks on that primacy, under the cloak of the liberties of the

French Church.'" The disconcerted emperor then having

tried to entrap Emery into some approbation of his conduct

toward the Holy See, the abbe replied :
" Sire, concerning

this matter I can harbor no sentiment other than that of

Bossuet, whose great authority your Majesty so properly re-

spects, and whom you are pleased to so frequently quote (1).

Now this grand i^relate, in his Defense of the Declaration,

contends expressly that the independence and full liberty of

the Sovereign Pontiff are necessary for the free exercise of his

spiritual authority throughout the world, and in such a mul-

tiplicity of kingdoms and empires." That Bossuet was sin-

cerely attached to the Holy See in his inmost heart must

be the judgment of all who have studied his writings as a

whole ; but there is too much reason to believe that Aruauld

had him in his mind when he complained of certain bishops

by Bossuet. bishop of Meaux. It would be difflcult to Uiul another book which so contru-

dicts the doctrine on the authority of the Holy See which is professed by the entire Catho-

lic Church, saving only in France. During the pontiflcate of our predecessor. Clement XII.

there was'a question of condemninK this work ; but the project was not executed, both be-

cause of the respect due to a man like Bossuet. to whom relipion owes so much, and because

there subsisted a too-well-founded fear of exciting new troubles."

(1) M. de Fontaines, one of the few really honest servants of Napoleon—the one who,

when Napoleon told him that " he was always thinkins: of his duke d'Enphien," retorted

that he thought "that his Majesty seemed to be thinking much more about the duke "—

often complained about the emperor's abuse of the name of Bossuet. " He quotes Bossuet

in every contingency ; he would Imitate the prelate's Gallicanism, or rather he would make

the prelate a Napoleonist. . . . Bossuet wished for a powerful royalty and a free religion.

Hence the emperor concludes that he desired a royalty which would be a despot over re-

ligion, just as over everything else ; and Napoleon admires him for the heresy with whict

he credits him." SosaidFontainestoM.de Narbonne. Villt.ma^s; Souvenirs; M. <1e
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of France wlio hud "immense talents and little generosity"

(1) ; and that Sainte-Beuve, recalling the saying of M. de Tre-

ville that Bossaet "had no back-bone

—

navait poscVos, " prob-

ably accounted for the Gallicanism of the prelate when he
wrote :

" Bossuet was 23liant and rather feeble in the face of

power, and he had much condescension for the world. He
was the first to recognize this weak side of his character

;

and one day, when taking leave of a superioress of a certain

community in Meaux, having made the customary parting re-

quest, ' Pray for me, ' the religious asked what favor she

should beg, whereupon he rej^lied :
' Pray that I may not

have too much complaisance for the world '
"

(2).

CHAPTER XI.

THE REVOCATION OF THE EDICT OF NANTES. MADAME DE
MAINTENON.

When Henry IV., in April, 1598, published his celebrated

edict for the pacification of his sorely-tried kingdom, he pro-

claimed that his motive was :
" To arrange matters so that

the Holy Name of God might be adored by all his subjects
;

and if it had not pleased him to enjoin that divine worship
should have but one form, he wished that it should have, at

least, one intention, and be so regulated that it should cause
no trouble among his people." By this famous edict Henry
consecrated France to the principle of religious toleration,

at a time when every other sovereign, orthodox or heretical,

insisted that a civil ruler cannot, without offence to God^
manifest indifference as to the faith professed by his sub-
jects. But if the reader has accompanied us in our investi-

gations of the attempts to Protestantize France, and in our
narration of the conversion of Henry IV., he must have per-

ceived that the immense majority of Frenchmen would with
difficulty have been reconciled to any derogation from their

rights, if that derogation was actuated merely for the bene-
(\)Anecdotes on M. Bosmet, Bishop of Meaux, Taken from Letters of M. Arnauld-^

MS. Fr. 13,844, in tbe Nat. Libr.

(2) Uhi supra. May 19, 1862.
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fit of a factious minority (1). Still less was it probable tliat

tliey would calmly discern a principle in that grant of con-

cessions which tliey regarded as mere necessities of the mo-

ment. It was evident, even during the reign of Henry IV.,

that instead of terminating civil discord, the Edict of Nantes

would generate dissensions which a hand of iron alone could

compress. The successor of Henry IV. could thank that

Edict for thirty years of struggle, during which tlie unity of

France was greatly endangered ; but Eichelieu understood

that Protestantism was the Eevolution of that time, and he

combatted it with a resolution which partly compensated

for his encouragement of it in those states which were hos-

tile to France. Eichelieu had reason to say to Louis XIII.:

" The Huguenots share the government with your Majesty."

In their assembly at Saumur, the Calvinists had applauded

the duke de Eohan, when he counselled them to form a new

French state on the plan of the States of Holland, with a

fundamental law based on the constitution " of the Eeformed

Churches of France." lu 162G Eichelieu vainly tried to con-

ciliate the Huguenots. Alluding to his course during the

Thirty Years' War, he said that by this attempt at concilia-

tion he would " scandalize the world for the last time "
; and

he prophesied correctly, for the more zealous Catholics soon

styled him " the Cardinal of La Eochelle, the Pope of the

Huguenots, and the Patriarch of the Atheists." Eegard for

the safety of France compelled the cardinal-minister to re-

duce La Eochelle (2) ; and then Louis XIII. issued the Edict

(1) See our vol. ii., ch. 22, 23, 24.

(2) This bulwark of Calvinism in France, this centre of rebellion and constant menace

against the integrity of French nationally, had defied the crown for two hundred years.

From the day of Its revolt against Louis XI., in favor of his brother, the duke of Guyenne,

down to the capture of Amiens by Henry IV., devotion to France had been an unknown

quantity to the Rochellois ; and as soon as the latter event ceased to impress their minds,

they made war on Louis XIII. Many good patriots deemed the reduction of La Rochelle

impossible ; many also thought that Louis would do better by aiding Mantua and Montfer-

rat against Spain than by warring against his own subjects, rebels though they were. But

Friar Joseph realized, and he forced the king, Richelieu, and Cardinal de Berulle, to real-

ize, that La Rochelle wiis a hot-bed of discord for France, that it was a port of entry for

hostile foreigners, especially for the English, whose queen had been convinced by Blancard,

the Rochellois deputy, that it was lietter for her to lose Ireland than to permit the surren-

der of La Rochelle to King Louis ; tliat Huguenot rebellion and Protestant arrogance would

continue to torment France so long as the forinidal)le rock remained tlte arsenal of trea-

son. The celebrated siege was undirtakeu, and Friar Joseph present to the end—was its

movinjr spirit : advising witli the engineers whom he had employed to construct the famous
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of Nimes, withdrawing from the Huguenots their military

privileges, as well as that right to hold certain cities as guar-

antees, which the Edict of Nantes had accorded to them.

Finally, Louis XIV. revoked the Edict entirely in 1685.

Bv the Edict of Nantes the Protestants had been placed on

a nearly equal footing with the orthodox in matters of right

and privilege ; the sole difference being that the Hugue-

nots could publicly follow the Calvinistic worship in only

certain defined districts—nowhere was there to be any in-

terference with heretical services, when conducted in private.

As to civil rights, appointments to positions in the army and in

the government, etc., the Edict declared that there should be

no distinction between Catholic and Protestant. In reference

to the justice of the abolition of this equality, Catholic pub-

licists are divided into two opposite schools of thought.

Many Catholic writers look on the matter as does Segretain :

" In reality, this monument of pacification (the Edict of Nan

-

tesj was a sovereignly irritating and impolitic act ; and it

will dishonor the memory of Henry IV., so long as the vio-

lation of one's oath is regarded as perjury. It is a funda-

mental principle of Christian civilization that truth alone has

rights, and that what is due to truth is violated by granting

those rights to error. But by the side of this inflexible prin-

ciple, is there no room for a compromise with the exigencies

of facts ? Did not the holy and paternal Clement VIII. wish

Henry to be as kind as possible to his olden co-religionists ?

Would not Clement have accepted as natural and reasonable

every toleration, understood in the grammatical sense of the

term, Mdiich did not compromise any of the superior inter-

ests of truth and Christian society ? "
(1). Very different

from this judgment is that of Pellissier :
" Two results were

attained (by the Edict of Nantes). The monarchy was con-

solidated, and delivered from feudal oligarchy and from

aike ; animating the spirits of the soldiers, and working as indefatigably as did Angouleme

or Bassompierre. Of course Richelieu was also on the spot, and had been Intrusted by

Louis XIII. with absolute command ; but so great was the part of the Capuchin secretary in

the siege, that after it had been brought to a successful issue, the king publicly avowed that,

like Abraham, the friar had hoped against hope, that God had rewarded his faith, and that

history would accord to him, as much as to Cardinal de BeruUe, the glory attending the

enterprise.

(I) Sixhis V. and Henry IV., p. 275. Paris, 1861.
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municipal anarchy. Religion was freed from political des-

potism, and was placed in the superior sphere of conscience,

as the natural and intimate relation of the soul with God.

The Edict of Nantes and the Peace of Vervins put an end to

the violent reclamations which had threatened to compromise

and dishonor the Catholic reaction ; and renascent orthodoxy

resumed discussion, the sole weapon which befits it. Such

was the ardor of this .s])irit of controversy that, twenty years

afterward, Richelieu, then bishop of Luoon, consecrated the

leisures of his political exile to the publication of a Jlethod

to Convert Those Who Jre Separated From The Church "
(1).

We cannot accept either the judgment of Segretain or that

of Pellissier in its entirety ; but it is certain that no measure

adopted by Louis XIV., during his eventful reign of seventy-

two years, was so popular as the revocation of that which

was rightly designated as the Great Charter of Protestantism

in France.

(1) The Sirtecnth Ccnturi/, p. 271. Paris, 1887. . . . What does Pellissier mean by iho

phrase, " consecrated the leisures of his political exile "' ? As yet, Richelieu had not mingled

with politics ; he was simply a devoted and active bishop, and he wrote the cited McthmJ in

an apostolic spirit. In ICOti, while Richelieu was only a deacoti. and still devoted to his

theological studies alone, Henry IV. named him for the bishopric of Luton : "Since the

said Du Plessis," wrote the Kins tod'Haliucourt, his ambassador to the Holy See, "has
not yet reached the age required by the canons, and since I am quite sure that his merit

and ability supply this defect, you will beg his Holiness tograut the necessary dispensation ;

for the said Du Plessis is in every way capanij of serving the Chiirch of God." The royal

request was granted, and the young abbe was consecrated at Rome on April 17. 1607. and

immediately returned to the Sorbouue to take his degrees. His assiduity in study had told

on his health, and he was unable to mate the journey to his diocese until December, 1608.

Received as was customary by the chapter and magistracy, he alluded to the Huguenots of

Lufjon in these words :
" Many there are who dilTer with us in belief ; I trust that we shall

all bo united in affection.'" And while ever tliin in insisting on the rights of Holy Mother

Church, his entire career at Lucon showed him the defender of those of Protestants. The
diocese of Luton was one of the poorest in France, and was then impoverished by war ;

and his own means were small, for he was a younger son. He therefore, as he said, was
as poor as a monk, though without any vow of poverty. But. despite his small resources,

he was a father to the poor. He wrote to Cardinal de la Rochefoucauld, one of the most

zealous bishops of the time, that lie found "ecclesiastical discipline and authority every-

where weakened." To remedy the evil he called on the Capuchins (whotn the famous Friar

Joseph, the future "firey Cardinal." was then e.xciting to renewed zeal) for missions; and

he immediately established, with his own tnoney, a new seminary. The first establishment,

after the mother-house, possrssed hy the famous Oratorians founded by De Herulle, was

given them in his diocese by Richelieu, and he justly prided himself on 'his fact in his

Mimoircs. When a parish became vacant, he invariably conferred it by cohckc.*!'.'!,- hut

if, as was often the case, some powerful laic held the riclit of presentation, he Insisted on

a proper nomination. A certain .Madame de Sninte-Croix havJiiL' iiresentcd an unwrrthy

candidate, he wrote to her: " I beg yon to properly regard inv fultUment of duty when I

refuse to entrust to this person thi; care of souls redeemed by the blood of Jesus ('liri.>;t. By
making another selection, you w'M also set a good example to others wlo enj.iv the right
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At the time when Louis XIV. began to meditate on the feas-

ibility of insisting on a uniformity of worship throughout

the extent of his kingdom, the religious conditions of France

seemed to warrant the opinion that a simple edict of the

government would produce the desired effect. There were

scarcely any Protestants in the central provinces ; and these

few appeared disposed to follow the example of the many who,

either from conviction or for worldly motives, had espoused

the dominant cult. The monarch reflected on the report of

M. d'Agiiesseau, who said, when he relinquished the govern-

ment of Languedoc, that " in three days more than 60,00Q

Huguenots in the diocese of Nimes had entered the true

fold "
; and he conceived the delusion that the heretics in the

distant provinces, even the mountaineers of the Cevennes and

the Yivarais, so foreign to the habits and tastes of the rest

of presentation." Work was always a passion witii Richelieu, and, as the documents pub-

lished by Avenel prove, when he was not occupied in the public affairs of his diocese, he

was engaged in the direction of souls, in settling quarrels and preventing duels, In consol-

ing the afflicted, and in study. Those who have never regarded him in any other light than

that of a courtier may smile at the idea of Richelieu the student, and yet the future Minis-

ter's studious habits were well known to his compeers. The famous Gabriel de T Aubespine

fAlbaspinffius), certainly a competent judge, wrote to him on one occasion :
" I have al-

ways counted much on your talent for ecclesiastical and spiritual matters ; and now that

you study so unintermittingly, my estimation is increased, and I feel that you would not

take such pains if you were not meditating some great design." Even the illustrious theo-

logian. Cardinal Duperron, admired the zeal of the Bishcp of Lulon. In a letter written

to Richelieu in 1610, when the prelate was but twenty-flve years of age, a mutual friend

said :
" The Cardinal seizes every occasion to manifest his esteem for you. A certain per-

son having praised you as eminent among young prelates, his Eminence declared that you

ought not be mentioned among yoimg prelates, for the oldest might well yield you pre-

cedence ; and, for his part, he wished to set the example." During his seven years' charge

at Lueon, Richelieu made several trips to Pans ; but on all these occasions he kept his

episcopal position ever in mind, and frequently he preached in the principal pulpits of the

capital. Aubery, who drew his information from the family of Richelieu, says that the

King and Queen often attended these sermons, and that " they nearly always declared that

no preacher ever made more impression on their hearts." The sermons of Cardinal

Richelieu have not come down to us, but we must suppose that, whatever may have been

his merits as a poet and playwright, they were good ones. He certainly possessed the chief

requisites of a fine preacher—force of logic, elevation of thought, and energy of expression.

The assiduity displayed by Richelieu in his studies while Bishop of LuSon was the more
admirable because from his twenty-third year until his death in 1642, he was nearly always

In physical pain. The first letter (160.5) published by Avenel shows him in a painful con-

valescence after a long illness ; and so on through the entire series we find him generally

a victim to bodily suffering; his last attack continued more than a year. Richelieu re-

signed his diocese in lOlC to become Prime Minister of France ; and he himself, toward the

close of his life, well epitomized his later career when he said to the King: " I promised

your Majesty that I would use all my ability, and all the power you would give me, to

crush the Huguenot party, to lay low the pride of the nobles, to force all your subjects to

do their duty, and to cause foreign nations to properly respect your Majesty's name ; and to

effect these ends, I insisted on having your entire confidence."
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of the French people, awaited only his signal to become

Catholics. In the days of Henry lY. nearly one-half of the

French nobility had proclaimed the Mass an idolatry ;
and

when Louis now scanned the lists of this nobility, his eye

seldom fell on the name of a heretic. Of course there w^ere

many Protestant merchants and workmen in the commercial

cities ; but would not the business instincts of these, as well

as their ambition of possible social distinction, lead them to

abandon a religion, the followers of which could hope for no

privileges or honors ? Nor did the projected revocation ap-

pear very astounding, since nearly every one of the hundred-

and-eighty articles of the Edict of Nantes had been successive-

ly cancelled by particular decisions. The distasteful charter

might, in reality, have been regarded as already abrogated

in very many districts, although no formal law had as yet

prohibited the public services of Calvinism. And, as we

have said, the design was popular. You will seek in vain,

amid the Memoires of the time, or in the private correspond-

ence which has come down to us, for any indica.tion of sur-

prise at the revocation, or of indignation excited by it, in the

minds of the immense majority of Frenchmen. When the

Edict of Revocation appeared, each Estate of the kingdom

felicitated the monarch ; every provincial parliament hastened

to register a document which was a general sanction of

its particular decisions. When Bossuet preached the funer-

al oration of the chancellor, Le Tellier, on Jan. 25, 1686,

three months after the revocation, he could say : "Our an-

cestors never saw that which we have seen ; an inveterate

heresy suddenly prostrated ; wandering flocks returning to

the fold in such numbers that our churches cannot contain

them ; a perfect calm in so great a movement ; and the world

astonished in discerning in so novel an event the most

certain mark of authority, its most praiseworthy use, and the

merit of a prince more revered even than his authorit}' it-

self." The bishop of Meaux would not have dared to use

such language if the revocation had been displeasing to the

nation ; and we are the more willing to receive his testimony,

because he was utterly strange to the councils wliieli preced-

ed the publication of the edict, and because he afterward in-
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vei<Tlied most eloquently against the violent measures of Lou-

vois in its enforcement. Mme. cle Sevigne, whose charming

letters to her daughter are perfect revelations of the opinions

of the French court and nation at that time, writes on Oct.

28, 1685, " Undoubtedly you have seen the edict by which

the king revokes that of Nantes. Nothing is so fine as its

contents ; and no monarch has ever produced, or ever will pro-

cluce, anything more memorable." And not only courtiers

and friends of the court were pleased with the Edict. The
" great " Arnauld, the head and front of Jansenism, insisted

upon the right of the king in the premises, quoting in sup-

port of his position the opinion of the Protestant juriscou-

sidt : Grotius, who, forty years previously, had said :
" Pro-

testants should understand that the Edict of Nantes and

similar ones are not treaties—/cecZera, but decrees of kings

issued for the public good, and revocable

—

regum eclicta, oh

puhlicam facta utilitatem, et revocahUia, if the public weal so

demands." It is strange, however, to hear this Arnauld, a

victim himself of religious persecution, defending the violent

proceedings with which the Edict was frequently enforced

:

" I think that Rome did not err in not having public rejoic-

ings on account of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes ; for

since somewhat violent means have been adopted, although

I do not consider them imjust, we may as well not exult " (1).

And in another letter he justifies the banishment of the Cal-

\anist ministers by the example of the Eoman imperial de-

crees against the Donatists.

"We are regaled annually by the American Huguenot As-

sociations with glowing descriptions of the transcendent vir-

tues of the ancestors of their members ; and with grossly

exaggerated and often absolutely false accounts of the terri-

ble persecutions which were consequent on the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes. We have done justice to the virtues of

the early Huguenots when treating of the attempted Pro-

testantization of France ; and we admit that the dragonades

of Louvois were inexcusable, although we must insist that

when allusion is made to these and similar excesses, some

allusion should also be made to the facts which justified, in

(1 ) Letter to Duvancel, Dec. 15, 1683.
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the minds of the rulers of the seventeenth century—Pro-

testant as well as Catholic, what seem to us over-harsh meas-

ures. But now we would undertake to convince the reader

that there is no foundation for the malicious pleasure ex-

perienced by our friends of presumed Huguenot extraction,

when they descant annually on the evils said to have accrued

to France on account of that emigration of their ancestors

which was caused by the famous revocation. "We are told

that France lost an immense number of worth}' citizens,

whereas it can be shown that not more than 50,000 Protest-

ants sought a foreign refuge. It is asserted that France

lost incalculable wealth through the criminated edict, where-

as it is certain that she had never before been so rich in

current monej-, and that her manufactures were quadrupled

precisely at that time. We are asked to lament the loss of

innumerable soldiers withdrawn from under the flag of the

Lilies, whereas we know that the twenty millions of French-

men of that day furnished 500,000 combatants at one time

to the armies of the Great Monarch, while foreign nations

derived less than 3,000 from the Huguenot emigration

—

a number more than counterbalanced by the 15,000 veteran

Irishmen whom, in 1690, the Marshal de Chateaurenaud en-

rolled, with their arms and baggage, under the Bourbon

standard.

When Louis XIY. resolved to undo the work which a

false statesmanship had prompted his great ancestor to

effect, he was influenced by the history of Protestantism in

his dominions—the history of a rebellious race, which was

the torment of its first benefactor in France ; which formed

a State within the State ; which was ever the refuge of every

political malcontent, and a constant menace of civil war.

And he proceeded in accord with the opinion of his people,

and in harmony with the ideas concerning toleration which

were in vogue in his da v. Certainlv those ideas are verv

different from our own, but Protestants should make fewer

allusions to this matter of religious toleration than is their

wont. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and

later when they could, the chiklren of Calvin practiced in-

tolerance to an extent never imagined by the Great Monarch;
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and in so acting, they but followed the example and injunc-

tions of their master, who, playing the tyrant at Geneva, ex-

23elled the sect of the Libertines, burned Servetus at the

stake, cut off the head of Gruet, caused the condemnation of

Gentile, wanted the Anabaptists to be " treated like brig-

ands, " and wrote, in the calm deliberations of his study,

pages concerning the treatment of " heretics " which might

shame Nero or Diocletian (1). Nor should Protestants re-

cur here to the argumentitm ad hominem. Even were we to

grant the truth of their assertion that the Catholics of two

centuries ago persecuted as bitterly as any Calvinist of tliein

all, the fact remains that their progenitors should have set

the benighted papists a better example. The Huguenots

posed as reformers of religion; they claimed that their religion

was better than ours. Therefore, they should have shown
themselves the better men. Finally, one may ask with an

eminent writer of the last century, as the Catholics were in

possession, why did the Huguenots trouble them ? (2).

Coming now to a consideration of the alleged damage ac-

cruing to France by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,

we propose to show, firstly, that less than fifty thousand

persons emigrated because of that procedure. Our Hugue-
not mutual admiration societies proclaim to their fellow-citi-

zens that their glorious ancestors fled from French Cath-

olic persecution, to the number of more than two millions,

and to prove this assertion, they can adduce no better au-

thority than a certain Letter of a Patriot, written in the

eighteenth century by an unknown hand, but which apj^ears

to have been the work of Voltaire (3). Now it is a remarkable

fact that as we leave this interested eighteenth century j)am-

phleteer, and take up the Huguenot writers in chronological

order backward from his time to that of the edict itself, we
find the alleged emigrants growing smaller hj degrees and
beautifully less. Thus Limier (4) puts the number at eight

hundred thousand ; Basnage (5) at less than four hundred
(1) Defense of the Orthodox Faith again>'t Error, in which it is Taught that Heretics

are to he Coerced with the Swo7-d. Edit. 1554.

(2) De Caveyrac : Apology for Louis XIV. iti the Matter of the Revocation, etc.

Paris, 1758.

(3) Letter of a Patriot on the Civil Toleration of Protestants in France,
(i) History of Loui>> XIV. (5) U)iitri of the Church.
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thousand ; La Martiniere (1) at three hundred thousand

;

Larrej (2) at two hundred thousand ; the contemporary Be-

noit (3) also at two hundred thousand. But let us hearken

to the Huguenot Benoit as he describes the severe precautions

taken by the French government to prevent the expatriation of

his fellow-religionists, and then judge whether the probable

number of the successful was greater than fifty thousand.

" The most secret passes at the frontiers were watched ; arch-

ers patrolled the high-roads, and other soldiers searched

the fields. Eewards were promised to those who would give

up a fugitive, and punishment threatened to all who har-

bored him. The coasts were watched with incredible vig-

ilance ; all ships were visited by order of the admiralty;

even the fishing smacks were searched ; this perquisition

was so exact, that it was almost impossible to escape." Be-

noit shows that the Huguenots sought asylum only in

Switzerland, Brandenl^urg, the Margravate of Bareth, Den-

mark, Lunebourg, Hesse, Holland and England. Switzer-

land was the natural refuge for those who fled from the

Lyonnais, the Bourbonnais, Dauphiny, and Languedoc ;
and

12,100 are all that the calcidations of Benoit assign as its

quota. About six hundred found an asylum in Bareth.

When Benoit says that " several thousand found refuge in

Hesse," it is evident that the " several " cannot mean more

than two or three, from the fact that he assigns to Branden-

burg " a very much larger number." And Voltaire himself

not claiming for Brandenburg more than twenty thousand,

a number which our knowledge of the Sage of Ferney, " writ-

ing under the eyes of the great Frederick," justifies us in

diminishing by one-half. Denmark, being profoundly Lu-

theran, did not wish any accession of Calvinists, but the queen

allowed about fifty families, or two hundred persons to enter.

When Benoit comes to the Huguenots of Holland and Eng-

land, he is very chary of details ; but so far as the Nether-

lands are concerned, we may accept his assertion that there

was a project (not fully carried out) to erect a thousand hous-

es for the immigrants, as indicative of the arrival of about

(1) LnnisXTV.. b. 58. (2) Hixtom of England Ireland, etc., vol iv., p. 6G4.

(3) irtstory of the Edict of Nantes, vol. 111., pt. 3, p. lOU.
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ten tliousaud. In regard to England, if lier parliamentary reg-

isters are reliable, and if the word of William III. in his pro-

clamation of 1689 is to be accepted, not more than six thou-

sand Huguenots there found asylum. As to the Huguenots

received in Brandenburg, we have said that Voltaire's esti-

mate of twenty thousand should be reduced by one-half, and

princij)ally because the Protestant Ancillon, writing on the

spot and at the time (1) accounts for only 9,633. Now let the

reader consult the above figures taken from the estimates of

a bitter and contemporary partisan of the Huguenot refugees,

and he will account for only forty-eight thousand, nine hun-

dred. But we cannot close this portion of our thesis without

observing that our Huguenot sympathizers perform a curious

freak when they assign two millions as thenumber ofCalvinists

fleeing from the consequences of an edict published in a coun-

try lohich never counted more tliaii a million of those secta-

rians. When the French Protestants asked the aid of Eliza-

beth of England, and tendered her their weapons against their

native land, they estimated their numbers, " of every kind and

condition," at one million (2) ; and certainly they w^ould not

have falsely represented their population as so trifling, when
they were asking a foreign sovereign " to receive the aid of so

many soldiers that she would acknowledge their services to

be of no small gain." And when the Huguenots threatened

Henry IV. because of his delay in issuing the celebrated

edict, the monarch ordered De Vic and De Calignon to tell

them that "they should be contented with the articles of

Nerac and Flex, since the number of their co-religionists

liad been larger {?il560 andl577 than it was at that time" (3).

Finally, Benoifc himself, complaining, in 1680, of the immi-

nent loss of their privileges by the Calvinists, speaks of only
" one million as being abo at to be deprived of said conces-

sions" (4).

Let us now examine the assertion that France lost im-

mense wealth by the emigration of her Huguenots. This

loss has been placed at two hundred millions of francs, said ta

have been carried out of the country by these thrifty citizens.

(1) History of the French Refiajeca in the States of Brandenburg ; Berlin, 1690.

(2) Proces-vcrhal of the AssemhJij of Chatelleraud in 1597.

^3) Proces-verbal of the Assembly of Vendome. (4) Loc. cit., b. xvi., p. 414.
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We sliall spare the reader all monetary calculations and

theories, and merely draw his attention to the well-known

pecuniary condition of the emigrants. It is admitted by

Eenoit that so great was the poverty of the immense major-

ity, that they were, for a long time, dependent on the charity

of the peoples who admitted them into their territories ;
this

writer details the collections taken up in their behalf, and

concerning any sums of money carried by them from home.

He says simply that " several had a little mone}', some more,

and some less." Another Huguenot writer. La Martiniere,

tells us that " in England thousands of the refugees were des-

titute." Ancillou says that so abject was the poverty of the

Brandenburg contingent, that "the elector was forced to care

for two thousand in a building erected for that purpose."

And this poverty was quite natural, for there were very few

" o-entlemen " or thriving artisans among the exiles ; and

such of them as had amassed some money, and then had it

in transportable shape, had been obliged to spend a great

part of it, says Benoit, " in corrupting the guards, admiralty

officers, etc.," that they might escape. Again, the few who

possessed immovable property were unable to sell it, as a

royal decree had invalidated such action. Finally, tlie reg-

isters and other documents of the day prove that in all France

there were then only five hundred millions of francs in specie.

Now the France of that day had a population of twenty mil-

lions ; therefore the specie in circulation was twenty-five

francs per head. Even supposing, therefore, which is ab-

surd, that the emigrants were as opulent as those who re-

mained in the kingdom, one million and two hundred and

fifty thousand francs would have been their quota of specie.

This calculation is based, of course, on the supposition that

our estimate of the number of refugees—fifty thousand—is

correct ; but even were we to accept the estimate of Benoit

—two hundred thousand—the exportation of specie would

be only five millions of francs—a sum which France could

easily afford, considering the quantity of blood which the

Hun-uenot emigration spared to the veins of her faithful ehil-

dren

But we are told that the manufacturing interests of France
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suffered greatlj bj the emigration of tlie Huguenots. What

does not exist cannot suffer. Now at the date of the revoca-

tion the manufactures of France were as yet only in the state

of initiatory formation ; Colbert, whom Mazariu had recom-

mended to Louis XIV., just as Richelieu had recommended

him to Louis XIII., for the glory of France, had only then

started French commerce. Hitherto the French had gone

abroad for nearly all articles of luxury, and even for many

of prime necessity. The tapestries of Flanders had been

celebrated for centuries before Beauvais and the Gobelins

thought of rivalling them. The fine cloths of Spain, Eng-

land, and Holland had long been used by the French gentry,

and it was not until 1680 that Louviers began to imitate them.

The cloths of Sedan had been imitated from foreign produc-

tions for many years. And similar admissions must be made

concerning nearly every article for the production of which

France is now famous. It is worthy of note that Louis XIV.

instructed his ambassador to the English court, M. de Com-

minges, to gather all possible information and hints concern-

ing materials, manufactures, etc.; also that he so realized the

need of foreign aid in which his country then labored in

this regard, that he attracted foreign workmen liy liberal

treatment, especially by limiting their term of apprenticeship

io one year, and by granting to them French naturalization (1).

And at the very time when foreigners were thus invited to

aid at its birth, if not indeed to create French manufactur-

ing genius, Calvinistic operatives w^ere being excluded from the

national establishments—a proof that their work was cer-

tainly not needed or even appreciated (2). Such reflections

must convince the reader that the influx of Huguenot opera-

tives was of no very great advantage to the lands that wel-

comed them, especially since those countries knew much

more about their trades, etc., than the strangers knew. M.

de Caveyrac, replying, in 1758, to the famous letter of the

Huguenot " patriot " already cited, refutes the assertion of

(1) Letters-patent for the manufactures at Sedan in 16G6, art. 167; and for the manufac-

tures at Elbeuf.

(Q) At Rouen, in 16R5, only one operative in sixteen could be » Protestant ; the manu-

facturers of Amiens, Autum, and Dijon, would employ no heretic. Paris allowed one Cal-

vlnist wor'^maa to fifteen Ca' holies.
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that would-be statisticiau to the effect that the Revocation

entailed a surprising decrease in the commerce of Nimes,

Lyons, Marseilles, and other great cities of France. He
shows that Nimes so increased in size and prosperity after

the alleged lamentable event, that anew enceinte was deemed

necessary, its faubourgs having extended out to the (but late-

ly distant) walls of the old Piomans. The embellishments

then effected in the city, at a cost of 1,200,000 francs, he

deemed worthy of record, " lest their beauty might lead pos-

terity to believe them to liaA^e been a work of the time of Au-

gustus," and the population had doubled. Lyons had 69,000

inhabitants when the Edict was revoked, and when Caveyrac

wrote it possessed 200,000. Marseilles, in 1758, was three

times as rich and populous as it was in 1685. The city of Eou-

en had so advanced in manufacturing enterprise that the sur-

rounding peasantry abandoned the cultivation of the soil in

order to work in its factories ; and a governmental decree had

to be issued in 1723 closing these establishments from July 1st

to September 15th, so that some -attention might be given to

the crops. The cities of Lavanr and Puy had become rich,

thanks to the labors of their respective bishops, Fontangcs

and Le Franc de Pompignan, in fostering and co-operating

in—the latter with his own hands—the manufacture of silk (1).

By adducing such instances as these, Caveyrac replied to

the " patriot " who had asserted that " the oppression of con-

sciences had ruined French manufactures."

We need scarcely do more than refer to the figures which we

have established as indicative of the real number of the Hugue-

notswhom the Eevocation drove from France, in order to show

that this emigration produced very little effect on the mili-

tary strength of the country. Certainly, of all the evils, if

(1) John George Le Franc ile Pompignan, bishop of Puy, a brother of tlie poet of this

name, suffered from the caluuinies of Voltaire and the Encyclopedistlc school ; therefore,

it Is not surprising that history shows him to have been as pious as he was talented. Tak-

ing the bobbin in hiuul, without (luitting the pulpit, he sowed the seed of wealth, says

Caveyrac, where he had sown those of religion. "In order to establish the niaiiufacture

of silk In a mountainous district where only the name of the thing was known, the enter-

prising founders had to be encouraged ; the government was to be rendered favorable to

the work, exemptions were to be obtained, emulation was to be excited, confidence was to

be inspired, a new people had to be created and rendered apt to the deliciife work. M. d&

Pompignan surmounted every diniculty; for virtue, when united with talent, is ever trium-

p:ir.nt."
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any were entailed, accruing to the kingdom from the criminat-

ed measure, this loss of human war material was the slight-

est, whether the advantages gained be considered, or the

force that was sacrificed. The 50,000 emigrants may be re-

garded as forming 10,000 families, each of which would

probably consist of a grandparent, a father and mother, and

two children ; having, therefore, probable sex considered, as

well as age, only one person capable or likely to bear arms.

Here we perceive that, at the very most, France lost 3,333

men capable of fighting her battles. But a more exact meth-

od of calculation should be adopted. The 500,000 men of

whom the armies of Louis XIV. generally consisted, formed
2i per cent, of his 20,000,000 of subjects. If, therefore, the

50,000 emigrants had remained at home, and had furnished

their proper quota to the armed forces of the nation, the flag

would have waved over 1,250 more soldiers. And even if we

were to admit, with Benoit, that 200,000 persons left the

country, their 2^ per cent, share of the military burdens

would have enrolled under the standards only 5,000 men—

a

loss, as we have noted, thrice compensated by the 15,000

Irishmen enlisted by Chateaurenaud. The minister Jurieu,

a virulent Calvinist, and one ever eager to discover or to fan-

cy punishments falling on France because of the Revocation,

says nothing of any regiments, or even companies, of Hugue-

not refugees in foreign service. Certainly Ancillon assigns

enough of these emigrants to Brandenburg to form a com-

pany of body-guards, one of mounted grenadiers, two of

musketeers, and three regiments of infantry; but when this

writer enters into details, he accounts for only 9,633 refugees

of both sexes and all ages, in Brandenburg. And if so many
of the Huguenots entered the arm}- of the elector, what must

we think of " those desert lands of the Prussian king turned

into a fertile paradise by the labors of the refugees ?

"

Whence came these agriculturists? And how are we to

account for those Huguenots who, according to Ancillon,

" formed the foundation, by their industry, of the power of

this wise and redoubtable monarch? "
(1).

(1) Here we may note that the pretended " patnot " says " that at that time Berlin alone

contained more than 20.000 Frenchmen whom despair had sent out of their country." Now
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Having considered the economical consequences of the

Kevocation of the Edict of Nantes, not as they are evolved

from the inner consciousness of a prejudiced mind, but as

they are presented by historical research, we must now pay

some attention to the terrible events which followed the

murder of the Abbe du Chayla and three of his household,

perpetrated by the Huguenots of Pont-de-Montverd on July

24, 1702. At that period nearly all Europe Avas in arms

against Louis XIY. ; and among the weapons used by the

enemies of France, especially by England and Holland, not

the least etlSicacious was the Academy which French Calvinist

refugees had founded at Geneva for the training and support

of the emissaries whom they sent, from time to time, to sus-

tain their dvinej cause in the mother-couutrv. These fire-

brands, kindled by the prophecies and counsels of Jurieu,

who breathed naught but vengeance in his Dutch refuge, in-

fested especially the Cevenues, that chain of mountains

which constitutes, as it were, the backbone of Southern

France, dividing the country into the two basins of the Loire

and the Garonne, on the one side, and of the Saone and the

Rhone, on the other (Ij. The fanaticism of these preachers

found many partisans, and their vaunted prophetical gifts

were soon said to have descended on innumerable candidates

for the apostolate, among whom not a few were children.

From ecstasies, convulsions, clairvoyance, etc., the Gospel-

lers soon progressed to sedition ; and tlie first victims were

the priests, especially the missionaries wlio had drawn so

many recalcitrants back to the fold of Christ. Of all the

Voltaire, to whom a zero more or less was a small matter when it served his purposes to

use it oiie way r* the other, gives ouly 10.000 Freuchmea to Berlin. The truth will be more

readily found if we remember that the census of 1755 gives t;,(io4 as the number of Hague-

nots and tlieir descendants in Berlin. Seventy years previously, therefore, there could

have been scarcely 3,(i(»(i.

(1) Chief among these early academicians was one Dn Serre, who had established a school

of prophets in Dauphiny. He selected fltieeu young rusMcs of each se.\-. taught them cer-

tain supposed mysteries, tried their courage and exaltedness, and Iheu conferring " the

Holy Spirit " upon tliem with ridiculous cereuionies, sent them on their separate missions.

Auioiig these discii)les of Du Serre was the famous sheperiless whom Jurieu upheld as a

prophetess, long after she had avowed her impostures, and been sincerely rec-ouciled to the

Church. See the Hi.story o/ Fanalichm in Our Dau (Iti'.i-'i. by De Brueys, a quondam

support of the Calvinist Consistory of MontpelUer, who had undertaken to refute Bossuefs

E.rptditathn of the Doctrines of the Church, and had then been converted by the great

controversialist.
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priests in the Cevennes, tlie most obnoxious to the Hugue-
nots was the arehpriest of Mende, an inspector of the mis-

sions, the xlbbe du Chajda ; hence over a hundred madmen
burst into his house, and he received iifty-two wounds, twen-

ty-four of which were mortal. After killing also another

priest and two of the archpriest's servants, the murderers

found their numbers so increased that they were able to di-

vide into bands of considerable size, and scouring the Ce-

vennes in every direction, they filled the land with carnage

and devastation. Court de Gebeliu, a Protestant author of

the time, narrates that in one month alone, January, 1703,

tlie Calvinists of the Cevennes, now styled Camisards (1),

burned forty parish-houses and mansions, and murdered

eighty persons (2). Naturally, the Catholics soon retaliated

for these outrages ; the captured ministers were hung as

rebels, and their followers were sent to the galleys. In the

guerilla warfare Avliich now ensued, the ablest leader of the

Camisards was a field-hand named La Porte ; and when he

was captured and hung, a nephew, who assumed the style of

" Count " Roland, took his place with great success. One of

Roland's first acts, on assiiming command, was to despatch

the following warning, the autograph of which Capefigue

possessed (3). " We, Count Roland, General of the Protest-

ant troops of France, now assembled in the Cevennes in

Languedoc, order the inhabitants of Saint-Andre de Val-

borgne to inform all priests and missionaries that we pro-

hibit them to say Mass or to preach in this holy place, and

that they must immediately abandon this region, under pain

of being burned alive in their churches or houses, together

with all their adherents. We grant only two days for the

execution of this order. Count Roland." This document
alone shows the character of the ruffians whom Protestant

writers generally describe as so many Macchabees. The re-

volt would have been repressed at once, had M. de Lamoignon
de Baville, tlie intendant of Languedoc, been willing to ac-

(1) This term was derived ivoxa Camos-ard, words of the irtJicrMe d'Oc, signifying "a
jumt bouse."

(2) HiMi»ii (if the Cami><ard War; Villefrancbe, 1760. This writer finds much amuse-
ment in the fright which seized all the priests in the Cevennes at this time.

(3) So says this famous publicist in his Louis XT'J.
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cept the services of tlie. natHlions of citizens Vv^li-a /^lii£.teered

from Nimes, Toulouse, and Moutpellier ; or if Marshal de

Montrevel, the military commander of the province, had been

willing to oner the orders received from the court to treat

the \ilhi,fffcai of the Camisards as those incendiaries were treat-

ing thfe domiciles of their Catholic neighbors. Baville cared

not Vo afford mere citizens an opportunity of displaying mil-

itary prowess ; and Montrevel showed more zeal in repress-

ing the excesses of the " Sons of the Cross," companies of

Catholic protectors of altar and fireside, than he exercised

against those who had invited those excesses by much more

fri'ditful ones. Over four thousand Catholics had perished,

either by the knives or by the torches of the Camisards, when

Kino- Louis substituted for Montrevel a veteran commander

who h;id acquired experience in mountain combats during

':lie Itaban wars, and whose conciliatory disposition was

>vell kiKnvn to the Huguenots. This officer, the marquis de

Yillars, lias furnished us with reflections on the Camisard re-

bellion which free us from the necessity of dilating on its

characteristics (1). Commenting on the nature of his task,

he says :
" I had occasion to see for myself that we had to

do with a very strange people ; men who were like none that

I had yet known ; men who were quick, turbulent, hot-headed,

and nevertheless obstinate in their opinions, and susceptible

to deep as well as to light impressions. And then they were

all zealots in religion ; the heretics being as ardent as the

Catholics. Judge, therefore, of the embarrassment in which

I was placed. There are three sorts of Camisards. Firstly,

there are some who are sick of the horrors of war, and who,

knowing that their cause must be ruined, sooner or later,

are ready to negotiate for peace. Secondly, there are those

who are outrageously mad in matters of religion. Let the

first little boy or girl begin to shake, and cry out that the

Holy Ghost is talking to him or her ; then the entire people

is so convinced of the prodigy, that they would believe God

no sooner, were He to speak to them, surrounded hx all His

an<»-els. On this kind tlie penalty of death makes no impres-

sion ; in battle they thank those who kill them ; they march

(1) Memniii^ •<( Mttrxhal ile Vilhirn, in the CoUection'of Michaud aud Poujoulat.
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to the scaffold exhorting the spectators, so that we often are

obliged to surronnd them with drummers, in order to prevent

any evil effect from their discourses. Finally, there is a

third class
;
persons without religion, abandoned to liber-

tinage and murder, never doing anything but rob and de-

bauch, living on the peasantry ; a ferocious and fanatical

rabble, with plenty of prophetesses among them. Many of

the Catholics were no more rational than the Camisards

;

and they also were of several classes. Some, blinded by
their zeal, saw a danger for religion in every leniency which

we deemed proj)er to show toward the heretics, in order to

gain them. Then there were others who were governed by
cupidity ; who considered the property of heretics, and even

of the newly-converted, as their proper prey. Such persons

possessed not a shadow of Christian charity ; according to

them, the Camisards should be killed, or at least banished,

without exception. The smallest number wept, because of

the blindness of the heretics ; and they never did them any

harm, nor did they wish any to be inflicted." Encouraged

by their prophets and prophetesses, esj)ecially by the letters

of Jurieu, who, after having predicted the annihilation of

Poj)ery for 1690, now deferred the devoutly-desired consum-

mation until 1710 (1), the Camisards resisted both the over-

tures and the troops of Viliars for nearly a year ; but finally,

one by one the bands dissolved. The " count " Roland and

the herdsman, Cavalier, tried in vain to keep the field ; they

also surrendered, and finally the band of Kavanet, a deserter

from the royal army, and the last of the guerilla chieftains,

was destroyed. In the following year, as also in 1706 and

1709, the Camisards again made some show of revolt, and as

usual murdered many priests ; but the money and arms from

England and Holland not arriving to any great extent, these

uprisings were easily quelled.

Many of the Camisards had escaped to England, flatter-

ing themselves that the Establishment would tolerate any

obedience to " the spirit," when manifested by the victims

of Popery. Among these enthusiasts was Cavalier, who, not

(1) He afterward fixed the date for 1715 ; and as he died lu 1713, we know not what other

date he would then have adopted.
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having received the colonelcy which he had craved as a

compensation for his surrender to Villars, had offered his

sword to the chief Protestant power (Ij. Of course the

prestige of Cavalier led many of the English Gospellers to

regard him as endowed, in a pre-eminent degree, with

" the gift of the spirit " ; and two other refugees, Marion and

Fage, shared this glory with him. In their moments of " in-

spiration," these ecstatic Huguenots, says Picot, "emitted

terrible cries, shook their heads and arms, and struggled so

violently, that they could not be restrained. They would

not eat during many days, they penetrated the depths of

consciences, and they pronounced elegant discourses, all in the

name of the ' spirit.' We have read many of these speeches,

and we find them very similar to those given by the con-

viilsionaries whom we shall yet meet (2). These two kinds

of impostors resemble each other exceedingly ; the ' gift ' of

the one is very like the ' work ' of the other. Their contor-

tions and their prophecies are equally ridiculous. But we

must admit that the credit for invention incontestably be-

longs to the refugees from the Cevennes ; and that the jug-

glers who shone so brightly at Paris, a few years afterward,

had the honor merely of perfecting what their predecessors

had begun. Both parties were similarly detected, and sub-

jected to ridicule "
(3). On Jan. 5, 1707, a number of An-

glican ministers published in London a pami)hlet in con-

demnation of the three Huguenot tricksters ; on Oct. 15 the

three French Protestant consistories of London met in one

of their temples, and " suspended " one of their preachers,

one Lions, for defending the " prophets "
; but the contortion-

ary epidemic spread considerably among the Anglicans, and

three of these sectarians even began to prophesy as loudly

as Cavalier. One of these converts, a gentleman named Lacy,

excelled as a " miracle " worker ; he was said to have raised

the dead. The government was becoming alarmed, when

(1) He dlstlnRuished himself In the following wars against his countrymen, and was re-

warded with the goveniiirslilp of tlie Islntul of Jersey, where he died In 1740.

(2) Plcot alludes to those Jausenlst fanatics who alleged that they had experienced the

supposedly miraculous powers of the deacon, Paris, and of whom we have spoken lu out

chapter on Jansenism.

(3; Mrminra for the Ecdcaiaatical Hititoru of llic Eii/hteenlh Century ; Third, edit.,

Paris, 1853.
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fortunatelj Shaftesbnrv published liis Letter on Enthusiasm,
in which, while he extended his raillery to several venerable
things, he so held up the fanatics to ridicule, thai they be-
came objects of popular contempt (1).

The reader may expect us to notice the charge made by
philosophistic historians, who, following in the wake of Saint-

Simon, assert that the noble Mme. de Maintenon was among
the foremost in procuring the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes. We might reply that Louvois, the most prominent
instigator of the measure, was no friend of the pre-eminently
charitable and sweet-minded countess ; and that Voltaire, the
most bitter foe of everything that was dear to her heart, de-
clared :

" She had nothing to do with it ; that is a certain

fact." Again, her correspondence indicates no intervention

in this matter on her part, whereas it is filled with recom-
mendations to her brother and other governors to be tolerant

to the Calvinists (2). We find her rejoicing at the conversion
of heretics through persuasion and instruction, as when she
writes :

" In one month a hundred thousand souls have been
converted in Guienne ; the town of Saintes has abjured
through conviction. The king writes daily to the bishops
to send missionaries everywhere to instruct and console. . .

.

Ought we not to rejoice at this ? " We find her, after the
partial emigration of the Huguenots, advising a firm and
prudent policy toward those who remained, but she express-
es no rigorous sentiments. Naturally, we find her refuting
the assertion that the emigration would ruin commerce and
industry, and we are not surprised that she rejoices at the
defeat of the Camisards, for they were rebels, sold to the

(1) Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury, bora at London in 1671, was a grandson
of the chancellor Ashley, an intimate friend of Locke. After receiving some lessons in
philosophy from Locke, he travelled on the continent, and became acquainted with Bayle,
JjB Clerc, Le Gene, and other skeptics of that time, who, although less radically opposed to
religion than the German and English deists then in vogue, unseated his religious convic-
tions by their Socinian tendencies. Returning to England, he published many elucubra-
tions which were afterward collected under the title of Characteristics, etc. His Letter on
Entku.sia,^m, directed chiefly against the Huguenot jugglers from the Cevennes, was at-
tacked by the Anglicans because or its extreme opinions ; and be tried to justify it by his
Semus Commvnix, an " Essay on the Uses of Ridicule " (1709), in which he presented
raillery as the touchstone of truth. He was an optimist ; he rejected the doctrine of origin-
al sin. and that on eteraal punishment ; he proclaimed the beauties of indifference In.
rel'glous matters.

(i) Mme. de Maintenon Judged by Her Authentic Correspondence, Paris. 1887.
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foreigner. But not a word do we discover wliicli can be dis-

torted into an expression of desire for severity toward the

Huguenots. Hearken to tlie words wliicli she addressed to

her brother, governor of Cognac, w^here there were very many

Calvinists :
" I have heard certain things concerning your

conduct which are not at all to your credit, my dear brother.

They say that you treat the Huguenots with severity ; that

you seek for occasions for such treatment. * Such conduct

does not befit a gentleman. Have pity for those who are

more unfortunate than culpable. They are in the same error

in which we once were, and from which violence would never

have extricated us. Men can be attracted only by sweetness

and charity ; Jesus has so taught us by His example, and

such is the will of the king. It is your duty to keep those

Tinder you in obedience ; the bishops and the pastors will

make conversions by their teachings and example. Neither

God nor the king has given to you the care of souls ; sanc-

tify your own, and be severe toward yourself alone. Let not

M. de Pvuvigny (1) be forced to complain of you again " (2).

In fact, so tenderly disposed was Mme. de Maintenon toward

the Huguenots, that on one occasion the king said to her :

" I fear that your concern for the Calvinists proceeds from a

remnant of attachment toward your olden religion" (3).

Even certain Protestant historians of the eighteenth century,

who had known well many of the Huguenot refugees, bore

witness to the lenient spirit of Mme. de Maintenon. Thus,

Erman and Pieclam, although they contended that she had

some share in the revocation, nevertheless remark :
" We

should, however, do her the justice to say that she never

counselled the harsh measures which were adopted. She

abhorred persecution ; and all such proceedings were hidden

from her "
(4). One day she said to the ladies of Saint-Cyr,

when the conversation had turned on the advisability of using

kindness toward heretics :
" I have found it advantageous in

many instances. Whenever I had any Huguenots among my

(1) M. de Ruvlpny was deputy-gonoral of tlie Calvinists to tlie kiug. After the revoca-

tion, lie retired to Enplaud, and Ills inllueiice witli William III. procured for his son the

Earldom of Galloway.

(2) Letter to M. d'Aubigne, 1082. (3) Memorial de Saint-Cyr.

(4) History of the French UcftLoees in Bramlcnhiiru, vol. 1., p. 77.
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domestics, I instructed them in the truth when occasion

offered itself, and I did so as well as I could ; but not only

did I never urge them importunately to abjure their errors,

but I even sometimes proposed that they should go to the

Protestant service. The king, whose religious zeal is won-

derful, would often insist on my dismissing those servants,

or on my forcing them to enter the fold of the Church ; but

I used to reply :
' Leave this matter to me ; I know how it

will end, and I beg you to allow me to be the mistress of my
household. ' God blessed my method ; and before long I had

the consolation of seeing all those Huguenots become very

good Catholics "
(1). Again, we must remember that a gross

chronological error is committed by those who represent

Mme. de Maintenon as having wrung the famous edict from

a monarch trembling under the weakness of age, and en-

tangled in the meshes of a superstitions devoteeism in which

she had, through ambition, involved him. At the time of

the revocation, Louis XIV. was in the full maturity of all his

physical and mental powers ; thirty additional years of a

phenomenally active and intelligent reign still remained to

him. As to his alleged devoteeism, at least at this period of

his life, it is certain that although, thanks to the happy in-

fluence of Mme. de Maintenon, the year 1682 had seen him
abandon the paths of voluptuousness for those of conjugal

fidelity, nevertheless, he was still very much attached to the

things of the world. Letters which Fenelon wrote to the

countess in 1690 and in 1691, as well as letters of that modern
Esther to Cardinal de Noailles, written as late as 1695, plain-

ly indicate that the grand monarch was very little of an as-

cetic. Finally, we must not forget that although the duke

de Saint-Simon, " the great disdained of Louis XIV.," would

have us believe the contrary, the desire of governing France

was very foreign to the character and tastes of Mme. de
Maintenon. Carried away by his hatred of the sovereign

who had gauged the measure of his worth, Saint-Simon de-

lighted in discharging his venom on all whom that monarch
truly loved. Hence we hear him descanting on a presumedly

(1) Manuscripts of Saint-Cyr, cited by De Noailles, History of Mme. de Maintenon,
vol. ii., p. 291, Paris, 1851.
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undeserved " omnipotence " of Mme. de Maintenon :
" Tlia

ministers, tlie generals of the army, the entire royal family

were at her feet. Everything was good which she proposed
;

everything was condemned which came not from her. In

her hand was everything, without excejition ; men, business,

appointments, justice, favors, religion. The king and the

state were her victims " (1). The correspondence of the

countess, esj)ecially her letters to the princess Orsini, that

ambitious intriguer in whom Saint-Simon discerns the ally

of Mme. de Maintenon in her attempt to rule both France

and Spain, refutes eloquently the supposition that her as-

cendency over her royal husband was other than that which

any devoted wife must have over a loving spouse, when his

own good sense enables him to appreciate her intellectual

endowments, and his elevation of character prevents any

jealousy of faculties as sublime as his own. It is true that the

king, in accordance Avith his idea that his perspicacious Avife

should be addressed as " Your Solidity," just as he was styled

" Your Majest}'," was wont, after hearing a ministerial opin-

ion, to turn to the countess, nearly always present on such

occasions, and ask: "What does Your Solidity think?"

But such deference does not illustrate the " omnipotence
"

with M'hich Saint-Simon would credit Mme. de Maintenon.

Fenelon, an excellent judge and the soul of truth, in a letter

written in 1694, when the influence of the countess was at its

height, found fault with her for a too persistent abstention

from affairs of state ; insisting that, while not interfering be-

yond her province, she should keep herself well-informed as

to current events and imminent projects, so as to be able " to

moderate excesses, and to redress grievances." The reader

will probably not be disposed to blame us if we now appear

to diverge from the main scojDe of our work by indulging in a

few reflections on this much calumniated woman.

Mme. de Maintenon may be said to have lived on injuries

to the day of her death. From Saint-Simon to Henri Mar-
tin, historians and romancists, philosophers and pamphleteers,

have displayed a ghoulish determination to tarnish her mem-
ory. Representing as she does the old regime to a very

11) Mcmoircs nf Saiut-SiniDu. vol. xiil., edit. 182<,>.
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.great extent, the advanced thinkers of our century also do

her the grossest injustice. And—shame of shames !—writ-

ers have been found so unwilling to discern virtue, even when
it is made manifest to them, as to confound the Widow Scarron

with the Yalliere, the Montespan, etc. ; and to use in connec-

tion with her name the ugly word " concubine." The chief,

nay, the characteristic, passion of Mme. de Maintenon was a

dove of honor. " I wish," she once said to the young ladies

of Saint-Cyr, "that I did for God what I did in the world to

preserve my reputation." It was this sentiment, probably,

that i^revented Frances d'Aubigue from accepting the inher-

itance of La Valliere and Montespan. After the death of

Scarron, his widow continued to frequent the higher Par-

isian society ; and, to use the words of Mme. de Sevigne, she

charmed all by her condescension and by her delightful con-

Tersation. Among those who appreciated the grand qual-

ities of Mme. Scarron were M. and Mme. de Montespan, the

latter of whom was at the height of her favor with Louis XIV.

A governess was needed for the illegitimate children whom
the Montespan had borne, and the mother spoke to the royal

father of the great merits of the Widow Scarron. Louis

was agreeable ; but it was only after long hesitation, and
only upon her own conditions, that the future spouse of the

monarch accej^ted the position. Li entering upon this deli-

cate mission, did Mme. Scarron render herself, in some

sort, an accomplice of the crime of the guilty parents ? So
it has been said ; hat the Church, certainly sufficiently

rigorous in all matters of this hind, has never counselled

the moral abandonment of illegitimate children. In the

course of time the pupils of Mme. Scarron were acknowl-

edged by their royal father, legitimated by Act of Par-

liament, and transferred, together with their governess, to

the brilliant light of the court. This change effected na

alteration in the attitude of Mme. de Maintenon. She care-

fully persisted in her pedagogic and quasi-msbternaX mission,

personally directing the instruction of the princes, and super-

intending the preparation of manuals for their use.

Meanwhile King Louis, being brought into daily contact

with the widow of the poet, found himself frequently pans-
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ing to listen to a conversation which was of a nature entirelj

new to him, and which opened up to his soul horizons

hitherto unknown. In vain did the Montespan seek to de-

stroy thisnew influence. The estate of Maintenon was bought,

and the rising star assumed from it the title by which

she is generally known. The courtiers, who were prone

to discern evil wherever it was possible, now began to

style her " The lady of to-day,"

—

La dame de maintenant'

The first use she made of her power w^as to ixy to lead

the sovereign back to the path of virtue. After many relapses,

the stupefied courtiers saw the monarch frequenting the so-

ciety of his long-abandoned queen, Maria Theresa. But in

three years the cpieen died, her last sigh being received by
her who had brought a portion of domestic hai^piness to her

later days. Now the great monarch, self-isolated though he
was in his own grandeur, needed a comjoanion, and one who
could restrain and direct him. Such a one he could only

find in her who had become his guardian angel. But what
rank could he offer her ? Certainly he could not outrage

purity itself by a tender of the position once occupied by a

MontesjDan, etc. ; and on the other hand, her deficiency of

royal birth precluded the possibility of her being made
queen in every sense of the term. A morganatic marriage

afforded the only solution of the difficulty. Among many
the idea prevails that there is something disgraceful in a

morganatic marriage ; that such a union is but a left-handed

sort of an affair, or, in fact, no marriage whatever. Nothing

can be more false than such a conception of a union which

is sanctified by the Church, and is as much a Sacrament,

and as venerable, as though it had been solemnized under

St. Peter's Dome by the Supreme Pontiff himself, and as

though it entailed upon any possible issue all the preroga-

tives, etc., of both the contracting parties. A morganatic

marriage takes jDlace only where a difference of rank between

groom and bride {e. g., between sovereign and subject) pre-

vents the transmission of the superior's dignities. The con-

tract between Louis and the countess was drawn up at Fou-
tainebleau in September, 1G83, and the religious ceremony

was performed soon afterward. Such was tlie denouement^
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without wliicli the reign of Louis XIV. woukl have infallibly

ended as did that of Louis XV., in debauchery and oppro-

brium.

From the year 1683 Mme. de Maintenon was an anonymous

queen ; for, although Louis gave to her no official title, she

governed without reigning ; most of his statecraft orig-

inated in her apartments, even at the risk of great incon-

venience, and even pain, to her. Often by main force he

would compel her to give her oj^inion before he ventured his

own. The most considerable result of the all-powerful as-

cendency of Mme. de Maintenon over the heart and svill of

her royal husband almost savored of the miraculous—name-

ly, the sincere return of the prince himself to the practice

of his religious duties. A change also came over the entire

court ; if this was not as sincere as the royal reformation,

at least the faithful were not scandalized any more by vice

stalking impudently in the halls of a nation's rulers. As

early as September, 1683, the countess could write to her

brother :
" I believe that the dead queen has besought of

God the conversion of his Majesty and of the court. That

of the king is wonderful ; and the ladies who used to least

frequent the sanctuary now scarcely leave the churches. An
ordinary Sunday is now kept as Pentecost used to be."

Aprojws of the countess' settled resolve to devote herself

to the salvation of the king, there is fortunately preserved ta

us a most touching prayer composed by this modern Esther,

which many a Christian wife would do well to learn and re-

cite, with application of course to her own particular Louis.

" O Thou who boldest in Thy hands the hearts of kings,,

open that of King Louis, that I may cause to enter into it all

the good thoughts which Thou lovest so much. Give me
power to render him joyful, to console him, and even to sad-

den him when that would tend to Thy glory. May I never

hide from him those things which he ought to learn from

me, and which no one else would have courage to tell him.

May we be saved together ; may we love each other in Thee.

May we progress together in all Thy ways unto the day of

Thy coming !
" The egoism of King Louis, where his wife

was concerned, was probably unconscious, but it was none
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the less trying. Often lie would open all the immense win-

dows of the countess' room ; for he was fond of fresh air.

On the contrary, Mad. de Maintenon dreaded cold ; but she

would shiver in patience. She could not even put a screen

between her bed and the window ; such apparatus Louis re-

garded as lacking in majesty. " One must die with dignity,"

observed the countess,

—

11 faut j^erir en symetrie. All in all,

however, the royal circle was a comparatively happy one.

Louis XIV. trulv loved the woman whom he had raised to

almost the very throne, and who was now in reality his so-

cial equal. " I leave you the dearest object to me in the

world," said he to the ladies of Saint-Cyr, as he confided his

wife to their care when on his way to the siege of Mous.

AVe have specially insisted on the poj^ularity of the Ke-

vocatiou of the Edict of Nantes ; but justice demands that

neither blame nor praise be given to the bishops of France

for any intervention in the matter. That they had no part

ill the framing of the Edict of Revocation is proved by the

embarrassments entailed upon the clergy by the silence of

the law as to the future marriages of French Protestants

—

embarrassments which continued for more than a century.

The nearly unforseen revocation of the Edict of Nantes sub-

jected the bishops and the clergy to all the evils and incon-

veniences of that jorecipitation. Not having been consulted

in regard to a law which was made known to them only Avheu

the rest of France heard of it, they had not had an oppor-

tunity of indicating any of the wise precautious which should

liave accompanied the new order of things. The edict of re-

vocation assured to the Protestants their personal security,

and the full exercise of their civil rights ; but it had been so

improvident in their regard, that it had established nothing

concerning that most important of their civil rights, by

which alone they could transmit i)roperty- The edict had

regulated all that concerned certificates of birth ; and start-

ing from the principle held by both religions that baptism

was valid, no matter l)y whom conferred, it had been taken

for granted that the Protestants would not refuse to send

their children to the Catholic, churches for ba])tism. A lat-

er ordinance regulated burials in a reasonable nianuer. But
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there remaiued the matter of marriages, so essential in every

political society, and the influence of which extends directly

or indirectly to all civil acts. Not only did the Edict of Ee-

vocation preserve profound silence on this important article,

but for more than a century the legislators declined to pro-

nounce on a question which was renewed every day, and

wdiicli, of all questions, most needed settlement. This forced

silence was derived from the very nature of the question.

MarriaQ:e being a Sacrament in the Catholic Church, the gov-

ernment had realized that it ought not, and could not, order

the clergy to administer that Sacrament to a class of persons

who refused to recognize its character and effects. But what

is most astonishing, it seems to have occurred to the mind

of no one that a civil magistrate might be authorized to offi-

ciate at Protestant marriages. The government preferred to

have recourse to the strangest of fictions ; it preferred to

suppose that there were no more Protestants in France. It

was presumed that most of these would be influenced by the

natural desire of assuring the lot of their children, and that

therefore the}^ would celebrate their marriages before Cath-

olic priests, these clergymen wisely condescending to facili-

tate the unions. In fact, this happened in many dioceses,

and in many cases. But the question remained the same
;

and it was just as difficult of solution in the case of the many

Protestants in rural districts, who could not conquer their

repugnance against the reception of the nuptial benediction

in a Catholic church. Then originated that singular contra-

diction between the silent law and a jurisprudence of the

tribunals which supplied for that silence. In many particu-

lar cases submitted to them, the tribunals decided that Pro-

testants did exist in France, despite the fiction of 'their non-

existence ; and the marriages were assured of their civil ef-

fects, even though they were not contracted according to the

legal forms. But these decisions were as variable as the dis-

positions of the government, and could not form legal prece-

dents. On the other hand there were bishops who deemed

it their duty to observe faithfully the spirit and discipline

of the Church, and who could not consent to the adminis-

tration of the Sacrament of Matrimony to those who made
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open profession of denying its character (1). This vital de-

fect in the Edict of Kevocation contributed, probably more

than anything else, to its abrogation in 1789.

If an}^ one of the French bishops was consulted in the

matter of the revocation, that prelate must certainly have

been Bossuet, foremost in learning, and pre-eminently dear

to the court. But in none of the documents left by the bish-

op of Meaux, and in none of the papers left by Ledieu, his

faithful secretary who was so diligent in recording every-

thing at all affecting him, is there a single indication that he

had any share in designing or preparing the Edict of Revoca-

tion. " And how can we suppose," asks Cardinal Bausset,.

" that Bossuet, so learned and foreseeing in everything con-

cernino- religion and the administration of the Sacraments,

would not have perceived and proclaimed the difficulties

menacing the bishops of France through the consequences

of a law which avoided or neglected a pronouncement on a

matter which was most essential to the peace of families ?

In fact, the edict prescribed no rule for that multitude of

newly-converted whose conversion was at least equivocal ;

and it was inexplicably silent in regard to those unconverted

Protestants whom it left without any religious cult, and

whose civil status it did not regulate. The principles pro-

fessed by Bossuet indicate most clearly that neither he nor

any bishop, with the possible exception of Mgr. de Harlay

of Paris, was admitted to the deliberations which preceded

the revocation of the Edict of Nantes " (2). It is certain

that the Calvinist fellow-countrymen of Bossuet regarded him

as one who desired to effect their conversion only by means

of instruction and encouragement. M. du Bourdieu, one of

the most prominent Calvinist preachers of that day, writing

to a Protestant magistrate of Montpellier, says :
" I tell you

candidly that my repugnance for anything like controversy

has been nearly vanquished by the frank and Christian de-

portment which distinguishes M. Bossuet from his brethren.

He never uses other than evangelical ways in order to con-

vince us of the truth of his religion. He preaclies, he writes

books and letters, and he labors to draw us from our belief

(1) BaI'sskt; Life of li'^siul, iik. xi., i 17. Besancon, is^ii. (C) J.or. rit.
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by means which befit his character and the spirit of Chris-

tianity. Therefore we should be grateful for the charitable

attentions of this grand prelate, and we should read without

prejudice the works which emanate from a heart that loves

lis and desires our salvation."

The Edict of Revocation was undoubtedly severe in most

of its provisions. The first article withdrew all the privileges

which Henry IV. and Louis XIII. had granted to the Cal-

vinists. The second and third prohibited, throughout the

kingdom, the public exercise of the " reformed " worship.

The fourth ordered the banishment of all ministers who did

not renounce heresy within fifteen days. The fifth and sixth

-established rewards for converts. The seventh prohibited

Calvinists from teaching. The eighth ordered the Calvinists

to educate their children in the Catholic religion. The ninth

and tenth promised amnesty and restoration of property to

all emigrants who would return within four months. The

eleventh threatened relapsed converts with punishment. The

twelfth and last continued all the civil rights of the Calvin-

ists, provided that they did not perform their worship in

public. All of these provisions were in strict accordance luith

that Peace of Westjyhalia for ivhich Protestants had moved

heaven and earth, and ivhichproclaimed the detestable ptrinciple

that a sovereign should determine the religion ivhich his subjects

were tofollow. All of these p>rovisions had been enforced in

persecution of Catholics, and luitli a refinement of cruelty ivhich

causes a modern to shudder, in every Jandivhere Protestantism

had attained to power. Louis XIV. would not allow Calvin-

ists to teach ; more than a century before the revocation, Eng-

land had actuated that principle in regard to her Catholics, and

she continued it in force almost to our day. Louis XIV. ban-

ished Calvinist preachers ; England disembowelled her priests

even when she could charge them with no other " crime
"

than that of celebrating Mass. There is one great difference,

hoivever, betiveen the persecutions of England and the one

ivhich was enforced by Louis XIV. The persecutions of Eng^

land, bloody and perennial, loere always sanctioned and gener-

ally originated by the royal head of the Anglican Church Es-

iablishment ; the persecution in France ivas disavowed and
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strongly condemned by the head of Christ's Church, Pope Inno-

cent XL " Jesus Christ," remarked the Pontiff, " did not use

such methods ; men must be led, not dragged to the church-

es." And the severities which accompanied the execution

of the revocation, excesses which were unauthorized by and

generally unknown to Louis XIV., were of short duration.

When the Treaty of Riswick had restored calm to France

(1697), the king turned his attention to the woes of his Cal-

vinist subjects. Louvois, the chief promoter of every rigor-

ous measure, had gone to his account ; and men like Bossuet

and the Cardinal de Noailles found that when they seconded

the counsels of moderation proposed by Mme. de Maintenon,

the grand monarch showed that their advice was conforma-

ble to his own ideas of equity. Probably there is much
truth in this observation of Bausset :

" We may easily believe

that Louis XIV. would not have waited until the Treaty of

Hiswick in order to put an end to the evils which desolated

many of his provinces, if the idea of his dignity had not

prevented him from yielding to the remonstrances of foreign

powers, or to revolt on the part of some of his subjects.

But since he still preserved his preponderating influence in-

Europe, despite the sacrifices which the prospect of the Span-

ish succession induced him to make at Riswick ; and since

the Protestants of the Cevenues and the Vivarais, repressed

and disarmed, could no longer hope for that foreign aid

•which they had expected ; he now found himself at liberty

to listen to the dictates of his justice and kindness, without

fear of compromising his dignity and glory "
(1). Be this

as it may, several Insfrncfions, probably formulated by Bos-

suet, and which greatly mollified the provisions of the Edict

of Revocation, now appeared. One of these, issued in Dec,
1698, restores to the Calvinist emigrants all their confiscated

property, provided they return to France, and listen to in-

struction on Catholic doctrine. No obligation to become

(D Jurieu and other ministers. " more familiar with religious controversy," says Bausset.

"than with the interests of princes," had persistently encourajfed the Calvinists to re-

t)ell)on, declaring that England, Holland, and the German Protestant sovereigns would
come to their aid. Had these powers threatened to interfere, they would have ignored that

provision of the Peace of Wespbalia, cjwi religU) cujus regUi, which was the charter oL

continental Protestantism.
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CatLolics was imposed upon them ; and in fact liundreds

received the instruction, and remained Calvinists. We have

endeavored rather to explain than to justify the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes ; but in conchision we would remark

til at few of those who have undertaken the latter task have

found it necessary to do more than repeat the arraignment

of the Huguenots which Bayle drew up for the edification of

his fellow-incredulists of the eighteenth century (1). This

champion skeptic and virulent enemy of Catholicism shows

that the Calvinists compelled Louis XIV. to revoke the

pacificatory ordinance of Henry IV. ; and that in this re-

vocation the monarch merely imitated the States of Holland,

who had observed none of the treaties which they had made

with the Catholics. Bayle even ridicules the lamentations

with which the Huguenots filled the earth because of their

persecution, and insists that they merited all the punishment

that they received. Far from us be any inclination to ridi-

cule or minimize their sufferings ; sympathy for them would

come with good grace from us, as from all who glory in be-

longing to the school of Fenelon and Mme. de Maintenon.

But when a Protestant publicist bewails their lot, he either

manifests crass ignorance, or he exhibits himself as an il-

lustration of monumental impudence.

CHAPTEE Xn.

QUIETISM. THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN BOSSUET AND FENELON.

In a letter to Pope Innocent XI., dated Jan. 30, 1682, Car-

dinal Caracciolo, archbishop of Naples, informed the Pontiff

that a number of false mystics had appeared in his diocese,

and had attracted many disciples to their doctrine that if

man abandons himself entirely to profound contemplation,

he may and should " omit the exercises of piety prescribed

or recommended by the Church ; he should regard vocal

prayer and the sign of the cross as of no value ; and he

should repel every idea, every image, which leads to medi-

(1) Reply to the Letter of a Refugee in 1688— Works, vol. ii.
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tation on the suflferiugs and death of Jesus Christ, since such
meditation separates one from God." The cardinal also in-

formed the PoiJe that in Italy several writers " were about
to wield their pens in justification and recommendation of

these dangerous opinions." The new doctrinaires, entitled

Quietists, because of the absolute repose which they deemed
necessary to the soul which desires to be united with God,
held as a fundamental j)rinciple that union with God is to be
attained only by a quasi annihilation of one's self ; that true

love of God is to be found only when one is in a state of

passive contemplation, that is, when one does not use any of

the faculties of his soul, but regards with indifference what-
ever may happen to him while he is in this condition of bliss-

ful quiet. This specious and dangerous theor}-, brought to

the notice of the seventeenth century by an apparently pious
Spanish priest named Michael Molinos, had been enunciated,

to some extent, in the fourth century by a number of Ori-

genistic mystics, Avho, according to St. Epiphanius, were of

irreprehensible morality. St. Jerome tells us that Eva-
grius, a deacon of Constantinople, j^ublished a book of

Maxims in which he contended that man could, by reason of

meditation, be entirely exempt from any onslaught of pas-

sion. In the eleventh century, there appeared among the

Greeks of the Lower Empire a sort of mystics who were
termed Hesychastes, Avho advanced theories similar to those

of Evagrius, but although they yielded to the most ridiculous

illusions, they seem to have held aloof from libertinage.

When treating of the Albigenses (1), we si3oke of their " per-

fect ones," who needed not to pray or to 23erforni anv good
works, but only to grant to their bodies all possible indul-

gence. Tliis Quietistic theory had shown signs of survival,

long before Molinos pul)lished, in 1675, his Spiritual Guide
Leading the Soul, By Means of Interior Progress, to Attain

Perfect Contemplation, and to the Rich Treasure of Interior

Peace. About the year 1030, Pandolfo liicasoli, one of that

illustrious Tuscan family which furnished, in our day, a

prominent leader to the Italianissimi, made use of the insidi-

ous maxims to corrupt an entire school of girls which was

(1) Vol. il., p. 332.
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under his direction ; but liaving been detected, lie was tried

hj the Inquisition, and condemned to perpetual imprison-

ment (1). Similar scandals had already rendered the term
Quietism notorious in Naples ; and in 1615 a number of per-

verted women who had embraced the impure tenets of a

j)riest named Aniello Arciero, had been tried bv the Holy
Office in Rome, and together with their seducer, had been
condemned to a public recantation in the Dominican church

of the Minerva (2). The world at large, however, paid little

attention to these isolated ebullitions of prurient fanaticism
;

and it was only when the specious lucubration of Molinos

appeared, that devout souls began to realize that the demon
had devised a formidable trap for confiding simplicity—

a

virulent poison under the guise of pleasant nourishment (3).

Micliael Molinos, a native of Aragon, made his ecclesias-

tical studies with distinction at Coimbra ; but settled in

Rome in 1662. His reputation for piety was great ; but we
must note that he was accused of having soiled his priestly

purity by the prudent Benedictine, Cardinal Sfondrati (4),

who knew him well, and by the friend and puj^il of Feuelon,

the converted Anglican, Ramsay (5). Details corroborative

of this charge are wanting ; but it certainly appears improb-
able tiiat a moral man could have calmly emitted doctrine such
as the Inquisition censured in the propositions 41 and 42,

which were drawn from his Guide (6). However, at the time

(1) Ricasoli died in 1657, with every sign of sincere repentance ; but nevertheless, the

horror of his olden crime caused the ecclesiastical authorities to prohibit every sign of

solemnity at his funeral. For details of this matter, see Cantu's Heretics of Italy, Dis-

course L., p. 336.

(2) The rites practiced by these fanatics were similar to those imputed to the mediaeval

Patarines. Among the many women of quality infected, were the wives of two viceroys.

(3) The following lines of Boileau are very pertinent to this subject.
*' Pai- ?es chem ins fleiiris iVun charmant quietisme.

Tout a coup Vammant au vrai molinosisme,

Illuifera Incntot, aide dc Lucifer,

Gouter en paradis Ics plaiftirx de Venfer." Satires, x.

(4) In his Gaul Vindicated, p. 763. Rome, 1687.

(5) In his Histoi-y of the Life and Works of F. de S. Feuelon, p. 205. The Hague, 1723.

(6) Prop. 41. "Dejw pcrmittit ct vult, ad nos Immiliandos et ad veram transfr/rma-

tionem perducendos quod in aliquihus animabus perfectis, etiam non arreptitiis

dccmonviolentiaminferat corum corporilms, eoitqueactus carnales committere facial,

etiam in vigiliu et sine mentis ohfitscatione, movendo physicc illis manus et alia, mem'
brn, contra earum voluntatem. Et idem dicitur quoad illos actua per se peccaminosos,

in qiuj ca.su non sunt pecjcata, quia in his non adest consensus."" 43. " Potest dari casus

quo hujusmodi violentice ad actus carnales continuant eodem tempore ex parte duarum
.personarum, scilicet mariset femina, et ex parte utriusqtie sequatur octtis."
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that this work saw the light, Molinos was universally re-

garded as a modest and disinterested man, and as a wise

and experienced director of souls. No sooner, however, had

his admirers begun to congratulate him on the additiona)

fame which the Guide was to j^rocure for him, than tiiese

mystico-pietists became aware that their master's theories

were in danger of condemnation by the Church. The first

to enter the lists against the innovator was Paul Segneri, the

celebrated Jesuit missionary and preacher, who issued a

pamphlet entitled Harmony of Action and Quiet in Prayer,

which the Quietists vainly stigmatized as a tissue of calum-

nies against their leader. In the meantime the letter of Car-

dinal Caracciolo had caused Pope Innocent XI. to order the

arrest of Molinos. Although supported by many persons of

high station, by some even of the papal court, he was tried

before the Holy Office ; his writings Avere condemned ; and

together with two of hi? chief disciples, the brothers Si-

mone and Antonmaria Leoni, he was sentenced to perpetual

imprisonment, with the obligation of going to confession at

least four times a year, and of reciting the Creed and uvo

decades of the iiosary every day. On Sept. 3, 1687, Molinos

and Simone Leoni made a public recantation with the usual

formalities in the Square of the Minerva ; and then, while the

crowd, horrified at the monstrous doctrines hitherto taught

by the culprits, called for their death by fire, they were segre-

gated from society. Antonmaria Leoni, a layman, persisted,

during two mouths, in refusing to retract ; but finally he

yielded. Molinos exhibited for over nine years all the signs

of rej^entance, and died on Dec. 2S, 1696. On Nov. 20, 1688,

Pope Innocent XI. issued his Bull detest is Pastor, in which

he condemned sixty-eight of the i')ropositions defended by

Molinos. All of those propositions are not found, in so

many words, in the Guide : but we must remember that Moli-

nos was condemned, not only because of the contents of his-

printed work, but also because of his own explanations of

its spirit, made to the inquisitors at his trial. Again, we

know that when he was arrested, over twenty-thousand let-

ters, addressed to him by his coiifidonts and disciples, were

seized ; that these werj examined l)y the iiKpiisitors ; and
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that it is very probable that these documents revealed his

teachings with a precision not exhibited in the book which

was destined to the public.

The condemned propositions are at the command of the

curious student (1) ; we need only remark that they are all

based on this fundamental principle : The interior life or

spiritual perfection is attained when the soul, once united

witii God, keeps itself in a thoroughly passive state in regard

to all things. In everything regarding either this life or the

next, whether there be a question of virtue or one of sin, the

perfect soul should wish for nothing, should fear nothing

—

not even hell ; it should remain entirely inactive. This prin-

cijile once established, as he fancied, Molinos naturally de-

duced the consequence that good works are not only unnec-

essary for salvation, but even hostile to perfection, since they

demand action on the part of the faculties of the souL The
reader will readily jDerceive how contrary this conclusion is

to the teachings of Catholic theology ; namely, that it is by
the frequent j^i'actice of virtue that we maintain our union

with God, and strengthen the habit of those virtues which

unite us with Him. So essential, according to Molinos, is

passivity of soul to perfection, that when a person is attacked

by even the grossest of temptations, he must never resist it

positively ; for such a resistance is, in reality, an action. The
perfect soul, we are assured by Molinos, is in a state of ab-

solute indifference to all that passes within and around it

;

and tlie consequence of this indifference, boldly and shame-
lessly contends the innovator, is that the tempted person is

not responsible for his actions, be they ever so infamous,

since the criminality affects only the sensitive part of the

soul, not the superior part which is united with God. The
danger of Molinosism was soon evinced by dei:)lorable facts,

as the annals of the Inquisition testify ; and as common
sense tells us, must necessarily have happened. However,

the greater number of the Quietists were simply false mys-

tics, who were attracted by the apparently sublime maxims
of Molinos—maxims which were well calculated to seduce

(.) For instanre, in the Supplement to the History of Alexandre, article Molinos. P;n-

Ktn, 1791.
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lively imaginations ; and who would have died a thousand

deaths, rather than knowingly subject themselves to fright-

ful consequences which, however logical, they failed to per-

ceive. To this class belonged the angelic Fenelon, during

several years of his life ; the learned and pious Cardinal

Petrucci (1) ; the Abbe Malaval of Marseilles ; the Barnabite,

Lacombe of Savoy ; and above all, Mme. Guyon, the occasion

of the most important religious controversy of the seven-

teenth century.

Jeanne-Marie Bouvier de la Motte was born at Montargis,

in 1648, and at an early age was man-ied to M. Guyon, a son

of the constructor of the canal of Briare. A widow in her

twenty-fifth year, she devoted most of her time to mystic

contemplation ; and having formed the acquaintance of the

Barnabite, Francois Lacombe, the author of a Molinosistic

Analysis of Moital Prai/er, she conceived so much—albeit

spiritual—affection for him, that she came to look upon him

as her son. The two mystics travelled together in France

and Italy for ten years, the lady making many proselytes to

Quietism by means of the revelations which, as she asserted

and perhaps believed, had come to her from Heaven. At

Paris, in 1681, Mme. Guyon published a Shoii and Easy

Method of Prayer ; at Yercelli, in 1684, she issued some Ex-

pkmations of the Apocalypse; and in 1686 Paris was surprised

by her full development of a poetico-philosophical system

which added not a little of that of Buddhistic annihilation, and

of Brahministic absorption, to the ideas of Molinos on detach-

ment. The morals of Mme. Guyon seem to have been beyond

reproach ; Init nevertheless, in the sermons which she fre-

quently delivered to her proselytes, as well as in her work

on the Apocalypse, there are passages which one can scarce-

ly realize as having issued from other lips than those of a

besotted libertine. Some of the sayings of Mme. Guyon are

so frightfully l)lasphemous, that were we to repeat them,

(1) Pletro Matteo Petrucci, of the Oratory of St. Philip Neri, was bishop of Jesi, his native

city, when Pi)i>e Innocent XI. enrnllpd him in the Sacred College. AlthouRli already noted

for Molinosistic tendencies, liis unddublcd piety had counterbalanced that bar to his promo-

tion. But when the PontilT issued his null Cwlcstix Patitni\ he deemed it necessary to con-

demn the ^fyKtic ContemiihitinDof Petrucci, as redolent of the errors of Molinos. In token

of his submission and repentance, the cardinal resigned his diocese, and fixed his residence

in Rome.
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we Avould need to cry to God, as did Bossuet, after he had

perforce quoted one of them :
" If I dared, O Lord, I would

entreat of Thee to send down one of Thy Seraphim with his

most burning coals, that he might purify my lips, so

soiled by this recital, even though it was necessary "
(1).

In the exercise of his duty the Eagle of Meaux was com-

pelled to dilate upon matters which have no longer any

practical importance ; and if necessity demands, the read-

er will find in his eloquent pages many justifications for the

asperity which he sometimes manifested in the controversy

which is about to claim our attention. We need only ob-

serve here that the teachings of Mme. Guyon were based

upon a fancied love of God for Himself alone ; that is, with-

out any incentives of hope or of fear. According to her con-

ception of this love, one solitary act of it suffices to produce

supreme perfection. Therefore there should be, according

to her, no external penances, no exercises of piety, for the

attainment of salvation. Even the Sacraments become use-

less ; it is sufficient for the soul to so repose in God that it

cares nothing for either salvation or damnation. The cause

of the perfect love, excogitated by Mme. Guyon, is outsido

of man ; man must be raised above himself, if he is to act in

accordance with the immutable law of love. This elevation

will be effected by prayer, the most perfect form of which is

simply an utter abandonment to the divine impressions.

Having attained to this height of perfection, the soul can

discern nothing which is condemnable in herself ; such a

saint should never go to confession, for he has nothing to

confess. This doctrine, said Mme. Guyon, is that of not only

Cardinal Bona, but of Sts. Buonaventura and Teresa, and it

is upheld by Gerson. Of course Mme. Guyon thought that

she had reached this height of perfection ; and she claimed

to possess such power over souls and bodies, as to penetrate

the innermost secrets of others. She declared that she suf-

fered, as it were, the pangs of labor, until she brought forth

renovated sinners unto her Divine Spouse. She suffered in-

tensely, she said, with this species of agony, when she first

(1) Relation on Quietism, Sect, ii., No. 18, In the Works of Bossuet, vol. ix. Venice,,

1743.
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met Fenelou ; she wanted to jjour lier own lieart into his

;

bat "he did not correspond." In time, however, he succumbed

to her influence, The notorietj' of this past-mistress of false

mysticism was at its height when Pope Innocent XI. con-

demned the Quietism of Molinos ; and lioth she and Lacombe

were arrested in 1688. The unfortunate Barnabite was ex-

iled to the island of Oleron ; then transferred to the chateau

of Lourdes ; and during the trial of Mme. Guyon he was

conveyed to Yincennes, where he became crazy. He died at

Charenton in 1699.

After eight months of imprisonment, Mme. Guyon was re-

leased ; the ecclesiastical authorities having judged, after

many interrogations, that her aberrations were merely the

result of a suj^er-exalted pietism. Shortly after her release,

she met Fenelon, for the first time, in the drawing-room of

the duchess de Bethune, a lady of great intelligence and of

greater piety, wdio had already recommended her to the con-

sideration of the influential dukes de Chevreuse and de Beau-

villiers. At this time Fenelon was preceptor of the duke of

Burgundy, the heir to the throne. Confronted by the vast

genius and angelic purity of Fenelon, the priestess of Quiet-

ism eschew'ed her wonted extravagancies, and discoursed

only on grave sulijects. Fenelon became convinced of her

sanctity ; and on his recommendation Mme. de Maintenon

introduced her among the noble young ladies of Saint-Cyr,

that educational institution which the countess had founded,

and which was so dear to her heart. We learn from the

Mamiscript Notes of the Abbe Claude Fleury, the famous

historian, whose residence at court and undoubted veracity (1)

render him an unexceptionable authority iu the premises,

that it was owing to the discovery that the oj)inious of Mme.
Gu3'on were exciting dissension among her protegees, that

Mme. de Maintenon began to show coolness toward Fenelon,

and to distrust his peculiar maxims of spirituality. At any

rate, the countess consulted some of the j^rinci^^al clergy of

0) The reader will note ihnt we iilliide merely to the personality of Fleury. and to l;is

testimony as to wluit liappencil, as it were, under his own eyes. The i>ietyof this historian,

which led him to lead a life at eoin t like that of au anchorite in a desert, did not prevent his

ultra-Galliranism from so blinding his historical perceptions when treating of the relations

between the I'apacy and the State (or rather the king), as to render him, in too many instan-

ces, positively malignant toward the former power.
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Paris, such meu as Tiberge, Joly, and Bourdaloue ; and

found none willing to accept the theories of Mme. Guyon and

her holy sympathizer. In these circumstances both parties

deemed it advisable to procure the judgment of Bossuet,

ihen invested by public opinion with a kind of judicial suprem-

acy in all matters concerning the French Church. The

duke de Chevreuse, probably, thinks Bausset (1), with the

•consent of Fenelon, broached the idea to Bossuet ; and al-

ihough at first the great polemic manifested repugnance for

the task, he was induced to undertake it by his friendship

ior the duke. Mme. Guyon delivered all her papers, even

her manuscript Life of herself, to Bossuet. "It is certain,"

says Bausset, " that when Bossuet first became acquainted

ivith the writings of Mme. Guyon, he had conceived no preju-

dice against her or her doctrine. He had scarcely heard of

ier name. He may have heard of her singularities, and of

ihe persecutions to which she had been subjected ; but ra-

ther than become one of her adversaries, he was disposed to

pity her, because of the esteem which she had insj)ired in

some of the most eminent personages of the court. The

endorsement of Fenelon, that of the dukes de Beauvilliers

and de Chevreuse, and the protection of Mme. de Maintenon,

must have had great weight with Bossuet. So far from har-

boring ill feeling toward Mme. Guyon was he supposed to be,

that her friends were the very persons to seek for his judg-

ment." When Bossuet had read the tissue of extravagancies

.and puerilities which had been submitted to him, he con-

ferred with their author ; and during the discussion of seven

liour's duration, he came to the conclusion that the doctrines

in question were condemnable, but that the intentions of

Mme. Guyon were pure. Several conferences were now held

at Issy ; the chief participants being Bossuet, Fenelon, Mgr.

de Noailles, (then bishop of Chalons), and the Abbe Tronson,

the superior of Saint-Sulpice.

Hitherto Fenelon had not only been united in closest

friendship with Bossuet, but he had been accustomed to re-

gard the Eagle of Meaux as his father, guide, and even ora-

cle in all matters of religious science. During the confer-

<1) History of Bossuet, Based on Orvjimil Manuscripts, bk. x., § vii. Paris, 1846.
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ences of Issy it became evident that Bossuet was treatiug.

his friend with unwonted reserve, if not with distrust ; and

Fenelon wrote to him several letters full of humble deference.

In one of these he savs :
" You know well the confidence with

which I have given myself to you ; and how I have tried un-

ceasingly to acquaint you with my most intimate sentiments.

Nothing remains for me but to obey ; for in you I do not

see the man, or a great doctor, but God. Even if you were

to mistake, a simple and straightforward obedience would

not mistake ; and I would regard a mistake of mine as noth-

ing, if it were made in simplicity, and under the guidance of

those who possess authority in the Church. And once again

I say to you, Monseigneur ; if you doubt me ever no little, try

me, and unsparingly. Although your intelligence is greater

than that of others, I pray God to deprive you of it, and to

leave you His own instead of it." Bossuet replied to none

of these letters ; he did not wish to express any opinion on

the matter of the discussions, until he felt that his opinion

had become a conviction. Hitherto the studies of Bossuet

had led him to but a limited knowledge of mystic theology
;

the writings of St. Francis de Sales and of St. Teresa were

the sole mystical treatises which he had perused. He w^as

now occupied in careful study of every matter that could

have any bearing on the Quietism of Mme. Guyon ; there-

fore the letters of his friend remained unanswered. But

both Fenelon and the outside world were made to under-

stand that the controversy had, as yet, not at all embittered

the heart of Bossuet toward him, when the bishop of Meaux

begged to be the consecrator of his adversary in the ap-

proaching function, entailed by his nomination to the archi-

episcopal see of Cambrai. "When the conferences of Issy

came to an end, Fenelon was asked to sign thirty articles,

of which the following were the most important. Every

Christian, no matter what his condition, is bound, although

not at every moment, to explicitly desire and pray to be saved.

Indifference to one's salvation is not allowable. No soul

should yield to despair, or acquiesce in its probable dam-

nation. Fenelon replied that he was willing to subscribe

;

but that he found them " not sufficient to obviate certain
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equivocations." At liis request four other articles were add-

ed to these ; and one of them, the thirty-third, seemed to tol-

erate, to say the least, the theory of " disinterested love." It

was couched in these words :
" Pious and truly humble souls

might be inspired with a submission and consent to the will

of God, even though, by a very false supposition, God should

place them, at His own good pleasure, in eternal torment,

instead of in the happiness which He has promised to the

just, without dei3riving them, however, of His grace and

His love. This (submission) is an act of perfect abandon-

ment and of pure love, practiced by certain saints ; and by

a very particular grace of God it may be usefully practiced

by certain very perfect souls, but without derogating from the

obligation of performing those other acts which we have des-

ignated as essential to Christianity." Mgr. La Broue, bishop

of Mirepoix, whose knowledge Bossuet greatly respected, ex-

pressed astonishment at the adoption of this article ; where-

upon Bossuet replied :
" I thought much about that article

;

and I found it in so many approved books, that I did not see

how it could be questioned. Examples of acts based on false

suppositions are derived from Moses and St. Paul. The in-

terpretations of St. Chrysostom and of Theodoret in favor of

this sort of acts are formal. . . . This one is found in many
approved works, and notably in several passages of St. Fran-

cis de Sales ; it is considered by the bishop of Evreux, in

his Life of the saint, as a mark of great perfection. I would

ask for the difference between it and this proposition :
' One

should rather suffer all the piins of hell for eternity, than

commit a sin, either mortal or venial.' The latter proposi-

tion is incontestable ; therefore the former, Avhich only con-

forms to it, is true. Again, the doctrine taught by the schools

makes charity consist in the will to love God, even though

by that love no sort of happiness were to be gained. Now
this proposition jDlainly includes the other." This appro-

bation of the thirty-third article of Issy proves that Bossuet

was then disposed to yield to the prepossessions of Fenelon,

as far as theological precision would permit ; and this ab-

sence of anything savoring of obstinacy, together with Bos-

suet's certificate that he was satisfied with the docility dis-
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played by Mme. Guyon during tlie six months of his surveil-

lance over her, furnished to the admirers of the eminent dis-

jDutants reason for hoping that there would be no serious in-

terruption in a concord which was so beneficial to the Church

of France.

The imprudence of Mme. Guyon caused Bossuet to banish

all personal consideration for her from his future attitude in

the controversy. When the enterprising woman was about

to depart from the convent to which she had consented to

retire during the conferences of Issy, she promised Bossuet

that she would fix her residence in the country, avoiding all

propaganda in Parisian society ; but nevertheless, she pro-

cured a hidden domicile in the capital, and informed her

friends that the great light of the Church had given to her

a certificate of the orthodoxy of her tenets. This misreprp-

sentation of a document which expressed an opinion merely

as to her sincerity, on the part of a woman who vaunted her-

self as a model of simplicity, and as a voluntary holocaust

in the cause of truth, deprived her of all the sympathy of

Bossuet. She was again arrested, and probably at the in-

stigation of him who had hitherto shown to her so much

leniency (1). Fenelon felt this blow as though it had been

directed against himself ; and the consequent rupture of his

intimacy with his quondam Mentor was accentuated by his

announced conviction that he could not approve of the work.

Suites of Prayer, which Bossuet had just published. Fenelon

justified his disapproval of this treatise by the rigor mani-

fested by its author toward certain writings of Mme. Guyon

which were cited in the margin ; and he declared that his

own esteem for the lady would not allow him to subscribe to

her condemnation. Naturally Bossuet replied that all con-

siderations of friendship should yield to the pressing inter-

ests of religion. Fenelon tried to excuse his attitude toward

the States of Prayer to Cardinal de Noailles, the bishop of

Chartres, and Mme. de Maintenon ; and he promised these

parties that he would soon explain his opinions so satisfac-

torilv, that there would be no room for doubt as to their or-

(1) The influenoe of Bossuet In procuriuR this arrest isluilicated iu a letter of Mme. de

Maiiilenou to Cardinal de Noailles.
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tliodoxj. He also declared :
" It need not be feared tliat I

sliall contradict the bishop of Meaux. I would die, sooner

than furnish so scandalous a scene to the public. I shall

speak ofhim only to praise him, and in order to avail myself of

his own words. I know his thoughts thoroughly ; and I

guarantee that when he sees my 'work, he will be pleased with

it." It is certain that Fenelon took every reasonable precau-

tion, as he thought, to insure the conformity of his great work

with the doctrines of the Church ; he submitted the manu-

scrij)t to Cardinal de Noailles and his theologians, to the ex-

perienced and spiritual Abbe Trouson, and to M. Pirot, a firm

friend of Bossuet, and the chief censor of doctrinal works

offered for publication in Paris. All these theological ex-

perts having given a verbal approbation of the Maxims of

the Saints Concerning the Interior Life, the book appeared

before the public m January, 1697, and the nature of the

Quietism defended by the holy archbishop of Cambrai was

clearly explained. The sublime and generous soul of Fenelon

had persuaded itself that in this life man can love God con-

tinually and solely for Himself alone, independently of any

hope or any fear. He not only admitted the ^possibility of

this pure and disinterested love of God, but he admitted the

possibility of a soul consenting, for love of God, to the sac-

rifice of its own salvation. He insisted, however, that this

hyjDothetical person, even while resigning himself to an eter-

nal deprivation of the beatific vision, would not and could

not cease to love God. Not content with sujjposing the pos-

sibility of this disinterested love, Fenelon taught that its

perfection was attained not merely by a non-cherishing of

the love "of desire " (the desire of one's own happiness), but

by an explicit exclusion of that love. If this j^rinciple were

admitted, it would logically follow that an act of perfect love

would be incompatible with the theological virtue of hope
;

since the love " of desire " is of the very essence of hope.

The duke de Beauvilliers presented, in the name of Fene-

lon, who was then in his diocese of Cambrai, a cop}^ of the

Maxims to Louis XIY.; and on the same day he sent a copy

to Bossuet, then residing at Yersailles. During two days

Bossuet refused himself to every person ; and then proceed-
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ing to Paris, be kept perfect silence for fifteen days in regard
to the book which was pre-occupying his mind and his

heart (1). At this time, Louis XIY. was in ignorance of all

that had happened since the conferences of Issj ; for Mme.
de Maintenon was constantly hojjing that a reconciliation

would take jDlace between the two prelates in whom she most
confided. Great Avas the astonishment and fear of the king
when he learned of the dangerous doctrines professed by the

preceptor of his grandsons ; and when Bossuet came " to ask
his pardon for not having sooner revealed io his Majesty the

fanaticism of his brother-bishop " (2). Fenelon could not

understand why there came to him, from all sides, denuncia-

tions of a work which had passed the censorship of exj^erts

who were more favorable to Bossuet than to himself (3); and
when, six weeks after the publication of the Maxims, he read

his adversary's Instruction on the States of Prayer, he must
have foreseen the issue of the controversy' .

" Bossuet had
followed," sa3^s Bausset, " a method absolutely different from
that pursued by Fenelon ; and it was much the surer one.

Fenelon, seduced by the attractions of a system of perfection

which fascinated his imagination, had concentrated his stud-

ies on this matter in the mystic authors. Bossuet, on the

contrar}', had perceived that this very refined doctrine on
spirituality was a modern teaching, one which had only four

or five hundred years of existence, having been unknown by

(1) Mamiscripts of LecUeu, the secretary of Bossuet. Ledleu adds :
" From his flrst

reading of the book he made pencil-notes on the margin, referring to those passages on
which he afterward so well wrote. Untter his dictation, during two hours of each of four

or five sittings, I wrote out the propositions, cited by page and line, with summaries of

their refutations. Tliis was the foundation of all the writings on this subject which Mgr.

de Meaux afterward composed.'"

(2) Ecplii (if Friidon in thr Rclatiitn on Quietis)n.

(3) Fenelon should liave expected tliis outburst of condemnation, were it only because of

the insertion In the printed work of one proposition, which indeed had not appeared in the

manuscript submitted to Noailles, Tronson, and Pirot. This proposition, the tliirteenth

among the twcnty-tliree afterward condemned, must necessarily liave seemed mt)st perni-

cious. It says :
" While Jesus Christ v/as on the cross. His inferior part did not communi-

cate His involuntary trouble to His superior part." Fenelon always protested, and even in

his last will and testament, that he liad placed this proposition in the margin, not in tlie

text of his manuscript ; that he had placed it there, only to remind himself of an addition-

al passage which he Intended to afterward insert ; and that he had always condemned the

proposition. It seeTns that tlie (hike de Clievreuse, to wliom, when leaving Paris for Cam-
brai. he had entrusted tlie task of putting the work through the press, did not understand

the meaning of an author's marginal notes, queries, etc. ; and innocently transferred tha

proposition to the text.
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all the oldeu Fathers of the Church and in the centuries im-

mediately following them. He perceived, therefore, that this

doctrine could not constitute that veritable Christian perfec-

tion which was taught by Jesus Christ, transmitted by the

Apostles, consecrated by the Fathers, and recommended by

the Church. . . . Fenelon, perhaps too much addicted, by the

temper of his intellect, to metaphysical abstractions, the

language and forms of which are found so often in his sys-

tem of spirituality, had forgotten that the simplicity of the

Christian religion resists the subtleties which are incompre-

hensible to the greater portion of mankind ; and that Chris-

tianity, by j)laciug hope among its fundamental virtues, not

only invites all Christians to expect their happiness in the

divine goodness, but enjoins on them to desire said happi-

ness in conformity with the designs of God. He himself felt

that his system attacked Christian hope to some extent ; and

he strove to sustain the tottering portion of his mystic edi-

fice by very subtle distinctions concerning the motives and

specific objects of hope. But the very necessity of having

recourse to these efforts of imagination ought to have warned

him that it was as useless as dangerous to transform positive

commandments, prescribed to all Christians, into metaphys-

ical minutise ; and to present as the ideal of Christian perfec-

tion, a condition to which it has probably never been granted

to any person to arrive, during this mortal existence "
(1).

Fenelon had persuaded himself that his system was justified

by certain passages in the works of St. Francis de Sales, St.

Teresa, St. John of the Cross, and other authors approved

by the Church. But more than a year before the publica-

tion of the Maxims, the bishop of Chartres had warned his

people in words which Fenelon might have heeded with prof-

it :
" If there are found in approved works some expressions

which the new mystics evidently abuse, the sentiments and

basis of the doctrine advanced by these mystics differ in

most essential points from those of the cited works. Such

expressions, borrowed by false j)iety in order to imitate the

real, were innoceut terms on the lips of the pious persons

who used them ; and they were used rarely, being, as it were,

a) TJhi supra, § xiii.
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slips of the tongue."' It is true that Bossuet sometimes

found difficulty in freeing certain j)ious and approved writers

from the charge of having uttered sentiments which seemed

to be redolent of Quietism ; but then he justified those au-

thors by the silence which the Church had hitherto observed

in the premises. That silence, however, had now been brok-

en ; the condemnation of Molinosism was of recent date.

Bossuet found it no easy task to convince the admirers of

Fenelon, especially the Cardinal de Noailles and Mme. de

Maintenon, that they could no longer defend their protege.

Their hearts told them that the intentions of Fenelon Avere

pure ; and every interview with him increased the charm of

his candor, while they were only too willing to accept his

more or less specious explanations. These explanations

had no such effect on Bossuet. " I hold you responsible,"

he wrote, " for the division you are producing among the

bishops. Take what side you wish ; but as for me, I tell

you that I shall raise my voice even unto heaven against

these errors which you can no longer ignore. I shall send

my complaints to Borne, and throughout the earth ; it shall

not be said that the cause of God is so deserted "
(1). In

April, 1697, Fenelon announced that he was about to sulimit

his Maxims to the judgment of the Roman Pontiff ; and on

July 27, the king wrote to the Pope, " praying His Holiness

to pronounce, as soon as possible, on the book of the arch-

bishop of Cambrai, and on the doctrine which it contained."

On August 1, Fenelon was ordered to leave the court, and

repair to his diocese. When we come to treat of the sin-

cerity of this saintly i:)relate, we shall show how little grief

this " exile," as the spirit of the world termed it, caused in

his apostolic heart. At this stage of the controversy, it is

strange that Bossuet did not insist upon a cessation of all

asperities, pending the decision of Borne : but instead of

such prudence, the adversaries of Fenelon now displayed an

increased yearning for combat. A series of polemics were

inaugurated by a DevJnration of the Three Prelates, Bossuet,

the archbishop of Paris, and the bishop of Chartres, in con-

tradiction of the assertion of Fenelon, in the preface of the

<1) Mamiscrii)U()f Lcdicit.
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3Iaxims aud iu his letter to Pope Innocent XII., that his

system did not transgress the limits agreed upon at Issy.

Fuel was added to the fire by the injudicious conduct of the

nephew of Bossuet, the Abbe of the same name, who, visit-

ing in Kome at this time, had been requested by his uncle

to defer his return, and represent the anti-Quietistic cause

in the imminent proceedings. " Never," observes Bausset,

" did an unfortunate choice produce more deplorable con-

sequences. The correspondence of the Abbe Bossuet re-

veals his character, sentiments, and methods, on every page
;

and we cannot avoid attributing to his fatal influence that

excess of vehemence and of asperity which showed itself in

the controversy between these two great men, and which

even now causes sorrow in their most sincere admirers."

While the proper authorities at Kome were considering the

question, there appeared the Four Letters of Feuelon to

Bossuet, and the latter's Reply. In these letters Fenelon

displayed much skill in lessening the rashness of many of

his Maxims by modifications drawn from the region of those

" jdIous opinions " which the Church had tolerated ; and

many fancied that in these later apologies, rather than in the

Maxims, were revealed the intimate convictions of his soul.

Bossuet admitted this skill of an adversary who ventured,

in the face of admiring Christendom, to enter into the arena

of debate with him, the greatest controversialist of that or

any other time :
" Let his partisans cease to vaunt his grand

mind and his eloquence. We readily grant that he has

made a vigorous and stubborn defense. Who questions his

intellect ? He has sufficient even to frighten one. It is his

misfortune that he has espoused a cause that demands so

much skill for its defense." Hitherto the controversy had

been conducted with vehemence indeed ; but the limits of

doctrinal discussion had not been 23assed. Now personali-

ties were launched by both parties ; and in one of his letters

to the Pontiff, the usually gentle Fenelon indulged in much
bitterness as he declared that his adversaries had become

incredibly offensive in his regard. Bossuet therefore deemed

it necessary to justifiy himself ; and he piiblished his Re-

lation Concerning Quietism, which appeared just at the time
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when grave charges Avere being brought against Mme.

Giiyon, and when the Abbe, his nephew, was disseminating

the most odious suspicions against Fenelon in the Roman
court. This Relation was a masterpiece among polemics

;

and it produced a prodigious effect. There is one passage

in it, however, which marks it as the most saddening feature

of the controversy. " I abstain from imputing to the arch-

bishop of Cambrai any other design than that which is

manifested by his writings and by a chain of verified facts.

It is sufiicient, and too much, that he is a dechired protector

of her who predicts, and proposes to herself, the seduction

of the world. If it be said that I allege too much against a

woman whose vagaries seem to amount to madness, I grant

it, if that madness is not plain fanaticism ; if the spirit of

seduction does not act in that woman; ifthatPriscilla has

not found her Montanus to defend her "
(1). This ever-to-be-

regretted implication against one of the purest of men, this

melanchol}^ instance of the power of controversy to tempor-

arily becloud the clearest of intellects, and to pervert the

noblest of hearts, gave a great advantage to Fenelon ; and

Bossuet endeavored, says Bausset, " so far as he could, to

give to the odious comparison an interpretation as favorable

as could be permitted by the nature of an accusation Avhich

it was not in his power to efface, or to cause to be forgotten."

AVhile the Belation of Bossuet and the Bephj of Fenelon

were being discussed throughout Europe, the Holy See w^as

examining the 3Iaxims of Fenelon with its wonted calm and

impartiality. Sixty-four sessions were held by the desig-

nated commissioners ; and since only five of the ten tlieolo-

crians found condemnable doctrines in the criminated work,

the Pontiff at first thought it might be advisible to settle the

question l)y issuing an Apostolic Decree, in which, without

any formal condemnation of an author whom he loved and

admired, there would be published a number of canons on

the true nature of the interior life. While this project was

still in abeyance, the Abbe Bossuet sent information of it to

his uncle ; and on the receipt of the intelligence, Bossuet
(1> Montanus, a heretic of the time of Antoninus Pius (138-161), was greatly aided by

Priscilla, a pseudo-prophetess and abandoned woman. In the propagation of his errors.

See our vol. ii., p. 35.
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persuaded the king to exercise pressure on tlie Pontiff to

bring about a formal condemnation of the 31axims. Then it

was that Louis XIY. sent to the Pope that famous letter

w^hich, although very disrespectful, and most unbecoming the

Most Christian King, was not necessarily as menacing as

historians generally describe it. In this letter, which had

been j^repared hj Bossuet, the king exaggeratingiy declaimed

on the troubles produced in France by the Maxims ; and

then approaching the desired condemnation of that book, he

said that " if His Holiness prolonged the affair by menage-

ments which he could not comprehend, he would know what

to do ; and he hoped that His Holiness would not force him

to such disagreeable extremities." Bausset finds this letter

" the most afflicting monument of the controversy." Per-

haps there would not be very much exaggeration in this qual-

ification, if it could be shown that King Louis meant to in-

sinuate a possibility of his being induced to play the role of

Henry YIIL in France. But it would ajopear, from certain

remarks of the secretary of Bossuet, which remarks Bausset

himself adduces (1), that at this time the chief concern of

the monarch and of Bossuet was to find a means of depriv-

ing Fenelon of his see, if the Poj^e did not condemn him,

and to effect this dej)Osition even without the concurrence of

the Pontiff, that is, by invoking the aid of the canonical cus-

toms of the kingdom, interpreted in the Galilean sense then

in vogue. A hint to the Holy See that this project would

be actuated was by no means the rebellious menace which

historians generally discern in the royal letter. However,

the pontifical decision had been rendered before the letter

of the grand monarch reached its destination. A new com-

mission, composed of the most learned members of the Sa-

cred College, had decided in favor of a condemnation of the

Maxims in general, and in particular, of twenty-three prop-

ositions drawn from the book. In the Brief dated March 12,

1699, Pope Innocent XII. issued the apposite condemna-

tion, declaring that sixteen of the propositions " tended to

encourage a belief in a jDossibility of a permanent state, in

this life, wherein God could be loved solely for Himself ; and

(1) LOC; t^iX. , S xii.
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that they authorized an absohite sacrifice of eternal happi-

ness." Furthermore the Pontiff declared that the twenty-

three propositions, "whether taken in the sense of their

words, as they are presented to the reader, or taken in con-

nection with the principles set forth in the body of the book,

are rash, scandalous, eyil-sounding, offensiye to pious ears,

dangerous in practice, and respectively erroneous." Con-

trary to the expressed wish of the adversaries of Fenelon, the

Pope, in accord with the votes of the cardinals, had refused

to affix the notes of " heretical and impious " to the qualifi-

cations of the propositions. Berault-Bercastel well says that

while Fenelon was never so humiliated as he was in France,

after this condemnation, never had he showed himself so

grand as when he received the news of the pontifical action.

His brother handed to him a copy of the Brief as he was

about to ascend the pulpit of his cathedral. It was the

Feast of the Annunciation of Our Lady, March 25, 1699.

He had prepared a discourse appropriate to the beautiful

mystery ; but having scanned the document, he dexterously

turned his sermon into one on the perfect submission due to

legitimate authority, and so touchingly and simply did he

speak of his condemnation, and of his submission to the Vic-

ar of Jesus Christ, that the congregation shed tears of sym-

pathy and of holy joy. On April 9, he issued a pastoral to

his entire diocese ; but he himself read it in the Cathedral.

The following was the most important passage :
" At length,

my (lenr brethren, our Hohj Father, the Pope, Juifi condemned

in a Brief the book entitled * Maxims of the Saints' together

with twenty-three propositions extractedfrom it. We adhere

to this Brief both in regard to the text of the booh and in re-

gard to the tiuentij-three p>ropositions, simply, absolutely, and

icithout a shadoio of restriction. And with all our heart ice ex-

hort you to similar submission and to unreserved docility, so

that you may not iiisensibhj lose any of that simplicity of obedi-

ence icUcli is due to the Holy See, and of which ice wish to give

you, through the grace of God, an example unto the last breath

of our life. God grant that no one ever speak of us, unless to

remember that a shepherd deemed if his duty to he as docile as

the lafit lamb of his flock !
"
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On wliose authority the story is credited, it is impossible

to discover ; but iu nearly every narrative of the Quietistic

controversy, we read that shortly after the condemnation of

the JIaxims, Louis XIV. asked Bossuet what he would have
done, if the royal sympathies had been with Mgr. de Cambrai.
And it is said that Bossuet replied :

" Sire, I would have
cried out twenty times more loudly ; for when one is defend-

ing the truth, he feels that, sooner or later, he will be victor-

ious." Nothing is more certain than that Bossuet would
have thus replied to such a question in such like terms, had
Louis XrV. ever propounded it. But the grand monarch
was of too grave a temperament to ever imagine so absurd a
contingency

; and he knew Bossuet too well to even dream
of the possibility of the Eagle of Meaux hesitating between
a performance of his duty and a risk of the royal displeasure.

Only in one sense, therefore, is this story, " if not true, well

invented." Had the idle question been put, we would read
of it iu the correspondence of Bossuet with his nephew, where
the elated prelate complacently details all the indications of

the king's satisfaction with the happy termination of the af-

fair. Ledieu, so minute in recording everything bearing on
his master's connection with anti-Quietism, says nothing of

an episode which would have redounded to that master's

credit. The same silence is found in the letters of Mme. de
Maintenon to Cardinal de Noailles, where the countess details

her royal husband's thoughts on the controversy. The duke
de Saint-Simon says nothing about what would have gladly

been located by him among those tidbits of gossip iu which
he so delighted. Nor is there a word of the story in the
work which the Abbe Phelippeaux, the associate of the
Abbe Bossuet during his Ptoman diplomatic experience, wrote
under the eye of Bossuet, and which contains all those de-
tails which are naturally learned by one who enjoys an in-

timacy such as that of Phelippeaux with his master.

Protestant and rationalistic writers, almost without ex-

ception, affect to discern in the anti-Quietistic controversy
merely a dispute of words on unintelligible matters ; and in

the ardent and often bitter attitude of Bossuet and Fenelon
toward each other, they would have us believe that rivalry in
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glory was the sole actuating principle. As for the pious ex-

travagancies of Mme. Gujon, these superficial observers

have for them only words of ridicule. Men of the calibre

of Bossuet and Fenelon do not loosen the ties of ancient and
devoted friendship, disturb the serenity of pious souls

throughout Christendom, and besiege the Chair of Peter with

their clamors, in order to pursue that bubble which the world
styles fame. Bossuet had already attained to the pinnacle of

glory (1). His words were accepted as oracles in every land

of Europe, when he complied with tlio request of Mme. de
Maintenou, and of the dukes de Beauvilliers and de Chev-

reuse, to sound the depths of the new spirituality. Having
found that the presumed depths were specious shallows cov-

ering reefs which invited the shipwreck of confiding souls,

he felt that duty comj^elled him to warn the nations in that

justifiable hyperbole—" it was all over with religion, 11 y al-

loit de toute la religion "—if the pseudo-mysticism were re-

duced to practice. The spirit that was then animating the

great polemic manifested itself when he demanded of Fen-

elon :
" Do you dare to deny that, according to your princi-

ples, if one wishes to exercise the pure love which you pro-

claim, he must love as though he were without redemption,

without Saviour, without Christ ; and that he must protest

loudly that even though these were not, and the providence,

goodness, and mercy of God were forgotten, he would never-

(1) Reflecting on the sacred eloquence of the Age of Louis XIV., after a critical notice of

the Italian orators and polemics, and of such English preachers as had some reputation

among their own, Cantu proceeds :
*' Not meeting any Germans or Spaniards who deserve

mention here, we hasten to him who is regarded as the prince of eloquence. Bossuet was

eloquent in everything that lie undertook ; in controversy, in theology, in politics, in e.\-

plaining truth and in refuting error, ever conveying his own impressions, and Inducing

conviction without commandiug it. A grand theatre was open to him. There was a great

monarch, whom he might remind of his nothingness, amid the frantic applause that

deafened him. There was a Valll^re to be consoled ; there a Fenelon to be refuted ;

there Protestants to be combatted ; there clerical liberties to be determined; there the lau-

rels'gathered by Turenne, which garlanded him who had converted their winner ; there a

France needing encouragement, and hoping in the dauphin whom he had educated : there

the victories of Condf-, and the woes of England's royalties, furnishing him materials for

meditation and for condolence. This importance of subjects was not above his powers;

and never Ihih liumnn speech united ftnch precision to such vi(inr, impetwmty, and

tplendor. His convictions grew by means of the wonderful concord which he found In the

(fenlusofalltheFathers—a genius, the grandeurof which he was capable of comprehending.

He concentrated his laculties in solitude, until he bad ac(|uired force and originality. Then

entering Into the world of affairs, he holds ever present before him the grand idea of the

f^atlonal unity. Just as Cicero held that of his country's majesty; and tranquil and secure.
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tlieless love God no more and no less?" Certainly these

words prove that Bossuet felt that the Quietists were under-
mining the foundations of the spiritual life. Christianity,

he adds, does not and cannot consist in questions of meta-
physics or super-metaphysics, " or in an alembical piety, or

in a search after a beautiful ideal "
; it enjoins upon us the

23erformance of positive acts of virtue which will prepare for

us the way to heaven. Christianity, remarks Cardinal Baus-
set, is not an unintelligible theological Platouism, contem-
plating God as all-perfect, but never invoking His all-good-

ness. "It is no more possible," says Bossuet, "for charity

not to have the desire of enjoying God, than it is for our na-

ture not to wish for uninterrupted happiness." Unbeknown
to himself, Fenelon was leading men to a mvstic theism
which would inevitably end in philosophical theism ; and
the very j^iety of Fenelon, which was appreciated by no man
more than by Bossuet, rendered his teaching more dangerous,

because it was made more sjDecious. Fortunately for religion,

the saintly archbishop of Cambrai eventually so conducted
himself, as to add to his many glories that of leaving behind
him no defenders of his temporary aberrations.

he speaks with the dignity of undisputed sovereignty, with a noble simplicity which makes
him great, and he persuades all because he is persuaded, he touches hearts because his own
is touched. He never sent anything to the press, unless commanded, or compelled by duty

;

he had been dead for sixty years, when his Se^-mons, masterpieces, if he had not composed
his Finiccai Oro?io7is, were published. In this fleld, in which he has found no model
among the ancients, standing before the throne and the grave, using images which are ev-
er noble, emitting thoughts of vast application, presenting conceits which are vivid and
just, and preserving harmony in the whole and between all its parts, he never amplifies
more than beflts the word of God, unless when e.xcused by the very nature of his task.

Amid all the never-equalled grandeurs of his day and his king, Bossnct continuallij re-
peats his uarnings on the nothingness nf the great, even humiliating them hy vilifiiinq
comparisons, and showing them what petty things are crowns, wisdom, valor, and
heauty, when viewed at the edge of our common grave.'"'' Univ. Hist.,bk. xvi., ch.

8.—La Bruyere expressed the belief of Bossuet's contemporaries, and anticipated the judg-
ment of posterity, when he termed the great coDtroversialist one of the Fathers of the
Church

; and Masillon said of him :
" Had he been born in those times, he would have been

the light of Councils and the soul of the assembled Fathers ; he would have dictated Can-
ons ; and he would have presided at Nice and Ephesus." Can we suppose that such a man
would have foregone the sweet and profitable familiarity of Fenelon, and entailed upon
himself so much terrible anxiety and labor, for the sake of a problematical addition to his
already acquired glory ?
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CHAPTER XIIL

THE ALLEGED DUPLICITY OF FENELON. *

Of all the works of Voltaire, the Age of Louis XIV. is prob-

ably the most prolific in falsehood ; scarcely one of the

greater personages of that grand period of French history is

not covered by the cynic's venemous slime. We may not be

astounded when we read such attacks as that on the sincer-

ity of the conversion of Turenne ; but we are dazed when we
behold Fenelou, the dove of simplicity, presented to a hither-

to venerating world as a virtual hypocrite, a philosophist,

and consequently a freethinker. Such is the guise with which

Voltaire invests the angelic archbishop of Cambrai, when he

asserts that Eamsay, a friend and, in some sense, a pupil of

the prelate, informed him (Voltaire) that " if Fenelon had

been born in England, he would have developed his genius,

and would have given full rein to his princij^les—principles

which no person ever knew "
(1). Xow Eamsay had been

intimate with Fenelon for many years ; and his affection was

based on probably the most tender relation that can subsist

between two honest souls. Eamsay had been bred an Ang-

lican ; but having left his native Scotland for France, he be-

came acquainted with Fenelon, and was saved b}- that pre-

late from the shoals of incredulity on which he was drifting

when he discerned the innate weakness of Protestantism.

Having been drawn into the haven of Catholicity by the en-

lightened zeal of Fenelon, is it probable that he would pro-

claim his religious Mentor a mere time-server, a devotee of

policy, a man ready to abandon his convictions for petty in-

terest? Eamsay could not refute the calumny of the Sage

of Ferney ; for he had died in 1743, and the allegation was

* The first part of this chapter appeared as an article iu the Ave Maria, vol. xxviii. ; and

the portion trentinfr of the meaning of Tclcmachus appeared in the Rosary, vol. lil.

(1) When, in 1758, the Abbi- Barral and the Oratorians Guibaud and Valla had issued

their JfisforiVn/, Litrrary, a)iil Critical Dictinnary, Voltaire found himself charged with

imposture In this matter. He merely replied that he still possessed the letter of Uamsay,

and that the English words of the criminated passage were :
" Were he born in a free

country, he would have displayed his whole genius, and given a full career to his own
principles, never known.'
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not made until 1752. It is tlie opinion of Cbauclon (1) tliat

if Kamsay did indeed write the letter adduced by Voltaire,

the quoted passage alluded, not to the religious i3rinciples of

Fcnelon, but to those of " the author of Telemachus concern-

ing the authority of kings." "Whether or not the surmise of

Chaudon be correct, a perusal of the entire work of Eam-
saj (2) conyinces us that, as Sainte-Beuve expresses the idea,

" ]Mgr. de Cambrai was not of the ordinatioji of d'Alembert
and Voltaire "

(3). We would submit to the attention of the

student a succinct account of one of Eamsay's argumenta-
tions with his instructor, which was held while the process

of his conyersiou was being forwarded. Certainly the con-

versation indicates none of those principles, or a lack of any
principles, which Voltaire attributes to Fenelon.

Having detailed certain objections concerning the Natural
Law and toleration which he had adduced to the archbishop,

Ramsay gives the prelate's reply :
" If you would persist in

your philosophical independence, and if you would tolerate

in some sort all kinds of sects, you must necessarily regard
Christianity as an imposture ; for there is no medium be-

tween Deism and Catholicism." As this seemed a paradox
to Ramsay, the archbishop explained :

" In renouncing all

supernatural and revealed law, you must limit yourself to

Natural Religion, founded on the idea of God ; but if you
admit a revelation, you must recognize some supreme author-

ity ever prompt and able to interpret it. "W'ithout such es-

tablished visible authority, the Christian Church would be
like a republic having wise laws, but no magistrates to enforce

them. What a source of confusion ! Each citizen, a copy
of the law in hand, disputing its meaning ! . . , Has not our
Sovereign Legislator provided better than this for the peace
of His republic and the preservation of His law ? Again, if

there is no infallible authority to say to all, ' Behold the real

meaning of Holy Writ,' how are the ignorant peasant and
the untutored artisan to decide where even the most learned

(1) Historical Dictionary, Avignon, 1756. This work served as the basis for the Dic-
tirmary of the Belgian polygrapher. Feller.

(2) His!tor!i of the Life and Works of Francois de Salignac de to Mothe-Fenelon;
The Hague, 1723.

(3) Monday Chats, (April 1, 1850).
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can not agree ? In giving a written law, God would have

ignored the needs of the immense majority of mankind, had

He not also furnished an interpreter to spare them a task,

the performance of which would be impossible. You must

reject the Bible as a fiction, or submit to the Church." Kam-
say impetuously rejoined :

" Monseigueur, you want me to

recognize an earthly tribunal as infallible ? I have gone

through most of the sects, and permit me to say, with all due

respect, that the priests of all religions are frequently more

corrupt and more ignorant than other men." Fenelon sweet-

ly replied :
" If we do not arise above what is human in the

most numerous assemblies of the Church, we shall find there

onlv what will revolt us and nourish our incredulity ; we

shall see only passions, prejudices, human imbecility, politi-

cal scheming, cabals. But we must the more admire the

divine omnipotence and wisdom, since they accomplish their

designs by means which appear apt only to frustrate those

designs." Bamsay yielded to the necessity of a living in-

terpreter for a revealed law ; but still clung to his idea of

Natural Beligion, and asserted that one need only to enter

into one's self to feel the truth of that religion. Fenelon in-

cjuired :
" And how many men are capable of so entering

into themselves as to consult pure reason ? Granted that

some, here and there, may enter on this purely intellectual

road, the rank and file can not, and they need external aid."

But hearken to the prelate's resume of the fall of man and

the economy of the Bedemption :
" Our first parents having

abused their liberty in a j^aradise of immortality and pleas-

ure, God changed their probationary state for a mortal one

—

one of mixed good and evil,—in order that an experience of

the nothingness of creatures might prompt us to constantly

yearn for a better life. From that time all men were born

with an inclination to evil. . . . We are born sick, but a cure

is ever ready at hand. The light which enlightens every

one who comes into the world is never wantin'r to any iudi-
C7 ft/

vidual. Sovereign Wisdom has spoken differently, accord-

ing to time and place ; to some by the si-ijiernatural law and

by the miracles of the Prophets, and to others by the natur-

al law and the wonders of creation. Every person is judged
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by the law lie kuows, and not by that he ignores. At length

God Himself assumed flesh like our own, that He might

satisfy for sin, and to furnish us an example of the worship

due to Him. God cannot pardon a criminal without also

manifesting His horror for crime; that manifestation He

owes to justice, and it can be given only by Jesus Christ. . . .

•

The religion of this Eternal Pontiff consists of charity alone ;

the Sacraments, the priesthood, and ceremonies, are only

aids to our weakness,—only sensible signs to nourish in our-

selves and others the knowledge and love of our common

Father ; in fine, they are means necessary to keep us in order,

in unity, and in obedience. One day these means will cease,

the figures will vanish, the true temple will be opened ;
our

bodies will arise glorious, and God will communicate eter-

nally with His creatures. Behold the general plan of Provi-

dence ; behold, so to say, the philosophy of the Bible. Sup-

pose that its truth could not be demonstrated. Would you

not wish it to be true ?
"

In three different places (1) Voltaire descants upon the

scepticism of Fenelon, as manifested by certain lines (2)

written by him, says the " Sage," toward the end of his life.

Here the prelate declares that he has " arrived at old age,

and foresees nothing "
; therefore, concludes Yoltaire, he was

a sceptic. Now, it is by no means certain that these verses

were composed by the archbishop of Cambrai, although Yol-

taire " swears before God," in letters to Formey and to

Courtivron, that the prelate's nephew, the marquis de Fene-

lon, sang them as his uncle's production. The marquis could

not deny this ; for he had been killed at the battle of Eocoux

in 1746, and the assertion was made in 1752 and 1755. Vol-

taire himself admits that the verses are not to be found in

the published editions of Fenelon's works ; because, he says,

it was not deemed desirable that the Jansenists should have

(1) In the Age of Louis XIV., in 1752; in the Examination of the Historical Tah-

leau, in 1763 ; and In a letter to Formey, perpetual secretary of the Academy of Berlin, in

1752.
(2) Jeune, j't'tais trop sage

Et voulais trop savoir

;

Je ne veux en partage

Que badinage

Et touche au dernier age

Sans rien prevoir.
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an ojDportunitj to accuse their great adversary of scepticism;

but he does not indicate the libraries where maj- be found

any of the suppressed fifty copies of Telemachus which, as he

insists, do contain tliem. But since Yoltaire adduces the au-

thority of the marquis de Fenelon, let us quote another nej)h-

ew of the archbishop, the pious abbe de Fenelon, the in-

timate comiDanion of a great j)art of his life.

The abbe seems to admit liis uncle's composition of the

verses, but interprets them in a way that would not please

Voltaire. " A historian, a bel esprit, but not very accurate,

has made it to appear that Fenelon died like a * philosopher,'

yielding blindly to destiny, with neither fear nor hope. He
quotes in proof certain verses which he represents Monseig-

neur de Cambrai as re^Dcatiug during his last illness ; but he

takes good care not to observe that these verses are part of

a canticle by M. de Fenelon, treating of the simplicity of a

lioly and divine childlikeness, which ignores human prudence

and all inquietude for the future, in order to abandon itself,

without any useless and often harmful surmises, to a trust in

the mercy of God and in the merits of Jesus Christ " (1).

And Lepan, (2) finding fault with Voltaire as a falsifier of

other men's literary productions, adduces these verses as an

instance ; showing that in this very poem, Fenelon, if its au-

thor, gave good proof of being actuated by most Christian

sentiments. Voltaire shamelessly omitted to notice tlie stan-

za j)receding the proffered lines, and there it is jDroclaimed

that " human prudence is vain, that ignorance is the writer's

science, that Jesus and His simplicity are his all "
(3). In

fact, the very title of this poem is opjDosed to the " philoso-

phy " of Voltaire :
" A farewell to human wisdom in order to

live like a child."

The reader is probably familiar with Fenelon's history

;

(1) Life of Fenelon., by the Abhc, His Nephew, prefixed to the works, edit. 1787, voL

1., p. 749.

(2) See Lepan's Political, lAterani, (tud Moral Life of Voltaire, 1817.

(3) Adieu, vaine prudence,

Je ne te dois plus rien ;

Une heiireuse iRnoranoe

Est ina science

:

Jt'siis et son enfance

Est t lit niciM 1 len.
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and therefore we shall spare him the particulars of the saint-

ly prelate's quasi-exile from the court of the great monarch.

That he experienced grief because of his separation from the

duke of Burgundy—whom he had so carefully formed for

the throne, and who, had death not intervened, would have

proved a more than ordinarily worthy successor of St.

Louis,—no one can doubt ; but his regrets were not, as Vol-

taire would regard them, founded on a chagrin at being de-

barred from domination over his quondam pupil, or on a

hankering after the allurements of a court ; but rather on

pure affection, which naturally yearns for the society of the

beloA-ed object, and for opportunity to benefit it. However,

our cynic says :
" In his j^hilosophical and honorable retreat,

Fenelon learned how difficult it is to detach one's self from

a court. He always manifested an interest in the court, and

a taste for it which betrays itself amid all his resignation."

This charge is baseless ; in not a line of the prelate's corres-

pondence can be found a single expression which would even

imply such discontent. Eamsay says that Louis XIY., hav-

ing overcome the prejudice against Fenelon with which he

had been inspired, " thought seriously of recalling the arch-

bishop ; he wished his aid in terminating an affair (Jansen-

ism) which agitated the Church of his kingdom. The arch-

bishop of Cambrai saw matters shaping themselves for his

return, but with sentiments very different from those an or-

dinary man would have felt. He cherished only a desire for

retirement. Had he been compelled to return to the court, he

would have appeared there only to manifest his views con-

cerning the best waj^ to give peace to the Church, and would

have retired immediately on perceiving that union had been

effected." But listen to Fenelon in reply to those who, af-

flicted by the prospect of schism in France, would have called

on his virtue, his sweetness, and his genius, to banish the

spectre. Had he been animated by a desire to play a prom-

inent part on the stage of affairs, he would scarcely have an-

swered :
" I admit that your propositions would be more

readily entertained by one possessiug a taste for affairs.

But my opinion of myself is not sufficiently exalted to war-

rant me in supposing that I can restore peace to the Church.
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I wisii not to assume the grand role which you design for

me ; it is Cardinal de Noailles M'ho can give peace to the

Church. I know no secrets, but I dare to assert that he can

effect union when he wishes to do so ; the matter is entirely

in his hands. I wish for him all the glory, all the merit be-

fore God and men ; and I would die content if, from a dis-

tance, I could hear of his having perfected the great work "
(1).

But there is one fact that shows eloquently how little rancor

Fenelon's dismissal must have caused in his gentle breast.

When named for the archiepiscopal see of Cambrai, he could

have enjoyed, in accordance with a detestable and too preva-

lent custom of the time, the emoluments of his see, and could

have performed his duties by substitute, continuing to reside

nearly always at court. He accepted his promotion, much

as he loved his royal pupils, only on condition that he might

reside in his diocese at least nine months of the year. Nor

does the life led by Fenelon at Cambrai, as depicted by him-

self in a letter to one of his nephew^s—the abbe de Beau-

mont,—indicate any discontent wdtli his lot. His gentleness

as a man, his watchfulness as a bishop, had plentiful scope

in a district constantly harassed by contending armies, and

all,—English, Germans, Hollanders,—rivalled his own dio-

cesans in veneration for the saintly shepherd. His recreation,

whenever duty allowed any, was a visit to the cabin of some

j)easant, where he would console and instruct, and often join

in the simple feasts and meals of the poor. Well could he

write in 1710 :
" I have no desire to change my situation. I

never sought the court ; 1 was forced to it. I resided there

for ten years without concerning myself about it—not taking

one step for my own interest, not asking one favor, interven-

ing in no schemes, and restricting myself to conscientious

replies w^hen my opinion was asked. I have been dismissed,

and it is my duty to fill my present position in peace. The

best of the king's servants who know me are well acquainted

with my principles as to honor, religion, the king, and my

country ; they know my profound gratitude for all the king's

(1) When the dying Fi'nelon had received Extreme Uiiftion, he wrote to the r^yal con-

fessor, sayinp : "Ihecof his Majesty lwi> favors, whidi repaid neither myself iior mine.

The flrst is that the king will give me a successor who is pious, and llrm against Jansenism,,

now so prev;ilent In these parts." (See Bausset, HM<>ry nf Fhtchm, ISir.)
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favors, other persons may easily be more capable than I

am, none can be more truly zealous "
(1).

Excepting those of the canonized saints, few memories have

been so universally cherished as that of Fenelon. And yet

there have been men to charge him with ingratitude and

malignity toward one who had benefited him much, and

whom he professed to love and revere. Chief among those

to make this accusation was, quite naturally, the prince of

calumniators, Yoltaire ; and the only basis of the charge, was

the philosophist's own distorted interpretation of a work by

Fenelon which, if read by one not saturated with jaundiced

prejudice, would be its own vindication. Now we would

show that when j)i"eparing that charming classic, Telema-

chus, the archbishop of Cambrai had not the slightest inten-

tion of satirizing Louis XIV., his sovereign, benefactor, and

at that time, friend. In the first place, when was Tekmachus

composed ? If the intention of its author had been to satir-

ize his sovereign, the book must have been written when he

was suffering from some real or fancied injury at the hands

of the king. Certainly he would not have risked the resent-

ment of Louis at the time when he was in the full enjoyment

of his royal favor, and had everything to lose by exciting his

indignation. Now while we have many letters of Fenelon

to several of his dearest associates, written before his banish-

ment from the court, and couched in all the expansiveness

of intimate friendship, we vainly search these for any men-

tion of Telemachus. But there is a Memoir (2) written by
him some time after his loss of the king's favor, which gives

us not only interesting details concerning this masterpiece,

but also a very precise indication as to the period when it

was composed. Here the prelate says :
" I cannot doubt

that the policy inculcated in Telemachus has been so repre-

(1) IJj., vol. iii., p. 40.

(2) These Memoirs are not sufflciently known. In them Ft'nelon exposes the evils of the

kingdom with great freedom. He descants on the injustice of the Spanish war, and the

necessity of concluding peace. Above all, he insists upon a restoration of the olden fran-

chises of the French people, and a more intimate union between the nation and the king.

He would have the Estates General convoked as the sole escape from ultimate disaster.

Perhaps his scheme would have prevented the days of '89 and their atrocious consequen-

ces. But it must he admitted that Fenelon often deals in chimeras. He perceives the good,

but not the opposing circumstances. Thus he would do away with professional detectives,

and have their duties performed by respectable citizens.
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sented to tlie king as to prejudice his mind against me, but

I must suffer in silence. ... I wrote the work at a time

when I was charmed by the marks of confidence with which

the king overwhehned me, and I would have been not only a

most ungrateful man, but even insane, had I wished to depict

therein a satirical and insolent portrait (of his Majesty).

Even the thought of such a design fills me with horror. It

is true that I have uttered, in these adventures, many truths

which are necessary for a ruler to note, as well as the defects

which may develop in sovereign power, but I have indicated

no one of these in such a way as to paint any particular

portrait or character. The more one reads the work, the

more he will perceive that I aimed at speaking plainly with-

out alluding to any particular person. I simply intended to

divert, and while amusing, to instruct, the due de Bour-

gogne (Ij. I had no intention of giving the work to the pub-

lic (2). Everybody is aware that it got out of my hands only

through the treachery of a copyist, and finally, the best ser-

vants of the king know how deeply grateful to his Majesty

I am for all his favors. Other persons may be more capa-

ble than I am, but no one is actuated by a sincerer zeal for

his service." It is evident, therefore, that Telemachiis was

written while Fenelon was in charge of the education of the

due de Bourgogne. It is supposed that the prelate had in-

tended to present the work to his pupil when his education

was finished, probably on the occasion of his marriage.

During the entire period of his tutorship, Fenelon was in

the highest favor with the king, as indeed the very nature of

his office would indicate. Therefore there was no adequate

reason why he should satirize Louis at that time.

(1) The son of the dauphin, and called, during bis father's life, the "young dauphin."

(2) A copyist employed by Fenelon, perceiving the beauties of the work, and therefore

its market value, resolved to profit by it. He sold the manuscript to a printer, taking care

not to reveal the author's name. This printer then issued, in lOiW, the nrit 287 pages of

TcJemnclniK, under tlie title: Contiiruatinn of tlic Fmiiili Bonk of tlu' Odijssc]!, <ir the

Adventures of Tehtnacluis, thcSininf UIuskcs. Just then Fenelon's Md.vinift of tlie

Saints had been condemned by Pope Innocent XII., and great vigilance was being e.-?er-

cised to prevent any dissemination of Fi'nelon's writings. The pages of Ti/chkic/ii/.s- al-

ready printed were seized, and measures were taken to annihilate the work. But some

copies had escaped the vigilance of the officers, and the whole work was printed in a few

months, at the Hague, but full of errors. Among the foreign critics who immediately pro-

claimed Telemachiis a masterpiece was Basnage de Beauval, a leading mind among the

Calvlnists of the day.
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But the testimony of Bossuet, hostile as he had become

to his whilom intimate, proves that 2\demac//us was com-

posed at a time when he and Fenelon were still bound by

ties of mutual confidence. The bishop of Meaux tells us

that Fenelon communicated to him the first part of his manu-

script (1) ; and no one would believe that this would have

been done, if any intention of attacking the king in such an

insidious manner had been entertained. At least it must be

conceded that this participation of literary confidence shows

that Telemachus was written before anv coolness had arisen

between Bossuet and Fenelon ; that is, before the period

when Fenelon could have cherished any chagrin toward

Louis XIV., and when he might have acted as a man of less

noble spirit than his own would have naturally done, if

opportunity offered. It is j^robable that the date in question

was 1693 or 1694, for then the two prelates cherished their

closest intimacy. Saint-Simon, who is a good authority

concerning dates of court happenings and such like trivial-

ities, also shows that Telemachus was composed several

years before the author's estrangement from the king. He
tells us that the book was a subject of study for Fenelon's

pupil, the due de Bourgogne (2).

It is certain that Fenelon always and constantly professed

the utmost attachment for his royal master. Even at the

hour of his death, he protested that he had ever entertained
" a profound esteem for the person and virtues of Louis
XIV." The editors of the Bihliotheca Brittanlca remind us

that we ought to credit such a declaration of a dying bishop,

especially one like the archbishop of Cambrai (3). But let

us seek for a manifestation of Fenelon's spirit toward King
Louis in his confidential correspondence. One of his dear-

est and most eminent friends was the due de Beauvilliers,

governor of his royal pupil. In the depth of his disgrace,

and that of his relatives and friends, the archbishop wrote

to this nobleman :
" I cannot avoid telling you, my good

duke, what is in my heart. Yesterday, the festival of St.

Louis, I offered my devotions for the king. If my prayers

(1) In the Manuscript of Ledieu. (2) Memoires, edit. 1853, vol. xvii., p. 176.

(3) For the year 1743.
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were good, he will profit bj tliem ; at least tliey were heart-

felt. I begged for no temporal prosperity for him, as he

has sufiicient of that ; but I besought God that he might

use it well, aud that he be as humble iu the midst of his

success as he would be if j)rostrated. I asked that he might

be not only the father of his people, but also the arbiter

among his neighbors, and the moderator of all Europe in

order to ensure its repose. I entreated that he might not

only continue to fear God, but also that he might love Him,
and feel that His yoke is sweet to those who bear it through

love rather than from fear. Never have I felt more zeal,

and if I may so express myself^ more tenderness, for his per-

son. Although I am grateful, it was not so much his good-

ness to me that touched me ; far from resenting my present

situation, I have offered it joyfully to God. I even regard

the king's zeal against my book (1) as a laudable conse-

quence of his zeal for religion, and of his just horror for

anything that might savor of innovation. I remembered
his education without instruction, the flatteries that have

been heaped upon him, the snares set in his youth iu order

to excite his passions, the counsels which he received ; iu

fine, the perils of greatness, and so many delicate matters.

I declare that, in spite of my great respect for the king, I

felt much comiDassion for a soul so exposed. I prayed to

St. Louis with my whole heart that he would obtain for his

descendant the grace of imitating his virtues. ... In all this

I firmly believe that I had no interest for self ; I Avas re-

signed to remain all my life without seeing the king. I

would be willing to sufier perpetual disgrace, if I could

know that his Majesty lived entirely according to the will of

God. Behold then, my good duke, my occupation during

the feast of yesterday."

So far was Fenelon from wishing to undulv criticise his

royal master ; so much did he try to avoid, in his Tdemachus,

any allusions which malignity might distort ; that his manu-

script shows an erasure of the following sentence :
" If kings

make mistakes in regard to anything concerning sacred

things, the more zealous clergy should iufluence them iu

(1) The Maxims of the >iaiul!<. written In 169G.
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favor of the good cause ; they might even make use of arti-

fice and intrigue." He feared that this reflection might re-

call the memory of painful controversies. Kead the follow-

ing passage of his masterpiece, and see hoAv Fenelon ac-

knowledges the great qualities of Louis XIY., and how he

endeavors to excuse those weaknesses which are the share

of humanity. " Are you surprised that even the most esti-

mable men are yet men, and that they show, amid the innu-

merable pitfalls of royalty, some remains of human weakness?

It is true that Idomeneus has been brought up with ideas of

ostentation and loftiness, but what philosopher could have

defended himself from flattery, if he had been in the same
situation ? . . . People always wear masks before a king, and
they adojDt every artifice to deceive him. Certain persons

criticise a sovereign most pitilessly, while they would prove

much less caj^able of governing than he is, if they were

called to the task ; they would commit the same, and infinite-

ly worse errors, if they possessed the same power. Kings
must be joitied and excused. To speak frankly, men also,

who are destined to be ruled by kings, are to be pitied, for

these sovereigns are men like themselves, and only gods can

take proper care of men. Although I have rejDroved Ido-

meneus for many things, h(; is naturally just, sincere, liberal,

and kindly. His valor is unquestionable. He abhors deceit

when he discovers it, and when he can follow the real dic-

tates of his heart. All his talents are proportioned to his

position." This and many other passages are additions to

Telemachiis, made by Fenelon after the original publication,

and when he was supposed to be suffering from indignation

at his treatment by the king. They were not published un-

til both Louis and he had died. It would have been easy,

since innumerable editions of Telemachiis were being con-

tinually issued throughout Europe, for the author to have
confounded the evil interpreters of his intentions in regard

to the king ; but a certain noble dignity prompted him to

simply write, in the secrecy of his study, such additions as

the above for the benefit of those who would survive both
him and the king. Among these additions there is one
which treats of the delicate question of the influence of tem-
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poral rulers in affairs of religion. " Idomeneus regretted

the departure of Telemaclius and Mentor, and thought only

of finding some means of retarding it. He told Mentor that

he could not settle, without his aid, a difiicultj between Dio-

phanes, a priest of Jupiter Preserver, and Heliodorus, a

priest of Apollo. * And why,' returned Mentor, ' do you

meddle with sacred things ? Leave such to the Etrurians,

who preserve the traditions of the most ancient oracles, and

are inspired to interpret the will of the gods. Use your au-

thority only to end such disputes at their very birth. Show

no partiality or prejudice, but be content to support the de-

cision when it is rendered. Remember that a king should

be sul)raissive to religion, and should never undertake to

regulate it. Religion comes from the gods, and is above the

sphere of kings. If kings concern themselves with it, they

do not protect it, but enslave it. Kings are so powerful,

and other men so weak, that if the former were free to inter-

fere with holy things, their whims would provoke great

danger of change. Therefore leave this decision to the friends

of the gods, and limit yourself to repressing those who maj
not bow to the judgment given.'

"

We have said enough to show the absurdity of the charge

that Fcnolon intended, in Telemachus, to satirize Louis XIV.,

and it may be asked, wliat idea did he wish to inculcate

by this work? Ask the question of any convent girl of

average mind, as she pores, for sake of the language, and

listlessly perhaps, over its pages ; and she will show you

that, unused though she be to discern political motives, she

has imbibed the notion that Fcuelon intended to plead the

cause of the people, addressing the minds and hearts of

their rulers. And such indeed was the object of the gentle

archbishop of Cambrai. Prostrated by the calamities en-

tailed by the anarchical doctrines consequent on the relig-

ious innovations of the sixteenth century, the peoples had

resigned themselves to such happiness as could be found

under the shadow of strong and respected thrones. This

was ]>articularly the case in France, where the constantly

seditious course of the Protestants liad contributed nidre

tl 1,111 anvthiiif' else to increase and cdnsolidatp the royal
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power. To this power Feuelou addressed himself in favor
of the people, associating the true glorj of monarchs with
the prosperity of their subjects. If, like every true royalist,

he regarded the king as, in one sense, the image of the Deity,
he wished the sovereign to be the father of his people. Such
was the intention of Fenelon ; and the existence of Telema-
chus was to remain a secret between him and the due de
Bourgogne, whom he hoped to see on the throne of France, a
worthy son of St. Louis.

CHAPTEE XIV.

THE JANSENIST CHURCH OF UTRECHT.

In 1559 the Holy See had raised the see of Utrecht in

Holland to the rank of an archbishopric, giving to it as suf-

fragans the bishops of Haerlem, Leuwaerde, Deventer, Gron-
ingen, and Middelburg ; but when the anti-Spanish revolu-

tion triumphed, the Catholic bishops were dispersed, and
their sees were abolished, so far as civil law could abolish

them. Thenceforth the few Catholics of Holland were spir-

itually subject to vicars-apostolic, prelates invested with the

episcopal character, but bearing the titles of sees inpartihus

infiddium. The Jansenists made many partisans during the

vicariate of Mgr. Neercassel ; and when that prelate died in

1686, his successor, Codde, titular archljishoiD of Sebaste,

was himself cited to answer for his Jansenistic doctrines by

Pope Innocent XII. The examination of the archbishop

was held under the direction of Clement XL, the successor

of Innocent XII. ; the culprit was susj^ended ; and a vicar,

ad interim, a pastor of Leydeu named Cock, was appointed

for Utrecht. The burgomasters naturally sided with the

suspended prelate, and the States ordered the vicar to abstain

from all ecclesiastical functions. To the great chagrin of

Quesnel and his partisans, Mgr. Codde did not defy tlie pon-

tifical ordinance ; Racine blamed him for " excessive con-

descendence in heeding a pretended sentence which was

evidently null and unjust." Cock having been banished from
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Holland, the Pontiff entrusted the ecclesiastical affairs oi

the country to his nuncio at Cologne, Mgr. Bussi ; and in

1707, that prelate consecrated Mgr. Damen as titular bishop

of Adrianople. The Janseuists refused to recognize the new

vicar-apostolic ; and the States having prohibited his en-

trance into Holland, he resigned. Another vicar, a Dutch

priest named Bjevelt, was then appointed ; but he was heav-

ily fined and exiled. Meanwhile, the Jansenists, by far the

smaller portion of the Dutch Catholics, continued to recognize

Codde, despite his own observance of the Papal deprivation,

as their spiritual superior ; and when he died, in 1710, they

pretended that the episcopal jurisdiction had devolved on

the Chapter of Utrecht—a body which did not exist, having

become extinct at the triumph of the Reformation in Holland.

It became necessary to call into existence a pretended Chap-

ter ; and hence seven priests, who did not even reside in

Utrecht, assumed the style of canons of the metropolitan

cathedral. Supported by about sixty other clergymen, and

encouraged by the Jansenists of France, these seven assumed

to themselves the task of providing for " the widowed Church

of Holland" a new spouse -who would not tolerate the

" usurpations of Rome." This schismatical enterprise was

justified by many of the " appellant " doctors of the Sorbonne,

contending that a church does not lose her rights by a long

widowhood ; that the Roman fashion of sending vicar-apos-

tolics was a usurpation ; and that no prescription could de-

prive the Dutch " clergy " of their rights. The Parisian

Faculty of Law, then also " appellant," confirmed this view of

the matter ; and Van Espen, with four other doctors of Lou-

vain, assented. Several of the French " appellant " bishops

agreed to ordain any candidates whom the " Chapter " of

Utrecht would recommend, and to abstain from any demand

that those candidates should sign the Formula. According-

ly, a French deacon, Boullenois, who seems to have been the

chief instigator of the movement, brought several young le-

vites of the nascent schismatical church into France, where

they were ordained, some by the bishop of Se'nez, and others

by the bishops of Blois and Bayeux. As yet the Jansenists

of Holland had no bishop ; but in 1720 they were made hap-
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py by tlie accession of a suspended bishop to tlieir ranks.

Dominic Varlet, a priest of the Seminary of the Foreign

Missions in Paris, was destined to be the source through

which the Schismatic Church of Utrecht, and through that

body the "Okl Catholics" of Germany and Switzerhxnd,

were to receive a material Apostolic Succession. In 1718 he

had been consecrated as coadjutor to the bishop of Babylon
;

and on his way to Persia, he passed through Holland. While

in Amsterdam, he yielded to the request of the schismatical

" Chapter " of Haerlem, and administered the Sacrament of

Confirmation, thereby incurring the censures of the Clnirch.

Notice of his suspension was served on him, shortly after

his arrival in Persia, on March 15, 1720, by the bishoj) of

Ispahan ; and forced to return to Europe, instead of endeav-

oring to obtain relief from his suspension, he fixed his

abode in Amsterdam, continued to pontificate, and on Feb.

15, 1723, he " aj^pealed " against the Bull Uuicjenitus and

against the censure pronounced against himself. On April

27, the seven so-called canons of Utrecht elected Cornelius

Steenoven as their archbishop, and notified the Holy See of

their action. No reply was given to their communication.

The enterprising canons besought all the neighboring bish-

ops to consecrate their elect ; and when none, not even

among the " appellants," was found willing to take this overt

step in the path of schism, they had recourse to Varlet. This

suspended, interdicted, and excommunicated bishop was but

too willing to heap sacrilege on sacrilege ; but where were the

two assistant prelates, whose attendance was necessary for a

licit, though not for a valid consecration, to be found ? The
canons pretended to obviate this difficulty by deputing two
of their own number to assist the consecrator ; and on Oct.

15, 1724, Steenoven was consecrated at Amsterdam. By a
Brief dated Feb. 21, 1725, Pope Benedict XIII. i^ronounced

the election of Steenoven null, and on the following April 3
the unfortunate died. The Catholics of Holland now vain-

ly besought the States to allow vicars-apostolic, commis-
sioned by the Holy See, to enter their territory ; the Jansen-

ists again triumphed, and on May 15, the pretended " Chap-
ter " of Utrecht elected as successor to Steenoven that Barch-
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man-Wuytiers whom Quesnel, ou the occasion of his ordina-

tiou by the bishop of Seuez, had anuoimced as the future

consolation of the Church of Utreclit. Barchman announced

his election to the Pontiff, asking for its confirmation, and

for a dispensation from the obligation of having two assist-

inf'-bishops at his consecration. The impudence of this

letter is the more noteworthy, inasmuch as the Pope had

tried by every means to prevent the action of the " Chapter.'

Of course the Pontiff declared the election null ; and then the

services of Yarlet were again demanded and accorded. Im-

mediately after his consecration Barchman wrote to the Pope

that he w\as "ready to descend from his episcopal throne, as

soon as the tranquillity of the Church rendered such action

necessary "
; but this hypocrisy is evident from his reply to

Thierry of Yienne, who had found fault with this promise :

" Do not worry about my offer. I shall demand three con-

ditions ; no more Formula, no more of the Constitution Uni-

genitus, and the recognition of the rights of the Chapter of

Utrecht. And all these by authentic acts, not by vain prom-

ises "
(1). Excommunicated, together with all his partisans,

Barchman could glory in the formal approbation of the

French " appellants," and in the arrival in Holland, for the

purpose of joining his schismatic forces, of a number of vag-

abond ecclesiastics, and also of twenty-six Carthusian monks

who had refused to obey a decree of their general, enjoining

the subscription to the Bull Umgenitiis. Here we must note

that all but one of these unfrocked religious had been de-

prived even of lay communion, and fourteen on them had

l3een excommunicated by name (2).

The States of Holland now made a demand on the nonde-

script partisans of the " Chapter " of Ttrecht which should

certainly have been made before the Dutch government ex-

tended to them its protection and its pecuniary favors. AYere

these gentry Catholics or Protestants ? Dorsanne tells us

that they replied, without hesitation, that thoy were " Jan-

(1) Picot; Mrmnircs fnr the Ecclesiastical JJistory of the Eivhtccnth Centum, vol. ii.,

year 1725. Third Edit., Paris, 18ra.

(a) rmtcM ,,f tJic Cnrtlnixiiiii Ol'iioniutsof the Bull, " r/U(/(»i if »,•«",• Aimhigii fi.r

the Carthwiam. Anisturdnm, 17~T. This ApoUxjil Is signed by thirty-one of the mouks

of the houses of Paris, Bcurtr-FcMitiiine. tiiilUon, Ronune. etc.
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senists "
(1). Ou Mar 13, 1733, Barcliman died ; but liis

successor, Theodore Vau der Croon, was not consecrated

until Oct. 28, 1734 Like liis predecessors, lie received

the episcopal unction at the hands of Yarlet ; and like

them he was excommunicated by the Holy See. When
Van der Croon died on June 9, 1740, the services of Yarlet

were again required for the consecration of Peter John Mein-

dartz, on Oct. 18 ; and the usual sentence of excommunication

was pronounced by the Pontiff. Shortly after his last essay

at transmission of the apostolic succession in a line of schis-

matics, Yarlet went to his dread account, and the Dutch Jan-

senists began to fear that their episcopate would soon van-

ish. To obviate this dauger, Meindartz undertook to revive

the see of Haerlem, then extinct for a century and a half.

When the canons of Haerlem refused to elect the new bishop,

Meindartz himself appointed, and then consecrated, Jerome

Bock ; and M'hen Bock died, in 1744, he gave to him a suc-

cessor in the person of Yan Stiphout. In 1757 Meindartz

resolved to revive also the see of Deventer ; but when he had

nominated to it Bartholomew Byevelt, he found that the

prelate's diocesans, all Catholics, would not receive him.

The poor man was forced to remain in the parish where he

could find the means of living. Shortly after the consecration

of Byevelt, the three schismatic prelates sent a letter to Ben-

edict XIY., couched in the style which had been adopted in

all similar notifications of the Church of Utrecht to the Holy

See ; but informing the Pontiff that all the woes of the Church

and of the world were due to the baneful influence of the Jes-

uits. Being now surrounded by the semblance of a hier-

archy, Meindartz yearned to exhibit to the world some sign

of its activity. What could better imjiose upon the weak-

minded and the credulous than a General Council of the three

Dutch Jansenist bishops ? An occasion for such an assembly

(1) Diary of Dorsannc, vol. ii., p. 413. Paris, L730. Autoine Dorsanne, a doctor of the Sor-

bonne and grand-vicar of Paris, was one of tlie chief instigators of Cardinal de Noailles in

his opposition to the Bull Unirjcnitus. His Diarij is very minute as to all that happened

in Rome and in France, in regard to this Bull, between the years 1711 and 1728. He was

as prejudiced as he was ardent. His adversaries were, in his mind, men void of common

sense ; his own factionlsts were ever learned and profound. It was from his Diary that

Vilefore drew most of the materials for his Anccdntcs nr Secret Memoirs Concerniiifj the

Constitution " Unigenitm" awork which iseven more virulent and prolix than its source.
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was furnished in 1763. In the diocese of Eouen, a sub-deacoa

named Leclerc, one of those convulsionaries and visionaries,

whom we met in our dissertation on Jansenism, had been is-

olated because of his craziness. Escaping to Holland, then

the alma domus of all fanatics, Leclerc published a work in

which he attacked the infallibility of the Church, the author-

ity of tradition, and the superiority of bishops over priests.

Intimately associated with a schismatic Greek bishop of

Crete who had fixed his residence in Amsterdam, he soon

proclaimed that the si^iritual progeny of Michael Cerularius

was neither schismatical nor heretical. The writings of Le-

clerc produced havoc in the conventicle of Utrecht ; and en-

couraged by the " appellants " of France, Meindartz " con-

voked a Council " of his followers. The French Jansenists

helped to defray the expense of the assembly, as indeed they

had hitherto nearly entirely supported the enterprising

Utrechtians ; and they sent their best theologians to illumine

the so called " fathers." Meindartz realized that three bish-

ops would not make much of a show as a synod ; and he

remedied the deficiency by according a deliberative vote to

each of seventeen Dutch priests whom he summoned to his

side. The pseudo-synod was opened on Sept. 13, 1763, with

all the ceremonies usual in similar but legitimate assemblies.

The first " synodical " act of the " fathers " was to appear to

reject the Five Propositions of Jansenius by the adoption of

articles so ambiguous that they could be interpreted in a sense

favorable to their system. Then they issued twelve decrees-

against the errors of Leclerc, and against the Jesuits Har-

douin, Berruyer, and Pichou. On Sept. 21, the decrees were

read in public, and signed by the twenty " fathers," each of

the seventeen priests subscribing in the manner prescribed

by the Canons for episcopal synodals ;
" Ego, iV"., judicanSy

suhseri]^" Leclerc had refused to attend the assembly ;

and when " his bishop," Van Stiphout, afterward cited him,

again and again, to appear for sentence, he ridiculed the late

" Council " in his own name and in that of his precious com-

panion, the Greek schismatic. Then Meindartz pronounced

him deposed, degraded, and deprived of the right to Holy

Communion, " even at the hour of death." If the reader is
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unaware that such audacity is joracticed to this day, on sim-

ilar occasions, by the infinitesimal Church of Utrecht, he will

smile on learning that Meindartz sent a copy of the Acts of

his pseudo-synod to Po23e Clement XIII., " in conformity

with custom," as he averred, and begging his Holiness " to

confirm the decrees by that power and authority which be-

long to the primacy of the Holy See." The Pontiff issued,

on April 30, 1765, a decree nullifying the proceedings of " the

false Council of the province of Utrecht." The papal declar-

ation was formally received by the Assembly of the French

Clergy which met on May 25 of this year ; but many of the

French Jansenists made a question of party out of a sym-

pathy for the Church of Utrecht, and while no bishop ex-

pressed that sympathy, many of the French priests signified

their adherence to the pseudo-synodal Acts of which Mein-

dartz had sent them copies. Among the lay jurists of France,

thoroughly imbued with the doctrines of Van Espen (1), very

many pronounced for Meindartz ; and the Faculty of Law of

Paris would have sent a letter of congratulation to the schis-

matics, had not Louis XV. ordered them to rescind their res-

olution. One of the last acts of Meindartz was the prepara-

tion of a letter to the Pontiff, protesting against the papal

condemnation of his pseudo-synod, and insisting, by impli-

cation, that Catholic unity was then to be found only in the

little Church of Utrecht and the few hundreds of Jansenists in

other lands who communicated with " that persecuted witness

of the truth."

From the first day of its existence the little Church of

Utrecht endeavored to induce the Dutch government to recog-

nize its followers as the sole Catholics of Holland, and to

(1) Zegers-Bernard Van Espen, liorn in Louvain in 1646, made his studies in the Univer-

sity of that city, and became distinguished as a canonist. He was one of the chief supports

of the early Jansenists, and contributed, more than any other person, to the foundation of

the schismatic Church of Utrecht. On Feb. 7, 1738, he was interdicted by the rector of the

Louvain University ; and the emperor, then Lord of Flanders, ordered proceedings against

him. But death overtook him soon afterward, in his eighty-third year, and the schismatic

Barchman pronounced his eulogy. The chief characteristics of Van Espen as a commen-
tator on ecclesiastical law are an e.xaltation of the rights of pastors at the expense of those

of the bishpps, an exaltation of the rights of bishops at the expense of those of the Supreme
PontiflT, and an exaltation of the civil above all ecclesiastical power. In fine, he was a
thorough imperialist courtier-legist ; and his subservience to the state grew with his years,

his later days being occupied with additions to his early pronouncements.
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compel those of the Eomau communion to submit to its au-

thority. The government gratified the schismatics by con-

tinuing to prohibit all jurisdiction of Catholic bishops in its

territories, while it recognized the four Jansenist prelates as

ordinaries of their own flocks, and created a seminary at Am-

ersford for the training of a future Jansenist clergy. But it

declined to use force against the children of the Roman Pon-

tiff. However, in the course of time many of the Dutch no-

bles and upper hourgeoise, tired of their political ostraciza-

tion, joined the schismatics ; and at the period of their great-

est prosperitv the sectarians had seduced nearly a third of the

Catholics of Holland. But the decline of the Jansenist cause

in France produced its effect wherever it had obtained any

recognition ; and at the outbreak of the first French Pievo-

lution, there were only twenty thousand schismatics in the

Netherlands. When Pope Pius IX. restored the Dutch hier-

archy in 1853, the Jansenist archbishop, Van Sauten, pro-

tested against the government's recognition of the pontifical

decree, insisting that his partisans, then only four thousand

eight hundred in number, were the sole " legitimate Catholics

of the kingdom."

CHAPTEB XV.

QUESNELLISM. THE BULL " UNIGENITUS."

One of the principal contributors to the decadence of the

French Congregation of the Oratory was Abel de Sainte-

Marthe, who became its superior-general at the time when

the contentions concerning the " respectful silence " in regard

to papal decisions in the matter of Jansenism were agitating

the Church of France. Thoroughly devoted to the senti-

ments of Anthony Arnauld, Sainte-Martlie indoctrinated

nearly all his subjects witli them ;
and his most apt and most

enterprising pupil was Pasquier Quesuel, who, through his

famous work eniiiled 31oral Bisections on the New Tefitament,

became the occasion of the Bull Umgenitus. Originally, that

is in 1G71, this lucubration was a modest little volume oi
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Christian Tliouglds on the Text of the Four Gospels : aud as

suc'ii it was approved by Yialart, bishop of Chalous-siir-Mar-

ue. There was little or no heterodoxy in the work at this stage

of its existence ; but liaYins: been ordered by the court and b"^'

x\rchbisho23 de Harlay to leave Paris in 1681, aud having fixed

his residence in Orleans, the author augmented the book in

the interests of Jansenism, taking care to issue it as approved

in its entiret}^ by Mgr. Yialart—an assertion which was ab-

solutely false. In 1683 Quesnel withdrew from the Oratory,

and joined Arnauld in the Low Countries. His zeal for Jan-

senism was now greatly developed ; and in 1693 the Beflec-

tions apj^eared, increased to four large octavo volumes, and
saturated with the new doctrines. This work effected far more
for the spread of Jausenistic opinions than the Augustinus

had effected. The book of the Netherlander was couched in

Latin, and was therefore intelligible only to the learned
;

that of the Frenchman was written in his own language, and
its style was facile and pleasing. The former production in-

troduced matters which are of interest only to the dogmatic

theologian ; the latter covered its false dogmatic principles

with a varnish of devotion and an unction of piety which at-

tracted others than theological subtleists. The new book,

like the second and posterior editions of the Christian

Thoughts, bore the imprimatur of Mgr. Yialart, who had died
in 1680 ; but in 1695 it received the approbation of that pre-
late's successor, the famous Louis-Antoine de Noailles (1).

This approbation was afterward cited against Mgr. de Noail-

les when, having been transferred to the archiepiscopal see

of Paris, he condemned an Exposition of Faith ivhich had
been written by De Barcos, a nephew of that great friend of

Jansenius, Saint -Cyran. The public was much amused by
the appearance of an anonymous pamj)hlet, probably from
the pen of a Jansenistic Benedictine, Dom Thierry de Yiaix-

(1) A man of good abilities aiKl of irreproachable character, De Noailles was one of those
" moderate " prelates whose weakness is often productive of harm. Cardinal Bausset thus
summarizes his qualities :

" Together with many virtues and other estimable qualities, he
had that mixture of obstinacy and weakness which is the ordinary inheritance of those who
are more recommendable for good intentions than for the correctness and breadth of their
ideas. His entire episcopate was passed in discussions in which he was always obliged to

recede because he had gone too far, and in which he always ended by displeasing all par-
ties."
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ne, although the Jansenists ascribed it to the Jesuit, Daniel

;

which proved to the satisfaction of everybody that the doc-

trines of the Moral lieflecfions and of the Exposition were

identical. The pamphlet bore the attractive title :
" An ec-

clesiastical problem, proposed to M. Boileav., of the arch-dio-

cese of Paris : Which ought we believe— the opinion of

Louis-Antoine de Noailles, bishop of Chalons in 1(395, or

that of Louis-Antoine de Noailles, archbishop of Paris in

1696? " The incendiary document was burnt by the public

executioner, in accordance with a parliamentary decree ; and

men continued to read the Reflections of Quesnel. The friends

of Quesnel even requested the archbishop to reiterate, as or-

dinary of Paris, the approbation which he had given when

bishop of Chalons ; but the prelate had become dubious as

to the wisdom of his sanction. He requested several theolo-

gians to examine the book, and asked Bossuetto superintend

their labors. However, when Bossuet had preparotl an

Avertissement to be placed on the forefront of a new edition of

the lieflections, and had told the archbishoiD that an immense

number of changes would have to be made in the text, the

weak prelate conceived that Ins honor was involved in what

would be equivalent to a reprolxition of the apjjroval given

at Chalons ; and although, on the other hand, he abstained

from giving another approbation as archbishop of Paris,

Bossuet withdrew his Avertissement (1).

Immediately after the appearance of the completed Beflec-

iions, one of the most learned members of the Sorbonne,Fr6m-

ageau, denounced one hundred and twenty-nine of its propo-

sitions as erroneous ; and very soon several of the French

bishops prohibited it. On March 18, 1708, Pope Clement

XI. condemned it ; and since even the Jansenist author of the

History of the Booh of Moral Beflections (1719) admits that it

(1) After the death of Bossuet, Quesnel published what purported to be this Avcrtisfc-

ment under the title of a -I Juntifiratiini of the Moral Rcflvrtious, 7»j/ the late .V(/r. Bim-

surt. But Cardinal de Bissy, the successor of Bossuet in the see of Meaux, protested in a

pastoral against this claim ; calling upon persons still living, many of whom were .Jansen-

ists, to testify to the fact that Bossuet had insisted that there were more than a hundred pas-

sages In the TieJlectintiK which needed correction. See Bausset's 77i.>7i)cj/ o/ 7?ns.si((f, bk.

xl., 14. Also the TJicohmical Lrrlun'x of Moiitaiirne (under the name of Tournely). On
Ornce, vol. 1.. p. 373. The editors of PIcot's Mnmiiirs (edition 1853) well wonder how
Rohrbacher (vol. xxvl., p. 313) could have spoken of this pretended Juntification as an au-

thentic work of Bossuet.
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had been brought before the Inquisition shortly after it was

finished (1693), it is strange that certain writers insist that

for forty years it had been read with edification and without

any manifestations of discontent. The Jansenist historian in-

forms us that the inquisitors oflered Quesnel an opportunity

of esj)laining the criminated propositions, if it were possible,

in an orthodox sense ; but we do not read that he made the

attempt. The date of this first papal condemnation should

be noted by those who, relying on the interesting but untrust-

{vorthy Saint-Simon and his imitators (1), assert that the Jes-

uit confessor of Louis XIV., Le Tellier, wrung the con-

demnation from the Pontiff. Whether the position of royal

confessor guarantees any special influence at the papal court,

the common sense of the reader will determine ; but the influ-

ence of Le Tellier must have been exerted in 1708, and he be-

came royal confessor only in 1709. The Clementine Brief pro-

scribes the Reflections as " Similar to the version condemned

by Clement IX. ; and as containing notes and reflections which

present indeed the appearance of piety, but lead cunningly to

its extinction ; and which advance teachings that are se-

ditious, rash, pernicious, erroneous, already condemned, and

manifestly sustaining the Jansenistic heresy." But the

Brief produced little effect in the minds of the Quesnel-

lists ; and in 1710 matters were brought to a crisis. The

bishops of Lu§on and La Piochelle had issued j^astorals

which showed how the Five Propositions of Jansenius were

reasserted by Quesnel ; and the printer, in order to secure

the cop3'riglits, had obeyed the law which required the an-

nouncement of new books in the chief cities in the kingdom.

Among the places which custom had assigned for the post-

ing of the necessary placards was the portal of the archi-

episcopal palace in Paris. Cardinal de Noailles fancied him-

self affronted by the ]3osting, at his very doors, of a condem-

nation of a work which he had approved ; and incited by
several Quesnellist members of his council, he caused the

directors of Saint-Sulpice to dismiss two of their students,

nephews of the bishops of Lu9on and La Rochelle, who

(1) Such as Voltaire, In his Aye of Louis XIV. ; Duclos, la his Secret Memoires ; and

.Marmontel, in his History of the Regency.
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were said to have aided in the placarding. The bishops

complained to the king, alleging also that in all ages, the

bishops of " imperial cities " had been nearly always prone

to abet heresy. His Eminence demanded an apology for

this insult ; and at the instance of Louis XIY. the enthusi-

astic prelates would probably have yielded to that extent,

had not the cardinal, in a pastoral dated April 28, 1711, de-

clared that the obnoxious document of the bishops of Lu^on

and La Eochelle favored one of the propositions of Jansen-

ius and two of Baius, and that it conduced to laxity of mor-

als. The bishops of Agen and Sisteron sided with the car-

dinal ; but the king, disgusted with his weakness, informed

him that until further orders he might abstain from appear-

ing at court. Then his Eminence declared, in a letter to the

bishop of Agen, that " if the Pope deemed it proper to for-

mally censure the book of Quesnel, he would receive the

Constitution with all due respect." By this imj)licit disre-

gard of the Clementine Brief of 1708 the cardinal certainly

showed that he merited little consideration ; and he contin-

uall}^ acted as though he regarded all who differed with him

m this matter as so many conspirators for his ruin. The

Diary of his grand-vicar, Dorsaime, shows that he accused as

members of this imaf>inarv cabal not only the dukes de Beau-

villiers and de Chevreuse, but even the gentle Fenelon ; and

of course, since there was a question of conspiracy, those

arch-intriguers, the Jesuits, must naturally have had their

share in it. In a letter to the Pontiff he bitterly denounced

the Jesuits for having entered into the fancied cabal ; and he

withdrew their faculties from nearly all those who were in

his diocese.

By special request of Louis XIV., made through the car-

dinal de la Tremouille, his ambassador at Home, Pope Clem-

ent XI. resolved to issue a formal Constitution on the flor-

al RefJections. In Fel)., 1712, his Holiness appointed a si:)e-

cial Congregation of five cardinals and eleven theologians to

examine the Avork. ITutil the following August the Congre-

gation met once every week ; from that time until Aug., 1713,

sessions were held twice a week ; the Pontiff himself i)rosi«l-

ed at nearly all the meetings. Fiu.dly, after more than
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eighteen montlis of careful labor, the celebrated Bull Unigeri'

ifus Dei Filius was issued. The Pontiff begins with the warn-

ino- criven to us bv " The Only Son of God, to beware of false

prophets, of those who come to us in sheep's clothing ; and

here He designates principally those masters of the art of

lying, those seducers who are full of artifice, who exhibit in

their discourses an appearance of most solid piety only that

they may imperceptibly propagate their teachings, and thus

establish sects which will lead men to j)erdition. . . . They

clothe themselves, so to speak, with the maxims of the Di-

vine Law, with the precepts of the Holy Scriptures, whose

expressions they interpret maliciously. . . . True sons of the

ancient father of lies, they have learned from his example

and teaching that there is no surer way of deceiving souls,

and of inculcating the most pestiferous errors, than by cloak-

ing those errors with the authority of the word of God. . .

.

Penetrated by these instructions, no sooner had we learned,

to our great sorrow, that a certain book, printed in the French

language some time previously with the title The New Testa-

ment in French, luith Moral Bejlections on Each Verse, etc."

(Paris, 1699) ; and still earlier with the title Abridgment of

the Morality of the Gospel, of the Acts of the Apostles, of the

Epistles of St. Paul, of the Canonical Epistles, and of the Apoc-

alypse ; or Christian Thoughts on the Text of These Sacred

Books (Paris, 1693 and 1691:) ; that this book, although we

bad already condemned it as confounding Catholic truths

with many false and dangerous teachings, was considered by

many to be free from all error . . . than we resolved to adopt

efficacious means to arrest the growing evil. . . . When he

first opens this book, the reader is attracted by its odor of

piety ; the words are as smooth as oil ; and nevertheless they

are so many arrows ready to leave the bow in order to cleave

the simple heart." The Pontiff cites one hundred and one

condemnable propositions, and thus pronounces in regard to

them :
" "We condemn each and all of these propositions as

respectively false, captious, evil-sounding, offensive to pious

ears, scandalous, pernicious, rash, injurious to the Church and

her usages, extravagant for secular powers as well as for the

Church, seditious, impious, blasphemous, suspected and red-
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olent of heresy, favorable to heresy and to schism, erroneous,

bordering on heresy and often condemned, heretical and re-

vivers of various heresies—especially those which are con-

tained in the famous propositions of Jansenius, according to

the self-same sense in which thev were condemned." It is not

necessary for us to enumerate all of the condemned Quesnel-

lian projDositions ; they may be reduced to the three follow-

ing headines. I. The foundation of both Baianism and Jan-

senism, as we have shown when treating of the latter heresy,

was the false principle that in the state of fallen nature the

free will of man sins necessarily, if dominant grace is want-

ing to him ; since, as Baius and Jansenius held, the will of

man necessarily obeys either concupiscence or grace, accord-

ing to their relative- power over him. The first thirty-three

propositions of Quesnel are nearly all consequences of this

fatal principle. " What remains," he asks in his first propo-

sition, " for a soul that has lost God and grace, unless sin

and its consequences, a haughty poverty and a lazy indi-

gence, that is, a general powerlessness for labor, for prayer,

and for every good work ? " The following propositions de-

termine the sense in which Quesnel used these specious

words. He indicates the Jausenistic idea of an impossibility

of obeying certain commandments when he exclaims :
" What

a difference there is, mv God, between the Je^^ish and the

Christian Alliance ! Both have for conditions a renunciation

of sin and the fulfilment of Thy law ; but in the former Thou

demandest them from the sinner, while leaving him in his

impotence, whereas in the latter Thou givest to liim what

Thou commandest, purifying him by Thy grace " {Prop. YI.

and "\^I.) " We belong to the New Alliance only inasmuch

as we share in tliat new grace which works in us what God

has enjoined" (Prop. 8). The saying of Jansenius that "in-

terior grace is never resisted " is tlius exi)ressed by Quesnel :

" Grace is an operation of the omnipotent hand of God which

nothing can impede or retard " {Prop. 10.) The third ^jropo-

sition of Jansenius, " in order that free will may merit in

our present state, it is not necessary that it be free from ne-

cessity," is advanced l)v (Quesnel when lie asserts: "The

accord of the omnipotent operation of God with the
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free consent of His will is sIiowd to us at first in the Incar-

nation, as in the source and model of all the other operations

of grace, always just as gratuitous and independent as that

original operation " {Prop. XXII.) The fifth proposition of

Jansenius is repeated by Quesnel when he declares :
" Jesus

Christ gare Himself to death that His blood might deliver

the eldest, that is, the elect, from the hand of the extermin-

ating angel " {Prop. XXXII. ) 11. Some of the errors of Ques-

nel were reproductions of those advanced by Baius. Thus,

when speaking of the state of nature before the fall, he con-

tended that " in xldam grace produced only human merits ;

the said grace "sviks a consequence of creation, and was due

to a healthy and uucorrupted nature " {Prop. XXXIV.) In

the state of fallen nature, Quesnel held that man " wam free

only for evil, without the grace of the Eedeemer " {Prop.

XXX^^II.) Just as Baius had insisted, so Quesnel affirmed

:

" There are only two loves from which proceed all that we

wish and perform : the love of God, which does everything

for God, and which God rewards ; the love of ourselves and

of the world, which does not refer to God what ought to be

referred to Him, and which is therefore evil " {Prop. XLIV.)
" When the love of God does not reign in the heart of man,

carnal concupiscence must necessarily reign there, and cor-

rupt all his actions" {Prop. XLY.) In reference to the state

of restored nature, Quesnel agreed with Baius that there

"charity alone performs Christian actions in a Christian

manner" {Prop. LIII.) And he taught that "he who ab-

stains from evil only because of fear of punishment, commits

the sin in his heart, and is culpable before God " {Prop.

LXII.) He also held that " God never afilicts the innocent

;

every suffering is intended to punish or to purify the sinner
"

{Prop. LXX.) III". In regard to the Church, her rights and

her laws, Quesnel renewed many of the errors of Luther, Cal-

vin, d'Osmau, and Kicher. Just as Luther and Calvin con-

sidered the Church as a society of the elect, so Quesnel as-

signed amoncr the marks of the Christian Church :
" Cath-

olicity, inasmuch as she includes all the angels of heaven,

all the elect, and all the just on earth" {Prop. LXXII.) The

Protestant notion of the necessity of hermeneutical science
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on the part of every Cliristiau is thus accepted by Quesnel '.

" It is useful and necessary in every phice and at all times^

and for all persons, to study and know the spirit of the Holy

Scriptures, their piety, and their mysteries " {Prop. LXXIX.)

The rigidism of Jansenism found a fitting exponent in Ques-

nel, when he contended that satisfaction should precede ab-

solution. " It is wise and charitable to allow souls to remain

for a time in the state of sin, and to feel its miseries, as well

as to beg for the spirit of penance and contrition, and to at

least begin to satisfy the justice of God, before they are rec-

onciled to Him" (Prop. LXXX^^:I.) As though Quesnel

anticipated his condemnation, he adopted the cai)ital error

of Edmond Eicher (1) when he asserted :
" The Church has

the power of excommunication, and can use it through her

chief pastors with the consent, at least presumed, of the en-

tire body " {Prop. XC.) And with an eye on the situation of

the Jansenists, he proclaimed :
" The fear of an unjust ex-

communication ought not to prevent our doing our (hxij.

One does not leave the Church, if he is attached by charity

to God, to Jesus Christ, and to the Church herself, even if

he seems to have been expelled by the wickedness of men"

{Prop. XCI.) He consoles his partisans with this assurance :

" Persecution as a heretic and an impious person is ordin-

arily the last and most meritorious trial, and it renders one

more like unto Jesus Christ " {Prop. XCYIII.) He shows

his contempt for the Formulas which the French Clergy

were required to sign as a token of their submission to the

anti-Jansenist decrees of the Holy See :
" Nothing is more

opposed to the spirit of God and to the doctrines of Jesus.

Christ, than the making of oaths common in the Church "

{Prop). CI.)

Immediately after the arrival of the Bull Unbjenitus in

Paris, the king ordered a convocation of the French bishops,

(1) This celebrated professor iu the Sorbonne, boru iu loOU at Chource in the dioivse of

Langres. first attained notoriety by a tliesis in which he defended Clement, llie assassin of

Henry HI. A warm friend of I'aulo Sarpi, he supported Miat i-ni^rmatic friar's attaclis on

> Pope Paul v., by composing an apology for Gerson. He was an ultra Gallican, and a viru-

lent foe of the Jesuits. His principal work, EcchsiaMiaU and I'nlitiral I'nurr, attempts

to discover the fulness of ecclesiastical sovereignly in the b«.xly of the faithful, joined with

their pastors. He advocates the right of appeal from the ecclesiastical to the civil power.

Shortly before his death in HV51, there appeared a retractation of these views ; but It is by

no means certain that Richer gave It voluntarily.
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that it might be formally accepted. On Sept. 28, 1713, Car-

dinal de Noailles had issued a pastoral condemning the Be-

fledions ; but when twentj'-niue of the bishops obeyed the

royal summons (Oct. 16j, he pronounced a discourse in which

he tried to justify his approbation of 1695. On Oct. 21, six

prelates were appointed to frame a report on the papal Con-
stitution ; and while they were thus engaged, Quesnel deluged

the assembly with memorials in his favor. Only a year

previously he had declared :
" I submit most sincerely to the

judgment of the Holy Koman Church not only my Reflections

on the Neiu Testament, but also all the exj)lanations which I

have written concerning the book." He had then proclaimed
himself '•' a most obedient son of the Apostolic Koman Church
until he would draw his last breath "

; but now he told the

bishops that the papal Constitution " struck at the very roots

of the faith ; that with one blow it destroyed a hundred and
one truths ; and that to accept it would be to realize the

proj)hecy of Daniel when he said that many of the strong

fell like the stars from heaven." On Jan. 15, 1711, the com-
mission appointed by the Assembly reported in favor of the

preparation of a Pastoral Instruction in which all the bish-

ops of France would declare that they received the Constitu-

tion Unigenitus with filial respect, condemning whatever the

Pontiffhad condemned in it. When the votes were taken, for-

ty bishops were found to agree with the report ; but nine

declared that they would announce their opinion when the

Instruction appeared. The document was issued, signed by
forty of the prelates, on Feb. 1 ; Cardinal de Noailles, in the

name of the eight other abstainers, declared that they intend-

ed to ask the Pope for some explanations of the Constitu-

tion. We need not give the details of this Instruction, since

it was, in the main, a paraphrase of the papal Bull ; but at-

tention may be directed to the reply given by the prelates to

the Quesnellian assertion that *' fear of an unjust excommuni-=
cation should not prevent us from doing our duty." Th*
bishops did not deny that this proposition was exceedingly

specious. " If the injustice of the excommunication is evi-

dent ; if the duty is a real duty ; then the proposition in-

cludes a truth to w^hich we cannot refuse assent. But if the.
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excommunication is unjust only in the mind of him who is

its object ; if the duty is a false duty ; if the sufferer is at all

doubtful as to the injustice of the sentence, and as to the

reality of his supposed duty ; then the proposition is false,

and so much the more dangerous because it is advanced under

the guise of truth. This proposition, true in one case and

false in the other, is at least captious, and favorable to the

partisans of Jansenius. The circumstances of the time and

of the errors which now afflict the Church, the nature of the

Reflections, and the situation of the author, seem to demand
that he should exjDlain himself clearly and without ambigu-

ity when treating such delicate matters ; and an evil meaning

is naturally ascribed to him, when the correct views are not

plainly manifested. To be convinced of this, we need only

read the writings which have been circulated for nearly sixty

years, ever since signatures to the Formulary were first re-

quired. And some of these Moral Reflections are sufficient-

ly clear. They teach that ' an unjust excommunication ought

not j)revent one from doing his duty.' And at the same time

they decide that a refusal to sign the Formula is a real duty ;

and that the excommunication entailed by a refusal to sign

is unjust. Behold therefore, dear brethren, the reasons which

have impelled the Supreme Pontiff to condemn this proposi-

tion." Finally the Instruction declares that the authors of

the condemned proposition, when advancing it, " had wished

to reassure those who, through fear of censure, might be led

to submit to the Constitutions against Jansenism Avhich had

been issued by Popes Innocent X. and Alexander YII."

On March 5 the Sorbonue registered the Constitution JJni-

genitus, despite the fact that on Feb. 25, Cardinal de Noail-

les had ordered the members, under pain of suspension, to

wait for his consent to such action. AYlien the Pontiff heard

of this order of the cardinal, he condemned it ; but it seems

strange that his Eminence was not at least deprived of his

red hat. At this period De Noailles seems to have compla-

cently regarded himself as the head of a j^owerful school

;

and certainly the many Quesnellists in the Faculty, who had

been influenced solely by fear of the king when they joined

the majority in receiving the Constitution, took good care to
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encourage liis rashness. His grand-vicar tells lis that at

this time the rector of the University, in a public discourse,

pronounced the prelate " the sole defender of the truth, the

man from whom the Church exj)ected to receive the rule of

faith "
(1). After the death of Louis XIV., the Quesnellists

in the Faculty became bold ; and on Jan. 4, 1716, they suc-

ceeded in forcing through a resolution that the University

had never really accepted the Umgenifus ; that the registra-

tion of Marcli 5, 1714, was supposititious, and should be

erased ; and that deprivation of his privileges should be the

fate of every doctor who would dare to contravene the pres-

ent decision. This audacity was promptly rebuked by many
of the bishops by an interdiction of the Sorboune to their

subjects ; but the raving doctors pronounced these prelates

" scandalous and schismatical." In a Brief of Nov. 18, 1716,

Clement XI. revoked all the privileges of the Faculty

of Paris ; but the parliament of Paris suppressed the Brief

by its decree of Dec. 16. Such was the lamentable state of

affairs in the Church of France when four bishops presumed

to sign an act of appeal from the Constitution Unigenitus to

the decision of a General Council. These prelates were

Charles-Joachim Colbert, a nephew of the great minister of

Louis XIV., and bishop of Montpellier ; Jean Soanen, a

nej)hew of the celebrated Jesuit, Sirmond, and bishop of

Senez ; Pierre de Langle, bishop of Boulogne ; and Pierre

de la Broue, bishop of Mirepoix. On March 5, 1717, these

four bishops appeared before the Faculty of Paris, and the

bishop of Senez read the act of appeal, declaring that " the

Constitution Unigenitus attacked the foundations of the

hierarchy, the rights of bishojos, and the liberties of the

kingdom ; that it contradicted the proper rules of penance ;

that it overturned the firm bases of morality, and even the

first of the commandments ; that it tended not only to ex-

tinguish the sacred fire which Jesus Christ brought upon
earth, but also to remove that divine light which the faith-

ful of every age, sex, and condition derive from the Script-

ures, the reading of which is enjoined on all ; that it stig-

matizes propositions which have been taught by Apostles,

(\) Diary of Dorsanne, December, 1714.
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Fathers, Popes, etc." Then the appellants calmly insisted

that " although they intended to saj or even think nothing

ao-ainst the Roman Church, or against the authority of that

Apostolic See to which they would remain irremovably at-

tached as long as they lived," nevertheless, " because of

their love of peace " they were constrained to revolt against

the Supreme Pontiff of Christendom, and thereby sow the

seeds of discord in the Church. " We appeal from the

aforesaid Constitution to a future General Council, which

will meet in a secure place, and to which we can proceed

freely and in safety. . . . We also appeal against everything

that has happened or may happen, because of the same Con-

stitution. And since we fear that the said Holy Father the

Pope may issue excommunications, depositions, suspensions,

interdicts, etc., against us, our churches, our clergy, and our

flocks, we also appeal by this act against every such sentence."

The reading of the revolutionary document was followed by

a discourse in which Ravechet, the syndic of the Faculty,

declaimed against the " illicit " Briefs which the Holy See

had recently issued against the Sorbonne ; and then the one

hundred and five doctors in attendance voted on the question

of adhering to the appeal. Only eight opposed the enterj^rise.

Three days afterward thirty-one of the " accepting " bishops

memorialized the regent, complaining of the action of the

Faculty ; but the contagion had spread beyond the control

of the xDrince (1). It is certain, however, that the appellants,

even at this period of their greatest effervescence, were, com-

paratively speaking, a feeble. minority. All the Franciscans,

Jesuits, and Sulpicians ; nearly all the Lazarists ; and many

minor organizations ; besides the greater part of the secular

clergy, remained faithful to the behests of the Holy See.

On April 3, Cardinal de Koailles caused his apjjeal to be

recorded in the registers of his secretariate, although he did

not give it to the public until Sept. 18, 1718 ; and shortly

(1) Raclue, copying the Diani of Dorsanne in his AhrUJament (Cent, xviii., lect. iv.,

an. 1), says that in Paris alone more tlian 7(H) ecck'siasiics were appellants. He enumer-

ates 40 canons ; 80 Oratorians ; :.':? Fathers of the Christian Doctrine, headed bv their pro-

vincial ana three superiors of houses ; the provost and the professors of the CoUese d'Har-

court ; 10 canons-regular of Sainte-Victor ; ISof Painte-Genevifeve ; 17 of Navarre ; 68 Bene-

dictines of Saint-Maur ; 34 Feuillants ; and 32 Dominicans.
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afterward the number of appellant bisliops was augmented

bj the promise of adhesion, when the promised Pastoral of

his Eminence would appear, given by sixteen others. At

this time there were probably two thousand ecclesiastics in

all France who proclaimed themselves appellants ; but it

must be remembered that this number is much larger than

that of those whose consciences were, either fanciedly orreally^

involved in the appeal. The records of the time show that

very many adhesions were procured by bribery and other

means of seduction. Thus the archbishop of Rlieims, De
Mailly, assured the hierarchy of France, in an apposite let-

ter, that to liim " the infamous traffic in appeals was an evi-

dent fact "
(1). It was precisely at this period of the con-

troversy that Peter I. of Russia, who was then visiting la belle

France in the interests of his country's civilization, made an

inspection of the Sorbonne (June 17, 1717) ; and the reader

wdll be surprised if he peruses the arguments M'ith which the

dons overwhelmed the head of the Orthodox Church of Rus-

sia as they explained to him the heinous guilt of scliism.

One is reminded of Scott's description of King James's appre-

ciation of Prince Charles's discourse on the meanness of dis-

simulation, and of Buckingham's praise of the beauties of

purity. Pope Clement XL took no public notice of the ex-

cesses of the aj^pellants until it became evident that if he de-

layed to exercise the power of the keys, men would suppose

that those excesses were manifestations of legitimate zeal.

On Aug. 28, 1718, he addressed to all the faithful in Chris-

tendom the Bull Pasforalis Officii, in which, after a narration

of all his efforts to conciliate the appellant prelates, he said :

" It is not without some admixture of malice that these men
glory in agreeing with us ' in matters of dogma,' while at the

same time, like heretics, they dare to resist our Constitu-

tion, forgetting the respect that is due to it, and malignantly

distorting it, not only by false interpretations of its contents,

but by evident calumnies. . . . No less culpable are they who
pretend to not oppose the Constitution, but only to desire

explanations on things which are perfectly clear to others,

(1) For Interesting- details on tills matter, see the Ecclesiastical History of Berault-Ber'

castel, bk. xxxv.
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thus seeking to lay snares rather than to be instructed.

Therefore let all those, throughout the Church, who glory in

being Catholics, know that we do not consider as children of

the Eoman Church those who refuse or who will refuse all

due and entire obedience to our Constitution, no matter what

be the dignity of those persons ; and since they have first

separated from us and from the Holy Eoman Church, if not

by words, at least by multifold signs of their obstinacy of

heart, we regard them as entirely separated from us, from

our charity, and from that of the Holy Koman Church.

Consequently they shall have hereafter no ecclesiastical com-

munion with us or with the Holy Koman Church." This ex-

communication excited Cardinal de Noailles to misplaced

activity ; and in the beginning of 1719 he issued the Instruc-

tion which he had promised in the previous year, and by

which he indicated unalterable hostility to the papal Con-

stitution. On Jan. 19 of this year the Faculty of Paris took

a step which the appellants fondly contemplated as an assur-

ance of their ultimate triumph. Hitherto the most deter-

mined of the Galilean opponents of papal infallibility had

admitted the ten ability of the proposition which they com-

batted ; they had never dreamed of affixing the note of her-

esy on a belief which was held by at least three-fourths of

Christendom. But now the appellant Faculty of Caen having

declared, in its notification of its appeal, that the opinion in

favor of the papal infallibility was erroneous, the Sorbonne

applauded the enterprise ; and registered its own decision

to the same effect. Another proceeding of the Faculty of

Paris at this time, while not so scandalous as the one just

mentioned, indicated that the quondam ultra-conservative

body was ready to tolerate any innovation that was advocat-

ed by the schismatics whom it had taken under its wing.

One of its doctors, Petitpied, after the development of the

" Case of Conscience " had fled to Holland, and now he had

returned to teach his countrymen the proper way of conduct-

ing ecclesiastical ceremonies, especially those of the Mass (1).

(1) Lanteau, bishop of Sistcron, who was an eye-witness of tlii- aberrations of Petitpied,

describes them In his Ilist.nu nf thr C,.u.-<tituti.m " I'niwnitnxr Mass was to be cele-

brated only on Snndays and holy days. At all other times, the altar was to be bare of or-

naments, etc., just as after the Office of Holy Thursday. Just before the celebration of the
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Ouce tlie innovations of tliis ultra Jansenist would have

brought upon him the censures of the Faculty ; but now he

was welcomed, and his olden rights were restored to him.

However, the people received Petitj^ied with such manifesta-

tations of disgust, that the regent ordered him to leave Paris.

In 1720 Cardinal de Noailles began to exhibit signs of

discontent with the part that he had been playing for so

many years. Continually urged by the regent, wiio was

guided in the matter by the Abbe Dubois, his olden tutor (1),

the cardinal issued a Pastoral " for the publication and ac-

ceptation of the Constitution Unigenilus, according to the

explanations approved by very many of the French bishops."

Alluding to the Pastoral Instruction issued by the forty

bishojDS of the Assembly of 1714, his Eminence insisted that

his own explanations were the same as those given in that

document, and he concluded :
" We respectfully and submis-

sively accept the Constitution Unigenitus, we renew our con-

demnation of the Jloral He/lections, and we condemn both

the said book and the one hundred and one proj^ositions

with the same respective qualifications which his Holiness

pronounced—and all this according to the aforesaid expla-

nations which were approved by a great many of the French

Sacrifice, only one linen cloth was to be spread on the altar ; and there were to be on it

neither cro>s nor candles. The absence of the cross was to be supplied by the presence of

one which would be borne before the celebrant, as he approached the sanctuary ; and this

cross was to be the only one in the church. The people were to give the responses at the In-

troiho in a loud voice. After the psalm, instead of ascending the steps, the celebrant was
to seat binaself at the Epistle side of the sanctuary, and there he was to recite the Collects,

and intone the Gloria and the Credo. He was not to recite the words which the choir

would sing ; neither was he to recite the Epistle and the Gospel, since their chanting by

the subdeacon and deacon sufficed. The bread and wine for the Sacrifice, the offerings of

the people, and the first fruits of the season, were then all brought together to the altar,

and placed upon it. The deacon, as well as the priest, held the chalice; and both said the

Ofl'ertory aloud, since they represented the people. All the signs of the cross, which the

Roman Missal orders to be made over the Sacred Species, were made also over the offerings

on the altar. At the communion of the laity, none of the prayers prescribed by the Missal

were used. On certain feasts, extravagant ceremonies were introduced. Thus, on Holy

Thursday, a kind of female deacon recited the Gospel in the vernacular.

(1) The Jansenists never forgave Dubois for his opposition to the appellants ; hence the

stories of his wickedness with which we are regaled in the Secret Memoirs of Duclos,

and in the sprightly pages of Saint-Simon, works which are greedily accepted as authori-

tative by nearly all our modern purveyors of history. AVe are often asked to lament the

vices of Cardinal Dubois ; and we seldom read that the great statesman entered the Sa-

cred College only two years before his death, and that he had been in Holy Orders only one

year at the time of his nomination. We give a brief sketch of this famous man. Guill-

aume Dubois, an apothecary's son. born in 165G at Brives-la-Gaillarde, when yet a youth

w.is employed by M. de Saint-Laurent, sub-governor of the young duke de Chartres (after-
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bishops ; explanations whicli we here give as indicative of the

real meaning of the Bull ; and which we have deemed neces-

sary' to join to it with the object of preventing interpretations

which are both false and contrary to its veritable significance,

and with the object of preventing attacks on the faith, any

corruption of morals, or any violation of the liberty of the

schools." It is evident from this language that the cardinal

was not yet j)repared to abandon the cause of the appellants
;

but it is also evident that his zeal in that cause was now wan-

ino- In 1721 Innocent XIII. succeeded Clement XI. on the
ft'

papal throne ; and immediately the appellants spread a re-

port that he was favorably disposed toward them. Seven of

their bishops even presumed to send a letter to his Holi-

:jess, in which the memory of his predecessor was outraged,

and Innocent himself was asked whether he intended to ap-

prove " the strange decision " on Quesnel. The audacious

seven declared that " Pagan Kome would not have tolerated
"

waia repeiii of France), to assist him in tbe education of that prince. When Saiut-Laurent

dit-a, Dubois became the prince's chief preceptor. There is not one shadow of proof forthe

assei lion that the debaucheries of the future regent may be ascribed to the apposite teachings

of Dubois. But the Influence of the preceptor over the mind of his pupil was undoubtedly

great ; and when he succeeded in determining the young prince to espouse Mile, de Blois,

the legitiuiated daughter of Louis XIV. by La Valliere. the gratitude of the king started him

on the road to preferment. Although merely tousured. he received several rich commen-

datary abbeys. He accompanied his pupil in many military campaigns, and was often

charged with important negotiations. They who believe that the licentiousness of Dubois

was notorious, should read the letter which Fenelon wrote in IVll, when the Abbe was in

the fulness of his manly vigor, to Mad. Roujaut. recommending to her consideration " the

Abbe Dubois, formerly preceptor of the duke d'Orleans, and my fiieiul for very many years ;

to whom any favor that you may extend I shall regard a.s shown to myself "
; and saying

that if the lady knew Dubois well, " she would not need the recommendation " of Fenelon

to make her esteem him. Dubois may have been secretly vicious ; but Fenelon was not

the man to so recommend a notorioiis raui'. When the duke d'Orleans became regent, he

entrusted him with negotiations which culiuinatod in the triple alliance of France. Eng-

land, and Holland, in 1717 ; and in 1718 Dubois arranged the general pacillcation of Europe.

The talents which Dubois displayed in his career as statesman were extraordinary. Sevelin-

ges, who edited the ^rrtrt Monoirs of Dubois, and who is not too partial to him, says :

" He had to triumph over very many political obstacles. In order to succeed, he required

not only subtlety, but a profound knowledge of the condition of Europe, a iHiw.Tful logic,

and an exquisite tact for discerning the point at which he should stop. All of these Dubois

possessed in an eminent degree. His manuscript correspondence for the conclusion of the

triple alliance places him among the diplomats who have put their names to treaties which

influenced an entire political system. The almost unhoped-for success of so important a

negotiation caused the prince to conllde the ministry of foreign alTairs to his favorite."

From this date Dubois played a prominent part in the ecclesiastical affairs of France ; and

he acquired the hatred of the .lansenists. Dorsanne reproves him for always counselling

obedience to the Pope, for opposing Cardinal de Noailles, and for having intimate relations

with the Jesuits. Racine repeats the charges. In KlU he joined Massillon, then bishop of

Clermont, and the Orntorian La Tour, In that effort of conciliation which produced the

ii'Tt ration of l~:jn. No wonder that fnnii that day the .lansenists discharged their
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iliat judgmeut ; that the Pontiflf simply laid the communica-

tion before the Holy Office, and on Jan. 8, 1722, that tribu-

nal condemned it as " schismatical in its entirety, and redolent

of the spirit of heresy.'' Shortly after Pope Benedict XIII.

ascended the papal throne (1724), he informed Cardinal de

Noailles that the Holy See was not content with the Instruc-

tion of 1720, wherein the prelate had announced a qualified

acceptation of the Unigenitus ; that it was imperatively nec-

essary for him to accept the Constitution ^j?/?-???/ and simply,

and to retract his Instruction of 1719, wherein he had de-

tailed the reasons for his opposition. The cardinal replied

with a request for the formal apj^robation of " twelve arti-

cles " purporting to contain the pure doctrine of Sts. Augus-
tine and Thomas, Imt some of which were couched in ob-

scure terms, and could be easily interpreted by the insincere

as favorable to Jansenism. The Quesnellists now feigned to

bile upon liim. lu 1720, probably at the solicitation of George I. of England,
Dubois was appointed to tlie arcliiepiscopal see of Cambrai ; and only then did he receive

Holy Orders. Ardent Quesnellist as De Noailles was at that time, he refused to ordain
Dubois ; and he even refused permission for any other bishop to ordain him in Paris. The
future archbishop was therefore raised to the priesthood by De Tressan, bishop of Nantes,

in the village of Chanteloup. Duclos, Lacretelle, and many other authors assert that by
virtue of a Papal Brief all the Orders were conferred on Dubois in one morning ; but the

Jansenist Dorsanne, who was then vicar-general of Paris, and whose Diary notes every ec-

clesiastical event of importance, tells us that Dubois received the Minor Orders and the

sub-diaconate on Feb. 24, 1720, the diaconate on the 23th, and the priesthood on March 4.

He received episcopal consecration in the church of Val-de-Grace, in the presence of the
regent, the entire court, and the foreign ambassadors. The consecrator was Cardinal de
Rohan, bishop of Strasbourg and grand-almoner of the king; and the assistaut-consecrat-

ors were De Tressan of Nantes and Massillon of Clermont. Can we believe that Massillon,

who, even according to Duclos, was a man of extraordinary virtue and of apostolic zeal,

would have profaned his ministry by countenancing the consecration of one whom Duclos

and his imitators represent as a notorious debauchee ? A year afterward the regent begged
Pope Innocent XIII. to enroll Dubois in the Sacred College ; and the request was endorsed
by the German emperor and other sovereigns. Not a particle of proof has ever been ad-

duced in favor of the tale which describes Cardinal Conti (the future Innocent XIII.) as

promising, in the Conclave of 1721, to make Dubois a cardinal if France would work for

his own election to the Papacy. When Dubois entered the Council of the Regency in 1733,

he made many powerful enemies among the aristocracy ; for by virtue of his cardinalate

the apothecary's son ranked next to the princes of the blood-royal. This was his great

offence in the eyes of Saint-Simon, "the great disdained" of Louis XIV., who was, said

Duclos, "a duke, even unto fanaticism." We do not pretend to rehabiliate the memory
of Dubois. He may have been a minister worthy of Philippe d'Orleans. But when we
hear the atheists of the eighteenth century, those connoisseurs in matters of sacrilege,

lamenting his sacrilegious consecration; when we note that his bitterest foes were the

Janseuists whom he offended by supporting the Bull Uniijcnittis, and the Protestants who
hated him because he prevented Philippe d'Orleans from restoring the Edict of Nantes

;

then we hesitate to believe that he was entirely the insolent reprobate, the Figaro of the

Regency, whom most historians, so often deceiving and so often deceived, exhibit for jir

contempt.
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believe that the Pontiff was about to issue a Doctrinal Briei

pronouncing the " twelve articles " orthodox ; and during

the excitement caused by this report appeared the " Letter

of the Three Powers," as it was afterward termed—a letter

written conjointly to the Pontiff by Cardinals de Eohan and

de Biss}-, and by the celebrated Fleury, then bishop of Fre-

jus, who became a cardinal a year afterward, and who was

jjrime-minister of France for many years. This letter is

given by both Lafiteau and Racine ; and it is valuable for

the light it sheds on the question we are treating, and for

its presentation of the reasons which prevented the Holy

See from acquiescing in the qualified acceptation of the Uni-

genitus by De Noailles. The prelates begin by praising the

efforts of Benedict XIII. " to bring back to the apostolic

bosom his Eminence, Cardinal de Xoailles," and then contin-

ue :
" Undoubtedly you do not hide what is wanting in his

obedience ; but neither do you reprove severely his delays,

and the precautions which he would take. . . . We have paid

no attention to the recent rumors to the effect that your

Holiness is too indulgent, and that you are led by an exces-

sive love of peace to hearken to the opinions of certain per-

sons which do not sufficiently provide for the security of the

Church. . . . Engraved in our hearts are the golden words

which your Holiness once pronounced concerning this affair :

* The essential for the Church is conquest, not triumph.'

The faith, authority, and unity of the Church would be im-

perilled if she were to adopt the plan for peace which is now

being urged. It is said that tliis plan includes three things
;

firstly, anew form of acceptation of the Constitution Uiiigeni-

tus : secondly, a declaration by Cardinal de Noailles on his

Pastoral Instruction of 1719 ; and thirdly, a Brief to be ad-

dressed to the Dominicans, containing a new explanation of

the Bull Unigenitus. Permit us. Holy Father, to express our

thoughts on this project. I. As to the first article, it would

certainly appear strange if new deliberations as to its man-

ner of acceptance should l)e held in regard to a Constitution

already received everywhere. ... It is very important tliat

nothing be admitted in the formula of acceptation which

restless men mav abuse, either in ordrr to oscn]io ((bodionce
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hj deceptive clauses, or in order to weaken by malign inter-

pretations tliat authority of the Church which resides in an

unanimous episcopate. II. In regard to the declaration

which Cardinal de Noailles ought to make in regard to his

Pastoral Instruction of 1719, let nothing which we are about

to say, Holy Father, be interpreted as indicative of any de-

sire, on our part, to limit the goodness of your heart. You
know, Most Holy Father, how baneful that Instruction may
be in the matter of Catholic dogma and of ecclesiastical au-

thority. Would your Holiness consider it a sufficient rep-

aration if the cardinal were to merely declare that if any-

thing in that Instruction had displeased the Holy Apostolic See,

it loas against his will and sentiments that sucli a thing had

happened, and that he now ivished that there should he no more

talk ahout the Lutruction than if it had never been issued ?
"

The cardinal says, * if anything had displeased.' Can we have

the slightest doubt that very many things in the Instruction

have displeased the Apostolic See ? If he still doubts, let

him read again and attentively that work which escaped

him in the midst of trouble, and when he was not sufficient-

ly master of himself ; let him weigh all its consequences
;

and then he will accord more than we demand. He would

regard «.s not having happened a thing which has inflicted so

much damage on the Church. . . . That document will go

down to posterity ; and attended by many more dangers, if

the Supreme Pontiff agrees that it be not retracted l^y him

under whose name it was promulgated. . . . III. The third

point is of even greater importance ; namely, the Pontifical

Brief which your Holiness is supposed to be about to address

to the Dominicans, and in which you would approve, it is

said, the ' twelve articles ' or at least certain other proposi-

tions, as uucensurable and embodying laudable sentiments.

. .When these ' twelve articles ' were made known in France,

and when rumor represented that an Apostolic declaration

concerning them was about to be requested, there was so

much excitement that it required royal authority to calm it.

If instead of these ' twelve articles ' there be substituted

other propositions on the same subjects, it is evident that

the same inconveniences will be experienced. • . Let it not
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be said tliat a pure and siw/j?e acceptation maybe dangerous.

Nothing is safer than to think and talk like Peter and the

Apostles ; and we are witnesses to the fact that since the

publication of the Bull, no change in Catholic doctrine, no

movement contrary to the faith and to the holiness of the

Gospel, has been effected under its shadow. Therefore let

there be no more importunate demands for new explana-

tions ; let filial confidence triumph over vain terrors."

The Diary of his vicar-general tells us that Cardinal de

Noailles and most of his counsellors arrived at the conclu-

sion, in Jan., 1727, that a full submission to the Holy See

was necessary ; but not until May did he gather sufficient

courage to announce publicly that his opposition to the Uni-

genitus was at length a thing of the past. On Jul}- 19, he

wrote to the Pope, saying that his age warned him to bow to

the decisions of the Holy See, and therefore to receive the

Constitution of Clement XI. without reservation. On Oct. 11,

he announced his retractation to his diocesans in these terms :

" According as we approach that night when no one labors

any longer, we feel an increase of the continuous grief which

afflicts our heart because of the sad dissensions in our dio-

cese on account of the Constitution Unigenitus. For what

can be more bitter than to perceive that suspicions are ever

arising concerning the sincerity of our resjiect for the Holy

See ; that there is doubt as to our union with our brethren

of the episcopate ; and that, against our intentions and even

our character, our name is made one of faction and of dis-

cussion ? Now in order to close the mouths of those who
spread reports so contrary to the truth, we earnestly wish to

manifest the sentiments which are engraved in our heart

;

and if we have deferred that manifestation until now, it has

been through a desire to influence minds by a charity which

is full of condescension. But this circumspection can endure

no longer ; for our age warns us every day, h\ the weaken-

ing of our strength, that soon we must render to God an ac-

count of our long and laborious episcopate, and we fear lest

we be surprised by death before we shall have given serious

and incontestable proof of our obedience to the decrees of

the Holy See, and of the conformity of our sentiments with
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those of tlie bisliops of France and of the entire Church con-

cerning the acceptation of the Bull UiiujeintiAs. . . . Therefore

we receive the Constitution L'uiijenituH with most sincere

submission ; we condemn both the book 3Ioral Rejiedions

and the one hundred and one pro23ositions extracted from it,

with the qualifications given by the Pope who condemned
them ; ,we warn the faithful of our diocese that they cannot

harbor sentiments contrary to those defined by the said Con-

sitution ; we prohibit the reading or the possession of the said

book and of all writings which have appeared or may appear

in defense of the said book or propositions ; and we declare

that we will proceed by way of law against all who may dare

to speak, teach, preach, or write against the said Constitu-

tion, or who by false interpretations of it may turn the faith-

ful from the submission which they owe to it. And in order

to give still further proof of our sincere submission to the

Holy See, we revoke with heart and soul both our Instruc-

tion of Jan. 14, 1719, and all that has ever been published in

our name in opposition to the sense of our present accepta-

tion." Cardinal de Noailles died on May 3, 1729. Probably,

as Lafiteau said, " his greatest misfortune was to have too

easily listened to false friends, and to have too easily lis-

tened to himself. His resistance did much harm to the

Church, and his submission was too tardy to effect much
good." By his retractation the cause of the appellants re-

ceived a mortal blow ; but his persistence in opposition to

the Constitution Unigenitus had given renewed vigor to Jan-

senism when it was in a dying condition. When he died,

there were, besides the bishop of Senez who had been suspend-

ed by the Council of Embrun in 1727, only three appellant

bishops in France : Colbert of Montpellier, Caylus of Auxerre,

and Bossuet (a nephew of the great Bossuet) of Troyes. It is

certainly strange that so obviously weak a cause could have
found adherents among men who were incoutestably learned

and j)ious. Perhaps Picot solved the problem when he dis-

cerned the chief reason for the audacity of the appellants in

their secret rivalry with those whom they termed Molinists,

whose triumph the Constitution Unigenitusseemed to assure (1).

(1) TJhi Supra, vol. ii., p. 17.
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And many of the appellants were secretly attacIiGd cc the

rigidism of the Jausenists ; and. they feared that lax.ism

would rule through the condemnation of doctrines which

appeared to inculcate only faith, charity, and penance.

These zealotb seem not to have perceived that the con-

demned propositions, in the sense attributed to them by

Quesnel» were both extravagant and heretical ; and that, as St.

Augustine observed in the case of the Pelagians, " those very-

sayings which had been pronounced with truth and in a very

Catholic sense ; yea, which had been written with truth in the

Scri^Jtures ; were no longer spoken Catholicly, since the in-

tention of the speaker did not reside in a Catholic heart" (1).

We have seen how the Faculty of Paris allowed itself to

be seduced by the Jansenists so far as to withdraw its adhe-

sion to the Bull Unicjemtus, or rather, in spite of the evi-

dence of facts and of hundreds of witnesses, to declare that

it had never recognized the Bull. However, fourteen years

afterward, it repaired the scandal by accepting the Unigeuitus

without restriction, and by expelling from its ranks forty-

eight appellant doctors. This meed of j^raise cannot be

awarded to the parliament of Paris, which had imitated the

crime of the Faculty. It never admitted its guilt ; and as

late as 1755 it ordered all ecclesiastics, even the highest, to

observe a " respectful silence " in regard to the Bull. Xat-

urally the bar imitated the parliament ; and in 1730 all

France was astonished by a consultation, signed by forty

members of the Parisian bar, proclaiming principles which

deprived the Church of all jurisdiction. Under Louis XIY.,

the parliament had perforce contented itself with its orig-

inal prerogative, that of acbninistering justice, without any

attempt at interference in executive matters ; from the be-

ginning of his reign the grand monarch had made it under-

stand that he was the king of France, when he forced it to

register an edict forbidding it to ever deliberate on the gov-

ernment of the state or on finances. But when Philippe

d'Orleans became regent for the child-king, Louis XT., the

(1) "Qi«T cum vi'ritate et cdthDUci"- dicta xunl, iino qiirv in f?ii-i>ii.s litcrixcum irritate

dicta stmt, mm ah istin catholici' dicta sin//, </iiia nun inttntionc catholici pcctiyris

dicta mint.^''—On Nuptials and Concvpisccncc, Ch. Iv.
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parliament of Paris resumed its usurpations. On April 25,

1733, and on Feb. 18, 1735, it presumed to decide that pon-

tifical anti-Jansenistic decrees, especially the Constitution
..r^A^'''^'^

Unigenifas, were not to be regarded as rules of faith ; that a"^' •

/i^**-

" respectful silence" in their regard was all that they merited. ^ ^

The parliamentary theologians assigned as reasons for their

decree the alleged facts that " those Bulls had not been re-

ceived in the kingdom ; that they had not been confirmed by

ro^'al letters-patent ; and that neither their nature, nor any

decision of the Church, invested them with the character of

rules of faith." Any tyro in theological science could have

told the parliamentary popes that the registration of pon-

tifical decrees under royal letters-patent was a modern inven-

tion, having been first introduced by Louis XIV., in 1695 in

the case of the Bull of Alexander VII., regarding the For-

mula ; and that the grand monarch had not intended to con-

vey the idea that his intervention gave any authority to the

dogmatic decisions of the Holy See. The sole object of

Louis XIV. had been to mark those decrees as laws of the

state. So true was this intention of the king to merely cause

more respect to be paid to the papal pronouncements, that

when afterward the parliaments essayed to efifect measures

similar to those we are now discussing, his Majesty quashed
the proceedings of their amateur theologism. We need say

nothing concerning the parliamentary assumption that the

deputies were competent to legislate in regard to purely

spiritual matters ; or concerning the implication that the

Church is the Pope's superior. When the jDarliament tried

to place itself in the place of the proper spiritual authority,

it threatened to subject the Church of France to the civil

power ; in other words, to make it a national and schismat-

ic Church, like that of Russia or that of Constantinople.

When the parliament said that "neither their nature, ??or ^

any decision of the Church, had invested the papal decrees

with the character of rules of faith," it implied that Peter

was thereafter to be the confirmed, not the confirmer. Such
pretensions naturally led to troubles in the world of practice. '^

The CJiurch necessarily regarded as rebels to her divinely-

given authority all those who refused obedience, in fact and

^JJ

:///
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in lieart, to the Constitution Unigenitus ; and flierefore slie

could not administer the Sacraments to such persons. We
mention only two of the many cases of parliamentary per-

secution visited on faithful ecclesiastics. In 1733, the pas-

tor of Saint-Medard refused the Last Sacraments to an ap-

pellant who was contemning the Unigenitus with his dying

breath. The same pastor acted in the same manner toward

a principal of a college, and toward two nuns of Paris ; all

three being obstinate and blatant Jansenists. In 1755 a

canon of Orleans, a notorious appellant, asked for the rites

of the Church ; but having insisted that tlie Bull was " the

work of the devil," when he was told to submit to the Holy
See, the request was refused. The parliament declared that

these were cases for what was technically termed an ctppel

tJ^ comme cVahus (1). The pastor of Saint-Medard was subject-

ed to "civil process ; Mgr. de Beaumont, archbishoj) of Paris,

jj who had sustained him, suffered sequestration of his reven-

.V ues ; the bishop of Orleans was exiled ; and the Chapter of

' Orleans was fined 12,000 livres. To the credit of Louis XY.
be it recorded that br a decree of Wlnx 1, 1733, he annulled

the parliamentary decision in the matter of Saint-Medard,
j^"^ telling its framers that '• the High Court ought to realize its

^^y incompetence in such matters"; and on April 4, 1755, he

annulled the proceedings against the bishop of Orleans,

\ ^ ' ^" declaring that " the parliament had misinterpreted the views

and intentious of the king."

^' The reader may form some idea of the afflictions entailed

by the appellants on the Church of France almost to the time

of the Pievolution, if he reflects on the fact that the Inshops

were not all of the same opinion as to the manner of treating

(1) Gallkan Icprists always contended iliat tlifse appeals were known iu the days im-

mediately succeeding tlie tiiniiipli of the Cbuieh under Constantine. But down to the fif-

teenth century there is no instance of ai)r eals like those of the eitrhteenth ; althon>rli in the

fourteenth, when a reaction afraiust the Church had already cuininenced, there was a dis-

position—not yet sanctioned by law—to reduce the ecclesiastical jurisdiction. Only in the

sixteenth century was the a)))iiJ commc <l\ihiis sanctioned by the civil law; and only in

the eiRhteentti did it become inii|iiitous. In 1 HO we find the royal advocate, Barbin. layinR

down as a maxim that one can appeal codu))!' iVuhti.-i from the ecclesiastical to the secular

courts; but the first edict in the matter was that of ViUers-Cotterets, issued by Francis I.

in Aug., 1539. Then came regulations as to the cases, forms, and effects of the appeal,

made by Charles IX. on April If!, l')71 ; by the Ordonnance of Rlois in 1570 ; by the Edict of

Melun in \'t<M) ;!by Flenry IV. in Dec, ICOO ; by L- XIII. in Dec, ir.lO ; and by Louis XIV.

in March, If.Ot'i and in Apiil. 1605.
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tliem. Some prelates refused to communicate with them in

divinis. Thus, Coudorcet, who had succeeded Caylus in the

see of Auxerre, aud had found his Chapter strongly appel-

lant, passed many years without officiating in his cathedral,

even at Easter. Not even the necessity of consecrating the

Holy Oils could induce him to enter a church where he would

perforce have communicated i)i divinis with his rebellious

canons ; he caused the Holy Oils to be brought from some

other diocese (1). In some dioceses the appellants were left

to their own consciences, and to the judgment of their con-

fessors ; in others, and especially at the hour of death, an

explicit submission to the Unigenitus was required. Finally,

the bishops laid their difficulties before Pope Benedict XIV.;

and on Oct. 16, 1756, he replied in a Brief from which we
take the following passages. " The Constitution Unigenitus

is of such authority in the Church, and demands so much
respect and obedience, that no one of the faithful can with-

hold his submission to it, or opj^ose it in any manner, with-

out peril to his salvation. Hence it follows, in reply to the

question that has been raised, that there can be no hesitation

in declaring that the Viaticum must be refused to all who
are publicly and notoriously rebellious to the said Con-

stitution. . . . Those must be regarded as publicly and no-

toriously rebellious, who have been so pronounced by sen-

tence of a competent judge on account of their obstinate re-

fusal to accord the respect due to that Constitution ; also

those who judicially avowed themselves as such ; also those

who, at the very time of the administration (of the Sacra-

ments), spontaneously avow their disobedience and obstin-

acy ; and also those who are known to have committed, during

their previous lives, some act which was manifestly opposed

to the obedience due to the Bull, and to have persevered in

the same spirit—if, that is, the knowledge of this fact be so

extensive, that the resultant public scandal has not ceased.

In these last cases, there is the same moral certitude as there

is in regard to those whom the judge has sentenced. . . . Since

it sometimes happens that some priests, otherwise recom-

mendable for zeal and piety, become embarrassed when they

(1) Nouvelles Ecclcsiastiques for 1755, cited by Picot, vol. iii., p. 278.
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are called (in the cases under discussion) to administer tlie

Holy Viaticum, we give a rule which they may follow in

practice. Firstly, let the officiating priest discover whether

he who demands the Holy Yiaticum received Communion

from his own pastor when he approached the Holy Table,

especially at Easter. For if Communion has not hitherto

been refused to him, there is a proof that he has not been

considered a notorious sinner ; and consequently the Holy

Viaticum cannot be refused to him publicly, unless he has

committed some act which would stamp him as a notorious

rebel since the time of his last Communion. But if there are

still strong presumptions against the sick man, or if any se-

rious indications reasonably prevent the minister of the Sac-

raments from casting aside his scruples, then he must confer

with the patient without witnesses. Let the confessor now

speak to the sick man with all possible gentleness, conjur-

ing him to enter into himself while there is still time ; showing

him th?i he wdll not be secure before the tribunal of Jesus

Christ, if he eats and drinks judgment unto himself ;
warning

him; in fine, that the Viaticum is about to be given to him

merely out of obedience to the Church, who, seeking in gener-

al to avert public scandals, wishes especially to save the hon-

or of a sick man, when she believes him to be a sinner before

God, although she may not recognize him as a notorious sin-

ner before her own tribunal." Moderate as Avas the tone of

this Brief, the appellants resented its refusal of the Sacra-

ments in certain cases, and France was again deluged with

their incendiary pamphlets. The parliament of Kouen or-

dered the suppression of the Brief as " contrary to the liber-

/ ties of the French Church and to the laws of the kingdom, and

N J^^ tending to disturb public tranquillity, and to break the silence

/(J/i'
J7 (" respectful ") enjoined in the Declaration of 1754" But

^^ / the Brief continued to be the guide of the clergy in their treat-

ment of dying appellants. For many years the parliaments

continued their war on the Unigenitiis, until their energies

found a more practical vent in the equally philosophistic

^y' Jesuit-baiting which was to terminate in the temporary sup-

pression of the Society.

/'
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CHAPTER XVI.

PEOJi:CTS FOR A RECONCILIATION OF THE GERMAN LUTHERANS WITH

THE HOLY SEE. THE CONTROVERSY BETWEEN BOSSUET

AND LEIBNITZ.

Before we approach the subject of this dissertation, it may
be well for the reader to cast a glance on the ecclesiastical

condition of Germany at the close of the eighteenth century.

At this time the empire, properly so called, was di\ddedinto

nine Circles. The three Circles of the North were West-

phalia, Upper Saxony, and Lower Saxony ; the three of the

Centre were those of the Lower Rhine, the Upper Rhine,

and Francouia ; and the three of the South were Suabia,

Bavaria, and Austria (1). In Westphalia, although Protes-

tantism was generally dominant, there still subsisted several

ecclesiastical sovereignties, the principal ones being the bish-

oprics of Munster, Paderborn, and Osnabruck—the last be-

ing always occupied, according to the provisions of the

Treaty of AVestphalia, by a Catholic and a Protestant in ro-

tation (2). In most of the states of the Circle of Lower Sax-

ony, such as Holstein, Mecklemburg, Hanover, Brunswick,

etc., Protestantism prevailed, the sole ecclesiastical sover-

eignty being that of the bishop of Hildesheim, the archbish-

opric of Magdeburg and the bishopric of Halberstadt hav-

ing been ceded to the elector of Brandenburg, the archbish-

opric of Bremen having been giving to Sweden, and the

bishopric of Lubeck having been turned over to a Lutheran

(3). There remained a large number of Catholics in this

Circle of Lower Saxony ; and in 1692, when the emperor

Leopold gave the title of elector to Ernest-Augustus of Bruns-

(1) Formerly a tenth Circle, that of Burgundy, had been counted, since the Holy Roman
Emperors of the House of Austria had succeeded to the possessions of the dukes of Burgun-

dy, the Low Countries included, and had tried to incorporate them in the empire, sojthat

the other states might have an interest in helping Austria to retain them. In reality, how-

ever, those provinces never belonged to the empire.

(2) When a Protestant was in possession, the diocese was administered by the archbishop

of Cologne.

(3) This Protestant " prince-bishop " governed his Catholic diocesans through a Catholic

gfrand-vicar.
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wick as duke of Hanover (1), lie insisted on the cession of a

church in Hanover to the Catliolics, and on permission for a

vicar-apostolic to reside in the ducli}-. In the Circle of Up-
per Saxony, Protestantism dominated in the states of the

elector of Saxonv, as well as in the j)ossessions of the elector

of Brandenburg. The states of the elector of Brandenburg

reached far beyond tlie limits of the empire, extending along

the Baltic, and forming that territory which was termed

Prussia, and which until 1660 had been vassal to Poland (2).

In 1700 the elector of Brandenburg, Frederick III., obtained

from the emperor Leopold the title of king of Prussia, as a

reward for his abandonment of the cause of France in the

recent wars. Just as he had protested in the case of the

newly-made elector of Hanover, so now Pope Clement XI.

protested against this sanction, on the part of a Holy Poman

Emperor, of the usurj^ation of the electors of Brandenburg

to the detriment of the Teutonic Order. The newly-made

king, like all of his family, was a Calvinist, while most of

his subjects were Lutherans. However, there were many
Catholics in Berlin ; and after a few years of hesitancy Fred-

(1) For several years this elevation was kept a secret ; but when Pope Clemeot XI.

learned that it hart been effected, he protested vigorously against an act which ignored tlie

rights of the Holy See in the constitution of the Holy Roman Empire, and which was a

sacrifice of the interests of religion to temporal policy. PoLinoRi: Life and Decfh nf

Clrment XI., bk. iv.. p. 10. In 1693, Leibnitz seemed to foresee the French conquests of a

hundred years after, when he thus wrote concerning the elevation of the duke of Hanover:
" It is quite natural to think of creating a ninth electorate. The ancient ones arc in dan-

ger ; and now they are not, as of old, in the middle of the empire, but at its extremity. I

must whisper in your ear that I fear we shall be obliged to create several more electorates

in order to prevent France, now becoming every day more powerful along the Rhine, from

dominating in the electoral college. If yon wish me to express more clearly what I fear, it

is that France may subject to herself the entire Rhine cotnitry. and thus having cut off one-

half of the electors, and destroyed the foundations of the empire, the edifice itself will tum-

ble into ruins." Letter tn Lndolphns, in 1693. Wnrhs of Lcihuitz, vol. vi.

(2) The Prussians, now so thoroughly Germanized, were a purely Slavic people for many

centuries. In the fifth century the Wends, a Slavic tribe, took tlie place of the Gepidi.

Goths, Burgnndians, and Vandals, in the north of German v. Charlemagne made them feel

his power; the emperor Henry I. partly subdued them ; and in 1K)3 tlie emperor Lotliaire

gave their territory, now the province of Prussia, to Albert the Bear, of the House of As-

cania. styling him Margrave of Brandenburg. At that time the Benedictine monks of

Citeaux were trying to convert the Slavic idolaters of what is now termed Pomeraiiia ; and

after their subjugation by Waldenaers I. oC Denmark, many military and monastic associ-

ations from Germany established themselves in the land. In V20], Albert, bishop of Riga,

founded the military religious order of the Sword-Bearers for the armed conversion of the

Livonlans, still idolaters ; and soon Cnnrad called on the Teutonic Knights, another order

of the soldiec-monks, to combat tlie Slavic idolaters of the Baltic regions who were then

known as Borussians. a term whii'h was changiMi eventually to "' Prussians." Ere long

these Borusslan Slavs were Germanized, and from them are descended the modern Prus-
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erick allowed tliem to have a cliurch in tliat city. The Cir-

cle of the Lower Ehine, styled also the Electoral Circle be-

cause of its three archbishop-electors—those of Cologne,

Treves, and Mayence, was overwhelmingly Catholic. In the

Circle of the Upper Ehine, which included the Hesses and

the Palatinate, the Catholics and Protestants were about equal

in number. In the Circle of Franconia, much of which is in-

corporated in the Bavaria of our daj', there were many Cath-

olics ; and the bishops of Wurtzburg, Bamberg, and Eich-

stadt, were sovereign princes. The Circle of Suabia was
Catholic, with the exception of the margravate of Baden and

the duchy of Wurtemburg, in which the Protestants pre-

dominated. The Circle of Bavaria rejoiced in a long series

of dukes-electors who had ever been enthusiastically Catho-

lic, and the people vied with their rulers in this respect. In

this Circle the archbishop of Saltzburg had an extensive ter-

ritorial sovereignty ; and that enjoyed by the bishojDS of

Eatisbon, Passau, and Erisingen, was proportionably rich.

The Circle of Austria, comprising that duchy which was des-

tined to give its name to a new empire when the last Holy
Eoma^ Emperor would obey the French conqueror by abdi-

cating his venerable title, w^as entirely Catholic. Here there

were no ecclesiastical sovereignties. In the olden time there

had been many ; but it had been the undeviating policy of

all the Holy Eoman Emperors of the House of Austria, kings

of the Germans during four centuries, to exclude from the

ranks of the princes of the empire, whenever opportunity

offered, all the bishops of their jurisdiction. Perhaj^s it

sians. In 1330 the Ascanian dynasty became extinct, and the margravate of Brandenburg
was taken by the emperor Louis IV., and raised to the rank of an electorate. In 141T the
emperor Sigismund enflefed it to Frederick of Hohenzollern, who took the name of Freder-
ick I. The foundations of the present kingdom of Prussia were really laid by Albert of
Brandenburg, grandson of the elector Albert Achilles, and last grand-master of the Teu-
tonic Knights. This recreant monk yielded to the temptation of Luther to convert his

power into a secular principality, appropriating the property of his Order, uniting himself
•with the princess Dorothy of Holstein, and becoming first duke of Prussia and a vassal of

the king of Poland. The elector of Brandenburg, Joachim I., joined the German reformers
in 1539. The elector John Sigismund acquired the duchy of Prussia, still a Polish fief, in

1618, by marriage ; and in 1624 he acquired the duchy of Cleves. By the Treaty of West-
phalia the elector of Brandenburg, Frederick William, called by the Germans " the great
elector," acquired Magdeburg, Halberstadt, and much of Pomerania; and in 1660 the
Treaty of Weslau freed him from his vassalage to the king of Poland. In 1700 the emperor
Leopold allowed Frederick III. to proclaim himself king of Prussia.
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would have been well for the Church, if, at this time, none-

of the German bishops had been temporal sovereigns. Cer-

tainly there militated for their sovereignty none of the rea-

sons'^ which demonstrate, beyond the possibility of doubt on

the part of a well-informed and observant Catholic, that the

Supreme Pontifi' should be the subject of no earthly power
;

and although it is true that the titles of the prince-bishops

to their sovereignties were founded in justice and confirmed

by the prescription of ages, it is certain that these sovereign-

ties were often the cause of appointments of men who pos-

sessed no qualifications for the ecclesiastical state. It is

true that the prince-bishops all had grand-vicars who had

received episcopal consecration, and who performed all of

the episcopal functions. " But these subaltern prelates,"

observes the judicious Picot, " did not possess the same au-

thority as the bishops who employed them ; and even though

their zeal were great indeed, it could not produce the effects

which the bishops themselves might have produced. It must

be admitted that the mixture of temporal with spiritual au-

thority in Germany did not prove so favorable to religion as

one might suppose. The sage Fleury (1) observed this fact

;

and the same reflections may be permitted to us, without

any accusation that we approve of an upheaval which in-

creased the evil, instead of remedying it. These episcopal

sovereigns too often forgot that they were bishops, in order

to dwell more upon their princely condition. As a rule, they

never entrusted to another their temporal administration

;

they would have deemed it unwise to confide that to one who

might have acted as the veritable sovereign. They pre-

ferred to retain the reins of the civil government, leaving ec-

clesiastical details to a grand-vicar, whose ambition they did

not dread, and who rarely thought that he was bound to

pay to duty more attention than the prince himself paid.

Hence it was that clerical education w\as neglected ;
instruc-

tion and regularity were rare ; and the bonds of discipline

were relaxed. There is good reason to believe that Protes-

(1) Let not the student hesitate to respect the views of Ilie champion Galilean. Fleury,

when his Gallican prejudices are not involved ; for few ecclesiastical historians are so

Judicially calm as this same Gallican Is, when he remembers that he Is, above all, a church-

'man.
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tantism would liave been less easily propagated in Germany^

if the episcopal sees of that country had been filled by prel-

ates who possessed onlj* one bishopric (1), and who were

not distracted by the cares of temporal government ; if those

sees had not possessed so much wealth and power as to ex-

cite the cupidity of temporal princes, and thus furnished a

pretext for the complaints of the enemies of the Church "
(2).

Leopold I., who became Holy Koman EmjDeror in 1657, al-

ways made great professions of piety (3), although he could,

on occasion, surpass Richelieu in a subordination of the in-

terests of religion to what he regarded as good state policy.

We have noted how he endangered the prospects of Cathol-

icism in Germany by adding another Protestant member
to the Electoral College (4), and by giving a royal crown to

a prince whose j)ower had originated in a sacrilegious rob-

bery and spiritual adultery ; and we may add that he gave a

blow to Catholicism in England when, in order to deprive

France of a possible ally, he contributed to the dethronement

of James II. However, he could protect religion when his

temporal policy seemed not to be compromised by the action

;

and therefore, when he perceived that certain sanguine Cath-

olics and certain mildly-disposed Protestants of Germany

ventured to believe that Rome and Augsburg could be recon-

ciled, he gladly encouraged their efforts for so desirable a

consummation. The individual who had started this cur-

rent of anticipation was Cristoforo di Spinola, an Italian

Franciscan, whom the empress Margaret Teresa, a daughter

of Philip IV. of Spain, had chosen for her confessor, and

whom the Pope had created titular bishop of Tina in Bosnia.

(1) At the time of which we are treating, not to mention many other instances of this-

abuse, the archbishop-elector of Cologne, Joseph Clement of Bavaria, was, by a triple in-

fraction of the canons, also bishop of the three dioceses of Li^ge, Hildesheim, and Ratisbon.

What was worse, this prelate was not only not a priest, but not even in Minor Orders. Pope

Innocent XI., pressed by the importunities of the emperor and by the well-meriting House

of Bavaria, had agreed to countenance the ecclesiastical advancement of the young scion

of the latter family, even so suspending the canons as to allow the eleven year old boy ta

be named bishop of Cologne. Liege, and Hildesheim, on condition that the sees of Ratisbon

and Frisingen, already held by him, should be declared vacant. Even this condition was

not entirely fulfilled, as the boy retained the see of Ratisbon.

(2) PicoT ; Mcmoircs for the Ecclesiastical Histr/ry of the Eighteenth Century, vol. 1.

p. 133. Third Edit., Paris, 1853.

(3) From his childhood he had been destined to the priesthood ; but the death of his el-

der brother caused his parents to change their views as to his vocation.

(4) For the consequences of such a measure, see p. 31.
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Spiuola was a man of discerumeut and moderation, and to a

profound knowledge of general theology lie joined an accur-

ate appreciation of the circumstances which had favored the

so-called Reformation. From the day of his arrival in Ger-

many he had availed himself of every possible occasion for an

mterchange of ideas with the more learned and influential of

the Protestant ministers ; and he had arrived at the conclusion

that many of these clergymen believed in the possibility of

a common ground on which a stand could be taken by both

the upholders of the Council of Trent and the followers of

the Confession of Augsburg. It appeared both to Spinola

and to many of the Protestant divines that in many points

the Confession of Augsburg differed from the Tridentine en-

actments only in certain inexactnesses of expression, which

might be easily rectified ; and several Protestant clergymen

seemed to opine that even where the Confession diametrically

opposed the Council, the contradiction had arisen from the

fact that the Reformers foolishly attributed to the Church

sentiments which she herself disavowed. When the emper-

or learned that Spinola had won both the esteem and confi-

dence of the leading ministers of Germany, he obtained from

the Holy See an exchange of the Italian's titular see of Tina

for the bishopric of Neustadt, a city near Vienna ;
and by an

imperial rescript of March 20, 169i, the now German bishop

was empowered to treat with Protestant communities or in-

dividuals on the matter of a restoration of the pristine unity

of faith in the fatherland. Spinola immediately proceeded

to Hanover, where the Lutherans were especially desirous of

reunion, and where Duke Ernest-Augustus had openly avowed

his sympathy with that aspiration, although his ambition

to succeed Queen Anne on the English throne prevented him

from imitating his brother, John Frederick, who had, many

years ago, made his abjuration. At this period the ablest

man among the Lutherans was Gerard Van der Meulen, now

better known by the Latin form of his name, Molanus, who

was director of the consistorial churches of Hanover. Just

as conciliatory as Spinola, he was naturally chosen liy Duke

Ernest-Augustus, to confer with the quasi-ofUcial represen-

tative of German Catholicism.
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After seven months of conference, Molanus submitted to

Spinola, in the name of all the Lutheran clergy of Hanover,

a project for reunion v/hicli the Catholic champion found to

be inadmissable ; but since its tone appeared to evince a

certain amount of resj)ect for the decrees of Trent, Spinola

deemed it prudent to consult the first controversialist of the

age, Bossuet, before he either rejected the overture or drew

its author's attention to its defects. A distinguished German
princess, then resident in France, had already expressed a

desire that the Eagle of Meaux should be associated in a

work which tended toward the conversion of her countrymen

to the true faith. The celebrated abbey of Maubuisson at

Pontoise had for its abbess at this time the princess Louise-

Hollandine, called " the princess-palatine," because she was

a daughter of that unfortunate palatine whom we, when
treating of the Thirty Years' War, have seen losing both his

hereditary Palatinate of the Rhine and the throne of Bo-

hemia wdiich he had usurped (1). When the battle of Prague

had ruined her father's hopes, he took up his residence in

Holland. In time his daughter began to study the doctrines

of that Church which she had been taught to regard as Anti-

christ ; and her duty becoming plain to her, and knowing

that flight from her parents could alone enable her to fulfil

it, she secretly took her departure, leaving in her apartment

this little note :
" I am leaving for France, there to become

a Catholic and a nun." Having made her abjuration on Jan.

25, 1658, she took the Cistercian habit at Maubuisson, and

made her profession in 1660. A few years afterward Louis

XIY. made her abbess of her community. At the time of

which we are treating there resided at the abbey that Mme.
de Brinon who had assisted Mme. de Maiutenon in the es-

tablishment of Saint-Cyr ; and through the medium of this

lady the abbess Louise held continual correspondence with,

her German relations, in the hope of bringing them event-

ually into the Fold of Christ, Chief among these wandering

sheep w^as the sister of the abbess, Sophia, the wife of the

duke of Hanover, whose son was destined to ascend the
(1) Tbe reader will remember that the palatine had married the princess Elizabeth of

England, daughter of James I., and that therefore the princess Louise-Hollandine was that

monarch's grand-daughter.
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usurped throne of tlie Stuarts as George I. Mme. de Brinon

had ah-eadj established relations between the historiogra-

pher, Pellisson, and Leibnitz; and by their means she was

enabled to forward to the duchess of Hanover many of the

religious works which appeared in France, and to keep up

a confidential correspondence with her. When the abbess

learned that Spinola and Molanus were engaged in an at-

tempt to undo the fell work of the Reformation in Germany,

she wrote to her sister that it would be well to associate the

greatest publicist of the day in what would necessarily be a

task of great difficulty. Therefore shortly after Spinola had

sent the project of Molanus to Bossuet, the latter eceived

from Mme. de Brinon the letter which the duchess had

sent to the abbess, begging that the good cause might have

the aid of him whose works were the delight of Christian

Europe. In this letter Sophia showed that well informed

as she was, she knew no more about the schismatic churches

of the East than do the immense majority of the Protestants

of our day ; and in his acknowledgment of the letter, sent

to Mme. de Brinon, the bishop of Meaux took care to instruct

her Highness as to the concessions " which the Church had

made to the Greeks," as she had expressed the idea, and

which she thought the Church might with propriety grant

to the Lutherans. Bossuet began by informing the duchess

that " she should know that while the Roman Church might

relax somewhat, according to circumstances, in indifferent

matters and in those of mere discipline, the same Church

luould never yield in onej^oint of defined doctrine, and especi-

ally not in any that had been defined by the Council of Trent."

Then touching on the differences between the disciplines of

the Western and the Eastern Patriarchates, Bossuet ob-

served :
" The Church has made no difficulty in allowing the

use of marriage to the Eastern priests; and they themselves

do not pretend to contract marriage after their ordination. All

the oriental bishops are bound to celibacy, and hence their

bishops are always taken from among the monks, who are

vowed to celibacy. Nor is any difficulty made in regard to

their use of leavened bread in the Eucharist ; nor as to tlieir

communicating under both species. Their ancient customs
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are not disturbed ; but you will never find that they have

ever been received into the communion of the Catholic

•Church without an explicit profession of the dogmas on ac-

count of which the two Churches were separated, and which
were defined conformably to our doctrine in the Councils of

Lyons and Florence. These dogmas are the Procession of

the Holy Ghost from the Father and the Son
;
prayer for

the dead ; the reception of sufficiently purified souls into

heaven (before the Last Judgment) ; and the j)rimacy of the

Pope. . . . The Orient has always had certain customs which
the West has not disapproved. . . , But the Lutherans and
Calvinists have no right to change the customs of the entire

West. Such changes can be effected only by the consent

and authority of the head of the Church ; for without sub-

ordination the Church would be an anomalous assemblage

in which each member, by doing whatever he wished to do,

would disturb the harmony of the entire body. Of course

the Lutherans may receive certain concessions which they

earnestly request, such as the Communion under both spe-

cies ; and certain explanations as to certain doctrines might

T3e adopted. But to pretend that there should be no capitu-

lation (on the part of the heretics) in the matter of defined

dogmas, and to say that the constitution of the Church
would not suffer by such a concession, would be a subver-

sion of the foundations of religion" (1). When the duchess
of Hanover had read this frank explanation in which Bossuet
shoAved that he would neither deceive nor be deceived, and
that the matter in hand was very different from a j^olitical

affair which might properly be a subject of compromise, she
forwarded it to Molanus, who in turn communicated it to the

theologians of Hanover. The loyalty and firmness of Bos-
suet were not displeasing to Molanus ; and he soon replied

with a treatise entitled his Private Sentiments Concerning a
Means for Reuniting the Protestant Churches ivith the Roman
Catholic Church (2), a work which evinces clearly the intimate

(1) Letter to Mme. de Brinon, Sept. 29, 1691, in the WorJis of Bossuet, vol. viii., p. 657.

Edition Chalandre, Besaticon, 1846.

(2) Coyitationes Privatw tic Methndo Ecunionis EccJesiaz Protestantium cum Ecclc
sia linmana CnthnUca. Both the original Latin and the French translation are given in
ithe Works of Bossuet, vhi miyn-a, p. 523.
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conviction of this candid Lutheran that the early Reformers

had abused the credulity of the German masses in order to

withdraw them from the Roman communion. So evident is

this disposition of Molanus, that it is morally certain that,

as Bausset believes, if Leibnitz had not interfered in the

controversy, the great Lutheran theologian and Bossuet

would have soon agreed on every point of doctrine (1).

Bossuet spent three months in reflection on the proposi-

tions of Molanus before he transmitted his reply to his friend^

Ij adversary, and a less scholastic version of it in French to

the princes and princesses of the House of Hanover, who

would scarcely have understood the forms and phraseology

of the schools\ The nature of our work warns us not to en-

ter on an analysis of writings which are purely theological

in their scope and in their method ; if the reader needs an

intimate knowledge of the details of all the controversial

reasonings which were emitted during the course of this at-

tempt at Christian reunion, he may consult the Works of

Bossuet, and Cardinal Bausset's History of the great prelate.

In ref^ard, however, to the disciplinary demands of Molanus

and his fellow-theologians of Hanover, which enter more

naturally into our province as historian, we may be allowed

to record the opinions of one who would have manifested the

spirit of conciliation even unto its last logical development.

Having admitted that the repugnance of the Lutherans to a

formal retractation might be considered, and that it might

be sufficient for them to recognize the truth by a formal dec-

laration, Bossuet says that when this declaration would have

been made, the Supreme FoutiS might be disposed to heark-

en to the disciplinary requests of the Protestants, and to

grant to them the following concessions :
" I. In places

where there are only Lutherans, and where there is no Cath-

olic bishop, the Lutheran superintendents who will have

subscribed the Formula of Faith, and wlio will have brought

into the fold the people who recognize them, may be conse-

crated liishops ; and similarly the Lutheran ministers may

be ordained priests and appointed as pastors. II. In other

places the superintendents and other ministers may be raised

(1) Ilistnrii (>/ B.).wi(tf. bV. xii.. S «.
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to tlie priesthood under tlie authority of the bishops, with

such distiuctious aud subordinations as may be prescribed.

III. To all the newly established bishojDS and j)riests there

might be assigned revenues from proper sources ; and con-

sciences would not be disturbed because of the present

possession of ecclesiastical property. However, I would

make an exception to this latter provision in the case of hos-

pitals ; for it seems to me that there can be no dispensation

from the obligation of restoring to the poor all that has been

taken from them. IV. If there are now among the followers

of the Confession of Augsburg any persons whose episcopal

consecration or sacerdotal ordination shall have been found

to have been real and valid, they may be left in their present

j)laces if they subscribe the Formula of Faith ; and the same
consideration shall be shown to their priests. V. Care must
be taken to celebrate Mass on all solemn festivals with all

possible propriety ; and as is customary, sermons or instruc-

tions will be given. In certain parts of the service, prayers

and hymns in the vernacular may be introduced. Whatever
is recited in Latin will be carefully explained to the people

;

and according as the bishops may deem it advisable, trans-

lations of these Latin prayers, accompanied by explanations,

may be circulated. VI. The Holy Scriptures in the vernac-

ular may be left in the hands of the jDeople. Use may be

made even of the version by Luther, because of the elegance

which it is supposed to j^ossess ; but it must be revised, and

all that has been added to the text—such as the proposition

that ' faith alone justifies'—must be eliminated. The Bible,

thus translated, may be read publicly whenever it is deemed
appropriate to do so, and with befitting explanations. All

notes which are redolent of the late revolt mustbe suppressed.

VII. All who wish to communicate must be exhorted to

do so at the solemn service ; but even though there be no
communicants, the Mass must not therefore be omitted.

VIII. Communion under both species may be given to all

who have made their profession of faith ; but great care

must l)e taken for the preservation of the reverence due to

the Holy Sacrament. IX. The newly established bishoprics

and parishes will not be forced to institute convents of either
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male or female religious ; but they should be urged to insti-

tute them. X. Everything smacking of superstition or of

sordid gain shall be removed from the veneration of saints

and of lioly images ; this matter should be regulated accord-

ing to the Tridentine decrees, the bishops exercising the au-

thority Avhich the Council gave to them in the premises. XI.

The public prayers, the Missal, the Eitual, and the Brevia-

ries will be corrected according to the usages in the church-

es of Paris, Rheims, Yienue, La Rochelle, and in other illus-

trious churches, as well as in the celebrated monastery of

Cluny ;
eliminating all doubtful, suspicious, and supersti-

tious things, so that everything may be redolent of solid and

ancient piety." These concessions were certainly liberal in

the extreme, and there is no reason to suppose that they

would not have been ratified by the Holy See. They may

be of interest to that school of English Protestants who, in

our day, have been dreaming of a " corporate reunion " with

Eome. But there remained the delicate matter of a married

clergy, on which the Lutherans quite naturally insisted.

Bossuet remembered that while neither the Church nor the

oriental schismatics allow a priest to marry, nevertheless the

latter ordain men already married, and the Church tolerates

in the Greek and other Eastern Uniates the ordination of

married men and their use of marriage. Therefore the bish-

op of Meaux felt that he was justified in assuring Molanus

that " The Lutheran superintendents and ministers who, hav-

ing made their Profession of Faith, shall have been raised to

the episcopate or the priesthood, may retain their wives (1)

;

but when these clergymen die, they must be succeeded by

persons of mature age, of approved regularity of morals, and

vowed to celibacy "
(2).

While Bossuet was awaiting the rejDly of Molanus and his

associates to these propositions, Leibnitz, then at the height

of his reputation as first among the mvaufs of Germany,

(1) The reader will observe that Bossuet grants to the converted Lutherans who becouie

bishops privileges which neither the I'niates nor the schismatics in the East accord to their

prelates. In none of the oriental rites, whether among the separatists or among those in

communion with Rome, is a married bisluip known or imagined.

(2) '^ Sirpcriiitcmlentihiis ar ininistrix hi «'/ji,scop(»s ac pir.ihjjtcras ex hvjn»modi pacti

fornmla ordinati.% qiiandut erunt suverstitessuncoiijuoifi relinquantur. Vbidecesser-

int, cocUhea prcsfteintitiir. uvilta ))ri ifindoDC, n-tate mdho-d."
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(and aimired even in Italy and France, since lie wrote his

more important works either in French or in Latin), as-

pired to break theological lances with one whom many re-

garded as the latest Father of the Church. Influenced by

the later conduct of Leibnitz in this affair, some writers

have doubted as to his sincerity in relegating Molanus to

the background in order to present himself as the Protes-

tant leader in the movement for reunion. But if Leibnitz

was not sincere, at least in the beginning of his relation with

Bossuet, his sole motive must have been the acquisition of

more glory by an association of his name with that of the

great controversialist ; and that motive could not have actu-

ated him, since it was understood that the negotiations were

to remain secret, and since, in fact, they were not made pub-

lic until fifty years after his death. The first move of Leib-

nitz in this important matter was a letter to Mme. de Brinon,

informing her that he agreed with Bossuet in his declaration

that the project submitted by Molanus to Siiinola was not

sufiicieut ; that said project, however, was useful, by way of

a beginning ; that Eome would never yield one particle in

matters of defined doctrine, and that any compromise in

such matters was out of the question; that the Tridentine

doctrinal decrees were received in France, as in every other

land of Catholic Christendom ; and that satisfaction could

be given to Protestants only in reference to certain explana-

tions, and in regard to certain points in discipline. Such

admissions might have led one less perspicacious than Bos-

suet to regard his cause as gained, in so far as Leibnitz him-

self was concerned ; and even Bossuet felt that he might say

to his adversary :
" If you do really agree with the proposi-

tions mentioned in your letter, then. Monsieur, you cannot

remain much longer in your present religious condition "
(1).

But the Eagle of Meaux had noticed that Leibnitz, with

more subtlety than accuracy, had pretended that in follow-

ing the Tridentine doctrines, France had not accepted them

because of the Conciliar definition, and that she had never

declared that the Council of Trent was veritably oecumeni-

cal. Therefore Bossuet immediately asked Leibnitz to reply

(1) Letter of Bossuet to Leibnitz Ian. 10, 1692.
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to the following questions :
" Can jou doubt that the Tri-

dentine decrees were received by all the Catholics of France

and Germany, in all that regards faith, as much as they

were received in Italy or Spain ; and have you ever heard of

one Catholic who thought himself free to reject the faith

declared by the Council of Trent ? Do you believe that in

any of the points which the Council of Trent defined against

Luther, Zwingle, Calvin, and against the Confessions of

Augsburg, Strasburg, and Geneva, the Council did anything

else than propose for the acceptance of the faithful those

doctrines which had been believed when Luther began his

rebellion ? " Eeplying to these questions, Leibnitz said that

" they seemed to be difiicult of solution." In regard to his

opinion as to whether the Tridentine decrees were received in

France and Germany just as they were received in Italy and

Spain, he said :
" I might adduce the oi^inion of certain

Italian and Spanish doctors who reprove the French for de-

viating, in certain points, from the teachings of this Council

;

but leaving that matter aside, I answer as I have already

answered, that even though the entire Tridentine teaching

were received in France, it would not follow that therefore

the French received it as coming from an (Ecumenical Coun-

cil." The reader who has accompanied us in our reflections

on the customary Protestant objections against the oecu-

menicity of the Council of Trent (1), will probably doubt the

sincerity of Leibnitz at the moment when he emitted this

would-be subtle, but flimsy argumentation. Passing to the

question whether what was defined at Trent had been re-

garded as Catholic doctrine before the Lutheran ebullitions,

Leibnitz avers that this point admits of much discussion ;.

" but even though it be granted that the Tridentine decis-

ions had already been held by common opinion to be verit-

able, it by no means follows that (the doctrines confirmed by)

these decisions had always passed for matters of faith."

While corresponding with Pirot, a celebrated doctor of

the Sorbonne, Leibnitz had advanced his opinion that the

Council of Trent was not oecumenical ; and Pirot having re-

futed his arguments, he had composed a memorial in further

(1) Vol. 111., p. 524, et aeqq.
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defense of his position—a treatise which leads Bausset to

opine that the German scholar might have become a grand

theologian, if he had devoted himself exclusively to the " sci-

ence of sciences." Now that he was engaged in debate with

the foremost champion of Catholicism, Leibnitz availed him-

self of this composition, forwarding it to Bossuet as his main

reliance. All of the arguments which he advanced were as

old as Protestantism itself ; and we have refuted them all

when treating ofthe earlier General Councils. It is remark-

able that in their presentation Leibnitz separated himself

far from those Lutheran tlieologians whose champion he had

constituted himself. In their first project, submitted to Spin-

ola, the ministers of Hanover had enunciated views on con-

ciliar oecumenicitj which Leibnitz explicitly contradicted in

his Blemorial. Thus, for the legitimacy of a General Coun-

cil they had declared :
" No conditions should be demanded,

other than those demanded hitherto by the Church, and

which are found to have been observed by the first four Gen-

eral Councils. . . . No attention need to be paid to the number
of the synodals, or to their nationality. Since all the bish-

ops ought to be convoked, it apj)ears evident that no one

should insist that there should be such or such a number of

bishops of such or such a nationality ; that certain bishops

should be preferred to others ; that the bishops of each na-

tion should be admitted in equal number, and that some le-

gitimate bishops should be excluded in order to arrive at

that ecjuality. . . . The decrees j)ublished by the president,

with the consent of the greater j^art of the assembled fathers,

have always been regarded as definitions of the entire Coun-
cil." Certainly it is strange that these Lutheran theologians,

like the Catholic theologian, Bossuet, should have shown
more of a spirit of conciliation during this entire negotiation,

than was evinced by Leibnitz, whose moderation was gener-

ally his chief characteristic. And in his reply to Bossuet's

refutation of his Memorial, we cannot avoid discerning, with

Bausset, " a kind of hesitation and embarrassment which in-

dicate the futile efforts of a man of great intelligence who
tries to resist the ascendency of a man of genius." He
merely reiterates the objections which he has presented, and
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with greater force, in his previous papers. Again he urges

the fact that at the first abjuration of Henry IV. at Saint-

Denis, the bishops said nothing about the Council of Trent

in the Profession of Faith which they tendered for the mon-
arch's subscrijDtion. The German disputant knew well that

the entire doctrine of the Council was expressed in that Prb-

fession, even though the name of the assembly was not men-

tioned. He harps again on the frequent protests of French

ambassadors at different times against the Council ; although

he knew that those protests had no connection with the Con^

ciliar definitions on doctrine. He dwells again on the fact

that the French government has not yet formally received

the Tridentine decrees ; although he has read innumerable

authentic documents which show him that this non-accepta-

tion has been due to the incompatibility of certain of the

Conciliar disciplinary decrees with the laws and customs of

the kingdom. In only one instance, in this reply to Bossuet

(June, 1693), does Leibnitz manifest good faith. He speaks

of the leniency shown by the Council of Basel to the Bohe-

mians in the matter of the chalice, and of the promise of the

Baseleans to listen to the Bohemian expostulations concern-

ing the Council of Constance ; and he urges these condescen-

sions as proofs that Kome might allow the Lutherans to ig-

nore the Tridentine decrees, at least for the present. Bos-

suet had already done justice to this suggestion when it was

offered by Molanus. " It is true," said he (1), " that the Bo-

hemians were received into communion, although they were

still hesitating in regard to an article decided by the Coun-

cil of Constance ; but they submitted to a Council actually

assembled, and unlike the Lutherans of to-day, they did not

appeal to a Council yet to be convoked, and which a thou-

sand obstacles might indefinitely postpone. . . . The Bohe-

mians did not demand that their priests should be seated as

judges along with the bishops, as the Protestants demand
when they insist that no Council is legitimate unless the con-

tending parties are all equally judges, thus preventing all

ecclesiastical decisions, and doing away with the last remedy
for schism or heresy. . . . Although the Council of Basel

(1) Reflections on the Pamphlet of Mokmun, pt. ii., ch. 8, no. 2.
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couclesceuded to say nothing about the Council of Constance

to the Bohemians, the latter submitted to that Council when
they bowed to the authority of the Baselean assembly ; for

the Church was in session at Basel merely by virtue of the

decree of the Council of Constance (1). But the Protestants,

on the contrary, when they ask for a suspension of the de-

crees of Trent, demand a suspension of all the Councils

which have been held during the last thousand years ; for

nearly all the errors professed by the Protestants were con-

demned, not only by the Council of Trent, but by the pre-

ceding assemblies during those thousand years. In other

words, the Protestants would have us suppose that during
the last thousand years there has been no true Church."

After a silence of five years, probably intentional on the

part of Bossuet, who had tired of answering the same objec-

tions again and again, Leibnitz endeavored to re-open the

controversy. On Dec. 11, 1699, he wrote to Bossuet, asking
for information as to the principles admitted by Eome in or-

der to distinguish matters of faith from matters which are

abandoned to the disputes of men. When this desire had
been satisfied, he treated Bossuet to an attack on the decree

of the Council of Trent affixing the note of canonicity to cer-

tain books of the Scriptures which were not numbered in the

Hebrew Canon, and which many churches, during the first

centuries of the Christian era, had rejected. Bossuet replied

with what is probably the most erudite and most complete
dissertation on the subject that has yet been written. He
demonstrated that the books of Wisdom, EccJesiasdcns, The
MaccJiabees, Judith, Tobias, and a few others, were not new
books when Christianity was founded ; that the Council of

Trent, which placed them in the Canon, had found that they

had been regarded as canonical in the fourth century, the cen-

tury most distinguished for ecclesiastical science ; that Pope
Innocent I., in 405, and Pope Gelasius, his successor, at the

head of a Koman Council, had consecrated this tradition

;

that from that time the Koman Church had never varied in the

matter ; that the entire West had imitated the Mother Church,

(1) The reader will notice that Bossuet, In accordance with the Galilean theory of his

day, regarded the Council of Basel as oecumenical. See our vol. iii., p. 120.
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and tliat many of the Eastern Fathers had been of the same

opinion. If certain churches, explained Bossuet, have not

admitted the books in question into their Canon, it was be-

cause they wished to coj^y that of the Hebrews, and to use,

in argument, only such books as were not contested by ei-

ther Jew or Christian. To the Protestant objection that the

tradition concerning the inspiration of these books ought to

be universal, in order to demand acquiescence, Bossuet re-

j)lied that the Protestants themselves should try to solve it,

since it affected them as much as it aifected the Catholics.

They admitted the Epistle to the Hebreics and the Apocalyj)se^

both of which were contested by many. This letter of Bos-

suet, dated Aug. 17, 1701, closed the momentous correspond-

ence, in the earlier stages of which Leibnitz had apparently

given evidence of the sincerity of the many Catholic senti-

ments with which he had already startled his fellow-religion-

ists. There is no need of wide speculation in an effort to dis-

cover the reason of his change of mind. When Leibnitz

took the place of Molanus, the House of Hanover, to which

he was entirely devoted, was apparently not destined to oth-

er glory than that which surrounds the sceptre of a fifth-rate

j)riucipality ; its ultimate claims to the throne of England,

brought into light by the dethronement of James II. in 1688,

were as yet far off in a long perspective. Queen Anne then

had a son, and gave every promise of a numerous progeny.

Not much sacrifice of temporal grandeur, therefore, would

have then attended an abandonment of Protestantism by the

princes of Brunswick ; and Leibnitz cheerfully yielded to the

commands of his reason, and perhaps to the dictates of his

heart. But nine years after he had entered into relations

with Bossuet, the duke of Gloucester, the last surviving child

of Queen Anne (1), was the sole barrier between the Han-

overian Guelphs and the British throne ; and then the con-

ciliatory tone of Leibnitz's letters to Bossuet began to di-

minish. In a few months, Gloucester died ; and the English

parliament declared the succession devolved on the Protes-

tant grand-daughter of James I., the duchess Sophia of Han-

(1) Anne hart seventeen children by her husband, Georpre of Denmark; but nearly all

were prematurely born, or still-born.
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over, and the Iieirs of her body. From that day Leibnitz
wrote no more to Bossuet. It is onlj^ when we turn our gaze
on the Court of St. James's, and on the modest palace of the
elector of Hanover, that we can understand how the project

instituted by Spinola and Molanus, and encouraged by the
best minds among the Lutherans of Hanover, was finally ren-

dered abortive by a man who seldom spoke of the Holy See
otherwise than respectfully, and who often showed himself
willing to place the Roman Pontiff on an eminence which many
Catholic sovereigns would not have accorded to him. In fact,

so long as Leibnitz acted the philosopher, he tried to undo
the work of Luther ; when he collapsed into the German cour-

tier-theologian, he combated Christian unity. We may un-
derstand how much the negotiations of Leibnitz with Bossuet
were affected by the former's care for the temporal aggran-
dizement of the House of Hanover, if we pay some attention to

that decision of the Lutheran University of Helmstadt on the

marriage of a Protestant princess to a Catholic prince, which
so agitated the minds of English and German Protestants in

the year 1707.

The courts of Vienna and Hanover having agreed on a
marriage between the archduke, Charles of Austria (after-

ward emperor as Charles VI), and a princess of the family
of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, the Lutheran University of

Helmstadt was asked "whether a Protestant princess, about
to marry a Catholic prince, could conscientiously become a
Catholic ? " On April 28, 1707, the doctors of Helmstadt
issued the following declaration, supposed to have been
framed by the erudite Fabricius, then a professor in that
Faculty : " We are convinced that Catholics agree with
Protestants, and that any dispute they may have with each
other is merely one of words. The fundamentals of religion

subsist in the Roman Catholic Church ; and hence one may
b»e orthodox in it, live well in it, die well in it, and obtain
salvation in it. Therefore, in view of her marriage, the most
serene princess of Wolfenbuttel may embrace the Catholic
religion." When Leibnitz read this pronouncement, he
affected astonishment, as though he himself had not frequent-
ly uttered worse inconsistencies in the matter of the relations
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of Protestantism with the ancient Church ; and he wrote to

the enterprising Fabricius several denunciatory letters which,

as Bausset judiciously remarks, might have been used by

Bossuet in his History of the Variations of Protestantism, had

they been written when that work was being produced. In

Sept., 1708, Leibnitz tells Fabricius that Basnage has written

to him, asking whether the dons of Helmstadt really pro-

nounced the judgment attributed to them, and insisting that

Protestants should not be forced to bear the fatal consequen-

ces of such a decision. Then Leibnitz adds that he is about

to inform Basnage that Fabricius and all the other professors

of Helmstadt disavow the declaration ; but that he will not

send the letter until he has heard from Fabricius. And he

warns his friend that the decision has caused great displeasure

in England. But in vain did Leibnitz propose to Fabricius

a plain stultification of himself ; the declaration was known

as the work of the Faculty of Helmstadt by men who could

not be deceived. However, the dons tried to attenuate the

force of their decision. Their effort, said Leibnitz to Faln-i-

cius on Sept. 17, was not sufficiently explicit ; "it showed what

they did not think, but not what they thought," and Fabri-

cius should know that " several English bishops, devoted to

the House of Hanover, had declared that the expectations of

that House to ascend to the throne of England—expectations

recently justified

—

loould he destroyed by the toleration and

indulgence loliicli the University of Helmstadt luas exteiidin'j to

the Catholic Church^ Five days afterward, Leibnitz showed

that he was reconciled to the admission of the authenticity

of the declaration ; but he asked for the sui)pression of the

second clause, which allowed the Brunswickian princess to be-

come a Catholic. " Since the dethronement of James II., a

great revolution has occurred in the teachings of English

theologians. The bishops of England no longer entertain

the olden ideas concerning episcopacy ; they are by no means

so far from Presbyterianism as tliey once were. So great is

the flow and reflow of opinions, that they almost ridicule

the episcopacy of the archbishop of Canterbury "
(1). On

(1)
'" A]m<l AugjKS thdhjijoK marinn facta cM rcrvm cninrrKin ah expnliimic Ja-

wbi II. Ipsi tpi*cojji pleriiiuc hmUc ntin adtwiditm cijiscDpakx hahentur ; a prexby-
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Oct. 8, Leibnitz writes that the euemies of the House of Han-

over are circulating the declaration of Helmstadt throughout

England, in order to prevent the succession of that family

to the throne ; and on Oct. 15 he says that the explanation

furnished by Fabricius does not satisfy the archbishop of

Canterbury, " because it does not state that the authors of

the declaration abhor Popery." He adds that " the claims

of the House of Hanover to the British throne are founded

solely on the hatred and exclusion of the Roman Church ; and

therefore they should carefully avoid anything ivhich might

indicate that they loere at all tepid in that matter "
(1).

We have favored the idea that Leibnitz, in the first stage

of his controversy with Bossuet, was sincerely desirous of

furthering a submission of the German Protestants to Cath-

olic authority ; but we are by no means certain that he ever

regarded visible communion with the Holy See as necessary,

or that he was really Catholic at heart. While he was ar-

guing with Bossuet, the newly converted landgrave, Ernest

of Hesse-Rheinfels, frequently urged him to become a Cath-

olic ; and he always replied that he was " in the interior

communion of the Church, like a person who has been un-

justly excommunicated." He also contended that it was

through no fault of his that he did not join the exterior com-

munion of the Church, but rather the fault of his philosoph-

ical opinions, "of which he was convinced, and which he

could not abandon." And he naively observed : "If I were

in the Catholic Church, and the Holy Sacrament were re-

fused to me because of these opinions, I would leave the

Church. I think of the adage, ' Turpius ejlcitur quam non

admiititur hospes—it is more disgraceful to be put out of the

house, than it is to be kept from entering.' " In a letter to

Mme. de Brinon he contends :
" It is not essential to Cath-

olicity to communicate exteriorly with Rome ; the true and

essential communion is charity, which makes us part of the

Body of Jesus Christ." In practice, Leibnitz was neither

terinnorumsententiis ynulto minus quam oUm recedunt. Archiepiscopi Cantiiariensis

episcopalitas pcne per ironiam in proverhium abiit ; adeo quidem est sententiarum

fluxus et refluxus.''''

(1) " OMNE NOSTRCM in BRITTANIAM jrS in RELIGIONIS ROMANS EXCLUSIONE ODIOQtJE

FCNDATUM EST. ITAQCE MERITO FUGIENDA SUNT, Q0IBU3 IN ROMANENSES TEPIDI TI-

DEREMUR. "
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Protestant nor Catholic during the most intellectual part of

his life. During his last twenty years he never approached

the Lord's Supper, as he had hitherto done ; and he did not

•even enter a Protestant house of worship. When dying, his

servants asked him whether he did not wish for ministerial

assistance, and he replied :
" Let me rest ; 1 have never in-

jured anyone." He was buried without any religious cere-

monies. Both Catholics and Protestants have exhibited his

writings as proofs of his having been with them in religious

belief ; and both Catholics and Protestants have been mis-

taken in their judgments. One may cite passages from Leib-

nitz, the ultra Protestantism of which would befit the most

audacious ranter who ever delights a besottedly ignorant au-

dience ; and other passages may be adduced in apparent

proof that the writer understood and appreciated the Church

as vividly and heartily as did Bossuet himself. As an illus-

tration of the thoroughly Protestant ability of Leibnitz to

travesty ecclesiastical history, and to misinterpret the

Canons of the Church, we submit his reply to Baronio, as

that annalist observes that the deposition of Pope John XIL

by the German Otlio L was illegal, " since a superior cannot

be judged by an inferior" (1). Leibnitz contends that

" these words, uttered by flattery and ignorance," were re-

futed, long ago, by men of the Boman communion who

place a Council above the Pope. He says that bishops are

not subordinate to the Pontiff by any divine law, and that

the Pope himself styles the bishops his brothers. He holds

that the Pope's jurisdiction, in the minds of all the princes

and peoples in the Holy Boman Empire, ceased when (like

John XII.) he became a wolf ; and that then he w^as subject

to the judgment of the " Emperor of the Bomans." After this

mixture of courtier-theologism with an affected ignorance of

history, Leibnitz groans as follows :
" Grieving because Borne,

by her measures or by her negligence, inflicted such damage

on the purity of divine worship ; because she rendered

Christianity contemptible or ridiculous by schisms which

she fomented ; because, under favor of the barbarism of the

time, she introduced an unreasonable theology which was

(1) For the history of this pretended deposition, see our vol. 11.. ch. 8.
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unknown to the Apostles of Christ ; nevertheless, I have

always yearned for the authority of the first episcopal see,

and for the restoration of the ancient form of the ecclesias-

tical hierarchy, under the condition with which Melancthon

signed the Articles of Smalkald—that is, that the Popes

should give to the Gospel the place that it ought to occupy.

Why should there not arise, after Charlemagne (sic) and

Otho, a third grand Germanic emperor, who would make

Rome Catholic and Apostolic ? " But listen to the following

judgment on the tenth century :
" Then the Pope was re-

garded as the representative on earth, not of God, but of

Peter. Then the dream of the Pope's infallibility was un-

known. Then the authority of the Church was not founded

in blood. Then the Sacrament of the Altar was not exposed

for public adoration ; it was not carried in procession ; and

it was not mutilated by depriving the people of the chalice.

Then the ancient form of Baptism was still used ; the bish-

ops of Germany taught in the temples, as of old ; the canons

lived in community ; and each cathedral or important Church

had its flourishing school, under the management of eminent

men. But all this disappeared when the bishops of Borne

seized the domination of the Church ; when their emissaries,

the mendicant monks, became masters of the schools. Then
ridiculous subtleties took the place of reasonable doctrines

;

^n insensate cruelty raged against religious opinions with

fire and sword ; and Germany, thanks to the intrigues of the

clergy, remained without a head, and permanent discords

tore her bosom "
(1). These ravings certainly seem to jus-

tify Pertz in his oj)inion that " There can be no doubt con-

cerning the faith of Leibnitz. He was a Catholic like Luther

-and Melancthon, like the entire Protestant Church." But

on the other hand, there are innumerable passages in the

works of Leibnitz which are distinctively Catholic. He de-

fends the use of apostolic tradition ; he places revelation

above reason ; he rejects the " free will a slave " of Luther,

and the absolute predestination of Calvin ; he admits the

necessity of good works, insisting, in his Theodicea : " With-

out beneficence, without devotion to our neighbor, there is

XI) Annals of the Dominion of Brunswick.
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no salvation." And be holds tliat " He is a Catholic who is

in communion with the Apostolic See, and who is a part of

the Christian Church ; a heretic is outside the Catholic

Church, separated from Jesus Christ, and there is no salva-

tion for him." He says that he has " not tears enough to

shed on account of the unfortunate schism of Luther "
; and

in 1691 he writes to Mme. de Brinon :
" You are right when

you regard me as a Catholic at heart ; I am one even openly."

He writes to the landgrave Ernest: " The visible Catholic

Church, through a special assistance of the Holy Ghost
which was promised to her, is infallible in all the articles of

faith which are necessary to salvation." His System of
Theology is a plain exposition of Catholic doctrine (1),

Even those philosophical opinions, which he alleged as re-

straining him from entering the Catholic fold, present noth-

ing which Rome would be disposed to censure. What, then,

must be our conclusion with regard to the religious belief

of Leibnitz? We are disposed to agree with the Abbe Le
Noir, who discerns in him the " mere philosopher, professing

a theoretical Catholicism which is rather a universal religious

sj'ncretism than the Catholicism of the Church of Christ "(2).

As for the opinion of many of his Protestant contemporaries,

that Leibnitz believed only in the Natural Law, it was held

only by men who were chagrined because of the philoso-

pher's frequent leanings toward Catholicism. In all of his

writings, even in his most familiar correspondence, the most

hypercritical search will fail to discover any trace of disbe-

lief in Divine Revelation. His principal work, the Theodicea

;

or Essays on the Goodness of God, the Liberty of Man, and

the Origin of Evil, shows by its very title that it is a defense

of revealed religion ; and in it he glorifies Providence, and
(1) In 1«03 the relebrated Salpician. M. Emery, iniblishtMi a colUH-tioii of passages drawn

from the works of Leibnitz, and entitled Th<>ii{iht)iit}i RfU{iio)i ami MuraUtn. \\\i\{;\\

proved plainly that the philosopher was a zealous defender of the great principles of re-

ligion. Some years after the publication of these ThuughtK, M. Eraery learned that there

was in the Library of Hanover a manuscript of an as yet unedited work bv their author.

With much difficulty M. Emery pro<'ured the manuscript, and passed the winter precedlnR

his death in collating the te,\t with the numerous additions ami corrections with which

I/eibnitz had complicated it. Death having interfered with a labor which the venerable

Sulpician deemed conducive to the interests of religion, bis comrades finished it, and lu

1818 it appeared under the title of the Si/stan nf Thenh>0!l of Leibnitz.

(2) TJif Dictinuarii of Benjirr, A<hnttr(l fnthe Iiittlhctital Movement of the Firat

Half of the Nineteenth Century. Art. Lcihuitz. Paris, 1876.
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-devotes most of his energies to a refutation of Bayle, who
revived the Manichean ideas on the origin of evil.

CHAPTER X\T[L

FEBRONIANISM.

Among the German Catholic clergy of the eighteenth cen-

tury, many had devoted far more attention to the works of

Sarpi and Van Espen, than they had paid to books and prin-

ciples authorized by the Church. Consequently they be-

lieved, or aifected to believe, that the Church was in a state

of desolation ; that its government was vicious, its laws ty-

rannical, its usages superstitious, its discipline unbearable,

and even its doctrine more or less corrupted. If they could

be allowed to reconstruct the edifice of Catholicism, then in-

deed the " halcyon days " of the early Christians (which

never existed) would return. These would-be innovators,

who wanted only a little courage to become as dangerous as

the Jansenists ; who needed only more consistency to become
more powerful than the Galileans ; who were all, to a man,

courtier-theologians ; would have despoiled the central au-

thority at Rome of all its divinely-accorded prerogatives.

Not only would they, of course in the interests of the Ger-

man empire, have deprived the Pontiff of his secular domin-
ion over the Patrimony of St. Peter ; but they would have

reduced to nothing the spiritual power of the Holy See, since

they copied all the errors of Protestantism in the matter of

ecclesiastical authority. This school of theologians and
canonists was greatly elated, when, in 1763, there appeared
in Brussels a Book of Jastin Febronius on the Present Condi-

tion of the Church (1), which proved to be the fullest and
clearest exposition of its notions that had yet been read.

It was soon learned that under the name " Febronius " was
concealed the identity of John Nicholas von Hontheim, titu-

(1) The first edition was a quarto of 656 pages, with three dissertations by Barthel in an
appendix. Barthel had been educated in Rome, under the guidance of Lambertini, after-

ward Pope Benedict XIV.; and Hontheim termed him " the prince of German canonists."

The second edition of Febronius appeared In 1765, with 120 additional pages, and four

new appendixes.
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lar bishop of Myriopliitos, and auxiliary of the elector of

Treves (1). Hontheim aflfected to regard the Church as a
kind of rej^ublic, over which the Pope had usurped the power
which he theu exercised. Authority over this republic, said

he, belongs to the entire body of the Church, which delegates

its exercise to the pastors. He recognized in the Supreme
Pontiff scarcely any jDrerogatives which every bishop does

not possess. As to the Church, Hontheim showed himself

a veritable successor of the German courtier-theologians of

the Hohenstaufen times ; he would have made the Church,,

even in spirituals, the slave of the civil power. He hurled

the most bitter invectives against all who opposed his theses,

invectives which were almost as strong as those which he

emitted against the alleged vices of the court of Pome ; but

not always could his partisans discover the course which he^

would wish them to jDursue, so flagrant were his frequent

contradictions. Thus, sometimes he plainly accorded to the

Roman Pontiff a primacy of jurisdiction ; and sometimes he

recognized in General Councils the sole right of judging as

to matters of faith, wdiereas elsewhere he had discerned that

right in the dispersed Church. Equally contradictory were

his views concerning the Council of Trent, the Bull Unigeni-

fns, Paolo Sarpi, etc. Shortly after the appearance of Feh-

ronius, Germany resounded with the acclamations of so-

called Catholics, hailing the book as the most solid and pro-

found of modern times ; but just as many pronouuced it a

mere repetition of the declamations of the first " Reformers,"

varied by some extracts from the later innovators beyond

the Rhine. The work was condemned by Pope Clement

XIII. on March 14, 17G4, in a Brief addressed to Prince Clem-

ent of Saxony, bishop of Ratisbon ; but the Febronians, for

the most part, ignored the decision, although it was formally,

published by the archbishop of Cologne, and by the bishops

of Constance, Augsburg, Liege, and other ordinaries.

The first attack on Fehromus was made by a Lutheran,

Frederick Bahrdt, in a dissertation which appeared in Leip-

sic very soon after Hontheim had entered into the arena. In-

(1) Hontheim had adopted thepen-narae of " Febronius," out of allectloa for his niece, a.

vellRlous, whose conventual name was Febronla.
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1761 the celebrated French Augustiniau, Eiisebius Amort^
published a lengthy refutation ; as did also a Jesuit of Hei-

delberg, Joseph Kleiner. In 1765, Trautwein, a canon-regu-^

lar of Augsburg, issued a voluminous defense of the Papal
prerogatives, upholding them especially in spite of Hon-
theim's assertion that they depended on the genuineness.

of the Isidorian Decretals (1) ; and also in 1765, the Univer-

sity of Cologne published an academical treatise against the

innovator. In Italy, the Dominicans of St. Mark's in Flor-

ence, and Sangallo of the Minor Conventuals of Venice, pub-
lished apposite dissertations in 1766. But none of the works
directed against Fehronius in any country were so suc-

cessful as Peter Balleriui's disquisition on the Primacy,

which had been published at Verona in 1730, and written in

refutation of Bossuet's Defense of the Declaration o/1682 ; ii

required considerable audacity on the part of Hontheim to

attempt an advocacy of princi^^les, the absurdity of which
Ballerini had so lucidly demonstrated. In 1767 appeared
what is probably the most exhaustive, and at the same time

the most concise and trenchant refutation of Fehronius

that has ever been written—the Anti-Fehroriio of the Vene-
tian Jesuit, Francis Anthony Zaccaria. The possessor of

the work of Ballerini and of that of Zaccaria will be
equipped for a defense of the vis ac ratio of the Papal Pri-

macy, as he could be equijoped by no other weapons.
If we are to credit Hontheim, his object in writing his fa-

mous work was a furtherance of unity in Christendom, and es-

pecially the conversion of Protestants :
" Every honest man

should be zealous for the glory of the Spouse of Christ, and
labor for the reunion of Christians "

(2). " How I would re-

joice, if God were to deign to bless this, my pure inten-

tion ! "(3). This much desired union he j^roposed to effect

by a restriction of the Papal authority ; by a reformation of

the abuses of the Ptoman Church ; and by a General Coun-
cil of all Christians, to the decisions of which the Koman
Pontiff would respectfully bow. When he presented the

first means for a reunion, Hontheim closed his eyes to the

(1) For this question of the Isidorian Decretals, see our vol. ii., ch. 6.

(2) Jn Addendis, p. 624. (3) In Preface, at end.
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stubborn fact that most Protestants refused to recognize in

the Holy See even that " primacy of direction " which he was

willing to accord. As Bossuet observed : "Any superiority

whatever of the Eoman Pontiff was the object of Luther's

most bitter aversion ; from the day when the Pope con-

demned him, he spurned all reconciliation with Rome, and he

forced Melancthon to sign a document wherein the entire

body of Reformers was represented as protesting :
' We will

never admit that the Pope has any power over the other bish-

ops
'

" (1) ; and nearly all the Protestants of the eighteenth cen-

tury, like those of to-day, agreed with Luther at least in that

matter. And how could Hontheim hope that Catholics would
become Protestants, as they certainly would become, if they

abandoned the idea of a " primacy of jurisdiction," which is

an immutable article of Catholic faith ? As for the second

means proposed by Hontheim, a reformation of the abuses

in the Eoman Church, it is certain that although this would-be

innovator declared that " onlj^ a blind man would not see that

the Catholic Church was full of abuses "
(2), he did not men-

tion any which the Council of Trent had not eradicated. As
for the third means, a convocation of a General Council which

would dictate to the Roman Pontiff, Hontheim knew well that

an assembly so presumptions would not be a General Coun-

cil, since no Council ever has been regarded as oecumenical

until it received the approbation of the Pontiff, and no Pope
would approve dictation to himself, the Head of the Church,

In his anxiety to obtain some resjDectable support for his

subversive theories, Hontheim claims the friendship of the

Galileans ; he would have the Germans believe that his doc-

trines accord with the maxims of that glorious Church, one

of whose first bishops, St. Irenfeus, proclaimed " the greater

principality " of the Chair of Peter, and which, to use the

words of Pope Gregory IX., " has ever excelled all others in

devotion to the Apostolic See " (3). Speaking of his own
theories, Hontheim has the audacity to pretend that " The

French, and those who think correctly outside of France, are

of this opinion ; and they proclaim the liberties of the Univer-
(1) HMory of the VnrintUms of Pri)tcstaiiti.'<m, bk. Iv., no. 39.

(2) Chap, vi., g U. .
—

<3) Letter to the Chapters of the Four Provinces, In Rlnaldl.
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sal Cliurcli, trying to free her from unwarranted slavery "
(1).

He calls upon ^' all nations to imitate the French in this mat-

ter "
(2) ; and he urges " the Germans esi3eciallj to adopt

the sound principles of the French "
(3). He insists that

the " Galilean liberties " are really a " j^ortion of the ancient

liberty, which the French have known how to preserve, in

spite of the innovations and insults of the Garia Bomana "
(4).

All the champions of Gallicanism would have spurned an alli-

ance with Febronianism as an insult to the Eldest Daughter

of the Church. In the first place, the fundamental maxim of

Houtheim is that the government of the Church is not mon-
archical ; while the Galileans held that it is monarchical.

The great Gerson, upon whom Hontheim exultantly calls

whenever it suits him to do so, says :
" The Papacy was su-

pernaturally and immediately instituted by Christ, having in

the ecclesiastical hierarchy a monarchical and regal j)ri-

macy "
(5). In 1441 there appeared in the Council of Florence

a French embassy ; and its chief, the bishop of Meaux, there

repudiated, in the name of King Charles YII. and of the re-

cent Council of Bruges, the attempt of the synodals of Basel

to change the monarchy of the Church into an aristocracy

or a democracy (6). When Marcantonio de Dominis pretend-

ed that the Faculty of Paris held his views as to the aristo-

cratical nature of the government of the Church, that Facul-

ty, in 1617, denounced the assertion as a calumny. Another

tofo coelo difference between the Galilean maxims and those

of " Febronius " is found in the latter's assertion that the

primacy of the Roman Pontiff is, dejure, one of mere direc-

tion, not of jurisdiction. Hontheim wonders that the bish-

ops are as tolerant of the papal demands for their obedience,

"as though they were mere plebeians "
(7) ; and he ridicules

(1) Ch. viii., § 9. no. 5. (2; IbU no. 6. (3) Ch. ix., § 6, no. 8.

(4) Second Edition, p. 679. (3) Ecclesiastical States, Cousid. i.

(6) *' Nimto fervore resistencli Basileenses ad hanc vesaniam dewnerunU quod mi'

premam postestatem in uno supposito consistere negent, sed earn in multitudine collo-

cant, et sic pulcherrimain monarchiam Ecclesiw quce Christianos hucusque tenuit in

unitatefldei, in una professione Religionis Christlance, in uno ritu Sacramentorum,
in una ohservantia Mandatfyrum, in iUdem eerem(miis dimni cidtus, atque pacem et

tranquiUitatem asseniit, wnnc aholere et supprimere contendunt, nobilissimampolit-

iam ad Democratiani vel Ari^tocratiam redigentes."

(7) " Ut quid toleratitm ent, ut hi, ijotestatis ecclesiasticce a Deo acceptce socii, et fldei

conjudices, ita cum plehe confundercntur, ut ab illis, ceque et ab hac Papa omnimo-
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appeals from episcopal decisions to the Holy See. In 168.3,

one year after the celebrated Declaration of the Clergy, the

parliament of Paris having requested from the Faculty of the

Sorbonne a doctrinal definition on a proposition submitted

to it, the well-qualified representative of Gallicanism ex-

pressly declared that the Pontiff exercises over the Univer-

sal Church a primacy, not only of honor, but of jurisdiction,

which primacy the See of Peter received directly from Our
Saviour (1) ; and ten years before the appearance of Hon-

theim's incendiary volume, the same Faculty renewed its dec-

laration in the same identical phraseology. At the very time

wlien Gallicanism was in its prime, the famous Le Tellier,

archbishop of Rheims, than whom there never existed a more

strenuous advocate of the fancied Galilean "liberties," pro-

claimed in the Assembly of the Clergy of 1681 that " he who
denies the papal primacy of authority and jurisdiction is a

schismatic, and even a heretic "
; and the Assembh* recorded

in its register that the prelate had spoken optime. The
great Bossuet, whom Hontheim would fain adduce as a .de-

fender of his vagaries, declares that true obedience is due to

the Roman Pontiff ; and he draws attention to the Profes-

sion of Faith prescribed by Pope Pius IV., in which this true

obedience is numbered among the matters concerning which
" there can be no controversy among Catholics "

(2). A third

difference between Gallicanism and Febronianism is found

in the contention of the latter that the Pope is merely the

" ministerial head " of the Church. Of course every Cath-

olic will admit that this appellation is appropriate inasmuch

as the Pope is a minister of Christ, and inasmuch as it is

his duty to see that the laws of Christ are observed (3).

But Hontheim holds that the Pope is " a mere instrument

(lam nbcdicntiam c.rigat, quando rcvcra in illos non ohtinrt nisi jus inspect ionisct vig-

ilatitirc^ qucc conun caput, non monnrcha ? "—Ch. viii., § 9, uo. 2.

(1) " Citm in ipua priijiiinitianc tic Rinnano Pitntificc M scrmo, cuju.tjura non mndo
ilkttta cstic uhiquc volnit Facidtas, scd et quaquc occasionc data religiose vcncrata est,

expnsuit copiose, strenue dcfcndit, antiques sum in Sedem Apostnlicam reverentife

esse dn.rit.hichrcvl ca dc re prn:fari, discrlcquc rcpctcrc, quod olim non scnirl pro-

fessaext. Roinanum Epixcopum fx>ic jure divino siimmun) in Ecchsia Pontificcnu cui

omnra Cliristiaiii jiarrrc tcnrantur, et ipii iinmidi(ttr a Oirixto non honoris solum, sed

potestatixacjurixdictionisjirimatum luthcat in tota L'cc/c.xid."

(2) Defense of the Dcclarati4m, pt. 1., bk. l, ch. 1.

(3) TcvRNELY ; The Church, aiiot. v., art. 2. Edit. Veiilie. 1765.
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of the Church "
(1) ; that he cannot enact new laws, unless

with the permission of the Church (2); that he can grant dis-

pensations, only when the Church gives to him the necessary

faculties (3). So much, in the mind of Hontheim, is the Poj)e

a mere agent of the Church, that whenever it pleases the

Church to do so, the primacy may be transferred to Paris,

Vienna, or any other see (4). These insanities have never

been broached by even the most extreme of Galileans. A
fourth difference between Gallicanism and Febronianism is

evinced by Hontheim's insistence on the absolute necessity

of General Councils. It is true that the few " appellant

"

bishops of France, whom we met during our consideration

of the Bull Unigenitus, advanced this opinion ; but no theo-

logian or historian will contend that the " appellants " rep-

resented the French Church. Such Galilean luminaries as.

Duval (5), Juvenin (6), Tournely (7), Cardinal de Bissy (8),.

and the Faculty of Paris, assert the contrary of the Febron-
ian proposition. In 1663, the parliament of Paris having con-

demned the i3roposition defended by Gabriel Drouet, that " al-

though useful, General Councils are notabsolutely necessary,'*

it then ordered the Sorbonne to register the condemnation.

But the Faculty refused obedience to the absurd cominand.

Febronianism soon became the fashion in Germany ; and
several of the Catholic Universities, not only in Germany,
but also in the hereditary states of the House of Hapsburg,
adopted its language, and frequently taught its doctrines.

But in 1778 the auxiliary of Treves surprised his disciples

by addressing a retractation to PojDe Pius VI. We give a
synopsis of this document, or rather of a Commentary on it,

which Hontheim issued in 1781, as its perusal will enable
the reader to ajDpreciate at its true value the entire system
which dominated, at this time, the court of Vienna. Hontheim
begins by expressing his sorrow for having written anything
which the Holy See could regard as injurious to itself and
to the interests of religion ; and he protests that he is de.

(1) Ch. vii., § 1, no. 8. (2) Ch. ii., § 4, no. 2. (3; Ibi, no. 7.

(4) Ch. ii., § 3, p. 98, Second Edition.

(.5) The Siipreme Power of the Roman Pontiff in the Church, p. 334.

fO) Institiitiotm of Thfdlogxi, vol. i., diss. 4, p. 3, ch. 1.

(7) hoc. TJieoL, de Cone, quest. 8.

(8) Pastoral Refuting the Arguments of the Bishops of Pamiers, etc. Paris, 1725.
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termined, " after liaring asked for pardou from the paternal

clemency of His Holiness, to jDrefer the judgment of the

Holy See to his own, and to place no limits to his submis-

sion." Then he submits thirty-eight articles of retractation.

I. He acknowledges, he says, " with Tournely," that the

keys were given at the same time to Peter alone and to the

unity (universality) of the Church, in such guise that the one

(reception) does not exclude the other. II. The keys were

given to Peter alone, inasmuch as he received from Jesus

Chrisi the primacy and the power of governing the entire

Church, and inasmuch as he represented the Church as its

supreme head after Jesus Christ. III. The keys were also

given to the unity ; that is, for the sake of unity, the power

of teaching and governing were given principally to Peter,

to the exclusion of the people, and to the other Apostles

and the bishops, their successors, but with dependence

from and subordination to Peter, who, according to Optatus,

"received the keys which were to be given to the others."

lY. We should therefore reject that doctrine, derived from

Protestantism, that the Church is a sort of college, and not

a society in which the faithful live, according to the institu-

tion of Christ Himself, under the government of legitimate

pastors, and principally under that of the Sujjreme Pontiff

—

a government which all are bound to obe}'. Y. Our Lord

wishing His Church to be one, instituted the primacy for the

formation and support of that unity, and gave it to St. Peter

alone. YI. Hontheim avows with St. Optatus that he is a

schismatic who sets up a chair in opposition to the unique

{singularem) Chair of Peter, or who withdraws from its com-

munion, or refuses obedience to it. YIL, YIIL, IX. He
acknowledges that tlie primacy, which is not merely one of

direction or inspection, bat one of veritable authority and

jurisdiction, was to be as perpetual as the unity of the

Church for the preservation of which it was established ; and

that by divine right it was inherited by the Komau Pontifis,

the successors of St. Peter, who are the " centre and

root of unity, in such sort that the primacy cannot be trans-

ferred from the Poman See to another." X., XL Therefore

he avows, " wdth the Fathers of the (Ecumenical Council of
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Florence, that Jesus Christ gave to the Roman Pontiff, in

the person of Peter, full authority to nourish and govern

the Universo.1 Ohurch." XII. But since this power cannot

subsist without jurisdiction, including the right of excom-

munication, Hontheiiji admits that the power to excommuni-

cate " resides in the Roman Pontiff, having been given by

Jesus Christ." XIII. He declares that the Roman Pontiff

is the supreme judge in all controversies concerning faith or

morals ; that therefore, when there is diversity of opinion in

such matters, " we must follow the course indicated by St.

Jerome when he wrote to Pope Damasus :
' I unite myself

with your Beatitude.' " XIV., XV. " In opposition to the

error of the innovators who contemn the multitude of bish-

ops when they are either explicitly or tacitly united with

their head, I avow that it is impossible for the episcopal

body, when united with its head, the Roman Pontiff, to fall

into error ; and that therefore, even before the Council of

Trent, the Church, having the Pontiff at its head, had already,

through his utterance, definitively and irrevocably con-

demned the heresy of Luther." XVI. Hontheim admits that

the Church has the right to judge of Dogmatic Facts ; that

in such judgment, the Church is infallible ; that therefore

" the faithful are bound to acquiesce in it by a submission

of their own interior judgment, a respectful silence not being

sufficient.'' XVII. He affirms that entire obedience is

due to the Bull Unigenitus, as to a dogmatic decree of the

Apostolic See and of the Universal Church. XVIII. " I

say with St. Avitus of Vienne that in case of doubts as to

the condition of the Church, we should refer the matter to

the Supreme Pontiff." XIX. " I profess with Sts. Ger-

vase and Leo that the decrees of the Roman Pontiffs are to

be received respectfully, and religiously observed." XX.>

XXI. He acknowledges that it is the prerogative of the

Pope to convoke, and to preside over General Councils ; and

that " by his concurrence those Councils acquire full infalli-

bility, independently of any other acceptation." XXII. He
affirms that the Council of Trent was a free agent, both in

regard to things of faith and concerning matters of disci-

pline ; but he complains that " because of circumstances, that
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Council did not carry its work of reformation as far as certain

worthy men desired." XXIII. He admits tkat the Council

of Trent (Sess. 24, ch. 5) quite properly reseryed the crimi-

nal causes of bishops to the Holy See. XXIY. He admits

that " it is not permitted to elude, by far-fetched interpreta-

tions," the force of the Tridentine canon (Sess. 14, ch. 1)

which asserts the right of the Pontiff to reserye graye crim-

inal cases of ecclesiastics to his own tribunal. XXY. He
ayows that the Pontiff can dispense from a decree of a

General Council, " for legitimate reasons." XXTL He ac-

knowledges that from the first days of Christianity, bishops

were regarded as "false ones," whenever the Apostolic See

refused to recognize their election or consecration; and

among such "false bishops " he locates the Jansenist bish-

ops of Holland. He adds that while in the olden times the

confirmation of episcopal elections pertained to the provin-

cial Councils, and especially to the metropolitans, a return

to that discipline (abrogated in the West for good reasons)

" ought not to be made without the free consent of the Holy

See." XXYII. He says that the same should be said in

regard to the transfers and depositions of bishops and in re-

gard to the establishment of new dioceses. XXYIII. He
admits that Alexander III. (y. 1159) very properly reserved

canonizations to the Apostolic See. XXIX. He avows

that while in the early days of the Church only " greater

causes " were referred to the Pontiff, a legitimate and gener-

al custom soon sanctioned the right of appeal to Eome in

all ecclesiastical cases. XXX. He declares that it was de

2^leno jure that Pius II., Julius II., and Gregory XIII. con-

demned appeals from the Pope to a future Council—appeals

which had been condemned already by Pope St. Gelasius

(y. 492). XXXI. He professes that although in the first

centuries of Christianity all benefices were of ej^iscopal col-

lation, nevertheless it came to be regarded as appropriate

that the Supreme Pontiff should have the disposal of some

in the various provinces. He adds that this reservation of

benefices cannot be qualified as unjust, since it has frequent-

ly been sanctioned by the many Concordats made with vari-

ous governments. XXXII. He admits that these Concor-
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data liave tlie force of treaties. XXXIII. He upholds the

legitimacy of annates, which contribute to the support oi

the Koman court, which labors in the interest of all the

churches. XXXIV. He grants that the "privileges of

Eegulars " cannot be abrogated by any particular Council,

and still less by any civil power. XXXV. He avows that

the Council of Trent provided for cases of abuse which

might arise from these exemptions of Kegulars. XXXVI.

He admits that although in early times the jurisdiction of

bishops was more extensive than it is at present, any trans-

gression of the canons, which have restricted it, is not per-

missible. XXXVII. He recognizes the full right of the

Church to rule in all matters of faith, Sacraments, and eccle-

siastical discipline, without any intervention of secular gov-

ernments ; but he holds that " because of the protection

which the two powers owe to each other, the secular power

should defend the ecclesiastical canons when the Church

desires such defense, and it should use temporal means for

their enforcement." XXXVIII. Finally, he deems it neces-

sary that the best means be adopted for a perpetual preser-

vation of peace between Church and State.

The retractation was dated Nov. 1, 1778 ; and on Feb. 3,

1779, Hontheim addressed a notification of it to the clergy

and laity of the diocese of Treves, reminding them also of

the orders of the archbishop-elector, prohibiting the reading

of his book. These proceedings of theirquondam champion

were naturally offensive to the lovers of novelties in Germany,

and especially obnoxious to the courtier-theologians who

surrounded Joseph II., then fully committed to the policy of

the Masonico-philosophistic faction which infested his court

and very many of the presbyteries of the empire. By order

of the emperor, the publication of the retractation of Hon-

theim was forbidden in the Low Countries and in Lombardy,

as derogatory to the rights of sovereigns ; and the imperial

agents assured the credulous subjects of Joseph that the

document had been extorted from the persecuted luminary

of the Church (1). But Hontheim repelled this allegation

(1) Nouvelles Ecclesiastiques for 1779, cited by Picot, in his Memoiresfor the Ecclesias-

tical History of the Eighteenth Century, vol. iv., p. 105. Third Edit., Paris. 1855.
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in a letter to the arclibisliop-elector, dated April 2, 1780

;

and he promised to confirm his retractation in a work which

he was then prej^aring, the Commentary from which we have

quoted. However, one cannot avoid observing in many
passages of this Commentanj a hesitancy to abandon en-

tirely the condemned opinions of " Febronius." It is true that

Hontheim here ranges himself among the orthodox in the

matter of Jansenism ; that he recognizes the binding force

of the Bull Unigenitus ; and that he professes to interpret

most of his own propositions in the sense of the Four Arti-

cles of 1682, which was of course permissible. But it is evi-

dent that although he feigns to follow in the traces of Bos-

suet, whom he lauds as " the latest star which has risen in

the firmament of the Church," he rather follows such guides

as Dupiu, Pithou, Gibert, and Van Esj^en. Thus, in his

sixteenth proj)osition, although he ostensibly yields in the

question of Dogmatic Facts, he says that the fallibility of

the Church in such matters is held by many who are plane

Catholici. In the seventeenth, he does not condemn the

silence which is ordered by sovereigns under the pretext of

public tranquillity. In the thirty-seventh, he recognizes

the right, claimed by certain sovereigns, of prohibiting the

publication of pontifical decrees, even when dogmatic mat-

ters are their subject, which have not been endorsed with

the royal placet. Tlie retractation of Hontheim affected but

little the fortunes of Febronianism ; during the entire reigns

of Joseph 11. and Leopold II., it continued to make Europe

wonder why its partisans were not sufficiently logical to be-

come open Protestants. We shall meet" manifestations of

this inconsistent system when we come to treat of the pon-

tificate of Pius VI.

CHAPTER XVin.

FREEMASONRY. *

Volumes have been written concerning the origin of Free-

masonry, and it is very doubtful whether any of their read-

Most of this chapter appeared as an article in tiik avk M.vur a, vol. xvi.
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ers have derived thorougli satisfaction from them. But it is

of little importance whether the Masonic idea originated in

the pagodas of India, or among the temples of Memphis ; in

the Grecian Eleusinia, or in the worship of the Roman Bona

Dea ; in the iniquities of the Gnostics, Manicheans, Albi-

genses, or of the corrupted Templars ; or rather in the rela-

tively modern " Charter of Cologne," or even in the English

secession of 1717. None of these presumed sources will

render a natural more worthy than a revealed religion ; none

of them can justify the fundamental principle of modern
Masonry—the substitution of man for God. One may ad-

mit, with Frederick Schlegel (1), that the suppressed Tem-
plars were the "bridge" by which moderns received, so far

at least as their form is concerned, the Masonic mysteries
;

or one may assign, with Weishaupt (2) or with Eagon (3),

these mysteries to a Gnostic source ; in either case, he will

justify the Church when she declares that Freemasonry

tends to a restoration of the most perverted kind of pagan-

ism. We shall, therefore, dwell only for a moment on the

origin of Masonry. In the early Middle Age, throughout all

Europe, but especially in England and Germany, there flour-

ished Masonic corporations—that is, "guilds" of Masons

instituted for the protection of members, and for the better

custody of the secrets of their craft, and having an initiatory

oath, conjuratio, for a safeguard. One guild, established

at York, adduced excellent arguments to show that its

charter dated from the year 926 (4). Down to the latter

part of the sixteenth century, saving ecclesiastics, none but

builders were admitted to these unions. The German Ma-

sonic guilds, although organized by Erwin von Steinbach in

the thirteenth century, did not adopt a definite constitution

before 1459, at the construction of the Cathedral of Stras-

burg. Their statutes were thoroughly orthodox, and the

Popes often granted them privileges ; indeed, as late as 1563,

when these statutes were revised, they exhibited no trace of

(1) PnUosophy of History, lesson 18.

(2) Code of the niuminati. Scotch Knight.

(3) Course of Initiation in the Masonic Grades, pp. 130, 149.

(i) Levasseur: History of the Working Classes in Fra^ice before the Rtvolutionr

p. 101.
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hostility to the Cliurcli. But in 1816 there was discovered

a document relative to the fouudatiou of a lodge at Amster-

dam in 1519, which, if authentic— and many good critics

deem it such—indicates that before the year 1535 anti-Chris-

tian principles, nearly identical with those of modern Ma-

sonry, had invaded the lodges. This document is known as

the " Charter of Cologne "
1), and bears among its nineteen

signatures of "masters-elect of the order consecrated to

John," those of Hermann de AViec, archbishop of Cologne,

Admiral Coligny, and Melancthon.

Here we find an association ostensibly devoted to charity,

but really dedicated to the preservation of a secret doctrine

which is to be held as superior to any decision of the

Church. It is only " prudence," regard for the prejudices

of the time, which causes the nineteen masters to decree,

" for the jDresent," that only professing Christians be re-

ceived into the order. The Catholic Church is placed on a

level with the sects, and is blamed for all the woes of soci-

ety. The presumed signers of this charter were all, so far

as history informs us, bitter foes of Catholicism. Hermann

de Wiec was placed under the ban of the empire for favoring

heretics; Coligny and Melancthon need no description.

Condorcet holds that the transformation of Masonry had

been gradually progressing since the suppression of the

Templars (2) ; but even in the year 1546 the Academy of

Vicenza, says Lefranc, was careful to hide its Masonic ten-

dencies (3), and the same must be said of the Cabalists of

-that time (4). In England, however, thanks to Protestant-

ism, the change was more open. Findel may err when he

discovers Masonic ideas in Bacon's Nova Atlantis (5) but it

is certain that the Eosicrucian fraternity (7?o.s'e-CrotJ:-) was

propagated in England in 1616, as well as by the antiquarian

Elias Askmol, the author of the ritual adopted by the Grand

(1) Among the defenders of its authenticity we notice Janssen, the eminent author of the

Histoni of the German People.

(2) TahUaxt of the Progresx of the Hutuan Mind, epoch 7.

(3) The Veil Lifted : oi\ The Secret of the Revolutimu 1T91 ; Baronio: Annals, y.

154C, no. 157.

(4) See a sketch of the life of Afrippa von Nettesheim (to whom Goedike Rives a place

In his Lexicon of Masonry) in the Universal Encyclopedia of Ersch & Griiber.

(5) History of Freemasonry, p. l-C
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Lodge of Loudon in 1717. In the seventeenth century Eng-

lish Masourj had lost its professioual character almost en-

tirely, so general had become the admission of persons for-

eign to the builder's craft ; and it was because of this for-

eign element that the ancient term of " Free " Masons came

to be qualified Ijy the adjective " Accepted." Lecoulteux Le-

canteleu adduces many Masonic authorities to show how

Oliver Cromwell, a Mason of high degree, used the order for

his purposes (1). After the Restoration, the Masons, for

many years, chose their grand-masters from the Stuart fam-

ily ; even in his exile, in 1089, James IL founded a lodge at

St. Germain-en-Laye, wliich followed the ritual of Askmol.

After the failure of 1715, the order definitively abandoned

the Stuart cause. In 1717 a physician named Desaguliers,

a theologian named James Anderson, and one George Payne,

left the old society, and founded an entirely new one, which

would, they contended, supply that unity which the Kefor-

matiou had broken, would establish a new spiritual commun-

ity amid hostile parties, and would foster a philanthropic

spirit among its members. From this society is derived

Freemasonry as it is constituted to-day. The new organiza-

tion soon spread over the continent ; Hamburg had a lodge

in 1733, and very soon Brunswick, Berlin, and Leipsic fol-

lowed. The first constitution of tlie modern order is dated

March 25, 1723.

Freemasonry was not denounced to the Holy See before

the reign of Clement XIL ; and this Pontiffs Constitution ///,

eminenti, dated April 24:, 1738, was the first act of the Church

against this organization. By this Constitution excommuni-

cation, to be incurred ipsofacto, was pronounced against all

who would join a Masonic lodge, assist at any Masonic as-

sembly, or have any connection with the sect. A few years

afterward, on March 18, 1751, Benedict XIY. issued his Bull

Providas, in which, after declaring the falsity of the report

spread by the Masons that the Constitution In eminenti was

no longer in force, he renewed the proscriptions and censures

(1) Secret Sfjcleties, p. 105, Paris, 1862.

—

Ttie Freema»m» Cnusfied, AmsUirdnin, 1747.—

MosdorlT. Llaflner. and Nic^lai. much esteemed by erudite Masons, assert the same ; but,

afx>re all. Von Haugvritz, at the head of the order in the eighteenth century, attests the

Masonic aid extended to Cromwell.
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of Clement XII. Benedict XIV. states the reasons which,

have guided him in issuing this Bull. The first reason for

this condemnation is the fact that in the Masonic reunions

men of every sect and religion are associated intimately—

a

thing which must involve prejudice to the purity of Catholic

doctrine. The second reason is found in the absolute se-

crecy which covers all that is done in the Masonic conven-

ticles. The third reason is furnished by the oath taken to

preserve inviolable silence as to what is said and done ; as

though it were permitted to absolve one's self, merely by an

oath, from the obligation of replying to the interrogatories

of legitimate authority concerning whatever is done in these

reunions to the detriment of religion and the State. The
fourth reason is desumed from the prohibition, made by both

the civil and the ecclesiastical law, to form any society or

corporation without the sanction of the public authority.

The fifth reason is given in the prohibition of the Masonic

lodges, already promulgated by many sovereigns. And a

final reason is found in the condemnation of Masonry by

wise and prudent men. In fact, at this time several govern-

ments enacted severe laws against Masonry. In Spain, on

July 2, 1751, Ferdinand VI. declared that all Freemasons

would be punished for high-treason. In Naples, all Masonic

assemblies were prohibited, in 1751, as " suspicious and dan-

gerous." Similar decrees were published, at the same period,

by the governments of Holland, Tuscany, and the Palatinate.

A study of this wonderful organization must be interesting,

and to some it may be necessary. But how can such a study

be prosecuted ? Certainly, just as we insist that non-Cath-

olics should learn what are Catholic doctrines only from the

Catholic Church, so in this matter we should recur for in-

formation to Masonic sources—not to ex-Masons, persons

who are apt to be classed with " ex-priests " and " ex-nuns
"

in the matter of reliability—but to men who are acknowl-

edged as Masons of good standing. But is not even the most

innocent " apprentice " sworn to neither speak nor write in

the " profane world " anything concerning the secrets of his

order ? Nevertheless, in the preface to the first edition of

his great work, Deschamps confidently asserted :
" Catholic
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by birth, a priest by vocation, devoted to the Church and to

all the duties she imposes on her ministers, we have never

belonged to any secret society ; we have taken none of their

customary oaths ; we liave never received any intimate con-

fidence from anv of their members. And yet we are con-

vinced—and many Masons will be convinced—that we are

better acquainted with Freemasonry than most of its mem-

\)ers,—better even than most of those who are, apparently,

the most advanced "
(1). How, then, must we proceed, to

learn anything about this association ? The first source of

information is formed by the Masonic statutes approved by

the various Grand Orients. A second source, and no less re-

liable, is found in the Manuals, or Tilers ; the oflicial Bolls

of the different grades ; the Rituals for reception into these

grades ; the Instructions, CatecJiisms, and Oaths of the order.

And these sources are not difiicult of access. In the preface

to his Pictorial Histonj of Freemasonry—a work again and

again re-edited after his elevation to the rank of officer ot

the Grand Orient of France,—Clavel tells us that the Grand

Lodge of London published, in 1723, the statutes and esoteric

ceremonies of Masonry, under the name of Brother Ander-

son, and with the approbation of the Grand Lodge. And all

other Masonic administrations, continues Clavel, "have

translated or reprinted Brother Anderson's work, or pub-

lished similar ones. The Grand Orient of France went so

far as to issue, in 1777, its Condition of the Grand Orient, a

journal devoted to the narration of our most secret labors
;

and since 1813 this journal has been replaced by the proces-

verhaux of the solstitial festivals, in which one may read the

discourses of the orators, the work done during the half

year, and even our most mysterious formularies. In our

own day there is not one lodge of this jurisdiction which

does not use the printed rituals of French Masonry in its as-

semblies and in its reception of the profane ; and these rituals

are even publicly sold. A few years ago the Grand Orient

appointed as its chief-secretary Brother Bazot, who had al-

ready issued a Manual of the Masonic rituals, and a Tiler

(1) The Secret Societies and Society, h}i N. Deschamps, ivith an Introduction on the

Actio7i of Secret Societies in the t9th Century, hy Claudio Jannet. 6th edit., AviKnon,

1882.
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containing tlie passwords, etc., of all the degrees. By this,

act, the Grand Orient implicitly sanctioned the publication of

these works." But above all we can confidently recur to the

Interpretative Course of Master Eagon, a brother who, as he

himself says, " was raised from youth in the conservative

rigorism of the Departmental lodges "
; who was the founder,

after twelve years of exercise, of the " Trinosophs " (one of

the most celebrated lodges of Paris). Tliis book was sol-

emnly approved by the Grand Orient of France, on the 24th

of June, 1840, " as tlie work of a profoundly instructed

brother "; and the Capitular Lodge of Nancy, "addressing the

reverend lodges of the two hemispheres, certifies as to the

moralitv and utilitv of this work," and recommends a " new

edition, altogether Masonic, to be entitled a sacred edition,"

and to be used only in the lodges, for the jjurpose of " recon-

striicting unity of view and of thought, from which will come,,

in time, unity of power and of action."

Such are the principal sources available to the outsider,

as well as to the adept, if he chooses to learn something more

concerning Masonry than his Masonic friends will tell him,

even if, indeed, their knowledge of Masonic matters—in all

save trivialties or absurdities—be any more extensive than

his own. These statutes, manuals, rituals, etc., we say, are

the principal sources for the " profane " investigator ; but

there are others which must not be neglected—namely, the

writings of such prominent Masons as Weisliaupt, Knigge,

Saint-Martin, Saint-Simon, Enfantin, and Karl Marx ; those-

of the duke of Brunswick, chosen in 1782 Grand-Master of

all Masonry by the deputies met in Willhemsbad, and " rep-

resenting all the lodges in the universe "
; the Memorial to^

the Congress of Verona (1822), by Baron Haugwitz, director-

of the lodges in Germany, Kussia, and Poland ' the works of

Helvetius, D'Aleml)ert, Diderot, Eousseau, Condorcet, Ca-

Ijanis—all prominent in the order, and whose principles, as

we are assured l)y Brother Bazot, secretary of the Grand

Orient of France, are the principles of Masonry ; and finally

the avowals and judgments of such Masons as Talleyrand,

Mirabeau, Gregoire, H()l)espierre, Bonaparte, Sieyes, Cam-

baceres, Cremieux, Mazzini, Cavour, and Palmerston. With
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sucli sources of information, and such guides in his investi-

gation, the student will acquire a sufficiently accurate knowl-

edge of Masonry ; the rank and file, the immense majority,

of the order will know little more than he will learn. All

historical and polemical studies are attended by inherent

difficulties ; but a study of Freemasonry is made especially

difficult by the mystery and deceit with which all secret so-

cieties veil themselves. Hence it is that each investigator

may fall into certain inevitable errors of detail ; but such

errors, remarks Jannet in his Introduction to the work of

Deschamps, will not destroy the general certainty of his dis-

coveries ; for that certainty will be founded on the agreement

of so many witnesses, on the similarity of so many facts,

that no judicial charge, no parliamentary inquiry, ever

showed better guarantees of exactness.

And now a few words concerning the organization of Free-

masonry. Its lodges follow various " rites," but it is essen-

tially one and universal, and this unity rests on the three

" symbolic degrees " of apprentice, companion, and master.

Five masters may form a new lodge. An individual becomes,

by his reception in any lodge, a part of the entire order, and

may claim its privileges. The three symbolic degrees form

the basis of all the rites ; the higher, or as they are also

called the capitular or philosophic, degrees are of modern

introduction. The French or modern rite adds four capitular

to the three symbolic degrees ; the Free and Accepted Ma-

sons of England also have seven degrees ; the Ancient and

Accepted Scottish rite—the one reformed by Frederick IL

of Prussia, and afterward annexed by the Grand Orient of

France—added eight to the twenty-five degrees which con-

stituted the Ancient Scottish rite of " perfection " or of

" Heredom "
(1) ; the rite of Strict Observance, formed at

the convention of Willhemsbad, has five degrees, but the

fifth has three sections ; the rite of the Temple also has

eight degrees, making of the seventh a preparation for the

last ; the rite of Zinnendorf, which is that of the Grand

National Lodge of Germany, has seven degrees ; the " II-

luminati," properly so called (founded by Weishaupt) have

(1) Saint-Martin reduced these thirty-three to ten.
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nine degrees ; the Swedish rite has twelve, and the Sweden

-

borgian six ; the rite of Misraiin divides and sub-divides its

degrees into ninety, consisting of four classes. As to the

organization of the Grand Orient of France, Clavel, one of

its officers, savs that " it is formed by the venerables of the

lodges and presidents of workshops, wdio practise the high

degrees of the French and the Ancient Accepted Scottish

rites ; when the presidents are wanting, these bodies are

represented by special deputies, annually elected by a

majority of votes. Tlie Grand Orient has supreme, dogmatic,

legislative, judicial, and administrative power over all the

workshops of all the rites existing in France. A general

meeting of the Grand Orient is held once a year, and de-

cides all questions submitted. The effective direction is in

the hands of the council of the order, composed of thirty-

three delegates from the general assembly of the Grand

Orient ; and these delegates must reside in Paris. The Grand

Orient is divided into five principal branches : a chamber

of Correspondence and Finance, constituting the admin-

istration ; a Symbolic chamber, which concerns itself with

everything relative to the first three grades; a Supreme

Council of Eites, which takes charge of the superior degrees
;

a Council of Appeal which gives advice, and pronounces

definitively on all cases arising between brethren or between

workshops ; and the Central Committee, which is the Coun-

cil of Appeal sitting with closed doors. Besides these five

chambers, the Grand Orient also has a Grand College of

Rites, which confers the superior degrees ; a Committee of

Finances, and one on Inspection of the Secretariate "
(1).

When the Grand Orient had a grand-master—that is, before

18G9,—this personage was chosen from among reigning

families, or at least he was some prominent government

official. The grand-master had no real directive power ; all

that was, and is, in the liands of Committees.

Concerning the multiplication of degrees, Brother Mala-

pert, one of the most distinguished among modern Masons,

thus addressed the lodge " Alsace-Lorraine," over whicli, in

1874, he presided as " orator " of the Supreme Council of

(1) Pictorial History of Freemasonry, p. ~C.
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the ikucient and Accepted Scottish rite :
" After the master-

ship, nothing is to be learned. The great work resides, all

entire, in the apprenticeship, companionship, and master-

ship. The Bose- Croix and the knights Kadosch know no

more than the masters know. Beyond the mastership,

there are some brethren who attend to a more direct reali-

zation of our general theories, and this is the reason of be-

ing for the superior degrees ; but one may work usefully

even though he does not possess these degrees" (1). Louis

Blanc, speaking of the days preceding the first French Revo-

lution, says :
" As the three degrees of ordinary Masonry com-

prised many persons who were opposed, by condition and

principle, to every project of social subversion, the innova-

tors mutiplied the degrees of the mystic scale. They created

inner-lodges, reserved for ardent spirits ; they instituted the

high grades of the elect, the Knights of the Sun, the Rose-

Cross, the Strict Observance, the Kadosch, or regenerated

man—a darkened sanctuary, the doors of which were not

opened to the adept until he had undergone a long series of

trials, calculated to testify to the progress of his revolution-

ary education, to prove the constancy of his faith, and to

try the temper of his heart. ... It was to these subterranean

schools that Condorcet alluded when, announcing that his-

tory of the progress of the human spirit which was inter-

rupted by his death, he promised to reveal the blows re-

ceived therein by monarchical idolatry and superstition" (2).

Kadosch, the last philosophic degree, and the quintessence of

the Masonic spirit, belongs to all the rites. In the " modern
French rite " it is called ela: it is identical with the 30th

degree of the " Scotch rite," with the 65th of " Misraim,"

with the 25th of Heredom or of " Perfection," with the

5th of the " Temple," with the 6th of the " Strict Observance,'

with the 7th of Adonhiram, with the Epopt of Bavarian II-

luminism, and with the grand ' eletto of the Carbonari. John
de Witt, than whom erudite Masons will desire no better au-

thority, says in his Memoires that (at least among the Illum-

inati) the recipient of the degree Kadosch " swears the ruin

(1) Quoted In the Masonic Chaine d'Union, 1874, p. 85.

(2) HUtnry nf the Bevolutioyi, vol. ii., p. 80. Paris, 1847.
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of all religion and government ; and to effect that ruin by

every means—by poison, by false oaths, bat especially by

the dagger, as more sure and less noisy." And this Kad-

osch is the degree of which the authoritative Eagon, with the

solemn approbation of the Grand Orient of France, says that

•'
it is a summary of the most sublime philosophy, and the

essential complement of true Masonry : the three inferior

degrees are purely administrative. Only the elite among

Masons should receive this degree. It is the sanctuary, the

source of knowledge for the wise ones who are admitted to

it ; and it is designed to signify the object of Freemasonry in

all its degrees." And this same mouthpiece of the French

Grand Orient—while lamenting that in some Orients " hor-

rible maxims, and therefore anti-Masonic ones," have been

assigned to this grade, " and undoubtedly inspired Barruel

with his hatred of Masonry,—admits that "in very old

manuscripts of English Masonry the Kadosch is called ' as-

sassin.' " And why should it not be so styled ? In the Ti'

ler of the Scotch Bite (Paris, 1821), we read that in this de-

gree, " the real object of the Scotch rite, and the nee plus

ultra of the Templar rite, is commemorated the abolition

of the Templar Knights by Philip the Fair and Pope Clem-

ent v., and the execution of tlie first [sic'] grand-master,

Molav." Here there is no longer any question of Hiram ; for

that allegorical personage is replaced by J. M. B. [James

Molay, Burgundian], whose death the recipient swears to

avenge, figurativehj on the authors of the execution, or im-

vlicithj on those who merit the punishment [the successors

of Clement V.]. Here is no room for allegory," observes

Deschamps ;
" the legend is authentic history. At the mo-

ment that this vengeance is motived and historically speci-

fied, I can see in the recipient [of the degree Kadosch] only

the apprentice assassiv. Clement V. and Philip the Fair

exist no longer, but there are still kings and Pontiff's. ' War
on the throne and on the altar!' That is the cry of the

order."

When Masons speak of the " Masonic Powers," they al-

lude to the Grand Lodges, Mother Lodges, Grand Orients,

and the Supreme Councils—the directing centres which have
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multiplied witli tlie rites. In France there are now four

Masonic Powers, namely : the Grand Orient, the Supreme

Council of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish rite, the Sym-
bolic Scotch Grand Lodge, and the Supreme Council of the

rite of Misraim. Since 1869 the Grand Orient of France

has had no grand-master, but a president. The Grand Orient

was constituted in 1772 ; the Suj^reme Council is a little

older, but did not assume its present name until 1803 ; tha

Symbolic Scotch Grand Orient was constituted in February,

1880, by eleven of the principal Parisian lodges that had

seceded from the obedience of the Supreme Council ; the

rite of Misraim, or Egyptian rite, originally founded by the

charlatan, Joseph Balsamo (Cagliostro), is followed, nearly

exclusively, bv Jews. And here, since we have mentioned

the name of Cagliostro, one of the luminaries of eighteenth

century Masonry, the reader will pardon what may seem a

digression, if we give a brief sketch of that extraordinary

man who was one of the last " victims of the Inquisition."

It is a remarkable fact that the latter part of the eight-

eenth century, that period when Freemasonry had just at-

tained its virility ; the period of the Encyclopedia—that

" ocean of every poison that was ever distilled "
; the period

which is often said to have witnessed a surprising enlight-

enment of the human intellect ; that same period showed a

wonderful increase of superstition on the part even of those

who claimed to have disengaged themselves from its degrad-

ing bonds. So true is it that when men have ceased to adore

at the shrine of pure and healthy doctrine, their aspiration

after ideals—so natural to humanity—leads them into the

darkness of occult " science," as into a refuge from the con-

sequences of the renunciation of Christian hope. Just at

the time when self-styled philosophers were flattering them-

selves that they had ecrase Vinfame, new miracle-workers ap-

peared on every side, and faith was put in charlatans ; while

others of the dissatisfied ran after the mere wonderful as a

compensation for their abandonment of the (for them) too

severe lessons of truth. Some of these thaumaturgists were

mystics— e. g., Swedenborg, Lavater, and Saint-Martin.

Others were revolutionists, like Weishaupt. Many were ras-
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cals simpliciter ; couvulsionaries, maguetists, cabalists, Rosi-

crucians, and inventors of the immortality-giying elixir. An
Essay on the Sect of the lUiiminati, j)ublisliecl in 1789, says

lliat there were then in Paris " a crowd of little antiphiloso-

l^hiqncs, composed of learned women, theological ahhcs, and

pretended sages. Each group has its l)elief, its prodigies,

its hierophant, its missionaries, its adej)ts. Each tends to

explain the Bible in favor of its own system, to found a re-

ligion, to fill its temple, to multiply its catechumens. Here

Jesus Christ plays a prominent part ; there it is the devil.

On one side you have nature, and on another faith. Barbar-

in somnabulizes ; Cagliostro heals ; Lavater consoles ; Saint-

Martin instructs ; all employ error to attain a reputation."

There was the marquis de Saint-Germain, who was really a

son of a Transylvanian prince, a man of prodigious memory
which he utilized in uarratiunf how, in ancient davs, he had

conversed intimately with King David ; how he had assisted

at the marriage in Cana of Galilee ; how he had hunted with

Charlemagne ; and how he had drunk wine and beer with

Luther. And many believed him. But easily prince among

these chevaliers d'hidiistrie was the founder of the Egyptian

Hite of Masonry. Joseph Balsamo was born at Palermo in

1743. In his youth he became a member of a charitable and

religious confraternity, styled the FatehenefraieUi, or " Do-

Good-Brethren " ; and among them he acquired much of

that knowledge of. chemistry and medicine which he after-

ward found so profitable. Some bloody difliculties caused

him to flee from Sicil}- ; and, proceeding to Malta, he became

acquainted with a famous chemist named Pinto, whose se-

crets he stole. He was a profound student of mankind, and

he came to the conclusion that there was no limit to the

gullibility of the masses. He therefore resolved to use the

fools for his own ends ; and, having assumed the name of

Count Cagliostro, after having for some years used many

others, he entered upon his wonderful career of champion

cheat of the world. At first his thaumaturgic abilities were

confined to such tricks as any ordinary wizard is wont to

perform for the wonderment of rustic bumpkins ; but, hav-

ing become wealthy by means of extensive forgeries (per-
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formed with tlie aid of a certain Marquis Agliata, wlio was

afterward banged), he began to claim stupendous powers, in.

order to avert suspicion as to tlie derivation of his revenues.

Soon he was obliged to exercise whatever power he really-

possessed ; for his extravagant mode of living and the dis-

honesty of friends had impoverished him. Accordingly, he

began to rejuvenate decrepit persons of both sexes, and to

beautify the less fortunate of the fairer one. Indisputable

testimony shows his success in this field ; but just as relia-

ble proofs indicate that much of his talent was devoted to

the manufacture of false gems, and to the production of

counterfeit bank-notes. For some years he treated the

Spaniards, English, and Russians to the fruits of his genius
;

but in England he was tried for felony several times—al-

ways escaping ; and in Russia, the intrigues of his wife with

Potemkin excited the jealousy of the empress Catharine to

the point that this princess was glad to pay him an immense
amount to leave the country. One of his master-strokes was
a "reformation " of Freemasonry, to which he had been af-

filiated in his early manhood. He was not satisfied with the

sect as it then was ; hence he devised a new rite, which he

termed the Egyptian. To this new field for the adepts of

Square and Triangle, however, Cagliostro would admit none

who had not matriculated in the ancient system. He insti-

tuted the most extravagant symbols, long fasts, peculiar

regimen in matter of diet ; he taught that all religions were

equally good, but he was the Grand Copht. To the neo-

phytes, if they were men, he assigned the names of the pro-

phets ; the women received the names of the sibyls. All the

adepts were to acquire perfection through physical and

moral regeneration—that is, by use of Cagliostro's elixir of

immortality, and by that of a pentagon on which angels had
written sacred characters. Those who learned to interpret

these characters would reach the state of perfect innocence.

He insisted that his great object was an elevation of Cathol-

icism, and he inculcated a kind of mysticism. . He pretended

to enjoy the Beatific Vision, and to work miracles ; he cer-

tainly did perform wonderful and incomprehensible cures,

and was blessed by thousands. He made great use of a
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number of little cliiklreu, whom be called his " doves "

;

through the ministry of these he read the future iu a cup.

lu the year 1783 the journals auuounced that this great man

was al)out to arrive in Paris— then, as now to some extent,

the modern Babyhm. Immediately upon his coming among

them, all that was learned, powerful, rich, and beautiful in

the capital of refinement called upon Cagliostro iu his sump-

tuous palace. It was the time when Mesmer had furnished

to men yho were already tired of " pure reason," a glimpse

of the supersensible by means of animal magnetism—a thing

which, contrary to the general opinion of the present day,

was well understood by Marsilio Ficino and Pomponazzo,

more than two centuries before the name of Mesmer was

heard (1). Unlike Mesmer, our charlatan us(h1 only the

touch ; no instrument, no manipulations. Bat, what was

perhaps more wonderful, he asked no money for his cures,

and he begged the poor to come to him. He seems to have

relied much upon audacity, magnificent dress, and a pom-

pous manner. His contemporaries agree that his physical

presence was not calculated to help him ; f(n- they say that

he was ugly, and had an oblique cast of eye. Besides, they

credit him with choler, haughtiness, and an absence of re-

finement in speech and gesture. One of these contempora-

ries writes :
" Initiated in the cabalistic art, he is Kosicru-

cian in his communication with the absent and the dead.

He is versed in all human sciences. He can transmute

metals ; he cures the poor gratuitously, and sells immortal-

ity to the rich for little "
(2). He was a ventriloquist, an

electrician, and a magnetizer ; he moved tables, hypnotized,

and was so perfect a necromancer that he astonished the

Swedenborgians with whom he used to summon the dead in

their nMinions in tlio Hue de la Sourdricre. Some idea of

the importance to which Cagliostro attained at this time

may be derived from the fact that when a congress was held

to devise means to unite in one sect the Rosicrucians, Cabal-

(1) Ii Ills Di- Vita ('(ilitiis CiiiniiiirtDKhu Marsilio Fli'ino says: "'The mind, wtieii af-

fected by a passloiiato dcaln* to do so, can operate, not only on Its own l)ody. but ujwn that of

any one tlnTc present, especially if tliat one bo of a weaker teuiix-rainent." .\nd Pompon-

azzo, in Ills work on the CtJuniK of Tl'ori</tr/i(l Affectinnif, sjiys the same in almost iden-

tical terms.

(2) Moving Tahleou of I'aris.
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ists, Illuminati, aud Humanitarians, first at Wilhelmsbade,

then in the lodge of the " Reiinited Friends " in Paris, he
figured therein with Saint-Martin, Mesmer, and Saint-

Germain (1). Much of Cagliostro's success was due to his wife,

a Roman, whom he had married chieflj because of her talents

and evident adaptability to his jjurposes. He said to her

from the beginning of their union: "I will turn the heads

of these simpletons, you will do the rest." This precious lady

-announced, shortly after their arrival in Paris, that she

would give a course of magic to the fair sex, if she could

form a class of three dozen, at one hundred louis-d'or for

•each person ; and before night the class was formed.

Doubtless the reader is familiar with the famous affair of the

diamond necklace, in which Cardinal de Rohan and Queen
Marie Antoinette played so prominent a part, and which
contributed not a little to advance the French Revolution.

Well, Mme. de la Motthe was not the sole criminal in that

transaction : our sublime thaumaturgist was more than in-

volved in it, although he escaped conviction at his trial.

When he came out of ]:)rison, the mob—by no means all un-

washed—escorted him in triumph to his residence. From
•ihat day until he found it convenient to leave France, his

door was watched by a self-appointed guard of honor, con-

sisting of men of the first families of the land ; and at his

•departure from Boulogne, thousands of adoring and weep-
ing admirers waited upon him to receive his parting bene-

diction. His credit now began to diminish ; and, after many
wanderings, he yielded to the prayers of his wife, who
yearned for her native land, and also wished to reform her

life by proceeding to the Eternal City. In Rome the ex-for-

ger, alchemist, necromancer, and accomplished charlatan

feigned a conversion to the faith of his boyhood ; but on

December 27, 1789, the papal authorities ordered his arrest,

and the sequestration of all his books and sj^mbols. The
nature of his imputed crimes rendered him a prisoner of the

Inquisition ; and as he found his ecclesiastical judges

—

unlike those of whom he had experienced the corruptibility

in other lands—to be unbribable, he deemed a full confes-

(1) See Barnrel's Masonry in Itself, Lipffft. 1815.
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sion most likely to secure for him a leniency whicli lie did

not merit. Naturally this avowal will be accepted with

some hesitancy ; but it is at least interesting reading, and is

probably true in its main points. We shall restrict our ac-

count of Cagliostro's avowed aberrations to a sketch of his

own admitted Masonic experiences. There were, he said,

many Masonic sects, but the most important were those of

the Illuminati and that of the alta ohservantia. The former
aimed at a revenge for the destruction of the Templars—that

is, at the subversion of Catholicism ; the latter merely sought

for the philosopher's stone. It was to this latter society

that Cagliostro had been affiliated in London. In his own
new Egyptian rite, the Masonic adept had eliminated, he de-

clared, all the magic and superstition which had soiled the

elder Egyptian system. Its sacred words were Heliorif

Mellon, and Tetragrammaton ; and to the Grand Coplit—that

is, Cagliostro himself—were given adorations ; and to him
and in his honor were chanted parodies of the Te Deum and

the Veni Creator. Besides the Feast of St. John the Baptist,

celebrated by all the Masons of that day, the Egyptian rite

kept that of St. John the Evangelist, because of the similar-

ities between the Apocalypse and the ceremonies of that

rite. In order to attain moral perfection, a retreat of forty

days was practised by the adepts, in which, after the thirty-

third day, the recluses communicated with the primitive

angels ; on the fortieth day each received the j)entagon—

a

sheet of printed characters which filled the soul with divine

love, and which caused the holder to aspire to a jDerfect

quiet, in which he would reach immortality, and could say :

" I Am Who Am." By j^hysical perfection, this philoso-

phaster implied a prolongation of life until fiVe thousand

five hundred and fifty years had been enjoyed ; and this de-

voutly-wished-for consummation could be attained by retir-

ing with a friend, every fifty years, at the full moon of May,

to some solitude, there to swallow some white drops and a

grain "of primal matter"

—

materia 2:>rim a,— i\\Sii which God

created in order to render man immortal, but which the sin

of Adam took away from him, and which grace and Masonic

virtue can restore. When the adept has swallowed this
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Masonic bolus, he will have convulsions for three hours ; a

good drink will restore him ; and then, after some fever, de-

lirium, falling out of the hair, shedding of his skin, cutting

of new teeth, etc., he will take a bath, be anointed with bal-

sam, and will return to an admiring society a new man.

Such was the olla podrida of Christianity, paganism, deism,

pantheism, and Masonicism with which Cagliostro, as he

audaciously told the Inquisition, had designed to strengthen

the Catholic Church at the same time that he reformed

Freemasonry. Everywhere, he said, he had been wel-

comed by the Brethren of the Three Points ; and every-

where he had preached, prophesied, healed, procured

visions, instituted lodges, etc. His primary lodge had been

formed at Lyons, with the title of Triumphant Wisdom ;
and

it was consecrated with rites similar to those of the Church.

This ceremony of consecration is described by one of the

brethren in a letter which was read at the impostor's trial.

It says :
" Never has Europe witnessed a more august cere-

mony. . . . Our brethren showed a fervor, a noble and sus-

tained piety, which greatly edified the two brothers who had

the glory of representing you. ... At the moment when we

besought the Eternal to inform us whether our vows were

acceptable, and while our master was suspended in the air,

there appeared, without being invoked, the First Philoso-

pher of the New Testament, who blessed us, after he had

prostrated himself before the blue cloud." Quite plausibly,

therefore, Cagliostro asserted that he had always copied

the Church as much as possible, and had always hoped to

see his rite approved by the Pope—and with good reason, he

added ; for one of the vows of his adepts was to procure

the conversion of Protestants, though without violence.

And everywhere that he had preached and apostolized, as

he told the Holy Office, people prostrated themselves for

his blessing, calling out :
" O my master ! After the Eter-

nal, my all !
" —" I lay my heart at your feet." —" Give your

sovereign orders, O master! TVe owe you blind obedience."

His influence among the Masons was certainly great ; and

many believe that he was the author of the famous cipher,

L. P. D., the initials of Lilia pedibus destrue,—" Crush th©
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Lilies of France,"—then in vogue among the brethren, and
which they adopted as a species of war-cry during the
French Revolution. Cagliostro protested to the Inquisition

that he had never held any dealings with the demon ; but
that he " had never understood, nor did he then understand,
the meaning " of the deeds he had wrought. In fact, he
piteously told the inquisitors, "he did not understand
himself." And then he cried: ''Pity my miserable con-
dition ! I ask only for help for my soul "

; adding that he
would retract his errors " in face of a million of his followers."

His apparent repentance prevented his judges from consign-

ing him to the secular power, a procedure which would have
been equivalent to a sentence of death ; hence he was con-

demned to i^erpetual imprisonment in a fortress, having first

been absolved from the censures he had incurred. The sen-

tence furtlier decreed that his manuscript entitled Ugyptian
Masonrij, together with the symbols of the sect, was to be
publicly burned; and the Freemason society, especially the

Egyptian rite and that of the lUuminati, was to be again con-

demned. This sentence is dated April 7, 1791. The char-
latan was then taken to the historic Fortress of St. Leo, and
the days of his miracles were ended. Before long he asked
for a confessor ; and when a Capuchin friar was sent to give

him the supposedly desired religious consolation, the hypo-
crite tried to throttle the good priest, hoping to escape under
cover of the Capuchin tunic. History spoke no more
of him thereafter ; and now, were it not for the entrancing
pages of the elder Dumas, few persons would know anything
of one who was once as much talked about as any individual

of the eighteenth century. Perhaps the reader will agree
with Mirabeau, who said of Balsamo :

" Tolerate Caf^liostro,

tolerate Lavater
; but also tolerate those who term them in-

sane "
(1).

(1) The curious reader will find many interestinpr and instructive details concerning this
luminary of modern Masonry, which our limits will not allow us to adduce, in the C<>m-
prnilhim of the Life of Jo.scji/i Balmino, Stykii the Count Cagliostro, Drawn from
His Trial in Rome in 1790, and Aiditig One in Cnmprchendina the Character nf the
Sect of the Freemamnx (Rome, 1791); In tbe CnnfeKsions of Cmint Ca(flioxtro, with a
History of Hui Traveh (Paris, 179H)

; in the Authentic Memoirs Serving for a ZfiVsNin/ "/
Cininl Crtyliostro (Straslwurg. 1786) ; and In the HMoru of the MarveUmia by Pignier
(Paris, 18G0).
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Less interesting than the career of Cagliostro, but of more

importance in the annals of Masonry, was that of the found-

er of the lllumiuati. Weisshaupt was a professor of law at

Ingolstadt in Bavaria. Dominated by hatred of Christian-

ity, and desirous of notoriety, he conceived the idea of a

secret society, modeled on Masonry, to which he first gave

the name of " Perfectibilists," and afterward of " lUuminati."

His design, as he expressed it, was to " bring together, by a

durable tie and because of elevated interests, educated men

from every quarter of the globe—men of all religions and of

different opinions and passions ; to make them love this new

interest and this new tie so much that, united or separate,

they would act like one individual, treat each other as equals

despite their social inequality, and willingly and through

conviction effect what public constraint had never yet effect-

ed, since the world and men came into existence." Feller

says that Weisshaupt, who had been educated by the Jesuits,

took the Society, to a great extent, as a model for his organiza-

tion ; but that he intended that what, according to him, the

Jesuits had used only to produce evil, should be used for

the progress of philosophy. The statutes of the Illuminati

imposed blind obedience on the adepts, and in certain cases,

auricular confession to the superiors. The real secret of

the order was not revealed until the superiors were well as-

sured of the adept's sentiments. The instructions of Weis-

shaupt and his confidants tended to the gradual extinction of

every idea of religion in the minds of their dupes. These

unfortunates learned to despise civil government as a tyran-

ny ; the rights of property as usurpation. The military

caste was taught to despise merchants and tradesmen. Each

adept knew only the members of his own grade, and those

of the one immediately subordinate. Each member had a

name as an Illumined one ; thus that of Weisshaupt was

Spartacus. The real names were known only to the superi-

ors. Circumstances favored the designs of Weisshaupt.

Por many years audacious writers had striven in Germany,

even more than in France, to destroy every vestige of relig-

ious principle. Many of the German sovereigns were down-

right infidels. Frederick of Prussia openly professed irre-
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ligion. Eveu the emperor, Joseph II., yielded to the flatter-

ies and sophisms of the philosophasters. " I am assured,"

wrote Voltaire, "that the emperor belongs to us." And
Frederick told the cynic in 1770 that Joseph " loved his-

works, and was anything but superstitious." On Dec. 11,

1773, Joseph issued a rescript in which, while he admitted

that he knew, "of his own knowledge that many Masonic

lodges had been the occasion of many indecencies," he

nevertheless authorized the lodges, provided they would ob-

serve a regulation which would guarantee a respect for his

idea of religion and morals. It was natural that the example

of Frederick, Joseph, and many of the minor princes, shoiild

affect the minds of innumerable Germans ; especially the^

young, to whom Weisshaupt directed his principal efl"orts.

A Hanoverian baron, Knigge, was his chief lieutenant, and

to him was entrusted the perversion of the northern Ger-

mans, while Weisshaupt looked after the southern. Knigge

profited by a general assembly of Freemasons at Wilhelms-

bade, held by command ofDuke Ferdinand of Brunswick, the

grand-master, to extend the new association. In a short

time very many of the nobles of Germany, and several of the

sovereigns, were Illuminati. We can only suppose that

these dignitaries were not informed of the entire scope of

the order ; that they ignored its hatred of all crowned heads,,

and simply acclaimed its enmity to religion and especially to

the Catholic priesthood. One strange feature of Illuminism

was the number of German ecclesiastics who joined it ; not

only many Catholic pastors are mentioned as members in

the archives of the order, but, if we may credit Barruel's

Memoires on Jacobinism, there was at least one German bish-

op among the adepts. lu 1784 the Bavarian government

prohibited " all secret communities, societies, and confrater-

nities ; and every association which was not approved by

the laws." The olden Freemasons closed their lodges ; but

the Illuminati relied on their friends at court, and continued

their meetings. In Feb., 1785, Weisshaupt was deprived of

Im chair, and expelled from lugolstadt. It was well known,

that many of his disciples had become frightened at liis doc-

trines, and had loft the order ; these were now ijiterj-ogated,.
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•and althougli tbej seemed not to liave learned all tlie objects

of tlie association, sufficient was gleaned to terrify the friends

of religion and of society. Meanwhile the father of the sect,

having taking refuge in Ratisbonne, was executing his plans

Avith renewed ardor. One day while he was giving his last

instructions to an emissary destined for Silesia, the poor

man, Lanz by name, was struck by lightning and fell dead

at his master's feet. Weisshaupt's terror was so great that

he forgot, as he fled, to remove the credentials and written

instructions which were in the pockets of Lanz ; and when

the papers were read by the elector, Charles Theodore, that

prince realized that he and all the other German princes had

been sleeping over a volcano. Many of the lUuminati were

exiled. In Oct., 1786, two of Weisshaupt's chief adepts, the

Count Bassus and Zwacli, were arrested ; and all the statutes

and secrets of lUuminism w'ere found. These were afterward

printed by order of the elector, and their authenticity was

never contestedby the interested parties. Copies ofthem were

sent to all the courts, and legal proceedings were institut-

ed against many of the guilty. Some were deprived of their

employments in the government service ; others were impris-

oned ; not one was put to death. It is very strange that none

of the other German governments took any measures against

these enemies of society. The duke of Saxe-Gotha even

gave his hospitality to Weisshaupt ; and many other princes

of that family emulated him in encouraging Illuminism, the

avowed foe of public authority and private property. The
tenets of Weisshaupt may be thus summarized. Liberty

and equality are essential rights of man, received by him
when he was in his original and primitive perfection. The
first attack on equality was made by the establishment of the

right of property ; the first attack on liberty was made when
the first civil government was formed. The sole supports of

the right of property and of government are the civil and re-

ligious laws ; therefore, in order to restore to man his prim-

itive rights of liljerty and equality, we must begin by de-

stroying all religion and all civil society, and we may then

finish by abolishing all proprietary right. Weisshaupt re-

proached the philosophers of his day with cowardice and
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inconsistency ; lie certainly pushed the theories of his con-

temporary philosophasters to their last consequences. We
must not forget to note that some years before his death

(1822), "Weiss baupt recanted, and was reconciled to the

Church. One of his last acts ivas thefoundation of a Catholic

church i)i Gotha (1).

Returning to our main subject, we now assume the con-

sideration of a point which is often raised by Masons them-

selves, or by the comparatively few weak-minded Catholics

who have been tempted to join the order. It is frequently

asserted that the Masonic idea does not interfere with a mem-

ber's religion ; that, on the contrary, Masonry respects the

religious faith and the political sympathies of its subjects.

There is indeed a Masonic statute to this effect, but nothing

is more certain than that Masonry substitutes itself for any

and every system of religion. Of course this substitution is

more easily forgiven by the average Protestant than by even

a nominal Catholic, for the former is no positivist in dog-

matic matters ; but the fact still remains, even for him, that,

by making itself supreme in religion. Masonry does inter-

fere with whatever semblance of religious conviction he ever

entertained. But let us hear some eminent Freemasons on

this point. Bazot, general secretary of the French Grand

Orient, in his Historical, Philosophical, and 3Ioral Tableau

of Freemasonry, written Avhen he had been thirty-one years

a Mason, says : " Our religion is the natural, primitive,

unique, universal, and unchangeable religion— it is Free-

masonry." Eagon, in his Interpretative Course, solemnly

authorized by the French Grand Orient in 1840, saj'S that

" he who would make a religion of Masonry, falsifies it "
;

but, in order to agree with Brother Bazot, who calls it " the

primitive and universal religion," he makes this distinction :

" The first man who, on perceiving the order manifested in

the universe, concluded that there is a God, was a benefac-

tor to the world ; but he who made that God speak, was an

impostor." According to Ragon, therefore. Masonry is not

to be regarded as a religion, only in this sense— it rests on

(1) Rohrbacher; vol. xxvil., p. ^2:i>—Etudes Religitusestt Hiatoriques, No. 39. Paris,

18C6- Lc Monde, Aug. 4, 1867.
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no revelation. The Pelican, the organ of Brazilian Masonry,

cited by Mgr. Antonio de Macedo-Costa, bishop of Grand

Para, in his Lisfniction on Masom-y, 1871, declares that " Ma-

sonry is a great temple, which, like an ancient one at Rome,

gives hospitality to all tlie gods, because, taken together,

they form one God." In the Freemason Orator—"a selec-

tion oi discourses pronounced on Masonic solemnities, rela-

tive to the dogmas and history of the order, and to the mo-

rality taught in the workshops," and published by the French

Grand Orient (Paris, Caillet, 1825),^—we read the following

words of a member of the Lodge of Mt. Tabor, Paris : "Noth-

ing is more incontestably true than nature—that is, exist-

ence. The Masonic order is derived from the ancient mys-

teries, which themselves arose from nature, and had nature

for a sacramental [.sic] basis. It certainly follows that this

royal art, this symbolic and mysterious temple, in fine the

Masonic order, is the emblem of nature, of pre-existing

truth. Therefore, this order is natural law, the true and

unique religion." In the Courrier de Bruxelles of March 7,

1879, may be read a report of an address made by Brother

Goblet d'Aviella to the lodge of the " Philanthropic Friends
"

of Brussels, in which the following passage occurs :
" Ma-

sonry shows that it is not only a philosophy, the philosophy

of progress, but that it is also a religion, the religion of the

ideal Can one contest the utility of a vast association like

Masonry, which, while theocracies are everywhere tumbling

down, meets to dedicate temples, as we do to-day, for that

worship which will survive all others, because it rests on a

progressive conception of nature ?
"

The above quotations are sufficiently eloquent, but Ma-
sonry will stand still more strongly convicted of Satanic am-

bition if we dwell a while upon its much-vaunted Secret.

According to Masonic Constitutions, the Secret is the first

characteristic of the order, although the immense majority

of its members—even of those of high grade—do not receive

any confidences. In 1794 the duke of Brunswick, then grand-

master, thus spoke to all the lodges: "Your masters told

vou, as our fathers told us, that the secrets of the association

can be known only bv certain masters ; for what would be-
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come of secrets if thej were known to many ? " Even the

grand-master oi an Orient may know none of the secrets. In

the German lodges, says Eckert, an erudite Saxon who de-

voted his whole life to Masonic investigations, a "Knight of

St. Andrew " or a " superior Scotch master " takes the fol-

lowing oath :
" I freely swear to God, the Creator of the uni-

verse, and in the hands of the legitimate master of this lodge,

and in the presence of the Scotch brethren here present, to

conceal, in the most effective manner possible, the secrets

that I may have acquired, and all the conclusions I may

have drawn from them ; and to reveal them to no one, not

even to the grand-master of the ivhole order, if I do not meet

him in a regular High-Scotch Lodge, or if he is not designated

to me as such by my superiors of this lodge.'' But, notwith-

standing these precautions, we of the " profane " world can

j)enetrate the Secret, if we carefully study the writings of

the Masonic leaders, and if we carefully scan the events in

which these leaders have taken part. The Secret is un.

doubtedly communicated to the members of the " interior

order "
; but he also can penetrate it who is able to decipher

the symbols of Masonry, as is plainly shown by the famous

Droaseke in a discourse pronounced, in 1849, before the

Olive Branch Lodge of Bremen, and cited by Eckert in his

True Signification of Freemasonry. He says :
" Above all,

we regard Masonry as an institution emanating from the Di-

vinity. He who has it, will receive unto satiety ; but to him

who has it not. Masonry can give nothing. In our temples

there is constantly question of the Secret ; or, to be more

exact, we speak only of the Secret. This Secret can not be

hidden from him who has eyes ; he penetrates it without aid

from the lodge ; he is initiated without entering into the

sanctuary. Another person may never acquire it, even

through the lodge, and even though he has received all the

degrees ; he is one of the profane, even though he he seated at

the right of the Temple, and loear the jewels of the grand-

master. Even the means that we employ to solve this prob-

lem—our symbols, images, and signs—are held by us as se-

crets. But why, and by what right ? Our symbols do not

serve merely to kill time and to amuse children. They arc
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the sac7'ed vessels in ivJdch the Holy of Holies is kept and ex-

posed to the view of the initiated. Such are the words that

would be profaned if they were thrown before unclean ani-

mals." A contemporary German author, Bluntschli, profes-

sor at Heidelberg, and grand- master of the Grand Lodge of

Bayreuth, thus exposes, in his General Theory of the State,

what he rightly regards as " the spirit of the day," but which

he would have styled with still greater justice " the spirit of

Masonry," were it not his custom, in all his works, to ab-

stain from open mention of the order's influence :
" The

modern state is founded humanly on human nature. The

state is a human community of life, created and adminis-

tered by man, /or a human end. . . . The modern conscience

hates all theocracy. The modern state is a human constitu-

tional organization ; its power is regulated by public law
;

its policy seeks the j)ublic good, in accordance with the con-

ceptions of human reason, with human means (1). The
modern state regards itself as a person, composed of a spirit

(the ' national spirit ') and a body (the ' Constitution ') ; it

feels itself independent and free, even in regard to the

Church, which is a collective person, also possessed of spir-

it and body ; and it asserts its high right even over her.'

In an address to the Italian Parliament (Jan., 1867), the fa-

mous Italianissimo publicist, Scialoja, said :
" There are no

longer any mixed questions ; the human principle, which

knows everything, claims the sole right to decide everything.

Tlie sovereign state admits no right against its right, and its

claims can be comprised in these words : The Church should

enjoy that liberty ivhich is aUoived her, as to other associations

permitted hy the state.'' Masonry everywhere uses this lan-

guage, and, as Pachtler well remarks, in place of the divine

order, which is Humanity ivith God, Masonry would erect an

edifice of Humanity without God, or against God (2). Con-

sider for a moment the fundamental and universal allegory of

Masonry—its very essence, as taught by its most authorita-

tive exponents, and by its very manuals and rituals. A
vast temple to be constructed ;

" apprentices, companions, and
(1) Odllon Barrot, iu 1828, expressed this idea more franlily when he said :

" The law is

atheistic, and ought to be such."

(2J The Positive Side of Freemasonry, Fribourg, 1875.
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masters" at tlie work; Hiram, or Adonliiram (li, one of

these masters, assassiuated by three companions who wanted

the " password,'" or " masters word " the body of Hiram

to be found ; his death to be reyenged ; the construction of

the temple resumed, and to be accomplished. This allegory-

is indicated in the degrees of "apprentice " and " companion "
;

it is developed in that of "master" ; and is completed, after

passing through the degrees of " Rose-Cross " and "Kad-

osch," in those of the rite of Misraim. TMiat mean this

" temple," asks Deschamps, and the "assassins of Hiram " ?

"WTio is this Hiram ? All Masonic rituals tell us that the

temple is the temple of nature, or the Masonic Golden Age.

The god herein adored is nature—the God-All. The fire is

his essence, and is represented by the " sun " and the Indian

Lingam—all that is most material in ancient paganism. The
" assassins " are superstition, ambition, tyranny, ignorance,

and prejudice— in a word, the Catholic Church. Nay, as

Deschamps carefully proyes in his wonderful work, by these

" assassins " Masomy understands eyery rule of morals, all

authority, the family, property, nationality. " Hiram resus-

citated and conqueror of all his enemies, the adorer and

adored of the temple, is the true Mason, the philosopher,

the sage, the primitive man—man restored to the Golden Age

of Masonic liberty "
(2). Masonry does not believe in origi-

nal sin ; it contends that man is naturally good, and that he

is made evil only by the institutions of human morality, by

religion, property, etc. Weisshaupt expresses this idea very

plainly :
" Equality and liberty are man's essential rights,

which he received from nature when he was in his original

and primitive perfection. The first attack against this-

equality was made by property ; the first attack against lib-

erty was made by political society—that is, by governments ;

(1) According to the system of those who And the origin of Masonry in the Garden of

Eden, one of the Ehthim became father of Cain by Eve, while Adonai, another of the

'Kl'ihim. created Adam, to whom Eve bore Abel. The descendants of Cain invented the

arts, .\donhiram was entruste<l by Solomon with the construction of the great temple,

and while executing the task he was kiUeii by a giant, and cast into the flery abyss. But

he returned to complete his task. Solomon be<»ame jeali'Us of Ad<inhinim. and caused his

murder. However, nine masters found the corpse, killed the assas-sins, and in a triangle

of ire they placed the name of the Great Architect of the TniTerse, which was guarded

by a chosen few. CAXxr : Hcrct ica of Italu, vol. iii.. p. 390.

(2> B. I., chap. 1., S 2.
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and the onlr supports of property and of governments are

religious and civil law. Therefore, in order to restore to

man his primitive rights of equality and libertv, we must be-

gin by destroying all religion, all civil society, and end with

the abolition of property "
(1). One would imagine he were

listening to a communist of the " IntemationaL " And this

is the spirit of the association which certain weak-minded

Christians would fain believe to be indifferent, if not respect-

ful, to the reUgious convictions of its members I TTe will

conclude this point with some citations from one of modern
Masonry's most authoritative sources.

Down to the year 1859, even during the period when
Cavour exercised unparalleled authority over them, the Italian

lodges had always been dependent on some foreign Grand
Orient i'2). But in that year, under the auspices of the

Ausonia, just founded at Turin, many new independent lodges

were instituted, and thev set about the election of a cn-and-

master. After four years of rivalry between Xigra, Cordova,

and Garibaldi, the last, who had already, on January 1, 1862,

been proclaimed " the first Mason in Italy." obtained the

almost unanimous vote of the convention at Florence for

his elevation to the grand-mastership. Then Italian Mason-
ry renewed and published its Constitution, and in Art. r\'. it

was declared :
" Masonry recognizes its God ia the principle

of moral and social order, under the svmbol of the Great

Architect of the Universe." And in Xxi. XTH. it is said :

"As the definite object of its labors, JIasonry proposes to

unite aU free men in one great family, ichich icill and oxghf,

little by little, to succeed all the cliurches fouiuled on Mind faith

and on theocratic authority : to succeed all superstitions, intol-

erant, and rnutuaUy hostile forms of worship ; and thus estab-

lish the true andonly Church of Humanity.'' It is not sti-ange,

therefore, that in the " Congress of Peace," held in 1867 at

Geneva, by the leading Masons of Europe, the new Italian

gi-and-master declared :
" The religion of God is adopted by

this Congress, and each of its members pledges himself to

ill Illuminated Cf)de. General Smtem. See Robia.no's Continuation of the History
of the Church, voL iL. p. 395, et ^tq.

<2J ThDs, the lodges of Genoa and Leghorn were subordinate to the Supreme Council of

Paris.
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spread it throughout the earth '"
; and that when a member

demanded, - Of what God do tou speak ? " Garibaldi replied,

*' Bt religion I mean the religion of reason." Xo wonder

that the Congress then decreed that " the Papacy, being the

most harmful of all sects, is declared deposed from among

human institutions " (1). Speaking of the question '• Do you

believe in a Supreme Being ? " used in the ritual of the

Boman Grand Orient, the Bivisfa deUa Massoneria of Aug. 1,

1874, says :
" Everybody knows that this formula possesses,

bv general consent, no exclusive signification, still less a re-

ligious one. It is adapted to all tastes, even to that of an

atheist" And the Monde Jlaeonnique of 1S7S. p. 2(>4 says

that now in the Italian lodges the question " '^Vhat do you

owe to God ? '
is not put, but this one, " What do you owe

to humanity, your country, and yourself?
"

It is well known that in 1877 the lodges of England and

the United States ceased to hold relations with the Grand

Orient of France. This fact would not interest us of the

" profane world," were it not based upon a most important

action of the most important of all Masonic bodies ; namely,

the abolition, by the French Grand Orient, of that one of its

statutes which proclaimed, as a very basis of Masonry, a

belief in the existence of Gt3d and in the immortality of the

souL Since the Convention of October 26, 1851, the statutes

of the French Grand Orient had declared that " the order of

Freemasons has for its object : beneficence, the study of

morality, and the practice of every virtue. It has for its

basis : the existence of God, the immortality of the soul, and

the love of humanity."' Of course, this statute owed its ex-

istence to the fact that Freemasonry had become an official

institution of the Second Empire, and that Xapoleon HL felt

that something was due to the faith of the immense majority

of the French people; and it had remained, despite the in-

dignation of a majority of the order. But in a convention of

the lodges of the east of France, held at Metz on July 29,

1869, the suppression of the above statute was demandetl,

with the request that it should be replaceil by one declaring

" human solidarity
*'
to be the sole principle of Masonry. It

a> A.nnaUof thi Cn-jresg of G<iuvi in 1967. PuWi,^i,.f By The C-jmrnitUi, p. 138,
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was not difficult to carry this point ; for as the 3fonde Ma^-

onnique had already said in 1862, the old statute was by no

means a real indication of Masonic faith in a personal God

:

" God, the Great Architect of the Universe, is a generic term,

which all men, since Plato, can accept, even though they do

not believe in God." It was natural, therefore, that French

Freemasonry, represented by means of its delegates in Paris

on September 14, 1877, should have replaced the obnoxious

statute with this one :
" Freemasonry holds as its principles,

absolute liberty of conscience and human solidarity." The

English and American lodges resented this formal and pub-

lic avowal of atheistic sentiment. In England and the United

States, says Deschamps, " Masonry has allied itself with the

Protestant churches, and has assigned to the Bible a prom-

inent place in its ritual. If religion has not gained by this

alliance, at least the lodges have lost thereby much of their

original impious character. But the attitude of the English

and American lodges is merely an isolated fact."

We are now brought to a point which is often urged by

Masons. Why is it that Masonry is so much more openly

atheistic, so much more violent, in Catholic countries than in

those where the principles of the Reformation have taken

root ? The reason is evident. In the latter countries the work

of Masonry is more than half accomplished ; in the former, a

solid, healthy, and imperturbably confident organization suc-

cessfully impedes that work. In the language of an influen-

tial Masonic review (1),
" from a religious point of view. Prot-

estantism is one-half of Masonry. It, however, considers

the essence of religion as a divine revelation, and j)ermits to

reason only a vain attempt to give form to an object outside

its domain. In Masonry, on the contrary, reason has to fur-

nish not only the form but the very substance of religion. At
last. Protestantism must either return to Catholicism, or

stop in the middle of its course ; or, ever progressing, end

by adopting the Masonic religion. . . . There is no medium
between belief and disbelief, between being a Catholic or be-

ing an atheist." Pachtler, in his War against Throne and
Altar, quotes a letter written to the Leipsic Bauhutte by the

(I) The Latomia, vol. ii., p. 164.
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Venerable Master Conrad, in wliich we read :
" No more at-

tention need be paid to Protestantism than to a mere statis-

tical rubric ; for it is lamentably reduced to tlie slavery of the

mere letter of a book ; and, as it has no living discipline to

excite the labors of the spirit, it is broken up into numberless

confessions, all without any strength. Catholicism alone,

with its strongly coherent organization, presents a formidable

barrier to the advance of independent humanitij. ...This

Church is a challenge issued against, not only Freemasonry,

but against all civilized society." Masonry, therefore, can

afford to be tolerant, if not really friendly, to all the sects of

Protestantism
;
just as it is to Mohammedanism and to the

schismatics of the East, who affect to ignore it; just as it is

to Judaism, many of whose ostensible followers court it, and,

to a great extent nowadays, rule it. But between it and the

Catholic Church there must be persistent war. If the im-

possible could happen—if the Catholic Church could be

eliminated from the face of the earth,—then, indeed, all her-

esies might fear the attacks of Masonry ; for then the very

logic of evil, in which Masonry is such an adept, would im-

pel it to attack even natural social order wherever found.

Concerning its final object, Masonry no longer resorts to sub-

terfuge : it openly declares itself as the religion of mankind.

How, then, can there be anything else than war between it

and that Church which insists that she alone is the authori-

tative teacher of religion among all men ? AYliich will con-

quer ? Even the infidel must admit that the Catholic Church

has the better founded reason for confidence ; for at least

she believes that she derives from God, and such confidence

goes far to secure victory. Masonry, on the contrary, is of

the earth, earthly; and, though it may prate much about

some mythical Great Architect of the Universe, few of its

votaries seek inspiration above the roofs of their houses.

As for the Catholic's faith in the promises of God, and there-

fore in the triumph of the Church over every enemy, infer-

nal or earthly—it would be futile to draw a Mason's atten-

tion to that matter. But let both profane and initiated study

the past. A knowledge of history will convince them that

Freemasonry has attempted the impossible.
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CHAPTER XIX.

THE SUPPRESSION OP THE JESUITS.

Besides the continued onslaughts of her olden foes, the

Church of the eighteenth century had to withstand those of

three combatants newly arrived in the arena ; and the pan-

oply of none of her previous enemies had been so well fitted

for a struggle for life or death, as that with which the new-

comers were equipjjed. These new enemies were Freema-

-sonry, Jansenism and Philosophism. From the day of its

transformation from a beneficent organization, once protect-

ed and even blessed by the Church, to a society aiming to

supplant the divinely-founded teaching body in its control

of the minds and hearts of men, the first of these systems

had perforce challenged Ptome to a combat in which quarter

would be unknown ; and the year 1738 saw that the Eoman
Pontiff was on the alert, and that the gauntlet had been lifted

by the Bull In Eminenti, whereby, for the first time, the Holy

See stamped upon the audacious society the seal of condem-

nation. As to the other newly enrolled enemies, few systems

could present greater difierences, both in origin and object,

than were exhibited by Jansenism and Philosophism. The

former was austere, the latter epicurean. The former idol-

ized authority, providing, of course, that it had the fashion-

ing of the idol ; while the latter knew no worship but that of

" pure reason." The former was devoted to the Church

—

albeit, travestied by imaginative architects ; while the latter

had adopted as its watchword the cry of the Sage of Ferney,

" Ucrassez I' wfdme.'" But these so-differing foes of a repre-

sentative of God on earth rivalled the adepts of the Square

and Triangle in their opposition to the Queen who sat en-

throned on the Seven Hills. Now it happened that about this

time a large number of Christians had come to discern the

right arm of the Holy See in the celebrated Society of Jesus,

Against this powerful organization, therefore, were princi-

pally directed the arrows of the " liberal" forces, as they skir-

mished around the beleaguered fortress of Christian faith.
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Ere long tliese besiegers were reinforced by an acquisition

of strength which, by the very nature of things, one would

suppose, should have been enlisted on the other side. The

royal power in Portugal, Spain, France, Austria, Naples, Tus-

cany, and Parma, wielded by ministers whose notions of state-

craft were diabolic rather than Christian, became the prin-

cipal instrument in producing one of the most terrible catas-

trophes of modern times. If we are to credit the judgment

of the Parliament of Paris, a tribunal which, during the sev-

enteenth and eighteenth centuries, deemed itself fully com-

petent in all matters ecclesiastical, the Society of Jesus had

become a propagator of simony, blasphemy, sacrilege, as-

trology, idolatry, superstition, impurity, perjury, lying, theft,

murder—especially regicide—suicide, Arianism, Socinian-

ism, Sabellianism, Nestorianism, Lutheranism, Calvinism,

and even the olden errors of Wycliffe, Pelagius, andMontan-

us. At first sight of this rather inconsistent arraignment,

one would suppose that it would not be credited even by that

average muUercida, the scapegoat for so many absurdities,

whom ecclesiastical writers are wont to render responsible

for many vagaries of an infantine intellect. But credited

it was by many persons of fair understanding ; and, of course,

the rank and file of the philosophists afiected to believe it

r well-founded ; while heresy, Gallicanism, Jansenism, and

court-theology, each assured its partisans that if the terrible

A^ Jesuits were only banished from the earth, or at least dis-

armed and deprived, as it were, of their teeth, by a decree

of the supreme ecclesiastical authority, then the Church

would breathe freely, for the lay powers would no longer

combat her. In fine, if the Jesuits could be made a thing of

the past, the lion and the lamb would at last lie down togeth-

er ; for, at length, morality would reign, that scandalous lax-

ism of the Society being erased from books of casuistry ;
and

there would be a perpetual love-feast between rulers and the

governed, since one blow would have destroyed both Jesuits

and their doctrine of the propriety of regicide.

Among the innumerable diatribes which were issued dur-

iuf^ the thirty or forty years preceding the attainment of

their object, the suppression of the hatred Society, scarcely
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one was not based on tlie alleged autlienticity of a work

which, even in our day, the more ignorant Jesuitophagi are

wont to quote—that collection of purported Monita Secreta,

or secret admonitions, said to be received only by the j^ro-

fessed, for the government of the organization and the con-

duct of its members. Sarpi seems to have doubted the

authenticity of this famous arsenal of weapons against those

he so bitterly hated ; for, writing to Dell' Isola, he said :
" I

have always admired the policy displayed by the Jesuits in

keeping their secrets. Their Institutions are certainly

printed, but one cannot lay a hand on a copy. I say noth-

ing concerning the Bides which were printed at Lyons, for

they are puerilities; I allude to the regulations for their

government, which are so carefully guarded. Members are

dismissed from the Society every day, and many leave it of

their own accord, and still these secrets are not revealed.

No other organization of men in the world, conspiring for

one object, is managed with such accuracy, and shows such

zeal in its work." Good sense, if not blinded by passion,

ought to have led to the conclusion that these secret rules

did not exist ; and Sarpi appears to have had enough of that

good sense, for he adds :
" I have read that book, and it

contains things so extravagant, that I doubt its genuineness
;

men are certainly wicked, but I cannot believe that such

ribaldries are tolerated anywhere in the world." These

Monita have been ascribed to Schoppe, a converted Lutheran

of paradoxical proclivities who was invited to Eome by

Clement VIL; but there is better reason to believe that they

were invented by Zaorowski, a Pole expelled from the Society

in 1611. Certainly, they are of a date anterior to 1613, when

they were confuted by the Jesuit Gretzer. Scotti, one of

the most venemous of a venemous tribe, says nothing of

these secret rules, although he details many of the laws of

the Jesuits, and probably would have detailed all, had he

not told his reader that they fill fifty immense volumes (1).

Sarpi feigned to believe that the Jesuits are capable of

(1) Monarchia SoUpsorum, under the pen-name of Lucius Cornelius Europasus.

Venice, 1645. Scotti says that the solipgi venerate their monarcha (the general) more than

any other being, and that their fundamental law is to labor for the subjugation of the

entire world to that monarcha.
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committing any evil ; and lie insisted that " there is no

greater enterprise than that of diminishing the credit of the

Jesuits. If tliej are beaten, Rome is taken ; if they dis-

appear, religion will be reformed, of its owu accord." Bat

Era Paolo yields in audacity of attack, in recklessness of

assertion, and in many other arts of the calumniator, to an

author from whom, in his early career, very diii'erent things

were anticipated. The first works of Gioberti were marked

b}' learning, art, charit}', and faith. For a restoration of

jdiilosojjhy, he had deemed necessar}- a general return to

Catholic ideas and institutions, and his early pages are re-

dolent of historical truth, as he magnifies the pontifical au-

thority and its upholders (1) ; although, remarks Can til, his

immoderate praise of Italy, for which he claimed the pri-

macy among the nations, because it is the seat of the hieratic

centre and of the religious and moral tie of the world, " iu-

noculated his country with a pride which was to harm it

greatl}'." In his Primacy of Italy, he had so eulogized the

pontifical authority and the Jesuits, that he displeased that

rank and file, for whose praise, as events proved, he hank-

ered. Accordinglv, in order to avoid the -u'-'usation of

" Jesuitizing," he issued his Prolegomena, and finaiiy his too

celebrated Modern Jesuit, in which he undertook to prove

that " the Jesuits are souls without pity, souls of iron ; they

are impenetrable to sentiments the most sacred, to aftections

(1) Gioberti drew these generous principles from Manzoni, Cantu, Balbo, and similar

polemics, who had orijrinated the Xio-GiirTpliic school. " This school," says Cantu. " in

the unprevei'tahle coutlict lietween the Chunb and the State, that is, between the peoples

and the rule."s, had embraced the party which prelerred the moral autliority of the Pontiff

to the armed supremacy of tlie emperor ; and they saw in this a means to establish a su-

premacy of the national idea over foreign domination. In Italy they wished to re-estab-

lish concord and dignity ; to substitute a cull of liberty instead of tlie revolutionary orRy ;

to render faith more than a mere speculation which tries to conciliate everything in some

vague kind of fashion, and which is neither a nutriment nor a restraint ; to lead our com-

patriots back from a belief in thetiod of mlaiitnutnint and from Voltairian contempt, to

a faith in a personal and living God, our Creator and our Redeemer. In history, in the

study of law and of statistics, they declared that they found that libeity had been always

protected by the Popes, who by their opposition of a universal equality of souls to a uni-

versal empire of force, saved civilization ; who prevented the subjugation of Italy by the

barbarians, and were ever favorable to any struggle for real Italian independence. Con-

fronting the L'loritms dangers of impopularity, the Neo-Guelphs believed that by the actuation

of these ideas they might effect the elevation of Italy, humiliated by for<-ign violence and by

our own faults, and that this elevation could be effectetl by the e.\crtioi:sof Italians alone.

They prognosticated a league, the head of which was to be the Roman Pontiff ; and by

means of this confederation, the foreigner was to lose, at first, his superiority, and Ilnally

his doniii\ion in Italy." JTrvctics <)/ Ttahi, Discourse LV.
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the most iioble ; tliey are ever ready for fraud, imposture,

aud calumu}' ; tliej are men without heart, apostles of hell,

ministers of perdition ; in fine, they form the most terrible

and fatal enemy of humanity and Christianity which modern

times have known. . . . They teach a ribald morality which

has only the semblance of being Christian, aud they incul-

cate things of which an honest Gentile would be ashamed
;

their idea of justice is contradictory to public law, and can

have the sanction of none but assassins "
(1). In diametrical

opposition to the work of Gioberti, we have the too famous

apology for the Jesuits by Cretineau-Joly. The impartial

reader who turns from the exaggerations and absurdities of

Gioberti, the veuemous sputterings of Sarpi, and the idiotic

ravings of the inventor of the Monita Sacra, in the hope of dis-

covering pure and simple truth in this w^ork, will be sadly

disappointed. We hear much, on the part of the foes of the

Jesuits, of a tendency of certain devotees to confound the cele-

brated Society with the Church ; we do not believe that such

persons exist ; but certainly Cretineau-Joly approaches, as

nearly as any one of sane mind can, to an assertion of that

identity. For a medium between Gioberti aud the French en-

thusiast, one may turn to the pages of the learned Oratorian,

Theiner ; especially for a refutation of the cruelly false alle-

gations, brought by certain superlatively zealous apologists

of the Society—especially Cretineau-Joly—against the mem-

(1) The Abb^ Le Noir, in his Adaptation of Bcrgier's Dictionarii to the Intellectual

Movement of the Nineteenth Century (Paris, 1876), makes these apposite reflectious on

the teachings of the Jesuits :
" We cau And no foundations for the charges brought against

the Jesuits. Whate%-er charge would be of real importance, if sustained, has either never

been proved, or vanishes when subjected to scrutiny. And how many things are alleged

• against them, which really redound to their praise. . . . Their veiy virtues, their services

aud amiability, their spirit of tolerance and their sociability, even that civism which is

generally in advance of the times ; all of these qualities are turned against them. At the

moment when we are writing (1873), we learn of the discovery in the Sainte-Genevieve

Library, of the original score of the opera Jonathas by Charpentier. This composer had

set to music the MahuJe Iniaijinaire of Moliere for the Jesuit College which was located

on the site of the present Lyv'e de Louis-le-Grand. This opera, like many other pieces,

had been represented on the stage of the College theatre ; for the Jesuits wished to call the

drama and music, and all the arts, to their aid in the cultivation of the minds and hearts

of their pupils. They brought to their College stage the best actors of the capital. —
At the time when the uniiiit'lligent rigidism of Gallicanism and Jansenism reigned among

us, the Jesuits counterbalanced it in their own practice, with as much courage as good

sense. . . . We cannot be malevolent toward such men ; but we feel like cursing that blind

perversity which persists in regarding all the good and beautiful that the Jesuits have

effected, all their own excellence, as so much hypocrisy and treason."
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ory of Pope Clement XIV. This work, however, did not

please the Society ;
" it afflicted the general, Father Root-

haan, profoundly," says Ravignan ;
" he perceived in it an

attack on the Society," and he thought that " a better apology

for the Pontiff who suppressed the Society might be made."

Eavignan produced " a better apology," not of Clement XIV.,

but of the Society (1) ; and not the least of its many merits is

one that cannot be discerned in any other of the numerous

narratives of the Supression which have appeared in our day.

Not once does the name of Cretineau-Joly appear in the work.

The excellent review of Theiner's book, from the pen of an-

other Jesuit, Boero (2), is invaluable because of the wealth

of documentary evidence which it adduces ; but it is defi-

cient in that which constitutes the chief merit of Ravignan's

apology—a calmness of tone which causes one to forget that

he is reading a strictly polemical work.

Before we enter upon a detailed account of the persecu-

tions which preceded the suppression of the Society of Jesus,

we must observe that the Holy See, certainly the best judge

in the premises, did not regard as well-founded the reasons

which were adduced in justification of those persecutions.

We abstain from any citations of the jiraises which Clem-

ent XIII. lavished on the Societv, since its enemies have al-

ways found fault with that Pontiff for an excessive friend-

ship toward it ; but we may reasonably ask consideration

for the opinion of Benedict XIV., who has never been charged

with an exhibition of more affection for tlie Jesuits than

strict justice demanded. While still arcJibishop of Bologna,

Cardinal Lambertiui thus wrote in his Ecclesiastical lustitu-

tioiis : " Here we must make special mention of the brethren

and companions of Blessed Francis Regis, the religious of

the Society of Jesus, wliose aid we have ever requested and

shall ever request in behalf of the flock committed to our

charge. No one is ignorant of their zealous care in the relig-

ious and literary training of youth, in the projier celebration

of the divine offices in their churches, in leading sinners to

repentance, in the instruction of the ignorant ; all know how
(1) aemcnt XIII. and aonent XIV. Paris. 1854.

(2) Ohservationx on the History of the Pontificate of Clement XIV., Written t>y A.

Thcincr, Priutt of the Oratory. Monza, 1853.
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they aid tlie pastors of souls by teacliing the principles of

Christian doctrine to children, by their preaching the word

of God ; and all know also the great fruit which follows the

exercises of the retreat which they give to ecclesiastics."

And when he had mounted the pontifical throne, Benedict

XIV. said in his Bull Devotam, published in 1746 : "We
know that the society founded by St. Ignatius, under the

name and auspices of Our Saviour, Jesus Christ, devoted to

the glory of God and the salvation of souls, renders contin-

ually the most useful services to the Church ; and that for

more than two centuries itlms been hcqjpily and prudently

governed according to the very ivise laios and constitutions

loUch its holy founder devised^ And in his Bull Prceclaris,

issued in 1748, the same Pontiff declares :
" Following in

the footsteps of our predecessors, who have showered favors

on the illustrious Society of Jesus, we do not hesitate to give

new testimonies of our pontifical benevolence toward a soci-

ety whose members are regarded as, and are in fact, the good

odor of Jesus Christ." Finally we may adduce the Bull

Constantem, issued in the same year, in which Benedict XIV.

says that " The clerics of the Society of Jesus, faithful fol-

lowers in the glorious footsteps of their holy founder, Igna-

tius, give an example of religious virtue to the world ; and

at the same time they teach all the sciences, above all, the

sacred science of religion."

The rumblings of the coming storm, which was to prove

so disastrous to the Society of Jesus, had been heard in

France for several years ; but it was in Portugal, a land

which had hitherto rivalled Spain in whole-souled devotion

to all that was cherished or even tolerated by the Koman
See, that the tempest first descended. For all time the Cath-

olic historian will ascribe the horrors which Portugal now
witnessed, and the melancholy events which those horrors

encouraged in other lauds, to Sebastian Carvalho, Marquis

of Pombal. The annals of Portugal mention Joseph I. as

one of the kings of that country ; but no Merovingian mon-

•arch was less of a king than this Joseph, and no maire de

palais was more effectively sovereign than Pombal. From
hia youth Pombal had been inclined toward novelties ; and
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Ions residence in foreiarn lands had enabled him to enter in-

to relations with iucredulists, Protestants, and Jansenists.

When he became prime-minister of Joseph I., he immediate-

ly entered on a course of " reforms " which were destined to

convert a peaceable and religious land into a bedlam of dis-

order. In order to pave the waj^ for his "liberalism," he

caused the writings of Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, and others

of that ilk, to be translated into Portuguese, and to be scat-

tered broadcast among the peojole. But his masterpiece of

statecraft was his capture of the Portuguese Inquisition. The

reader will remember our reflections on the Spanish Inqui-

sition ; how we showed that it was a political, rather than a

religious institution, depending from the king rather than

from the Pope (1). The Portuguese tribunal had always

been very similar to the Spanish in its subservience to the

royal power ; but Pombal succeeded in rendering it his do-

cile creature. Without any pretence of law or right he de-

posed the grand-inquisitor, Don Joseph de Braganza ; and

placed in that tremendously responsible position his own

brother, Paul Carvalho, a notorious enemy of the Holy

See (2). Secular historians will inform the reader how

Pombal confiscated the property of the Church and nobles,

in order to enrich himself ; how his administration was sul^

lied by acts of cruelty which would have befitted the reigns

of Nero, Elizabeth, or Catharine II. AYe simply record that

he Avas known to send in one dav, without reason, a hundred

persons to the scaffold ; and that when the bishop of Coim-

l)ra published a pastoral against the infamous PuceUe of

Yoltaire, he thrust tlie prelate into a sul)terranean dungeon.

Such was the man who, on Pel). 10, 1758, denounced the Soci-

ety of Jesus to Pope Benedict XIY., calling the attention of

the Pontiff to a narrative of tlie " crimes " of the Jesuits in

America, which the marquis liad just written and publislied.

Writing in the name of his Most Faithful Majesty to Fran-

cis d'Ahnada, the Portuguese ambassador to the Holy See,

Pombal says :
" Your Excellency will find in tins IMafio)}

evidence that for many years these religious have forsworn

all obedience to the Bulls and commands of the Popes, all

(1) Vni. ii., p 40:?. (2) Pacta; Mimuitrs mi the Nunciature of Lisbon,
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observance of the laws wliicli are necessary for the peace of

the kingdom, all fidelity to their sovereign, and the religious

care of their subjects. They have sacrificed all these Chris-

tian, religious, natural, and political obligations to a blind,

insolent, and unlimited greed for political power, to an in-

satiable thirst for wealth, and to a usurpation of the rights

of sovereigns. . . . The extreme corruption of these unwor-

thy sons of a holy society has become so extreme in the

kingdom of Portugal, and especially in the dominions be-

yond the sea, that there are among us very few Jesuits who

do not appear to be merchants, soldiers, and tyrants, rather

than religious." His Holiness, therefore, was besought to

nominate a visitor, whose duty it would be to " reform " the

so lamentably degenerated Society. The lie was immediately

given to Pombal, on the part of the Portuguese hierarchy, by

the archbishop of Evora and the bishop of Tipaza, in appo-

site letters to the general of the criminated Society ; and

when fear of the tyrant prevented other Portuguese bishops

from manifesting their real sentiments, many of the Spanish

prelates protested to the Holy See against the calumnies of

the dictator of Lisbon. The Relation which Pombal sent to

the Pontiff was simply a verbose assertion that the Jesuits

of Paraguay were merchants rather than religious, warriors

rather than missionaries of Christ. Ravignan thus replies

to the accusation :
" The ' reductions ' of Paraguay and a

few other missions were administered, even as to temporal

matters, by the fathers of the Society of Jesus. The bishops

of those regions, and the colonial governments, had con-

stantly approved that stale of things as one which alone be-

fitted those pojDulations whom faith and piety had led, as it

were naturally, to the pure and simple habits of the primi-

tive Christians, or even of religious. The fathers-procura-

tors did for the Indians just what is done in community

life. They sold the produce of the soil and of the labor of

the neophytes ; they bought the things that w^ere necessary.

These operations were not contrary to the canons which

forbid commerce to the clergy ; they could not be regarded

as ' business,' for that is a buying in order to sell ; they

brought no profit to the Society of Jesus. The accounts
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were rendered to the civil autliorities aud audited by them.

Nevertheless we have here the foundation of the edifice of

calumny which Pombal deemed fitting for his designs.

They talked of the gold mines which the Jesuits were work-

ing ; they tried hard to find them, but neither gold nor sil-

ver mines have been found in Paraguay. For some time

these ridiculous charges have been proj)erly appreciated.

All the registers and account books of the Jesuits were

seized ; the archives of the Society were searched ; and

what was found ? Aljsolutely nothing ; not a fact, not a

name, which would indicate commercial operations ; nothing

which would prove military enterprises, commandments of

armies, or political revolutions. . . . Afterward, l)ut in France,

there was indeed found a culprit. Father Lavellette ; but he

was not a Jesuit in his commercial operations ; he avowed
that he acted contrary to the will of his superiors, aud with-

out their knowledge."

A brief description of the work of the Jesuits in Paraguay

will show the absurdity and wickedness of the charges made
by Pombal against the Society. When the Jesuits began to

evangelize the savages of the province of Guayra in 1586,

the}^ found the Guaranis the most degraded and corrupt of

all the tribes they had met in the New World. But in a few

years they converted and domesticated nearly two hundred

thousand ; and those little republics, which came to be known
as the " Reductions " of Paraguay, were probably the hap-

piest states on earth. Each " Reduction " had from three to

seven thousand inhabitants dwelling in houses arranged

around the church, which had been the original centre of the

community. The soil was assigned for cultivation to each

family in quantity proportionate to its numbers ; but the

produce of each lot was invariably brought to the common
stock, which was finally divided equally among the citizens.

Then there was a " domain of God," the revenues of which

were devoted to the care of widows, orphans, the aged and

infirm ; to the expenses of divine worshi]) ; and to the an-

nual tribute which the community paid {<r> the sovereign in

Europe. The labors of each day wev^, ])receded by the

Holy Sacrifif^^ ^r-'mns, and '^--mmon prayer. The produce of
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the soil was not sold in markets ; but on appointed days it

was distributed in public. On each Monday the women re-

ceived the cotton or silk which they were to spin during the

vs^eek, and to return on Saturday. Each commune was divid-

ed into quarters with their respective alcaides or superin-

tendents of discif)line ; and each alcaide had under his orders

a corregidor who presided over the school of the quarter.

Faults were punished by private reprimands ; a second de-

linquency entailed public penance at the door of the church,

a third was to be atoned for by a light whipping, but the an-

nals of the " Keductions " tell us that during the century and

a half that they subsisted, this castigation was not once ad-

ministered. Marriage was celebrated at an early age. In

the workshops the sexes were separate. When a woman had

no child, and her husband was at war, she resided in a ref-

uge designated for that and similar purposes. The lazy were

condemned to cultivate the " domain of God." Foreign com-

merce, which consisted chiefly of the exportation of cotton

stuffs and a kind of tea, brought considerable profit to the

communities ; but it was either divided, or devoted to pub-

lic works and embellishments. Behold an outline of a sketch

of what may be called an ecclesiastical republic, as it was

constituted by the Jesuits during the last fift^jen years of the

sixteenth century, and which was in its prime when Pombal,

the type of the " liberal " of his da}^, relegated it to the do-

main of history. And of what sublime patience and cour-

age it was the fruit ! In their work of civilization, the Jesuits

had been not only missionaries of Christ, but also physicians

and nurses, stewards, cooks, bakers, farmers, blacksmiths,

tanners, shoemakers, tailors, in fine, everything which con-

tributes to make a civilized community ; and during the en-

tire course of their efforts they saw ever present the danger

of a fall, on the part of their wards, into that indifference,

that innate apathy, which seemed to be the heritage of the

South American Indian. The annals of the " Reductions
"

give many illustrations of the j^atient watchfulness which

alone enabled the planted seed to develop unto maturity

;

thus, it was an ordinary occurrence for some embrj'o farmers,

when sent to plough with a yoke of oxen, to slaughter and
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eat tlie animals, and then stretch themselves for a good nap.

But the fathers conquered ; and soon there was scarcely a

useful art which was not followed by the quondam savages.

The Jesuits have been blamed for having tried to isolate

their nascent states from the Sj)aniards and Portuguese. Tiie

charge is well founded. " But this endeavor," remarks a ju-

dicious modern ^^ublicist, " was a stroke of prudence and of

genius, since the bad example of the Europeans would have

impeded the progress of the Indians. Men decried the theo-

cratic and communistic system that had been founded ; but

what mattered the system, when it was welcomed by all, and

when it produced such happy results ? The economists of

to-day term it a still-born Utopia. This is a strange qual-

ification for a masterpiece which had savagery for the sole

element of its creation; which was perfected in spite of

swamp fever, foreign invasion, and the many embarrassments

excited by those who ought to have encouraged it ; and

which, after all, existed for nearly two centuries, and finally

perished, only because the world killed it by violence "
(1).

Pope Benedict XIV. deemed it wise to grant the favor

which was besought in the name of his Most Faithful Ma-

jesty ; and on April 1, 1758, he signed a Brief appointing the

Portuguese Cardinal Saldanha as visitor, for the purpose of

" inquiring as to whether the charges (against the Society)

were well fovinded ... to obtain the most exact information

as to everything concerning the Jesuits . . . and to render a

detailed account to the Supreme Pontiff." The Brief was

promulgated in Portugal on May 2, the day before that on

Trliich Benedict XIV. died. The visitor made no visits

whatever to any of the houses of the Society ; and there is

no indication that he communicated to the superiors of the

Jesuits copies of the charges made against their subjects, or

that he held the slightest interrogator}^ in the premises.

Nevertheless, on May 15 this so-called visitor issued a de-

cree wherein the Jesuits were declared to have engaged in

public, scandalous, and illicit commerce in Portugal and in

the Portuguese colonies. After tliis violation of the ponti-

fical injunctions and of canonical prescriptions, it is not

(1) Lk Noir; loc. at.. Art. Paraunau.
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sarprisiug that on June 7 the patriarch of Lisbon satisfied

the demauds of Pombal by promulgating the following de-

cree :
" For just reasons which are known to ns, and which

interest specially the service of God and the public weal, we
deprive the fathers of the Society of Jesus of the faculties

of hearing confessions and preaching in the entire extent

of our patriarchate." Thus Pombal openly declared war

against the Jesuits ; and he had resolved to detach Portugal

from her obedience to the Holy See, if that measure should

prove necessary for his victory. " In order to rid himself of

the Jesuits," says Theiner, " Pombal thought of nothing less

than to separate Portugal from the Holy See, and to place

that kingdom on the same footing as the schismatic Church
of Utrecht. With this end in view he had addressed the

Jansenists of France, asking them to send him a manual of

their errors, that he might introduce them into the theologi-

cal curriculum (of Portugal), and thus banish sound doc-

trine from the Universities and seminaries "
(1). Was the

life of the Portuguese monarch really attempted on Sept. 3,

1758 ? Historians generally reply in the affirmative ; and

of course very many assert that the Jesuits were the guilty

parties (2). Three of them were imprisoned, tried, and con-

(1) Uhimpra, p. 30.

(2) The impartial Cantii thus speaks of this alleged attempt : "It was said that three shots

were flred at the king. No one but Pombal and the surgeon saw the monarch ; but it was
said that the hand of the Jesuits was in the attempt, and a commission, presided over by
Pombal. was instituted. Great nobles of the Tavora and Aveiro families were arrested,

and conflued in dens which were used for the wild beasts destined for the arena ; their

relatives were shut up in monasteries ; the houses of the Jesuits were surrounded by
guards, and minutely searched. On the rack the duke d'Aveiro confessed that he had
wished to kill the king, and that he bad been instigated by the Jesuits ; but when the tor-

ture had ceased, he retracted. The retraction was vain ; sentence was pronounced when
nothing but rumors of conspiracies had been elicited—nothing positive whatsoever.
Ferreira, a royal chamberlain, was sent to the stake, and the others to the wheel. Leonora
de Tavora, a beautiful and cultured woman who had been, ' by the grace of God,' vice-

queen at Goa, was decapitated ; her husband was quartered ; her sons, her son-in-law,
and her servants were stransrled ; her property was confiscated, her palaces razed, and
her name abolished. The nature of the trial was the best testimony for the accused ; and
It is sufficient to say that the record was kept secret, and that the king forbade any future
revelation of it. The world, anxious to chronicle the truth, could only discover that the
king had held an amorous appointment with the marchioness Leonora, and was returning
In the carriage of his chamberlain, Te.xeira ; that the lady's husband and brother-in-law,,

thinking to punish Texeira for outraging their honor, attacked the king ; and that when the
coachman cried that they were shooting the monarch, they fled. This account is the most
probable one ; the least probable one is that of a conspiracy ; perhaps a vendetta of Pom-
bal was at the bottom of the whole affair, he having been refused the hand of a Tavor<».

Indy for his son." Univerml T7i><tory, bk. xvii.. ch. 10.
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demned ; but Pombal dared uot put tliem to deatL But

\ two hundred aud tweutj-oue of the fathers were buried in

\ f the subterranean dungeons on the banks of the Tagus ; half

V of them died ere the fall of their persecutor, seventeen years

afterward, restored them to liberty. Those Jesuits who

were not imprisoned were banished ; their schools were con-

fided to laymen, and translations of German Protestant text-

books were placed in the hands of the scholars. Among

those who were banished, one hundred and thirty embarked

for Civita Yecchia, and as the ship proceeded down the

Tagus, they sang the In exitu Israel de Aegypto : from Brazil

and Paraguay four hundred and ninety- four were brought

to Lisbon for imprisonment, but half were sent to the Papal

States, to be cared for by the Pontiff; about five hundred

from the East Indies received the same treatment. The

harrowing particulars of this persecution are easily attain-

able by the student ; but the fate of one of the victims, Mal-

agrida, being seldom more than mentioned, we shall devote

a few words to it, especially since he was stigmatized as a

heretic.

Gabriel Malagridac was born at Meuaggio, in the diocese

of Como, in Italy. Educated by the priests of the Congre-

gation of the Somaschi, he finally became a Jesuit, and was

despatched to the South American mission. In Peru, Bahia,

Peruambuco, aud other places, his zeal and charity were ex-

emplary ; while his sufferings—often even unto the verge of

death—ranked him among the most heroic of those extraor-

dinary men, of whom the religious orders were then so pro-

lific. After twelve years of incredible labor, Malagrida re-

turned to Europe to beg aid from the king of Portugal for

the religious establishments which he had founded for the

temporal and spiritual benefit of the Indians. He was re-

ceived with worse than coolness by Pombal ; aud on the

occasion of the terrible earthquake of All Saints' Day, 1755,

his courage and charity so embittered tlie contemptible

minister, that he induced the papal nuncio to exile the in-

trepid priest from Lisbon to Setubal. Meanwhile, among

other charges alleged against the Jesuits by the creatures of

Pombal and the other foes of the Society, was now advanced
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that of having established commimistic republics in America.

If it is communism to use missionaries instead of soldiers,

convents instead of prisons, hymns instead of whij^s, pen-

ances instead of the gallows, then certainly this accusation

was well founded. But a still more terrible charge was
soon brought against the Jesuits, and especially against

Malagrida. An attempt was said to have been made on the

life of the king ; one of the parties arrested implicated the

missionary, and such an occasion to ruin the Society was

not to be missed by its arch-enemy. The room of Malagrida

was searched, and among his papers was found a letter, ad-

dressed to his Majesty, announcing that danger menaced his

royal person. Malagrida insisted that this knowledge had
been revealed to him by heaven ; in the book on Antichrist,

said to have been written by him afterward, we read that

he had heard, one night, a voice j)i^edicting the imminent
death of the monarch ; and at his trial he stated that having

realized the great evils that would result from robbing the

Jesuits of their missions in America, he prayed God to

avert the danger, and received the inspiration to advise the

king of the impending attempt. Malagrida was imprisoned
;

but the accusation could not be sustained, and hence Pombal
invented another plan to attain his end. After the unfortu-

nate septuagenarian had been incarcerated two years, he

was denounced to the Inquisition of Lisbon, at the head of

which Pombal had placed his own brother, of obscenities

(said to have been committed by the old man in his prison),

and of imposture, blasphemy, and heresy. No proof what-

ever could be adduced to sustain the first—an incredible

charge ; but in corroboration of the others, there were pre-

sented two books which Malagrida was said to have com-

posed in his prison. One of these works was a treatise on The

Life and Empire of Antichrist ; the other was styled a Won-

derful Life of the Glorious St. Ann, which the author assert-

ed, on the title page, to have been " dictated by the saint

herself, with the assistance, ap23robation, and concourse, of

our Most Sovereign Lady and of her Divine Son." These

books were filled witli fantastic visions and absurdities ; thus

the writer insisted that there were to be three Antichrists, a
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father, his sou, aiid a graudsou ; the hist was to be born in

Mihm, in 1920, from the uiiiou of a friar and a nun ;
he was

to marry Proserpina, an infernal fury. St. Ann was repre-

sented as sanctified before her birth, and \sas said to have

emitted, while yet unborn, the three monastic vows :
of pov-

erty to the Father, of obedience to the Son, and of chastity

to the Holy Ghost. He thought that St. Ann was the most

innocent of creatures. She prayed even lor the Cherubim,

that they might become more fervent in the divine service.

The Blessed Virgin, according to the visionary, was to be

exalted " even unto heaven, and beyond "
; he dared even

to assign to her the attributes of God. As to the Jesuits,

the enthusiast declared that they would found a new Empire

of Christ, discovering an infinite number of Indian nations.

Malagrida seems to have acknowledged these ravings as his

own ; if he was really their author, he should have been

placed in a lunatic asylum, rather than put to death, as

Louis XV. equivalently observed, when he was informed of

the victim's sentence. Nevertheless, founding its decision

on these absurdities or hallucinations, the Incpiisition of

Lisbon, now controlled by Pombal's brother, pronounced

the unfortunate " guilty of heresy, blasphemy, false proph-

esying, horrible impieties, and of having abused the word of

God ; he had outraged the Divine Majesty by teaching an

infamous and scandalous morality." Therefore he was con-

signed to tlie secular power, said power being requested to

abstain from inflicting the punishment of death. On Sept.

21, 17G1, Malagrida was strangled, and his body given to

the flames. We do not know what Voltaire said when he

heard of this execution ; but we do know that when he had

heard of the victim's arrest, he- wrote to the Countess Luz-

elburg :
" I hear that the Reverend Father Malagrida has

been arrested. Thank God ! Tliis news is consoling." It

seems that the Jesuits of that day regarded their assassin-

ated brother as a saint ; and Tope Clement XIII., most

partial to the Society, pronounced him "another martyr in

the Church of Christ." Throughout Europe medals were

circulated, bearing; an inscii])tion to the effect that Mala-

<Trida was "most ilbistrions for liis lioliness of lif»\ for mir-
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acles performed . . . venerated uud beloved by liigh aud low
;

and uuacceptable only to the demon and his ministers . .

.

he was condemned, rdujlonis lege, amid the praises aud

tears of the good ; but by the public judgment of all, he was

declared innocent." Of the Lives of Malagrida, the most

famous, and probably the most reliable, are those by Mat-

thew liodriguez, and by the latinist, Cordara.

The sublimely audacious P(^niljal having asked Pope Clem-

ent XIII. for authorization to punish all clerics, secular or

regular, who had been guilty of an "attempt at regicide," the

Pontiff issued the requisite Brief ; but on the same day, Aug.

2, 1759, he wrote to King Joseph an eloquent letter, the

burden of which was that if any of the Jesuits were f(nind

guilty, they should be jDunished, but that "the innocent

should not be made to suffer." Meanwhile legal proceed-

ings in Paraguay and Spain had demonstrated the innocence

of the Jesuits ; and both the civil and ecclesiastical author-

ities of those countries had condemned as infamous the dif-

famatory libels against the Society which Poml^al had caused

to be circulated. Because of these procedures a decree was

promulgated V>y the Council of Castile on April 5, 1759, com-

pletely justifying the Jesuits of Paraguay ; and basing its

action on the same reports, the Spanisli In({uisition, not

dominated by a Carvalho, prohibited the reading of Pom-

bal's infamous Relation to which we have alluded, and or-

dered it to be burnt by the public executioner (1). At tliis

same period the queen-regent of Spain, Elizabeth Farnese,

wrote to the provincial of the Jesuits in New Spain, lauding

the zeal and charity of his subjects ; and wlieii, in 17G0

Charles III. was called from his kingdom of Na[)les to the

Spanish throne, he ordered a number of Jesuits to be con-

veyed, at public expense, to the same regions where, accord-

ing to Pombal, they had plotted against his crown. But

testimonies such as these only augumented the virulence of

Pomhtal ; and he eagerly awaited an occasion for an open

rupture with Clement XIII., who, although most patient

with the court of Lisbon, most plainly evinced an entire sym-

(1) See the Repnrt Mrule to fhe f:<mncil nf CaiiUle in 1815 /or the Re-estahliishment of

ithe JeniilH, by Gutierez de la Huerta, Fiscal of Castile. Ma/Jrld, 1845.
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patliy witli the persecuted Society. This occasion not show-

ing itself, Pombal spread a net for the Papal nuncio at Lis-

bon, Cardinal Acciajuoli. The Infante, Don Pedro, was

about to be married to the princess of Brazil ; and in viola-

tion of the common laws of dii^lomatic etiquette, to say noth-

ing of the respect due to the representative of the Father of

Christendom, the j^rime minister omitted to inform Acciaju-

oli officially of the coming event. The insulted nuncio con-

sulted with the other members of the dii)lomatic body ; and

bv their advice he abstained from illuminatini' his residence

on the evening of the ceremony, at the same time informing

the king of the reasons which had prompted his conduct.

Pombal had gained his point ; the nuncio was immediately

conducted by a squadron of troopers to the frontier, and for

many years there were no diplomatic relations between the

Holy See and Portugal. Several times Clement XIII. tried

to bring King Joseph to a sense of his duty as a Christian

sovereign ; but the influence of Pombal remained dominant,

and at the dictation of the minister, the king even wrote to

the Pontiff that the papal letters " came from a lal^oratory

of obreptitious and subreiititious Briefs." Concluding our

narrative of Pombal's share in the agitations which entailed

the suppression of the Society tA Jesus, we would ask the

reader whether there can possibly be any more thorough

justification of the Portuguese Jesuits than is found in the

incontestable fact that out of nearly 1800 of them who were

arrested, not one was convicted (excepting Malagrida), not

one confessed his guilt, and not one (again excepting Mala-

grida) was even legally tried.

That the anti-Jesuitical campaign of Pombal Mould be ap-

plauded by the Jauseuists and philosophists of France was

a thing to be expected ; and the parliament of Paris soon

evinced a disposition to undertake a similar warfare. On
April 18, 17G0, that zealous body listened approvingly to a

lengthy report which the advocate-general, Omer Joly de

Fleury, presented in regard to the sodalities which the Je-

suits formed and guided wherever they were established (1).

(1) Cardlnul Bausset, In his lliMmu of Finchni, proclaims the utility of these sodalities.

" Simple and easy exercises i>f piety, familiar instnieiions bellttinL' the condition of each

person and not interfering witli each one's occui'iition or social duties. liel|)ed to maintain^
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The piety of tins lawyer had suggested to him that such so-

dalities or confraternities " were unknown in the halcyon

days of the Church ; that their invention was due to the

nef^lic^ence of the ecclesiastics, and to the unenlightened de-

votion of the laity, who sought in strange churches that in-

struction which they should have received from their own

pastors." Impressed by this view of the matter, on May 9

the parliament interdicted all sodalities as " dangerous "

:

and when the bishops of France, then in General Assembly,

memorialized Louis XY. in favor of the criminated societies,

they received an equivocal reply. As yet, however, the par-

liament of Paris had not ventured to attack openly the So-

ciety of Jesus itself. But just at this time the Jesuits

brought before the parliament a question, the solution of

which furnished a favorable opportunity. This question

was that of the liability of the Society for the debts of one

of its members. In 1753 Father Lavellette, a superior in the

Antilles, had been charged wath having engaged in commerce,

and had been ordered by the government to return to France.

Having justified his conduct to his superiors, he had been

entrusted by them wdtli the mission of Martinique, and had

utilized his position to engage in several hazardous specula-

tions. Picot thus narrates this affair :
" The Jesuit supe-

riors protested that they had never authorized Lavellette to

eneragfe in commerce ; and he swore that none of them had

participated in, or connived at his speculations. For a time

he was successful ; but the English having captured many

of the French ships, he lost immensely, and was unable to

meet his liabilities, either by his ow^u efforts or through the

aid of Father de Sacy, the procurator-general of the province

called ' of France,' from wdiich province depended the mis-

sions of the Antilles. His principal creditors were the

brothers Lioncy of Marseilles, whom his failure placed in a

critical position. Negotiations were held, and some of the

obligations w^ere satisfied. Centurioni, the general of the

Society, had authorized Father de Sacy to borrow 500,000

that regularity of life, that spirit of order and subordination, which preserve the peace and

harmony of families and assure the prosperity of states. It is still remembered in the chief

cities of the kiriKdom that there was never such order and tranquillity, such honesty in

business, fewer failures, and less depravity, than when those sodalities existed."
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livres in order to succor the Lioncy brothers, and to obtain

time from the creditors ; l)ut this measure was not adopted,

having found opposition in the Society, and having been

proposed when it was too hite. The Lioncy brothers had

already been forced to surrender all of their assets, and of

these the obligations of Lavellette were the most promising.

In this emergency the syndics of the creditors summoned
the Jesuits before the consulate of Marseilles, and they ob-

tained a decree to the effect that the Society itself was

obliged to meet the obligations incurred in the name of the

^ Jesuits of Martinique. . . . The Jesuits did not comprehend

j/ )(^
that it was their interest to hush up this affair, even though

< \ y enormous sacrifices should be entailed ; they appealed to

the parliament f)f Paris, and by that act they placed their

dostinv at the command of their foes. . . , The decision of

the parliament was rendered on May 8, 1761, amid shouts,

y^ stamping of feet, and other signs of frenzied joy on the part

yi of those who had come to enjoy a triumph. The Jesuits

—

\

\ "' their general, and in his person the whole Society—were

condemned to meet the obligations, and also to pay dam-

ages and interests to the amount of 50,000 livres. We care

not to discuss the righteousness of this judgment. Lavel-

lette was culpable ; but we may believe that at any other

time the entire Society would not have be6n held responsi-

ble for the imprudence or delinquency of one of its mem-
bers "

(1). During the debates on the matter of Lavellette

\^ ' J^' "tlie Constitutions of the Society had been severely attacked.

On April 17, the Abbe Chauveliu, a furious Jansenist, de-

nounced these Constitutions as " containing many things

contrary to good order, to the discipline of the Church, and

to the maxims of the kingdom." The parliament acclaimed

a discovery which the Cliurch, during tlio past two centuries,

had failed to make ; and after an examination of the Con-

stituti(ms, it was decreed, on Aug. 6, that " no subjects of

the king should enter the said Society, even as probationers

or novices ; that the priests of the said Society sJiould no

longer continue to give either public or private lessons in

(1) V'.mimc>>. fi>r the FA-vh^iaxtUal llislnryi)/ the Kiulitu nth CctiUtry, vol. iv., p. 49.

rarls, <S55.

/
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tlieologv, pliilosopLy, or the humanities, in any schools,

colleges, or seminaries which are subject to the jurisdiction

of the parliament ; that all students should immediatelj de-

part from said schools, etc., and all parents withdraw their

children from them ; and that those who would contravene

this decree should be held as guilty of upholding the said

doctrine, which is impious, sacrilegious, homicidal, contrary

to the authority of the king and to his personal security, and

as such to be punished according to the rigor of the laws."

But the parliament could not obtain the consent of Louis

XV. to the immediate enforcement of its decree ; his Majesty

had already received, from a commission which he had ap-

pointed to examine the Constitutions of the Society, a report

which disculpated the Jesuits from all the charges made by

the sectarians. Again, Louis was being urged by the queen,

by the sternly virtuous dauphin and his other children, by

the most worthy men of his court, and by his own knowledge

of the virulent animosity of the Jansenist-incredulist cabal

against innocent men, to check the effrontery of the magis- ,

tracy as his illustrious predecessors had so often checked it. /? . J^
But Louis XV. was of different calibre from those prede-

cessors ; and all that he could obtain was a delay of a year

before the Jesuits would be deprived of their right to teach.

Hitherto the Jesuits of France had manifested no inclina- ,-. JJ^^
tion to bend before the storm which menaced their destruc-

tion ; but on Dec. 19, 1761, Etienne de la Croix, provincial

of the province of Paris, in the name of his brethren for-

mally promised to teach the celebrated Four Propositions of

the Declaration of 1682, thus committing, so far as it was in

his power to commit, the standard-bearer of Roman doctrine

to the defence of Gallicanism. The enemies of the Society

contend that this stultification of himself was a voluntary

act of the Parisian provincial, emitted for the purpose of

conciliating the bishops of France, then united in General

Assembly ; the apologists of the Society can scarcely hope

to palliate the provincial's guilt when they assert that his

signature was extorted by violence, adducing his report to

the general, in which he said that " royal commissaries

brought to him the said declaration, already formulated, to-
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gether with an express order of the king tliat he should sign

it on the spot " (1). The disgraceful document was couched

in these terms :
" We, the undersigned, provincial of the

Jesuits of the province of Paris, superior of the house of the

professed, rector of the College of Louis le Grand, superior

of the novitiate and of the professed Jesuits residing in the

said houses, renewing in all that is necessary the declar-

ations given by the Jesuits of France in 1626, 1713, and 1757,

do declare as follows before their lordships the cardinals,

archbishops, and bishops who are now assembled in Paris

by order of the king in order to give to his Majesty their

\ views concerning several matters of our Society: I. That no

one can be more submissive than we are, or more inviolably

attached to the laws, maxims, and usages of this kingdom

concerning the rights of the royal power, which does not de-

pend in temporals either directly or indirectly from any

other power on earth, and above which is God alone. We
acknowledge the irrefragability of the ties which bind sub-

jects to their sovereign. We condemn as pernicious, and

worthy of the execration of all ages, the doctrine which is

contrary to the security of the person of the king, not only

in the works of certain theologians of our Society who adopt-

,V'' ed it, but also in any other author or theologian. II. We

t^ toillteach, in our puUic and private lessons on theology, the

\
': doctrine estahlished hy the clergy of France in the Four ProjJ-

osifions of the Assembly of 1G82 ; and ive ivill never teach any-

thing contrary to it. III. We admit that the bishops of

France have the right to exercise over us all that authority

which they have over regulars, according to the canons and

discipline^ of the Gallican Church ; and we renounce ex-

pressly all privileges to the contrary which have been ac-

u' L corded to our Society, or which may hereafter be accorded
-'

to it. IV. If it should ever iiappen—which God forbid !—

that our general should order anything contrary to this pres-

ent declaration, we are persuaded that we could not obey

that order without sin, and we would regard it as illegitimate

n) The oriKinal letter of Father rte lii Cr:)lx Is preserved In the archives of the Gesu In

Rome. Aec.impanyii.K it is a copy of tlie .lei-larati.m. witli the title: Dcchiration Suh-

*ni(tcd By The Rnyal CmnmiKsaricK B\i Order Of TJie Kiiio-

^
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and null plenojure, being such as we ouglit not to obey, un-

der pretext of tlie obedience to our general wliicli is pre-

scribed in our Constitutions. We supplicate for permission

to have this present declaration registered in the records of

the OfficiaUU of Paris, and to be allowed to send it into the

other provinces of the kingdom, so that it may be deposited,

in the OfficiaUU of each diocese, and thus serve as an ever-

lasting witness of our fidelity. Etienne de la Croix, Pro-

vincial." Eavignan does not attempt to excuse this enter-

prise of the Jesuits of Paris :
" I do not excuse it ; I explain

it." The reader shall judge whether the explanation is sat-

isfactory :
" This unfortunate declaration is not an accepta-

tion of the principles of the Four Articles of 1682 ; it is

merely a promise to teach them " (1). We may properly

relegate to the region of mysteries the fact that the cowardice

of La Croix was not publicly condemned by his general.

" The Pope and the father-general were greatly saddened by

this conduct of the Jesuits of Paris ; but they did not deem

it their duty to waken, publicly and by severe admonitions,

the consciences of religious who knew its voice" (2).

The sacrifice of principle and of truth, which Father de

la Croix made when he signed a document which exhibited

the Jesuits of Paris as despising the most cherished tradi-

tion of their Society, as well as what they regarded as true

doctrine, was productive of no truce ; the war soon assumed an

aspect which presaged the extinction of the order in France.

Shortly before the provincial's voluntary or involuntary es-

say at conciliation, the parliament of Paris had instituted a

commission for the purpose of verifying certain Extracts

from Dangerous and Pernicious Assertions of All Kinds,

Which the So- Called Jesuits Have Always and Persistently

Taught in Their Books, loith the Approhation of Their Sujje- "^ '^

riors or Generals. These presumed extracts had been printed

and assiduously circulated ; and the unwary were tempted

to believe that the Jesuits were guilty of at least tolerating

simony, blasphemy, sacrilege, idolatry, impurity, perjury,

homicide, regicide, etc., etc. The Provincial Letters of Pas-

•cal were really the foundation of many of the assertions in

(1) Loc. cit., vol. i., p. 117. (3) Tbus innocently Father Ravignan, ibi.

/.-
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this collection ; but Pascal had at least denounced the con-

deranable propositions in order to refute them ; whereas the

new collection furnished the poison without the slightest

antidote. But in their anxiety to convict the hated Society

of having inculcated crime, the Jesuitophagi cared little for

the harm which the presumed extracts Avould effect in the

minds of the masses. The contemporary archl)ishop of Paris,

Christopher de Beaumont, in his pastoral of Oct, 28, 1763,

showed how grossly the citations in the extracts had been

^- falsified; and other competent judges counted no less than

^ 1,758 falsifications. Again, these extracts attributed to the

Jesuits alone many opinions which had been sustained by

members of all the orders and by many secular priests ; and

frequently they presented as pernicious works which had

merited the praise of saints—for instance, the Coniroversies

of Bellarmine, the Instruction for Confessors by Toledo, and

the treatises of Suarez, Lessius, etc. Many were the refuta-

tions of this abominable collection which the Jesuits and

others published, but all such works were condemned to the

flames by the parliament ; and this injustice was practiced

at the time when anti- Christian literature was allowed to

circulate with impunity.

In spite of the influence of his minister, Choiseul, and of

his mistress, the Pompadour, Louis XV. really wished to

save the Society of Jesus ; and many of the members of the

Council of State had at least a velleity in that direction.

These moderate spirits imagined that some modifications in

the form of government of the Society would appease its

enemies ; and accordingly Cardinal de Eochechouart, who

was then French ambassador at the Boman court, was in-

structed to demand the appointment of a vicar who should

rule the Jesuits of France. This idea was subversive of the

fundamental principles of the organization ; and it is not

strange that it was met by the reply, " Sl)if >'t siinf, nut non

shit'''—a decision which has been ascribed to the general,

Eicci, but which was probably emitted by Pope Clomont

XIII., wlion the project was broached to him fl). On July

(1) Voltaire {Age of Lnmx XIV.) ascribes It to the Pope ; so do the contemporary iV'ou-

velUs EcdesiaxtkiuiK (p. 135). Ravlpnan agrees with these niithnrltles.
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28, 1762, tlie Pontiff sent a Brief to the king, dissuading liim

from " the slightest change " in the Constitutions of the

Society in his douainions ; but although Louis abandoned

the project of a vicar, he had framed an edict which, he fan-

cied, would save the Jesuits and pacify their opponents.

This document, which was to be presented to all the pro-

vincial parliaments on the same day, may be summarized as

follows. The Jesuits were declared to be subject to the

jurisdiction of the bishops. Without the royal permission

they could not leave the kingdom, under any pretext. In all

their teachings they should follow the "maxims" of the

kingdom. The royal j)rocurators-general would visit all the

Jesuit colleges in their respective districts, from time to

time, that it might be learned whether the professors were

teaching the Four Propositions of 1682. No sodalities

could consist of persons residing in various localities ; but

special ones for the members of the Jesuit institutions

might be formed, under the supervision of the bishops.

The general could not order the transfer of money or other

property from one establishment to another; each house

should enjoy an inalienable right to its revenues, etc. The

general would give to the five French provincials authority

to do all that was necessary, in his name ; and this author-

ity was to be renewed every three years. If many of these

dispositions were unsatisfactory to the Jesuits, anything

savoring of a toleration of the Society was repugnant to the

parliament of Paris ; and therefore that body resolved to

checkmate the sovereign by forming a league of all the par-

liaments in the kingdom. On March 26, 1762, the would-be

salutary edict was presented to the parliament of Paris for 5p
//Iv

registration ; but that body declared that the Extracts from

Assertions had compelled it " to pay no attention to any-

thing that tended to give a legal existence to the Society of \,£/

Jesus." The days of Henry lY., Louis XIII, and Louis XIV.

were merely matter of history ; the monarch did not insist ^•'

on the registration of his edict. The first day of April, as ^ •

we have seen, had been designated by the parliament of

Paris for the closing, provlsoriaUy, of all the Jesuit colleges

and novitiates in its jurisdiction. In accordance with that
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decree, tlie first act of tlie melancholy drama in France was

performed at the appointed time ; how the j^rovincial parlia-

ments acted we shall soon narrate. On August 6, the par-

liament of Paris rendered its definitive sentence, " enjoining

on all the members of the said Society to depart, within

eight days of their notification of this decree, from their

houses, colleges, seminaries, houses of the professed, resi-

dences, missions, and other establishments ; enjoining on

them to retire whither they please, but not to any colleges,

seminaries, or other houses destined to the education of

youth ; enjoining on them to live under the authority of the

ordinaries, and not to unite together as a Society under any

pretext whatsoever. . . . The parliament reserves to itself the

fixins of a means for the maintenance of the so-called

Jesuits. The parliament decrees that the priests or other

members of the Society, who were in its houses on August G,

1761, cannot occupy chairs in any university in this juris-

diction, fill canonicates or any benefices having annexed to

them the care of souls, or exercise any public functions ; un-

less they first swear to hold and profess the liberties of the

Galilean Church and the Four Articles contained in the

Declaration of 1682, to observe the received canons and the

maxims of the kingdom, to hold no direct or indirect rela-

tions by letter or through the mediation of others with the

general and superiors of the said Society or with any mem-

ber of it who resides in foreign lands, to combat on every

occasion the pernicious morality contained in the Extracts

from Assertions, and to conform themselves in all things to

the dispositions of the present decree, especially in the mat-

ter of never living, in any guise whatsoever, under the rule

of the said Constitutions and institute." On this same day,

Aug. 6, 1762, the parliament decreed that one hundred and

sixty -two works of Jesuit authors should be burnt in public

by the executioner. It is edifying to notice that out of four

thousand Jesuits who were then in France, only twenty-five

saved themselves from penury by swearing allegiance to

Gallicanism, and by proclaiming themselves renegades to

the Society (1).

(1) By the decree of Aug. 6, 1762, the Jesuit colleges became property of the munlclpsU-
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The provincial parliaments of France, being less imbued

with Jansenistic and incredulist principles than that of

Paris, frequently hesitated for a long time before they re-

signed themselves to the wave of anti-Jesuitism ; often the

majority of votes obtained by the innovators was one of only

two or three. At Aix twenty-nine voted for a decree similar

to that of Paris ; twenty-seven voted to leave the Jesuits in

peace. At Toulouse a small majority voted for a decree

against the Society which was expressly declared to be only

temporary. ATitli great difficulty the innovators carried the

parliaments of Bordeaux, Dijon, Grenoble, Metz, and Pau.

The parliaments of Douai, Besan^on, Nancy, and Foix, re-

fused to consider the philosophistic project ; the last even

petitioned the king to protect the Society. The Council of

Alsace, like that of Artois, was loud in 'its praises of the Jes-

uits ; but the decree of the latter was quashed by the par-

liament of Paris. The parliament of Rouen, however, man-

ifested a more virulent; jesuitaphobia than that of Paris. It

declared that " Considering the constant teaching, on the

part of the Society of so-called Jesuits, of the murderous

doctrine of regicide ; as well as the futility of the disavowals

and retractations made by the said Society. . . . Considering

that if so detestable a morality has lasted until our day, it is

due to the fact that the Constitutions of the said Society

render its members docile perpetrators of any sort of crimes

prescribed by him to whom they owe obedience. . . . Consid-

ering that it is our indispensable duty to condemn the wick-

ed oath to observe a wicked rule," the Society was abolished

in the jurisdiction of Rouen. This measure was decreed on

Feb. 12, and when the king sent his fanciedly pacificatory

edict of March 6 to Rouen, the magistrates refused to regis-

ter it, insisting that " The good of Christendom, the appeals

of the universe, the cries of religion and of humanity, all de-

mand that no authority attempt to reintegrate, validate, and

legitimatize a radical wickedness which is notorious— a rule

ties. The other real estate and the monies were declared " the property of the king."

Common decency would have induced the parliament to assign adequate pensions to the

ecclesiastics who had no prospect of obtaining befitting means of living ; but the relief

•which was doled was a mere apology for a pension. Priests of thirty-three years of age

reeeived fiOO francs a year ; the temporal coadiutors of thirty-three years and over received

300 francs ; the younger Jesuits, clerics and laymen, received 300 francs.
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jP and a vow whicli outrage the majesty of God no less than

1^ v\ they outrage all human majesties."

>,-' Louis XV. refused his sanction to the parliamentary de-

cree for more than two years, although his refusal did not

o prevent the immediate dispersion of the Jesuits, and the

7 confiscation of their property. Finally, in November, 1764,

he yielded to the entreaties of Choiseul and the Pompadour,

and issued an edict which supj^ressed "irrevocably" the

Society of Jesus in France. On the following Dec. 3, the

duke de Praslin, Minister of Foreign Affairs, sent a copy

of this document to the marquis d'AubeteiTe, the French

ambassador to the Holy See, and he took occasion to re-

mark to the envoy that "it would be futile, and even dan-

gerous, for the Pope to adopt any measure which would,

either directly or indirectly, opj3ose the intentions and de-
^^

sires of the king ; that his Holiness, out of zeal for religion,

-,
*^ and because of his liking for the Jesuits, ought to prescribe

;
s for himself that same silence which his Majesty had ordered

^ to be observed in his dominions." To this covert threat of

the creature of Choiseul, Pope Clement XIII. replied by his

^ Bull Apostolicum, dated Jan. 9, 1765. Already more than

J two hundred bishops, from all parts of Christendom, had

written to the Holy See in favor of the proscribed Society ;

and the Pontiff wished to correspond to their ardent desires.

Again, as his Holiness declared in the Bull, he wished to

defend the liberties of the Church and the prerogatives of

the Holy See, which had been usurped by civil authority
;

to defend the Church from the imputation of having approved

a Society which was impious ; and to defend an innocent in-

stitution from calumny. The Pontiff began by stating that

no human consideration would prevent him from exercising

the Apostolic mission which God had given to the Holy See.

He showed how great, in all times, had been the care of the

Koman Pontiffs for the religious orders and congregations

;

and he recalled the many approbations which liis predeces-

sors had given to the Society of Jesus. That organization

was then the object of persecution ; and if he did not defend

it, he would seem to neglect a sacred duty. He w;is espec-

ially bound to defend tlie Society, because: "The Church

vP
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of God is insulted outrageously when she is represented as

having declared to be pious and agreeable to God that which

is really impious and irreligious ; when she is represented as

having allowed herself, to the great detriment of souls, to be

so foully stained for more than two hundred years." And
finally, after praising the glorious labors of the Society

among the heathen, and in every Christian land ; after special

approbation of the sodalities founded and cherished by it ; the

Pontiif concluded :
" By our Apostolic authority we confirm

the Bulls of our predecessors of happy memory, Clement

VIII., Sixtus v., Gregory XV., and Benedict XIV. , which ap-

proved the said sodalities ; and by this our present Consti-

tution we approve with all the authority that God has given

to us, and with all the force of our Ajiostolic confirmation,

all the other Constitutions which the Roman Pontifis, our

predecessors, published in approbation and praise of the

works of the same Society of Jesus ; and we desire that all

of the said Constitutions be regarded as herein inserted,

wishing and ordering, if it be necessary, that those Consti-

tutions be again drawn up and published by ourselves." Of
course this Bull was received by the foes of the Society with

every demonstration of rage ; some of the French provincial

parliaments " suppressed " the document, and the parlia-

ments of Eouen and Toulouse condemned to the flames cer-

tain Briefs which the Pontiff had written concerning its sub-

ject-matter to the bishops of Alais, Angers, and Grenoble.

But the hierarchy of France unanimously adhered to the

terms of the Bull. Three months after its reception, the

bishops met at Paris in General Assembly ; and the arch-

bishop of Rheims was commissioned to present to the king
an address, from which we cull the following passage :

" With profound grief the clergy have beheld the spectacle

of a society of religious, noted for purity of faith, for aus-

terity of discipline, for enlightenment, and for innumerable
services to both Church and State, dragged as criminal be-

fore the tribunals ; and subjected to atrocious accusations

—

accusations which are circulated and credited throughout the

kingdom, despite the constant testimony of the Church of

France, which has always favored it. The dispersion of

/i
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those religious leaves a frightful void in the labors of the

holv ministry in whicli, under the eyes of the bishops, and

with the approbation of the same, they were employed, either

in the education of youth, to which they consecrated their

vigils and their talents ; or in the sublime and laborious

work of the missions, which was the principal object of their

institute. The clergy will never cease to pray for their re-

establishment "
(1).

Now for a brief narration of the philosophistico-Jansenist

conspiracy in Spain. Shortly after tlie expulsion of the

Jesuits from France, the Sj)auish ambassador to the Holy
See, Emmanuel de Koda, was asked why his government

did not pursue the same course. He replied :
" The time

has not come. ' Be patient. Wait until the old woman
dies "

(2). The " old woman " was the queen-mother, Eliz-

abeth Farnese, whose influence over King Charles III. was

immense, and who was not hostile to the Society. One of

the glories of the Farnese family had been Pope Paul III.,

who first approved the rule of the Jesuits. But in 1763,

when Queen Elizabeth was no more, Charles HI. became a

victim of the wiles of Count d'Aranda, his prime minister,

and an adept of the new " philosophj-." This statesman, if

we may credit one of the prominent publicists of that school

(8), was " the sole individual, of whom the Spanish monarchy

of that day could be proud." And wherefore this eulogy?

" It was Aranda who wished to place on one and the same

escutcheon, and carve on the facades of all the churches, the

names of Luther and Calvin, of 3Iahomet, William Penn, and

Jesus Christ. It was Aranda who wished to proclaim, from

the frontiers of Navarre to Cadiz that thereafter the names

of Torquemada, Ferdinand, and Isaliella, were to be placed

in the category of blasphemies. It was Aranda who wished

to sell the wardrobes of the saints and the furniture of the

virgins ; and to turn the crucifixes, patens, chandeliers, etc.,

into bridges, taverns, and high-roads." Since this is a

heartfelt encomium of Aranda by one who knew him well,

(1) ProcHs-virhaux.of the As.semhUi!< <>f fhc Claim of Fmucc, vol. viil., p. 1414.

(2) MSS. of Father Conhirtt, lu the Archives of the Gesii, citec^. by Ravignan, loc. cit.,

vol. 1., p. 158.

(3) The Marquis de Langle. writiiiir in 1783, in his Jorirucy iu Spnin.
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and since Arauda was the prime cause of the sufferings of

the Society in Spain, the reader will scarcely hesitate to

accept the account of the origin of those sufferings which we
shall now present. It must be remembered that to this day

no official document, no revelation unearthed from the Span-

ish archives, has informed the curious world of the cause

which led Charles III. to issue the Pragmatic Sanction

of April 2, 1767 ; the monarch declared, in that document,

that his reasons would remain ever " hidden in his own royal

heart." But very many historians, Protestant as well as

Catholic, and some of them bitterly anti-Jesuitical, speak of

the matter in what are substantially the same words as those

used by the grave Jesuit authority whom we now quote. In

the Ami de la Religion (voh xxxii., p. 159), we read the fol-

lowing, from the pen of Father Casseda, a Spanish Jesuit,

for whose reliability Ravignan vouches. " Shortly after the

expulsion of the Jesuits from the Peninsula and its colonies,

a Spanish grandee, travelling in Italy, came to Forli. There

he met the olden rector of the principal Jesuit house in

Madrid. Their interview was lengthy ; and among other

things the nobleman asked the rector whether he knew the

cause of the measures taken in S]oain against the Society.

* We have never learned it,' replied the rector. ' I shall in-

form you,' said the grandee. ' Do you remember that one

day, while you were in the refectory with your community,

your mail was handed to you, and that you gave to the

brother the key of your room, telling him to place the let-

ters on your desk ; that a moment afterward there arrived

an officer bearing a royal order for him to examine your

papers, and that you confidently gave to him also the key of

your room ?
' The Jesuit recalled these circumstances.

' Well,' continued the traveller, ' among those letters there

was one with the postmark of Rome ; and it purj)orted to

have been written to you by your general, Ricci. His sig-

nature had been counterfeited. That letter was handed to

the king, as yet unopened. In it you were told, in substance,

that there were then current in Rome well-founded reports

that the king of Spain was of illegitimate birth ; that in all

probability Spain would soon see a revolution for the pur-
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pose of entlironing the legitimate iieir, and that Eome would

take an active part in the movement ; that you, the rector,

should take care to prepare vour brethren for the event, and

inform the other superiors concerning it. You must easily

perceive the scope of that letter ; it was an invention of your

enemies for your destruction. Charles III., wounded in the

most sensitive part of his nature, fell into the snare. But he

was embarrassed, and for a long time he hesitated. He had

private consultations with theologians, that he might learn

whether a sovereign could in conscience banish a religious

order, for reasons which he was obliged to hide in the re-

cesses of his royal heart. The theologians decided in the

negative ; but the royal councillors—probably the fabrica-

tors of the letter—held for the affirmative. Behold the cause

of your expulsion, and of the severity which accompanied

it.'
" Christopher Murr, a contemporary Protestant erudite

of great celebrity, relying on the testimony of the duke of

Wurtemburg, gives us substantially a repetition of this nar-

rative (1). Protestant historians like Sismoudi (2), Coxe (3),

Ranke (4), and Schoell (5), do not take an essentially differ-

ent view of the matter. Thus Eanke says :
" They made

Charles III. believe that the Jesuits had determined to place

his brother, Don Luis, on the throne." And Schoell says :

" They employed every means to make the Jesuits terrible

objects to the king, and finally they succeeded by means of an

atrocious calumny. They showed him a pretended letter of

the general, Eicci, which the duke de Choiseul is said to

have fabricated, in which Eicci informed his correspondent

that he had succeeded in obtaining documents which proved

incontestably that Charles III. was a fruit of adultery. This

absurd fabrication produced such an impression on the

king, that he granted the order for the expulsion of the

Jesuits."

AVe learn from the Pragmatic Sanction of April 2, 1767,

that on the preceding Feb. 27 the king had given to Ai-anda

(1) Jovrmlfor the TTMorji of Literature and Art, year 1780, vol. ix., p. 218.

(2) Ilisliiryof the Frruvh, vol. xxlx., p. 370.

(3) Spain unitcr the Kiuux "/ ""' U'aise of nourlmu, vol. v., p. 9.

(4) History of the Papaeii in the Wth ami I7th Centuries, vol. iv., p. 494.

(5) Course of History of the European States, vol. xxxi.x.. p. 163.
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extensive powers iu the matter of tlie execution of the royal

pleasure regarding the Jesuits ; but that all the royal officers

were ordered " to conduct themselves with all possible de-

cency and humanity." The sequel showed how the royal

wishes were observed. In accordance with this secret decree

of Feb. 27, Aranda sent to the authorities of each place,

where there was a Jesuit establishment, a sealed letter with

instructions that they should not presume to open it, under

pain of death, before April 2, the day fixed for the promul-

gation of the Sanction. When the time arrived, the author-

ities found that they were ordered to execute the following

measures during the ensuing night. The colleges, resi-

dences, etc., of the Jesuits were to be surrounded, and all the

members simultaneously arrested ; within twenty-four hours

all were to be assembled at the nearest seaport, excepting

only those who were too old or too sick to be moved so quickly,

,and such exempted persons could hold no communication

with other Jesuits or with certain designated parties ; the nov-

ices were to be questioned privately as to whether they wished

to abandon the Society or not, and those were to be freed

who consented to the step ; the places of the Jesuits were to

be filled by secular priests " who did not hold the doctrines of

the Society." The execution of these orders was followed

by many protests on the part of both bishops and people
;

but Aranda was all-powerful. Nearly six thousand Jesuits

were carried to Civita Vecchia ; but acting under the orders of

Cardinal Torrigiani, secretary of state to Pope Clement XIII.,

who did not know what to do with so many Spanish immi-

grants, the governor of the port ordered the captains of the

vessels to find some other landing-place for their involuntary

passengers. Corsica became their refuge ; but very soon

that island was made French territory, and they were un-

ceremoniously shipjjed to Genoa. The Genoese thrust them
into the States of the Church; and the Pontiff assigned Fer-

rara as their residence. In the following year, the Jesuits

of the Two Sicilies, victims of Tanucci ; and those of Parma,

victims of Dutillot (Marquis of Felino) ; also found a refuge

in the Patrimony of St. Peter. When Ferdinand TIL, grand-

son of Charles III., proposed to re-establish in his domin-
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ions that Society which "had been expelled by a decrees

which had been obtained surreptitiously, through means the

most artful and iniquitous, from his pious and magnanimous

grandfather " (1), the royal Council declared that it could

not be said, with any propriety, that the Jesuits had ever

been condemned in Spain, since "their judges feared the

testimony of the bishops and magistrates of the kingdom,

as well as the protestations of the people. Men could only

be silent and obey, under pain of exile and confiscation, and

even of death." Ferdinand YII. declared :
" Finally I have

become convinced that the true enemies of religion were

those who tried so persistently to make the Society of Jesus

odious, to effect its dissolution, and to persecute its inno-

cent members, employing against them calumny, the vilest

of intrigues, and the most ridiculous charges."

We now approach the period of the suppression of the

Society of Jesus by the supreme authority of the Church.

M. de Saint-Priest, like many historians of less acumen, con-

tends that Choiseul was the first to propose that the Cath-

olic courts should bring their united influence to bear on the

Holy See with this object (2). The prerogatives of perfidy

would have been violated, had either Choiseul, Aranda, Tan-

ucci, or Dutillot, taken this initiative ; it was very befitting

that such a distinction should be attained by the most viru-

lent enemy that the Church had in the eighteenth century—

Pombal. And to Pombal history must assign the dishonor.

Semonin, French ambassador to the Portuguese king, in a^

secret despatch to his government, dated July 14, 1767, said:

" Instead of removing the difficulties of Portugal, as at first

they flattered themselves here, the affair of the Jesuits in

Spain has raised new ones. This I perceive, because of

what M. d'Oeyras (Pombal) has just told me. He would like

France, Spain, and Portugal to unite in demanding from the

Pope the abolition of the Jesuits "
(3). It appears evident

that Spain acquiesced in the desire of Pombal a few months

after Semonin sent this despatch. Gutierez de b Huerta, in

(1) Decree of Feidinand VII. for the Re-cstablishmentof the Jesuits in Spain. June

9. 1815.

(2) History of the Fall <if llir J,mitx, p. 72. Paris. 1831.

(3) TiiElNER ; loc. (((., vol. 1., p. U8.
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the cited report to tlie royal Couucil in 1815, says that on

Oct. 18, 1767, the Catholic king decided to accede " to the re-

quest made by his Most Faithful Majesty, that both should

work in concert to obtain the entire suppression of the So-

ciety of Jesus." France was the last of the three great Cath-

olic powers to enter into this concert ; the duke d'Aiguillou

wrote to the French ambassador to the Holy See that it did

so, " only out of consideration for his Catholic Majesty "
(1).

On Jan. 18, 1769, the envoy of Spain presented to Pope

Clement XIII. a demand for the total extinction of the Soci-

ety of Jesus ; with tears in his eyes the Pontiff expressed his

grief, and after a short conversation, terminated the audi-

ence, saying that he would read the memorial. Two days

afterward, the French ambassador presented his demand, and

was dismissed on the instant from the audience chamber

;

the same tacit reproof was received by Cardinal Orsini on

Jan. 22, when he presented the memorial of Portugal The

concluding passage of the French memorial will give an idea

of the style of all three of these precious documents. " The

king, both in his individual capacity and in intimate har-

mony with Their Catholic and Sicilian Majesties, most ur-

gently entreats His Holiness to extinguish absolutely, and

without delay, throughout the world, the Society styled ' of

Jesus,' and to secularize every one of its members. . . . This

requisition ought to be received favorably by Our Holy Fa-

ther the Pope, since it is made by three monarchs ivJio are

equally loell-informed and zealous concerning everytUng ivhicJi

relates to the good of religion, to the interests of the Roman

Church, to the personal glory of His Holiness, and to the tran-

quillity of all Christian states:' Had God willed that the

Pontificate of Clement XIII. should be prolonged, it is very

improbable that this mixture of hypocrisy and audacity would

have caused him to change his policy in the premises ; we

know that three days after the Portuguese memorial had been

presented, the papal secretary of state, Cardinal Torregiani,

wrote to the nuncios at foreign capitals :
" His Holiness can-

not understand how these courts can have had the melan-

choly courage to add a new grief to the many which already

(1> Theiner ; loc. cit., vol. ii., p. 118.
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afflict the Cliurcli ; they could have had uo other object than

that of adding more torments to the conscience and desolate

soul of His Holiness. Impartial posterity will judge them
;

it will pronounce as to whether such actions should be re-

garded as new proofs of that filial love which those sover-

eigns profess for the Holy See." On Jan. 28 Cardinal Ne-

groni told the French and Spanish ambassadors that the

last venture of their masters " would open the tomb of the

Holy Father "
; and indeed on Feb. 3 Clement XIII. went to

his reward.

The Conclave which assembled on Feb. 15 consumed

more than three months in providing a successor to Clem-

ent Xni; not until May 19 was John Vincent Anthony

Ganganelli proclaimed Pontiff under the name of Clement

XIV. He had received all the forty-seven votes, excepting

his own, which he cast for Kezzonico, the nephew of the late

Pope, and the head of the party which had at first opposed

his election ; and it was remarked as strange, as perhaps

providential, that at a time when religious were so little in

favor among the great ones of earth, the tiara was placed

upon the brow of the humble Franciscan who was the sole

religious in the Sacred College. The student who would

learn the particulars of this Conclave, which was probably

the stormiest of modern times, may consult either Pvavignan

or Theiner; although these writers regard the assembly

from diametrically opposite points of view, they agree sub-

stantially in matters of essential importance. There are two

points, however, to which we must pay some attention.

These are the visit of the emperor, Joseph II. (1), to the

Eternal City while the cardinals were still occupied with the

election ; and the charge of simony which Cretineau-Joly, in

an explosion of his exaggerated and mistaken zeal for the

Society of Jesus, dares to proffer against Clement XIV. In

a despatch to Choiseul, dated March 31, 17G0, Aul>eterre

gossips minutely about the imperial visit to the Conclave (2)

;

(1) .Joseph was, elected " King of tlie Romans" in irra. and on the death of his father,

the nominal emperor, Franels I., in 17()i>, he l)ecame tituhir emperor: hut he did not

jeally Kovern. until the dciith of his mother, the empress. Maria Teresa, in 1780.

(2> Much of Auheterre's narrative is hased on hearsay ; hut the relation l)y Cardinal

Orsini jrives only what his Eminence really s:>w and heard. When tlie emperor i>resented

himself at the entrance to the Conclave, says Orsini, he was met by the deans of the Sacred
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but we would draw attention only to his account of one of

liis interviews with the prince. " Coming to the subject of

tlie Jesuits, he asked for my opinion concerning them.

After I had told him that I believed them to be dangerous,

and I had given to him mj reasons for deeming them such,

he remarked that his mother, the empress, was very devout,

and would not take one step toward demanding their aboli-

tion, preferring to leave all that to the Church ; but that she

would let things take their course without opposing them
;

and that, in fact, she would see the Society destroyed with

pleasure. As for himself, he, of course, would be obliged to

conform to the desires of the empress. He seemed to me to

be convinced of the guilt of the Jesuits, as to all the crimes

against the state of which they are accused, especially in

Spain. He also told me that when he visited the house of

the professed here, which is called the Gesu, wishing to see

the Chapel of St. Ignatius, he was received by the general

;

and that when he asked the general ivhen he would put off

that habit, the Jesuit seemed to be very much embarrassed

by the question, but he replied that the times were indeed

very bad for them, but they placed all their confidence in

the mercy of God, and in the infallibility of the Pope, luhich

looidd be destroyed if the Society loere abolished—alluding to

the approbation given to it by so many Pontiffs. The

emperor felt all the weight and the ridiculousness of this

answer. Afterward, when he had examined the statue of St.

College. Thea Cardinal Albaai baviug taken the emperor by the baud, and Cardinal Orsini

having extended the same welcome to Joseph's brother, Leopold^ thegrand-duke of Tuscany,

their Eminences introduced the princes into the Conclave ; but no member of their numer-

ous suites was allowed to enter. " At the threshold his Imperial Majesty was about to lay

aside his sword, remarking that he should not bear arms in such a venerable place ; but

Cardinal Stoppani very neatly reminded him that he ought to retain his sword, since he

was the defender of the Church. ... He spoke always in Italian, and with considerable

facility. One of his most remarkable observations was made when he had been told that

the Conclave after the death of Clement XII. lasted six months. Then he replied :
' If the

cardinals njw obtain as happy a result as was obtained at the election of Benedict XIV.,

six months, or even a year, would not appear too long.' When Cardinals Albani and Buf-

fallni asked him to protect the coming Pope, so that the present troubles might be banished,

he said :
' The best thing you can do is to elect a Pontiff who will understand the saying

JVc quid nimis ; one who will not push things to excess.' . . . The two Albani and some

other cardinals having again urged h'm to remember his mission as emperor to protect the

Church, he replied : 'The Pope, who has so much authority in spiritual matters, and who is

infallible, ought not to use that same authority and plenitude of power in the states of

others ; and especially in the case of sovereigns the Pope ought to show them every con-

sideration, and act with all propriety.'
"
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Ignatius, which is of massive silver, and ornamented with

the most precious stones, he expressed his astonishment at

its evident vakie. The general replied that they had been

enabled to make so magnificent a statue by the donations of

the friends of the Society. The emperor retorted :
* You

.should rather say, by your profits from the Indies: " The

reader will scarcely believe that the general of the Jesuits

did not know the scope of papal infallibility ;
but we have

evidence that all the " ridiculousness " of the remark—monu-

mental indeed—was incurred, not by Father Eicci, but by

the really or affectedly ignorant German emperor. Father

Giulio Cordara, who was at the side of his general during

the entire interview with Joseph II., tells us that Kicci hav-

ing entreated the emperor to use his influence to protect the

menaced Society, he received this reply :
" There is no use

of praying to me. If the new Pontiff favors you, your affairs

will prosper. If one is elected who wishes to destroy you,

what can I do? Ami do not you yourselves say, and preach

openly, thai the Pontiff cannot err 7 "
(1). Joseph 11. had not

yet fully manifested those schismatical proclivities which

men were then imbibing from Febroniauism—that system

which was soon to be, and with propriety, termed Josephism
;

but the mixture of flippancy and Iworislmess which he ex-

hibited at the Gesh must have warned Clement XIV. that his

influence would be used against the Society. And the event

proved that Joseph was actuated by a personal motive to

contribute to the destruction of the Jesuits ; a special clause

in the agreement between Vienna and the other courts shows

that Austria entered into it only on condition that the

government should have the absolute disposal of all the

property of the Society in its jurisdiction.

Speaking of the last days of the Conclave, Cretineau-Joly,

(1) '' Turn Ricclua in»crmmcm Unjrcsam, roijarc atquc ithsccrari:, ut tot partibus

impctit'tm atquc cnnviiUnm Snclctatcm jirninsitahcnionitatc vommcndatam lutherct,

atque a suprcmn saltern excidu), quod intentabatur, prctstaret incolnmcm. Cui Ule

totidem vcrhis: ' Cur mc nme.'^, inquit, nihilcst^fac, is cUyatur Potitifcr, ijui vobis

favercvcUt, saU^arex erit; mn cimti)ujct iniquinr. qui vox vcUt pcrdrrc, quid contra

egn possimf An non ipsi dicit:s ac palam pr-sdicatis pontikickm fai.li xo.v posse?

SUMMAM ATQUE OMSK HUMANA MAJOREM EJUS POTESTATEM ESSE?' Qu(t siVC irridllltts

givr <ibjur(jnntis in modum pronuncians, sati-o nstendit nnn placere »ibi, qitod JcsxiitcB

tantopcrepontinaam potCKtatcm cffcrrcntr-Cnnw'ntarij of JuUm Caxar Cordara

on the Journey of Piiw VT. to the Court of Vienna; bk. I., p. 7.
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Trhom too many regard as the foremost apologist of the So-

ciety, says :
" At length we perceive the denouement of the

drama, where religion and probity will be equally wounded.

Bernis had given up all hope of coming to an understanding

with Ganganelli ; Solis had more exact notions concerning

-the principles of the Franciscan. In accord with Cardinal

Malvezzi in the Conclave, and with the French and Spanish

ambassadors outside of it, the archbishop of Seville (Solis)

wished to demand from the cardinal favored by the powers

{du cardinal des couronnes (1) ) a written promise that he

would suppress the Society of Jesus. This promise was

the irrevocable condition prescribed by the powers. Solis

negotiated mysteriously with Ganganelli, and he obtained a

note addressed to the king of Spain, in which Ganganelli

declared that he ' believed that the Supreme Pontiff could

conscientiously abolish the Society of Jesus, observing the

regulations of the canons ; and that it was to be hoped that

the next Pope would make every effort to satisfy the desires

of the sovereigns ' "
(2). Simony on the part of Cardinal

Ganganelli is plainly insinuated by Cretineau-Joly in this

passage ; but he soon makes the charge in all its naked

hideousness :
'^ Simony, terror, and intrigue ivere about to

create a Po2)e ; a solemn injustice was about to issue from

this mass of shame "
(3). When he wrote this passage,

(1) As ia all of the modem Conclaves, so in that of 1769 there were certain cardinals,

the election of one of whom was desired by one or more sovereigns ; and they were styled

"cardinals of the crowns." in contradistinction to the zctoHti, who were more zealous

for the prerogatives of the Holy See. In the Conclave of 1769 the zcUinti, who were at

first the most numerous and powerful, believed that the circumstances of the time de-

manded that Rome should specially protect the Jesuits. The crown cardinals, on the con-

trary, were supposed to hold that it was necessary and feasible for the Church to conciliate

the civil powers of the day ; and they were regarded as willing to sacrifice a Society, the

members of which had been banished from several Catholic kingdoms, were feebly sup-

ported in others, and were a heavy burden to the Papal States, where they had taken

refuge, to the number of eight or ten thousand. The principal crown cardinals were Ber-

nis and de Luynes for France ; Solis and Lacerda for Spain ; Orsini and Sersale for Naples

;

and Corsini and Ganganelli, who were acceptable to all, including Portugal. Migazzi,

archbishop of Vienna, and Pozzobonelli, archbishop of Milan, were also to be regarded as

crown cardinals ; for although Maria Teresa wished to be neutral, and was supposed to be

personally favorable to the Jesuits, nevertheless, her policy of marrying her relatives to

Bourbons rendered her favorable to a reconciliation between the Bourbon sovereigns and

Rome. And her son Joseph, already called emperor, was in Rome during the Conclave,

which he visited, and made to understand that his whole Influence was being used against

ithe Jesuits.

(2) Clement XIV. and the Jesuits, p. 280. Paris, 1847.

(3) Ihi, p. 272.
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Cretiueau-Joly had lost the sense of justice which had im-

pelled him, when he adduced this alleged note in his work

of two years before, to admit that " Cardinal Ganganelli

could sav, and even write, that the Pope had the canonical

power ; but between that and a simoniacal promise there is

a world of impossibilities "
(1). Certainly it is not strange

that Eayignan omitted all mention of this apologist's name

in his own admirable defense of the Society. Cretineau-

Joly dared to charge Pope Clement XIY. with a crime which

none of the many Jesuit writers on this sul)ject has imputed

to him (2). Cordara in his Confidential Letters, and Noyaes

in his History of the Popes, expressly exclude any simoniacal

intent from tlie mind of Cardinal Ganganelli. Loriquet

says :
" We shall not imitate the writers who, without suf-

ficient proof, assert that the new Pope owed his election to

a promise signed by him, and sent to the king of Spain, that

he would abolish the Society of Jesus. There is no need of

this supposition, almost as injurious to Charles III. as to

Clement himself, in order to explain the action of the Pope "

(3). Fontenay writes :
" I am far from crediting the report

that the election of Ganganelli to the Papacy w^as the price

of his promise to effect the suppression. I believe that this

is an atrocious calumny ; for one cannot imagine that any

man would be so infamous as to lend himself to a simony

which, if made known, would erase his name from the cata-

logue of Sovereign Pontiffs "
(4). Cahour says :

" Some of

the enemies of the Holy See, and certain unreflecting par-

tisans of the destroyed Society, have not hesitated to affirm

that Cardinal Ganganelli bought the tiara with a promise to

sign the death warrant of the Jesuits. But this calumny is

destitute of proof. The princes who were leagued against

the religious already banished from their dominions, cer-

(1) Hfliiiunis, PiiUtiral. and Literary Histnm «f ^te Socirtii <>/ J< •"(•<, vol. v.. p. 333.

Paris. 1845.

(2) It may he objected that an ex-Jesuit. Georgel, the defender of Cardinal de Rohan in

the afTalr of Queen Marie Antoinette's diamond necklace, makes this charj;.-. Hut we do

not know that Geor-el would have piven the assertion to the public. His Mrmoit-x were

published only In ISIV, four years after the writer's death, by his nephew, a lawyer of the

radical school. .1^,0
a) An Intrimc 0/ Three Cnhinets. In the ITMnrieal DocumentH Concerning the go,

t-'ietfi (if .Temi.'*, vol. iii.. no. 21.

(4) The lic-fKtahUshwcut of the Joniitx awl PuWc Tuxtructh.n. Paris, 1800.
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tainly effected everything possible in order to liave a Pope

who would love those religious less than Clement XIII.

had loved them ; and the cardinals who were devoted to the

House of Bourbon believed that Ganganelli would second

their views. This is the worst that can be said of that elec-

tion "
(1). But what proof of the alleged compact between

Ganganelli and Spain does Cretineau-Joly offer ? Certainly,

if such an agreement had been made, some trace of it should

be found in the official reports of Cardinals Soils and Lacer-

da, through whose mediation alone it could have been ef-

fected ; but those reports are of no service to the accuser.

He can only fancy that he discerns indications of a know-

ledge of some kind of a compact in the letters of Cardinal

de Beruis to Aubeterre, the French ambassador. That there

were conferences between Ganganelli and Soils, ^s well as

among all the members of the Conclave, is certain ; such con-

ferences, from the very nature of things, must have been

held. But two days before the final and definitive ballot was

taken, Aubeterre wrote to Choiseul that Soils was negotiat-

ing with Ganganelli, but that concerning the matter of their

conferences, " when one knows nothing, one can write noth-

ing." Bernis, therefore, had communicated to Aubeterre no

news as to the nature of the supposed agreement between

Soils and Ganganelli. But why does Cretineau-Joly base

his entire narrative of this Conclave on the despatches of

Bernis, when he himself styles the cardinal a chroniquer

malintentionne ? And why does he forget that Bernis im-

plicitly admitted that Ganganelli was not conducting any

underhand negotiations, when he wrote to Aubeterre on

May 17, that Ganganelli had begged his colleagues to think

of some other candidate ; and then added :
" But ive loill

nominate him, in spite of himself ? Again, we would ask

Cretineau-Joly, if Ganganelli was so ambitious of the tiara

that he descended to meannesses (2), as well as to simony in

order to obtain it, why was he not contradicted, when he
(1) The Jcmits hij a Jc.s«(7, pt. 2, p. 257. Paris, 1853.

(2) Cretineau-Joly represents Ganganelli as conciliating the foes of ttie Society by re-

marking :
" The arms of the Bourbons are very long ; they reach over the Alps and the

Pyrennees." And as flattering the pro-Jesuit cardinals by observing :
" We should no

more think of abolishing the Society of Jesus, than of pulling down the dome of St.

Peter's."
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protested to the cardiuals who were urging him (then Pope)

to abolish the Jesuits :
" Remember, your Eminences, that

far from seeking the pontificate, I refused it. Write that to

jour courts " ? With what face coukl he have said to Ber-

nis, who, five weeks after the election, had urged him to

please the Bourbon sovereigns :
" I have only just now as-

cended the Chair of Peter; were I now to take this step, it

would be said that in the Conclave conditions were imposed

upon me " ? (1). Again and again, and always without con-

tradiction, Clement XIY. reiterated the assertion that he

had not wished for the tiara. Bernis tells Choiseul on May

9, 1770, that Tanucci, the Neapolitan minister, had again,

and impudently, pressed the cause of suppression ;
and that

the Pontiff had remarked to him (Bernis) that " there had

been Popes before the Marquis Tanucci, and there would be

Popes after Tanucci ; that as for himself, he had never de-

sired to be one." And finally, since Cretiueau-Joly relies

upon Cardinal de Bernis as evidence of the simoniacal

nature of the election of Pope Clement XIY., we adduce a

despatch which his Eminence wrote to Choiseul, six months

after that election, and in which he explicitly declares his

belief that Cardinal Ganganelli assumed the Popedom, un-

fettered by any x^romise to the foes of the Jesuits. " I be-

lieve. Monsieur le Due, that it is very necessary that His

Majesty and his Council sliould have a correct idea of the

spirit, character, and sentiments of the PojDe, in order that

they -may direct the course of negotiations, and form an ac-

curate notion of what they may expect from this new pon-

tificate. I studied Cardinal Ganganelli in the Conclave;

and every day I am now studying Clement XIV. My first

despatches showed you my suspicions, fears, and distrusts

of the character of a religious whom I noticed as solitary

and shy, watching every intrigue while preserving an air of

taking part in none. I suspected that there was much am-

bition and much artifice in this commonplace man {homme

du commun) who, by liis mere reputation of being a good

theologian, and without being a friend of the Jesuits, had

wrested a cardinal's hat from the hands of Clement XIII.,

(1) Despatch of Bernis to Choiseul, June 2G, 1769.
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who depended absolutely from tlie Society. My suspicions

were confirmed by the mysterious conduct of the Spanish

cardinals and M. xlzpuru toward Cardinal Ganganelli in the

latter part of the Conclave, and by that of the Albani car-

dinals. But since Cardinal Ganganelli's name was inscribed

on our list of the acceptable, and since my mistrust might

be without foundation ; I abandoned myself to the hope, con-

ceived in the last days of the Conclave, that he would satisfy

the sovereigns in the matter of the Jesuits. And this I did

the more readily, since I had reason for believing that he

had been more open with the Sj)anisli cardinals on this sub-

ject, than he had been with me. I avow that at this time I

believed that Cardinal Ganganelli had bound himself as to

the Jesuit affair ; my early suspicions were weakened ; and

I continued to harbor only that distrust which prudence

dictated in reference to a simple religious who was arriving

at the pontificate from so great a distance. During six

weeks I thought that the matter of the Jesuits would be

settled in Spain, and that here the ministers of the sovereigns

would merely prepare the way by smoothing over certain

difficulties. It ivas, tlierefore, ivith the greatest astonishment

that I perceived, and admitted, that the Pope had promised

even less to Spain than he had promised to us ; and that lue

could expect from him no more than what had been indicated

by the general hop)es tvhich he excited in me during the Con-

clave." (1). Kavignan declines to discuss this question of

Ganganelli's alleged j)romise to Spain ; but he contends that

if that promise was made, " it might be regarded as a sign

of weakness, or even of ambition ; but in itself, and in theo-

logical exactness, it would not constitute an act of simony,

properly so called "
(2). No such promise was made.

Even amid the festivities of his coronation, listening to

the customary congratulations of the foreign ambassadors,

Clement XIV. was made painfully aware that not only grave

embarrassments, but fearful perils awaited him. Not all

the protestations of filial attachment, of which Louis XV.
was so prodigal, could render less afflicting the expressed

hope that " the Holy See would show more condescension

(1) Despatch to Choiseul, Nov. 30, 1769. ' (2) Loc. cit.,vol. ii., p. 415.
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to the requests of the powers, accommodating its principles

of administration to their desires." It was evident that the

days of temporization were past ; he must soon issue a de-

cree which would mean either life or death to the Jesuits.

" But how was he to sup^n-ess them ; how was he to preserve

them ? " asks Saint-Priest. " Was he to brave the anger of

the most powerful princes of Europe ? Was he to push

those princes into schism, perhaps into heresy ? Was he

to expose the Holy See to the loss not only of Benevento
and Avignon, but also of the obedience of the Very Faithful

Portugal, the Most Christian France, and the Most Catholic

SjDain ? And on the other hand, how was he to erase from

the list of the living an order which had been approved by

so many Popes, which was regarded as a bulwark of the

Church, and as a buckler for the faith ? "
(1). And the Pro-

testant ScliffiU says :
" When Clement XIV. mounted the

jDontifical throne, tlie Church was in a state of extreme fer-

mentation. At that period the anti-religious faction domi-

nated. ... It is incontestable that projects of schism were

being entertained, through the institution of national patri-

archs who would be independent of the court of Kome. The

prudence of Clement XIV., his concessions to the spirit of

the age, obviated this danger "
(2). Shortly after his ac-

cession, the Pontiff published a Brief in which he renewed,

as was customary every seven years, certain indulgences iu

favor of the Jesuit missionaries. This action was regarded

by the anti-Jesuit party as indicative of the Pope's inclina-

tion to follow his predecessor's course in regard to the ob-

noxious religious ; and there arose great commotion at the

courts of France, Spain, Naples, and Parma. Choiseul, ac-

cording to a despatch from the nuncio at Paris to the papal

secretary of state, assumed " that ministerial tone which was

familiar to his Eminence, and declared that the kings of

France and Spain, and the other princes of the House of

Bourbon, were not persons with whom one could play . . . that

his Majesty was tired of temporization ; and that he would

send an order, signed by his own hand, charging Cardinal

de Bernis to demand in public the total suppression of the

fl) Historn of the Fall of the Jesuits, p. IIT. (2) Loc. r if.- vol. xliv., p. 77.
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Society, and enjoining upon his Eminence, if the suppression
was not effected in six weeks, to demand his passports, to

abandon his embassy, and break off all relations. His Em-
inence would also be told that if the other ministers of the

Bourbon courts, through default of instructions, did not act

in concert with him, he should execute his own orders to

the letter. '' The orders were sent to Bernis on August 7

;

but two months for reflection were accorded to the Pope.

One can scarcely realize that it is a member of the ancienne

noblesse of France who uses this language :
" It would not

surjDrise me at all to learn that the Pope, ever leaning toward
monkery, embarrassed by present circumstances, and enter-

taining the cowardly fear of being poisoned, had entered

upon some little underhanded negotiation with that monk
who is confessor to the king of Spain, to whom indeed he
may have exhibited a vision of a possible red hat. But be
this as it may, our insistence will upset the plans of the

contemptible friars (fratacci) ; we will oppose reasons for

fear to those of the Pope ... we will annihilate the little

artifices of Rome, and we shall learn what we are to expect

from the Pope, whom I very much distrust. It is difficult

for a monk to be ever anything else than a monk ; and it is

much more difficult for an Italian monk to conduct business

with honesty andfrankness." The reader will have noticed

the allusion made by Choiseul to a fear, on the part of the
Pontiff, that he was in danger of being poisoned. On July

3, 1770, Bernis writes to Choiseul :
" They tell me that the

general of the Passionists (St. Paul of the Cross) has warned
his Holiness to be careful about his kitchen ; and that there-

fore Brother Francis, who is the real maitre d'hotel of the
Pope, has increased his vigilance. I do not know whether
this warning has contributed to the indisposition, of which
the Pope complains." We shall say nothing concerning the
wickedness of this imputation ; but the absurdity of assign-

ing the part of accuser of the Jesuits to the saintly Passion^
ist is evinced by his well-known love for the Society (1).

(1) In the archives of the Roman College there is a letter from St. Paul of the Cross, in-

which he says
:
" Be assured that I sympathize with the afflictions of the illustrious So-

ciety of Jesus. The very thought of so many misfortunes causes me to moan and weep.
So many innocent religious persecuted in so many ways ; and at the same time, the demon-
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The two months accorded by Choiseul produced a promise,

on the part of Clement XIY., to suppress the Society ; but

nevertheless, as the despatches of Bernis show, at the com-

mencement of 1772 the original project of an absolute and

arbitrary abolition seemed to have given place to a design

to follow the canonical prescriptions, which required proofs

of the guilt of the accused organization. Writing to the

Due d'Aiguillon, who had succeeded to Choiseul, fallen from

his high estate (1), Bernis says on January 17, " I have al-

ways regarded tlie total abolition of the Jesuits as an almost

impossible operation ... we cannot ask the Pope to quarrel

with half of the Catholic princes in order to satisfy the

other half in a delicate matter, which we can regulate in jus-

tice and honor only by acting in accordance with the rules

prescribed by the canons, and having received certain proof

that the entire system of the Jesuits is vicious and beyond

reformation. ... It is probable that the Pope may make the

Spaniards understand that it is impossible to destroy the

Jesuits in the countries where they are protected." But a

mere observance of the canons was not the object of the

Spanish cabinet ; it determined to send to Rome an envoy

who would be both capable and willing in the execution of

its will. This man was Joseph Monino, better known as

triumphing, tbe greatest glory of God (iimiuished. and so many souls lost because they

have been violently deprived of the spiritual aid which they received from those fathers in

every part of the worid ! When I behold this spectacle, I do not cease to pour forth special

prayers that, after such tempests, the God of life and death may, in His own good time,

resuscitate this Society for His own greater glory. That has ever been, and ever will be,

my seutinient."

(I) The fall of Choiseul reminds us of some remarks made by the last Christian states-

man produced by the Sardinian monarchy. Count Solaro della Margherita, formerly prime

minister of Charles Albert, speaking in the Piedmontese Senate on June 7, 1854, said:

" When I was a minister, I used to read the history of men who, while occupying the same

position, persecuted the Church. The end of Thomas Cromwell did not surprise me ; min-

ister of a tyrant (Henry VIID, he obtained the reward which tyrants reserve for those who

serve them—death. But, considering seriously the ministers of the last century—a pacific

and enlightened one. many think-who caused the Church to mourn in France, Spain,

Naples, and Portugal, I saw with terror those powerful men falling humiliated and shed-

ding bitter tears, without any consolation for their misforiune, and without any com-

miseration for their suffering. Then I vowed to myself that I would not neglect their

salutary advice; that I would never persecute the Church." In 1777 Choiseul tried to

gain the favor of the new kltig, Louis XVI., although he had persecuted outrageously that

monarch's virtuous father. This endeavor caused the young sovereign to write. In a

memoir cited by Soulavie (Rciun of Louis XVI.), " The French government had always

accorded a special protection to that celebrated Society wliich trained the young in an

obedience to law. In a knowledge of the arts, of science, and of letters. Choiseul alone

delivered that Society to the persecutions of parliaments."
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the Count of Florida Blanca, who had been procurator-

general of the Council of Castile, and was, like too many of

the Catholic statesmen of the day, imbued with Febronian-

ism. The auditor of the jDapal nunciature in Madrid, writ-

ing to the cardinal-secretary of state on March 24, 1772, thus

describes Florida Blanca :
" I know the man as he is ; the

thoughts that are hidden in his mind ; and how, with an
exterior which is gentle, moderate, and even religious, he is

an enemy of Rome, of the pontifical authority, and of all

ecclesiastical jurisdiction. . . . He is supremely cunning, and
more than any other he is ardent for the destruction of the

Jesuits. I do not known Avhether he is thus ardent through

principle and because of a hatred for them, or rather be-

cause of some interests of his own. ... In last analysis,

things are now reduced to this one—the suppression of the

Jesuits. Such will be the instructions of Monino." The
new Sftanish envoy arrived in the Eternal City on July 4,

1772 ; and on Aug. 5, Bernis wrote to Aiguillon :
" If I may

judge by the words of Monino, the king of Spain has no
more confidence in the promises of the Pojie ; he insists on
Clement XIV. speaking categorically and promptly. He
will believe no more in vague promises ; the Pope will have
a very short time in which to come to a resolution. In case

of a refusal, which would be regarded as a violation of a

promise, there will be danger of an open rupture. ' Then,

'

said Monino to me, ' Spain and the other countries which
are now called coimtrles of ohedience will become countries

ofliherty.' " On Sept. 9, Monino ofiered to the sorely-beset

Pontiff a temptation which would certainly have conquered
a merely temporal sovereign. He declared that immediate-
ly after the abolition of the Society, Avignon and Benevento,

which had been seized by France and Naples, respectively,

would be restored to the Holy See. Clement remembered
that he was the vicar of Him who chased the money-changers
from His Father's temple ; and crying : "A Pope governs

souls ; he does not traffic in them," he abruptly terminated

the audience, and entering his private apartments, he ex-

claimed :
" May God forgive the Most Catholic King !

"
(1).

(1) Saint- Priest ; hic. cU., p. 153—Theixkr; hic, cit., vol. ii., p. 240.
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The reader will the more readily comprehend the anguish

of Clement XIV., if he considers the condition of Eastern

Europe at this time. Just when the greedy cabinets of

Vienna and Berlin were associating themselves with the

" great " Catharine of Kussia for the annihilation of Poland

—a crime against which Clement had vainly protested in

the name of justice and healthy statesmanship, great joy

had been brought to the Holy See by news from Hungary

and Transylvania. At the very time (1771) when the patri-

arch of the schismatic Armenians, with six of his suffragans

and more than 50,000 of their people, had returned to the

centre of unity, the Church had made great conquests in the

hereditary states of Maria Teresa, among both Protestants

and Greek schismatics. Nearly the entire district of Sickelva

had followed its ministers into the fold of Christ ; and about

7,000 schismatic families of Transylvania had done the same.

But this glorious work had been principally eliected by

Jesuit missionaries. If these converts were deprived of the

fostering care of their spiritual fathers, w^as there no danger

of relapse into the darkness of error ? And in the Orient,

as the ambassadors of the European sovereigns were contin-

ually informing them, it was owing principally to the Jesu-

its that Catholicism was holding her own, and making daily

progress (1).
" And without going so far," reflects Eavig-

nan, " even in Italy, under the eyes of the Supreme Pontiff,

the evangelical laborers of the Society of Jesus were devot-

ing themselves to the functions of the holy ministry, and to the

sanctification of souls, with a zeal which God has deigned

to bless, even in our day. Everywhere, in the most populous

cities and in the most humble hamlets, they preached the

word of salvation. All the various works of their institute

—missions, spiritual exercises, congregations, education of

youth, teaching of sacred and profane science, instruction

(1) The chevalier Francis Emmanuel de Saint-Priest, uncle of Alexis, the historian, who

was French ambassador to the Sublime Porte at this time, writing to his government,

shortly after the suppression of the Society, said :
" The progress of religion among the

Armenians and Syrians is due, in very great measure, to the Jesuits, as you know from

the account rendered last year by the ambassador. The ex-Jesults are the depositaries

of the confldence of the subjects of the Grand Seigneur ; and they ought to be retained In

their functions, so that the fruits of their planting may not be lost." MSS. of the Abbi

Brotier, cited by Ravignan.
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of the ignorant and the poor—were in full vigor, as flourish-

ing as ever in Rome and throughout the Italian peninsula.

The same was proportionably true, wherever the disciples

of St. Ignatius were still united in community."

When Clement XIY. found that all other schemes for pro-

crastination had failed, he bethought himself of one which

seemed to promise well ;
" he ought to be assured," said he

to Monino, " that the suppression of the Society would not

be opposed by the court of Vienna." Maria Teresa had

always favored the Society ; surely, thought the Pontiff, her

influence would furnish a plank for at least temporary ref-

uge. But the empress-queen had now succumbed to the in-

fluence of her philosophistic son, Joseph II., and the last

earthly hope of the Pontiff vanished. On July ^1, 1773,

Pope Clement XIV. signed the ^riei Bominus ac Redemptor,

suppressing the Society of Jesus ; but the act was not made
known officially until August 16, when it was communicated

to the general, Ricci, and to all the other Jesuit superiors

in Rome. The Brief commences with a partial list of the

many abolitions of religious orders, effected by the Roman
Pontiffs. Thus, the Pope instances the suppression of the

Templars by Clement V., "because of their general evil rep-

utation "
; that of the HumiUati by Pius V, "because of their

disobedience to the Apostolic decrees," and also, among
other reasons, " because of their horrible consjDiracy against

the life of St. Charles Borromeo "
; that of the Reformed

Conventual Franciscans by Urban VIII. ,
" because they did

not bring forth the fruit which the Church had expected

from them "
; that of the Order of Sts. Ambrose and Ber-

nard Ad Nemus, by the same Urban VIII.; that of the Arme-

nian Basilians by Innocent X., ''because of their intestine

discords "
; that of the Priests of the Good Jesus by the

same Innocent X.; that of the Canons-Regular of St. George,

that of the Hieronymites de Fesidis, and that of the Jesuati,

all by Clement IX. Coming to the case of the Jesuits, the

Pontiff recounts the many charges made against them, and

without touching the question of their guilt or innocence,

he pronounces this sentence :
" Assisted, as we dare to be-

lieve, by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost ... we suppress
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and abolish the Society of Jesus . . . we declare suppressed

the authorit}^ of the general, and that of the other superiors

of the Society "
(1). Thus was abolished an organization

which then possessed 24 houses of the professed, 669 col-

leges, 340 residences, 271 missions, 171 seminaries, 61 novi-

tiates ; and whose members numbered over 22,000, of whom
over 11,000 were priests. On Aug. 16, the ex-general, Ricci,

was conducted to the English College, where he was kept in

close retirement for a few days, and then taken to Castel

San Angelo, where he died on Nov, 24, 1775. Five days be-

fore his demise, the Holy Viaticum having been brought to

his chamber, he read, in the j)resence of his God and of all

the officers of the garrison, the following protestation :
" Con-

sidering that I am about to appear before the tribunal of

God, the tribunal of infallible truth and justice ; after long

and mature deliberation, and humble prayer to my merciful

Hedeemer and terrible Judge that He will not permit me to

be led by passion in this one of the last acts of my life, or

by any bitterness of heart or by any other affection or vi-

cious purpose ; for the sake of rendering testimony to truth

and innocence, I hereby make the two following declara-

tions and j^rotestations. Firstly, I declare and i3rotest that

the abolished Society of Jesus has never furnished any rea-

son for its suppression ; this I declare and protest, with that

moral certitude which can be possessed by a superior who

(1) The ex-Jesuit, Georgel, would have us believe that Clement XIV. nullifled the Brief

Dominnsac Rcdemptor. In the cited 3/e/»io(i\s he says: "Scarcely had Clement XIV.

gratified the king of Spain by the ruin of the Jesuits, when his life became one of continued

dis(iuiet and remorse. Could he hide from himself that his tiara was the result of a criminal

bargain which radicaUu vitiated /li.s election H . . . Often whea he deemed himself alone,

he was heard to exclaim ' Oiiiiiiid.'<i()<fcci I comjndi^us feci '. Violence, yes, violence, extort-

ed that fatal Brief which now tortures me.' ... He found some relief from the torments of

his conscience, only when he resolved to repair, so far as he could, the Injury he had done

to Christendom. Awaiting, then, the favorable moment for this reparation, he determined

to place in the liands of his confessor an attestation of his repentance, a formal and detailed

retractation of the Brief which he il(-'clared to have been the fruit of violence. This tardy

retriiclation is no longer a mystery ; it was dated Juue 2ii, the Feast of St. Peter, 1774; it

was written in Latin, and it is recorded at length in a history of the Jesuits which was

written in German by Peter Philip WollT, and printed at Zurich In 1791." But why does

the TiiilUiriiim furnish no indication of such a retractation ? Why wasit never mentioned

by Pius VI. or Pius VII., on any of the occasions when it would naturally have been adduced,

had it existed ? This silence is more eloquent than the assertiun of (ieorgel, though it were

supported by that of a thousand Wolffs. The reader will note that Georgel implied that

the name of Clement XIV. should be erased from the catalogue of Roman PonfilTs, when
he lield that the criminal haiyain radicalhj vitiated Clement's election.
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is well informed in regard to all that hajjpens in liis order.

Secondly, I declare and protest that I have never furnished

even the slightest reason for my imprisonment ; this I de-

clare and protest with that sovereign certitude which each

one possesses concerning his own actions. And I emit this

second protestation merely because it is necessary for the

reputation of the suppressed Society of Jesus, of which I

was the geueraL By these same protestations, however, I

do not imply that those who have injured the Society of

Jesus or myself are culpable before God ; I abstain from any

such judgment. The thoughts of man are known to God
alone ; He alone perceives the errors of the human under-

standing, and discerns whether they are such as excuse

from sin ; He alone penetrates the motives which lead to an

action, and the affections and movements of the heart which

accompany that action ; and since the innocence or guilt of

an external act depends from all these things, I leave all

judgment on such an act to Him who will question our

works and sound our thoughts. And that I may fulfil my
duty as a Christian, I protest that, with the aid of God, I

have always pardoned and do now pardon sincerely all who
have offended and tormented me, firstly, by the harm they

have done to the Society of Jesus, and by their severity to-

ward its members ; secondly, by the abolition of that Soci-

ety, and by the circumstances which accompanied that aboli-

tion ; and finally, by my imprisonment, and the severities

added to it, as well as by the injury which has been done to

my reputation—things which are notorious throughout the

world."

Very few historians contend that Clement XIV. was actu-

ated by other motives than a desire for peace, when he

signed the Brief Dominus ac Redemjjfor. Picot, than whom
no more judicial or veracious publicist has descanted on the

events of the eighteenth century, may be regarded as repre-

senting the best thought of our day when he says :
" Only

after four years of pontificate, and because of the reiterated

pressure of the ministers of several great powers, did Clement

XIV. decree the so intensely desired abolution. . . . He insist-

ed principally on the benefit of peace, which he believed to be
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involved in the destruction of those religious. Undoubtedly

he thought that since several sovereigns were leagued against

the Society, the Holj See would strive in vain to uphold it,

or that it could no longer be of much use to the Church

;

and this consideration overbalanced, in his mind, the other

reasons which militated in favor of so precious an organiza-

tion. ... It would seem that Clement XIV. was not hostile

to the Jesuits ; but he saw the Catholic courts conspiring

against them, and he thouglit that he could fight no longer

in their behalf "
(1). It is not necessary for us to dilate on

this point ; but the reader may reflect with profit on the con-

siderations emitted bv the ex-Jesuit, Cordara, in his corre-

si3ondence with his brother, the Count of Calamandrana. In

his seventh letter (2), he shows how the Pontiff could, with-

out injustice, suppress the Society, even though he knew it

to be innocent of ill-doing. A sovereign, he says, can cer-

tainly disband a faithful and valorous regiment, if reasons of

state, such as public order, etc., seem to demand the sacri-

fice. The Holy Father was threatened not only with tem-

poral losses, but with direful schisms ;
" therefore he deemed

it wise to avoid greater evils by sacrificing the Society."

Clement XIY. did not abolish the Jesuits because of immor-

alities, or even because of any relaxation of discij^line ; he did

not touch the question of the Society's guilt of the charges

brought against it ; indeed, the moderation of the Brief

caused Tanucci to prohibit its circulation in the kingdom of

Naples. " Clement XIV.," adds Cordara, " perceiving that

the sovereigns were imbued with the opinions of Febronius,

and filled with prejudices against the authority of the Su-

preme Pontiff", thought to impede their designs by inflicting

two wounds on himself, as well as on the Church. The first

wound was the suppression of our Society ; the second, more

difficult to heal, was the quasi-suppression of that ancient

and veneralile Constitution, the Bull In Coena Domini, which

formed, by itself, the strength of the Holy See, supporting it

in face of the Catholic universe. These two measures will

perpetuate the memory of the pontificate of Gangauelli ; but

this souvenir will always be accompanied by tears and

(1) Loc. cit., y. 1773. & MSS. of Cordara, in the Archives of the GesU.
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moans. Would any other Pope, living, like Ganganelli, in

those evil days, have acted differently ? Who knows ?

Without doubt the Pope, as supreme pastor, possesses sov-

ereign and legitimate power over the entire flock, even over

monarchs, who are sons of the Church ; but can he exercise

that power, when kings declare war against him ? At that

unfortunate period, the power of kings greatly surpassed

that of the Pope." Another Jesuit author, Cahour, who, we

may remark en j^assani, does not imitate Cordara by styling

Pope Clement XIV. " Ganganelli," as Cretineau-Joly and cer-

tain other Jesuit apologists are wont to do (they never speak

of " Pope Kezzonico " or of " Pope Chiaramonti "), asks, con-

cerning the Brief of suppression :
" Was it legitimate ? Yes;

because the Hohj See had a right to siqjj^ress ivhat it itself had

established. Was it prudent and opportune ? Many say that

it was not. As for me, I respect the strange situation in

which the vicar of Jesus Christ found himself ; and I regret

that on this occasion the sacrifice of Jonah, made to the fury

of the waves, served only to augment the tempest "
(1). The

Jesuit Boero contends that " the true and legitimate defense

of Clement XIV. is furnished by himself in his words, ' I was

forced to it

—

compidsusfecV ; and he enters into a labyrinth

who abandons this line." ThenBoero asks whether, if Clem-

ent XIV. had remained firm in his opposition, he would have

turned the ministers from tlieir iniquitous designs. Boero

conjectures that the Pontiff would have conquered ; and prin-

cipally because, according to this author, France was then

tired of the struggle ; Portugal and Naples were then not

concerning themselves much about it, for a dispatch of Vril-

liere shows that the other courts desired the abolition of the

Jesuits merely because of their wish to please Spain "
(2).

Were these historical data true, the conjecture of Boero might

be received as plausible ; but they are void of foundation.

It is a remarkable fact that, in spite of what is advanced

"by many Catholic writers who are hostile to the Jesuits,

very few of the apologists of Clement XIV. have shown

more respect for the Brief Dominus ac Redemptor than was

Taanifested by such of its victims as spoke or wrote on the

(1) TJie Jcmiti by a Jesuit, pt. ii.. p. 378. Paris, 1852. (2) Loc. cif., vol. ii., § 19.
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subject. The Belgian publicist, Xavier de Feller, who be-

came a journalist after his euforced secularization, and for

many years edited the Historical and Literary Journal of

Luxembourg, gives many instances of rebukes administered

by ex-Jesuits to their inconsiderate defenders who declaimed

against " Ganganelli." Thus he adduces the funeral oration

on Clement XIV. pronounced by one of his olden brethren,

the Abbe Mattzell, at Fribourg on Nov. 13, 1774, in which

the following passage occurred :
" Clement XIY. is blamed

for having abolished the Society, without having allowed it

to reply to the charges made against it, without having con-

victed it of grievous crimes. But, my friends, why should

we take for granted the unjust thesis that grievous crimes

alone can justify the abolition of an order ? Cannot very

many other motives justify such action ? His Holiness said

that he kept the chief causes of that suppression hidden in

his own heart. . . . But, men say, the Society was useful to

the state. Granted ; but are not all sorts of merchandise,

precious jewels even, useful to the merchant who is on the

ocean ? And nevertheless, he throws them overboard, when

otherwise he cannot save his life. When, therefore, the

peace of the Church of God could be restored only by our

public sacrifice, even though it were the effusion of all our

blood, we should not have murmured, but rather have kissed

the hand that was immolating us, rather have blessed the

arm that was crushing us. . . . Any one of the former Jesuits

who thinks, speaks, or writes otherwise, bore only the name

and the habit of the Society ; he did not have its spirit."

Certain apologists of the Society exhibit much compla-

cency as they describe the protection which Frederick II. of

Prussia and Catharine II. of Russia extended to it after its

suppression. The value of j^hilosophistic sympathy like

that of Frederick II. must be problematical ; and certainly

the friendship of a Catharine II. can redound no more to the

glory of the Jesuits, than the frequently-mentioned hatred of

the Pompadour—a far better woman than Catharine— can

contribute to their shame. Apologists of the calibre of

Cretineau-Joly appear not to suspect that the Brief Dominus

ac Bedeniptor was, for the condenmed society, a sure pass-
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port to tlie affections of Frederick and Catharine—those

supposed experts in matters of solid sanctity and real worth

;

that, in fine, hatred of Eome prompted those sovereigns to

protect a Society which Eome discountenanced. The real

animus of the Russian government was manifested when,

proclaiming the alleged demerits of the Jesuits as loudly as

it had formerly announced their merits, it expelled them from

Russia, almost as soon as the Holy See restored the Society

(1). Declining, therefore, to recognize the action of Frederick

and Catharine as adding to the fame of the Society, we must

nevertheless consider the relations between these sovereigns

and the abolished organization ; since they are frequently

misunderstood, and at least in the case of the Russian

Jesuits, are often made the basis of unfounded allegations.

Catharine and Frederick had forbidden the publication of

the suppressing Brief ; and had ordered the Jesuits not to

disband. The conduct of the Jesuits in Prussia is easily

justified. In a work written several years before the ap-

pearance of his rather anti-Jesuit History of the Pontificate

of Clement XI V. (2), Theiner thus explains it :
" Frederick II.

was so convinced of the necessity of preserving the Jesuits

in his dominions, that he tried to influence Rome in the mat-

ter. . . . But the Jesuits made no use of the royal good feel-

ing ; they had fallen everywhere like heroes, and as heroes

they wished to abandon the scene of their labors in Silesia,

where they left imperishable monuments after themselves,

monuments which are still admired by every Silesian. They
represented to the king, in strong terms, that he could not

nullify a decree of the Holy See, in order to maintain the

Society. Therefore they earnestly begged him to consent to

their suppression. Astonished by their obedience to the

Holy See, he replied :
' Since you do not wish to profit by

my favor, I shall not attempt to violate your consciences,

and I allow you to consider yourselves as included in the

suppression of your order.' ... In fact, the Society retained

«

(1) Pope Pius vn. restored the Society on Aug. 7, 1814 ; and on Dec. 20, 181.5, Alexander

I. expelled the Jesuits from St. Petersburg. On March 13, 1820, they were banished from

the empire.

(2) History of Institutions for Ecclesiastical Education, vol. ii., p. 50. Mayence.

1835.
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possession of all its colleges, and of tlie University of Bres-

lau, until the melancholy days of 1806 and 1811 ;
but it

entered into the class of secular priests, and received no

more novices." Eavignan observes that the Prussian Jesuits

did not refuse to preserve the status quo, as the Canon Law

permitted, so long as the Brief was not canonically made

known to them ; but they did refuse to follow the suggestion

of Frederick, that they should choose for themselves a vicar,

and constitute themselves into a religious Society. Such, in

a few words, was the conduct of the Jesuits in Prussia, after

the suppression ; but the course pursued by the Jesuits in

Eussia is not so easily understood.

By the partition of Poland in 1772, the Jesuits of most of

what was termed White Eussia became subjects of Catharine

II. They received no intimation of the suppression of their

Society from their ordinary, the bishop of Vilna, on whom

was incumbent the duty of giving that intimation to them.

Behold the reason of the survival of the Jesuits in AYhite

Eussia—an existence which has been represented, by Gio-

berti, Theiner, and a host of less respectable foes of the

Society, as a defiance of the commands of the Vicar of Christ.

Eavignan asks leave to complain of the propensity of many

publicists to regard the Jesuits " as outside the common law,

as having no right to its benefits." This propensity is ad-

mirably illustrated when the Jesuits of White Eussia are

accused of rebellion to the chief ecclesiastical authority.

The Brief Domimis ac Bedemptor was not puljlished witli

those solemnities which, as canonists hold, are requisite if a

papal pronouncement is to be regarded as obligatory, with-

out any particular intimation of it. This Brief was not pla-

carded either in the Campo dei Fiori, or ad valvas Saudi

Petri ; the bishops of Christendom were ordered to publish

it, and to procure its execution. The bishop of Vilna may

have been guilty when he ignored this Apc^tolic command
;

but so long as the contents of the Brief did not reach the

Jesuits in the manner contem]>lated by the pontifical legis-

lator, those religious were justified in regarding themselves

as still subject to their olden rules. The doctrine of canon-

ists, and the practice of saints, in the case of emergencies like
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that in which the Russian Jesuits found themselves after the

suppression, was thus set forth by Cardinal Calini in an elo-

quent address to Pope Pius VI. on April 1, 1780 :
" The

Brief of Clement XIV. was not published in Russia, because

of the circumstances surrounding the bishop who should

have published it. Therefore the Jesuits in Russia remained

in pacific possession of all that they had enjoyed for two hun-

dred and forty years, of all that had been confirmed to them

by so many Bulls and Briefs of nineteen Sovereign Pontiffs
;

that is, they continued to be real Jesuits. Where, then, is

their heresy ; where their disobedience ? The bishop did not

make the Brief known to them, because the court of St. Peters-

burg had threatened with exile any one who would publish it.

Certainly ecclesiastical precepts are not of obligation, when

their fulfilment is so onerous. . . . The annals of the

Church show that several Briefs of suppression have not

been executed in various kingdoms and provinces ; and never-

theless, Rome has never issued a Bull of condemnation

against the religious who, in those circumstances, continued

in their olden condition. Such was the case of the order of

the Servites, whom Pope Innocent V. declared included in

the suppression ordered at the General Council of Lyons.

Then there was the order of the Brothers of St. John of God,

suppressed by Rome, but continuing to exist in Spain, be-

cause the Brief of Clement VI 11. was not published in that

land (1). We also see the order of the Pious Schools, al-

though formally abolished at Rome, maintaining its position

as an order of regulars in Poland and other northern lands.

There are two letters of St. John Calasanctius, inserted in

the summary of the report for his beatification in 1716, when

Mgr. Lambertini (afterward Pope Benedict XIV.), a man so

learned in these matters, was Promoter of the Faith. The

servant of God, then general of the Pious Schools, expressly

charged his subjects, in these letters, to follow their rule, so

(1) This allusion to the suppression of the Brothers of St. John of God reminds us that

on May 3, 1775, at the very time when the Jesuits of Russia were being decried as rebels to

the Holy See, Pope Pius VI. approved the decree which declared the heroicity of the virtues

of the Ven. John Leg:rande, called el peccador—the same I.egrande who upheld the order

of the Brothers of St. John of God in Spain, because the suppressing decree of Clement

Vni. had not been promulgated in that country, owing to the opposition of Philip U. And

Pope Pius IX. solemnly beatified this Legrande in April, 1854.
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long as the Brief icas not intimated to them hy the ordinaries :

and this he ordered, because the Brief of destruction, issued

by Innocent X., had prescribed its intimation bj those ordi-

naries. Lambertini made no observations on these letters

which might render their author's sentiments suspicious, as

being contrary to the obedience due to the Apostolic decis-

ions. We even read in that history of the saint which was
written by one of the religious of the Pious Schools, and
printed in Kome at the Ospizio di San Michele ad ripam,

that the holy general, then very advanced in years, sent the

venerable Brother Onofrio del Santissimo Sacramento to

Poland and other northern countries, where the Pious Schools

were most numerous, to obtain that the destroying Brief

might never be promulgated in those regions ; and his object

"w^as gained." These observations of Cardinal Calini, received

most graciously by Pope Pius VI., might obviate any neces-

sity of our pursuing the subject of the culjDability of the

Jesuits of Russia ; but it may be well to note that there is

good reason for believing that Pope Clement XIV. himself

expressly authorized the continuance of the Jesuits, as a

Society, in the Russian dominions. We need lay no stress

on the reports to that effect which were current in Russia at

that time (1) ; we have positive evidence of this authorization

in a pastoral letter of the bishop of Mohilow, dated June 29,

1779. This prelate says :
" In condescension to the wishes

of the august empress of Russia, Pope Clement XIV. had not

obliged her to execute the Bull Dominus ac Iiedem2)tor in her

dominions." It is true that Garampi, the papal nuncio in

Poland, afterward stated that no such permission of toleration

had been sent through him ; but that statement does not

show that the authorization was not granted. It is certain

that Clement XIV., like Louis XV. and many other sovereigns

of the time, frequently conducted negotiations without any

intervention of his nuncios, and even without the knowledge

of his secretary of state ; and this fact is admitted even by

Theiner, who is most energetic in rejecting the theory of an

(1) Thus, there was printeil in Germany, in 182(1. a niemoire entitled Ohfscrvatioiis of a

Ocntlcman iif St. PctershtOfi im the I\<i>i>rt nf Piiiwc Galitzin. Minister of lidigioux

Affairs, to Her Imjterial MajeKtti, on the E.vpulxion of the Jexuits; Sent to a Friend in

Oermayn/. This writer speaks of the authorization as a fact admitted by all.
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authorization by the Pontiff (1). We are justified, therefore,

in believing that tlie Jesuits in Russia were not rebels to the

Holy See ; and that Pope Pius VII. did not stultify himself

when, re-establishing officially the Jesuits in Russia, at the

prayer of Paul I., he eulogized the fathers who had remained

in those regions " to cultivate the vineyard of the Lord."

With this defense of the conduct of the Jesuits in Russia

we would terminate our dissertation, not deeming it requi-

site to discuss a question which is unnecessarily agitated by-

most publicists who treat of the jDontificate of Clement XIV.

;

namely, whether the Pontiff went mad after he had sup-

pressed the Society. The arguments by which certain apol-

ogists of the Society endeavor to show that the wickedness

of its suppression was evinced by a remorse, on the part of

Clement XIV., which culminated in insanity, are flimsy and

baseless. They would receive no attention from us, did not

Ravignan, an author whose sincerity cannot be challenged,

incline to the affirmative when he introduces this question.

From the day of the suppression of the Society there were

vague whisperings among its ultra partisans that Clement

XIV. had become crazy ; but not until 1847, when Cretin-

eau-Joly published his Clement XIV. and the Jesuits, was

there any revelation of the source of those rumors. It then

appeared that the responsibility for the cruel aspersion rest-

ed on the ex-Jesuit, Vincent Bolgeni, an able polemic, but

too fond of paradoxes, whom we have had frequent occasion

to cite in the course of our work. However, Cretineau-Joly

was not satisfied with the incoherent and scandalous narra-

tive of Bolgeni ; his mistaken zeal induced him to embellish

it witL details which can be ascribed to no source other than

his own imagination. " The princes," says Cretineau-Joly,

"had expelled the sons of Loyola from their kingdoms ; the

Pontiff abandoned them to ecclesiastical persecutors. But this

(1) Theiner cites a despatch of Garampi to the Pope and the secretary of state, in which

the nuncio speaks of the opposition of Catharine to the suppression, and remarks :
" In so

grave and delicate an affair, I shall not dare to express my opinion to the Holy Father or

to the Holy Congregation, especially since T am in the most complete ignorance concern-
ing the steps that may have heen taken." Theiner also cites a despatch from Cardinal

de Berpis to the Due d'Aiguillon, dated Aug. 24, 1773, in which, speaking of the circular-

letter to the bishops which informed them of the Brief of suppression, the cardinal said

:

" I carnoi ask for any explanations from the Pope, since he gives no audiences ; and I can
obtJwn none from the secretary of state, since he was told nothing ahorit the matter."
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tyranny of detail did not accomplish the purpose of Charles

III. and of his ministers ; the Spanish monarch desired a

more complete triumjoli, and he jDersuaded the Pope to ac-

cord it. On July 21, 1773, there was to be begun a novena

at the Gesii, in honor of St. Ignatius. The bells had com-

menced to toll, and Ganganelli inquired for the reason.

When he was informed, he remarked :
' You mistake. They

are not ringing at the Gesii for the saints, but for the dead.'

This he knew better than any one else ; for he accepted, that

same day, the Brief Dominus ac Redemptor, which abolished

the Society of Jesus throughout Christendom. . . . Clement

XIV. had signed it ivith a lead-pencil, during the iiigld, and at

a ivitidow of the Quirinal. It is said—and we have this

from the very lips of Pope Gregory XVI.—that after having

ratified an act of such great import, Ganganelli fell to the

inarhle floor, from ivhich he ivas not raised until the next day.

This next day was for him one of tears and despair ; for,

according to the manuscript narrative left by the celebrated

theologian, Vincent Bolgeni (1), Cardinal Simone, then audi-

tor of the Pope, narrated the frightful scene as follows :
' The

Pontiff was on his bed, almost naked (2). He was weejjiug,

and from time to time he was heard to repeat : Oh God ! 1

am damned ; hell is my home ; there is no remedy ! Brother

Francis begged me to approach the Pope, and to speak to

him. I did so ; l)ut the Pope would not answer me, continu-

ing to repeat : Hell is my home ! I tried to reassure him
;

but he kept silent. A quarter of an hour elapsed ; then he

turned his eyes toward me, and said : I have signed the

Brief : there is no remedy. I told him that there was a rem-

edy ; that he could withdraw the decree. Then he cried :

It cannot be done. I have given it to Monino ; and by this

time, the courier for Spain is p>robably on his way. Even

then, said I, one Brief is revoked by another one. Oh God !

(1) The orijTlnal manusoriiit of r.olpeni, preserved in the Jesuit archives at Rome, was

copied by Tlielner, and is Riven in bis Eijixthx ainl Brkfx <if Clement XIV. Paris, 1852.

(2) Here Cretineau-Joly furnishes one of innumerable Instances of his Ignorance of the

Jtallan lanpuage ; for TJoIgenl represents Simone as saying that the Pope was reclining on

his bed, dressed in shirt and drawers— in enmieia c mutnnde. This iu'norance of Italian

justines us in hesitating to accept Cretlneau-Joly's version of the remarks of Pope Gregory

XVI. Gregory understood French ; but in his audiences he never ventured outside ol-

Latin or Italian.
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he returned, it cannot he done. I am damned. Hell is my
home ; there is no remedy.'' His despair, according to Simone,

lasted for a good liali'-hour. Certain imprudent friends of

Clement XIV. have been unwilling to credit him with this

last good quality of remorse. . .. He icas about to become

crazy : forfrom July 21, 1773, he never had more than a few

scintillations of reason. Among all the Roman Pontiffs, he is

the first and only one to have suffered this degradation of hii-

manify "
(1). The disgust and horror excited b}' this abom-

inably impious lucubration of a Catholic pen might serve

as its refutation, if it were never to fall under other eyes than

those of one devoted to the Holy See. Certainly we know
that it is possible for a Pope to become a madman ; that it

is also possible for a Pope to be damned. But what was

there in the course pursued by Pope Clement XIY. toward

the Society of Jesus, Avhicli would entail upon him so terri-

ble a punishment in this world, and separation from God in

the next ? Heap anathemas as you will upon the heads of

Pombal, Arauda, Tanucci, Choiseul ; upon the heads of the

Janseuists, Febronians, Encyclopedists, and Freemasons of

the eisfhteenth centurv : but not on the head of him who
thought that the suppression of the Society of Jesus was

necessary for the peace of tlie Church, and svlio could right-

ly say, whether he did say it or not, " compulsus feci." Now
let us examine the indictment drawn up by Cretineau-Joly.

In the first place, it is false that from the date of the sup-

pression, Clement XIV. was nearly always non compos men-

tis. That he suffered intensely, and because of the suppres-

sion, is true ; but the despatches of the foreign ambassadors

to their courts show that he transacted business until three

weeks before his death, that is, that for fourteen months af-

ter the abolition of the Society, his mind was clear and ac-

tive. Not once does any one of the ambassadors even hint

at any mental trouble, other than grief, on the part of His
Holiness. From Sept. 28, 1773, to Oct, 28, the Pontiff was

at Castel Gandolfo, continually occupied with a regulation

of the affairs of the extinct Society, especially with provis-

ions for the continuance of the many establishments which

(1) Clement XIV. and the Jesuits, p. 330.
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tlie Jesuits had ruled. On Nov. 12, we find Inm opening

the Roman College, then under the control of secular priests
;

and Cardinal de Bernis writes to Aiguillon that " His Holi-

ness is in good health, and in excellent spirits "
(1). Two

days before this event, Bernis had written that " the Pope
was very busily engaged in the affairs of the missions "

; and
the ambassador hoped that in a few days he " would liave

something positive to write, concerning the missions of Ton-
quin and Cochin China." On Nov. 30, Aiguillon writes to

Bernis that Louis XY. rejoices because of the good health

enjoyed by the Pontiff, in spite of his great labors ; and he
congratulates His Holiness, because " his health, and the gai-

ety which accompanies it, are proofs of the tranquillity of his

mind." Certainly, the French monarch could have hud no
misgivings as to the intellectual soundness of the Pope, when
he wrote, on Nov. 23, that Bernis should " address himself

personaJhj to His Holiness, in reference to a point concerning

which His Majesty was very anxious "
; namely, the nature

of the secret instructions which Ricci, while yet general of the

Society, was said to have emitted for the future guidance of

his subjects, in the event of their suppression. We must sup-

pose that Bernis had obeyed the royal command to apply for

information directly to Pope Clement, when, on Dec. 8, he

wrote to Aiguillon that His Majesty would have to wait un-

til the examination of Ricci and his former assistants was

completed (2). Let the reader consult the Epistles of Clem-

ent XIV., edited by Theiner, and that author's chajDters on

the last days of the Pontiff, and he will find many indica-

tions that no person in Rome suspected, for an instant, the

mental capacity of him who is represented by Cretiueau-

Joly as enjoying, after the suppression, " only a few scintil-

lations of reason." But what shall we say, if we wish to do

justice to the imaginative powers of Bolgeni and his French

(1) Bernis adds that thereafter, in the Roman ColleRe, " TheoloK.v will be taught accord-

ing to the doctrine of St. Thomas and Scotus ; and that the Pope has not wished to admit

any professors of the AiiKUStinlan school, M)tcc that sclinol is too inuch ttpiidscd tn thai of

the Jcmiitg. It Is the intention of His Holiness to banish theological disputes as much as

possible, and to keep at a distance from the schools all that is called Jansenism or Molin-

Ism. He has retained four of the olden Jesuit professors, who enjoyed a good reputation

for talent."

(2) Bernis says that " It is not the Intention of His Holiness to render the Jesuits odious,

or to furnish material for disputes to factions."
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disciple ? Certainly the reader miist find it difficult to pic-

ture to himself a Roman Pontiff signing a Brief with a lead-

pencil, as he stands in the embrasure of one of his windows
at midnight, depending for light upon the moon ; and alas

!

the poor Pope must be pictured, if we follow the context, as

affixing the momentous signature while clothed only in shirt

and drawers (1). It has always been believed that a Pope
signs important documents in the presence, either of his

cardinal-secretary of state, or of the cardinal-prefect (or at

least the secretary) of the Congregation immediately con-

cerned in the matter. Again, it is well known by all who
are familiar with the ways of the Roman court, and ought
to be suspected by those who are not acquainted with them,

that it would be absolutely impossible for a Poj)e to remain
out of his bed many hours when he ought to be in it, with-

out the knowledge of scores of his household attendants (2).

We are told that the Pope informed Simone that he had al-

ready consigned the Brief to Monino. But Bernis and
Monino say that the latter received the Brief on Aug. 19,

nearly a month after the alleged fainting-spell on the floor

of the Quirinal. Simone also tells us that ''immediately

after the departure of Monino,'' the Pontiff tried to throw him-
self out of a window, and that a servant experienced great
difficulty in preventing him. But how could this have
occurred, if, as Cretineau-Joly asserts, the Pope was uncon-
scious on the floor until found in the morning ? Are we to

suppose that the servant, after saving his master from
breaking his neck, left the poor man alone until morning
with every opportunity for some similar action ? Cretineau-

Joly says that Pope Gregory XVI. communicated to him
the story of the fainting-spell. Gregory may have done this^

and he may have credited the yarn, although he seems to
have given no authority for it ; l)ut it is remarkable that

(1) We cannot suppose that the Pope was fully dressed, and that he was reduced to shirt
and drawers by the tardy prelate or domestic who found him stretched on the floor. The
discoverer would have either left his garments all on him, or would have put a night-robe
on him, if so much of the clothing had been removed. If we can suppose anything nat-
ural in this unnatural business, the Pontiff must have signed the Brief, according to Cre-
tineau-Joly, while arrayed in the rnmicia c mutande.

(2) In regard to Clement XIV., it is certain that he was continually under the eyes ot
either his confessor, Buontempi, or of his faithful companion. Friar Francis.
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Bolgeni says not a word about it. The memory of Cretin-

eau-Joly must have been very defective ; for we note an in-

stance of its failure which completely demolishes the weird

picture which he presents to the gaze of the credulous.

Cretineau-Joly himself, in the same work which contains

this picture, publishes a letter which Mouino wrote to Ta-

nucci two days after the day on which, according to the

would-be apologist, the Spaniard received the Brief from

Clement lY.; and in this letter, after telling the Neapolitan

minister how he has repeatedly assured His Catholic Maj-

esty that the Brief of suppression was about to appear, he

avows that new difficulties are continually arising. Then he

adds :
" I have been obliged to discharge my musket ; and

you know with what kind of shot it is loaded. The result

has been a quantity of printed sheets, which may yet serve

me when I make cartridges. / fear that another dis-

charge will be needed; for at every step I take, Ifind a neiv

obstacle" Is it not evident that on July 23, the date of

this letter, Monino had not yet received the Brief ? We
have charitably supposed that the memory of Cretineau-Joly

was defective ; but it appears strange .that his proof-reader

did not inform him that although this letter of Monino is

read on his page 333, the world is told on page 332 that on

July 21 the Spaniard had extorted the Brief, and that " with

one blow he had killed Iwth the Yicar of Christ, and the

Society founded by St. Ignatius." We now dismiss this

subject with a quotation from the same Bolgeni whose abom-

inable recital, thanks to the ghoulish enterprise of Cretineau-

Joly, has attained, in the minds of many of the unwary, to

the dignity of history. This same Bolgeni, either because

his memory also has failed him, or because he is half-re-

pentant of iiis insult to the memory of a Roman Pontiff,

tells us in another narrative which is a sequel of the one al-

ready cited (1), that he questioned Mgr. Sampieri, a canon

of St. Peter's, and an intimate of Clement XIV., as to wheth-

er the Pontiff really became crazy, and that the prelate re-

plied that " having frequently consulted with the Holy

Father on important matters, .after his receipt of that let-

(1) This second narrative is also preserved in the Jesuit archives at Rome.
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ter (1), he had never perceived any derangement in the Popes

mind, although His Holiness always rested his head on his

hand, the elbow leaning on the table, and he appearing to be

plunged in deep melancholy "
(2).

CHAPTEB XX.

VOLTAIEE.

It required but little effort of logic, says Balmes, to pass

from the Reformation of the sixteenth century to deism

;

and from deism to atheism there is but a step. Not in

Germany, however, the birthplace of that conglomeration of

heresies which is styled Protestantism, did incredulism find

its cradle ; that sad distinction belongs to England. In the

beginning of the eighteenth century, Addison deplored the

ravages of irreligion and lubricity in his country. Leibnitz,

after a visit to England, said that natural religion had be-

come extremely weak in that land ; and Clarke, in his reply

to the German, could not deny the fact. Thomas Leland

declared that attacks on Christianity succeeded each other

without interruption ; and that the opponents of revelation

manifested a zeal which was as strange as it was indefatiga-

(1) This letter was one purporting to have been written by Mgr. de Bourmont, arch-

bishop of Paris, antagonizing the abolition of the Society ; and which, contrary to what
Bolgeni says, appeared only after the death of Clement XIV. But what is to our purpose

is that since this letter was dated April 24, 1774, Sampieri speaks of a time nine months

after the suppression.

(2) We need not insult the intelligence of the reader by more than a reference to the

charge of having murdered Clement XIV., which has been made against the Jesuits. Who
would recognlzethe Globerti of the Primacy of Italy, the author of a sublime system of

philosophy, and one of the foremost among modern appreciators of the philosophy of his-

tory, in the writer of the following passage ? " Natural reason demands that a crime be

attributed to him alone who had an interest in committing It, as well as a moral capability

and a desire of committing it. Now who could expect any gain by the death of Clement 1

The Jesuits. Who hated Clement ? The Jesuits. Who manifested this hatred by calum-

nies, libels, and every possible method ? The Jesuits. Who joined to their hatred a fero-

cious hunger after vengeance ? The Jesuits. Who threatened the holy Pope with what
really happened? Who endeavored to kill him by anticipation, inducing a fear because o(

sacrilegious prophecies ? The Jesuits. Who rejoiced when the event happened. Insulting

his still warm remains ? The Jesuits. Who calumniate him even now? The Jesuits. . .^

Who is more vindictive than the Jesuits (I speak of the political ones), and more vile ia

his revenge? Certainly a doctrine which, in many cases, justlfles treason, perjury, homi-

cide, and even the murder of sovereigns, may easily justify the poisoning of Popes. . ..

They who scrupled not in throwing mud on the highest dignity on earth, were fully capa-

ble of poisoning the man who was invested with It. ... But all doubt is banished by thai
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ble. Some of these foes of both Catholicism and the Protes-

tantism of that day were avowed deists ; others were Sooin-

ians, as the modern Ai-ians were termed, who rejected tiie

fundamental dogma of the Christian religion. To this lat-

ter school belonged Clarke, Emlyn, "Whiston, and Locke.

Clarke defended against Collins the existence of God, and

the immortality and liberty of man's soul ; but Voltaire

charged him with being a mere shuffler in his treatment of

the question. Asgill published an attempt to prove that

man can be transferred to eternal life, without passing

through the gates of death. William Coward wrote a

denial of the spirituality and immortality of the soul.

Shaftesbury, in his Characteristics, allowed indifference in

religious matters ; he advocated a religion suj^ervised and

indoctrinated by the state ; he separated virtue from belief,

and regarded it as a mere instinct. Collins was probably

the most " advanced " of the English freethinkers of that

time. He contended that revelation and reason were antag-

onistic ; that the Old and New Testaments are a mass of

types or allegories which prove nothing. Of the same

school as Collins were Toland, Tiudal, Trenchard, Woolston,

Chubl), Morgan, Dodwell, and Bolingbroke. AVhile all

these coryphees of infidelity were waving their dismal stand-

ards in England, irreligion was almost unknown in the

Land of the Lilies ; and nearly all of the English vanguard

mass of Actions, frauds. prodiRics, and sacrilegious superstitions, by which the Fathers

showed that they desired, awaited, prepared, foresaw, and regarded as certain the speedy

death of their enemy. . . . Let us suppose that to-day. In any state of civilized Europe

there sliould appear a sect which made a business of prcdictiug tlie more or less early

death of the sovereign ; and tliat while these prophecies were being circulated, the prince

died with all the signs of an unnatural death. I ask whether there is on earth a tribunal

which would not decide that the said sect was an accomplice in producing the mournful

event. . .. Imputing to the .Jesuits the atrocious deed, I do not speak so much of the Fathers,

as of their clients. . . . How the infernal plot was executed is still, and probably ever will

be, a mystery; therefore it would be rash to attribute it to the express couuiiaud of the

Society. Nevertheless, the guilt of the deed weighs, and ever will weigh, upon the Society,

for many reasons which will not l)ear contradiction, etc., etc.," \mque ad tiaiuscam. (Mod-

cm Jfsuit, ch. xi. I.uzerne, W7.) Perhaps the best reply to this tirade may be given in

the words with which Cantii dismisses the ac<'Usatlon. " It lias twen asserted thai Clem-

ent XIV. was poisoned by the .Jesuits. The truth is that the phvslciaiis fouml no tra<t' of

poison In his body. But may we not ask why the Jesuits, if they had the means and the

will, did not commit the crime before thev received the decisive blow : or why they did

not strike the luiwerful inirx who had compelled their suppression, rather than the ucalt

one who had suffered the compulsion?" Hi.^tory nf a Iltuutrcd Years, vol. i.. p. 172.

Florence, If^iS.
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of the anti-Christian phalanx were dead, ere their weapons

were naturalized in France. Then there appeared the Per-

sian Letters of Montesquieu (1) ; the ebullitions of La Met-

trie, d'Argens, Toussaint, Helvetius, Holbach, Naigeon,

Grimm, d'Argental, Saint-Lambert, Turgot, Roux, Diderot,

d'Alenibert ; and more influential than all, the writings of

Voltaire and Jean-Jacques Rousseau. The two last were

easily the leaders of the impious host ; and, as Barruel

says, d'Alenibert was their most cunning agent, the Prus-

sian Frederick II. their protector and counsellor, and

Diderot their forlorn hope.

When treating of Voltaire, all anti-Christian and nearly

all Protestant writers draw their information and sentiments,

either mediately or immediately, from the Life written by
Condorcet, or from the one composed by Duvernet. No
scholar will contest the talent and ability of Condorcet ; but

the reader shall judge whether this author's " philosophical

"

proclivities did not destroy the judicial equanimity which is so

essential for him who would be regarded as a historian.

Commenting on what is undoubtedly the damning sjDot in

the career of Voltaire as a writer, the besmirchal of the

white robe of the sweet virgin of Domremy, the ultra-pane-

gyrist of the " Sage of Ferney " says :
" The enemies of

Voltaire affect to condemn this poem as unworthy of a phil-

osoj)her, as a stain uj)on his works, and even upon his life.

But if it be permitted to regard as useful an effort to render

superstition ridiculous ... if an affectation of austerity of

morals, if an excessive value placed on purity, only makes

hypocrites who are covered by the facile mask of chastity . .

.

if, by leading men to regard as crimes those defects from

which men of honor and conscience have not been exempt,

there results an oppression of even the purest souls by that

dangerous caste (the priesthood) which, in order to govern

(1) When Montesquieu was seized by his last illness, he told his confessor, before receiv-

ing the Last Sacraments, that he had never been an incredulist at heart. This priest.

Father Routh, a Jesuit, detailed the dispositions of his penitent to Gualterio, the papal nun.

eto in Paris ; and in his letter occurs this passage :
" He declared that he had never been

an incredulist ; and that if he had ever injured religion, he had been conquered by a

taste for the new and the singular, by a desire to pass for a superior genius who was above

prejudice and common opinions, and by the wish to merit the applause of those persons

who directed public admiration."
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and trouble the earth, claims to be the exclusive channel of

the justice of Heaven ; then this author must be regarded as

the enemy of hypocrisy and of superstition." The Life
written by Duvernet (1786), although sometimes attributed

to the Marquis de Yillette, was composed with the object of

proving that " Voltaire consumed his life in the destruction

of the great errors which corrupt morality." The judicious

Picot may well style this author " a sort of madman who pro-

fessed a blind enthusiasm" for his idol. Every page of the
work is a tissue of outrages on decency and religion, and of im-
j)iety against God. On neither Condorcet nor Duvernet shall

we depeud for the knowledge requisite for this dissertation.

They should not be ignored entirely ; but the writings of Vol-
taire himself shall form the chief source from which we shall

endeavor to form a correct idea of the most prominent
enemy of the Church in modern times ; of that strange gen-
ius who is the fetich of all modern " liberals," just as he was
the fawning pet of those exponents of monarchical " divine
right," Catharine 11. of Eussia and Frederick II. of Prussia

;

of that vaunted " philosopher " who dared to exclaim :

" Reason was born only yesterday," implying, of course, that

Eeason began with him ; of that Satanic railer who, in

almost his last moments, feared not to boast: "With one
foot in the grave, I shall beat time for a dance with the
other one."

According to the baptismal register of the parish of Saint-

Andre-des-Arcs in Paris, Fran9ois-Marie Arouet was born
in that parish on Nov. 21, 1694, of Francois Arouet and
Marie-Marguerite Daumart. Arouet was an honest hour-

cjeois whose ancestors had been tanners at Saint-Jouin de
Marne since the beginning of the sixteenth century, until his

father, having learned how to manufacture cloth, moved to

Paris, and set up an establishment in the Kue Saint-Denis.

At the time of the birth of Francois-Marie, Arouet was a

notary ; but in 1701 he was appointed to a receivership of

one of the tribunals of the Chambre des Comptes—a posi-

tion which the vanity of Francois-Mario afterward exalted

as that of " treasurer " of the said Cliambre. Mme. Arouet
was more cultured than were most of the boio-geoises of tliat
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day, and her morals were as easy as her manners. A friend

of Ninon de I'Enclos, her house was the resort of numerous

noble roues ; and when Francois-Marie, the last of her five

children, was born, the members of the precious circle won-

dered as to his paternity. If the husband's claim was to be

ignored, as many insisted, the probabilities seemed to favor

Frangois de Castagner de Chateauneuf, commendatory abbot

of Yarennes, who acted as the boy's godfather (1). Of the

five young Arouets, only three lived to maturity ; the eldest,

Armand ; Francois-Marie, of whom we are about to treat

;

and Marie, the sole individual of his family for whom the

prince of cynics cherished the slightest affection. Marie

married Pierre-Fran§ois Mignot, a clerk in the Chambre des

Comptes, and became the mother of the Abbe Mignot, of a

daughter who married a M. Denis, and of another daughter

who married M. de Fontaine. As a babe, Francois-Marie

experienced no mother's care ; indeed, it was due to the zeal

of Chateauneuf that he survived the perils of infancy. As a

child, he never prayed at his mother's knee. His heart, in-

tellect, and soul were left to the mercies of the immoral and

impious abbe ; when he was only three years old, if we may
credit a remark of Chateauneuf to Ninon, he knew by heart

the Moisade of Lourdet, one of the first overt attacks on re-

ligion which incredulity made in France. In his eleventh

year he was placed in the Jesuit college of Louis le Grand

;

but the influence of Chateauneuf, who continued to associate

with the boy during the days of recreation and during the

vacations, more than neutralized the lessons of piety and of

true wisdom which he now received. Violent and continual

headaches compelled the young Arouet to forego a course

of philosophy, and to leave college in 1711, when he had

completed his rhetoric. Two years of dissipation ensued

;

and in the hope that absence from Paris would improve his

morals, his father induced Chateauneuf to procure for the lad

a pageship in the suite of that worthy's brother, then French

aml^assador at The Hague. Scarcely, however, had the can-

didate for reformation arrived in the Dutch capital, than he

began an intrigue with the daughter of a female French

<1) DUVERNET ; Life of Voltaire, p. 11, Geneva, 1786.
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Protestant journalist ; and since the motlier liad resolved to

marry the girl to Jean Cavalier, the ex-leader of the Caniis-

ard bandits, she complained to the ambassador, and the pre-

cocious page was instantly sent back to Paris. Arouet

would now have exiled his son to America, had not many

friends persuaded him to try the effects of the discipline of

a lawyer's office. During the three years which Francois-

Marie was supposed to be devoting to at least some little

acquisition of legal lore, he certainly became an adept in

chicanery and in all the meaner arts which are familiar to

the scum of the legal profession; but nearly all his time was

consumed in debauchery in the society of men like Chaulieu,

La Fare, Bussy, Caumartin, Servien, Sully, and others whose

names j)ersistently confront him who peers into the history

of the Eegency of Philippe d' Orleans. The physical con-

stitution of the young Arouet compelled him to comparative

moderation in the matter of drink ; but in every other kind

of debauchery he yielded to none. His father was thinking

seriously of applying for a Uttre de cachet for his imprison-

ment, when the regent anticipated the request by exiling the

boy to Sully-sur-Loire, because of some verses in which he

had foully libelled that prince. Defamatory verses had

banished Arouet from Paris ; but some fidsomely laudatory

poetry caused the regent to relent, and the poet's punishment

lasted only seven months. However, the offence was repeated;

and fourteenmonths in the Bastille were accorded to the sinner

for reflection. Shortly after Arouet recovered his freedom, he

dropped the name of his family, coolly appro])riated the aris-

tocratic de, and posed ever afterward as " M. de Voltaire "
(1).

Voltaire advanced his first claims to the applause of the

general public by the representation of his tragedy of (Edipe,

on Nov. 18, 1718. The piece pleased the literary world, and

it drove the philosophistic world into ecstasies of delight.

Two of its verses, apparently directed against the priests of

the false deities of paganism, but really attacking the Chris-

tian priesthood (2), were, according to the expression of Con-

(1) It Is generally supposed that he had hitherto signed his name as " Arouet, Junior—

Arouet leJ... " ; and that in an anagram of tliesp letters he discovered " Voltaire."

(2) Aos pn'trcK iic aout ]«(,« vc (jU'un rahi pciqilc prnt>c

;

Notre credulUi /(lit tnutc leur xcience.'" Act IV., scene I.
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dorcet, " the first cry in a war which even the death of Vol-

taire could not terminate." The regent, in spite of the fact

that the malignants of Paris feigned to recognize him in the

incestuous hero of the tragedy, gave a gold medal and a

pension of 1,200 livres to the author. About this time Vol-

taire wrote his Letter to Urania, a collection of the chief ob-

jections of incredulism against Christianity, in which he for-

mally declares :
" I am not a Christian," and raises the ban-

ner of Natural Religion. Nevertheless, on Nov. 4, 1723,

when he was attacked by small pox, Voltaire made his con-

fession. " I confessed, and made my will, w^hicli was not a

long one ; and then I awaited death with great tranquillity."

In the spring of 1721, Voltaire made a second sojourn in

the Bastille. The chevalier de Rohan-Chabot having fancied

himself insulted by the audacious poet, had caused his ser-

vants to cudgel the offender ; and in order to prevent a duel,

all the Rohans had combined to obtain a lettre de cachet for

the plebeian challenger. After fifteen days of imprisonment,

Voltaire asked to be allowed to visit England, and the per-

mission was granted. With the exception of his relations

with Bolingbroke (1), and with that impious nobleman's

(1) Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, born of dissenting parents In 1672, became an

Anglican in his early manhood. Having taken a great part in furthering the Treaty of

Utrecht, he was raised to the peerage. When the House of Hanover mounted the British

throne, Bolingbroke retired to France (1715). It was at his chateau of La Source that Vol-

taire first made his acquaintance. Having become prime minister to James III. (styled

the Pretender), then residing at Bar In Lorraine, he was convicted of high treason In Eng-

land on Sept. 10, 1715 ; and at almost the same time James III. dismissed him for similar

reasons. There seems to be no doubt that Bolingbroke betrayed James in order to obtain

the favor of the Hanoverians. At any rate he was allowed to return to England In 1723.

While In France he married a niece of Mme. de Malntenon, who converted him from the

libertinage which had exceeded that of the roues of the Regency, but who did not succeed

in converting him to Christianity. When he died in 1751, Bolingbroke left his writings to

David Mallet vflth injunctions to publish them. These works, remarked Lally-Tolendal,

are doubly precious, since they are strong against atheism, and weak against revelation.

On Oct. 16, 1754, the Grand Jury of Westminster, imitating the Roman Index which Prot-

estants affect to regard as an engine of obscurantism and of tyranny, denounced the works

of Bolingbroke, especially the Letters to Pope, as subversive of religion, of morality, and

of the government. Certain critics have failed to discern in Bolingbroke either a deist or

an Incredulist ; they Insist that the seductive and learned author was rather similar to one

of the ancient Academicians. But it is certain that he jeers at religion, and strives to

banish its first principles from the heart of his reader. His persistency of purpose is shown

by the fact that he insisted on the posthumous publication of some of his most baneful

writings. He rejects both revelation and the Natural Law. He denies that the Creator

Intended to confer happiness on man. He admits a kind of general Providence ; but de-

nies that it extends over individuals. While avowing the antiquity and the usefulness of

the doctrine of a future life, he contends that it is a fiction of the ancient Egyptians. He
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particular world, we know little concerning the sojourn of

Voltaire in England. He seems to have made no imjDression

on the phlegmatic islanders ; the English writings of the
time barely mention his name. He saw Congreve, whom the

English deemed their Moliere ; he met Clarke, the disciple

and commentator of Newton ; he became intimate with

Swift, the friend and secretary of Bolingbroke, and regarded
as an English Rabelais ; and he tried in vain to win the es-

teem of Pope, whose sincere deism was disgusted with his

licentious tastes and impious mouthings. But the relations

of Voltaire with Bolingbroke were momentous indeed, since

they were the cause of his definitive attachment to that in-

credulism with which he had hitherto merel}- toyed. In ac-

cordance with his aspirations which were ever falsely aris-

tocratic as well as wicked, Voltaire accepted Bolingbroke

as his model, eagerly imbibing from that polluted source

ideas which he was to incorporate afterward in so many of

his writings, especially in those which were directed against

the Holy Scriptures. Voltaire seems to have been dazzled

by the brilliancy of a position to which his imagination had
exalted Bolingbroke, but which the noble incredulist did not

really occupy. Voltaire discerned in Bolingbroke the head

of a grand school of thought, and a type of English intelli-

gence ; he ignored the fact that heretical though it was, Eng-
lish society was still religious in the depths of its heart.

His prejudices did not allow him to understand the religious

crisis through Avhicli England was then passing. "By con-

tact with revolution and party politics," says Maynard, "re-

ligion in England had become deformed, if not in itself, at

least in the ideas formed concerning it. Because of hatred

bolds that the soul is not an immateriu. substance, distiuct from the boiiy. He teaches

that chastity has no foundation in nature ; that it is an Invention of human vanity. He
regards the entire I'rntdtntcli as a tissue of absurdities. He discerns more obscurities in

the New Testament than in the wriluiv's nf I'liito; in it, he insists, there are twocontr-.i-

dlctorv (iospels, one ol Jesus, the dihcr i>f St. I'aul. He luiirajfes the .\postle nf the (ien-

tiles in terms that do not bear repetition. He aeclarestliat t'liristianity has never effected

any good for humanity. Like all of his school, Bolingbroke knew no such thing as mod-
esty. In a letter to Pope he placed himself above all other great philosoiihers and theolo-

gians. A calm and judicial reader of the works of Boliiigbrdke may not agree with

Pope's saying to Swift that the epicurean deist was more than iiiortai wheti he treated of

mundane matters ; but he will certainly hold with Pope that Bolingbroke became frivolous

when he tried to play the theologian.
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for the Stuarts, the Catholic religion was regarded as one of

rebels ; because of hatred for the governing powers, the Es-

tablished Church was termed their instrument ; because of

hatred of the republicans and levellers, the non-conformists

were pronounced stupid or dangerous fanatics. In the

minds of the wits and roues with whom Voltaire associated,

the religious question was comprised in the two words, ab-

surdity and danger. Hence their hatred, or at least an in-

difference for religion, which showed itself either in brutal

attacks, or in a transformation of revealed Christianity into

a species of deism. After Locke, the author of this trans-

formation, came Shaftesbury, Toland, Collins, Tindal, to

whom majiy of the English aristocracy gave the countenance

of their social credit, and of their impiety and corruption.

When Yoltaire saw Christianity thus treated by the higher

classes and by churchmen, naturally he thought it dead in

England. He thought that it would soon die in France ; so

he prophesied, and took upon himself to accomjDlish the

prediction " (1). It was during his residence in England

that Yoltaire published his Henriade, on which he had la-

bored almost unceasingly for ten years, and which contains

the germ of the entire life-work of the author. The Marquis

de Yillette, one of tlie earliest biographers of the cynic, ac-

claims this work as " the most important service ever ren-

dered to philosophy." The subject of the poem, the career

of Henry lY., is a frame on which to hang a number of pic-

tures illustrative of papal and clerical iniquity, and of the

essential fanaticism of true religion. Condorcet, who

thought that reason and religion are necessarily antagonistic,

styles the Henriade "The Poem of Eeason." It is interest-

in<T to learn that Yoltaire, having learned that there was

some talk of prohibiting the circulation of this work, sent a

copy of it to Father Poree, wdio had been one of his teach-

ers in the College of Louis le Grand, asking for his opinion

as a theologian and a literary man. The reply of the Jes-

uit has not come down to us ; but he must have found it an

easy task to unmask the hypocrisy which had led Yoltaire

to say that " not only as an author, but as a Christian, he

(1) VoUaire ; His Life and His WnrJiS, bk. i.. ch. n. Paris, 186S.
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yearned for the esteem of Father Poree." Even as a liter-

ary work, the Henriade was prized by few of its author's con-

temporaries. La Harpe, one of his own school, declared

that in this would-be epic the writer had been wanting in in-

vention ; that he had failed in his plan, in his drama, and in

his' treatment of the wonderful—in. fine, in all that enters in-

to the essentials of an epic. La Beaumelle asked :
" AVho

will read this poem, fifty years from now? " Trublet said

that he " yawned when he read it." No wonder, then, that

Joseph de Maistre remarked : "As to his epic poem, I have

no right to speak of it ; for in order to judge of a book,

one must read it ; and in order to read it, one must be

awake "
(1).

Voltaire returned to France in the early days of 1729,

bearing with liiiii, says his worthy panegyrist, Condorcet, a

consciousness that " he was called to destroy the innumera-

ble prejudices, of which his country was the slave." And

Condorcet tells us how the tremendous task was to be ac-

complished. " He felt that he would succeed, if lie used

a hajopy mixture of audacity and cunning ; now yieldiug to

circumstances, and then profiting by them or causing them

to arise
;
prudently adopting, as necessity demanded, argu-

mentation, pleasantries, the charms of poetry, or theatrical

effects. In fine, he was to render ratiocination so simple

that it would become popular ; so amiable that it would not

frighten frivolity ; so attractive that it would become the

fashion. This grand project inflamed the soul of Voltaire
;

it excited his courage ; he consecrated his life to it, and he

kept his word. The tragedy of Brutus was the first fruit of his

(1)
" Wp do not know." savs Mavnard. " whether Mal^zieu was right when he said that

the FPf-nch have not the epicnnn.l : inii most assuredly uotliin^' was ever less epical that,

the eiffliteenth centurv, that century without naturalness and without faith. Notlnn^j was

ever less epical than Voltaire, who was even less natural au.l more in.rcdiilous than his

centurv. Nothinp could he less epical than the subject choseu by Voltaire for his poem

;

the subject was eutirelv historical, and not at all adapted to that species of poetry. Per-

haps our history presented ordy one subject Uw an epic-Joan of Arc :
and we know how

VOltaIre treated that subject. As to the Ihnriad,, there is nothing epical ni it but the

form, the machinery, the luggaRe : the life and soul of an epic are absent. Reganled from

every point of view, and in spite of many beautiful verses and even of some beautiful pas-

sages It is not to be compared not only with the grand epics which honor humanity, but

even with such minor epics as the Phnrsnlin of Lucan." I'hi .sK,.ni.- In his Ulrrature

nfthf Eiiihttcnth Ccntuni, Vllleniain institutes an interesting cmi.irison between the

PhorxiiUa and the Hetirinili-. (Vol. i.. lesson S.)
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residence in England "
(1). Brutus was represented in 1730,

but it did not please a monarchical audience, and it was

plaj'ed only sixteen times. Its ambitious author had tried

to imitate Shakspeare ; and he failed, just as he afterward

failed in the same attempt when he wrote his Eriphyle,

his Death of Ccesar, and his Zaire. In this same year

a more than ordinarih" irreligious and unpatriotic out-

burst on the part of Voltaire banished him once more

from Paris. The famous actress, Adrienne Lecouvreur, a

w^oman of notorious immorality, had died without having

received the Last Sacraments ; when urged to make her

peace with God, she had replied to the priest by pointing

to a bust of the Marshal de Saxe, one of her paramours, ex-

claiming :
" Behold my universe, my hope, and my God !

"

Such being the manner of her death, the body of the miser-

able woman could not be placed in consecrated ground ; a

coach bore the remains in the dead of night to the spot

where now the Rue de Grenelle meets the Eue de Bour-

gogne, and there, in the presence of only one of Adrienne's

friends, M. de Laubiniere, they were interred. Voltaire im-

mediately apotheosized the deceased in verse. He accused

the men in power of persecuting, when dead, one whom they

had loved while she lived ; he said that his " Saint-Denis
'*

was the street corner where they had laid poor Adrienne (2),

and that there he adored her ; he pitied France, " sleeping

under the rule of superstition" ; he congratulated England,

where alone " mortals dared to think "
(3) ; he proclaimed

London " the rival of Athens," and England " the happy

land which had banished shameful prejudices as well as

tyrants." Voltaire knew that France was not prepared for

this nauseous dose, and he gave copies of the eulogy to only

a few of his friends. But the government heard of the pro-

duction ; and to avoid arrest, Voltaire put forth a report

that he had returned to England ; and then he fled to Nor-

mandy, where he prepared to publish his History of Charles

(1) CONDORCET ; Life of Voltaire, Paris, 1787—Voltaire himself at this period made no

secret of his irreligious designs. In his Correspondence he narrates how Herault, lieu-

tenant of the police of Paris, having warned him to beware lest he destroyed the Christiaii

Religion, he replied :
" That is precisely our object."

(2) The monastery of Saint-Denis was the burial-place of the French kings.

(3) Perhaps the Catholics of England were not mortals.
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XII. (of Sweden), and his Flulosoplncal Letters. Eight

months afterward, he felt tliat it was safe for him to return

to the capital, and in 1732, Cmrles XII, his first attempt at

history, and his first work in prose, saw the light. Just as

Voltaire never did any better work in poetry than that exhib-

ited in his first production, (Edipe, so he never wrote better

prose than is read in Charles XII. And the best critics have

discerned in this history a merit which can scarcely be as-

cribed to any other of Voltaire's lucubrations—a considerable

regard for trutn. Of course, there are many attacks on the

court of Eome, many slurs on priests and nuns, many allega-

tions of priestly ambition, etc. ; but we must expect suck

ebullitions in anything written by Voltaire.

We need to say little concerning Eriphyk and Zaire, both

weak imitations of that Shakspeare whom Voltaire termed

a " barbarian." The former work was hissed from the stage
;

the latter, however, found well-deserved favor even among the

author's opponents, and probably because of the episode of

the crusade, well intertwined with the action of the drama,

and treated in a manner not to have been expected from one

who was wont to ridicule the Holy Wars. In Eriphyle the

cynic had tried to imitate Hamlet ; in Zaire he tried to imi-

tate The Moor of Venice. Comparing the originals with the

imitations, Maynard says :
" Voltaire was vanquished by the

'barbarian' Shakspeare. In naturalness of sentiment and

of language ; in the preparation, jjrobabilities, and progress

of the drama ; Othello is to Zaire that which genius is to tal-

ent. The able, infernal lago is a confidant very different from

the pallid Corasmin ; the tender and elegant Orosmane, who

is not at all oriental, is not to be compared to the ardent

and ferocious Moor of Venice ; and Zaire herself, with her

too French daintinesses, does not affect us like the girlish

and innocent Desdemona." Shortly after the production of

Zaire, death deprived Voltaire of an admirer and an accom-

plice in iniquity, of whom we would make no mention, were

this event not an illustration of our cynic's utter heartless-

ness, as well as of his philosophistic incredulism. During

the previous year he had dwelt in the mansion of the

Baroness de Fontaine-Martel, living at the expense of this
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" goddess of hospitality," although his own income was suf-

ficient to procure for him an abundance of even the luxuries

of life. Voltaire was not the man to reject the favors of the

mistress " of a fine house where he was the master ;
where

every day was one of feasting and amusement ; and where

an annual revenue of forty thousand livres was spent for his

diversion "
(1). He tells us that his baroness was " without

prejudices or weakness "
; and of course that praise signi-

fies that her reputation was bad, as indeed all Paris well

knew (2). He tells us that his hostess was firmly persuad-

ed that " when one is so unfortunate as to be no longer able

to adore Eros, (we eschew the Voltairian language of bro-

thels), then one must encourage others to adore him "
(3).

On Jan. 27, 1733, Voltaire sent to Formont an account of

the death of the woman who had taken him, as both said,

for a " director." Beginning with an allusion to some con-

fectionery which Formont had sent to the baroness, and

which would now be eaten " by her Jansenist daughter," he

continues :
" Imagine, if you can, that it devolved upon me

to tell the poor woman that she had to go. She did not

wish to pay any attention to the customary ceremonies of

departure ; but honor compelled me to see that she died ac-

cording to rule. I brought to her a priest who is half Jan-

senist, half trickster ; and he made a pretence of hearing

her confession, and returned again to do the rest. When
this comedian asked her in a loud voice whether she truly

believed that her God, her Creator, was in the Eucharist,

she replied ' Oh, yes !

' in a tone which would have made me
burst with laughter at a less lugubrious moment."

During the residence of Voltaire in England, he had writ-

ten twenty-four Letters on the English ; but they were not

published until 1734, when, together with three other letters

on the soul, on the burning of Altona, and on the Thoughts

of Pascal, they appeared under the title of Philosophical

Letters. The apparent object of the Letters on the English

was to instruct the French on the state of literature, science,

and morals, among their island neighbors ; but their real

(1) Thus in his Letter to Cideville, Jan. 27, 1733.

(2) Manuel ; The Police of Paris Revealed, vol. ii., p. 125.

(3) Letter to Mme. de Florlan, June 9, 1767.
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scope was the dissemination of the deistic notions whicli lie

liad brought from England. The letters on English poetry

and on the English drama are interesting ; and it may be

said that Voltaire revealed Shakspeare, Dryden, and Pope

to France. But even these literary efi'usions are sj)oiled by

the irreligious reflections with Avhich the author thought to

season, them. Thus, the French were told that there were

no hypocrites in England, because there were no devotees ;

that the English were all " honest men." He outraged the

immense majority of his countrymen by declaring :
" In

England you will not see any imbeciles placing their souls

in the control of others ; nor will you see any petty auto-

crats acquiring a despotic empire over silly women who

were once dissolute and are always weak, and over men who

are even more weak and more desjDicable "
(1). In the let-

ters which treat of religion, Voltaire derides everything that

is Catholic in France ; but he is ecstatic in his praises of

the English dissenters, and especially in his encomiums on

the Quakers. The publication of this work entailed much

trouble on its author ; he would have made a third visit to

the Bastille, had he not fled into the Low Countries. In the

most cowardly fashion he denounced the printer as having

acted without his consent ; as to the letter on Pascal, he in-

sisted tliat he had especially intended to suppress it ; the

printer had ruined him, etc. On June 10, 1734, in accord-

ance with a parliamentary decree, the Fhilosojjhical Letters

were torn and burnt by the public executioner, as " scanda-

lous, contrary to religion, to good morals, and to the respect

due to the ruling powers." Nevertheless, thanks to the in-

tercession of his numerous aristocratic friends, Voltaire was

allowed to return to Paris in March, 1735, Cardinal Fleury,

the prime minister, merely insisting that " he should act like

a wise man, and like one who had reached a certain age."

We shall enter into no details of the life of Voltaire at

Cirey between the years 1734 and 1750 ; the liaison of the

poet with Mme. du Chatelet—a relation which for three

years was one of passion, and for thirteen years a matter of

habit and of interest—having been but an episode in a long

(1) Works of Voltaire, edit. Beuchot, vol. xxxvii.. p. 233.
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career of eroticism. In 1736 appeared the drama of Alzire,

which Voltaire, writing to Formont, announced as " a very-

Christian play, which may reconcile me with some of the de-

vout "
(1). The piece is one of great intrinsic merit ; and

William Schlegel praises it as superior to the other dramat-

ic works of the author :
" Having contrasted the Christian

and the Ottoman morals, Voltaire placed some Spaniards

and some Peruvians in the same picture ; and the difference

between the old and the new world furnished poetry with

an occasion for the use of its brightest colors. Zamore

shows us a savage still free, and 3Ionteze a savage who has

been subdued ; Gusman represents the insolent 23ride of the

conqueror, and Alvarez the sweet charity of the Christian.

Alzire, exposed to the shock of all these opposing interests,

finds herself divided between her souvenirs of the past—her

country, and especially the first choice of her heart, and the

new duties which have become incumbent on her. The com-

bat which ensues is exceedingly touching. Tlie last scene,

where Gusman, wounded unto death, is carried on the stage,

produces sweet and deep emotion. The difference of spirit

between the religions of the two worlds is expressed in ver-

ses of great beauty :
' Know the difference between the dei-

ties whom w'e serve ! Thine order thee to murder and to re-

venge ; but my God, even though thou w'ert to assassinate

me, commands me to pity thee, and to pardon thee '

(2).

These admirable w^ords, which sufiiced to convert Zamore,

are the words which the duke de Guise addressed to a Prot-

estant who had tried to murder him ; but the poet, who ap-

plied them so happily, deserves as much praise as though

he had first conceived them. Of all the productions of Vol-

taire, Alzire seems to me to be the most vigorous and the

most happily arranged "
(3). More in accordance with the

real spirit of Voltaire w^as The Worldling, which soon fol-

(1) Writing to d'Argental in 1735, Voltaire said of Alzire: " If the piece does not seem

to be the worl£ of a good poet, it will at least appear to come from a good Christian ; and

in these times It is better to court the favor of religion, rather than that of poetry.

(2) ^^ Des dieux que noun scrvons connais la difference:

Les tiens font commande le meurtre et la vengeance;

Et le mien, quand ton bras vient de m^assassiner,

UTordonne de te plaindre, et de te pardonner,"

CS) Course of Dramatic Literature.
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lowed Alzire, disgusting even his fellow " philosophers " with
its impudent praise of luxury. In 1738 Voltaii-e undertook
to adapt The FJnlosoj^hy of Neioton " to the capacity of the

public "
(1) ; and he insisted that he " was the first French-

man to explain these matters "
(2), although it was notorious

that Maupertuis had explained Newton in tlie Academy of

Sciences in 1724, and that the same Maupertuis had revised

this very book of Voltaire (3). Yoltaire had fancied that the

scientific theories of Newton could be made to deal a death

blow to the Mosaic system, and therefore to the Gospel of

Christ; hence his zeal for the propagation of the Philosophy

of Keioton (4). The year 1741 witnessed the first representa-

tion of Voltaire's drama of Mahomet ; and the critics agreed

with Fontanelle when he pronounced it " horribly beautiful."

Many of its scenes are grandeur itself, and in virility of dic-

tion few of its author's other works equal it. But the 3Ia-

homet of Voltaire is not the Mahomet of history ; he is sim-

ply a prater of false philosophy and blatant incredulism, a

roue fresh from a salon of the eighteenth century, and not

the false but enthusiastic prophet of Arabia. Mahomet would

never have admitted that it was his intention " to deceive the

universe "
(5). Voltaire termed his hero Tartufc-le- Grand ;

but it would be difficult to discover in the annals of mankind

an instance of hypocrisy so nauseating as Voltaire's dedica-

tion of his 3Iahomet to Pope Benedict XIV. :
" Your Holi-

ness will pardon the liberty taken by one of the humblest,

but one of the most sincere admirers of virtue, in dedicating

to the head of the true religion a work which is directed

against the founder of a religion which is false and barbar-

ous. To whom, rather than to the vicar and imitator of the

God of peace and truth, could I dedicate a satire on the

errors and cruelties of a false prophet ? May your Holiness

(1) Letter to d'Argens, Nov. lit, lim. (2) Letter to Thieriot, June 23, 1738.

(3) So we learn from Voltaire liiniself, In his letter to Maupertuis, dated May 22, 1738.

(4) "Before Laplace, Voltaire had dreamed of a kind of celestial mechanics, which

would render God useless. Theist and not deist, he admitted God, but denied Providence.

How convenient, then, was that (ittravtio)i which replaced providential action ! Montes-

quieu said of the system of Descartes :
' This system relieves God greatly.' The saying

could be applied more justly to the system of Newton. To relieve God; that Is, to expel

God from the world, and do without Him—that was the desire of Voltaire" (Bcnge.vkr ;

Voltaire and Jlis Timci<. Paris, 18;')2.)

(5) "... time faut aider a trompcr Vunivers."
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deign to allow me to lay at your feet botli the book and the

author ; I dare to beg for your protection of the one and the

other. With sentiments of most profound veneration, I

prostrate myself and kiss your holy feet." The object of

Voltaire was to obtain from the Pontiff some little commen-

dation of his talent which he could vaunt as a title for ad-

mission into the Academy—a hope, for the actuation of

which he was then tormenting every power, whether govern-

mental, social, religious, or " philosophical." With that ex-

quisite courtesy which is traditional in the papal court to

a,n extent unknown in any other, and which causes an ac-

knowledgment of the receipt of even trivial productions,

Benedict XIV. replied to the audacious poet, saying that he

" had read the l^eautiful tragedy with great pleasure "
; and

his Holiness even condescended to excuse, by examples

from Virgil, an error of prosody which Voltaire had commit-

ted in a distich which he had placed under a portrait of the

Pontiff.

At this period of his life, Voltaire had already become

historiographer of France, and gentleman-in-ordinary of the

royal bed-chamber—dignities which he owed to the pro-

tection of Mme. de Pompadour, and to the abject servility

which he ever manifested toward the royal ministers. He
had succeeded in persuading Louis XV. that he was " a most

Christian subject of the Most Christian King "
(1) ; and that

he was " favored by Rome," and covered by " the stole of

the Vicar of God "
(2). But his ambition was not satisfied

;

and furthermore, he wished " to erect for himself, in the Acad-

emy, a kind of a rampart against the persecutions which

are suffered in France by a man who writes with a free

pen "
(3). He yearned for a consecration by the literary sen-

ate of his country ; he wished to be invested with the " Ac-

ademic inviolability " which was, in the eyes of literary men,

more precious than the inviolability of the king. But at

that time the French Academy, the daughter of Richelieu

and of Louis XIV., was still devoted to religion, and it real-

ized that it would extend its hand to incredulism when it

(1) Letters to the Marquis d'Argrenson, May 3, and Aug. 10, 1745.

(2) Letter to d'Argental, Oct. 5, 1745.

•(3) Letter to tbe Due de Richelieu, Aug., 1750.
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welcomed Voltaire to its precincts. Again, literary sover-

eignty was dear to the Academy ; and it felt that Voltaire

the Academician would exercise a literary dictatorship, and
one more powerful than that wliich he then wielded. From
1732 to 1746 the Academy resisted all the oj^en and secret

endeavors which Voltaire persistently put forth ; hut finally

it yielded to the influence of the king, who had been per-

suaded by the rival of the Pompadour, the duchess de Chat-

eauroux, who was dominated by the duke de Eichelieu, who
had been devoted to the poet from his youth. But the favor,

or rather the unwilling consent of Louis XV., would not have

vanquished the repugnance of the Academy, had not the

champion liar and hypocrite so defended his orthodoxy, as

to practically disarm his principal clerical opponents, induc-

ing them to feign a belief in his protestations, and to trust

that (if he were insincere) the restraining influence of the

Academy would render him less dangerous than he had

been as a free lance. One of the chief defenders of the re-

ligious integrity of the Academy was Boyer, ex-bishop of

Mirej)oix, and preceptor of the dauphin. In March, 1743,

Voltaire sought the mediation of the Abbe de Rothelin, an

academician, between himself and Boyer. In this letter,

the candidate rejoresents himself as full of " real respect for

the Christian religion," which, he declares, " inspires him

with the determination never to write anything oflensive to

purity." And during the previous fifteen years he has been

engaged in the composition of the pornographic Pucelle. In

witness of his faith, he brazenly appeals to his writings, and

to letters which he has received from Cardinal Fleury, " who
knew his veritable sentiments concerning religion and the

state "
(1). Then he administers a dose of flattery to Boyer :

" This is a reply to the cruel accusations which I have been

obliged to bear ; this is a solemn homage to the truths which

I revere ; this is a guarantee of my submission to the views

(1) At the time when the recently published Philmnphicdl Letters were excitint' the in-

dignation of true Christians and patriotic Frenchmen against their author, Voltaire under-

took to change several passages in the book, and especially In the chapter on Locke, and in

the treatment of " that little hnijaicUr of the immortality of the soul "
( Letter tn CiileriUe,

Dec. 15, 1732.) At the same time he wrote to Formont that he had read to Cardinal Fleury

foe letters on the Quakers, from which he had " carefully cut out everything that might?

terrify his devout and wise Eminence. The poor man does not know what he has lost."
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of those who are preparing the dauphin to be a worthy suc-

cessor of his father." On Feb. 7, 1746, he wrote as follows

to the Jesuit, La Tour, rector of the College of Louis le

Grand :
" 1 declare that if anything has been printed under

my name, which could give scandal even to a sacristan, I am

ready to destroy it ; that I wish to live and die tranquilly

in the bosom of the Catholic, Apostolic, and Koman Church."

We now approach the matter of tlie relations between Vol-

taire and Frederick II. of Prussia, the death of Mme. du

Chatelet in 1749 having rendered the poet free to reside out-

side of France, and the displeasure of Mme. de Pompadour

having disposed him to accept the invitation of a monarch

who appreciated him at his own estimate (1). The first re-

lations of Voltaire with Frederick occurred in 1736, when

the latter was still prince-royal. As a child, Frederick had

been trained by a French governess, Mme. de Rocoules, and

by a French tutor, Duhan. As a youth, he manifested a

passionate devotion to the French language and literature ;

and he was never known to speak or to write in German.

He was wont to say, when still a young man, that he would

like to make Berlin the capital of French art and literature,

and himself their patron, as that office had been vacant,

since the death of Louis XIV. The first letter of Frederick

to Voltaire was dated Aug. 8, 1736. The j^rince, then

twenty- four years of age, begs Voltaire to send him all his

works ; he will prize them " above all the transient and des-

picable goods of fortune "
; he asks the poet to give him les-

sons in literature ; and he signifies a desire to enjoy the com-

pany of so brilliant a man, or at least to see him. Voltaire

replied on August 26. He regretted that his " friendship
"

for Mme. du Chatelet would not allow him to make the

journey to Rheinsberg (then the residence of Frederick).

That journey would be preferable to one to Rome ; for at its

(1) Voltaire dedicated his Tancred to the Pompadour, and because, as he wrote to d'Ar-

gental (June 23 and 29, 1759), he " wished the priests to know that he stood well at court. . .

.

This is not an affair of the theatre ; it is one of state." Unfortunately he said in the dedi-

cation :
" If some censor should disapprove the homage which I pay to you, he certainly

would be the possessor of an ungrateful heart." The intimates of the courtesan made her

believe that this sentence implied that Voltaire thought that she was unworthy of his praise,

and that he appealed to the public to excuse him on the score of hisjinciebtednesstotheroyal

paramour. From that moment the Pompadour was hostile to Voltaire. Memoires ofMme.

de HaxmeU p. 136. Paris, 1824.
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end he would see a prince more worthy than Eome, that city

having nothing to show but churches, pictures, and ruins.

In the correspondence which was thus begun, there was no

lack of compliments on either side. "He treated me as

though I were divine," said Voltaire in later days, " and I

treated him as though he were Solomon. Adjectives cost us

nothing" (1). In Dec, 1736. Voltaire writes : "You think

like Trajan, you write like Pliny, and you speak French like

our best writers. AVhat a difference between men ! Louis

XIV. was a great monarch, and I respect his memory ; but

he did not talk so humainement as you talk, my lord, and he

could not express himself so well. I have seen some of his

letters ; he did not know the orthography of his language."

It is worthy of note that the Prussian reminded the practi-

cally renegade Frenchman of the respect which was due to

the memory of the grand monarch. He replied :
" Louis

XIV. was a great sovereign in very, very many respects. A
solecism, a mistake in orthography, ought not to dim the

Ijiilliancv of a reputation which was founded on so many ac-

tions which have immortalized him. It can be said of him

in every sense :
' Ciesar is superior to grammar.' " The re-

buke was without effect ; for we find Voltaire trying to flat-

ter the German by writing on May 27, 1737 :
" I think that

the French are living in Europe somewhat on their credit,

like a rich man who is being ruined insensibly." No won-

der that on May 30, 1739, he wrote that " he was more the

subject of Frederick than of the king under whose sceptre

he was born." In Nov., 173G, Frederick sent to his " master
"

a bust of Socrates, with whom he compared the Frenchman

in all things excepting that special matter of morals in re-

gard to which both he and the " friend " of Aleibiades had

been cahmmiafed (2). On Feb. 8, 1737, Frederick wrote :

" If ever I go to France, the first question I put will be :

Where is M. Voltaire ? The king, his court, Paris, Versailles,

even the fair sex, will have nothing to do with my visit

;

(1) iroWfs of VnUaivf, vol. xl., p. r)0.

(2)
" Socrates tbe plillosoplier was worlli more than Voltaire : the calumiuatcd Socrates

was the true patron of Frederick, who was Indeed audacious when he chose for a present

the bust which recalled the Infamous accusation which had been made against him."

Maynard; loc. cit.y bk. ii., eh. 4.
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you alone will be tlie object." In July of tlie same year

Frederick sent a kind of ambassador, Kaiserling (" Caesa-

rion") to Cirey. Kaiserling was able to write some bad

French verses, and Frederick had therefore made him a fa-

vorite. Voltaire says concerning the reception of the envoy :

-** I made a beautiful illumination, in which the name of the

prince-royal appeared, with the device :
' The hope of the hu-

man race' "
(1). On May 31, 1740, Frederick became king

of Prussia ; and on June 6, Voltaire received from him a

letter announcing the fact. Voltaire replied, exclaiming :

" What ! You are a king, and you still love me? " and also :

" This is the happiest day of my life." Frederick continued

to urge his " master " to repair to Berlin, and his request

would have been gratified at once, had not Mme. du Chutelet

insisted on accompanying her paramour—a proceeding most

repugnant to the Prussian misogynist, who preferred a

pretty page to all the feminine divinities in the world. " I

wish to see Voltaire," he wrote, " and not the divine Emilie,

who, with all her divinity, is merely an accessory to our

Newtonized Apollo." However, the par nobile fratrum

passed four liapj^y days in company at Meurs, near Cleves,

in Sept., 1740, enjoying themselves exceedingly, writes Vol-

taire, " feasting, and discoursing profoundly on the immor-

tality of the soul, liberty, and the hermaphrodites of Plato."

In the following October, profiting by the absence of Mme.
du Chatelet, Voltaire jDrojected a journey to Berlin, that he

might again " be with an amiable jDrince who would make
him forget the evil treatment he had received in a country

(1> In]this acclamation very little acumen is required to discern, besides the voice of

Voltaire the flatterer and beggar, that of Voltaire the Freemason. Bluntschli, one of the

best accredited of modern Masonic writers, claims for Frederick H. the glory of having
started the hegira of the Revolution. According to the German jurist, the conception of
" the modern state, independent of all theocracy," that is, independent of any admission

of a divine law, should be assigned to the year 1740, the date of Frederick's accession to

the Prussian throne. "The French err," says Bluntschli, when, " in their vanity," they
" date this conception from the year 1789." (General Theory of the State. Nordlingen,

1875.)—During his entire reign Frederick II. was engaged in the organization of Masonry.

Hitherto the Masonic Order of St. John had counted only four degrees ; and in order to put
It In more direct relation with the " Templars," then re-appearing, he organized Scotch

Masonry with twenty-flve degrees, superimposing it on the Masonry of St. John. The rite

created by Frederick was called the Rite of the Princes of the Royal Secret, from the name
of its last grade ; and, with various alterations which date from the end of the eighteenth
century, it is the Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite now practiced in most of the Grand
•Orients. (Monde Macotntiq}(c, 1876 : Articles on the Historu of the Ritefi).
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which ought to be a sanctuary of the arts "
(1). But his

Emilie heard of the design, and so bitterly cursed the Prus-

sian who woukl rob lier of the charm of her life, that it was
with great difficulty that Voltaire was able to depart on Nov.

4, and to meet the king on Nov. 21 at Rheinsberg (2). The
happiness of the two johilosophists was of short duration ;

on Dec. 15 the royal self-fancied adept departed for the cam-

paign which was to result in his conquest of Silesia. This

war, forced by him who vaunted himself the author of th^

Anti-Macliiavelli (3), caused Voltaire much embarrassment;

Mme. du Chatelet expressed his feelings when she wrote to

d'Argental on Jan. 3, 1741 :
" I do not think that there has

ever been so great a contradiction as there is between the

invasion of Silesia and the Anti-3IachiaveUi." Voltaire Avas

esjDecially chagrined because he had sworn to dissolve his

friendship with Frederick, if that prince ever ceased to be

a Marcus Aurelius or a Titus (4) ; and his interested admira-

tion of the Prussian did not prevent his saying to a friend :.

" The invasion of Silesia is a different kind of heroism from

that inculcated in the Anti-MacldavelJi. The cat, metamor-

phosed into a woman, springs on the mouse when she sees

it; and the king casts off his philosoj)hical mantle, and
grasps the sword when he sees a province at his mercy.

After this, put your trust in philosophy !
"

(5). From this

time iiutil his departure for Berlin, Voltaire had only those

relations with Frederick as were entailed by his frequent

correction of the monarch's bad French verses, which were

continually forwarded by the would-be litterateur ; l)ut on

July 24, 1750, he " saluted the angels of the heaven of Ber-

(1) Letter to H^nault, Oct. 31, 1740.

(2) The reader must not fancy that this inclination of Mme. du Chatelet for Voltaire is

any proof that the poet was a lovable man. In spile of her lubricity, the Cliatelet was a

woman devoted to literature and science ; and when Voltaire ceased to he for ner an object

of passion, she still retained him as her teacher. Only habit and avarice induced Voltaire

to continue the connection when he found that Emilie grauted her favors to others, without

any scrupulous regard for his susceptibilities. Duritiir tlie last years of her lift-, Voltaiie

cheerfully consented to her relations with Saint-Lambert, consoling himself by consiirninp

the episiide to verse in the CItniitrc des Sainciis. and by drawing from it the material for

an act in a comedy now lost, but some verses of which he transferred to yaiiiiic.

(3) In 17.39 Frederick had sent to Voltaire the manuscript of a work which he had written

in attempted refutation of 77if I'ruicr of Machiavelll. He hepped his friend to correct,

rearranpe, or even rewrite it as he saw lit. Voltaire accomplished the task, and to hiirf

must be a.scrihed whatever of readable there Is In the essav.

(4) Letter to d'Arpenson, Jan. 8. 1741. (")) Letter to Cideville. March 13, 1741.
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lin " (1). Scarcely liad lie arrived in the Prussian capital,

when Frederick gave to him the gold key of a royal chamber-

lain, decorated him with the Order of Merit, and conferred

on him a pension of 20,000 livres. When in Berlin, he

lodged in the royal palace ; at Potsdam, he had the apartment

of the marshal de Saxe. Frederick did everything possible

to prevent his regretting France. In the morning, Frederick

was king ; in the afternoon, he was the pupil of his guest ; in

the evening, he was a jolly comrade (2). Voltaire soon fan-

cied tliat Berlin and Potsdam were each Paris on the Spree
;

French was spoken always at the court, " German being left

to the soldiers and the horses "
(3). Frederick never tired,

during the first year or two of Voltaire's companionship, of as-

suring him that their friendship would be lasting. "He was

addicted to demonstrations of pronounced tenderness toward

favorites younger than myself ; and once, forgetting that my
hand was not very pretty, he took it in order to kiss it. Then

I kissed his, and that action made himmy slave " (4). The sub-

ject-matter of the conversations held by this precious pair,

when not lubricity itself, may be gathered from this remark of

the " Sage ": " In no part of the world have men ever spoken

so freely of all the superstitions of men ; and never have they

been treated with more pleasantry or contempt" (5). It was

during his residence in Prussia that Voltaire composed his

poem on Natural Religion. It did not please Frederick, who
wanted no religion, either natural or revealed; he thought

that its author " had sacrificed to the prejudice of remorse "
;

and Voltaire excused himself for " having wielded the dagger

(1) When Voltaire presented himself to bid farewell to Louis XV., the king turned his

back on him, aud said to his courtiers :
" There will be one fool less in France." Speak-

ing of this departure for Berlin, Maynard says: " It was a great fault in Louis XV. not to

have conquered his aversion for Voltaire. We know the courtesanesque talents of the

man, his cringing habits, the inexhaustible abundance of his flatteries, his yearning for

honors and for an oflicial position. It would have been easy to fasten his arms with rib-

bons, to close his mouth with compliments, to check some of his baneful activity with a

political mission. Of course, these things would not have made him a good Christian or a

good citizen ; but thev would have prevented him from doing harm. By allowing him to

depart for Prussia, they sent him to his last .school of corruption ; by forbidding his return

to Paris, they forced him to build that fortress of Ferney, whence, for twenty years, he
directed so many attacks against all our religious and civil institutions." Lnc. cit, bk. IL.

ch. 6.

(2) Letters to d'Argental, July 24, 17.50; to Thibouville, Aug. 1 ; to d'Argental, Aug. 7.

(3) Letter to his niece, Mme. Denis, Aug. 22, 17.t0.

(4) Memoires, in the Works, vo\., xl. 86. (5) Ibi.
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with respect, although he had treated human absurdities as--

they deserve." He added :
" The real object of this work is

toleration, and the presentation of your example to others -,

Natural Religion is merely a pretext." And he promised to

revise the poem, so as to make it " conform to the views'" of

Ms Majesty (1). However, the naturalism of the work should

have satisfied the most unmitigated incredulist. The author

pretends to inculcate a universal morality which shall be

independent of any idea of God :
" Be just ; all the rest is

indifterent." But he does not tell us what he means by
" just "

; he gives no idea of the origin, nature, or sanction

of his law. Did he propose that men should follow the

Natural Law as it was exemplified at Potsdam, where the

order of the day was against nature ? He says that his ob-

ject is the preaching of toleration ; but his idea of toleration

is the concentration of all religious interests in the hands of

the state :
" He who leads soldiers can govern priests." At

this period Voltaire began his PhUosophiccd Dictionary, which

has been styled the Encyclopedia of Voltaire, just as the

Babel of Diderot was the Encyclopedia of that century.

Then also Voltaire wrote, as an apology for the famous Abbe

de Prades (2), the Tomb of the iSorhonne ; and soon afterward

he published his Age of Louis XIV., on which he had been

engaged for twenty years. This work is in many respects

the best ever written by Voltaire ; he said of it that it was

his " favorite sultana, all the others having been mere pa.s-

sades "
(3). Maynard, who is never prone to praise a Vol-

tairian production, regards it as "a beautiful and grand

book," and he thinks that as yet no work has appeared to

give us better means of " forming a general idea, a kind of

(1) Letter to Frederick, Sept. 5, 175a.

(2) Jean-Martin de Prade;<, a priest of the diocese of Montaiiban, was a friend of Diderot,

and one of his collaborators in the Encydopedia. In 1751 he defended in the Sorbonne a

thesis in which there were several materialistic propositions, and notably a comparison

oetween the miracles of Oiir Lord and the marvellous cures of Esculapius. A few doctors^

who either had not read it, or had read it carelessly. Rave to it their written approbation ; but

at lenRth the thesis was condemned by the Sorbonne, by the parliament, and dually by Pope

Benedict XIV. The author was banished from Paris, and proceeded to Berliu, where Vol-

taire welcomed him, and Frederick made him his reader-ln-ordinary, in succession to

another Frenchman, La Metrle. who had just died. However, Pe Prades was unworthy of

the favors of Voltaire and Frederick ; he was so unphilosophlcal. that he sent a full retrac-

tation to the Pontiff in 17.'j4, and he was restored to his rights in the Sorbonne. PiCOT;

Inc. at., vol. Hi., p. 185. (3> Letter to Cidevllle, June 26. 1735.
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panorama, of the times of Louis XIV." Nevertheless, th«

same judicious author says that while Voltaire saw all the

exterior part of the drama, the actors and the decorations,

his lack of moral sense and of religious perceptions caused

the soul of the piece to escape him. " Hence came the weak-

nesses of the author of The Wordling in favor of that luxury

which, in the long run, is fatal to the strongest of civiliza-

tions, but in which he would have all civilization consist.

Hence came the weaknesses of the courtier in favor of royal

mistresses, so that he might flatter Mme. de Pompadour.

Hence the inability of the impious man to raise himself to

the level of religious personages such as Bossuet, to whom
he assigns a wife (1) ; of Fenelon, whom he places in the

ranks of materialism (2) ; and of many others whose gran-

deur he diminishes. Hence his misintelligence of all that was

grand in the religious disputes of the time, which he can regard

only on their ridiculous side. Hence his misunderstanding of

religion itself, which for him is merely an embarrassing and

hateful accessory, but which was really the soul and life of the

seventeenth century. Hence it is that his book, whatever may
be its remaining beauty, desinit in piscem "

(3). For many
years this specious work has been one of obligatory study

in all the lycees and colleges in France which depend from

the University, and it forms an important feature in the ex-

aminations for the baccalaureate. That the reader may
understand the almost certain effect of this interference of

the French government in propagating the poison distilled

by Voltaire, we subjoin the following passages :
" The

spiritual authority of the Pope, always somewhat mixed

with the temporal, is noiv destroyed and abhorred in one-half

of Cltristendom ; and if in the other half he is regarded as a

father, he has children ?(;Ao sometimes properly and success-

fully resist him. The maxim of France is to regard him as

a sacred but enterprising personage, whose feet must be

kissed, but ivhose hands must sometimes be tied. The Pope
grants Bulls (of investiture) for all bishoprics ; and he ex-

presses himself in these Bulls as though he conferred these

(1) For a refutation of this foolish and absurd calumny, see Bausset's Life of Bossuet,

in the Appendix.

(2) See ch. xiii. of this volume. (3) Loc. cit, bk. 111., ch. 1.
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dignities by liis own authority. . . . The religious whose chief

superiors reside in Home are so many immediate subjects of

the Pope residing in every country. ... To swear fidelity to

any other than one's own sovereign is high-treason in a lay-

man ; in the cloister it is an act of religion. The difiiculty

of knowing just how far one is obliged to obey this foreign

sovereign, the ease with which one may be deceived, the

satisfaction of rejecting a natural obligation in favor of an-

other which one has assumed for one's self, the spirit of re-

volt, the evils of the day, have often led entire orders of re-

ligious to obey Borne, in defiance of their oivn country. . . . Art

and subtlety have enabled Rome to preserve all that she has

acquired, and which no other power would have been able to

preserve "
(1). These lies and insults to Home are but sam-

jDles of those which The Age ofLouis XIV. presents on nearly

every page. Voltaire anticipated grand results from this

work ; although his love of country was nil, he hoped for

the " philosophical " future of France. Writing to Servan,

the advocate-general, in April, 1766, he said :
" France ar-

rives slowly, but she arrives. Ordinarily we are neither

sufficiently profound, nor sufficiently daring. Our magis-

tracy has indeed ventured to combat a few of the papal pre-

tensions ; but it has never had the courage to attack them

in their source. It opposes a few irregularities ; but it al-

lows a man who wishes to marry his niece to pay an Italian

priest 80,000 francs for the privilege. It tolerates the an-

nates ; it utters no protest when bishops say that they arc

such ' by the grace of the Holy See '
; it has accepted a Bull

which is a monument of insolence and absurdity. It was

courageous and fortunate enough to avail itself of an occa-

sion to expel the Jesuits ; but it dares not to prevent monks

from receiving novices who are less than thirty years old.

It allows the Capuchins and Recollects to depopulate our

rural districts by enlisting our young husbandmen. But it

must be admitted that we are im})roviug
;
philosophy has

shed the light of a new day upon us."

Voltaire remained a member of the " Council of Berlin,"

as Frederick termed the assembly of his irreligious inti-

(1) Chap. 2.ancl 14.
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TQates (1), duriDg tliree years. The poet certainly longed for

the air of France ; and he was assuredly tired of " wash-

ins the dirty linen " of his royal host, as he termed his task

of correcting the blunders in the king's literary effusions.

But it is probable that he would have persevered in an em-

ployment which was pecuniarily profitable, had not Frederick

hearkened to the accusations of the other French refugees,

and allowed him to see that his further sojourn in Prussia

might entail imprisonment on him. He departed from Pots-

dam, rather as a fugitive than as a guest who was regretted,

on March 26, 1753 ; and when he arrived at Frankfort, he was

arrested by order of Frederick, in order that his baggage might

be searched, and that he might be deprived of " all letters

written by the august hand of his Majesty, and of a book "
(2),

as well as of his key as chamberlain, and of his cross of the

Order of Merit. This arrest in a free city, where the Prus-

sian king had not a shadow of jurisdiction, was never forgot-

ten by Voltaire ; but his own account of the trouble, espec-

ially of the practical imprisonment of his niece and himself

(1) The principal members of tbis coterie were, besides Voltaire, that La M^trie who had

preceded the Abbe de Prades as reader to the king, the baroa d'Argens, and Algarotti.

La Metrie was a French physician whose MachiavelU in Medicine had excited the Ire of

the Parisian Faculty, and caused him to flee to Berlin. Frederick had no confidence in his

medical ability ; but he was amused by an auaacious immorality which rivalled his own.

When La Metrie, who was a veritable hog in matters of the table, had died because of an

unusual gorging, Frederick inquired whelber there had been any formalities at his demise

;

and when he learned that the wretch died "like a philosopher," he immediately composed
a funeral oration, and caused it to be read in his name before the Academy of Berlin. The
monarch also testified his appreciation of the dead Epicurean by assigning a pension of 600

livres to an abandoned woman whom La Metrie had brought from Paris ; and he knew
that, at that very time, the wife and children of the deceased were dying of starvation.

Perhaps, however,;this latter fact ought not to surprise us ; for Frederick allowed his owti

wife to want the necessaries of life {Meimnrcs of Voltaire, in the IFor/is—Letter to Riche-

lieu. Jan. 27, 1752—Correspoudence, passim). At the same time that La Metrie died, a

Count Rothenburg also departed ; and when it was rumored that a priest had attended

him, Frederick was not content until he learned that the count had been " caluminated"

(Letter to Mine. Denis, Jan. 18, 1752). The marquis d'Argens, called by Voltaire his

" Dear Isaac," because of his infamous Jewish Letters, made his living by submitting to

all the humiliations which Frederick could heap upon him. Count Algarotti, a Venetian,

was a learned man, and a fine critic in matters of art ; but of loose morals and of no faith.

He frequently resided at Cirey with Voltaire and Mme. du Chatelet. When he died In

1764, Voltaire eulogized him in the Gazette Litterairc, June 27.

(2) So wrote Fredersdorff, the factotum of Frederick, to the Prussian resident agent in

Frankfort, the baron Freytag. The " book," as Fredersdorff soon afterward explained to

Freytag, was a collection of some of Frederick's essays at poetry. Voltaire afterward de-

rived much amusement from the remembrance of Baron Freytag's search after what he

pronounced and spelled as " the poeshie " of the king, his master {Memoires, in the Workt,

vol. xl., p. 93).
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during thirty-six days, shows that he manifested an ut-

ter lack of ordinary dignity in the whole affair (1). Hav-
ing escaped from Prussia, he wandered for nearly two years

in Alsace and Lorraine, and then j)urchased a pretty estab-

lishment on the banks of the Lake of Geneva, which he

named Les Delices, and there he prej^ared to publish the

most abominable of all his works, the diabolically infamous

Pucelle. According to Longchamj^ (2) and Voltaire him-

self (8), this poem had its origin quite appropriately in a

midnight orgy in the house of the duke de ilichelieu, at as

early a date as 1730. The bacchanals had been ridiculing

the poem of Chapelain, in which that author had followed

history so closely as to represent the Maid of Orleans as

jDossessed of heroic sanctity ; and their beclouded brains

and fetid hearts naturally denounced the idea as unworthy

of acceptation by a " philosopher." They appealed to Vol-

taire, whom they regarded as a past-master in lubricity, to

assume the task of showing the " real " Joan of Arc to the

world. A few days afterward, the sacrilegious wretch read

to the same company a rough draft of four cantos of the

Pucelle : and the aj^plause encouraged him to continue the

work. From that time, at frequent intervals during thirty

years, his polluted faculties were engaged in besmirching

the sweet child of Domremy, the saviour and glory of that

France which he did not love, the personification of Catholic

patriotism (4). In 1735, we find him alarmed, because sev-

eral cantos of the poem had begun to circulate in Paris ; he

had meant to restrict the knowledge of his production to his

boon companions. In this emergency, Mme. du Chatelet

seized on the manuscript,' and locked it \\\) in her own desk.

Notwithstanding this precaution, Frederick II. wrote to Vol-

taire in Sept., 1743, that he possessed six of the ten cantos

that had been so far composed ; and it is interesting to note

that at the battle of Sohr in 1745, these six cantos were found

in the king's military chest, and afterward sold in Holland.

(1) m.Wrs, vol. xlviii., p. aVi— n»i, vol. Ivi., p. 338, 2311—Voltaire at Frauhfort, by

Vartiliiitrcii d'Eiise. Lcipsic. 1859.

i'i) Mcmtiircs of Loiinilunnp, p. 184.

(3) Letter to the Marquis Albcr^riitl-Capncelli, Dec. S?. ITOO.

(4) See our vol. Hi., ch. 4.
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During the next seventeen years many editions of a portion

or of the whole of the PnceUe appeared ; but Voltaire was
careful to disavow them. Finally, in 1762, he published an

authorized edition, and with illustrations fully as obscene as

the text. It was from this sewer into which he had been

pouring, for many years, all the impieties and obscenities

which had infected his imagination, that Voltaire had drawn
the material for the recreation of the Prussian queen-mother,

during many evenings of his sojourn in Berlin, while the prin-

cess Amelia eagerly imbibed the poison (1). This was the fetid

mass which very man}' of the j^resumedly polite society of

the eighteenth century acclaimed, in the words of the duke
de Richelieu, as " a real Breviary "

(2). As some author has
well said, Paris and Berlin welcomed it ; Sodom would have

rejected it.

Toward the end of 1757 Voltaire purchased the estate of

Ferney, about a league from Les Delices ; and here he re-

sided for twenty years, emitting a number of writings which
caused the philosophists of the day to style him the " Sage
of Ferney," and keeping up a correspondence which contin-

ually grew more bitter and irreligious. It was in 1760 that

he first introduced into his writings that epithet, Vinfdme,

as an expression of his hatred for the Catholic Church.
He generally w^rote it in a truncated form, Vhf.

.

. ; and us-

ing the initial letters of his war-cry, ecrasez Vinfdme, " crush
the infamous thing," he composed a kind of cabalistic ex-

pression, Ecrlinf, which he opposed to the monogram of Our
Lord, and to the inscription on His sacred cross. The spirit

which Voltaire now manifested more virulently than in his

earlier years, and with which he inoculated such of his cor-

respondents and readers as had not already possessed it,

may be learned by a perusal of a few extracts from the let-

ters which he wrote and received during his residence at

Ferney. " The Christian religion is an infamous religion,

an abominable hydra, a monster which a hundred invisible

hands must pierce. . . . Philosophers must scour the streets

in order to destroy it, just as missionaries travel over land

(1) Letter of Voltaire to the duchess of Saxe-Gotha, Oct. 9, 1755.

<2) Letter to the duke de Richelieu, ia the Collection of 1856, vol. 1., p. 252.
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and sea in order to proj^agate it. Thev must dare every-
thing, risk everything, even unto being burnt, in order to

destroy it. Crush, crush the infamous thing !—All Chris-

tians, no matter what their professions, are baneful creatures,

fanatics, knaves, impostors, enemies of the human race, who
lie with their Gospels—The Christian religion can be ap-

proved only by those to whom it gives power and riches

—

The atheist is more virtuous than one who believes in God.
The intelligence presiding over nature does not trouble it-

self with our crimes ; nor ought it punish them in another
life—The soul is not distinct from the bod3\ After death,

comes nothing. That system which recogniz:es no soul, a
system which is the most audacious and astonishing of all,

is really the most simple of all—Every animal has ideas

which he combines up to a certain j)oint ; and man, in this

resjDect, differs from other animals only as a greater from a

lesser—We are little wheels in the great machine ; little

animals with two hands and two feet, like the monkeys, but
less agile than they are, although just as comical—We must
render the infamous thing and its upholders ridiculous. The
monster must be attacked from all sides, and be expelled

from good society. It is fit only for my tailor and my lack-

ey. It must be banished from among respectable peoj^le,

and be left to the lower orders, for whom it was made "
(1).

The admirers of Voltaire are, of all men, the most noisy in

their prattle about the dignity of man, about liberty and
equality, and above all, about toleration; 'and nevertheless,

these extracts are an e^^itome of their master's teaching on

those matters. Some of the communications between Vol-

taire and Fredrick II. (made in spite of the affair of Frank-

fort) are worthy of note. " It is too bad, Sire, that notliiug

can be gained b}- punishing Friar Gauganelli (Poj^e Clement

XIV.). Would that he had some fine domain in your neigh-

borhood, and that you were not so far from (the sanctuary

of ) Our Lady of Loreto. But while the empress of Russia

(1) Voltaire to Danillaville, Dec. 14, ITtU—V. to d'Alemliprt, Aug. 10, 1707 ; nud June

26, irCC—v. to Frederick, Jan. 5. 17(5)!—V. to Thieriot, Jan. 26, 1762—V. tod'Alembert, Aupr.

29, 1757—V. to Diderot, Deo. »">, 17r)7—V. to M. d'Epinay, Sept. 20, 1700-D'Aleiiiliert to

Frederick, Feb. 1, 1771 ; and Dec. 18, 1770—Fredericli to Voltaire. Oct. 3. 1770: and Dec. 28,

1774—D'Alembert to Voltaire, In the Worlis of d'Alembert, vol. xv., p. 325—V. to d'Alem-

bert, Oct. 18, 1760.
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is leathering the hide of the vicar of Mahomet, why do you

not attend to the vicar of Simon Bar Jona ? You two could

purge the earth of two indecencies " (1). Frederick 11.

seems to have believed, at this period of his life, that the

last hour of the Papacy had already been sounded. The

king Kadosch writes to his brother-Mason :
" What an un-

happy day for the Court of Rome ! It is openly attacked

in Poland ; its body-guards are chased out of France and

Portugal, and the same thing will probably happen in Spain.

The philosophers are openly undermining the foundations

of the Apostolic throne ; the conjuring-book of the magician

is understood ; its author is splashed with mud ; toleration

is preached. The Church has been stricken with a terrible

apoplexy ; and you luill have the consolation of burying her,

and of loriting her epitaph, as you did for the Sorbonne.

The Englishman Woolston, according to his calculation,

gave to the infamous tldng two hundred more years of life

;

but he could not calculate on what has recently happened (2).

We must destroy the prejudices which form the foundation

of this edifice. This is what Bayle began to do; many

Englishmen have continued the work ; and it has been re-

served to you to accomplish it "
(3). And sliortly after this

encouragement, the crowned re-organizer of Masonry wrote :

"It will not be given to force to destroy the infartious thing.

It will perish by the arm of truth, and by the seduction of

interest." Then he suggests that all the sectarians concen-

trate their efforts for the destruction of all religious orders.

" Every government which resolves to effect this destruction

will be a friend to our philosophers. Here, then, is a little

project which I submit to the consideration of the patriarch

of Ferney. It will be for him, us the father of the faithful, to

execute it "
(4). Voltaire replied :

" Your Majesty says right-

ly that the infamous one will never be destroyed by force of

arms. Arms may dethrone a Pope, dispossess an ecclesias-

tical elector, but they will not destroy imposture. I cannot

understand why you did not obtain, by tlie last treaty, some

fat bishopric that would defray the expenses of the war j

(1) Voltaire to Frederick, June 8, 1770. (2) Woolston died in 1733.

(3) Feb. 10, 1767. (4) March 34, 1767.
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nevertheless, I realize that only the weapons of reason will

destroy the Christ-worshipping superstition. Your idea of

attacking it through the monks is the idea of a gi'eat gener-

al. If the monks are once abolished, error will be exposed

to universal contempt. Much has been written in France

on this matter ; everybody talks about it ; but the grand

affair is not yet sufficiently developed. In France people

are not yet sufficiently daring ; devotees are still es-

teemed "
(1). Writing to the marquis de Yillevielle, one of

the adepts, the " father of the faithful " says :
" I rejoice

with my brave knight on the expulsion of the Jesuits. . .

.

Would that we could exj^el all the other monks, who are

just as bad as the rascals of Loyola ! If rein is given to the

Sorbonne, it will be worse than the Jesuits. We are sur-

rounded by monsters. We embrace our worthy knight, and

warn him to keep his work hidden from our enemies "
(2).

In 1764 Yoltaire published his Portable Philosophical

Dictionary, which he had begun during his sojourn at the

court of Frederick II. When d'Alembert and Diderot began

the celebrated Encyclopedia, Yoltaire declared that he
*' would feel greatly honored by being allowed to contril)ute,

however unworthily, to the grandest and most beautiful

monument of the nation and of literature "
(3). And in fact

he became the very soul of the enterprise ; aiding it by his

criticisms, and furnishing some of its best articles—best in-

asmuch as they are frankly wicked, and therefore less dan-

gerous than most of the contributions of his collaborators.

But when, thanks to the patronage of Choiseul, Malesherbes,

and the Pompadour, the " monumental " work was nearly

completed, its founders and its best architects were disap-

pointed. Yoltaire wrote :
" It will never be other than a

confused medley. ... It is an edifice, built partly of marble,

and partly of mud. . . . Too much dirt is mixed with the pure

gold "
(4). And d'Alembert replied :

" It is like Harlequin's

coat—a few bits of fine cloth, and the rest rags "
(5). Diderot

was no more contented :
" It is a whirlpool into which rag-

( 1 ) A prll 5, 1767. (2) April 27, 1767.

(3) Letter to d'Alombert, Dec. 0, 1755.

(4) Letter to Bertrand, March 22, 1759 ; to d'Alembert, Oct. 28, 1769.

<5) Letter to Voltaire, Feb. 2:.', IT").
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pickers have thrown, pell-mell, an infinity of things good,

bad, and abominable ; true, false, and uncertain ; all inco-

herent and incongruous." The shortcomings of the Ency-

cloijedia impelled Voltaire to give the Philosophical Diction-

ary to the world. The character of the book may be per-

ceived in the fact that when a part of it was read to nine or

ten of the author's philosophistic guests at Ferney, the fren-

zied applause was interrupted by this blasphemous exclama-

tion :
" Gentlemen, I think that Christ will feel pretty bad-

ly after this is read "
(1). In 1769 the Essay on The Morals

and Spirit ofNations appeared, with an introduction on the

Philosophy of History, which our cynic had written in 1765.

He termed it " a picture of human miseries, follies, and

atrocities, from the time of that illustrious brigand, Charle-

magne, to our own days." The author takes his reader

" through all the lunatic asylums of the world," and shows
" to what an extent the human race is silly, wicked, and

mad "
(2). From this work the French are to learn that

they " have been imbeciles and barbarians for twelve hun-

dred years "
; that they are " blackguards in every sense,"

or merely a " race of monkeys "
(3). As for the introduction

to this essay, the pretended Philosophy of History, its entire

spirit is indicated by the writer when he remarks :
" I think

that the best way of attacking the infamous thing is to j)i*e-

sent no appearance of wishing to assail it ; to unravel a little

the chaos of antiquity, and to show how we have been de-

ceived in everything—how everything is modern which we

have regarded as ancient, and how ridiculous is everything

which we have deemed venerable "
(4). Then he feigns to

describe the ancient Indians and Chinese, ever displaying

an ignorance of those peoples which makes him the laugh-

ing-stock of a true orientalist. To the glorification of these

pagans he serenely sacrifices the antiquity and unique ce-

lebrity of the Jews ; he affects to find among them the cradle

of the human race, the first whisj^erings of the name of God,

(1) Letter to d'Alembert, Sept. 7, 1764.

(2) Letters to d'Argental, Jan. 20 ; to Dupont, March 10; toBurlgny, May 10; to Thieriot,

June 2, 1757.

(3) Letters to d'Argental, June 21 ; to Mairan, Aug. 16, 1767; to Mme. de Deffand, Ocb

13, 1769.

(4) Letter to Damilaville, July 13, 1764.
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and the source of Christianity, despite the fact that they

have no authentic history of their origin and no reliable tra-

ditions concerning their ancient condition. When he comes

to the Christian era, our philosophaster still more coollj

ignores the propriety of adducing proof in support of sur-

prising assertions. It was to be exj)ected that he would

deny the Petrine succession in the Eoman Pontificate, and

that he would find no traces of any ecclesiastical hierarchy

whatever among the early Christians ; but it required much
audacity to assert that Nero was no persecutor of the new

religion, and that the other Eoman emperors afflicted its

professors but slightly. When he approaches the Middle

Age, which he describes as a chaos, he blames the priests,

in the same fashion as Gibbon blames them, for the destruc-

tion of the ancient society, all the good in which those

priests had saved and j)i'eserved for our benefit. Every

great Pope is represented as either a fool, a madman, or a

monster of iniquity. And how he rejoices when Islam

threatens to destroy the hated Christian civilization ! Truly,

this work was appropriately dedicated to the author's fel-

low-philosopher, the German Messalina who was then the

head of Eussian " Orthodoxy," Voltaire's " St. Catharine."

For some time previous to the publication of his Fhiloso-

2ohy of History and its companion Essay, the " Sage of Fer-

ney " had meditated on a transfer of his base of operations

to some place in Germany ; and he had even devised a spe-

cies of philosophistic convent, the members of which should

devote all their energies to the campaign against Vinfiime. He
was confident that he could rely on the entrance of Diderot,

d'Alembert, Damilaville, and Holbach, into his institution
;

and we find him writing to Damilaville, on July 25, 1766 :

" I have no doubt that if you were to fix your residence at

Cleves, together with Plato (Diderot) and a few other friends,

very advantageous terms would be offered to you. We would

establish a printing-office which would produce considerable ;

and we would undertake a more important manufacture

—

that of truth. The secret must be made known onl}' to those

who intend to found the colony ; and you must be sure that

these quit all things in order to join you. Eest assured tk.f
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a great revolution will be effected iu the minds of men, and

that two or three years will suffice to make an eternal epoch."

And on Aug. 6, he writes :
" Six or seven hundred thousand

Huguenots left their country for the sake of the absurdities

of John Calvin (1), and shall we not find a dozen sages who

will make the least sacrifice for universal reason ? " Fred-

erick 11. cheerfully promised his protection and other aid

for the projected colony, as Voltaire termed it ; but after

some agitation of the subject, the sworn enemies of Vinfdme

declined to accept the plan of campaign which their leader

had devised. They insisted that the}^ were persecuted in

Paris, but they could not abandon the pleasures of the bril-

liant capital. In vain did the hoary patriarch of incredu-

lism cry :
" All is ready for the openiug of our manufactory

;

more than one sovereign claims the honor of protecting you
;

from the banks of the Rhine to those of the Oby you will be

favored
;
you have no excuse for living under the axe, for

cringing before fanaticism in a corner of Paris, when you

can kill the monster. Give me only two zealous disciples,

and three or four years of life and health, and I swear that

I shall conquer "
(2). In his chagrin, Voltaire acted as he

had ever acted in regard to any of his productions which had

been badly received, or had threatened to injure him ; he

denied that he had ever dreamt of the colony of " philoso-

phers "
(3). Then he begged his quondam pupil and boon

companion, Frederick II., to supply the need of the abortive

academy by encouraging some publisher of Berlin to reprint

and spread throughout Europe the writings of the sons of

reason ; and he concluded his appeal with this outburst of

impotent rage :
" When I reflect that an imbecile like Igna-

tius found a dozen proselytes to follow him, and that I can-

not find three philosophers to follow me, I am tempted to

believe that human reason is good for nothing "
(4). The

fact is that the " Sage of Ferney " had lost his influence over

many of his most brilliant disciples. A school of atheists

(1) Of course Voltaire credits tlie most exaRgerated of the Protestant estimates of the

emigrating Huguenot numbers. For the real number of the exiles, see p. 279.

(2) Letters to Damllaville, Aug. 18, 25, 31 ; and Oct. 28. To d'Alembert, Aug. 35, 1766.

(3) Letters to d'Argental, Aug. 15 ; to the duke de Richelieu, Aug. 19 ; to Mme. du Def-

faud. Sept. 24 ; to Collini, Oct. 23, 176C.

(4) Letters to Frederick, Apiil 5, 1767, and Nov., 1769.
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and so-called Republicans had been formed at tlie very feet

of tbe deistic and anti-democratic master ; and the leader of

this school was Diderot. Holbach was a species of lieuten-

ant of Diderot ; and in his System of Nature he advanced

theories which Voltaire detested. According to Grimm, the

repugnance of Yoltaire in regard to this System was due to

the fact that the patriarch " feared that the work would de-

stroy his ritual, and that he would go to the devil with it " (1).

For twenty years Feruey might have been styled, in one

sense, the metropolis of Europe ; for no continental tourist

could then return to Paris, Madrid, St. Petersburg, Berlin,

and especially to London, without being asked, " Have you

seen Yoltaire ? " No king in Europe had so many eager ad-

mirers waiting in his anti-chambers, as constantly thronged

in the corridors or gardens of the Encyclopedic Mecca. A
Benedictine folio would no more than suffice to contain the

names ofthe English lords, peers of France, gi'andees of Spain,

and nobles from every country in Europe, who considered as

the happiest day of their lives that on which they received a

word or even a nod from Voltaire. Especially gratifying to

the impious and polluted cynic was the adoration which he

received from women, some of whom had not yet denied God,

and were still pure. Mme. de Genlis tells us that many of

the female visitors took it for granted that in the presence

of the idol they should become abnormally tender, and rush

into hysterics of mixed admiration and amorousness. " They

threw themselves into his arms, stammered, wept, and felt

or feigned the pangs of the most passionate love. A respect-

ful calm or an exquisite politeness would have been regard-

(1) Unedited Correspondence of Grimm and Diderot. Paris, 1810-Philosophist though

he was, Grimm was wont to criticize the works of the " master " very severely. Speaking

of the ITisfnrii o/ the Cznr Peter, he says: " M. de Voltaire has no vocation for the writ-

ing of l)istory ; for that task a grave and profound genius is re(iiiisit('. Buoyancy, facil-

ity, grace- things that make Voltaire so seductive a philosopher, and the first wit of his

time, are not compatible with the dignity of history. The very rapidity of his style soon

displeases. The march of history is grave and deliberate ; that of the Czar is always a

run. If M. de Voltaire had possessed real talent for history, we would have observed it in

his ES.W1/ 0)1 General ITistoru : but no one can say that tliis Is the work of a historian."

It is refreshing to hear this
" philosopher " commenting on Voltaire's Phih>^i,),hii of 7fi.s-

forj/ in these terms : " We must admit that this work is frequently dry, dismal, and slial-

low. The Abbe Bazin (the )io)h de pfiniir used by Voltaire in this production* is not enough

of a pliilosopher. and he is not in thorough good faith. He denies many verified facts.

He judges of everything by our customs." Grimm even had the audacity to termMsmas-

4«r " a sublime Pantaloon."
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ed as an impertinence or an absurdity. Etiquette required

the women to kiss the wrinkled old monkey "
(1). There

was one woman, however, and the one whom he petted the

most, whom he styled "his beautiful philosopher," and whose
immorality rendered her worthy of the title, who fell into

none of these ecstasies. The famous marchioness d'Epinay,

the protectress of Rousseau, writes as follows :
" I would not

wish to live with Voltaire for any length of time. He has
no fixed principles. He counts too much on his memorj^,

and he often abuses it ; I find that it injures his conversa-

tion. He repeats more than he sajs, and allows no one else

to say anything ; he does not know how to converse, and he
crushes one's self-esteem. He always appears to be mock-
ing at everything, even at himself. He has no philosophy

in his brain ; he is filled with childish prejudices. Of course

he is amusing ; but I do not love those who merely amuse
me "

(2). Few persons, however, took this view of the Sage
of Ferney ; and during his entire residence in his Swiss

chateaii he never had less than fifteen guests at dinner, while

his callers numbered from eighty to a hundred a day. But
he yearned for Paris ; and when he became convinced that

his exile would terminate only with the life of Louis XV., he

wrote to d'Argental that " Adam was excluded from the ter-

restial paradise." However, he derived great satisfaction

from the erection of a statue of himself in the capital, through

the influence of Diderot, Chastellux, Grimm, Schomberg, Mar-
montel, d'Alembert, Necker, Saint-Lambert, Helvetius, and

others of his school Catharine of Russia and the Prussian

Frederick were among the first subscribers to this statue-

fication of the patriarch of incredulism. When d'Alembert

reminded Frederick that he owed Voltaire some reparation

for the affair of Frankfort, and that a philosophical king

ought to aid a philosophical good work, the monarch replied,

on July 28, 1770 :
" The most beautiful monument for Vol-

taire is the one which he has erected already—his works.

They will subsist longer than the Basilica of St. Peter, the

Lou\Te, and all the other edifices which vanity has conse-

(II Memoires of Mme. fie Oryilis, vol. ii., p. 317. Paris, 1830.

(2) Memoires and Correspondence uf Mme. d'Epinay, vol. ill., p. 243. Paris, 1818.
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crated to eternity." And in order to give Voltaire a fore-

taste of the joy which the projected statue would soon give

him, the Prussian caused a statuette of the cynic to be made,

having on its pedestal the inscription " To The Immortal " ;.

and he sent it to Ferney.

Louis XV. died on May 10, 1774 ; and Voltaire, relying on

false assurances of his Parisian friends that the new monarch

would rejoice if he M'ere to return to the capital, prepared to

leave his "Patmos." Prudence, however, bade him remain

in exile for four more years ; not until Feb. 10, 1778, did he

arrive in Paris. Had Elias or Elijah, or one of the Apostles

of our Lord appeared in the gay city, there would have been

less excitement than that produced by the news that the

great Voltaire was ready to receive the homage of the Parisian

litterateurs, and above all, that of the worshippers of true

reason. It is true that Louis XVI. in his surprise asked his

ministers whether thev had revoked the order which forbade

the patriarch of infidelity to return to Paris ; but the influence

of the Count d'Artois (afterward Charles X.), who admired

the writer, although he afterward rejected the writer's prin-

ciples, induced the monarch to close his eyes to an event

which he regretted. Even Marie Antoinette yielded to the

contagion ; and although she had declared that the insulter

of religion and morality should never talk with a member of

the royal family, she not only accorded an audience to him,

but caused a box for him to be prepared adjoining the royal

one in the Comklk-Francaise, so that the public might see

her chatting with its idol (1). The Journal de Paris of

the time recorded tlie names of over three hundred visitors

per day at the residence of the great man. Among these

was the then disgraced Mme. du Barry, who had prayed to be

allowed to salute " the new king "
(2). And there was Ben-

jamin Franklin, who had come to Paris to induce Louis XAT
to aid the revolted English colonies in America. Franklin

presented his grandson, fifteen years old, and begged the pa-

triarch of wickedness to bless the boy. The " blessing " was

given in the names of " God and Liberty "
; and the Ameri-

(1) Mcmoircs of Mmc. Campan. vol. 1.. p. ISr—Memoires of Sfgur, vol. I., p. 168-Afe

moires of Bachmimnnt, vol. xf., p. 100.

(2) Memoiree of Bachaumont, at Feb. 22, 1788.
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can patriarch took leave of the Frencli one with *' God bless

joii
!

" (1). On March 30, Voltaire went to the Academy.

Only two ecclesiastics, the Abbes Boismont and Millot, were

present. The members went to the door to receive the

" literary king "—an honor which the Academy had never

yet accorded even to any of the foreign princes who had en-

tered its precincts. He was led to the fauteuil of the direct-

or, over which his portrait was hung, and there he was, as

it were, enthroned by the accredited representatives of liter-

ary France. Then d'Alembert delivered what was ostensi-

bly a eulogy of Despreaiix, but which was nothing else than

one of Voltaire ; and having made a visit to the perpetual

secretary of the Academy, the great man proceeded to enjoy

a perhaps more valued triumph at the Gomedie-Fran^aise.

The Memoires, correspondence, and journals of the day give

descriptions of the scenes attendant upon the crowning of

Voltaire's bust by Mme. Vestris on the stage of the theatre,

which justify us in supposing that neither pagan Rome nor

pagan Athens ever exhibited such delirious adoration of any

human seat of corruption as a large, and certainly the most

fashionable part of Paris then extended not merely to the

brilliant litterateur as such, but to the author of the most

infamous jDoem of either modern or ancient times. Through-

out the theatre, then taken up in the surrounding streets,

and -spreading through the entire extent of the nearly de-

mented capital, there resounded the nauseating acclamation :

" Vive Vaideiir de La Pucelle !
"—an eloquent sign that the

work of the legitimate children of the Eeformation was

done ; that France was ready for her Grande Revolution, the

first victims of which would be found among the misguided

and (save for God's pardon) too lately repentant nobility who

were the chief agents in the mental bacchanalia of that

night (2).

On April 7 Voltaire was received into the Masonic Lodge

(1) Letter of Mme. d'Epinay to the Abb^ Galiani, May 3, 1778, in her Memoires,vol. lit.,

p. 436.

(2) For details of this disgraceful event the reader may consult the contemporary writers

of Voltaire's own school, notably : Grimm, in his Littrnrt/ Corre»pnn(Jerice, vol. x., p. 176,

et se.qq.—Marmontel, in his Mcmoire><, vol. iii., p. 208—La Harpe, in his Cm-respondence,

Tol. 11., p. 225—Bachaumont, in his Secret Memoires fnr the History of Litcature in

•France, vol. xi., p. 175, et seqq.
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of the Neuf-Soeurs; but the reader must not suppose that this

reception was the first entrance of the patriarch of incredulism

among the Brethren of the Three Points. Such a supposition

would be as unreasonable as an assertion that water does not

seek its own level ; and as a matter of fact, we know that all

the " i)hilosophers " of the eighteenth century were Masons

from the very beginning of their " philosophic " careers, if

not before they had made shipwreck of their faith. As for

Voltaire, we are assured by Condorcet (1) that he was initi-

ated in 1726, during his sojourn in England ; and we find

him writing in 1766 to d'Alembert :
" Grimm informs me

that you have initiated the emperor (Joseph II. j into our

sacred mysteries." But, as we have already remarked, the

Templar Kite, according to which Voltaire had been affiliat-

ed, had been "reformed "
; and it was in order to give a for-

mal recognition of the new system that he joined the Lodge

of the Neuf-Soeurs. After this Masonic function, he ap-

peared only twice in public. On Easter Monday, April 26,

he attended a session of the Academy of Sciences, and there

he and Benjamin Franklin edified the learned associates by

rushing into each other's arms in an ecstasy of mutual ad-

miration (2). On the following day he attended a special

session of the French Academy, and induced that body to

undertake a revision of its Didionanj on the })lan of that

of the Italian Academy of La Crusca, hoping that his works

would furnish most of the examples of good language, and

that passages from his adversaries, especially Kousseau and

Cre'billon, would be adduced as solecisms (3). On his arrival

at home Voltaire began work on the portion of the new Bic-

tionary which he had reserved to himself ( the letter A)

;

but he found that the agitation of the last two months had

added to his burden of eighty-four years. He draidc enor-

mous quantities of coffee, and therefore he could not sleep

;

an opiate was given to him, but instead of the prescribed

few drops, he swallowed the entire contents of tlie bottle.

For many years he had been .ifHictiMl with a strangury, and

that was now aggravated. Tronchin, his physician, told

(1) TiihUaii of thePrngrcK^rif till' llininni .\[iii<l: F.ikhIi i.r.

(2) La Hari'E ; loc. cit., vol. II.. r-
-'•«)—Bach aimont; Inc. cit., vol. xi.. p. 210.

<3) (iiuMM ; hic. cit., vol. vl.. p. ~-V>.
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him that the hand of death was over him ; and the unfortu-

nate could only cry: " Oh ! save me from that !

" " Impos-

sible," re^Dlied Tronchiu, "you are about to die." But in

order to understand the nature of this death, about which the

friends and foes of Voltaire have written so differently, we must

turn our attention to some events which occurred soon after

he had arrived from Ferney, and was enjoying the hospital-

ity of the marquis de Villette. The reader will more readi-

ly comprehend the meaning of the terrible mockery which

we are about to narrate, if he bears in mind that although

Voltaire had always spoken of death in a fashion such as a

hog would adopt, if that animal had the gift of speech, nev-

ertheless, he frequently manifested a horror of his body

being interred in unconsecrated ground. He was wont to

say :
" I must not be buried under the high-road, as poor

Lecouvreur was buried "
(1). If his remains could repose

in a respectable place, thought he, all would be well ; his

soul, whose existence lie doubted, did not trouble him. To

attain this end, strange tJiough it is that a " philosopher
"

should have sought it, was probably his object when he os-

tensibly gave the lie to his teachings of sixty years. On
Feb. 20 he received a letter from the Abbe Gaultier, an ex-

Jesuit, who was then chaplain of the Hospital of the Incur-

ables. The abbe begged the more than octogenarian to

tliiuk of that death which could not be distant ; and he asked

for an interview. Voltaire replied, inviting him to call ; and

when, on the following day, Gaultier entered the salon

where the patriarch was entertaining a numerous assemblage

of adorers, he was surprised on seeing the host turn his

back on the crowd, and on being led by the hand to another

apartment. Voltaire begged the priest to be seated ; and

after a short conversation, he expressed his satisfaction be-

cause Gaultier had come to him of his own accord, and not

as an envoy of his Grace of Paris or of the cure of Saint-

Sulpice (2). Eeligious matters were then broached ; but

suddenly one of Voltaire's " philosophical " friends, proba-

(1) Letter of d'Alembert to Frederick II., July 1, 1778.

(2) Voltaire cordially detested the cure of Saint-Sulpice. As far back as Sept. 10, 1764,

he had written to Clairon in regard to that worthy ecclesiastic :
" One thing is certain ; I

shall not be buried by that knave."
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bly fearing that the j^atriarch was deserting to the standard

of Viufdme, burst into the room, exclaiming :
" M. I'Abbe,

stop this ! Do you not see that M. de Voltaire vomits blood,

and that he is in no condition for conversation ? " Then
Voltaire said to the interruj)ter :

" I beg you to leave me
with M. Gaultier, my friend." But Mme. Denis, a niece

who was fully worthy of her reprobate uncle, now entered,

and urged the abbe " to postpone his business "
; wLereuj^on

Gaultier departed, after having asked and received permis-

sion to return. AVhen the door had closed, Wagniere, the

sage's secretary, asked his master whether he liked the

abbe ; and the reply was :
" He is an honest fool." During

the ensuing week, Voltaire liad many violent hemorrhages,

and he realized that speedy action was necessary, if he

wished "not to ])e buried under a high-road." The chap-

lain of the Incurables was summoned ; but before he arrived,

Voltaire, in order to neutralize the effect of the retractation

which would certainh^ be demanded of him, wrote, signed,

and entrusted to Wagniere, this declaration :
" I die adoring

God, loving my friends, not hatiug my enemies, and detest-

ing su2:)erstit{on." On March 2, Gaultier again presented

himself before the sick man ; and when he was requested

to administer the Sacrament of Penance, he replied that

Voltaire should first make a retractation of his condemned
works and opinions. Voltaire immediately wrote the follow-

ing document :
" I, the undersigned, declare that having

been attacked by hemorrhages during the last four da3'S,

and being eightv-four vears old, and unable to betake mv-
self to church, the cure of Saint-Sulpice has added to his

other good works that of sending to me the Abbe Gaultier

;

that I have confessed to said priest ; and that when God
calls me, I shall die .in the Catholic Keligion in which I was

born, hoping that the divine mercy will deign to pardon all

my sins, and asking God for forgiveness if I have ever scan-

dalized the Church." Then he rang for his nephew, the Abbe
Mignot, and for the marquis deVillevielle, who were waiting

in the next room ; road the paper to tliem, and signed it

;

and then caused them to sign it as witnesses. Finally, he

subjoined the following protestation :
" The Abbe Gaultier
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having informed me that in certain quarters it is said that

I have protested against all that I might do at the hour of

death, I declare that I have never had such an intention,

and that the idea is an old jjleasantry falsely attributed, long

ago, to several literati who were more enlightened than YoL-

TAIEE," With the sole exception of Maynard, all historians

regard this document as g- proof that Voltaire made some

sort of a confession to Gaultier ; and Maynard gives no

reasons for the contrary supposition. But that the confession

was fictitious and sacrilegious, a diabolic comedy to be

placed in the same category with the arch-hypocrite's several

notoriously sacrilegious Communions (1), will be believed

by whoever considers his previous cynical avowals and his

conduct during the weeks which intervened between the

simulated retractation and his death. Until within a few

hours of the final catastroj^he, he was constantly in his ac-

customed company of "infidels, roues, and fashionable pros-

titutes ; he spent Holy Saturday at the house of Sophie

Arnould, the most celebrated courtesan of Paris (2). We
have seen him receiving, as author of the lecherous Pacelle,

the homage of all that was impure and impious in Paris, on

March 30 ; we have seen him renewing his Masonic oaths,

and thus recommitting himself to unintermittent war against

Vinfdme, on April 7. On May 30 he was dead.

The arclibishop of Paris refused to recognize as sufiicient

ihe retractation which the Abbe Gaultier had procured from

his pretended penitent. Another was prepared, and the

(1) After his quarrel with Frederick of Prussia, Voltaire resided for some time at Col

-

mar, in Alsace. Hoping to produce a favorable impression at the court of France, and

thus obtain permission to return to Paris, he made his Easter duty in 1754. He repeated

the sacrilege at Ferney in 1768 and 1769, being, as he said, lord of the soil, and bound to

give good example to his dependants. At one of these functions at Ferney, he gave a

kind of sermon, beginning with the words, " The Natural Law is the most ancient of all."

When his philosophistic friends upbraided him for appearing to recognize the authority of

Vinfdme, he replied that it was well to be friendly with one's cure, whether that individ-

ual was an imbecile or a knave ; that he was the sole enlightened man in his parish, and

that it would be foolish to make two hundred and fifty enemies, when a bit of ceremony

would make so many friends ; that he would willingly communicate every fortnight, just

as, if he were in India, he would assuredly die with a cow's tail in his hand ; that if he

entered a company of persons, every one of whom was naked, he would certainly lower

his breeches, instead of bowing; that some people hate to touch spiders, while others eat

them (Letters to Argental, April 22 ; to d'Alembert, April 27, and May 1 ; to Villevielle,

May 1,1768).

<2J Bachaumont; loc.cit., vol. xi., p. 305.
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abbe, as well as the cure of Saiut-Sulpice, tried to gain access

to the sick room, again and again ; but their efforts were
futile. Not until the evening of May 30 did the Abbe Mig-
not signify to them that they might see his uncle ; and when
they approached the dying man, he could not recognize them.

Gaultier began to hope, when, after a few moments, he felt

his hand pressed by that of Voltaire, and he heard the

words :
" Abbe Gaultier, I beg you to present my compli-

ments to the Abbe Gaultier." But this semi-consciousness

soon changed to a full delirium, which ended only with death.

This is all that Gaultier, from whom we have drawn all that

we have said concerning the last illness of Voltaire, tells

about the philosophist's demise (1). The picture is ampli-

fied, however, by the friends of the patriarch of incredulisni,

in their natural anxiety to show their followers that the
" grand " Voltaire died the death of a " philosopher." Ac-

cording to Condorcet and Duvernet, when the arrival of the

two priests was announced, the sick man said, with true " phiJ-

osoj)liic " serenity :
" Assure them of my regard." When

the cure entered, says Condorcet, the sage explained as he

kissed the priest's hand, " Honor to my pastor !
"

; and wljen

the name of Gaultier, his presumed confessor, was an-

nounced, the "venerable" man expressed "his compliments

and his thanks " for all that Gaultier had wished to do for

him. And we are asked to believe that when the cuj-e of Saint-

Sulpice asked the self-proclaimed penitent of March 2 wheth-

er he believed in the divinity of Jesus Christ, tlie reply

was : " In the name of God, do not speak about that man
to me !

"
(2). in fine, the " philosophers " of the era of the

Revolution, and tlieir modern successors, tell us that their

grand coryphee died in the utmost sweetness and calm ; that

his resignation was " philosophically " sublime. But other

and more authentic narratives inform us that his death was

one of rage and despair ; that he heaped curses upon his

fellow-incredulists ; and that the maKshal-duko do Piielielieu,

(1) Memmre of the Abhe Oanltier to the Archbishop of Paris, Concerning All Tliat

Happened at the Death of Voltaire, In Chaudon's Mcmoire.^ Concerning Voltaire, pt.

11., p. 19.

('^) DrvEKNET: Life of Voltaire, p. .307—Wagxikhk ; Mcmmres, p. 161—Letter of

d'AIembert to Frederick II., July 1, 1778-La Harpe : hie. '•". vol. il., p. :.'-t3.
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a companion of the unfortunate in his debaucheries, but not

utterly depraved, rushed from the room, exclaiming :
" This

is too much ; I cannot bear it " (1). Comparing these latter

recitals with those of the interested and unscrupulous phil-

osophists, we accept their testimony ; especially since it is

confirmed by the evidence of Tronchin, an honorable Protes-

tant physician of eminence who had been personally and pro-

fessionally intimate with Voltaire during the last twenty-five

years of his life. Three weeks after the death of his patient,

Tronchin wrote to Charles Bonnet :
" If my principles had

needed to be more firmly fastened together, then the man

whom I saw breaking up, agonizing, and dying before my
eyes, would have made a Gordian knot of them. When I

compare the death of a good man, which is only the even-

ing of a heaidiful day, with that of Voltaire, I perceive easily

the difference between a fine day and a tempestuous one. I

cannot think of his death without horror. From the moment

when he realized that the contrary effect was produced by

all his endeavors to increase his strength, death was ever

before his eyes ; and from that moment, rage devoured his

soul. You remember the madness of Ulysses ; like that was

the death of Voltaire

—

Fariis agitatus obiit "
(2).

Scarcely had the miserable patriarch of modern incredu-

lism appeared before his God, when his relatives and inti-

mate friends, mindful of the poor wretch's fear of being " bur-

ied under a high-road," but more desirous of playing a trick

on the Church, notified the cure of Saint-Sulpice, as pastor

of the defunct, that the corpse would be brought to his

(1) Harel ; Curious Particulars of the Life and Death of Voltaire—Barrvel ; Me-
moires on Jacohinism, vol. i., p. 266—Memo ires of (VAUimvillc. D'Allonville derived his

information from the Count de Fusee, who said to him :
" Ask Villevielle and Villette ; they

will not deny it in my presence."— T/fe Historical and Literary Journal of Liege.

(2) The Historical and Literary Journcd of Liege for 1788 contains the following let-

ter, and guarantees its authenticity. " I have learned the circumstances of this death of

yesterday from the lips of the cure of Saint-Sulpice himself. I shall narrate only what is

certain, so that the so-called philosophers may have no advantage over you. Shortly be-

fore the death of M. de Voltaire, the cure of Saint-Sulpice, having heard of his condition,

went to see him. Finding him in a lethargy, he roused him, and addressed to him a few
words appropriate to the circumstances. In a wandering fashion the sick man asked

:

' Who is talking to me ? ' The priest replied :
' It is the cure of Saint-Sulpice, who, com-

miserating your condition, offers to you the aid of religion and of his ministry.' Then
Voltaire, stretching forth his emaciated hands, cried :

' Ah ! 1\'' i:s I'lir I ' The cure availed

himself of the opportunity, and spoke of the mercy of God, v ', ;.c( ents, even at the hour

of death, a contrition which would repair, as far as possible, Uu crimes and scandalsof the
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church for the customary requiem. The c?fre refused to per-

mit the ceremony. In this emergency, the Abbe Miguot,

who was commendatory abbot of the Cistercian abbey of

Scellieres, in the diocese of Troyes, gave some instmctions

to Mme. Denis and the other members of the anxious lious-

hold, and during the night of May 31 he journeyed, j)ost-

haste, to Scellieres. The death of Voltaire was not yet

known at the abbey ; and when Mignot told the prior that

his uncle had died while on the road for a prolonged visit to

the fathers, no objection was made to his funeral and burial

in the sacred precincts, esjDecially as the nephew exhibited a

certified coj)y of the declaration which the deceased had
given to the Abbe Gaultier. On the following day, the body
of Voltaire arrived at the abbey ; on June 2 the requiem

was celebrated, and the burial was effected in a gi"ave which
had been dug in the cellar of the church. Twenty-four

hours after the ceremony, a letter arrived from Barral, bish-

op of Troyes, forbidding its performance ; but the body of

Voltaire was already laid in its tomb, and it remained

therein until 1791, when the Kevolution transferred it to the

then new church of St. Genevieve—the modern Pantheon,

which was then dedicated " to the great men of France "
(1).

Condorcet could now say with truth :
" Voltaire did not see

all that he effected ; but he effected all that we see." Mean-
while, the church of the abbey of Scellieres was pronounced

past. He added that since Jesus Christ died for all men, no person should despair of sal-

vation. At this word 'Jesus Christ' the unfortunate became thouRhtf ul ; and the cure,

having paused for an instant, tranquilly resumed his efforts, saying all that a pastor could

say in such an emergency. At length the miserable man made a sign with his hand, and

said :
' Leave me. Monsieur I ' He paid no more attention to the cure. In vain did the

Abbe Gaultier, who was also present, essay to speak to him ; he simply motioned with his

hand that he wished to be left to himself. In a little while, Voltaire began to rage ; and
the remaining moments of his life were a continuity of horrible blasphemies, mixed with

cries of :
' God has abandoned me, just as men have done ! Mercy I ' There he was, a

hideous skeleton, writhing, tearing himself, eating his own excrements (an appropriate

action for the author of the PuccUe), VDiniting against heaven a thousand imprecations

which blanched the cheeks of the three or four persons who had remained in the room."

(1) According to a tradition which has been current since the burial of Voltaire's body at

Scellieres, and which is rendered probable by Mignot's well-attt»sted fear that the body

would be stolen, that prudent individual forestalled such a deed by filling his uncle's grave

with quicklime. If this be true, then the bridy transferred to the Pantheon in 1T91, and

now visited by so many of the contemners of the relics of the saints, was probably that

of some poor monk ; for only monks, as a rule, were Interred under monastic churches (See

The True Anth<yr» of the French Revolution, Neufchatel, 1797—History of Voltaire, by

PaUlet-de-Warcy, vo\. il., p. iHH).
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desecrated, and was interdicted by the bislioi^ of tlie diocese

;

and Voltaire, after all liis ruses, was buried, to all intents

and purposes, " under the high-road."

Among the many popular misconceptions in regard to

Voltaire, one of the most egregious is the idea that he was
an advocate of the " rights of man "

; that he was an impas-

sioned friend of the people. The panegyrists of the cynic

grow eloquent as they amplify his accusations against the

Fathers of the Church, against the Apostles, and against

Our Lord Himself, to the effect that all their attention was
given to the slavery of sin, but that " they never said a word
to further the change of beasts of burden into citizens." We
are never asked, however, to contemplate the j)icture of Vol-

taire, the trafficker in human flesh—of Voltaire, the slave-

dealer. But such this fancied philanthropist was, and to his

intense satisfaction. Writing to Michaud of Nantes, his as-

sociate in this business, he says :
" I congratulate myself, as

well as you, on the happy success of the ship Congo, which
arrived so opportunely on the African coast, and saved so

many unfortunate negroes from death. I rejoice because we
have made a good stroke of business, and performed a good
action at the same time." And he coolly defends the slave-

trade, because the black man is of an inferior race :
" We

are blamed for our dealing in slaves. They who sell their*

children are more condemnable than the buyers. This t^rif-

iic demonstrates our superiority. He who gives himself a

master M-as made to have one "
(1). But perhaps Voltaire

had feelings of affection, bowels of mercy, for the more un-

fortunate members of the white race— the " lower orders,"

the canaille, as he always termed all save his adored rich

and powerful. Well, when we listen to his sentiments in re-

gard to thepeople, we are perforce reminded of Luther's own :

" Give the ass thistles, a pack-saddle, and the whip
;
give the

peasants oat-straw. If they are not content, give them the

cudgel and the carbine. These are their due." Writing to

Damilaville on Nov. 19, 1765, Voltaire says :
" I assure you

that in a short time only la canaille will be under the stan-

dards of our enemies ; and we want la canaille neither for par-

(1) Essay on Morals, eh. 197.
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tisans nor adversaries. We are a body of brave knights,

defenders of the truth, and we admit into our ranks only

those who have been ivell brought up.'' In 1769 he tells Ta-

bareau that " the people will always be sot and barbarous.''

Voltaire had no patience for those who wished to educate

the working classes. On Aug. 13, 1762, he wrote to Helve-

tius : "We do not want our working people to be instructed."

On Feb. 28, 1763, he says to La Chalotais :
" I thank you for

having prohibited study among the laborers. I, who culti-

vate the land, wish to have workmen, and not tonsured cler-

ics." On Sept. 15, 1763, he tells Helvetius that he " aban-

dons the 2^eople to the priests." On April 27, 1765, he writes

to d'Ai'gental :
" The greatest service we can render the hu-

man race is to separate forever the sot peuple from decent

men. One cannot endure the absurd insolence of those who

say that we should think as our tailors and washerwomen

think." On March 19, 1766, he says to Damilaville :
" The

'peoj^le must be led, not instructed ; they are not worthy of

instruction." On April 1, 1766, he explains to Damilaville

the sense in which he uses the word peoj^le. " By 2)eople I

understand the populace, which has only its arms with which

to obtain a living. I doubt whether this order of citizens

has either the time or the capacity for receiving instruction.

They would die of hunger before they would become phil-

osophers. It seems to me to be essential that there should

always be some ignorant tatterdemalions. The good bour-

geois should be instructed, not the workingman." Speaking

of the Social Contract of Jean-Jacques Eousseau, a work

which he contemned as much as he hated its brilliant author,

he rejects his rival's theory of the " sovereignty of the peo-

ple "
; and on July 30, 1762, he remarks to Damilaville

:

" AYe find here no Unsocial Contract of Jean-Jacques. How

we would have cherished that fool, if he had not been a false

brother." When Voltaire purchased the estate of Ferney,

with its chateau, seigniorial rights (especially that of receiv-

ing titlies), stocks and pillory for delinquents, etc., he usurped

the title of " count " ; and no member of the real nobility

could have been more j(\ilous of his prerogatives. On May

28, 1760, he writes to Tliibouville :
" Tlioy blame me for be-
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ing Count de Ferney. If tliose Jean f. . . . enter my domain

of Ferney, I shall put tliem in the pillory. But do not care

about addressing me as ' Monsieur le Comte,' as Luc does (1);

but rather write :
' Voltaire, Gentleman-in-Ordinary to the

King' ; for that is a title which I value, since the king gave

it to me with its functions. Pardieu! They do not know

that the king feels much kindness for me ; and that I am in

the gi'aces of Mme. de Pompadour and of the duke de Choi-

seul." On Dec. 27, 1758, writing to M. de Brenles, he com-

plains of a certain Grassot, and threatens to hang him if

the poor man can be induced to come to Ferney. " Fortun-

ately I have the right of high justice in my domain." On
Feb. 1, 1764, he tells d'Argental that he will cling to his

tithes " in spite of the Council of the Lateran "
; and he

manifests his satisfaction on having a. domain "which pays

Qothing to either king or Church, but which possesses the

right of mortmain over many pieces of propert3^" So much

for Yoltaire's ideas of Equality and Fraternity ; let us now
investigate his right to be considered a friend of Liberty.

When, in 1768, the Poles formed their Confederation of

Bar in order to defend their faith and their national inde-

pendence against the aggressions of Catharine II., the patri-

arch of Ferney, who had already declared that " his saint

"

had sent 40,000 Russians into Poland " to preach toleration

at the point of the bayonet "
(2), impudently advised the patri-

ots to submit " to the tolerant empress, the protectress of the

human race "
(3). When the Confederates had been crushed,

the hypocrite called on Europe " to give thanks to God
for the grandest event of the century," for what he pronounced
" a victory over fauaticism, a victory of the pacifying over

the persecuting sj)irit," and for " the establishment of free-

dom of conscience "
(4). When Frederick II., anticipating

the moment when he would pounce on his share of the dis-

ci) Luc was the name by which Voltaire, at this time, was accustomed to designate His

Majesty of Prussia, when talking or writing to his intimate friends. He chose it because

an anagram of it spells a French word which reminded him of the Sodomitic habits of the

Potsdainites. Voltaire omits to state that it was through sheer irony that Frederick ad-

dressed him as " Count." The king always ridiculed the aristocratic pretensions of the

«yni(;.

(2) Letter to d'Alembert, May 3, 1767.

(3) Di)iC(>ur>ie to The Confederates, in the Works Of Voltaire, vol. xliy., p. 143.

(i) Sermon of Jofias Rolette, in the I^orte, vol., xliv., p. 15.
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membered nation, published, in 1771, liis ignoble Polognwd^^

the vaunted apostle of liberty congratulated the Prussian on

having so well depicted " the devil and the priests, especially

that bishop who was the author of all the evil "
(1), that is

to say, the noble bishoj) of Cracow who had jDreferred Si-

beria to gilded slavery and apostasy. "When, in 1772, the

monumental political and religious crime of modern times

had been consummated, and Poland had disappeared from

among nations, Frederick sent to Voltaire one of the com-

memorative medals which he had caused to be made ; and

in his letter of thanks the sycophant said :
" Men whisper,

Sire, that it was you who devised the partition of Poland.

I credit the report; for the partition was the work of

genius "
(2). D'Alembert thought that " philosophy ought

not to be too proud of such pupils " as the German murder-

ess who had usurped the Piussian throne, Voltaire's " Semi-

ramis of the North "
; but then, he observed :

" What can we

do ? We must love our friends, with all their faults "
(3).

Voltaire never showed even this little scruple in his adula-

tions of Catharine. Only one thing troubled him ;
she bore

the name of a saint, and "the heroines of ancient times

were not named after saints." The correspondence between

Catharine and Voltaire, begun by the former in 1765, was

redolent of idolatry on the part of the " philosopher," from

the very beginning ; but from the day wlien Catharine placed

one of her discharged paramours, Poniatowski, on the nomi-

nal throne of Poland, as a preparation for the final destruction

of Polish nationality, she was the object of nauseating

adulation from the man whose love of liberty we are asked

to admire. Eepresenting himself as " of the religion of the

Sabeans, he adored a star," the " Star of the North "
; and

he cried : " To-day our enlightenment comes from the

North " (4). And then he signed himself :
" Your aged

idolater," or " The priest of your temple "
(5). He congratu-

lated his Semiramis on having " forced the Poles to be

(1) Letters to Frederick, Dec. 0, 1771 ; Feb. 1, March 24, July 31, 1772.

(2) Letter to Frederick, Nov. 18, 1772.

(3) Letter of d'Alemhcrt to Voltaire, Oct. 4, 17G4.

(4) Letters to Catharine, Dec. 22, 17(«5 ; Feb. 22, 1767; Aug. 10, 1773.

(5) Letters to Catharine, Dec. 22, 1700; Feb. 22, 1707; Aug. 10, 1773.
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tolerant and happy," and " in spite of tlie papal nimcio ".

He proclaimed that when he died, it would be his dearest

wish to have for an inscription on his tomb :
" Here lies the

admirer of the August Catharine, who had the honor of

dying while presenting to her his profound homage ". He
begged her to listen to his protest :

" I am Catharin, and I

shall die Catharin ". He tells her that when he hears of her

victories, " he jumps from his bed, and chants :
' 2'e Catha-

rinam laudamus; te Dominamconfitemiir'' ''
(1). When Pope

Clement XIII. besought the kings of France and Spain to

save the life of poor Poland, the presumed apostle of free-

dom shouted that such an enterprise would be " a battle of

fanaticism against toleration ; a war of ingrates against his

generous Catharine ; an extravagance, a piece of cowardice,

a shame, a horrible turpitude, a Barthelemy, an Italian

farce "
(2). He advised Catharine not to send the Polish

" rebels " to Siberia ; he thought that " since they like to

travel, it might be better to take them to St. Petersburg,"

whither he would go, were he not so old ;
" as a pilgrimage,

he preferred to visit Our Lady of St. Petersburg, rather

then Our Lady of Czenstokowa "
(3).

It is evident that Voltaire was no partisan of Liberty,

Equality, and Fraternity ; but when we consider the frenzied

homage which was paid to his memory by the men of 1789-

1793, the apotheosis attending the erection of his statue in

Paris in 1870 (with the express approbation of the govern-

ment of Napoleon III.), and the solemn celebration of his

centennial in 1878 by the adherents of the Third French Re-

public, must we not suppose that he was a patriot ? By no

means ; for Voltaire desj^ised France, and monumental

thovigh his assurance was, he never pretended to love his

country. The most glorious traditions of France were Cath-

olic ; Idnc illae irae. Scarcely once in his correspondence

does Voltaire speak of his native land in other terms than

those of at least implied contempt ; frequently his venom is

undisguised. When his Russian " saint " gave magnificent

(1) Letters to Catharine, Nov. 15, 1768 ; Feb. 26, May 27, Sept. 2, Oct. 17, Nov. 28, 1769;

Jan. 2, Feb. 2, March 10, April 10, May 18, July 4, Aug. 11, Sept. 5 and 21, 1770.

(2) Letters to Catharine, Feb. 26, May 27, Sept. 2, 1769.

(3) Letter to Catharine, May 29, 1772.
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feasts in honor of Prince Henry of Prussia, he chanted :

" The universe admires your feasts ; we Frenchmen are con-
founded." And he rejoiced because of the unhappy events

coincident with the marriage of the Dauphin, since they
seemed to exhibit the happiness of the czarina to better ad-

vantage (1). But listen to the sickly jocularity with which
the practically renegade Frenchman subjects to the ridicule

of the crowned courtesan, that court which w^as disgraced by
courtesans whom he had so servilely flattered. " I must pa-
rade before you the exploits of my country. . . . We also have
some glory. Paris now has some very pretty carriages in

the neAV style
; and there have been invented some epergnes

for dessert which are quite tasteful. We have even had a
new motet, which juade considerable noise, at least in the hall

where it was sung. Finally, we have a dancer, of whom
wonders are told ; they say that she has very beautiful arms.
Tiie last Comic Opera was received badly; but they are

l)repariug one which will be the admiration of the universe,

for it will be performed in the chief city of the universe by
the best actors of the universe. . . . Here you have the first

people of the universe, the chief court of the universe, the

principal monlceijs of the universe. ... I shall not neglect,

Madame, if your Majesty desires it, to inform you of the re-

sult of these grand revolutions "
(2). When a certain decree

of his "Northern Goddess," a decree which he termed " su-

perior to the laAvs of Lycurgus and Solon, " was interdicted

by the French government, Voltaire poured forth his sym-
pathy with the " insulted " legislatrix in the following fash-

ion :
" And here I am among the Welches ! (3) ; I breathe

their atmosphere, and I must talk their language ! It is true

that I am only a league away from the frontier of the Wel-

ches ; but I do not wish to die among them." Then he
quotes some of the enactments of the interdicted decree, and

(1) Letter to Catharine, Jan. 22, 1771.

(2) Letters to Catharine, Oct. 2, 1770 ; Feb. 9, and Aug. 7, 1771.

(3) Probably in order to gratify his German 'friends, Frederick von Hohenzollem, and
Sophia von Anhalt (the "Star of the North"), Voltaire applied the term Wdche (Gallic,

Gaelic, Celtic) to the French ; the (ierm.ms being accustomed to so designate all the
Celtic, and very absurdly, all the Latin iKsoples. When used in a flgurative sense, the
term was meant to signify ignorant persons, or those without taste. Voltaire is the sole
French writer who uses the word in tills sense.
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asks :
'* Is It possible tliat the Welches refuse to observe

these tiivine maxims ? "
(1). When some Frenchmen joined

the Confederates of Bar to fight for Catholicism and Polish

independence, their " unworthy conduct " filled the heart of

Voltaire with " just indignation "
; and he endeavored to re-

pair the " scandal " by writing to Catharine :
" Our Welches

have never been overwise, but at least they passed for gal-

lant men ; and I know of nothing so churlish as their war-

ring against you. Such conduct is contrary to all the laws

of chivalry. It is shameful and absurd for a few beardless

boys to have the impertinence to make war on you, when 200,-

000 Tartars abandon Mustapha (the sultan of Turkey, who was

aiding Poland) in order to serve you. It is the Tartars who

are polite, while the French have become Scythians. Deign

to notice, Madame, that I am not Welche : I am Swiss ; and

if I were younger, I would become a Russian "
(2). When

some of the French volunteers had been made prisoners by

the troops of Holy Russia, Voltaire tried to make capital

out of their misfortune ; Avriting this suggestive letter to

the duke de Richelieu :
" The empress of Russia informs

me, by her letter of April 10, that she is about to send her

French prisoners to Siberia. They are supposed to be

twenty-four in number. It may be that you are interested

in some of them ; and it may be that the ministers will not

care to compromise themselves by interceding for them.

Now on occasions like this, the service of some insignificant

person is often acceptable. I know of one. . . . He would be

ready to obey positive orders, without being responsible foi

success ; but assuredly he would risk nothing, without an

express command" (3). Voltaire failed in this instance,

just as he had frequently failed on other occasions, to obtain

some quasi-diplomatic credentials from the government of

Louis XV. ; and it soon transpired that Catharine had re-

solved to retain the French prisoners, " that they might teach

good manners in h-^.r provinces "—a proceeding which Vol-

taire regarded as exceedingly comical (4).

(1) Letter to Catharine, July 10, 1771.

(2) Letter to Catharine, Oct. 18, 1771.

(3) Letter to \hf. ihke c!e Riihelieu, May 30, 1773.

(4) Letter .to Caiharliie, April :?n. 177.3.
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One of Voltaire's chief ambitions was to be lauded as a

historian, and be thought that his Age of Louis XIV. would

gratify that aspiration. To what we have already said re-

garding this work we would add a few reflections ; for some

extravagantly lenient critics, men who have been dominated

by their admiration for the cynic's brilliancy of style, and

who have felt themselves obliged to condemn the animus of

his works, have thought proper to praise this particular pro-

duction, and to wish that its author had written nothing else.

AVlien Mme. du Deffand, that strange skeptic of whom Wal-

j)ole said that " her weakness was Herculean," was told that

Voltaire had never invented anything, she replied :
" Noth-

ing ? Why, he has invented history." The lady did not utter

a mere hon mot ; she expressed a truth, namely, that Voltaire

arranged history in the interest of his philosophistic predi-

lections. In his correspondence he betrays his own unrelia-

bility as an exponent of truth. Writing to Henault on Jan.

8, 1752, concerning his presumed masterpiece, he says :
" I

Jiate petty facts. ... Do you realize that I have written much

of the second volume from memory ? " From memory, when

he was born at the end of the century which he has been de-

scribing ? On April 29, 1752, he writes to the learned Acad-

emician, La Condamine, that it is no wonder that "La

Martiniere, Keboulet, and the tutfi quanti, should have fall-

en into mistakes, when he, almost an eye ivitness, has so fre-

quently erred." That word almost, of course, may have ab-

solved him from the guilt of absolute mendacity in the eyes

of La Condamine ; but he continually tells us, when present-

ing some delicious or salacious morsel, that " he had the an-

ecdote from the man himself," the invoked person, of course,

being already dead. In a letter to the marshal de Noailles,

dated July 28, 1752, this would-be historian says that " Cic-

ero ventures to insist that a historian ought to tell all that

is true "
(1) ; but he doe& not agree with the Eoman :

" I do

not think so. Useless and odious details should be sup-

pressed." And throughout his A ge of Lot (is XI
1

'. he regard-

ed as odious or useless every detail which could militate for

the individual whom he wished to calumiuate, or which

(1) Tlic Orator, II.. 15.
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would contradict tlie theories of his school. On almost

every page of this work we meet assertions which even a tj^

ro in the study of history can refute. A few instances may
not be unacceptable to the reader. In the first chapter we

are told that for nine hundred vears before Louis XIV..

the government of France was truly Gothic, " without laws

or established usages ; the nobles living in idleness, the ec-

clesiastics in licentiousness and ignorance, and the people in

misery." The charge against the ecclesiastics was to be ex-

pected from Voltaire ; but it is incomprehensible that he

could have imagined that his readers would be utterly ignor-

ant of the Capitulars of Charlemagne, of the " Establish-

ments " of St. Louis, of the wise ordinances of Charles V.

and Louis XII., of the renaissance under Francis I., and of

the laws promulgated by the last of the Valois. In the

third chapter, Voltaire endeavors to obscure the glory of

Turenne
; he could never forgive that consummate com-

mander for his conversion to Catholicism. " After the bat-

tle of Fribourg, the duke d'Eughien returned to Paris, leav-

ing the command of the army to the marshal de Turenne.

But this general, able though he was, was defeated at Mar-
iendal. The j)rince flew back to the army, and to the glory

of again commanding Turenne, he joined that of repairing

his defeat." Here Voltaire implies that the beaten army of

Turenne was the same one which had been victorious under

Conde ; and he says that the prince's return restored to it

its former laurels. Now veritable history shows that Tur-

enne had only a part of the army which Conde had com-

manded, and that this portion was composed of new levies
;

it also shows that the prince brought with him the troops

for whom Turenne had vainly asked ; and finall}', it shows

that Turenne, in spite of his defeat, had held in check the

armies of the united German commanders. Voltaire must
have known these facts ; but the man who lavished his

praise on that ignoble Englishman, Marlborough, simj)ly

because that leader was an Englishman and a Protestant,

could only decry the reputation of the Frenchman who be-

came a Catholic, although that Frenchman's most illus-

trious adversary, the Italian, Montecuccoli, praised him aa
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" an honor to tlie human race "
(1). In the sixth chapter.

Voltaire institutes a parallel between Cardinal Mazarin auc)

Cromwell, much to the advantage of the latter, and which

is a perfect counterpart of the picture of the Protector which

Bossuet drew. He says that" Cromwell strengthened his

power by knowing how to limit it ; he never encroached on

the privileges, of which the people were so jealous." But this

same Voltaire, in his General History (2), carefully describes

the indignities which Cromwell heaped on the Long Parlia-

ment. He asserts that " Cromwell levied no taxes which

caused the people to complain " ; and nevertheless, in the

General History he tells us that " Cromwell led his army to

London, seized the gates, and forced the citizens to pay

c£40,000 to his soldiers." He says that "Cromwell died

with that firmness of soul which he had exhibited during

his entire life " ; but in the General History he admits

that " Cromwell died because of a fever produced by the

anxiety which his tyranny had generated ; for during his

latter days he constantly feared assassination, and never slept

in the same room two nights in succession "
(3). One of

the most amusing instances of Voltaire's effrontery in mat-

ters of history is his comparison of Louis XIV. with the

usurping king of England, V^'^illiam of Orange—a compari-

son, well observes Nonotte (4), the institution of which

(1) In chapter xii. of his Age of Louis XIV. Voltaire says :
" No Protestant and no phil-

osopher can believe that conviction alone produced this change of religion in a soldier and

a poUtiQue who was Dfty years of age (Turenne was then 57 years old). We know that

when Louis XIV. made Tureune marshal-general of bis armies, he used these very words

:

'
I wish that you would oblige me to do something more for you.' These words migfit

have, in time, worked a conversion. The office of constable would have tempted an am-

bitious heart. It is also possible that this conversion was sincere ; for the human heart

often unites in itself policy, ambition, the weaknesses of love, and seiitluicnts of religion.

But it Is very probable that Tureune abandoned the religion of hi'5 fathere merely through

policy. The Catholics, who triumphed by this change, did not wish to believe that the

heartof Turenne was capable of dissimulation." In 1752, writing to Hcnault, the cynic

said :
"

If yoii seriously believe that the viscount de Turenne. at the age of fifty, rhanged

his age through conviction, assuredly you have a confiding soul." In a note to his satire

on Tlic Tlircc Emperors at the Sorhonue, published in 17(>8, he says: "This great man

who had military talents of the first order, and who had also a heroic soul, nevertheless

possessed but little enlightenment, and was of a feeble character. It is said that during bis

last years he became a devotee. A strange spectacle, indeed, that of a man who bad won

battles passing the morning in an endeavor to discover just what one ought to believe in

order to escape damnation I

"

(2) \n the Esuau on Morals, etc., ch. clxxxi. (3) J7)i.

(4) Under the title of Errors of Vi>Jtnire, the learned Jesuit. Claude Nonotte, Issued. In

1702, a thoroughly critical refutation of the patriarch's lies and blunders in history. The
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needed all the authority and plenitude of genius wliich Vol-

taire possessed. The Sage of Ferney labored painfully to

decide as to " which of the two princes merited the title of

GrancV ; and finally he was obliged to leaye the matter

"undecided"—an excellent proof that he did not dare to

champion the " grandeur " of the " Immortal William "
(1).

These instances will serve to illustrate the methods of that

" philosopher " who disgraced the office of historiographer

of France. The secret of his failure as a historian is found

in his hatred of Christianity. " He attributed to the de-

velopment of Christianity, as to their real cause, the greater

part of the crimes and miseries which have afflicted the

world since the foundation of the Western (Holy Roman)
Empire. Habitually skeptical in any examination of affairs

whicli are jDurely human, Voltaire ceased to be skeptical

when he treated of an affair in which the priesthood w^as

concerned ; then he become too credulous, or not sufficiently

credulous, according as the matter was one of evil or of good.

He hesitates to believe in generous actions and in disinter-

ested virtue, when such are attributed to priests ; but he

credits tales of the most enormous crimes, provided only

that they be attributed to the clergy "
(1). And how could

he be a historian, who, at almost every step in his progress,

found that the poison w^hich he himself had distilled was

sole argument in rebuttal whicli Voltaire could advance was to term his opponent impudent,

a calumniator, an ignoramus, a blackguard, a fanatic, a goose, etc.

(1) Nonotte institutes a parallel between the two sovereigns, so far as any comparison

can be made with sobriety, and the following are a synopsis of his conclusions : The pnnce

of Orange, who had no right to the crown of England, fomented rebellions and encouraged

all sorts of treasons against his royal father-in-law, in pursuance of hts own work of brig-

andage; Louis XIV. sacrificed himself in order to place his grandson on the Spanish

throne, to which the young man was called by hereditary right, by the last will of Charles

II., and by the wishes of the Spanish nation. The prince of Orange lost nearly all the

battles which he directed, and no general of his day was so often beaten : Louis XIV. took

every city which he attacked, he created a navy which became the terror of the " mistress

of the seas," and he withstood successfully the combined attacks of the rest of Europe.

The prince of Orange effected nothing to augment the power and glory of England ; Louis

XIV., by encouraging manufactures throughout his dominions, by fostering science and

letters, by stimulating every kind of noble talent, made of France the centre of good taste,

industry, and wealth. The prince of Orange pursued a sombre policy, which was based

entirely on dissimulation, which ignored the most sacred rights, and which never showed

him in a light which could win for him the love of his subjects ; Louis XIV. followed a

policy which always respected the Law of Nations, which was often admired by those whom
he conquered, which was never actuated by means which a grand monarch could not

avow without shame.

(2) ACGER ; in the Universal Biography of Michaud, art. Voltairt.
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urging him to calumniate all that he hated ? Hdbemus con-

fitentem reum. " Lying is a vice only when it works evil.

It is a very great virtue, when it works good. Therefore

BE more virtuous THAN EVER. We JVIUST LIE LIKE THE DEVIL,

NOT TiailDLY OR FOR A TIME, BUT BRAVELY AND ALWAYS "
(1).

As a writer, Voltaire explored every region in the domain

of intelligence ; and it was his fond hope that he would have

left in each region a monument which would remind poster-

ity of his conquests. In 1750 the gossipy Saint-Simon wrote

this note in his Memoires : " This Arouet, now a gi'eat poet

and Academician under the name of Voltaire, has become a

sort of personage in the republic of letters, and even an im-

portant one in a certain set." Twenty years after Saint-

Simon penned this dubious comj)liment, Voltaire, like Mon-
tesquieu and Rousseau, was regarded by all the self-appointed

guardians of progress and civilization, in every country of

Europe, as a prime educator of the human race. It is not

within the scope of our work to discuss the merits of Vol-

taire as the luminary of literary Europe in the eighteenth

century (2). Probably Maynard judged correctly, when he

wrote :
" When we contemplate the hundred volumes of

Voltaire from a distance, they form a gigantic j^yramid ; but

if we approach them, nearly the entire mass tumbles and

vanishes in dust. In none of the gTand divisions of litera-

ture did A^'oltaire j^roduce a single work which is equal to

those composed by the great writers who preceded or fol-

lowed him ; none of his works is that of a genius. If genius

(1) Letter to Tbieriot, Oct. 21, 1736.

(2) " The literature of the eighteenth century is entirely one of opposition. Its essence

Is revolutionary, fickle, mocking, incredulous when not impious, an affectation of license

In thought and word. The Permin Letters are the type of what is moderate in this liter-

ature; Voltaire is the master and the model of all its varieties. In order to vulgarize it-

self, all this literature descends one or more degrees. Tragedy becomes the hi)itrtjc<iis

drama of Diderot and of Sedalne ; Comedy either whines or sneers, quitting the high-road

of Molicre for the narrow paths of Marivaux. Not without reason did Le Sage choose for

a hero Gil Tilaf. a lackey and a thief's apprentice; or Beaumarchais select F/i/nco, a de-

bauched and knavish barber; or the Abbe Prcvostdo worse in Ma n<»t-Lescmtt. To glorify

the inclinations, to celebrate the passions— that was llie poetry of the theatre and of the novel.

There was no thought of elevating minds with moral reflections, as in the days of Cor-

neille ; the sole aim was to flatter all the instincts of the public that applauds, pays, and

confers glory. All this brilliant surface dazzled and seduced the eyes ; all Europe admired

and imitated with frenzy ; for the French language was the International language, spoken

and written by every cultured pei-sou." Pellissier ; Tlic Monarchy and the RevohdiDU,

p. 111. Paris, 1893.
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is essentially a creator ; if, concentrating its efforts and its

patience, genius ever tends to express itself entirely and to

personify itself, as it were, in a mouunient toward which

humanity will turn in order to recognize the traces of some

glorious station in the march of nations ; then—we saj- it

confidently— Voltaire, notwithstanding all the resources of

his prodigious imagination, was not a man of genius "
(1).

And nevertheless, many intelligent persons, in every country

of Europe, acclaimed the Sage of Ferney as a grand philoso-

pher. But in what one of Voltaire's works, asks Maynard,

are found " that power of conception, that correctness of

judgment, that independence of thought, that moderation

and that respect, those affirmations and beliefs, which are

essential conditions for the genius of philosophy ? A mind

without depth or breadth, ever carried away by violence of

passion or by volatility of character, ever a slave of misera-

ble prejudice ; ho knew only how to deny and to destroy.

To merely deny befits pride, and above all it befits ignor-

ance and silliness ; to merely destroy is the work of a bar-

barian ; but genius, if it knows how to doubt when it ought

to doubt, and how to refute when it ought to refute, tends

especially to affirmation and construction. By what right,

therefore, should Voltaire be introduced into the patrician

society of Aristotle and Plato, Cicero and Seneca, Descartes

and Leibnitz ? to say nothing of the comjDany of St. Augus-

tine and of Bossuet ? "
(2). Voltaire has indeed transmitted

to us an enormous amount of writing on philosophical sub-

jects ; but when allowance has been made for repetitions, the

volume of his philosophical indagations is exceedingly

modest. But is there any philosophy in the works of Vol-

taire ? In his superficial babblings on the grand questions

which form the very essence of philosophical thought—

•

those on God, on man, and on the universe, the lauded Sage

of Ferney may emit one affirmation after he has pronounced

ten denials ; but that single affirmation is soon neutralized

by fresh negations, and the reader perceives that he is asked

to plunge into the sea of universal skepticism. Voltaire has

been termed a theist ; but it is evident from his writings

(1) Loc. cit., bk. iv., ch. 5. (2) Ibi.
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that lie <\'ould have preferred that no God should exist.

When he appears to recognize a God, he presents for our
admiration, not for our reverence, an abstract being who has

no relations with man in this world or in any other state of

existence. As to man, Voltaire does not once clearly avow
the spirituality and immortality of the soul ; when he does

not deny these supreme consolations of our too frequently

troubled mortality, he involves them in a darkness of doubt
which he has not evoked without much painful effort (1).

CHAPTEE XXI.

THE PONTIFICATE OF PIUS VT.

More than four months were required by the Sacred Col-

lege for the debates which were to result in the selection of

(1) When the Abb6 Boyer published (1835) his Defense of Social Order aoainst Modern
Carhoitarigni, there was in the archives of Potsdam an autograph of Frederick II. on the

Art of Reigning, addressed to the king's nephew and successor. Boyer inserted it in his

work ; and as it is an excellent illustration of the " philosophy " of both Voltaire and his

German pupil, it will be of interest to the reader. " He is a fool who denies that religion is

absolutely necessary to a state. That king is very imprudent who allows his subjects to

misuse religion ; but a king is not wise if he himself has any religion. Pay attention to

this, my dear nephew. Nothingso tyrannizes over the mind and the heart as religion, since

it does not accord with our passions. Nor does it accord with the grand political views

which a monarch ought lo have. Tlie true religion of <a sovereign should be his interest

and his glory ; his position dispenses him from any other. However, he may present a

temporary exterior of religion for the amusement of those who surround and watch him.

If, in the language or women and priests, he fears God, asdid Louis XIV. in his latter days,

he becomes timid and puerile, and is fit only lo become a Capuchin. If there presents it-

self a favorableopportuniiy for seizing a province, an army of devils stands before him and
prohibits the enterprise. When he is about to make a treaty with some other power, if he

pauses to think that he Is a Christian, he will Inevitably be cheated. As to war, that is a

business in which the smallest scruple may spoil everything ; for what decent man would
care to make war, if there were no pillage, burning, or slaughter? Of course, I do not

say that oue ought to proclaim one's atheism ; but one must think of his position. All the

Popes who had any common sense held principles which accorded witli their aggrandize-

ment ; for it would be the height of folly for a priest to care for the little fooleries which
are meant only for the people. Believe me, my dear nephew. Holy Mother Church is as

capricious as a woman; she is always inconstant. Be faithful to true philosophy ; she is

consoling, strong, and inexhaustible as nature. Then you will soon have in your kingdom
no religious disputes of any consequence ; for parties are formed only because of the weak-

ness of princes and their ministers. There is one very important reflection which I would
present to you. Your ancestors acted most sensihly in this matter of religion ; they joined

In a Reformation which gave them the ajipearance of Apostles, and tilled their purses.

Now, however, since nothing is to l)e gained liy siichacnMrse ; and since it might lie danger-

ous lo enter upon It ; we must practice toleration. Hold well this principle, my dear neph-

ew ; always say, as I do, that every person can worship God as he pleases (we dare not

transcribe the obscene remark whi( h is here introducedi ; if vou forgot this maxim, all wllj;
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a successor to Clemeut XIV. When the Conclave opened,

on October 5, 1774, it appeared that the candidate of the

Zelanti, those cardinals who disapproved of the recent

suppression of the Jesuits, would be elected ; and even when
the foreign cardinals, all naturally partisans of one who

would be acceptable to " the party of the crowns," had ar-

rived, the favorite candidate seemed to be Cardinal Braschi,

who was generally regarded as a Zelante. In vain did the

representatives of the courts of Vienna, Madrid, and Lisbon,

endeavor to effect the " exclusion " of Braschi. Spain ad-

vocated the election of Pallavicini ; but that cardinal for-

mally announced that he would refuse the tiara, and that his

own choice was Brasclii. France had already declared,

through the ambassador of Louis XVI., then just arrived at

the throne, that she wanted, above all, a good Pope ; and

Austria, then intimately united with France by the marriage

be lost, and for the following reasons : In my kingdom tbere are many sects. In certain

provinces the Lutherans All all the offices ; in others the Calvinists have the same advan-

tage. There are some provinces where the Catholics so dominate, that the king can send

thither only one or two Protestant deputies ; and of all ignorant and blind fanatics, I do

assure you that the Romans are the most flery and the most atrocious. In this outlandish

religion the priests are ferocious beasts, who preach only a blind submission to their orders,

and who command like despots. They are assassins, robbers, ravishers, and men of inex-

pressible ambition. Note the insolent rapidity with which Rome arrogates to herself the

right of commanding sovereigns. . . . Since our ancestors became Christians in the ninth

century in order to please the emperor; since they became Lutherans in the sixteenth cen-

tury in order to appropriate the property of the Church ; and since they became Calvinists

In the seventeenth in order to please the Hollanders in the matter of the succession of

Cleves ; we may well be indifferent to all religions in order to preserve tranquillity in our

dominions. My father had an excellent project, which, however, did not succeed. He

employed the president. Lain, to compose a little Treatise nn Religion, designed to unite

the three sects into one. The president spoke badly about the Pope, he grabbed St. Roch's

dog by the ears, and he pulled the tail of St. Anthony's pig. He regarded Sts. Bernand

and Dominic as two courtesans, as loose as they were knavish ; he thought no better of the

Eleven Thousand Virgins than of the saints and martyrs of the family of Loyola. As to

mysteries, he thought it best not to try to explain them ; good sense was to be shown, and

the literal significance was not always to be received. As to the Lutherans, they were his

main reliance ; and as for the Catholics, he wished them to become a little unfaithful to

the court of Rome. ... As for the priests, he allowed them to take their housekeepers as

wives. ... I have not abandoned this project, and I flatter myself that I have rendered it

of easy execution by you. . . . The system has been already formed ; Voltaire has composed

the introduction. He insists on nothing more being said concerning religion, since men

do not agree upon even one point. He draws the portrait of every founder of a sect with

a quaint freedom which seems like truth ; he has unearthed a quantity of anecdotes

about Popes, bishops, priests, and ministers, which give a peculiarly gay tone to his work.

And the work is written in so concise and rapid a style, that one has no time for reflection

;

in fine, the art of the author is so subtle, that he seems to be in the utmost good faith, even

when he advances the most extravagant principles. D'Alemben and Maupertuis furnished

the canvas for this work ; and they calculated with such precision, that one is tempted to

believe that they tried to convince themselves before they tried to convince others."
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of Marie Antoinette with Louis, desisted from her opposi-

tion. On Feb. 15, 1775, Braschi was elected unauimouslj

to the Chair of Peter. Giovanni Angelo Braschi was born at

Cesena in 1717. AYhile still a young man he attracted the

favorable attention of the pre-eminently discerning Benedict

XIV., and was employed by that Pontiti" in many delicate

affairs. Clement XIII. made him treasurer of the Apostolic

Chamber in 1766, and Clement XIV. raised him to the car-

dinalate in 1773. Bourgoing, whose work on the pontificate

of Pius VI. is the chief source consulted by the rank and

file of modern writers on that subject, and who was tram-

melled by no prejudices in favor of any Pope, says that the

life of Braschi had always been " a laborious one," and that

he had ever been " indifferent to worldly pleasures, meriting

general respect by the regularity of his conduct "
(1). The

same hypercritical and frequentl}' calumnious author admits

that as Pontiff, Pius VI. was " humane, accessible, laborious,

and temperate . . . his time was spent entirely either in at-

tending to his religious duties, or in the quiet of his cabinet,

his museum, or the Vatican Library." Bourgoing depicts

Pius VI. as " in every respect one of the handsomest men of

his day ; to his great stature were added the charms of noble

and gracious features, and of a florid complexion, the bril-

liancy of which age had not diminished." AYe may ques-

tion, however, the truth of the assertion that he was " care-

ful to manage his pontifical robes in a way that would show

him to the best advantage." Bourgoing continually feigns

to discern vanity in all the actions of Pius VI., from the

day when, almost a sexagenarian, he first donned the tiara,

to the day when he laid down his burden of nearly eighty-

three years. Such was not the judgment of those who were

intimately associated with him during the twenty-four years

(1) nisforicaJ and Philonnphicnl Memnirefi nn Piks VT. nnd Hia PoittiUcate. Paris,

1798. Bourgoing is careful to inform liis reader tliat these Mcmaircs are " pliilosophiral" ;

but in the very beginning of the work he shows that he is a philosophist. rather than a

philosopher. He affeets to pity and to despise the Popedom, " that scalTolding of temporal

and spiritual power, that sanctuary of superstition, that long series of errors, that long

abuse of human credulity." Religion and its ministers are, in his mind, objects lit only

for ridicule. Writing Just after the One and Indivisible French Republic, whose agent he

was. had proclaimed the Papacy a dead thing, he declares that Its demise " is regretted bj

no one."
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of his eventful pontificate (1). These authorities represent

him as truly pious, and even as austere ; in fine, as a worthy

successor of St. Peter. There was little food for vanity in

the pontifical career of Pius VI. ; at the very moment of his

elevation he seemed to foresee the miseries which awaited

him. "Venerable brothers," he said to those who had

elected him, " your work is completed ; but its result is un-

fortunate for me." The spirit with which Pius VI. entered

upon his pontificate is clearly evinced by his letter, written

immediately after his election, to the municipal authorities

of Cesena, his native city :
" Our elevation to the Supreme

Pontificate, which took place this morning, causes us to send

to you this letter which we moisten with bitter tears, because

of the burden, so disproportionate to our strength, with

which we have been charged. Instead of any manifestations

of joy, we wish that you exhibit signs of grief, and that you

pra}- for us. With that intent we have written, with our

own hand, the accompanying directions for your guidance."

He orders that, " under pain of incurring his supreme indig-

nation, the authorities allow no public demonstrations of joy,

no illuminations or fireworks, no academic eulogies of him-

self, no deputations to him, no horse races or games "
; but

there are to be celebrated five solemn pontifical Masses for

his intention, and seventy daughters of poor parents are to

receive dowries of forty golden scudi apiece. A Pontiff with

such ideas cannot deserve the reproaches of the apologist of

the Convention and the Directory, who feigns to regard as

an exhibition of vanity every monument which Pius VI.

erected; every encouragement of art which he accorded;

every display of magnificence, on his part, such as befitted

a Pope-King ; and even every instance of majestic deport-

ment in the grand functions where, as the high-priest of

Christendom, he was the central figure.

From his earliest years Braschi had been an impassioned!

student in every branch of ecclesiastical lore ; and when he

entered upon the duties of the Supreme Pontificate, he was

so well versed in all the mazes of ecclesiastical history, that

he never needed to recur to authorities when it became

(1) Baldassari ; History of the Seizure and Captivity of Pope Pius VI., Rome, 1805.
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necessary for him to adduce any particular fact, decision, or

enactment. As a temporal ruler lie was just, firm, and be-

neficent. In order to further the cause of education among

the poor, he procured a number of Brothers of the Christian

Schools from France. Agriculture and commerce, and all

works of public utility, received continually his personal

and careful attention. He enlarged and made more safe the

port of Ancona ; he uncovered and restored the Appian Way ;

he reclaimed many thousand acres in the Campagna ; he un-

dertook, and was prevented only by the Eevolution from

completing, the drainage of the Pontine Marshes. The

magnificent Sacristy of St. Peter's was his work. The splen-

did Museum in the Vatican is rightly called the Pio-Clem-

entiuo ; for while as yet Cardinal Braschi, our Pontiff had

inspired Clement XIA^ with the idea of forming it, and he

made it what it now is, when he donned the tiara. Even the

description of this Museum, by Ennio Visconti, is due to

the encouragement of Pius VI. There was scarcely a mon-

ument in Kome which did not owe much to the fostering

care and embellishing hand of this Pontiff (1) ; and those

who imitate Bourgoing by ridiculing the innumerable com-

memorative slabs on which the tourist of to-day sees it re-

corded that " Pius YL restored," would do well to consider

whether or not the zeal of Pius YL deserves remembrance.

A pontificate so long as that of Pius YL—with the ex-

ception of those of St. Peter and Pius IX., the longest of

all—must necessarily present many features which call for

consideration. We have already dwelt sufficiently on the

matter of the Jesuits in Piussia. The martyrdom of Poland

at the hands of Catharine II. of Eussia will receive special

attention when we come to consider, in our next volume, the

soul-sickening and still persistent struggle of Piussian " Or-

thodoxy " with Polish Catholicism. The importan<?e of the

subject-matter will demand other special dissertations on the

pseudo-reformatory enterprises of the German emperor,

Joseph II., and on the Jansenistico-Josejihist innovations

in Tuscany which produced the Pseudo-Synod of Pistoja,

(1 ) For iletiiils on this matter, see the History of the Popa<, by Artaud de Moiuor. vol. vl.

Paris, 1847-49.
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and were tlie occasion of the Bull Auctorem Fidei ; on the

pretension of the archbishop of Salzburg, and of four other

German archbishops, that no papal decree could oblige in

their dioceses without their approbation ; and on the schism

of the French " Constitutional " clergy. Here we would ask

for the attention of the reader, firstly, to the dissensions

between Pius VI. and the court of Naples ; secondly, to the

affair of Cardinal de Eohan and the necklace ; and thirdly,

to the seizure, captivity, and death of Pius YI. in exile.

When this Pontifi" succeeded to the Chair of Peter, the prime-

minister of Naples was Bernardo Tanucci, a Tuscan lawyer

whom Charles III. had raised to the ministry, and whom
Ferdinand lY. had come to regard as a type of good states-

manship. Even according to Bourgoiug, Tanucci was not

only an ambitious man, but a mischief-maker, vindictive,

and saturated with animosity against the court of Eome.

At the time when all the sovereigns of the House of Bour-

bon had leagued themselves against Pope Clement XIIL

in the matter of the suppression of the Jesuits, he had

induced his royal master to seize Benevento, and it was

not his fault that the duchy was afterward restored to the

Holy See. In 1769 he had prohibited monasteries to ac-

quire more property, had deprived the papal nuncio of

many of his privileges, and had advised King Ferdinand to

cease sending the annual and voluntary subscriptions of the

Neapolitan monarchs for the support of the Basilica of the

Apostles, and for the augmentation of the Yatican Library.

In 1772, he had persuaded Ferdinand that as heir of the

House of Farnese, he had rights to Castro and Ronciglione
;

and had not Clement XIY. reconciled the Bourbon sover-

eigns to the Holy See, a Neapolitan army would have in-

vaded those territories. Pius YI. soon found that Tanucci

was determined to embroil the courts of Rome and Naples.

The audacious minister assured the Neapolitans that in or-

der to gain the indulgence of the Jubilee, visits to the prin-

cipal churches of Home were unnecessary ; visits to their

own churches were sufficient, even though the Pontiff had

not granted an indult to that effect. Tanucci also sup-

pressed many monasteries in Sicily, united several dioceses,
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conferred abbeys witliout the pontifical consent, and ordered

tlie bishops to fill benefices which were reserved to the Holy

See. "When the Pope condemned a book written h\ a cer-

tain Dominican, and deprived him of his chair in the Uni-

versity of Naples, Tanucci ordered the author to continue

his lectures. Had not the light of history shone too vividly

on the matter, this minister would have denied the suzerain

rights of the Holy See over both the Sicilies (1) ; but he

was able to vent his spleen by allowing no pomp to accom-

pany the annual presentation of tribute, whereby his royal

master acknowledged himself to be a vassal of the Pontiff

(2). Even when Tanucci lost the favor of Ferdinand IV. in

1776, and was replaced by Marquis de la Sambuca, his ec-

clesiastical policy remained for many years an acceptable

tradition in the Neapolitan cabinet (3). In 1777 Sambuca

forbade the bishops to receive any Bescripts from Eome, or

to leave their dioceses without the royal permission. In

1779 an ordinance abolished the ancient custom of assigning

the revenues of a vacant bishopric to the Apostolic Cham-

ber ; said revenues being declared the property of the royal

treasury. In the ensuing years, according as the German

influence, represented by Queen Caroline (sister of Joseph

II.), made itself felt, the pretentions of the Neapolitan cab-

inet became unbearable. One of the creatures of this singu-

lar queen, Acton (son of an Irish physician, but born at

Besangon), whom she caused to be raised to the premier-

ship, took measures for the forcible seizure of the papal

duchies of Benevento and Pontecorvo ; and for the meeting

of a " National Council," in which there would be chosen

three bishops who would thereafter " preconize " such per-

sons as the royal minister might choose for the mitre. But

the Spanish government interfered to prevent a Catholic

sovereign from giving such a scandal to the Catholic world

(4) ; and the machinations of Caroline and her favorite were

(1) For the orlpln of these riphts, see our vol. ii., p. 214.

(2) This tribute consisted of a richly caparisoned palfrey, and G.OOO Rolden ducats.

(3) In justice to the qualities of Tanucci as n civil administrator, we must record that

the popular gratitude caused this Inscription to be placed on his tomb :
" During the Xortv

years in which he held the keys of power In the kinndom, he Imposed no taxes."

(4) BOURGOING ; loc. cit., vol. 1.
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defeated (1). Finally the Neaj)olitan government, like the

other Catholic powers of the day, began to realize that it

was foolish to war on the Papacy at a time when the Rev-

olution, begun in Paris, was threatening to become a Euro-

pean convulsion. Even Marquis Caraccioli, the Minister of

Foreign Aifairs, who had said that if he ever became prime-

minister of Naples, " he would render the kingdom indepen-

dent of the Grand Mufti of Eome "
; even he now astonished

the world by a strenuous defense of the papal prerogatives.

In 1790, Ferdinand IV. signed an agreement with the Holy
See, whereby it was promised that every Neapolitan mon-
arch would pay into the Apostolic Treasury 150,000 ducats,

immediately after his accession ; that the Pontiff should

have the nomination to all benefices of the second order, and

that he should fill a vacant see by the appointment of one

of three persons named by the king. In return. His Holi-

ness agreed that the Neapolitan sovereign should be no

longer styled a vassal of the Pontiff; and that in the colla-

tion of Neapolitan benefices, subjects of His Majesty should

always be preferred. The harmony of the two courts was

confirmed in 1791 by a visit of the king and queen to the

Pope; but very shortly afterward, observes Picot, "Fer-

dinand saw those lawyers who had inveighed so eloquently

against the Holy See, those marquises who were so philosoph-

ical, those bishops who were so courfisanesque, pronouncing

against himself, as they had declaimed against the Pontiff

;

abandoning his rights, as they had abandoned those of the

Church ; availing themselves, in order to undermine his au-

thority, of those same principles which they had invoked

(1) Besides the question of the royal right to nominate bishops for vacant sees, there

arose at this time a difficulty concerning the riglit, claimed by the Pope, to consecrate all

Neapolitan bishops in the Eternal City, either with his own hands or by means of one of

the curial bishops delegated for the purpose. It is certain that during the first nine cen-
turies of the Christian era, the Pope was the sole metropolitan in the region to which the

Eastern emperors had given the name of the " Vicariate of Rome "
; and what afterward

became the kingdam of Naples was a part of that Vicariate. Therefore, in those early

centuries it was the right of the Pontiff alone to consecrate the Neapolitan bishops. But
in the tenth century, when Italy had come to consist of many independent and mutually

jealous principalities, there were naturally established various metropolitan sees for the

various states ; and consequently the bishops of each state were consecrated by its metrov
politan, although the metropolitans continued to be consecrated at Rome. But in the

early part of the fourteenth century, the Popes reclaimed their ancient right of fonsecrat-

ing the bishops of the Two Sicihes ; and after 1.340 that right was exercised until the
time of Ferdinand IV. Borgia ; The Papal Dominion in the Two Sicilies. Rome, 178&
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against the Vicar of Jesus Christ; uud thus showing the

true measure of that devotion to his power which they had

affected "
(1).

For the benefit of those who derive their notions of

French history from the attractive but deceiving pages of

Dumas, and from works pretendedly more serious, which

shouhl also be chassed as fictions, we now touch on an epi-

sode of this pontificate—the " affair of the necklace," which,

although of a secular nature, greatly exercised the French

episcopate, and profoundl}^ grieved the Head of the Church.

Louis-Eene, Prince de Eohan, born in 1734, was one of the

last of those courtier-jjrelates whose elevation the his-

torian of the olden days is so frequently obliged to stigma-

tize. During the previous hundred years a Ptolian had al-

ways worn the mitre of Strasburg ; therefore men did not

wonder, when, in 1779, the dissijjated and spendthrift

nejihew succeeded his uncle in that see. At the solicitation

of Poniatowski, king of Poland, he had alreadj^ been made

a cardinal. So addicted to pleasure and ostentation was

this prelate, that he was always in debt, although he pos-

sessed, besides his large private patrimony, enormous epis-

copal revenues and some of the richest commendatary

abbeys in France. Therefore it was easy for Cagliostro, the

prince of charlatans, who was then at the height of his cele-

iDrity, to draw the luxurious ecclesiastic into his net (2)

;

and the resulting intimacy prepared one of the most monu-

mental scandals of that century. Kohan had presumed to

aspire to the position that had been occupied by Richelieu

and Mazarin ; but in order to attain to that eminence, he

surmised that he should acquire the favor of the queen.

Cagliostro discovered the ambition of his mitred pupil, and

he resolved to profit by it. One of his accomplices, a

woman who styled herself " Countess de la Motte-Valois,"

informed Eohan that she was aware of his desires ; and that

(1) Mnnoirci^ for the Ecclesiastical History of the Eighteenth Century, vol. v., p.

355. Paris, 3il edit., 1885.

(2) In the Mf moires of Mine. Oberkirch, cited by Pieot, we read tliat Rolian declared

that he had seen Cagliostro manufacture scores of diamonds and thoiisjiods of /ok i8 (("<<»-.

The cardinal also declared that he knew Cagliostro to be a true prophet and a miraculous

healer, as well as a sublime genius, and one of the best men who ever lived. For details

concerning Cagliostro, see p. -UU of this volume.
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she could suggest a sure way whereby he could enter iuto

the good graces of Marie Antoinette. At a certain jeweller's

emporium there was a maguificeut necklace of diamonds for

which the queen yearned. The king could not buy it ; for

its price was 1,600,000 francs. Her Majesty, added the ad-

venturess, begged her friend, the cardinal, to buy the pre-

cious bauble for her, but in his own name ; in time she

would repay the money. Let the ambitious j)relate gratify

the queen, urged La Motte ; his road to power would then

be clear. To prove that she was authorized to speak for

Her Majesty, the temptress exhibited a document to that

effect, signed, " Marie Antoinette of France." It is strange

that the courtly Kohan did not perceive that this signature

stamped the paj^er as a forgery, and a very clumsy one

;

only a woman of the blood-royal of France could or would

style herself " of France " ; the queen's signature would

have been, " Marie Antoinette of Austria." However, Eohan
fell into the snare. He purchased the necklace, and handed

it to La Motte ; that enterprising party gave it to her hus-

band, who immediately crossed the Channel, and sold the

jewels separately in London. When the time for payment

arrived, the cardinal, who, to his surprise, had not been

called to the ministry, was unable to satisfy his creditor,

and in despair he advised that matter-of-fact man to appeal

to the queen. When Marie Antoinette had heard the scan-

dalous tale, she rushed to impart it to her rojal husband.

On the following day, the Feast of the Assumption of Our

Lady, 1785, the cardinal, in his capacity of grand-almoner of

France, having presented himself in full episcopal robes at

the Tuilleries, in order to pontificate at the Solemn Mass,

an order from the king, summoning him to his Majesty's

private cabinet, was handed to him. In the cabinet he

found the king and queen, and most of the ministers. Ques-

tioned as to the meaning of the entire disgraceful business,

the scion of the proud and noble Rolians threw himself on

the royal mercy ; but he was conducted at once to the Bas-

tille. A few days passed, and the miserable man was then

informed that he could either appeal to the royal clemency,

or be tried by a special commission, or appear before the
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parliament of Paris (1). To the reader who has accompauied

us on the many occasions when we estimated the calibre of

the parliament of Paris, it will not be a matter of surprise

that Rohan should have elected to be tried by that tribunal.

In consequence of this choice, royal letters-patent laid the

case before the parliament ; Cagliostro, the charlatan and

Masonic reformer, and the soi-disant Count and Countess

La Motte-Yalois being included in the indictment. Just at

this time, the French clergy were holding their periodical

General Assembly ; and naturally the predicament of Car-

dinal de Eohan was discussed with some vehemence. It was

declared that the immunities of the clergy were being vio-

lated by the proposed trial of a bishop by a lay tribunal

;

and a remonstrance was sent by the Assembly to the king,

respectfully representing that " the right which they claimed

was older than the monarchy itself ; that it had been trans-

mitted from age to age ; that it was a deposit for which

they were aqcountable to their successors ; that it had been

recognized, not for a time, or in favor of particular individ-

uals, but for all time, and in favor of the entire first order of

the kingdom ; that therefore it was not to be arbitrarily

revoked "
(2). The cardinal soon took this view of his case,

and demanded a trial by an ecclesiastical tribunal. The Pope

also, to whom the General Assembly of the clergy had referred

the matter, and whom the scandal had so affected that for

several days his life was in danger (3), wrote to Louis XVI.

to the same effect ; and declared that no matter what would

be the residt of the parliamentary trial, Eohan would be

judged by the Sacred College of which he was a member. De-

spite the protests of Pontiff and bishops, and the demand of

the culprit, the king resolved to leave the issue of the affair

with the parliament ; and the public curiosity, to say nothing

of the malignit}' of the mob, eagerly awaited a decision in

which but too many fondly fancied that they foresaw a be-

smirchal of the character of " the Austrian "
(4). After a

(1) DR07. ; HMorv of Louis XVI., vol. 1.. p. 444. Paris, 1805.

(2) PracrK-Vcrhanx of the AKxcmhlu i)f 1T8T, p. 557.

(3) AUTAi-D : HiMory of the PopfK. an. Pius VI.

(4)
" The public cherished only ihtise suspicions which could not possibly be verifled.

Men waited in eager expectation of hearing some revelation which would compromise the
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session of sixteen hours, the parliament acquitted Kohan

and Cagliostro, and condemned Mad. La Motte to the

Salpetriere for life. The court of Eome had not waited for

the parliamentar}^ judgment. A special commission having

decided that the cardinal's acceptation of a trial by an incom-

petent tribunal was a violation of his cardinalitial oath, the

Pontiff, on Feb. 17, 1786, had deprived him of all the honors

of his rank until he would have defended himself, before the

Holy See, from the charges brought against him. However,

the Pope soon afterward restored him to his pristine con-

dition, appearing to be satisfied with the justificatory memorial

which hehad forwarded. Louis XVI. was not so easily placat-

ed. Eohan was deprived of his almonry, and ordered to re-

tire to his abbey of Chaise-Dieu in Auvergne ; then, after

some months of presumed meditation on the irregularities

of his previous life, he was enjoined to betake himself to

his diocese of Strasburg. It is edifying to learn, from in-

disputable records of the time, that the cardinal's later

years were passed in a manner becoming to his sacerdotal

character. When the Civil Constitution of the Clergy was

submitted to him for his signature, he spurned the schis-

matic ordinance, and retired into the German part of his dio-

cese. During the days of the Terror, he devoted his time

and money to the alleviation of the sufferings of the emigres

who succeeded in reaching his jurisdiction. When Pope

Pius VII., in 1801, demanded his resignation, just as His

Holiness required that of all the French bishops, in order

to re-organize the Church of the sorely-tried land, he com-

plied with all simplicity and even cheerfulness ; and two

years afterward he made a happy death at Ettenheim (1).

When the news of the tragic death of Louis XVI. reached

our Pontiff, he assembled in Consistory all the cardinals then

in Eome, and in an eloquent Allocution he praised the vir-

tues of the murdered monarch, and demonstrated the iniquity

of the sentence which had been executed. " How vivid was

queen. . . . Animosity toward the queen caused a sympathy with the cardinal ;
and he

shared that sympathy with whom? With Cagliostro." Lacretelle ; HiMnrji of France

During the Eiahtecnth Ccnturij, vol. vi. Paris, 1820.

(1) For interesting details concerning Cardinal de Rohan, see the Memoires of the Abb4

Georgel, who had been his grand-vicar ; and also the Memoires of Bezenval and of Mme.

Campan.
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his attachment to the Catholic faith ! How profound was

his submission to the will of God ! How deeply he repented

for having, though against his own will, signed his name to

certain decrees which were contrary to the faith and disci-

pline of the Church !
"

(1). The Pontiff recalled how the

fury of the factions had been excited against Louis, because

he had refused to sanction the deportation of the priests

who would not swear to uphold the Civil Constitution of the

Clergy. The cardinals were reminded how this refusal was

adduced at the pretended trial of the king ; and how His

Majesty had written to the bishop of Clermont, declaring

that he would re-establish the Catholic Church in France,

if he were liberated, and restored to the throne (2). Com-
menting on the last moments of Louis, the Poj^e exclaimed

;

" Oh ! Day of triumph for Louis, to whom Heaven gav6

patience under persecution, and victory in the arms of death '!

We are confident that he changed his perishable crown, and

the lilies which had faded so soon, for an immortal crown

of lilies formed by angelic hands "
(3). And in conclusion,

the Pontiff thus ai^ostrophized France :
" France ! France !

Thou whom our predecessors termed the model of Catholic

unity, the unshakable support of the faith ! Thou who, in

Christian fervor and in devotion to the Apostolic See, didst

never follow other nations, but didst ever precede them !
"

(4).

Two years of suspense had passed, when our Pontiff found

that one of the chief results of the Eevolution was to be a

renewal of the perennial attempt to obliterate the temporal

dominion of the Holy See—a domini(m which, a thousand

(1) ''Quantusfvit i)i CathoUcam rdioioncm ardui- animi, qucv venv in Dili tn pieta-

ti>t indicia! Qiti dnlor, qxuB penitentia, qwnl, vclinvitxts, nomcn suum actisdisci-

plinw, fideiqnv (irthndnrw Ecclfsia' coutrariift adxcrip^^crit .'

"

(2) Miileslierbes, who tried to l)cli(>\ o tliiit the Convention would be content with a de-

portation of the king, asked I.oiiis, one day when he visited the prison, wlittlier lie would

consent to wear the crown apain. if the French people, returned to their senses, were ta

ask him to do so. Louis replied that one of his conditions wotdd be that the Catholic re-

llpion should continue to be the reli^'ion of the state, other relipions. of course, being tol-

erated.

(3) "Oh.' Diei< Ludnvicn t7-iiimiih(ili!<. mi Ai/« drdit efii) pfrfirculiiDic laliran-

tiam. et in passionc victoriam ; caducntn voiotiam rcuiam, ac hrcvi cvaucxirntia lilia,

eiim perenni alia corona ex immortalibus angelorinn liliis contexta, fcliciter ilium

cointnvtaxKC co».fi(!i'(»ii/.s."

(4) "Gallia! CnUia ! A )»-(vdece(ii<orihri.<t vimlrix nppiUata tntiitsChristi tiuUat's

fipcculum, et iwtnotum fiilci Jnwamrntum. utjiati' ipKc ui fervore fldei ChrUtiana:, ac

dcvotione Apoxtoliccc Scdi, non scqticris alian, ncil antrccdis! "
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years previously, French valor and devotion had consolidat-

ed. In 1796, after the lightning-like campaign with which

he had all but annihilated an Austro-Sardinian and an im-

perial German army, and had prostrated Northern Italy at

the feet of the French Kepublic, the young General Bona-

parte announced to his exultant troops that they were about

to march on the Eternal City :
" Soldiers, you have done

much ; but is there nothing else to be done ? . . .
The result

of your victories will be the re-establishment of the Capitol

;

the erection of statues in honor of the heroes who made that

Capitol celebrated ; an awakening of the Eoman people, now

lethargized by so many centuries of slavery. You will be

glorified for having changed the face of the most beautiful

region in Europe." Secular historians will inform the reader

how Pius VI. was forced to ratify the Armistice of Bologna,

whereby he agreed to pay indemnities for the injuries suf-

fered by French citizens, albeit through their own fault, in

the Papal States ; to give immediate freedom to all political

prisoners ; to close the papal ports to all powers with which

France w^as at war ; to deliver the citadel of Ancona to the

conqueror ; to consent to a French occupancy of the Lega-

tions of Bologna and of Ferrara ; to pay to the French gov-

ernment twenty-one millions of francs ; and to deliver to

appositely appointed French commissioners a hundred works

of art, and five hundred manuscripts, which those commis-

sioners would select from among the inestimable treasures

of the Vatican. In order to meet his enforced indebtedness

to the despoiler, our Pontiff, with the advice and consent of

the Sacred College, made use of the sum which Sixtus V
had providently reserved for emergencies, and which was

still guarded in Castel Sant'Angelo. When it was found

that this provision would satisfy only one-fourth of the

French claim, the Pope appealed to the generosity of his

subjects ; and in order to set the example to all the religious

establishments, upon which he called to spare only the plate

which was immediately necessary for the Divine Sacrifice,

he sent all his own gold and silver articles to the mint. The

cardinals, prelates, churches, etc., did the same ; the Eoman

patricians were not remiss, Prince Doria alone contributing
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plate valued at half a milliou of scudi ; and the women sent

their jewelry. By these sacrifices Pius YI. was enabled to

pay the stipulated " indemnity " to the French Directory
;

but when the papal envoy, Pierracchi, asked that body to

enter into a defiuitive treaty of peace with the Hoi}' See, he

was told that he should subscribe an article setting forth

that the Pope " disavowed, revoked, and annulled, all Bulls,

Briefs, Monitories, Rescripts, and Decrees, w'hich he had

issued, concerning matters in France, from 1789 to that day."

Since the proposed article manifestly implied a sanction of

the Civil Constituticm of the Clergy, Pierracchi replied that

his powers did not extend to religious matters ; whereupon

he was informed that his diplomatic mission had terminat-

ed. The Directory now proceeded to render the position

of the Poutili' more painful from a temporal point of view,

hoping by such pressure to induce him to yield in spirituals.

He was told that until he signed a definitive treaty of friend-

ship with the Eepublic, he would be taxed 300,000 francs

per month. Furthermore, he was to renounce the sovereignty

of Avignon and the Venaissin ; to cede to France the j)rov-

inces of Bologna, Ferrara, and Castro, and the duchies of

Benevento, Pontecorvo, and Bonciglione ; to admit French

garrisons in Ancona and Civita Yecchia ; to treat all the

foes of France as enemies to himself ; to recognize the terri-

torial jurisdiction of French di})lomatic and consular agents

in their establishments ; and finallv he was to sanction the

article which had been submitted to Pierracchi. Pius YI.

rejected this ultimatum, and apj^ealed for aid to the cabinet

of Vienna, which was still endeavoring to withstand the on-

slaughts of the French. While the Directory was threaten-

ing the Pontiff, its general in Italy fancied that His Holiness

might be brought to terms without the use of force ; and he

attempted to negotiate with Cardinal Alexander Mattel,

archbishop of Ferrara. "\Ye subjoin the reply which Bona-

parte received from His Eminence. " The Supreme Pontiff,

the depositary on earth of those maxims which Jesiis Christ

exhibited in Himself to His disciples and to the whole

world, lias always sought means whereby jieace and harmony

could be enjoyecl by all Cliristendom ; and he has made, for
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that end, every sacrifice which he could possibly make. . .

.

The success of your army in Italy has blinded your govern-

ment. Not satisfied with having shorn the lamb to the skin,

they would now devour it. They call on the Poj)e to sacri-

fice his soul, and the souls committed to his care, by an en-

tire destruction of the principles which form the foundation

of the Christian religion, the Gospel, and the discipline of

the Church. . . . After begging the Directory to arrange

matters in a reasonable manner, the court of Rome has been

forced to prepare for war. Let Europe judge as to the in-

stigator of that war. . . . Your army is formidable ; but you
yourself know that it is not invincible. We shall oppose to

it our means, our constancy, the confidence of a good cause,

and above all, the help of God which we hope to have. Wo
know that incredulists and modern philosophers mock at

sj^iritual weapons ; but if it should please God to permit a

case when those arms would be adopted, undoubtedly your

phalanxes would have a fatal experience of their efiicacy.'*

The campaign of 1797 was a series of prodigious exploits on

the part of Bonaj)arte. On Jan. 14 he annihilated the bet-

ter part of the Austrian forces at Eivoli ; a few days after-

ward, he compelled another Austrian army to surrender be-

fore Mantua ; and then he dictated to Wurmser the terms on
which that general was allowed to capitulate. Then enter-

ing the States of the Church, he defeated the small pontifical

army at Faenza, and on Feb. 10 he was in Ancona. The Pon-
tiff perceived that he must yield in all matters that were not

positively forbidden by his conscience. The Treaty of Tolen-

tino followed ; and since Bonaj^arte drafted and signed it

without any consultation with the Directory, the document
contained no allusion to that clause on which the men of Paris

would have insisted, and which no Pope would have ratified,

in any possible contingency—the revocation of all the papal

pronouncements on French affairs since 1789. But the treaty

was a severe blow to the Holy See. The Pope ceded Avig-

non and the Yenaissin, as well as tlie Legations of Ferrara,

Bologna, and the Bomagna ; and he promised to pay ten ad-

ditional millions of francs to the Republic (1). The Direc-

(1) On Feb. 13, four days after the slifning of the Treaty of Tolentino, Bonaparte issued
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tory ratified the treaty, and sent Joseph Bonaparte, brother
of its general, as ambassador to the Vatican. Joseph imme-
diately began to plot for the utter abolition of the Pope's sec-

ular dominion
; his palace became a rendezvous for all the

conspirators whom the armistice of June 23, 179G, had freed

from i^rison, and for tlie agents whom the Directory, with-

out any affectation of secrecy, had sent to Eome to excite

revolution. One of these agents, General Duphot, who Tsas

affianced to the sister-iu-law of Joseph Bonaparte (1), pre-

cipitated his own death and the catastrophe of the reign of

Pius VI. by his foolhardiness. On Dec. 28, 1797, while var-

ious demagogues were perorating to hastily collected cro^^'ds

in different parts of the city on the glories of ancient Eome
and of modern republican France, a band of revolutionists,

headed by Duphot with sword in hand, issued from the Pal-

azzo Corsini, where Joseph Bonaparte was residing, and
began to shout seditionarj^ cries. A pontifical platoon soon
advanced toward them, and its officer ordered them to sur-

render their weaj^ons. They paid no attention to the com-
mand ; but with cries of "Vive la liepuhliqiie !''' murched

a proclamation in reference to the Freneb priests then resident in the Papal Slates, whirh
is interesting as an indication that he did not sympathize with the murderous measures of

those whom he was serving for his own purposes, and as a proof that the Directory was al-

ready dominated by the victorious soldier who was soon to destroy it. He sent from his

headquarters at Macerala a proclamation, addressed to all the French authorities in the

Papal States, declaring that while the deported French piiesis could not, according to the
law, return to J'rance, nothing prohibited their remaining in the territories conquered by
the French armies. As for himself, he was " well satisfied with the conduct of the French,

priests " who were then in Italy ; he authorized them to remain ; he forbade, under very

severe penalties, any molestation of them ; and he ordered that Df ti'cn francs per month
should be given to each of them. This proclamation alarmed a government which had de-

creed, by its law (if Oct. 2t>, 179tj, the penalty of death against any French deported priest

who. In the countries conquered by the French, should take any part in a meeting of

emigrcK. Bonaparte justified his course to the Directory in these words :
" It is better for

these priests to be in Italy ; here Ihey will be of use to us, for they are less fanatical than

the Italian priests, and they will enlighten the populations who are being incited against

us. They weep when they meetns ; how can we avoid pitying them in theirmisfortunes?"

GABorRn ; lUMnrit nf the Revolution, vol. v., p. 2-34. Paris, 1850.

(1) When tlie Bonaparte family arrived in Marseilles, they formed the acquaintance of a

rich merchant named Clary, who had two beautiful daughters. In time Joseph Bonaparte

married the elder; Napoleon would have espoused the other, but the father saiii that one

Bonaparte in Ids family sulllced. Eugenie Clary accompanied her sister and brother-

in-law to Rome ; and she was to have been married to Duphot on Dec. 28, the day follow-

ing what the conspirators fondly hoiied would he the triinnph of the Roman revolution.

In 1798, Eugenie married Bernadotte. When Napoleon made this soldier king of Sweden,

he became a Lutheran ; but Eugenie Insisted on having her Catholic chapel in the palace,

and her own chaplain. At th(> baptism of the prince-Imperial, the son of Napoleon III.,

Eugenie was the godmother. Plus IX. being the grdfafher.
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toward the Tiber. The papal soldiers fired ; Duphot fell

dead ; bis companions dispersed. Josepli Bonaparte affect-

ed to believe that his life was not safe in the papal capital,

and departed for Florence. The news of this event was re-

ceived by the Directory with every manifestation of righteous

indignation. The papal ambassador, Marquis Massimo, was

arrested and cast into prison ; and General Berthier, who
commanded the French forces in Italy in the absence of Bon-

aparte, was ordered to march on Rome. Berthier announced

by proclamation that he was about to enter the Eternal City,

" with the sole object of punishing the assassins of Du-

phot "
; and having marched out of Ancona on Jan. 30, 1798,

he camped on Monte Mario, ojDposite St. Peter's, on Feb. 10.

Pius VI. made no resistance ; and on the next day the French

army entered Rome with all " the pomp and circumstance

of glorious war." The republican general lodged himself in

the palace of the Quirinal ; and immediately despatched

General Cervoni, whom he had made commandant de place,

to the Vatican with assurances that " the person and au-

thority of the Pope would be respected." But on the 15th,

Cervoni erected a tree of liberty on the Capitol, and called

on all good Romans to salute it with cries for the Roman
Republic. Then Berthier, escorted by four hundred dra-

goons, ascended the Capitol, and declared that " according

to the intentions of the French Directory, he recognized the

independence of the Roman Republic." Cervoni then re-

paired again to the Vatican, informed Pius VI. that he was no

longer a temporal monarch, but that his spiritual authority

would remain. " No human power can abolish that author-

ity," replied the Pontiff. The tricolor was then raised over

the Vatican, and above the statue of the archangel on Castel

Sant'Angelo ; to the accompaniment of fife and drum French

troops entered, and mounted guard at every exit and at the

ends of eveiy corridor of the Pope's palace ; and in the Square

of St. Peter's the rabble cried :
" Death to tyrants !

"

Then began the sacking of the Vatican (1). On Feb. 17,

(1) The superintendent of this work was Haller, a Swiss Protestant, commissary-general

of the French army. When this brute entered the Pope's private apartment, he noticed

that His Holiness wore two rinps ; and he immediately demanded them. The Pope hand-

ed over the more valuable one without remark, for it was his personal property ; but lie
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the Pope was informed that tlie French Directory and the

new Roman Government had determined that his presence

in Rome or in any part of the Roman States could not be

tolerated ; that if he would not depart voluntarih', they

would exj)el him -s-iolently. From that moment no person

was permitted to enter the papal apartments without the ex-

press sanction of the French officer in charge. On the morn-

ing of the 20th, an hour before sunrise, Pius YL, accompan-

ied by his faithful maestro di camera, Caracciolo ; by Rossi,

his physician ; by a secretary, Marotti ; and by sixteen oth-

ers who were willing to follow him into exile ; was " es-

corted " by two French commissaries, at the head of a de-

tachment of cavalry, on his forced journey to Tuscany. He
arrived at the Tuscan frontier on the 23d, and there he

learned that the grand-duke, fearing to offend the French

Directory, had ordered that no honor should be paid to him,

but that he should be allowed to reside in Siena, in the

convent of the Augustinians. In this modest establishment,

therefore, the Supreme Pontiffand his companions remained

for three months ; he who ought to have been their grateful

and gracious host proving himself to be a worthy nephew of

begrgpd to be allowed to retain the other, the " ring of the flsherman." Haller threatened

to take it by force, and the Pontiff handed It to him. AVhen it was found, however, that

this mark of the pontifical digriiity was of little pecuniary value, it was returned to the

owner. Haller robbed the venerable Piuseven of his snulT. Espying a curiously fashioned

urn, he demanded to know its meaning ; and when he learned that it contained the Pope's

annual supply of snuff, which the king of Spain always sent to His Holiness, tbe contemp-

tible rascal sampled it, pronounced it excellent, and took the whole of it (Baldassari ;

xihisupra, pt. i., ch. 4—Michaid; Univeraal Bioiiiaphy, art. Butliiir. Paris, 1801-

1857). During this " perquisition," only money, jewels, and other easily carried valuables,

were stolen from the Vatican ; but when the Pontiff had been dragged into exile, the vul-

tures seized on everything portable. First choice was accorded to certain favored siiecu-

lators; the rest was sold to the .lews. The pillage extended to every church and public

establishment in Rome; and nothing, sacred or profane, was spared. Certain olllcers of

the French army, meeting in the devastated church of the Pantheon, sent a formal protest

against this sacrilege and vandalism to Berthier; declaring that such e.xcesses crie<l to

heaven for vengeance ; tliat all iTien of honor implored him to put an end to the scandals,

and to cause restitution to be made; that it was a matter of astonishment that while the

French soldiers were In want of clothes, and had not been paid for months, civil function-

aries shonld be allowed to enrich themselves with the spoils of Rome ; that, llnally. they

would no longer be instruments of brigandage. lUit Berthier found it impossible to check

the robbers who had accompanied the French army, who wore the tricolor cockade, and

who, although from every country in F.urope, were loud In their claims to French citizen-

ship; still less was he able to dominate, without risk of injuring French prospects in Italy,

the men whom he had raised to supremacy in the Roman Republic. He resigned in favor

of Massena ; that otllcer also resigned, after two days of struggle against the upstarts In

the Capitol ; and under his successor, Dallemagne, things werelallowed to run their course.
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Joseph 11. by not paying one visit to his exalted guest, and

by affording no means for his subsistence. Fortunately for

His Holiness, there was at hand a prelate avIio was both

able and willino; to fulfil the dutv which the scion of the

Hapsburgs neglected. Mgr. Despuig y Daueto, archbishop

of Seville, who had been exiled from Spain by Godoy,

the " Prince of the Peace," and had followed His Holi-

ness from Eome, learned from the papal maggiordomo

the amount of the expenses of the household, and at

the end of each month he gave the money to the official,

stipulating only that the Pontiff should never know of the

matter (1). During the month of May the French agents in

Home made many complaints to the grand-duke that the

Pope was entirely too near to his olden dominions ; and an

earthquake haviog damaged the Augustinian convent in Siena

on the 26th, His Holiness was removed to Florence on June

1. The Carthusian monasterv was assio-ned as a residence

to the little pontifical court ; and then Ferdinand III. made
his first and sole visit to the Vicar of Christ, whose presence

honored and blessed his dominions. His Imperial and

Royal Highness was so obsequious to the French Rej)ublic,

that he gave orders that no persons, the nuncio, Odeschalchi,

alone excepted, should hold any intercourse with his illus-

trious guest ; and he received his reward on March 25, 1799,

when a French army entered Florence, and having informed

him that he had ceased to reign, sent him to his German
home. The Pontiff was then informed that the Directory

had ordered his removal to France. The best physicians,

sent by the Directory to report on the physical condition of

His Holiness, had declared that considering his age and

weakness from other causes, a journey across the Alps at

that season of the year would probably prove fatal ; never-

theless, on March 28, at three in the morning, in order to es-

cape the indignation of the Florentines, a squadron of dra-

goons conducted the Father of Christendom toward the land

of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. We refer the reader

to the pages of Baldassari, who was one of the few compan-

(I) Tbis fact is recorded by Baldassari, who joined the Pontiff after he had been re-

moved to Florence.
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ions of His Holiness, and who remained with him to the

List, for a description of this journey ; we merely note that

Pius TI. bore with edifying resignation his physical suffer-

ings and the shameful indignities which his enemies heaped

upon him, and that the reverent commiseration of the popu-

lations showed him that the Papacy was simply passing

through a transient storm (1). Not until April 30 did this

" Apostolic Pilgrim," as St. Malachy is said to have desig-

nated him, find himself on French soil. At Briancon the

weakness of the Pontiff compelled a pause of fifty days ; but

on June 27 orders arrived from Paris to conduct him to Val-

ence, the . place of his definitive imprisonment, " dead or

alive." His Holiness arrived at Valence on July 14 ; and in

order to obviate all inconveniences arising from the assem-

blage of thousands of the faithful who were already com-

mencing to pour into the city for the purpose of saluting the

Vicar of Christ, a proclamation of the Directory, announcing

that Pope Pius \1. was " a prisoner of state," was placarded

throughout the city. From that moment, no person could

speak to the august captive, unless in the presence of a rep-

resentative of the Directory. On the 22d an order from Paris

enjoined on the commander of the citadel, in which the Pope

and his few companions were interned, to transfer his charges

to Dijon ; and it was carefully noted that this journey was

to be made " at the Pope's own expense," and that the party

should make no pause at Lyons. The order could not be

executed. Preparations for the journey were being made,

' when it was discovered that the lower part of the Pontiff's

body was paralyzed, and that he would soon be beyond the

reach of either human or diabolical malice. On Aug. 27,

(1) At the town of Romans an immense multitude gathered around the hostelry where

the Pope and his guards were resting, and with loud cries begped His Holiness to show

himself, and to impart his blessing. The commissary in charge declared that he would not

allow the Pontiff " to officiate in his presence," since His Holiness had not taken the Oath

of Hatred to Royalty, which the Republic demanded of every citizen, and especially of ev-

ery ecclesiastical functionary. He tried to disperse the crowd ; but when he saw that his

soldiers would be overpowered, he permitu>d the ceremony. Then he deposited in the reg-

istry of the municipality a sworn dcclarati<m that he had yielded to compulsion, not to any

anti-republican sentiment. As the next day was Sunday, and he feared that the people

would insist on the Pope's being allowed to celebrate Mass for them, he hastily resumed

the journey. This incident is but one of many which are recorded by Baldassari In illus-

tration of the fact that the hearts of the i>eople were by no means all in sympathy with the

aspirations of those who had obtained the mastery over them.
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Mgr. Spina, arclibisliop of Coriutli, administered the Holy

Viaticum ; the august jjenitent having caused himself to be

vested in his full pontifical robes, and to be placed in a sit-

ting posture, since to kneel was an impossibility. When
the Blessed Sacrament was raised before him, he pronounced

this j^rayer in a voice which was heard throughout the room :

" My Lord Jesus Christ ! Behold here in Thy presence Thy
own Vicar, the Pastor of the Catholic Fold, an exile, a cap-

tive, and dying most willingly for his flock. In this extrem-

ity, I ask of Thee two favors, and I ask for them from Thee

.as from my Father and my Master. The first is that Thou

wouldst accord to all my enemies, and to each one of them

in particular. Thy full forgiveness. The second is that Thou

wouldst restore to Rome the Chair of Peter and the pontifi-

cal throne ; that Thou wouldst restore peace to Europe ; and

ihat, above all, Thou wouldst restore to France, which is so

dear to me, and which has so well deserved of the Church,^

Thy holy religion in all its plentitude "
(1). On the 28,

the Pontiff demanded Extreme Unction ; and during the en-

tire function he recited or responded to all the prayers, con-

tinually kissing a little crucifix which he had brought from

Rome, and which he grasped until he drew his last breath.

His last words were :
" Lord, forgive them !

" and his last

act was to raise his right arm, and impart the triple ben-

<ediction.

CHAPTER XXIL

JOSEPHISM. SCIPIO RICCI AND THE PSEUDO-SYNOD OF PISTOJA.

THE QUASI-SCHISMATIC CONGRESS OF EMS.

Before we enter on the subject of the contest between Pius

VL and the German emperor, Joseph IL, we must observe

that it was during the reign of that prince's mother, Maria

Teresa, that a beginning was given to those ecclesiastical

" reforms," on the actuation of which he relied for the praise

•of posterity. Maria Teresa was a religious woman ; neverthe-

less, she yielded considerably to the baneful influence of two

n) NonARI ; Life of Pins VI. Padua, 1840.
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Dutch Jansenists, Van Swieten and Haen, whom she had im-

ported and installed at court as physiciaus-in-ordinary to

the imperial family. By their advice, a commission was ap-

pointed for the purpose of effecting a " reformation " of

studies, especially of philosojjhy and theology, in the he-

reditary states of the House of Hapsburg. The head of this

commission was Stoch, dean of the Faculty of Theology in

the University of Vienna ; and he was soon made titular

bishop of Rosone, first member of the Council of Studies,

and also first member of the Council for Ecclesiastical Af-

fairs. In 1769 Stoch published, with the authorization of

the empress, a summary of doctrine which was more hetero-

dox than that of the French " appellants," and which every

aspirant to the theological doctorate would be obliged to de-

fend. Stoch, Van Swieten, Haen, and a few other innovators

whom they had drawn into their meshes, were not satisfied

with the comparative orthodoxy of Gallicanism ; they did not

ascribe infallibility even to the Universal Church, unless

in such matters of faith as it proclaimed lo'iili unanimity.

They contended that sovereigns had the right to convoke

National Councils, and they insisted that the first eight

General Councils had been covoked by the sole authority of
the emperors. They held that the civil ruler had the right

to prohibit the promulgation of any ecclesiastical law which
he might deem injurious to his power ; that the victims of

ecclesiastical authority might and ought to appeal to the

state ; that sovereigns could establish diriment impediments
of matrimony, ratione contractus (1). Care was taken for

the wide circulation of Jansenist books ; and promotion was
given only to such professors as inculcated the new doc-

trines. At the instigation of Stoch, Maria Teresa appoint-

ed an avowed Jansenist, the Abbe de Ternes, as catechist

to her children ; and tlie fruits of his teaching are recorded
in history. Haen even induced the emj»ress to write to the

Pope in favor of the schismatics of Utischt. \yhen Joseph
II. was relieved of all restraint by the death of his mother in

1780, he resolved to consolidate the " reforms " which had

(1) Synopsis of the Doctrine niiich CamUdates for the Doctorate in Thcoloov Must
Defend. Vienna, 1769. This programme was also extended to the schools of theuloRy Id

the Netherlands.
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been hitherto tentative. By an edict of April 2, 1781, relig-

ious were forbidden to obey any foreign superiors ; to re-

ceive any " visitors " from said superiors ; to attend any

Chapters of their orders held in foreign states ; to send

money abroad, even for the purchase of such books as their

duties rendered necessary ; or to leave the hereditary states

of the Hapsburgs without the imperial permission. On

April 9, another edict forbade the recognition of any Bull or

Eescript from Kome which had not received the imperial

placet ; and shortly afterward, a special edict against the

Bulls In Cocna Domini and Vmgenitus was issued (1). On

Sept. 4, recourse to Kome for any matrimonial dispensations

was prohibited ; and His Majesty ordered his bishops to

grant all such dispensations, when there was good reason

for such procedure. When the papal nuncio, Garampi, in-

formed Joseph that the prelates could not obey this injunc-

tion, he received from the monarch an autograph letter in

which the following passage is read :
" If the bishops think

that they cannot obey my edict, let them resign their sees
;

I shall rejDlace them with more docile subjects.'" The read-

er would be wearied, were we to detail the less radical, but

equally vexatious measures, which this imperial pseudo-re-

former adopted—measures which justified that other, but

less ridiculous crowned philosophist, Frederick II. of

Prussia, to term him "my brother, the sacristan," who had

the habit of "taking his first step after the second." Not

satisfied with the suppression of convents and the abolition

of certain holy days, he became an ecclesiastical master of

ceremonies, prescribing the manner in which the Benedic-

tion of the Blessed Sacrament was to be given, the order for

the recitation of the Divine Office, and even the number of

candles which were to be lighted at the various functions.

The general conduct ,of Joseph II. in regard to the

Church is admirably illustrated by the course which he

pursued when Cardinal Migazzi, archbishop of Vienna, the

archbishop of Olmutz in Moravia, and the bishop of Brunn,

(1) Anediotof April 1, 1781, announced that no ]ii\acct for an episcopal consecration

would be granted, unless the candidate swore fldelity to the emperor in these terms :
" I

swear to obey every decree, law, and ordinance of His Majesty, without tergiversation and

without exception ; and I swear to cause them to be obeyed by my subordinates."
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complained of tlie innovating tendencies of certain profes->

sors in the seminary of Brunu who had been appointed in

1778 by Maria Teresa. The eliief accuser of these profes-

sors was Vetter, archdeacon of Ohnutz and rector of the sem-

inary ; and when his charges had been investigated, the

prelates of Olmutz and Brunu laid them before the Aulic

Council. That body appointed a commission of inquiry,

comjDosed of some clergymen of the two dioceses and

several laj^men designated by the government ; and these

commissioners reported that it was evident that the incul-

pated professors had taught the theories of the French

"appellants." The meddlesome Joseph reserved the decis-

ion to himself ; and on April 25, 1781, he pronounced the

following judgment : "Count von Yetier, having been proved

jnridicaUij to be a Dian of bad chai^acter, is dismissed from

the superintendency of the seminary of Brunn, and is de-

prived of his archdeaconate. The two ecclesiastical mem-
bers of the commission of inquiry, loho have dared to defend

the Bulls la Coena Domini and Umgenifiis, and to blame

the suj)eriors of the. seminary for having opposed those

Bulls, wall be reprimanded severely, and the one of them

who is now chancellor of the University' of Olmutz will be de-

prived of his position. All preachers who have condemned

these superiors are interdicted from preaching at any time

hereafter, and in any place. The archbishop of Olmutz

and the bishop of Brunn, who have been drawn into this

affair by the malice of their theologians, are ordered to se-

lect for advisers men of greater wisdom, men M'ho have

made their theological and canonical studies in our Austrian

Universities, and who are therefore impregnated with good

principles ; otherwise His Majesty will be compelled to ap-

point certain persons to see that sound doctrine is taught in

the seminaries, and announced at the examinations for ordi-

nation. The Bulls In Coena Domini and Unigenitus never

having been received, just as they never will be received, in

the states subject to the House of Austria, are to ])e erased

from all the liturgical (?) books in which they are found

;

and the provincial authorities will use extraordinary care in

the execution of this order. The Universities will abandon
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all party spirit ; and will never speak of Jansenism or of

Molinism (Ij. In the matter of prohibitiou of books, the

guide will be the catalogue prepared by the censors of

Vienna ; and therefore the bishops will not presume to for-

bid books which are generally allowed. In order to vindi-

cate the reputation of the calumniated seminary, His Ma-

jesty declares, in a special decree to the government of

Moravia, that he has been gratified on finding that there is

no foundation for the charges which have been made against

the superiors and students ; and since these ecclesiastics

have been calumniated even in Bohemia and Silesia, the

decree for Moravia will be promulgated also in these two prov-

inces, and it will be communicated to the bishops, with the

recommendation that they voluntarily confer Orders on the

candidates whom the superiors of said seminary present to

them. Since Cardinal Migazzi has interfered in this affair,

he shall receive a severe reprimand ; he shall be ordered to

take care of his own diocese, and of his own seminary ; and

since his conduct indicates that good principles are un-

known in his seminary, His Eminence shall be compelled

to render an exact account of that institution, of the number

of its students, of the manner of their training, of their

domestic discipline, of the doctrines w^hicli they hear, and

of the books which they are advised or forbidden to read.

The spiritual father of the seminary of Brunn is appointed

superintendent of that of Vienna ; and in order to provide

properly for the other seminaries in the Austrian states, we

command all the bishops to render to us an account of their

condition "
(2). The authors of the Art of Verifying Bates

(1) In reference to this clause, a special decree was sent to the authorities of Moravia, on

May 4, ordering the civil trihunals to he scinipulonsly attentive to its execution, and

holdlnE them responsible for any neglect or delay in the matter.

(2) This decree is given at length, and naturally it is greatly praised, by the Jansenist

Journal of Paris, the Nouvelles Ecclesiastiques for 1783, p. 130. We seize this occasion to

say a few words concerning this famous periodical ; since, despite its sectarian spirit, it is

invaluable to the student of that period. It contains almost as many lies as sentences ; but

precisely for that reason, it gives the reader an accurate idea of the sect whose mouthpiece

it was for sixty years. It was founded in 1729 by a priest named Fontaine de La Roche, and

it appeared every weelJ. During the first few years of its existence, no one knew where It

was printed ; some thought that the press was hidden on one of the boats which navigated

the Seine. It represented Mgr. de Vintimille, the archbishop of Paris, as "the devil's advo-

cate "; Fenelon was "an author of no consequence, who could write anything, because no

one would take the trouble to contradict him "
; it praised only the Jansenists, and such
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assert that these " reformatory " decrees of Joseph II. en-

countered no opposition from the clergy of the hereditary

states of the Hapsburgs. It is certain that Cardinal Migazzi

repeatedly protested against them ; and that seven Hunga-

rian bishops, with Cardinal Bathyani, the primate, at their

head, memorialized the emperor, insisting that he passed

the limits of secular jurisdiction. It is also certain that

when Joseph visited the Low Countries in June, 1781, Car-

dinal Frankemberg, archbishop of Malines, protested firmly

against the imperial pretentions, especially in view of the

fact that the crowned meddler allowed perfect freedom of

circulation to Protestant and atheistic literature (1).

Pope Pius yi. wrote repeatedly to Joseph II., urging him

to abandon a course so unworthy of a Christian sovereign •

but neither arguments nor prayers availed against philoso-

l^histic arrogance, sustained by the brute force of secular

power. Finally, when the emperor claimed, as cw iualieii-

able 2^rerogative of his croivn, the right to confer all the bish-

oprics and abbeys in Lombardy, a pretension which was

really a revival of the War of Investitures Avliich the Hohen-

staufen had so persistently waged seven centuries previously,

the Pontiff resolved to perorate his cause in a personal in-

terview with his obstinate son ; and in 1782 he made that

celebrated voyage to Vienna which resulted merely in an

exhibition of affected politeness on the part of Joseph, and

religious as deserted their convents, " through motives of piety." Petitpied voiced the

judgment of the more moderate of the Jausenists, when he styled it the work of a "calum-

niator, a madman, and a rebel" {Letter of Enmict to an Oratoi-ian, 1735) ; and never-

theless, the sectarians, to a man, encouraged the paper by subscriptions and by a system-

atic, though clandestine, distribution of its issues. Only once, durinsr the reigii of Louis XV.

did the police succeed in arresting one of the agents of this journal, a woman who had in

her possession eight hundred copies. When interrogated as to whether she did not know

that the king had prohibited the paper, she replied that God had ordered its circulation.

Even the parliament of Paris was disgusted with the virulent mendacity of the youvdles,

and condenmed its first five numbers to be burnt by the hangman.

(1) Frankemberg drew the attention of the emperor to five points: firstly, to the neces-

sity of defending the Bull UnHicnitm, " a decision of the Holy See in a matter of faith, ac-

cepted by all the bishops of Christendom, e.xcepting only a few recalcitrants "
: secondly, to

the report that Jloseph was about to concede the right of public W(ir>lili) tn Protestants in

the Low Countries; thirdly, to the public subscription to a complete edition of Ilic works

of Voltaire, which had just been opened in Brussels, and to a lottery projecK'd fur the en-

couragement of the publication ; fourthly, to the HMory of the Tnn TiKlies liy lUniunl ;

and fifthly, to the embarrassment caused to the bishops by the imperial edicts on religiouB,

" the prelates being unable t(i ri'i'cive jurisdiction over religiDUs from the emperor, or to

contest the papal right to e.Nemiit those persons from their jurisdiction—a right which

WHS recognized by the Universal Church."
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on tlie part of the cliancellor, Kaiiuitz, of that downright

boorishness which was natural to him (1). Scarcely had

Pius Yl. returned to his capital, when he heard that an im-

perial edict, confirming nearly every enactment against which

he had protested in Vienna, had been published in Milan.

On Dec. 23, 1783, Joseph II. arrived unexpectedly in Rome.

He had travelled incognito, and he declared that he came

in order to return the visit with which the Poj)e had honored

him. If we credit Bourgoing, and there is no reason why
we should not, since his assertions agree with the known
characters of the personages involved in his recital, the ob-

ject of this incumbent of the throne of the Holy Roman
Empire was one which has troubled much wiser brains than

he possessed, both before and since his time—the destruc-

tion of the papal power. Before he made himself known,

says the revolutionary memoirist, Joseph wrote to Azara,

the Spanish ambassador to the Holy See, asking for an in-

terview on that evening. He then made a short visit to the

Pontiff ; and proceeding to the Spanish embassy, he closeted

himself with Azara for several hours. " Since that inter-

view," says Bourgoing, " it has transpired that in it Joseph

unfolded, with extreme vehemence, a plan which was to as-

tonish Europe. He was about to withdraw his subjects en-

tirely from the Roman obedience ; he laughed at the thunders

of the Vatican. . . . They would term him a schismatic ; but

that troubled him little. He developed these ideas with

extreme heat and vivacity. With great difficulty Azara was
able to speak at all ; and then he manifested the incon^'en-

iences of so rash an enterprise. The results might be very

unfortunate for the prince himself. Ought he not consider

the sentiments of the greater part of his subjects? And
were not his intentions too violent ? . . . These arguments, emit-

ted by a man whom the emperor esteemed, and whose prin-

ciples and intentions he could not suspect, produced a deep

impression ; and he departed Avith more conciliatory disposi-

(1) There was a measure of truth iu the remark of Don Pasquino, concerniDg this jour-

ney, that "the Pope went to Vienna to sing a Mass, without a (r?o»'ia for himself, and
without a Credo for the emperor." The reader will Und the details of the journey In the

Allocution which the Pontiff delivered to the Sacred Collegre on his returu ; and in Lhd

narrative of Dini, the master of ceremonies who accompanied His Holiness; both given in

the Bullarium.
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tions." Before his final farewell to the Eternal Citv, the

emperor had many conferences with Pius VI. ; and tliey

came to an agreement in regard to the dioceses and abbey's

of Lombardy. The Pope conceded " to the dukes of Milan

and of Mantua " the power of nominating to the bishoprics,

abbeys, etc., in those duchies. But the most worthy persons

were to be aj^pointed
;
parishes and prebends were to be

conferred by concursus ; and the bishops-elect were to un-

dergo an examination at Rome (1). No sooner, however,

had Joseph returned to Vienna, than he entered upon a

course which bade fair to eventuate in the enterprise which

lie had announced to Azara as the main object of his am-
bition. The German and Dutch jurists, to whom JosejDh

eagerly deferred, feigned to believe that sovereigns have an

originary right to control tlie marriage contract ; tliat the

power exercised by the Church in regard to that contract is

derived solely from the concession accorded by the civil

power ; and that therefore the emperor could validly and
licitly reserve to himself the decision of all questions con-

cerning the validity of a marriage contract which had been

ratified in his dominions. On Sej^t. 18, 178-4, there appeared

an imperial edict, in which, although it was proclaimed that

His Majesty intended to consider marriage merely in its

aspect as a civil contract, nevertheless, there were certain

impediments which alone he would recognize ; and that he

would uphold the validity of all marriages Avliich were not

aff'ected by the said imperially recognized impediments.

He would take no cognizance of the impediment of spiritual

affinity, or of that of natural affinity beyond tiie second de-

gree. However, he countenanced the impediments of Orders

and solemn vows ; and he insisted that a marriage should

be solemnized before the parish priest of one of the con-

tracting parties. Matrimonial causes were to be considered

by the civil tribunals alone ; no ecclesiastical judge should

dare to pronounce concerning the validity of a marriage, the

legitimacy of children, or any other matter connected with

what was termed a "civil contract." Absolute divorce was

to be granted to non-Catholics, in cases of adultery, attempt

(1) Bullarium of Pius VI., no. 528.
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to murder, " capital enmity," invincible aversion, and ma-

licious abandonment. In 1786 Joseph suppressed all the

diocesan seminaries in his hereditary states, compelling the

bishops to send their candidates for the priesthood to cer-

tain governmental institutions established ad hoc, in which

all the professors—most of them notoriously heterodox

—

were appointed by the civil authorities. When a new sys-

tem of theology was introduced by the imperial presumed

expert into the University of Louvain, many of the profes-

sors bowed to the crowned source of ecclesiastical science ;

but all the bishops of the Low Countries resisted, and one

of them, the bishop of Namur, was banished for the sake of

example. The universal indignation of both people and

clergy induced the imperial agents in that region to close

the governmental seminaries ; but in 1788, despite the pro-

tests of the Estates and of many of the bishops, Joseph

reopened the obnoxious institutions. Many of the professors

of Louvain were exiled ; and most of the students refused

to listen to the lecturers who expounded the principles of

Febronius and Eybel, Hainaut, Brabant, Flanders, and

Namur revolted ; a serious war began ; and the emperor

begged for the mediation of the Pontiff. It is difficult to

discover the extent of the complicity of the clergy in this

insurrection ; the imperial ministers reproached both the

secular priests and the religious with having furthered the

outbreak " in the pulpit and in the confessional " (1), but it

is certain that all the known leaders, were laymen. Pius

VI. complied with the wish of the prince; but his words

produced little effect, since the religious effervescence of the

insurgents had become involved with political aspirations

(2). Joseph II. did not live to see his authority restored in

(1) Declaration of Joseph II. on Oct. 13 and 19, 1789 ; in the Nouvelles Ecclesiastiquea-

of 1790, p. 361.

(2) Not only had each state proclaimed its disavowal of allegiance to the House of

Hapsburg, but a bond of offensive and defensive union had been formed in the last days

of 1789. On Jan. 7, 1790, the first Assembly of the " United Belgian States " (Lf .s Htatti-

Belge8-Unw'> was Inaugurated with religious ceremonies, and the archbishop of Malines

was elected Its president. On Jan. 10, a formal Act of Confederation was adopted, the

following being its principal clauses. "The United Belgian States form and concentrate

in themselves a sovereign power, which is limited to their mutual defence, the right of

war and peace, and the conclusion of aUianres. . . . For the exercise of this sovereign

power, there shall be a Congress, composed of deputies from each province, which shall he
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the Belgian provinces ; for he was called to his account on

Feb. 20, 1790.

The family of the Medici having become extinct in 1737,

the grand-duchy of Tuscany was assigned by the signataries

of the Treaty of Vienna to Francis, duke of Lorraine, hus-

band of Maria Teresa, and afterward Holy Eoman emperor

;

force having constituted right, and the powers having stu-

diously ignored that the Tuscans had recovered their self-

sovereignty by the disaj)pearance of the family to whose rule

they had voluntarily submitted themselves. The first years

of the reign of Francis were comjjaratively peaceful ; but

from 1751 to 1763, Kacellai, the Secretary for the Rights of

the Crown, to whom he had entrusted the administration,

made many assaults on the liberty of the Church. In 17G3,

Leopold, the second son of Francis, mounted the Tuscan

throne ; and then Rucellai became omnipotent. Leopold

was disposed to imitate his imperial brother, Joseph II.; and

inspired by Rucellai, he introduced into Tuscany nearly all

the " reforms " which had been excogitated by that sovereign.

In 1780, the see of Pistoja was conferred on Scipio Eicci, a

kinsman of that Lorenzo who had been general of the Jesuits

at the time of their suppression. In view of the later con-

duct of this prelate, it is interesting to note that in his youth

he thought seriously of becoming a Jesuit, chiefly because

of a saying, which some attributed to St. Francis Borgia, that

no member of the Society would be damned. The future

personification of Jansenism in Italy had been remarkably

devoted to the saints, especially to that canonized member
of his own family, Catharine dei Ricci. Nor were the earli-

er reformatory essays of Ricci at all worthy of blame ; we
must praise the bishop who disciplined the inmates of cer-

tain nunneries who had reduced to practice the theories of

an exaggerated Quietism. But it soon became evident that

the abolition of real evils, the correction of real abuses,

could not satisfy the zeal of Ricci, or rather that of his mas-

ter, Leopold. He introduced into his diocese modifications

of the liturgy which were redolent of the most extreme Jan-

styleil the Sovereiprn Congress. The unltefl provinres will ahviiys profess the Catliolii'.

Apostolic, Roman religion; and they will preserve inviolably the unity of the Chur h."

Mercure de France, Feb.. 1790,
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•senism. Thus lie would have only one altar in a church, so

that there could not be a simultaneous celebration of several

Masses, a custom which had been encouraged, he said, " by

ignorance, and by the interests of the ministers of the sanct-

uary "
; he abolished the use of " privileged altars " ; he

undertook a crusade against the veneration of relics and of

" miraculous images "
; and he tried to introduce the vernac-

ular into the liturgy. By the advice of Ricci, the grand-duke

sent to all the bishops of Tuscany a new Cateckism which

was to replace that of Bellarmine, and the tenor of which

was thoroughly Jansenistic. It was by the same advice that

Leopold ordered that secular priests, not regulars, should be

confessors to nunneries ; that the property of all religious es-

tablishments should be administered by persons who were in-

dependent of the ordinaries ; that all criminal causes of cler-

ics should be considered in the grand-ducal courts ;
and that

no ecclesiastical censure or admonition should be pronounced

without the permission of the sovereign. Ricci issued pas-

torals against the devotion to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and

he minimized the significance of Indulgences ; in these and

other writings he proposed the " appellants " of France as

models to his clergy and people. He termed Quesnel " a

learned man, and a pious martyr to truth " ;
the Abbe

Racine, Gourlin, and other Jansenist leaders were "lumin-

aries of the Church." He founded at Pistoja a printing house

for the reproduction of Jansenist works ; and announced that

his object was " to reveal the unjust pretensions of that spirit-

ual Babylon ivhich has subverted and metamorphosed the en-

tire economy of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, of the communion

of saints, and of the independence of princes." His mansion

became the rendezvous for a number of crotchetty ecclesias-

tics, who, with affected or problematically real sincerity,

decried the Bull Unigenitus, lauded the " appellants," and

even defended the position of the schismatics of Utrecht.

One need not hesitate in answering the question which Picot

puts to himself :
" What spirit of discord prompted Ricci to

introduce into Italy disputations, about which, as yet, she

knew nothing whatever ; to resuscitate writings which could

interest malignity alone ; to disturb with his innovations a
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church which was tranquil in its faith? " In vain did Pius

VI. write to the inflated fantastic, urging him to return to

the ways of truth and of common sense ; the poor weakling,

whom Cantu rather generously terms " an honest medio-

crity," replied with additional innovations (1). In the early

days of 1786, Leopold sent to all the Tuscan bishops a cir-

cular, inviting them to hold diocesan synods for the purpose

of considering a number of reforms which his grand-ducal in-

telligence deemed necessary for the well-being of religion.

" One of the chief objects of these synods will be to provide

for a reformation of the Breviaries and 3Iissals. . . . They will

inquire into the utility of using the vernacular in the adminis-

tration of the Sacraments. One of their most important

duties will be to restore to the bishops those original rights

which the Eoman court has usurped ; and they will point

out how Rome has encroached on the jurisdiction of bishops

by reserving certain dispensations to herself "
(2). The first

bishop to comply with this invitation, or order, was Eicci ;.

and since he knew that he could not rely on a majority of

his priests for an endorsement of his own and the grand-

ducal sentiments, he invited a number of outsiders to assist

d,t the synod—a proceeding which was a manifest violation

of tho Canons. He brought from Pavia the celebrated Tam-

burini, the most intrepid Jansenist in Italy, and perhaps the

most learned in Europe ; and he even made him promoter

of the assembly. In his own Memoirs, as interpreted by De

Potter, he plainly indicates that he prevented many of his

priests from attending the synod, in some cases even having

had recourse to imprisonment, in order that the desired

majority might be assured. In his letter of convocation,

Ricci took care to flatter his clergy, assuring them that

" their submission to the episcopal ordinances, about to be

(1) The curious reader Is referred for interestlnK details conceminR the reformatory

cour.se of Rieci to the Life of Ricci, Based on Manuscript Autographs of the Prelate

(Brussels, 1840). written by the celebrated Belptan apostate. Louis Antoine de Potter,,

author of u famous llislurii nf ChriMianitji. But tlie work nni.st be read with a discrim-

inating eye ; for we are told in Its first lines that " lie who wishes to prove that the Chris-

tian relipion is badly calculiiied for the origination and nourishment of civic virtues, and

that Calhollcism is the most dangerous enemy of the social system, need only look for bis

evidence in the history of the Church."

(2) The A'iii/r((/c.s Knlisidxtiiiins thinks that this circular " is worthy tif Theodoslus,

ChnrletnaL'ne, St. Louis, and St. Sieohen of Huntriiry."
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issued, would be due only in case tliat there would have

been practiced full liberty of discussion "
; a doctrine which

Pius VI. afterward condemned as " false, rash, injurious to

episcopal authority, subversive of the ecclesiastical hierarchy,

and favorable to the heresy of Arius." The priests were

also informed that they were " judges of the faith "
; and

that this right of judgment " was de jure propria, being de-

rived from their ordination." But if the reader gives de-

tailed attention to the Acts of the synod, he will not believe

that they were discussed, decided, and drawn up, during the

ten days of the synod's existence ; he will opine that Ricci,

aided by Tamburini, Vecchi, Guarisci, Monti, Bottieri, and

Palmieri (outsiders ejusdem fnrfuris), had prepared the al-

leged synodal enactments before the assembly was opened.

The Pseudo-Synod of Pistoja was opened on Sept. 18,

1786. Since the spirit of Jansenism presided over its delib-

erations, it naturally adopted the Baian and Quesnellian dis-

tinction of two states and two loves ; the idea of a dominant

delectation on the part of grace ; the theory of the omnipo-

tence of grace ; and that of the small efficacy of fear. As

to indulgences, it was taught that they absolve only from

ecclesiastical penances ; that the scholastics invented the

idea of a treasury of the merits of Christ, and that of the

application of these merits to the souls of the dead. Con-

cerning Sacramental Confession, the synod recognized no

reservation of cases. In matter of censures, it was declared

that excommunication produced only external effi^cts. When
they approached the Sacrament of Matrimony, the synodals

besought the grand-duke to pronounce it a civil contract

;

although they insisted on the necessity of the sacerdotal

benediction. They recognized the power of princes to estab-

lish impediments, and declared that " originally the sover-

eigns alone designated diriment impediments, and that the

Church derived her present power in the premises from a

concession of the civil power." The custom of giving an hon-

orarium for the celebration of Mass was discouraged. Re-

ferring to the hierarchy, the synod declared that the bishops

are vicars of Christ, and that they receive their faculties im-

mediately from Christ ; therefore no power {excepting that
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of the state) can interfere with tlieir diocesan rights. Just

like the bishops, it is asserted, the priests can decide as to

matters of faith. Touching the liturgy, it was decreed that

there should be only one altar in each church ; one image

should not be venerated more than another ; devotion to the

Sacred Heart was condemned in most bitter terms ; the Mass

should be celebrated in the vernacular, and every part of

the service should be recited in a loud voice. Of course, re-

ligious orders could not escape the attention of the " re-

formers "
; therefore they were to be reduced to one, and in

that one perpetual vows were not to be taken. The famous

Four Articles of the Assembl}' of the French Clergy in 1G82

were adopted, and included in the synodal decree De Fide.

While this precious body was " deliberating," Leopold was

watching every movement that it made. When Marchetti

" and other mischief-makers "
(1) valiantly sustained the

rights of the Apostolic See and the cause of dogmatic truth,

he caused them to be removed from the synod ; and when he

found that a large number of the members objected to being

" reformed," he devised the project of a " National Council,"

that is, of all the bishoj^s of Tuscany, whom he hoped to

gain over to his views. As a preparation for this Council,

he summoned all the bishops to a conference in the Palazzo

Pitti ; but when he found the prelates invincibly attached to

the Holy See, he resigned himself to wait for a development

of the seed which had been sown in Pistoja. " In the mean-

time," says Cantii, " there appeared on the scene, besides

the bishops and the courtiers, an actor who is sometimes

deified as ' the people,' and sometimes despised as ' the mob.'

Just as in Flanders, the religious innovations of Joseph II.

had led to a furious outbreak, in which the professors of the

new seminary were outraged, and which culminated in open

insurrection ; so in Tusciiuy the people, deeply attached to

the religion of their ancestors, looked askance at tlie reforms

of Ricci. Inflated by the atmosphere of tlie court, Ricci

abolished practices which were dear to piety ; for instance,

(1) Marchetti was the author of the best amonR the many works which have been written

in crltlclsin of the preat work of Kleury. In the .Imi ilc hi RfUiiinn. vol. xxli., pp. -Ml

and 35;J, the reader will And two exhaustive articles by Picot, in which Marchetti's uicriw

and faults are judicially presented.
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the midniglit fimction on Christmas Eve. When the people

heard the Mass celebrated in Italian, and at the end heard

the priest chanting :
' Go ! Mass is finished !

' an outburst

of laughter resounded in the church. The books of piety

which Ricci recommended were either torn to pieces, or

thrown into the sewers. On the main door of the cathedral

was affixed a placard, on which was read :
' Pray for our

heretical bishop !
' When it was rumored that Ricci was

about to remove from the cathedral of Prato (1) the altar be-,

fore which the cincture of Our Lady was specially honored,

the people crowded into the edifice, chanting in the fashion

which Eicci had prohibited ; they burned his throne and

his escutcheon (2), and all the new-fangled books ; they re-

stored to their places the relics which had been buried, and

buried instead the pastorals of their bishop. The grand-

duke punished twenty-eight of the rioters with public whip-

pings ; twenty-one were imprisoned ; and seven were sent

into the army ; the prince declaring that he was not more

severe, because of the intercession of Eicci " (3). On Aug. 28,

1794, Pius VI. issued his Dogmatic Bull, Auctorem Fidei,

condemning eighty-five propositions which had been emitted

at Pistoja. Seven of these were pronounced heretical;

namely, that the doctrine and faith of Christ had become ob-

scure in the Church ; that the supreme ecclesiastical power

was given to the Church, not to the Pope ; that all bishops

and priests receive their jurisdiction from the Church

;

that the coercive judicial power of the Church is an abuse
;

that the bishops receive from God every right and power

necessary for the government of their dioceses, and that

they cannot be deprived of those rights and powers (unless

hy the state ) ; that reforms should be actuated by the

bishop and his parish-priests in synod, the latter enjoying

the " deliberative voice "
; that in the better days of the

Church, even the decrees and definitions of General Councils

(1) The diocese of Prato had been united to that of Pistoja.

(2) When Rlcci erected another episcopal throne, he caused this inscription to be engraved

on it :
" To the perpetual disgrace of the people of Prato, who, on the night of May 20, 1787,

through an excess of fanaticism, insulted their excellent bishop, burning his escutcheon and

his throne : this new throne has been erected by order of the most pious and most juat

prince, Leopold."

C3) Heretics of Italy, vol. iii., p. 478. Turin, 1866.
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were obligatory onl}' when tliey had been accepted by the

diocesan synods. The other propositions were stigmatized as

respectively erroneous, subversive of the ecclesiastical hier-

archy, false, rash, capricious, injurious to the Church and

her authority, inducing contempt for the Sacraments and

for pious practices, and offensive to the piety of the faith-

ful. It was declared, in the censure of each proposition,

whether it was condemned because it had been rej^robated

already in the works of Wycklitfe, Luther, Baius, Jansenius,

or Quesnel ; or because it was opposed to the Tridentine

decrees ; or because it detracted from the authority- of Gen-

eral Councils. When the Bull Auctorem Fidei appeared,

Bicci was no longer bishop of Pistoja ; Leopold had become
Holy Boman Emperor, and his successor on the Tuscan

throne, Ferdinand III., had demanded and received the res-

ignation of the innovator on May 28, 1791. Writing to Pius

VI. in April, 1794, Ferdinand had been able to say :
" Great

as was the displeasure with which the people and clergy of

Pistoja and Prato received the decrees of the Pistojan synod,

that scource of a thousand scandals and tumults
;
just as

great was the applause accorded to the pastoral of Falchi,

the new bishop, which abolished entirely the novelties which

Bicci had tried to introduce "
(1). Bicci continued, however,

to perorate the cause of "reform.'^ We find him tendering

his services in favor of Archbishop Colloredo of Salzburg,

of whose schismatic efforts we shall soon treat. On March

10, 1794, he congratulates the Constitutional bishoj), Greg-

oire, because, " thanks to him, a holy Christian jDhilosophy

is succeeding that superstition and irreligiou which have

afflicted the Church of Jesus Christ." Shortly afterAvard he

writes to Pancieri, parish-priest of San Vitale :
" I have

never doubted that Bome is that Babylon, of which we read

in the Apocalypse, in Jeremiah, etc. I believe that the car-

nal spirit of the Boman Curia is figured in that prostitute

who works evil, and glories in it. But for how many cen-

turies this scandal has reigned! Who knows whether it

will terminate ? " Nevertheless, when Pius VII., returning

from the coronation of Napoleon, passed through Florence

(1) Riccian Archives, f. xvi.. i-ited by Cantu, loc. cit., p. 513.
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in 1805, Piicci prostrated himself at the feet of His Holiness,

declaring that he " had never entertained sentiments other

than those defined bj Pius VI. ; that he had never held the

doctrines indicated in the Auctorem Fidei, according to the

sense in which they were condemned ; and that he had al-

ways been ready to correct any of his sayings which might

give occasion to misinterpretation." The Pontiff received

the apparently repentant prelate with great kindness ; and

shortly afterward, the latter wrote to His Holiness :
" I shall

ever remember with filial tenderness the hapj)y day when
my prayers were heard ; and in the retreat where I am now
attending to the great affair of my eternal salvation, I shall

never cease to pray that the Most High may preserve to the

Church, in the person of Your Holiness, an enlightened

and zealous pastor." Pius VII., speaking of the submission

of Ricci in his Allocution of June 26, 1806, says :
" He de-

clared that he received sincerely (exanimo) the Constitutions

which condemn the errors of Baius, Jansenius, Quesnel, and
their followers ; and especially the Bull Auctorem Fidei, which

condemns eighty-five propositions extracted from the Acts

of the Synod of Pistoja, which had been assembled by him-

self. He declared that he condemned all and eacli of these

propositions in the sense expressed in the Bull ; and that

he wished to live and die in perfect submission to the Ro-
man Church, and in the obedience w^hich is due to the Roman
Pontiff. After this solemn declaration, we received him

;

and when he had assured us of the sincerity of his senti-

ments, and of the attachment to the orthodox faith and to

the Apostolic See which he had preserved even in the midst

of his errors, we embraced him paternally, and reconciled

him to us and to the Catholic Church." Many unprejudiced

and acute intellects have refused to discern sincerity in the

submission of Ricci. Certainly the following words, written

to his friend, Targioni, immediately after his reception by
Pius VII., are of suspicious tenor :

" I have raised my voice

without fear; I have fought in the open field, with the help

of the Lord, so long as I thought He required such action

from me. Now my duty is silence, retreat, prayer. The

time for speaking will come ; but perhaps God has reserved
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it for our posterity, ivhen Babylon shall have filled up her

measure. Whether Eome wills it or not, the Church pre-

sents now all the appearances of weakness and old age, be-

cause of the obscuring of so many truths, of which many are

ignorant, andfor lohich the greater number do not care "
(1).

It is certain, however, that Kicci died (Jan. 27, 1810) an edi-

fying death ; and at the end of his Memoirs, the writing of

which had occupied his last years, we read sentiments which
are thoroughly Catholic :

" Praise, therefore, and glory be
to the Lord who has heard my prayers, snatching me from
the dangers to which I was exposed, and using such unex-
pected and even—by me—unthought-of methods ! May He
deign to preserve me from future risks ; and may He grant

me, through the merits of Jesus Christ, and through the in-

tercession of Mary Most Holy, of my guardian angel, of my
patron saints, and of all the elect, to so spend the rest of

my life, that at the moment of my death I may be called to

the enjoyment of that happiness which He has merited for

me by His Precious Blood !

"

Our attention is now claimed by a phase of Josephism,
which involved the four principal archbishops of Germany
in revolt against the Holy See. AYhen Joseph II. was freed

from some semblance of restraint by the death of his moth-
er, the electorate of Mayence was occupied by Frederick

von Erthal, a luxurious prelate whose character is summar-
ized by Picot when he says that " Erthal lived in a thoroughly

secular fashion ; arrogant because of his relations with the

king of Prussia ; and seeming to remember that he was a

bishop, only when there presented itself an occasion for tor-

menting the Pope, and attacking the Holy See." Clement
of Saxony, the elector of Treves, was a worthy ecclesiastic,

but of a weak and inconstant temperament. Originally a

partisan of Febronius, he had afterward abandoned that in-

(1) " The Intolerance of the scrupulous can perceive in Ricci nothing but duplicity. The
Intolerance of venal adulators, worse than that of the Inquisition, stamps him as vile ; as-

serting that through fear he belied his conscience. We discern in him an erring man who
repented, but who could not repress every impulse of human pride. Let him who is with-

out sin condemn him. In him, however, we also see how dangerous it is to desire novel-

ties which accord not with the habits and ideas of tlie people, reiving for support on gov-

ernmental authority ; and we perceive how foolish it is for this authority to meddle with
matters which belong exclusively to the Church." Cantu ; loc. ci(., p. 484.
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novator ; but in 1782, lie succumbed to the iufluence of

Joseph Beck, an ardent Febrouian, and returned to the path
wliich leads to schism. The elector of Cologne was Maxi-
milian of Austria, a brother of JosejDh II., and a prelate who
did not hesitate in surrounding himself with a number of

Illuminafi (1). Probably hy the advice of those sectarians,

Maximilian aided to establish the Universitj- of Bonn in

opposition to the University of Cologne, as a means of prop-

agating the new doctrines ; inviting to its chairs a number
of unfrocked friars and of semi-Protestant sjDeculativists (2).

Jerome Colloredo, archbishop of Salzburg, was an able and
charitable man, but impregnated with notions similar to

those Avhicli Ricci was encouraging in Tuscany. The pre-

text which served these four diguitaries of the German
Church as a means of demonstrating their devotion to Ger-
man independence of Koman encroachments, and which only

the convulsions consequent on the French Revolution pre-

vented from leading to lamentable consequences, was the

creation of a new Apostolic nunciature at Munich. The
reader should know that for many years the nuncios in Ger-
many had exercised more extensive authority than that of

those who were sent to other countries ; for instance, they
granted dispensations which in other lands were sought
from the Holy See, and they decided many cases which the

general rule referred directly to Eome. This extraordinary

authority, which had been granted because of the confusion

caused by the Reformation (3), had never been contested

(1) So says Cardinal Pacca. who, while he was nuncio at Cologne, had every opportunity
of learning the truth of the matter.

(21 Among these new luminaries who were to dissipate the darkness caused by the Uni-
versity of Cologne, still true to Catholic teaching, were notable Thaddeus Saint- Adam, an
ex-Carmelite, professor of hermeneutics ; Hedderich, a Minor Conventual, professor of
Canon Law ; and Schneider, a secularized Franciscan, professor of eloquence. This
Schneider became a commissary for the French Revolutionary government during the
Reign of Tenor, distinguished himself by his monstrosities, but Anally ended his career
on the guillotine. In a Brief addressed to the Chapter of Cologne on March 27, 1700, Pius
VI. thus speaks of the teachings of the professors cf Bonn :

'" Doctrijutrum portenta at-
que monstra, quce ab Hedderichio, Spicgelio, Wemero, Thaddaeo, Schneidern,almqiie
profcKSorihiis traduntury When the elector opened the University in Sept., 1786,

Spiegel, who was made curator, pronounced a discourse on the reformation of ecclesiasti-

cal discipline in the sixteenth century which the hearers all regarded as a panegyric ol
Protestantism.

(3) The church of Cologne, especially, had been threatened with destruction. Two
succe-slvo nnhbishops had favored the new doctrines; one of them. Tn chses, hiid
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until the Josepliist mania for " reforms " led certain spirits

to discern in it an invasion of the rights of the ordinaries.

When the elector of Bavaria, Charles Theodore, requested

Pope Pius YI. to establish a nunciature at his capital, so

that his subjects might be obliged no longer to recur to the

nuncios at Cologne, at Vienna, or at Lucerne, the Pontiti"

cheerfully gratified a jjrince whose devotion to the Holj
See was so eloquent a contrast to the conduct of the German
emperor ; and hj this action His Holiness in no way in-

fringed on the rights of the three ecclesiastical electors, or

on those of the arclibishop of Salzburg. Nevertheless, these

prelates immediately made all Germany resound with their

lamentations ; and the too willing Joseph II., on Oct. 12,

1785, sent to them a consolatory letter, from which we take

the following passage :
" They (the four archbishops) have

asked for that imperial protection wdiich, as supeeme protec-

tor of the constitution of the Germanic Church, I owe to

them. . . . Like a good brother, friend, and associate, I must

contribute all my j)ower to their recovery of all the rights

which they enjo^'ed of old, and which have been lost, only

because of evil days and usurpations. Therefore I have re-

solved to notify the entire empire concerning my sentiments

on this subject, and also to declare to the court of Pome
that I shall never allow the bishops of the empire to be dis-

turbed in the exercise of the diocesan rights which they

have received from God and the Church, and that hence-

fo?-tli I shall recognize the papal envoys only as such for

political affairs, or for affiurs which concern the Pope im-

mediately as head of the Churcli " (1). Shortly after the

receipt of this letter, the elector of Cologne, through his

grand-vicar, jDublished a pastoral which began with these

words :
" His Imperial Majesty having abolished every h-ind

of jurisdiction and all the faculties of the Apostolic nuncios,

and having restored to the bishops all their ancient rights . . .

the archbishop-elector of Cologne forbids all prelates, arch-

deacons, deans, pastors, etc., and the superiors of all regular

" married," publicly apostatized, and endeavored to propagate heresy. By rallying

around the nuncio, the Catholics of Coligne woatliercrt the storm.

(1) Pacca gives only a synopsis of this document ; but it is found entire In the Vhim-"''-

Ecclesiastiaues for ITSfi, p. 87.
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orders, even those who are exempted, to liave recourse to

the nunciature of Cologne, for any purpose whatsoever "
(1).

After this manifestation, fully worthy of a Cranmer or a

Siemaszko, it was not surprising that the four recalcitrant

bishops should cause their respective deputies to hold a

Congress at Ems, and there, on Aug. 25, 1786, sign a series

of twenty-three articles which were equivalent to so many
invitations to the Catholics of Germany to desert the bark

of Peter. The tirade begins by informing the Germans that

His Majesty had resolved to restore to the bishops " all that

they had lost, through a frightful usurpation'' ; and that this

resolution, taken bv " the he.^dof the Germ.\nic Church," has

encouraged the prelates to make the following declaration.

"Jesus Christ gave to the Apostles, and to the bishops,

their successors, the unlimited power of binding and loosing.

, , . Each bishop, exercising this power of binding or loosing,

can accord dispensations from both the general and the

particular laws of the Church . . . but each bishop is free to

ask the opinion of His Holiness. . . . Since dispensations are

granted nearly always in cases of the third and fourth de-

gree of consanguinity and affinity, the bishops ought to con-

sult as to the abolition of these impediments. . . . Uach bishop

has the right to abolish the obligations resulting from Holy

Orders, in tlie cases of deacons and sid)deacons, whenever there

is urgent reason. . . . No papal Bulls, and no ordinances of

Boman Congregations, shall be recognized in Germany icithout

the consent of the bishops. . . . Once that the bishops will have

been placed, through the powerful protection of His Imper-

ial Majesty, in the possession of the rights whicli belong to

them by divine institution, and that their causes of complaint

against the court of Rome have been heeded ; then only

will they be in condition to proceed to a reformation of the

discipline of the Church.'' The four archbishops immedi-

ately ratified the proceedings of their deputies ; and send-

ing their report in a letter signed by all of them on Sept. 8,

they dilated on its contents ; assuring His Majesty that "for

the present " they would not beg him to abolish the Concor-

dat, but entreating him to convoke a National Council,

(1) Nnuvelles Ecclesiastiques, 1786, p. 88.
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"since there had been nofulJilmentofthat])romisetocorrc€i

abuses, ivhich the Council of Trent had made.'''' They trusted

that in this National Council " tlie German nation ivoidd be

delivered from, oppression, and restored to perfect liberty."

Joseph replied to this request by telling his four sycophants

to consult with their brethren of the German episcopate.

They obeyed ; but they found no others prepared to plunge

into the gulf of schism. Nevertheless, they endeavored to

enforce the regulations devised at Ems ; and when they did

not succeed, the emperor thought to terminate the difl^lculty

by laying the matter before the Aulic Council. Having ob-

tained no satisfactory response from this incompetent tri-

bunal, he issued a decree on Aug. 9, 1788, whereby the

question was referred to the Diet which was about to meet

at Ratisbon. AYhen the Diet had assembled, the four prin-

cipal prelates of Germany so far laid aside their own dig-

nity, so far ignored the pre-eminent dignity of the Vicar of

Christ, as to hurl their unfounded accusations against him

in an assembly composed almost entirely of laymen, and

to a great extent, of heretics ; calling upon not only their

own presumedly Catholic emperor, but also the Protestant

king of Prussia, the Protestant elector of Hanover, and many
other heretical i:)rinces, to pass sentence on the Father of

Christendom. Shortly before the meeting of the Diet, in

Nov., 1788, the hallucinated bishops had afforded the Pope,,

as it were, an opportunity of escaping from this insult, by

urging him to abolish his nunciatures in Germany; and

Pius VI. had condescended to reply to the impudent propo-

sition in the calm but firm letter from which we have drawn

the particulars of this episode of his reign (1). The Pon-

tiff had drawn the attention of the bishops to the gross im-

propriety of invoking a la}' tribunal for the consideration of

an entirely ecclesiastical matter, and one which involved the

prerogatives of the Apostolic See. Then having discussed

each of the German claims, and having esi^ecially shown the

antiquity of the nunciatures, and the ever-admitted right of

the Popes to establish them, the Holy Father had said :

(1) Reply of Pius VI. to the Metropolitans of Mayerice, etc. Qto., pp. 350. BoloRna,

1790,
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*' Let jour religion and your sense of justice tell you what
you should do. We can neither appear before the Diet,

nor send an extraordinary legate to it ; for we cannot submit

the Apostolic See to an incompetent judge. We cannot aban-

don the rights which are of the very essence of the primacy

which has been entrusted to us." But notliing definite was
efiected in the Diet ; and before long the Congress of Ems
was only an unsavory remembrance. The German princes

cared little for ecclesiastical disputes, while the storms of

the French Revolution were rolling toward them ; and the

four recalcitrant bishops soon lost both their sees and their

temporal power.

CHAPTEE XXIII.

THE " CONSTITUTIONAL CHURCH " OF FRANCE.

Of all the events which rendered the pontificate of Pius VI.

one of the most sorrowful in modern times, that which
most afflicted him was the passage, on July 12, 1790, of the

decree by which the National Assembly of France made it

obligatory on all the ecclesiastics of the kingdom to accej)t

the " Civil Constitution of the Clergy." Before the enact-

ment of this measure, the Assemblv had followed the sue-

gestion of Talleyrand de Perigord, bishop of Autun, sup-

ported by the eloquence of Mirabeau ; and had decreed, on
Aug. 4, 1789, that " all the property of the clergy was placed

at the disposition of the nation "
(1). The Church could

survive this robbery, as experience has shown in other coun-

tries, as well as in France ; but had the Civil Constitution

of the Clergy been adopted universally by the French ec-

clesiastics, the French Church would have perished.

Probably the impious of that day realized that Catholicism

(1) According to Xecker, the entire revenues of the French clergy, at that time, amounted
to one hundred and fifty millions of francs. If this sum appears large, let the reader remem-
ber that the French clergy were then more numerous than at present. Reliable judges
say that if this sum had been divided equally, each ecclesiastic would have received three

hundred and eighty-nine francs. But we must not forget that the Church always reserved

a large portion of her revenues for the poor ; and that the residue was divided into three
parts, to be distributed to the titulais, to the needs of public instruction, and to the colos-

sal work of foreign missions.
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and poverty are not incompatible
;
probably it was because

of this knowledge that they aimed at a debasement of the

Church by a measure which would bend the consciences of

her ministers. " The general interest," said the " philoso-

pher " Kaigeon to the Assembh', "requires that the priest

be rendered contemptible. In order to render the j)riest

contemptible, we must impoverish him ; and we have done

well thus far. But the design of discrediting the clergy en-

tirely in the minds of the people merits praise only when it

is fully executed ; there must be no temporizatiou." There-

fore the Assembly decreed that mixture of Presbyterianism

and laicization which, in order that it might not be j)erceived

immediately that it involved matters which dej^ended exclu-

sively from the spiritual authority, was termed a Civil Con-

stitution. It decreed that a newly-appointed bishop should

not ask for the papal confirmation ; he should merely notify

the Pontiff of his nomination by the government, and should

make that notification simply as an indication of his desire

to be in communion with the Roman See ; he should receive

his canonical institution from his metropolitan, or from the

senior bishop of his province ; if both of these prelates re-

fused to recognize him, he could be consecrated by any

bishop, and the government would indicate the one whose

duty it would be to instal him. The bishops and pastors

were to be chosen by the same Electoral Colleges who nomi-

nated the civil ofiicers, and it was declared that this method

was a restoration of the ancient form of elections ; whereas

history shows that in the early ages the chief part in the

elections of l)ishops and pastors was taken by ecclesiastics.

And certainly in the olden times heretics and Jews had no

share in these elections. According to the Civil Coustitii-

tion, the bishop could perform no act of jurisdiction without

previous consultation with his vicars. The parish i)riests

were to select their assistants from among the diocesan

clergv ; but the bishop was to have no voice in the matter.

The ecclesiastical division of France was assimilated to the

civil ; the one hundred and thirty-five existing dioceses were

/educed to eighty-three, one for each of the new departments.

Bv this arbitrary arrangement old metro])o]itan sees were
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annihilated ; unimportant bishoprics were made metro-

politan ; and sees were created where none had existed. No
Frenchman could be subject to the spiritual authority of a

foreign bishop or metropolitan. " It is a matter of Catholic

faith," says Emery, " that only the successors of the Apos-

tles have received from the Holy Ghost the power to rule

the Church of God. I ask whether there can be any act,

in the governing of the Churchy more absolute and capital

than the supjiression of fifty-three dioceses, and the erection

of eight or ten others ; than the destruction of metropolitan

sees which dated from Apostolic times, and the creation of

others ; than the taking from each metropolitan some of his

suffragans, and the substitution of others ; than the aboli-

tion, by subtractions and additions, of the ancient boun-

daries of all the dioceses of France. And all this was effect-

ed by one act of the civil power." Well does Villemain say

that the Civil Constitution of the Clergy was " an innovation

which was false in theory, and tyrannical in fact " ; and

with reason does M. de Falloux term it " a Jansenist, impious,

and Protestant conception." In one of his early works,

Thiers affirmed that the Constitution was " the work of the

most pious deputies in the Assembly," and he blamed severe-

ly those who opposed it (1) ; but in his mature age he

agreed with Jules Simon that " it was absurd "
(2). Louis

XVI., a sincerely religious prince, could not approve this

document ; but he feared to refuse his signature. In his

anguish he recurred to the Pope ; and he received a Brief

in which His Holiness reminded him of the true principles

concerning the authority of the Church, and advised him to

follow the advice of Lefranc de Pompignan, archbishop of

Vienne, and of Champion de Cyce, archbishop of Bordeaux.

Some publicists contend that Mgr. de Pompijjnan counselled

the king to sign the Constitution ; the other prelate certain-

ly did so advise, and ever afterward bitterly repented.

Meanwhile the " ecclesiastical committee " of the National

Assembly were threatening Louis with the displeasure " of

the nation "
; and hence, after many postponements, on Aug.

(1) History of the French Revolution, bk. 3, p. 229. Paris, 1823.

(2) Discourse in the Chamber, Dec. 4, 1867.
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24 the Civil Constitution of the Clergy received the royal

assent. Had the great body of the French clergy now re-

mained silent, Catholicism would have been, in all proba-

bility, ruined in France. But the French episcopacy re-

mained true to its glorious traditions. On Oct. 30 there

appeared an Exposition of Prijicij^les Concerning the Civil

Constitution of the Clergy, which had been written by Bois-

gelin, archbishop of Aix, and signed by thirty episcopal

members of the National Assembly, Avith Cardinal de La
Bochefoucauld at their head. It was a calm but thorough

condemnation of the impious act of the Assembly ; and
since it was signed also, as soon as possible, by one hundred

and ten other bishops (1), it was accepted as the author-

itative judgment of the French Church on the vexatious

matter. However, the revolutionary party in the Assembly

succeeded in passing, on Nov. 27, a decree which Mira-

beau had proposed, declaring that all the bishojDS and

pastors, who would not have subscribed to the Constitution

within eight days, would be regarded as liaving resigned

tlieir positions (2). Then a delay until Jan. 4, 1791, was

granted to the ecclesiastical members of the Assembly.

When the period for reflection had passed, out of the three

hundred ecclesiastical deputies, sixty submitted, with the fam-

ous Gregoire at their head (3). A few days afterward, thirty-

(1) A few of these were foreigners, whose dioceses extended into France.

(2) Toward the end of his life, Mirabeau said tliat he had proposed the oath to the Con-

stitution, in the hope that th(^ measure would encounter a vigorous resistance. He de-

clared that havins perceived that the disorder in the Assembly was irremediable, he had

deemed It wise to increase that disorder, so as to accelerate the dissolution of the half-

insane body. Mem(nr:<<if Mahinct. Paris, 1820.

(3) On July 9, 17no, during' the discussion as to the ceremony of taking the oath, which

was to occur on the 14th, the bishop of Clermont said :
" Gentlemen, together with all the

individuals of the nation, we are about to renew our oath to be faithful to that nation, as

well as to the law and to the king. Where Is the Frenchman, nay, where is the Christian,

who will hesitate in taking an oath consecrated by every principle? I declare myself

ready, if it be necessary, to sign it with my blood. . . . But, gentlemen, while I remember

all that I owe to Cipsar, I cannot hide from myself all that I owe to God. In all that be-

longs to civil, political, and temporal concerns. I must swear to uphold the Constitution ;

but a law which is superior to every human law compels me to proclaim loudly that in my
civic oath I shall not intend to cover matters which belong entirely to the spiritual author-

ity. Any appearance of including such matters would be a great scandal. ... I beg you to

perceive that the exception which I make is really a guarantee of my fidelity to that which

I shall swear to observe." When the bishop finished his protestation, all the bishops of

the Right, and very many of the lay and priestly deputies, signifled their agreement with

his sentiments. On Jan. 4, 1791, Gregoire affected to believe that the Assembly had no in-

tention of entrenching on the purely spiritual. " It is certain that the purely spiritual Is
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six other ecclesiastics imitated these ; but tweuty-five of them

soon retracted. Ou Jan. 9, the oath was tendered to the

parish clerg}' of Paris ; more than three-fourths refused to

swear. In the provinces, five-sixths of the clergy spurned

the Constitution. In fine, so admirable was the fidelity of

the great body of the clergy, that Mirabeau exclaimed :
" We

have their money ; l)ut they have preserved their honor."

Only four bishops, out of the hundred and thirty-five then

in France, were derelict ; namely, the Cardinal do Brienne,

archbishop of Sens, whom Pius VI. afterward expelled from

the Sacred College ; Savines, bishop of Viviers. who after

some years of extravagancies as constitutional bishop of

L'Ardeche, declared that he must have been crazy (1), and

retracted; Talleyrand de Perigord, bishop of Autun ; and

Jarente, bishop of Orleans. On Jan. 25, 1791, without any

pretense of consent from the ordinaries of the consecrandi,

without any commission from the Eoman Pontiff, without

any previous Profession of Faith, and in spite of the protests

of the bishops and Chapters on whose rights he thus tram-

pled, Talleyrand consecrated, in the church of the Oratory

at Paris, Expilly as bishop of the Finisterre, and Marolles,

as bishop of L'Aisne (2). The assistant consecrators were

Gobel, (a Swiss) titular-bishop of Lydda, and Miroudot, bish-

op of Babylon (3). From that time the sacrilegious conse-

outside of its province ; the Assembly lias always proclaimed this principle, and has always

applauded its defenders. The Assembly d()(;s not demand an interior assent to the law ; it

does not judge consciences." Mercurede France. July 24, 17SK), and Jan. 8. 1791.

(1) In fact, he was for several years contlned in the asylum at Chareuton.

(2) Probably this church was chosen for the ceremony because Polret, the superior of the

Oratory In Paris, had taken the oath. He had also accepted the pastorship of Saint-Sulpice.

(3) As an indication of the character of Gobel, we submit the pastoral which, iti his ca-

pacity of constitutional " bishop of Paris," he Issued on the death of Mirabeau :
" J. 15. F.

Gobel, heretofore, by the divine mercy and the grace of the Apostolic See, bishop of Lydda;

bur now, because of the Constitution, the grace of the voters, and the decision of the tri-

bunal, bishop of Paris ; to all the citizens of our diocese, henlth and bene(li(;tion, by order

of the law, the nation, and the king. While we were engaged on the pastoral which we

had designed to address to you, an awful calamity troubled our meditations. To the chants

of joy and triumph which we were preparing for your hearing, have succeeded the plain-

tive accents of grief ; and the national hymn, the Ca ira, which was so sweet to us when

we repeated it with you. Is now n^plactMl by the funereal cry, ' He is no more.' That in-

comparable man, who was formed for our century, is no more. ... If you owe to him that

peaceable and radiant life which you now enjoy, we, dear brethren, owe to him that min-

istry which we now exercise caitonicalUi on the banks of the Seine, instead of exercisin)?

It. as once we did, miserably and without glory, amid the rocks and snows of Switzerland.

. . . When we first came here, we were filled with abominable prejudW'es which alarmed

/our conscience ; *«r we had been nurtured In the study of theology, and we had false ideas
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crations continued ; the lately consecrated transmitting tlieir

jurisdictionless episcopal character for the perdition of con-

scienceless men like themselves. Before the end of the

year 1791, every department of France had its schismatic

bishop in opposition to its legitimate one ; for as yet very

few of the latter had been compelled to flee into exile. Each,

constitutional jjrelate adopted every means to surround him-

self with priests of his own stamp ; and when he found that

the number of Jansenist Frenchmen and apostate Germans

(of these latter, says Pacca, there were very many who were

ready to sustain the new church) fell short, he ordained any

poor starveling who was but too glad to sustain life with

the spoils of the sanctuary. On March 10, 1791, Pius

VI. addressed a Brief to the episcopal members of the

Assembly ; and on April 13, another to the other bishops,

and to the clergy and people of France ; condemning and an-

nulling all the proceedings of the schismatics. Such of the

unfortunates as had acted in good faith, and it would seem

that there were many of these, now opened their eyes, and

returned to the fold of unity ; but the majority devised in-

numerable pretexts in justification of their schism. France

was deluged with pamphlets attacking, now the form of

the Papal Briefs, then their authenticity ; but the refu-

tations of these sophisms were so convincing, that at

length those alone were deceived who wished to be deceived.

Certain of the legitimate bishops, uniting love of Church and

of country with a sublime humility, surmised that peace

might be given to their sorely-tried flocks, if they were to

resign their croziers in favor of the intruders ; and when the

idea was broached, all the prelates who had signed the Ex-

position of Principles wrote to the Pontifl', begging him to-

accept their resignations, if he deemed such a course apt to

conduce, in the slightest degree, to the welfare of souls.

concerning those phrases, Catholic communion, ecclesiastical authority, the Apostolic Ro-

man Chair, etc. ... But with what zeal the eloquent Mirabeau dissipated this darkness,

and banished our insane scruples ! " (Parliamentary History, vol. ix., cited by Jager, in

his lUstorji of the Church of France Ditring the lievohitiuu, vol. ii., p. 265. Paris, 1862).

Mirouddt had been a Cistercian, and in 1770 had been made bishop of Babylon by the-

Propaganda. Hs went no nearer to his diocese than Aleppo ; then he returned to Paris,

where, until he joined the Constitutionals, he aided the archbishop in certain episcopal

functions.
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Pius VI. replied that the proposed sacrifice would, in the

circumstances then subsisting, cause error to triumph, rath-

er than to depose its pretentions. The rest of the histor}- of

the Constitutional Church of France is involved in that of

the Revolution, and is easily attainable by the student ; we

shall merely say a few words concerning two points which

are seldom noticed by the histories in vogue—the open apos-

tasy of most of the Constitutional clergy, and the manner of

their deaths. On Nov. 7, 1793, three days before that hor-

rible profanation which was termed the Feast of Reason,

the president of the Convention read to the members a let-

ter from the municipal authorities of Paris, stating that they

were about to accompany the ci-devant bishop of the capital

and his ci-devant clergy to the Convention, where those indi-

viduals, " of their own accord, would exhibit a striking and

sincere homage to Reason and to eternal justice." When

Gobel and his followers entered the hall, a representative of

the municipality announced that the ci-devant clergymen

would now " despoil themselves of that character which

superstition had impressed upon them." Then the miser-

able Gobel made the following declaration :
" Born a ple-

beian, my heart soon received the principles of liberty and

equality. . . . Now that the nation is marching so swiftly to-

ward a happy revolution ; now that it is about to profess no

other public and national religion than that of liberty and holj

equality, because the sovereign (people) wishes it so to be
;

I, consistent with my principles, submit myself to the nation-

al will, and I do now here loudly proclaim that henceforth

I renounce the functions of a minister of the Catholic worship.

The citizens, my vicars, now here present, join with me in

this act. Vive la repiiblique ! "
(1). When Gobel and thir-

teen of his vicars had signed this attestation amid the fren-

zied plaudits of the Conventional, the president congratu-

lated the apostates :
" Citizens, having sacrificed these play-

things of superstition (2) on the altar of the country, you

are worthy of the republic. Citizens, having abjured error,

(1) Our account of these proceedings is taken from the Proces-Verhaux of the Convene

tiim, vol. xxv.-xxvii.; and from the Mnnitcur describing the sessions of the xvil. Brumalre,

and the following days, year 2.

(2) Alluding to the episcopal ring and cross which Gobel had laid on the " altar."
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Vou will now aud ever inculcate tlie moral and social virtues.

That is the religion which is agreeable to the Supreme Being

;

aud now you are worthy of Him." Then the red cap was

brought to Gobel ; and he placed it on his head (1). Sev-

eral priests and bishops, all Constitutionals, uow^ succeeded

each other in the tribune, all protesting that Eeason was the

sole object of their worship. Liudet, Constitutional bishop

of L'Eure, called the attention of the Convention to the

fact that " he had never taught anything but morality ; that

he had been the first of the bishops to ' marry.' " During

the next few weeks, there were read from the tribune many

notifications of apostasy, which had arrived from all parts

of France—all so many instances of the truth concerning

which ecclesiastical history is so eloquent, that in the mat-

ter of clerical disobedience to Church authority, " abyss calls

on abyss." It is worthy of note that very many of these

unfortunates became victims of the fever which they had

helped to excite. Fauchet, Constitutional bishop of Calva-

dos, had been guillotined with the Girondins a few days be-

fare the apostasy of Gobel ; but shortly before the fatal

moment he had been reconciled to the Church, aud had rec-

onciled several of his companions. Gobel himself, con-

demned in 1794, and being unable to procure the attendance

of a priest, sent a retractation in writing to the Abbe Loth-

ringer, begging him to be at the gate of the Conciergerie,

in order to gi^ e him absolution, as he went forth to death.

Lamourette, Constitutional bishop of Saoue-et-Loire, guil-

lotined in Jan., 1795, had made his retractation some months

previously, in the hands of the Abbe Emery ; and on the

scaflfold he declared that he accepted his fate " as a just

chastisement of the divine justice." ATe read nothing con-

cerning the sentiments with which the scaffold was mounted

by the Constitutional bishops, Gouttes of Bouches-du-Rhone,

Marcel de Lomenie of L'Yonne, and several others. As for

(1) Grogoire, in his HMo^j of Rdigiom Sects, a work in which he tries to palliate the

^riiilt of Ills (•onii>anl<ins. says that when, nn Hie day before this seene. Clooz luiil Perelra

urjfed (iobcl to abandon liis errors In a pulilie manner, the prelate replied thai he knew ol

uo errors in his rellfrlon. Then, says (irepoire, they remarked that there was no question

of principle In the matter ; that he was merely asked to yield to the will of the jx-ople, who

wanted no more of his functions. " If that is the will of the people," replied Gobel. " cer-

tainly the people elected me, and now they dismiss me."
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those who survived the horrors of the One and Indivisible

Republic, nearly all were in time reconciled with the

Church (1).

Although the scope of our work precludes any attention

to the general details of the French Revolution, we must not

omit a brief narrative of the sufferings entailed upon the

clergy who refused to swear fealty to the Civil Constitution.

The month of May, 1792, beheld the prisons of France filled

with non-juring ecclesiastics ; in the prison of Laval alone

there were confined more than four hundred. On May 26,

the Assembly condemned all the recalcitrants to deportation

;

the measure having been adopted principally because of the

insistence of Roland, the Minister of the Interior Avhom the

factious had forced on Louis XA^L, and having been opposed

by not one of the Constitutional episcopal members, or by

those Girondius whom ignorance designates as moderate.

But the king, sorely beset though he was, j^laced his veto

on the decree ; and when Roland, yielding to the vanity of

his wife, read before the Royal Council a letter (which

probably she had composed) in which His Majesty was

told in very insolent terms that he could not refuse his sanc-

tion (2), the minister, and his colleagues, Servan and Claviere,

0.) Among the priestly Constitutionalists who became victims of the revolutionary Kuil-

lotine which they themselves had glutted with innocent blood, was Joseph Lebon, an ex-

Oratorian, who became head of the tribunal of Arras, his native city, and was accustomed

to assist, in company with his " wife," at each of the hundreds of executions which he

had ordered. The fall of Robespierre caused him to be guillotined on Oct. 9, 1795. Du-

quesnoy, representative of the people with the Army of the North, distinguished himself

for republican exaggerations ; and having taken part in the Jacobin insurrection of May,

1795, and having been condemned to death, he stabbed himself in prison. Chabot, a Cap-

uchin, and vicar for Gregoire at Blois, was one of those who voted for the death of the king.

He incurred the enmity of Robespierre, and when he was brought before the revolutionary

tribunal, he poisoned himself ; but before death supervened, he was thrust under the axe,

on April 5, 1794. Simond, episcopal vicar at Strasbiirg, was executed as an accomplice of

Gobel on April 13, 1794. Jacques Roux, who had been suspended before the Revolution, be-

came one of the constitutional clergy of Saint-Sulpice : and he accompanied Louis XVI. to

the scaffold, conducting himself in a most brutal manner. Having been condemned to death

for robbery, he escaped the guillotine by stabbing himself on Jan. 7, 1794. We have al-

ready met George Schneider, the German Franciscan who was one of the Josephist profes-

sors in the University of Bonn. Emigrating to France at the outbreak of the Revolution,

he was made episcopal vicar of Strasburg by the Constitutional bishop. During the Terror

he officiated as public accuser for Alsace ; and he never travelled unaccompanied by the

guillotine. His monstrous excesses revolted even the tyrants at Paris ; and he was exe-

cuted on April 2, 1794.

(2) The following passage is sufficiently indicative of the tenor of this document. " The

conduct of the priests, the pretexts which fanaticism furnishes to the malcontents, have

caused the passage of a wUsc law against the disturbers. Let this law be sanctioned by
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were dismissed from the cabinet. Roland laid his letter

before the Assembly ; and that body declared that " the re-

grets of the nation " followed his dismissal. Then began,

throughout France, that exhibition of " popular " hatred for

the " reactionary " clergy which was to culminate in the de-

cree of Aug. 26, and the consequent massacre of Sept 2 (1).

On Aug. 10, the king and his family were imprisoned in the

Temple, and all power now resided in the Assembly, or

rather in that invention of the Jacobin Club, the Commune

of Paris, to which the Assembly perforce submitted. Act-

ing in concert with the Minister of Justice, Danton, the Com-

mune erected the guillotine in the Place du Carrousel ; and

during the night of Aug. 29-30, domiciliary visits were made

throughout the capital in order to jDrovide the victims.

When the prisons of Les Carmes and of Saint-Firmin were

filled, the unfortunates were thrust into La Force and the

Abbey of Saint-Germain. The populace was prepared for

the tragedy to come by a rumor that all tlie prisoners had

Your Majesty ; the public tranquillity demands that sanction, and the safety of the priests

calls for it. If this law is not enforced, the departments will find themselves compelled

to siihstitute for it those violent measures which have been adopted already in many

places^

(1) On June 4, Raynau, archdeacon of Senez, accompanied by two canons, left Senez in

order to escape the persecution of the Constitutionals. On the 6th, having arrived at Saus-

ses, the three were seized by the police ; and they were being led to prison, when a baud

of soldiers fell upon them, beat them cruelly, and threw Raynau into the Var. When he was

dragged forth, it was found that one of his legs was broken, and that his other limbs were

dislocated. The brutes continued to beat him, and he died under their blows, saying :
" I

forgive you " (CaRON ; Confessor.'^ of the Faith, vol. i., p. 1. Paris, 1843). On July 18,

Langoiran, grand-vicar of Bordeaux, together with a prebendary named Dupuy, and a

Carmelite named Pannetier, were seized by the police. Pannetier escaped ; but the others

were massacred in the courtyard of the archiepiscopal palace (Jagkr; loc. cit.. vol. iil.).

At Baune in the Ardeche, on July 13, the pastor, Pradon, and another priest named Naval,

fell under the sabres of infuriated soldiers. On the I3th, at the same place. La Bastlde. a

canon of Uzes, was shot to death. On the 11th, at Naves, the anniversary of the glorious

Revolution was celebrated by the slaughter of eight priest.s who had lU-d to that quiet

spot andiiad been received warmly by the inhabitants (Giii.i.o.n ;
Martyr, of the Faith.

Paris 1840) On the 20th. at Clairac, Lartigue, a priest who had devoted an immense pat-

rimony to the poor, was murdered with circumstances of inconceivable barbarity (Caro.n :

?oc cit p 155) On the 23d, at Marseilles, two Minims, Miratte and Tassy, who were ex-

ercising their ministry in secret among the poor, were discovered by some of the "club-

bists
" dragged to the Hotel de ViUe. and th.'re stabbed and hung, despite the intercession of

the Constitutional bishop of Rouches-riu-niu^ne. A few days afterward these same Mar-

selllese "clubbists" beat and then hutig. at Manosque in Provence, a septuagenarian

Franciscan named Ponthion. the Abbes Pochet and Reyra. and a parish-priest named Vial

(Martyrs of the Faith, art. Pochet: Confessors of the Faith, vol. i.. p. 25). At Beles-

me, the Abb.^ nuportail was dragged to the public square. a.sked whether he would re-

nounce the Pope, and then poniarded. In N'ormandy, at Pont-Ecrepin, the Abb^ Saint-

Martin was first tortured, and then shot to death illn).
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conspired to aid the Prussians, who were already in Cham-

pagne ; while the brave Parisians were making ready to

withstand the foreigner, it would be madness to expose

themselves to an attack from those intestine enemies " who

yearned to destroy their women and children." On the

morning of Sept. 2, it was reported that the enemy was at

the gates of Verdun ; all the citizens were called to arms
;

a ferocious band of Marseillais and other desperadoes, many

of them just freed from prison for the purpose, were armed

and designated for the destruction of the domestic " enemies

of the Eepublic." The firing of a cannon was the signal for

the guards at the Hotel de Ville to march all their prisoners,

arranged in three columns, either to the Abbaye, or to La

Force, or to the Conciergerie. The massacre began at the

Abbaye. The infernal work was superintended by commis-

saries of the Commune, wearing their municipal scarfs.

The best authors differ as to the number of persons slaugh-

tered at the Abbaye ; Jager says that the official list

records 216, of whom 86 were priests ; the Beligious Annals

puts the number of priests at 60 ; while Guillon says that

there were only about 40. Authorities differ also as to the

number of priests murdered at Les Carmes and La Force.

Records in the Hotel de Ville put the number killed at the

former place at 120 ; but a few hours after the event, Fau-

chet. Constitutional bishop of Calvados, told the Assembly

that 200 priests had fallen at Les Carmes. Among those

who succumbed here were the two brothers La Rochefau-

cauld, bishops of Saintes and Poitiers. On the following

day, pike, dagger, or club, continued their inauguration of

the untrammelled reign of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity,

at the Seminary of Saint-Firmin. Here at least 74 priests

were despatched ; many being only half-killed in the build-

ing, and then thrown out of the windows, to be the sport of

the mob below, until their last breath was exhaled with, in

many instances, the words, " God, forgive them ; for they

know not what they do !
" The official lists of the Republic

give the number of victims of the September massacres in

Paris, counting also those slaughtered in the asylums of

Bicetre and the Salpetriere, as only 1,458 ; but whether or
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not this estimate be correct, it seems to be certain that over

400 priests received on those terrible days the crown of

martyrdom (1). There is no exaggeration in this qualifica-

tion of these priestly victims ; for each one would have

saved his life, and would perhaps have been " honored " by
the Republic, had he taken the abominable oath which was
tendered to him as the fatal weajDon was poised above him.

The blood of these martyrs was still flowing when the Com-
mune of Paris, through its " Committee of Execution and
Surveillance," sent to every municipality in France the fol-

lowing invitation to general massacre :
" The Commune of

Paris hastens to inform those of all the departments that

some oiihe ferocioKS conspirators, confined in our prisons,

have been put to death by the people

—

an act ofjustice,

which seemed to be necessary in order to terrify the legions

of traitors who were within our walls at the very moment
when we were starting to meet the enemy. Undoubtedly
the entire nation will immediately adopt the same useful

and necessary means." This provocation to assassination

Was signed by Duplaix, Panis, Sergent, Lenfant (2), Jour-

deuil, Marat, Deforgues, Leclerc, Dusor, and Cailly ; and
was countersigned by Danton, as Minister of Justice (3). In

many districts the invitation was spurned ; but in too many
others, notably in Versailles, Rheims, Meaux, and Lyons,

the sanguinary scenes of the capital were reproduced. Bat
thousands of faithful priests continued to exercise their

functions, through the aid of devoted persons who hid them

from the hunters ; and shortly after the execution of Louis

XVI., the Convention began a systematic search for the

(1) Granier de Cassagnac, searching in tlie archives of the Hotel de Ville for the secrets

of this massacre, found indisputable proofs that the Committee of Execution had hired

nearly three hundred abandoned wretches to do their work ; that these murderers were

kept continually drunk durinpr their labors; and that they were paid twenty-four francs

a day. See Cassagnac's Historji of the Girnndln» and of the September Massacres.

Paris, 1800.

(2) This Lenfant was a brother to a Jesuit of that name, whom the Committee of Execu-

tion believed to be the confessor of the king, and who had been conHned in the Abbaye

at the time of the massivcre. Maillard, who superintended the slaughter at the Abbaye,

received an order to spare none of the prise mcrs, " excepting Father Lenfant, who was to

l)e put in a safe place." On Sept. 5, friends succeeded in snuiggling the Jesuit from the

prison ; but while they were taking him through the Rue Bussy, he was recognized by

spies of the Committee, and having been returned to the Abbaye, he was immediately

murdered.

(3) Papon; History of the Revolution, vol. iv., p. 277. Paris, 1801.
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" enemies of society." From all parts of France priests

were marched to the seaports, the intention being to cast

them on the shores of Guiana, or to abandon them in the

wilds of Africa. Two-thirds died before the arrival of the

ships which were to carry them to a living death ; they had

been thrown into dungeons reeking with filth, or had been

assigned to tasks which were beyond their strength. Many
priests, however, succeeded in reaching some foreign land

which accorded to them a willing hospitality. The Roman
Pontiff especially welcomed many of these confessors of the

faith ; and cardinals, prelates, patricians, and monasteries,

vied with each other in doing them honor. In Spain, the

bishop of Orense, Pedro de Queveda, gave sustenance to

more than two hundred ; Cardinal Lorenzana, archbishop

of Toledo, supported five hundred for many years. The

Low Countries and Switzerland also welcomed many ; and

during the years 1792 and 1793 seven thousand landed in

England, Avhere their zeal and constancy dissipated many
Protestant prejudices, and caused many conversions to the

true faith (1). In no country, however, were the French

priestly exiles so gladly welcomed as in Poland ; there the

nobility and gentry found in them excellent tutors for their

children. Canada gained much by the exile of so many
French ecclesiastics ; and much of the early progress of

Catholicism in the United States must be ascribed to the

same cause (2).

(1) For interesting details concerning this priestly emigration, see the Memoirs for

the History of the Persecution, by the Abbe d'Auribeau. Kome, 179-1.

(2) We have abstained from any reflections on the French Revolution, unless when treat-

ing of matters which immediately concern the Church ; and we shall pursue the same course

when we describe the pontiflcate of Pius Vll. As compensation for a seeming neglect, we
present the following observations of one of the most judicial minds of our century :

" In

the latter part of the past century, there appeared in French society a movement of ideas,

of which we cannot yet foresee the ultimate consequences. Down to that time, nations had

Indeed modified the conditions of their public life to a certain extent, according to the

needs of the day, and the state of the minds of men ; and in the long course of her history,

France herself had not failed, on many occasions, to accommodate her civil and political

life to new conditions of things. In reforms such as these were, reforms inspired by jus-

tice and accomplished with wisdom, there is nothing which is not conformable with the

designs of Providence, and with the natural order of things. But that a nation should sud-

denly cut itself away from its entire past, instantaneously makinga tahula rasa of its gov-

ernment, its laws, and its institutions, in order to build a new social edifice—new from

foundation to roof—and without taking into consideration either right or tradition ; that a

nation reputed to beat the head of all nations, should declare to the whole world that it had

pursued a wrong path for twelve centuries, that it bad always been mistaken in regard to
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Its genius and its mission ; that there had been neither justice nor legitimacy in all that had
constituted its grandeur and glory ; that all was to be begun anew, and that It would never
again take rest until every vestige of its past history would have disappeared ; a spectacle

60 strange had never been beheld by men. But was it indeed the will of the nation, in

1787, that France should tear up her glorious history, in a moment of anger, in order to

plunge herself into a terrible unknown ? By no means. I have just read attentively the
eahicrs (the ofiBeial instructions of the electors to the deputies in the States General) in

which the clergy, the nobles, and the Third Estate, had given a free and sincere expression
of their sentiments and desires ; for, ' no elections were ever more truly free than those of
1789' (So admits Chassin, the ultra panegyrist of the Revolution, in his Oenins of the
Revolution, vol. i., p. 217. Paris. 1803). Here all agree in preserving the foundations of
French society ; monarchical government, the inviolabilityof the person of the king, and the
heredity of the crown from male to male; the Catholic religion being dominant, th.Tt i<,

alone having the right of public worship (See Tlie CaJners of 1789, by Leon de Poncins, p.

146. Paris, 1886). None of these things are questioned in any of the cahiers : and the Third
Estate is not the least enthusiastic when there is an opportunity to exhibit devotion to rov-
alty (Chassin admits this fact, p. 240). It is therefore absolutely true that the idea of a
radical revolution is totally absent in the cdhicis which were prepared by the intellectuul

elite of the nation, and which were approved by the deliberate and free votes of the elec-

tors. In those cahiers you must search, if you wish to know the veritable sentiments cher-

ished by the French nation on the eve of 1789. As Mounier said : 'They wished to destroy

abuses, not to overthrow the throne '
; they wished to introduce reforms, not to effect a

revolution. Yes, they wished to destroy abuses, and there were grave and numerous ones.

They wished to work reforms, and unanimously and in accordance with right—reforms in

matter of privileges, which once conduced to the general welfare, but which, for the

greater part, had not then the olden reason for their existence; reforms in the matter of

partition and collection of taxes ; and above all, a reform by restoring the true principles

of the French Constitution—the consent of the nation to the levy of a tax ; and a participa-

tion of the nation, through its representatives, In the framing of legislation, according to

the old maxim. Lex consensu jyopuli fit, et constitutione reals. Behold the real aspira-

tions of every class of French society, toward the close of the last century. ... No one
dreamed of maintaining the abuses ; every one wished for the actuation of the reforms. At
no time, and in no country, had there been seen, on the part of any government or political

body, so much good will and generosity in regard to a pacific transformation of the social

state. The enthusiasm did not pause to reflect; witness that night of Aug. 4, when the

nobility and clergy sacrificed their privileges without restriction, without any reservation

of acquired rights, and therefore at the risk of violating justice and equity in the case of

others who were interested in the question. But long before that event, and without any

outside pressure, the hitherto privileged orders had spontaneously and solemnly renounced

every exemption in matter of taxes (Prudhomme; Summary of the Cahiers, vol. 1., p.

197, and vol. li., p. 182). The clergy especially, recognizing " the needs of the state, whii-h

form the supreme law," had insisted on being subjected to the same pecuniary charges

which weighed on the other orders. Many of the cahiers expressed the wish that daily

laborers should be exempt from every tax ; and that in no case whatever, the poor man
should be deprived of the tools needed for his work, or of the furniture needed by his fam-

ily. . . . Every sincere patriot should ask himself this (juestion : What would be the condi-

tion of France to-day, if the reform movement of 1789, as indicated in its grand outlines

by the cahiers, had followed its natural course, instead of giving place to permanent rev-

olution ; If traditional institutions, rejuvenated and strengthened, had developed pro-

gressively, according to the needs and interests of the country ; if the government had not

r-scillated between dictatorship and anarchy, as it has done for the last hundred years, but

had rather maintained the just equilibrium in which the general desire wnuld have placed

It ; If, sparing itself ten revolutions and thirty years of—albeit glorious wars, the French

nation had known how to profit by the marvellous resources with which Providence has

deigned to endow it? No one possessing political acumen will hesitate in agreeing with

us when we say that if the reform movement of 1789 had been actuated under such condi-

tions, France would have then given the tone to all Christian Europe, and that to-day she

would beat the head of the entire world. ... All the civil and political reforms— I mean the

useful, serious, and legitimate ones—which have been accomplished since 1789, have bad
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absolutely notliing in common with the French Revolution. The cahiers of the clergy, of

the nobility, and of the Third Estate, demonstrate that all those reforms would have been

effected more surely, more wisely, and more efficaciously, without the Revolution. . .

.

Do we advise a reaction against the revolutionary movement of 1789 ? Undoubtedly ; for

ibe salvation of France depends on that reaction—on a reaction both profound and vigor-

ous ; a reaction of realities against illusions and Actions ; a reaction of experience against

a series of lamentable deceptions ; a reaction of principles against an absence of all doc-

trine ; a reaction of hereditary and national right against the usurpations of force ; a re-

action of Christianity against atheists and materialists ; a reaction of a country which

wishes to live against the debilitating causes which would eventually kill It. If present

evils and the threats of the future produce this result, we may bless God and thank men
for them. As for me, I can conceive but one formula for deliverance : to bid farewell to

all revolutionary ideas, and then to resume unhesitatingly, and with firmness, the reform-

ing movement of 1789." TJie Centennial of 1789, by Mgr. FreppeU Bishop of Angers,

and Deputy from Finisterre. Paris, 1889.
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